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THE HIDDEN COSTS OF LANDSCAPE CONSERVATION
IN ENGLAND1

P. J. Jones and R. B.Tranter

This paper examines the extent of management of features that contribute to the character and
appearance of the landscape that farmers in England carry out both voluntarily and under
agri-environment schemes. Data on landscape management were collected before the
Environmental Stewardship Scheme and the cross-compliance requirements of the Single
Payment Scheme began to impact. It was estimated that 90% of farmers spend time on at least
one landscape management operation, with most effort being uncompensated by agri-
environment schemes. The average English farm business, in 2004/05, is estimated to devote
£1,260 worth of labour to uncompensated landscape work, this equating to £215 millions at
the national level.

Keywords: Farm landscape management; Voluntary conservation work; Agri-environment
schemes.

Introduction and objectives
It could be argued that farmers and landowners perform few, if any, tasks

that could be said to improve the visual aspect of the landscape within the
farmed environment without being paid to do so. This is because considerable
numbers of farmers have entered the various agri-environment schemes made
available under the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs’ (Defra) England Rural Development Programme such as the
Countryside Stewardship Scheme or the Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Scheme. These schemes are being replaced by the Environmental Stewardship
Scheme, which was launched on 3 March 2005. There are now over 2.7m ha
of land covered by more than 21,000 live Environmental Stewardship Scheme
agreements, approximately 25% of the farmland in England (Defra, 2006a).
The target set by Defra is for a 70% uptake of the Entry Level Scheme on
farmland in the lowlands, with an even higher figure for the Less Favoured
Areas to be entered into the Environmental Stewardship Scheme by the end of
2007 together with the Higher Level Scheme. This phenomenon is intended to
make an increasingly positive contribution toward the UK’s objective of
meeting its farmland birds, Site of Special Scientific Interest and Biodiversity
Action Plan targets (RSPB, 2006).

However, it is also equally believed that farmers and landowners often
perform operations on their holdings that improve the visual aspect of the
landscape and that these operations are conducted entirely without recompense
under any environmental or landscape scheme (Gilder, 1987; McInerney et al.,
2000). It has been shown over a period of many years that some farmers are
especially interested in conservation in general and that good practice in this
respect is an important goal behind their behaviour (see, for instance, Gasson,
1973; Gasson and Potter, 1988; Beedell and Rehman, 1999; and Beedell and
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Rehman, 2000).
For some 10 years or so, policy makers have recognised what they have

termed the ‘multifunctional nature of Europe’s agriculture’ and the part this
plays in the rural economy, the environment and the landscape (Commission,
1997; OECD, 2000). Such public goods, such as the provision of landscape
and wildlife habitat by farmers, have had, in more recent times, some
recompense through agri-environment schemes, but much provision still goes
uncompensated. This phenomenon has also attracted the attention of
agricultural economists who have started to attempt to value the provision of
such public goods and to discuss the issue of the supply of these goods and the
slope and position of the supply curve (e.g. Swinbank and Tranter, 2004;
Swinbank, 2002; Randall, 2002). Efforts in this regard have been hampered by
the fact that there has been very little data available on the quantity of such
public goods that farmers will supply in the absence of payment. As a result,
the main thrust of the original research that led to this paper was to establish,
empirically, the extent to which such operations are performed and to
calculate, if possible, a monetary value for those operations which presently go
uncompensated. Thus, the joint objectives of the research were:

 to discover what type of landscape management operations were
regularly carried out by farmers and how much time was committed
by them to those operations; and to

 quantify how much of the landscape management operations carried
out were compensated by farmers’ membership of environmental
schemes and, by extension, how much work is carried out at the
individual farmer’s own expense.

The research was conducted during 2005-06 on behalf of the Campaign to
Protect Rural England (CPRE) and the National Farmers’ Union (NFU); full
details are provided by Jones et al. (2006).

Research materials, method and sample characteristics
The research was based on data collected from farmers by a questionnaire

sent to a randomly selected sample of 2084 NFU members throughout
England, representing all farming sectors. The questionnaires were sent out on
26 and 27 May 2005 by the NFU, with a covering letter from the NFU
President and the Chief Executive of the CPRE, explaining the purpose of the
research. The first response was received on 3 June 2005 and the sample was
closed on 13 September 2005. One reminder letter was sent out. The final
response rate was 16.8% (355 clean questionnaires). This response rate is
somewhat low for postal surveys of this kind but it is, perhaps, understandable
in view of the fact that data collection not only took place in the summer, this
was also a particularly difficult time for many farmers, coinciding as it did,
with the implementation of the Single Farm Payment Scheme.

Respondents returned their questionnaires directly to the NFU to ensure
complete confidentiality concerning identity. The NFU then forwarded
anonymised questionnaires to the authors for analysis, together with the
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addition of basic demographic and farm structure data extracted from the
NFU’s own membership database.

To test sample representativeness, the distribution of farms over size and
farm type categories was compared with the distribution seen in official
statistics. As might have been expected, there is some under-representation in
the number of farms in the smallest size category and some over-
representation in the number in the largest size category (see Figure 1).
Medium-sized farms are relatively well represented. Under-representation of
smaller farms is a common problem with farm surveys, as smaller farms are
much more likely than larger ones to slip through the sampler’s net for a
number of reasons2 and, as there is also greater pressure on labour resources
on these small farms, surveys and other ‘non-essentials’ are often just ignored
by the farmers.

To examine the representativeness of the sectoral coverage of the sample
respondents, a classification of survey farms was created on the basis of
predominant enterprise to approximate to the Defra Robust Farm Type
Methodology. The predominant enterprise was identified on the basis of the
Standard Gross Margin contribution of each enterprise to the farm total.
Standard Gross Margin estimates for each farm enterprise were derived from
Nix (2005). As Table 1 shows, the sample is under-represented in terms of the
‘Other’ farm type category and over-represented in terms of ‘Cereals’ farms.
This effect is linked with the farm size issue, as the under-representation of
farms classified as ‘Other’ is largely due to the absence of smaller farms which
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Figure 1. Comparison of survey respondents’ and Defra June Census farm

size distributions

2. Some of these reasons are that: there is often no record of the existence of these farms in telephone and business
directories; and these businesses are often managed on a part-time basis by new entrants to farming and are, therefore,
less embedded in the rural support infrastructure, such as trade associations, consultancy and advice services etc.
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would tend to fall into this category by virtue of their irregular farm
management approaches and enterprises, especially where horses are the
dominant enterprise. Conversely, cereal farms tend to be larger on average
than other farm types. It should also be mentioned here that NFU members
might be different from the population of farmers at large in terms of a wide
range of farmer and farm characteristics. No definitive figures are available to
prove this but, anecdotally, it is believed that NFU members are more likely to
be owner-occupiers and to have large farm businesses than the norm.

These comparisons reveal that some steps will have to be taken to ensure
that the sample data are representative when raising results to the national
level. In the results presented below, this has been achieved by, first,
estimating results for the different farm size categories separately and, then,
weighting these according to their June Census distribution. Because of the
interlinking of the size and farm type dimensions, the steps taken to overcome
the size bias may be expected to have, to a great extent, simultaneously dealt
with the bias in the distribution of farm types. Assuming that farmers in each
of the size categories are representative of the populations from which they are
drawn, then this weighting should correct the sample representativeness of a
whole raft of farm and farmer attributes, including farmer attitudes, where
these may differ according to farm size.

Farmers were asked whether they were in receipt of farming subsidy
payments before 1 January 2005, that is, before the introduction of the SFP in
England. Most respondents (82%) were, with the remaining respondents
engaging in agricultural or animal husbandry activities in unsupported sectors
of one type or another.

Table 2 reveals that, at the time of survey, the rate of agri-environment
scheme membership varies quite considerably between regions, with relatively
few farms in schemes in the West Midlands and the North East, and higher
rates, around a third of farms, in the South East and South West of England.

8

Farm type Number of
survey farms

Percent of survey farms
in each farm type

category

Actual distribution of farm
types as reported in the 2003

June Census (%)

Cereals 107 39.1 11.3

General arable 28 10.2 4.9

Horticulture 4 1.5 5.1

Dairy 37 13.5 7.6

Lowland livestock 37 13.5 18.0

Upland livestock 17 6.2 6.3

Mixed 28 10.2 5.5

Pig and poultry 15 5.5 3.7

Other 1 0.4 37.6

Table 1. The farm type classes of the survey respondents compared with offi-
cial national figures
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Larger farms were much more likely to be in agri-environment schemes and
the rate of membership among the smallest class was very low nationally.

Most respondents (67% of those not currently in ESA or CSS) stated that
they had applied, or intended to join, the whole farm ‘broad and shallow’
Entry Level Scheme options of the Environmental Stewardship Scheme (see
Figure 2) with very few advising that they either had, or were, considering
applying to enter the Higher Level Scheme (13% of all respondents). Current
agri-environment scheme membership significantly affects the pattern of
response to the question of ESS membership, with few farmers already in
schemes looking to join the ESS. However, since the research was conducted,
Defra have relaxed the stipulation that required those already in the
Countryside Stewardship Scheme or the Environmentally Sensitive Area

9

Government Office Regions Proportion of survey farms in agri
-environment schemes (%)

Av. hours managing landscape
under schemes (hours/farm/

year)

East Midlands 19.1 258.3

Eastern England 20.3 317.8

North East 12.5 120.0

North West 25.0 222.2

South East 29.3 146.1

South West 33.0 162.3

West Midlands 12.1 53.8

Yorkshire & Humberside 17.1 249.8

Table 2. The incidence of agri-environment scheme membership among survey
farms and their use of labour for these purposes
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Scheme to complete the remaining term of their current agreements before
applying for support under the Higher Level Scheme and ‘switching’ from
CSS and ESA to HLS before the end of the present agreement is now
permissible. Of those who stated that they will not join Environmental
Stewardship at any level, 64% were in receipt of Pillar I subsidy payments.
For these, refusal to join at least the Entry Level Scheme would appear at first
sight, in view of the likely increased modulation of Pillar I payments in the
future, to be an irrational decision unless these farmers are intending to offset
the effects of modulation and degressivity by some other means, e.g. the sale
or lease of their holding, diversification into non-agricultural uses, or
intensification of existing agricultural production.

Results
The survey revealed that over 90% of respondents carry out some measure

of landscape management already, whether within the terms of an agri-
environment scheme, or not. As Figure 3 shows, there is only modest variation
in this activity rate between farm size groups, with no obvious size-related
trend. However, in the largest farm size class, much more agri-environment
scheme activity was shown.
Figure 4 shows that there is only minor variation in landscape management
activity over farm types, with the highest recorded rate observed for dairy

farms and the lowest for mixed farms. This result implies that farmers
operating more intensive and specialist farms value landscape management
activity as highly, compared to other farming goals, as their non-specialist
counterparts. Operators of non-specialist and mixed farms might be perceived
as being more conservation minded, by virtue of their adoption of farming
systems that are widely regarded as more environmentally benign than
specialised systems. Respondents were asked to state what landscape features
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they managed, irrespective of whether they were compensated for doing so.
Figure 5 reveals that the four most widely undertaken operations were

hedgerow trimming, followed by maintenance of ditches and ponds, managing
hay meadows3 and footpath maintenance. Other management activities such as
dry-stone walling and maintenance of lowland heath or upland moor, while
environmentally important, are of more local, regional provenance and thus do
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3. Management of hay meadows includes mowing, baling and tedding.



not feature so prominently in the national analysis reported here.
Whilst there appears to be no major undersupply of skills available in the

immediate proximity of farms for many of our respondents, the survey
revealed that there does appear to be something of a shortage of local
craftsmen available for specialist tasks such as work on old farm buildings and
dry stone walls even in those areas of England where these features are most
often found.

In addition to identifying the range of farmers’ countryside management
operations, the survey also established the amount of effort (i.e. labour and
contractor4 hours) expended on each of these operations, both compensated by
agri-environment schemes and uncompensated. The results reveal that, taking
both these types of countryside management operations together, hedge
trimming and laying are the major consumers of labour resources (see Figure
6).

Management of footpaths and bridleways, which have a high frequency of
occurrence, is less important in terms of labour and contractor use than
operations directed at management and/or maintenance of farm buildings, or
woodland and tree management. Maintenance of these two types of public
rights of way also requires relatively light use of contractors. Another labour
and contractor intensive operation would appear to be the management of hay
meadows. However, this result needs to be treated with a degree of caution, as
it is not entirely clear from the responses whether this particular management
task should be considered as conservation activity in the same way as the
others are. This was intended to capture the management of traditional, low-
fertility, species-rich, hay meadows and it is possible that the term ‘hay
meadow’ has been interpreted by some respondents to mean any grassland
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4. Contractor costs are the ‘actual’ rates derived from the survey and are ‘whole costs’, i.e. they include machinery costs.



from which a grass crop of any type is taken. In view of this, it would,
perhaps, be safer to define this activity simply as management of ‘grassland’.

There is some variation in activities which make the biggest management
demands by farm type, with hedge laying and trimming, ditch and pond
maintenance and hay meadow management more common on lowland farm
types, while the maintenance and re-building of stone walls were the most
important activities, followed by hay meadow management and work on farm
buildings, on upland livestock farms. An average of 264.6 hours of work was
devoted to landscape management, by all types of labour, on sample farms.

Table 3 shows the proportion of total landscape management work, labour
and contractor hours, committed on respondents’ farms that is uncompensated
i.e. not managed under an agri-environment scheme agreement. This
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Table 3. Time (hours) spent managing landscape features (both uncompen-
sated and compensated under environment schemes), together with the pro-
portion (%) of this that is compensated plus comparison with data from an

earlier survey

Total hours worked
(both farm labour and

contractors)

Environment
schemes from: this

survey

Environment schemes
from: a previous survey1

Hedgerows (laying) 41.1 29 n.a.

Hedgerows
(trimming)

49.6 16 11

Dry stone walls
(maintenance)

21.8 14 17

Dry stone walls
(rebuilding)

7.8 37 n.a.

Wetlands 2.7 12 n.a.

Ditches / ponds 25.3 6 82

Field margins 10.6 24 n.a.

Woodlands / trees 32.4 5 43

Farm buildings 22.0 4 4

Archaeological sites 2.4 0 n.a.

Hay meadows 35.3 17 n.a.

Moorland 2.9 37 n.a.

Heathland 0.8 57 n.a.

Rights of way
(bridleways)

2.3 5 n.a.

Rights of way
(footpaths)

7.6 4 104

Total 264.6

1.Results represent the proportion of landscape management activities which are associated with agri-environment
schemes , and with maintenance activities, but not capital expenditures (McInerney et al., 2000).
2. Ponds only.
3. Casual tree planting.
4. Footpaths and bridleways.



proportion varies considerably between activities, to some extent reflecting the
possibilities for support for each under the CSS and ESA schemes (ESA
management options vary between the 22 schemes). The highest proportion of
work undertaken under agri-environment schemes is seen for activities such as
dry stone wall maintenance and heathland management and, to a lesser extent,
hedgerow laying. Smaller amounts of compensated work are involved for the
activities of maintenance of ditches and ponds, protection of archaeological
features and maintenance of woodlands and rights of way. It is instructive to
observe that management operations with low potential for compensation from
the public purse are by no means the least widely carried out and, indeed,
some (e.g. hedgerow trimming and ditch and pond management) are among
the heaviest users of labour. Table 3 also shows similar estimates taken from
McInerney et al. (2000) where appropriate comparison can be made.
Comparison of the two data sources reveals that the amount of time spent
managing landscape features under agri-environment schemes, as a proportion
of total time committed, has not changed very much in the last 5 years in spite
of an increase in the number of scheme agreements. This, tantalisingly,
suggests a general increase in the amount of environmental management
undertaken on farms, perhaps as a consequence of the increasing
environmental awareness of farmers.

Deducting hours committed to landscape management under agri-
environment schemes leaves the uncompensated body of work. Deducting
from this, the hours carried out by contractors leaves the body of
uncompensated labour carried out by unpaid family and paid farm staff. For
simplicity, we assumed that the ratio of the various types of farm labour
deployed does not vary between compensated and uncompensated activity
within the same landscape management operation. As no costs are available
from the survey for farm labour, it has been necessary to apply a
representative wage rate in order to estimate the cost of uncompensated farm
labour effort. A variety of published wage rate data were available, produced
by different institutions for different purposes and accounting for a variety of
labour types and categories of labour costs. For these purposes, an appropriate
wage rate was derived from the Defra Earnings and Hours Survey (Defra,
2005a). In the calculations it was assumed that all farm labour effort on
landscape management was fully charged. In reality, some of these costs will
not have been charged against the farm business i.e. they will have been
counted as unpaid farmer and family labour. However, it needs to be
recognised that such labour does have an opportunity cost.

According to the Defra Earnings and Hours Survey (Defra, 2005a), the
average hourly rate of pay, averaged over all grades of permanent (sometimes
described as ‘regular’) agricultural worker, both male and female, for the 12
months to January 2005, was £6.725. Contractor costs were provided by the
survey for each type of landscape management activity.

In view of the skewed size distribution of the sample, together with the
survey finding that rates of labour effort expended on landscape management
decline on a per ha basis as farm size increases, it was necessary to adjust the
sample estimates of average whole-farm labour and contractor costs on the
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basis of the true size distribution, before the figures could be raised to the
national level (England). This was done by calculating the average whole-farm
cost of uncompensated labour and contractors for the farms in each size group
separately, then weighting each of the whole-farm values by the number of
holdings in each size class, as revealed in the June 2003 Census (Defra,
2005b). This calculation is shown in Table 4.

After adjusting for the unrepresentativeness of the sample farm size
distribution, the average cost of uncompensated labour and contractors is

revealed as £1,259.67 per farm per annum. Raising these costs to the national
level is simply a matter of multiplying the average whole farm cost by the
number of farms in England. Unfortunately, official data is only for ‘holdings’
and farm businesses can contain more than one holding.

No recent official published data exist on the number of holdings on farm
businesses, but the authors’ own analysis of data from the Farm Business
Survey for 2003 suggests that the average farm business is made up of around
1.1 holdings. This implies that a maximum of one in ten farms in the Farm
Business Survey are multiple holdings, although the actual rate will be slightly
less than this as some of these ‘multiples’ will be made up of more than two
holdings. This estimate equates fairly closely with an estimate provided by
MAFF, and quoted by McInerney et al. (2000), that one in eight farm
businesses recorded in the June Census were made up of multiple holdings. As
there were 187,900 holdings of all sizes in England in 2003, this suggests there
are 170,818 farm businesses. From this, the farming industry’s voluntary,
uncompensated labour contribution to the environment each year in England
can be calculated at £215m, before other inputs, such as machinery, are

The hidden costs of landscape conservation in England P Jones and R Tranter.
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Table 4. Calculation of a weighted national average cost of uncompensated
labour and contractors per farm, based on Defra labour rates

Farm size group (A)
Cost of uncom-

pensated labour -
all sources1

(£/farm)

(B)
Number of hold-
ings in 2003 June

Census (‘000)

(A * B)

< 20 ha 836.2 114.7 95916.14

20 – 49 ha 1681.1 25.8 43372.38

50 – 99 ha 1596.0 21.2 33835.20

≥ 100 ha 2426.3 26.2 63569.06

Total 187.9 (C) 236692.78 (D)

True labour and contractors cost per farm (D / C) £ 1259.67

1. Estimated cost of paid and unpaid labour plus contractors costs.



considered.
Table 5 shows how this national total cost is distributed over the various

landscape management tasks. As can be seen, more than a fifth of this total is
dedicated to hay meadow management, ahead of hedgerow trimming, which is
ranked second. Hay meadow management does not, in fact, incur the largest

average labour time expenditures per farm (which is for hedgerow trimming)
but, when aggregating to the national level, the importance of hay meadow
management increases, due to the predominance of this category of work on
very small farms (i.e. farms of less than 20 ha) and the numerical
preponderance of this class.

Journal of Farm Management Vol.13 No.1 July 2007
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Table 5. Estimated value of uncompensated labour and contractor time spent
on each landscape management task for England

£m

Hay meadows/grassland 45.3

Hedgerows (trimming) 42.3

Hedgerows (laying) 20.7

Ditches / ponds 24.8

Farm buildings 24.4

Woodlands / trees 22.6

Dry stone walls (maintenance) 11.4

Field margins 7.3

Dry stone walls (rebuilding) 5.6

Rights of way (footpaths) 5.9

Archaeological sites 1.6

Moorland 1.0

Rights of way (bridleways) 1.2

Wetlands 0.9

Heathland 0.2

Total1 215.2

1. Column may not sum to the total due to rounding error.



Discussion and conclusions
Opportunities for compensation under agri-environment schemes do not

seem to determine which landscape management operations are most
commonly carried out, or the amount of time devoted to them, as the most
commonly reported activities have high rates of voluntary participation by
farmers. This fact strongly suggests that public funding is not driving the
pattern of landscape management carried out on farms, at least not at present.
This pattern may, of course, change to some extent with the introduction of the
new ESS.

The greater part of the work time allocated to landscape management is
derived from family and farm labour, but there is significant use of contractors
for particular management operations, particularly those requiring specialist
skills or equipment, for example, modern hedgerow trimmers and excavators
for drainage and ditching work. The extensive use of contractors, at a
considerable cost, implies that these landscape management operations are not
simply an afterthought, or a way of putting slack farm labour to work during
quiet periods but, rather, they probably represent effort that farmers see as
making an important contribution to their farming goals with these, in turn,
possibly being derived from pro-environmental attitudes, values and emotional
feelings of duty and care. However, it should not be forgotten that this recent
landscape management activity has been carried out over a period of great
financial, institutional and policy change for English farmers which has
necessitated much social and structural adaptation. In its wake, Lobley et al.
(2005) have shown that much stress has been caused to farm families.

The research reported here showed that the expenditure incurred annually
by English farmers on landscape management that goes uncompensated
appears to exceed £215m, which is 132% of the total agri-environment
funding in 2004 of £163m. Looking at the landscape management operations
being reported in the survey, it is impossible to presume that these are to any
great extent being driven by financial incentives, or by regulatory action. This
leads to the obvious conclusion that farmers are voluntarily contributing to the
public good as a consequence of their own goals and motivations and that the
value of this to society, in monetary terms in 2004, was more than the total
public expenditure on environmental improvements under the Rural
Development Regulation during that same year. Clearly, why farmers are
doing this is an issue worthy of further investigation.

The cost of labour (both paid and unpaid) and the hire of contractors would
not be the only expenditures incurred by farmers as a consequence of their
voluntary landscape management activities. There would, in addition, be use
of tractors and other farm equipment as well as fuels and materials of many
kinds. For maintenance activities alone (not capital expenditures), McInerney
et al. (2000) estimate labour and contract costs at some 69% of total costs,
meaning that the labour and contractor cost totals reported here would need to
be increased by 45% to reflect total costs. It should also be pointed out that, in
addition to these expenditures, which contribute little or nothing to agricultural
returns, additional financial losses may also be incurred as a consequence of
these landscape management activities, in the form of the opportunity costs
where labour, capital and land have been re-deployed away from income-
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generating farming activities. Assuming that these labour resources cold be put
to productive use, on an opportunity cost basis, losses to agriculture as a
consequence of landscape management activities may be as much as double
the incurred costs reported here.

The choice and scale of landscape management work is not, to a large
extent, being determined by the availability of public funding. Rather, it is
made possible by the availability of other revenue sources, including
enterprise margins and direct payments from the European Union’s Pillar I and
the willingness of farmers to transfer money from these sources. This
evidence, that farmers are already transferring such large sums from their farm
incomes to landscape conservation, raises a number of interesting questions.
First, ‘will landscape management work on this scale be maintained if farm
incomes decline?’ The obvious suggestion is that, if farm incomes (from
whatever sources) decline, resources committed to landscape management will
also decline, if they are not replaced pro rata by agri-environment scheme
spending.

Second, ‘how likely are farm incomes to decline?’ This is a contentious
issue, with differences of opinion on all sides. The CPRE & NFU (2006), for
example, argue that proposed cuts in direct subsidies already in the pipeline
through the recent CAP reform will depress farm incomes to the extent that
negative effects on landscape management will be felt6. Of course, this view
runs counter to the official Defra line (Defra & H M Treasury, 2005), which
argues that loss of support will, in turn, put downward pressure on costs and
farm asset values (particularly land), and that farm incomes will then quickly
recover. They cite recent examples of cuts in income support from New
Zealand, Canada, Australia, South Africa and Sweden and what then happened
as examples backing their case.

The reasonableness of the Defra position depends largely on the
assumption that the cost of agricultural assets, particularly land, will fall.
Current official land market statistics are unreliable indicators, as these relate
to the period around the implementation of the Single Farm Payment, at which
time the number of land sales was down considerably from recent years.
However, largely anecdotal evidence suggests that the recent increased
volume of land sales has been accompanied by firm, if not rising, land prices
due to scarcity of supply and high demand, particularly from people outside
farming.

Third, ‘if incomes do decline, will increased spending through agri-
environment schemes compensate for lost voluntary investment in landscape
management?’ A significant proportion of the cuts in direct income would be
due to national modulation, where the monies would be transferred into agri-
environment schemes, such as the ELS. Therefore, the answer to the question
will depend on

 the scale of the cut back in voluntary investment in landscape
management and

 the size of agri-environment spend.

Journal of Farm Management Vol.13 No.1 July 2007
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Using 2004 data as a reference, it can be conservatively assumed that a
25% reduction in voluntary landscape management activity would amount to a
loss of investment of around £50m in England. Assuming that around half of
ESS spending relates to landscape management activities, then ESS spending
would have to increase by £100m just to achieve parity. Defra are assuming
that total ELS spend by 2008/9 will be around £190 millions (Defra and H M
Treasury, 2005). The size of the voluntary investment in landscape
management relative to agri-environment scheme spending on the same tasks,
suggests that even modest percentage declines in the former would not, on the
basis of current spending plans, be compensated for by the latter.

Fourth, ‘if farm incomes don’t decline, will the ELS add to the body of
landscape management work carried out and, if so, by how much?’ The jury is
still out on this, but a recently released statement from Defra (Defra, 2006b),
based on an interim assessment of the ELS (the full report is due in June 2007)
suggests that 60% of farm conservation work carried out under the Scheme
(this would also include work other than on landscape management) was
already being done before entry into the Scheme. This echoes the twelve year
old findings of Morris and Potter (1995) who found that there was a core of
farmers who were largely motivated by conservation issues and not just the
financial position of their businesses.

Finally, our conclusions and main findings can be summarised as:

 some 90% of farmers surveyed reported that they expend time on at
least one landscape management operation, of which between 71%
(hedgelaying) and 100% (archaeological sites) is uncompensated;

 the activities most frequently undertaken by respondents were
hedgerow management, ditching, hay meadow/grassland operations
and rights of way maintenance;

 most landscape management operations were undertaken by family or
direct farm labour;

 around 80% of landscape management work was uncompensated and
this figure was fairly consistent over farm size and farm type
categories;

 there appeared to be no major undersupply of key landscape
management skills within 10 miles or so of most farms with the likely
exceptions of dry-stone wallers and specialist builders;

 and the average annual cost per farm business for uncompensated
works was calculated to be in the region of £1,260.

The hidden costs of landscape conservation in England P Jones and R Tranter.
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VERTICALLY INTEGRATING A NETWORK OF SMALL
AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES TO PURSUE STRATEGIC

MARKETING: THE CASE OF NATURAL VALLEY FARMS
INC.

Ronald D. Camp II and Sylvain Charlebois

The purpose of this paper is to provide a better understanding of strategic marketing
management principles for cattle producers through case study of vertical integration and
strategic marketing that will be of interest and utility to both theorists and practitioners.
Although many vertical integration projects led by cattle producers have failed in the past,
one project has prevailed: Natural Valley Farm, an abattoir owned and operated by cattle
producers based in Wooseley, Saskatchewan Canada. Through an analysis of NVF and a
review of key concepts in relevant literature, this paper discusses vertical integration and
channel relationships and how they are critical to strategic management for the beef industry
and cattle producers. The paper concludes with a discussion of implications for strategic
management in the beef industry and future research.

Key Words Marketing channels, strategic marketing, vertical integration, strategic networks,
production contracts; small and medium enterprise; beef industry; cattle producers; BSE crisis.

Introduction
Strategic marketing and management are becoming increasingly important

in agriculture and agribusiness marketing channels. In part this seems to
reflect a need to be more strategically focused to survive in increasingly
competitive sectors that are catering to increasingly demanding consumers.
Family farms have become agribusinesses: more professionalized and
increasingly vertically integrated throughout their marketing channels.

However, in spite of the fact that customer demand in the meat market has
been changing for several years, cattle producers from North and South
America (Charlebois & Camp, 2006; Conejero, Saab & Martinelli, 2006;
Saghaian, Meyer, & Spaulding, 2006), Europe (Dautzenberg & Hanf, 2006)
and elsewhere have continued to operate as price takers selling a traditional
commodity in an open market setting rather than recognizing market
heterogeneity (Alderson, 1965) and strategically marketing differentiated beef
products. Poultry and pork producers, on the other hand, have long been
involved in strategically focused efforts to gain more control within their
oligopsonistic market channels. These efforts by producers to increase control
within the market channel include strategic marketing and production
contracts, strategic alliances, and vertical integration (see Fig. 1).
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In many significant ways, the poultry, pork, and beef industries are similar.
Producers in these three industry sectors face economic factors that seem to
encourage vertical integration that supports strategic marketing. However,
beef producers significantly lag producers in the other two sectors in terms of
both vertical integration and strategic marketing, raising the following
question:

 What barriers prevent cattle producers from vertically integrating within
their market channels and taking a more strategic approach to beef
marketing?

In 2005 a group of beef producers in Saskatchewan, Canada overcame the
barriers to vertical integration to form Natural Valley Farms (NVF). This
presented the authors of this paper with a unique opportunity to study (a)
factors that had previously hindered producers from vertically integrating and
(b) factors that uniquely allowed the NVF producers to overcome those
barriers to integration. Current events suggested that the Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy (BSE) crisis played a role in this process.

In 2003 the BSE crisis in Canada led to an array of cattle industry
initiatives that were more strategic in nature, including cattle producer-
initiated vertical integration into slaughtering and packing plant facilities.
However, while more than 350 of these projects were reported across Canada
between May, 2003 and October, 2005, only three federally licensed1 ventures
were successful to that time2, suggesting that more than crisis was involved in
successful vertical integration cases. One of these successful ventures was
Natural Valley Farms Inc. The development of this venture led to a second,
general research question:

 What factors allow cattle producers to overcome barriers to vertical
integration within their market channels and take a more strategic
approach to beef marketing?

Many strategic projects led by cattle producers to increase control over
marketing channels through vertical integration have failed in the past and
many strategic initiatives that went ahead after BSE will most likely never be
realized. However, the existing body of literature and theory provides
inadequate guidance for improving the outlook for beef producers. This
project was intended to improve our theoretic understanding of strategic
marketing and channel management issues for beef producers. Our paper lays
out the qualitative approach used to address the general research questions
above. It then presents an overview of the current literature as it applies to
increasing control within a market chain in order to allow producers to market
more strategically. From this overview we developed a set of more specific
research questions that were presented to the research subjects. The six semi-
structured interview questions (presented at the end of the literature review
section) were used to develop our conceptual model of vertical integration and
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strategic marketing in the beef industry.
In order to build our model for the reader, we present some of the key

elements of the beef industry, an outline of the important events that occurred
during the Canadian BSE crisis that struck the beef industry in 2003, and a
brief description of the NVF business model. We then draw out key factors
associated with channel relationships, vertical integration, and strategic
networks through iterations between existing literature and data from
interviews with the NVF principals, explain how these factors are critical to
strategic management for the beef industry and cattle producers, and develop a
table of theoretical factors for vertical integration and strategic marketing in
the beef industry. The paper concludes with a discussion of implications for
future research and theory development.

Literature Review and Overview of the Canadian Cattle and Packing
Industry

The beef industry is composed of multiple segments (see Fig. 1) that
extend from feed producers to food distributors. Two of these segments,
feedlots and meat packers, were analyzed for this case study. Feedlots are
confinement-feeding operations where the animals are essentially fed finishing
rations before slaughter (Katz & Boland, 2000). Feedlots are the main
production segment that interacts with packers on a regular basis. The
following sections explain these two industry segments.

Cattle Producers.

The intrinsic structure of cattle production works against coordination and
collaboration between cattle producers. Cattle ranchers are geographically
dispersed small business operators3, making horizontal coordination between
them difficult (Lamb & Beshear, 1998). Feedlots are also geographically
dispersed. Geographic isolation has been shown to make vertical coordination
and strategic management difficult. In New Zealand, small, dispersed dairy
operations were found to lack “the collegiality of colleagues with whom to
explore or reframe ideas… [or the ability to absorb] negative outcomes or time
dependent solutions” (Sligo, Massey & Lewis, 2005: 459) that are necessary
for long-term strategic decision-making. This suggests that geographic
dispersion and a general lack of collegiality may be endemic barriers to
communication, coordination and control for producers in the beef industry.

Long-term strategic decision-making is critical for meeting the changing
demands of consumers. Most cattle producers appear to conceptualize beef as
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Figure 2. Beef production chain.

3. For example, feedlots in Saskatchewan are supplied by more than 20,000 cow-calf operations. Most of these
operations have less than 150 head in capacity, and are often considered hobby farms.
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a more or less uniform, traditional commodity. To become strategically
focused, therefore, cattlemen running small operations need help to look at
marketing problems in a different way, especially if they are to effectively deal
with the imbalances created through their small size and industry context
(Sligo, Massey & Lewis, 2005). However, geographic dispersion makes it
more difficult to regularly exchange extensive quality information, to discuss
options to current systems and structures, or to develop the trust necessary for
collaboration (Sligo, Massey & Lewis, 2005). These factors may limit
potential collaboration that could lead to extensive projects between cattlemen
and strategic marketing of beef products. These factors may also militate
against the development of a long-term strategic vision of products or markets
by cattle producers, if information exchange regarding product quality,
consumer preferences, etc. is a prerequisite for the development of strategic
vision.

The individualistic culture of American and Canadian cattlemen further
limits coordination at the production level. Cattle producers have traditionally
resisted “all efforts to cooperate and to develop either horizontal or vertical
coordination mechanisms” (Kularantna, Spriggs & Storey, 2001: 12). Lack of
coordination precludes bringing together information that would indicate
either common goals or market trends that indicate a need for change within
the industry. For example, prior to the Canadian BSE crisis, cattle producers
seem to have perceived neither a significant threat nor a common, super-
ordinate set of goals that would have encouraged a high level of collaboration
or strategic thinking (Charlebois & Camp, 2006). Goal compatibility between
cattle producers is uncommon and Canadian cattle producers’ individual goals
are rarely based on strategic consumer concerns.

Meat Packers.

The next segment of the supply chain is the packing industry. It is highly
competitive, with difficult-to-manage, variable margins (Hursh, 2004). The
industry primarily buys cattle from producers to slaughter, cut, and package as
beef for sale to food distributors. Market dynamics facing packers are different
from those facing producers (Joshi & Campbell, 2003). For packers, market
demand is critical. Unlike cattle producers, food distributors (the customers of
the packers) base their marketing strategy on market demand (Charlebois &
Camp, 2006). In this segment it is important to manage market cycles for beef,
as beef prices are relatively inelastic. Furthermore, the packing industry is
dominated by daunting, publicly traded conglomerates that have access to
seemingly unlimited resources (Charlebois & Camp, 2006) requiring new
entrants to have major financial resources. In this environment, packers must
have significant knowledge of branding (Hermann, Thompson & Krischik-
Bautz, 2002), must be responsive to food safety issues and concerns (Spriggs
& Isaac, 2001), and have professionalized management capabilities in order to
be competitive.

Across the world, a handful of large meat packers are able to dictate how
livestock producers must behave to participate in the market (Harvard Law
Review, 2004). Through vertical integration and consolidation, these meat
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packers have created an oligopsonistic market, with the top four packers in
Canada and in the USA controlling 85% and 70% of their respective markets
(Grier, 2005), distorting power relations between producers and packers.

The normal state for the cattle industry, on the other hand, is a low degree
of vertical integration of cattle production and meatpacking, with cattle
producers being in an inferior position4. Competing with publicly traded,
integrated conglomerates requires substantial economic surplus. The capital
requirements for vertical integration into packing operations exceed $40
million, creating a barrier to entry for small and medium-sized cattle
producers. In addition, different segments of the supply chain require different
managerial skills and practices that may have been beyond the entrepreneurial
knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) acquired through the management of
most small and medium enterprises. Few cattle producers are believed to have
the KSAs necessary to manage a professional packing operation. Because of
these differences, beef safety scares impact cattle producers and packers
differently (Saghaian, Meyer, & Spaulding, 2006) with disparities in access to
resources within the feedlot-packer dyad favouring packers (Grier, 2005).

When beef prices increase, cattle producers benefit. However, when there
are too many cattle on the market, excess cattle are essentially worthless to
packers (Grier, 2005). Cattle producers are therefore pressured to lower prices,
while the meat packers realize high profit margins due to an inelastic supply
curve for beef (Katz & Boland, 2000) and are subject to financial disincentives
to reduce retail beef prices. As Boame, Parsons, and Trant reported to the
Canadian government, “Food processors and retailers are normally reluctant to
reduce the price of a particular meat product, such as beef, in relation to pork
or chicken, as shoppers are quick to substitute one meat product for
another” (2004: 6). Reducing beef prices would put pressure on processors to
reduce prices for pork and poultry as well.

While livestock prices may vary wildly in the short term due to these types
of shocks, operating costs tend to be sticky (Saghaian, Meyer & Spaulding,
2006). During the Canadian BSE crisis this situation resulted in an oversupply
at the level of the producers who continued to accrue costs as they waited to
sell their cattle. In this type of situation the financial impact on cattle
producers can become grave.

Changing Market Demand
In countries around the world cattle producers and packers are losing

market share to other producers in the meat complex, such as poultry and pork
(Conejero, Saab, & Martinelli, 2006). In Canada over the past 20 years beef
has lost 25 percent of the meat market share to poultry and pork (Charlebois &
Camp, 2006). This lost market share has been attributed to several causes,
including cost (beef is often the most expensive meat at the counter),
responsiveness, and safety.

The beef industry’s failure to achieve a greater vertical coordination and its
associated communication benefits has kept it from transforming itself into a
more consumer-driven industry (Lamb & Beshear, 1998). Although
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consumers are increasingly concerned about chemical residues and food
attributes that relate to health, “the traditional beef marketing system fails to
transfer information about what is considered to be the best product to the
producer” (Kularantna, Spriggs, & Storey, 2001: 119).

Consumers are increasingly concerned with the physical, convenience and
informational product attributes of food (Ubilava, 2006). During times of food
scandals, such as the BSE crises, consumers become increasingly aware and
concerned about food safety, quality and transparency in the system that
provides that food (Dautzenberg & Hanf, 2006). Historically, cattle producers
have been somewhat unresponsive to these changing concerns (beyond
compliance with changing government safety regulations). This lack of
responsiveness by producers to these concerns may have been a function of a
lack of access to channel information regarding customer concerns or a lack of
information regarding consumers’ willingness to pay “for various meat
attributes and about the long run market share potential of products with or
without these attributes in the grocery store and in the market as a
whole” (Ubilava, 2006). The dominant packer-producer sales schemes, in
which prices are set before specific cattle are sent to packing plants, neither
communicate the genetic improvements (in terms of weight gain,
conformation, and herd productivity) required to affect cattle’s performance
(Conejero, Saab & Martinelli, 2006) nor compensate producers for making
these improvements.

Kadirov and Varey (2005) have argued that marketing systems should
strive for marketplace wisdom, where participants (beef producers) are always
focused on future goals, not just on surviving in a hostile or uncertain
environment. Marketplace wisdom that allows a marketing system to
recognize uncertainty will eventually lead to an incremental progression of
greater market knowledge and the understanding of consumer demand, that
can lead to the attainment of a sustainable existence. The understanding of
consumer demand is not necessarily about survival to become sustainable, but
it is rather the process of realizing a true purposiveness of a marketing system
by attaining marketplace wisdom (Martin, Stewart & Matta, 2005).
Overcoming market uncertainty may require the formation of integrative
relationships with counterparts from the same network.

This initial assessment of the beef industry suggested several refinements
on the two general research questions raised at the beginning of our paper.
Questions were clustered in five general content areas:

 What were the issues associated with communication with and between
beef producers?

 What were the trust, scepticism and uncertainty issues among beef
producers and how did the founders address them?

 What were the issues pertaining to goals and Goal compatibility?

 What investment and financial issues were associated with the formation
of NVF?
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 What were the issues pertaining to levels and methods of integrating
beef producers?

Methodology
This article is meant to identify and explain key managerial principles for

vertical integration and strategic management in the cattle industry. Using
Yin’s (1994) methodology for exploratory theory development, this study
builds on existing theories through a case study that explores the execution of
vertical integration in the cattle industry. This study analyzes holistic data
referring to Natural Valley Farms, a successful vertical integration by a
network of cattle producers. This case study then develops a theoretical
perspective through a discussion of vertical integration and strategic marketing
for a network of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and links these
theoretical constructs with NVF’s business model and actions. Moreover, this
analysis makes use of multiple sources of evidence, including archival data,
recorded guest speaking notes, and in-depth personal interviews. Key
informants from NVF answered open-ended questions.

Subjects

In-depth interviews were conducted with the six principal officers of NVF.
These officers included: Ken Piller, President; Harold Smith, V.P.
Administration, Finance & I.T.(CFO); Cam Taylor, V.P. Operations; Eric
Kasko, V.P. Business Developement & Corporate Affairs; Kathy Martin,
Producer Relations; and Melissa Baran, Human Resources.

Semi-structured Interview Questions

Each of the subjects was presented with the same set of semi-structured
interview questions outlined above. They then reviewed a draft of the case
study report prior to completion.

Analysis Techniques

Given the exploratory, rather than confirmatory, nature of this research,
content analysis was chosen for analysing data collected from the subjects.
Raw, qualitative data from the interviews was analyzed for recurrent themes,
using both inductive and deductive approaches to categorize factors and
variables. In the inductive phase, interview transcripts were scanned for
recurring themes to develop labels and categories. The deductive phase
produced a model of factors and variables that incorporated both findings from
the interview subjects and elements of existing theory on networks, trust, and
vertical integration. After reviewing the literature in these theoretical areas, the
factors, variables and links developed from the interview data were revisited.
All factors and variables were then combined in tabular form. Additional
elements were incorporated from the literature in order to develop the
combined model of Systematic Managerial Principles for Vertical Integration
in the Cattle Industry.
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Findings and Analysis

The Canadian BSE crisis
On May 16, 2003, a 6-year-old Angus cow in Alberta Canada was tested

and found positive for BSE5, igniting an industry-wide crisis. Exports of
Canadian beef and cattle were immediately affected as non-tariff trade barriers
were enacted across the world (Le boeuf canadien, 2003). Most importantly,
the United States (accounting for more than three quarters of Canadian beef
exports) Japan, Mexico, Thailand, and other countries closed their borders to
Canadian beef. Although the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
immediately tested and ultimately destroyed 2700 cattle in Western Canada
(Le plan d’aide, 2003), and no other cases of BSE were found, the Canadian
beef industry lost access to its major markets.

The price of Canadian beef cattle plummeted. In spite of this shock, many
channel members, notably cattle producers, insisted they could maintain the
situation that existed prior to the crisis (Charlebois & Camp, 2006). However,
the sudden, critical financial situation associated with the uncertainty of future
cattle sales caused many cattle producers to feel vulnerable (Monchuk, 2003).
Cattle producers blamed abattoirs, meat packers, and the government for a
failed system as they realized that the current system favoured mainly mass
production and exports (Pauchant & Mitroff, 2002).

This realization led to multiple initiatives to build producer-controlled
abattoirs across Canada, with 31 initiatives in Saskatchewan alone (Canfax,
2005). However, only three projects (less than 0.02% of projects initiated
Canada-wide) were reported to have successfully started construction and/or
operations in Canada. Only two of these were fully financed by cattle
producers.

Several underlying factors may have contributed to the failure of most of
these initiatives. Many smaller cattle producers seem to have been driven more
by mistrust of packers than by either a strategic vision for a packing operation
or connections to alternative buyers. While this mistrust provides a powerful
motivation to mobilise human capital and financial resources in the short term
(Williamson, 1975), it creates continuing management problems (Anderson &
Weitz, 1986).

Two factors seem to have contributed to the failure of these initiatives. First,
these types of small start-up operations would have had very little bargaining
power relative to existing packers (Dahl, 1957). Second, mistrust coincided with
an absence of communication in the exchange relationships within the vertical
integration. Under conditions of great uncertainty market performance is largely a
function of collaboration and communication focused on prioritizing and
implementing adaptation goals (Achrol & Etzel, 2003). However, aside from food
traceability systems, where channel members were compelled to work jointly
(Loader & Hobbs 1996), little collaboration by cattle producers was noted prior to
the formation of NVF. It is likely that many of these initiatives, unlike the NVF
case, failed to develop super-ordinate coordinating goals that would have allowed
them to make the adaptations necessary to compete with the existing packers. (See
Figure 3 for a sequence of events leading to the development of NVF’s start up.)
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Natural Valley Farms Inc.
Natural Valley Farms is headquartered in Wolseley, Saskatchewan, a small

town of 850 people. It was founded in 2003 by Cam Taylor, Greg Larson,
David Fiddler and Ken Piller with an initial investment of C$19 million. All of
the founders had been involved with the cattle industry in some capacity prior
to founding NVF. To fund this project, 70 additional cattle producers each
invested a minimum of $70,000. Another 1200 cattle producers financially
committed to supply the plant. Essentially this represents a vertically
integrated organization coordinating and buying from a strategic alliance (see
figure 4).

A processing plant adjacent to NVF’s headquarters began operations in
June 2005. This packing facility has a design capacity of 1200 head per week.
NVF also operates a slaughtering plant with a weekly capacity of
approximately 1000 head and neighbouring feedlot in Neudorf (see figure 5), a
small town located about 30 kilometres northeast of Wolseley. The feedlot
reduces stress for animals prior to slaughter and thereby both increases beef
quality and addresses concerns raised by animal rights activists about the
treatment of livestock. From Neudorf, beef products go directly to customers,
but most carcasses go to the processing facility in Wolseley where they are
transformed into meat products and packaged for wholesale retailers (NVF,
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Figure 3. Sequence of events in NVF development.
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Figure 4. NVF strategic coordination.

Figure 5. Natural Valley Farms business model.
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2005a). NVF has developed and implemented a distinctive “Gate to plate”
approach to marketing beef products in which cattle producers have extended
their focus beyond simply supplying livestock to slaughterhouses6. The “gate
to plate” concept allows cattle producers to trace their beef products from the
farm of origin to the consumer.

Since its inception, NVF has marketed “natural beef” even though there is
no recognized definition for natural beef in Canada. NVF calves go from
maternal feeding onto a grain and forage diet without growth hormones,
animal by-products or antibiotics. In cases where animals need to be treated
with antibiotics, etc., they are marketed through standard distribution channels.
Producers that pool resources with NVF also follow on-farm food safety
practices of the Canadian cattle industry's "Quality Starts Here” program
(NVF, 2005a).

For cattle supply, NVF relies on what they refer to as the Cull Cow
Marketing Alliance, a business liaison between the 1200 independent cattle
producers who have purchased hooks at NVF. The producer leases a “hook”
from NVF for $200-300. A “hook” simply describes space (or capacity)
allocation for the slaughter plant. Each hook entitles the producer to bring one
cow per year for five years (NVF, 2005b). NVF suggests that its model is
financially beneficial for feedlots. These benefits include additional avenues to
market, reduced risk for feedlot operators, and improved connections to
markets, allowing operators to better meet long-term market needs and
concerns, as through “Natural beef” marketing (Charlebois & Camp, 2006).

For cattle producers, the hook program has a number of important benefits
over traditional buy/sell arrangements. For one, it guarantees a volume of
supply for the marketing of animals to the customer. Second, according to
NVF, the hook program allows the producer to participate in the profits of
processing determined by a predefined percentage split between the producer
and NVF. The actual price is a function of beef quality, market conditions, et.
cetera. Finally, the program significantly reduces working capital
requirements, which optimizes the potential for company viability and
improves profitability for all those involved through reduced interest costs
(Charlebois & Camp, 2006).

The domestic market is NVF’s initial target, but future plans provide for
getting Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points (HACCP) certification for the
American market, and European Union (EU) certification for food safety
standards (NVF, 2005c). NVF is also focusing on branding to market its
products in both domestic and foreign markets as having a unique set of
product benefits in both the retail and food service marketplace (NVF, 2005a).

The cattle industry and vertical integration
Perry (1989) has argued that vertical integration is a function of

technology, the nature of transactions, and market imperfections presented to
managerial decision-makers. Vertical integration, often defined as the
combination of two or more stages of a production-marketing chain under a
single ownership (Williamson, 1989), is the extent to which a firm transfers
risk and controls the production of its supplies and the distribution of its
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6. While leaders of the project argue that NVF would have been created in spite of the political and economic impact
of BSE, they have admitted that BSE altered NVF’s business model.
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finished products (Carlton, 1979; Mpoyi, 2003). Vertical integration can have
many organizational benefits: reduced transaction costs within a supply chain
(Williamson, 1989), economies of scale, bargaining power counterbalances,
enhanced information sharing that can lead to innovation and differentiation,
better defense mechanisms against foreclosures, and more evenly distributed
risk allotment across the supply chain (Lawrence, Rhodes, Grimes & Hayenga,
1997). Key integration issues raised by the respondents in relation to the
research are summarized in Table 1, below.
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Table 1. Key responses to primary research questions re beef producer
vertical integration and strategic marketing.

Research
question

Source
Interview subjects Literature

Investment /
Financial
Issues

Mistrust leads to financial stake in integration and on-going
management problems in many start-up producer initiatives
Tiered investment: $70,000 plus for NVF investors, $300-500
per Hook for network producers
Business model leads to reduced working capital requirements
for packing operation (annual funding through “Hook” pro-
gram)

Tremendous financial barri-
ers to entry for packing
operations (Charlesbois &
Camp, 2006; Katz &
Boland, 2000)

Integration
Issues

Vertical integration of 70 + producers to create NVF.
Strategic network of 1200 producers for funding, marketing
coordination, and production. Network forms after creation of
mistrust for existing packing operations as producers bear fi-
nancial brunt of BSE crisis.
NVF and network linked through production contracts.

Vertical integration is a
function of technology, the
nature of transactions be-
tween channel members, and
market imperfections (Perry,
1989)
Mistrust leads to ongoing
management problems for
new vertical integrations
(Anderson & Weitz, 1986)

Government &
Trade Associa-
tion
Involvement

Government regulation and response to BSE crisis seen as part
of problem. System does not protect producers.

Communica-
tion with
Producers

In pre-BSE context, no market signalling through beef pricing
to producers.
NVF production contracts split beef profit with producers.
Market price based on beef quality. Price differentials signal
value of producer product differentiation.

Vertical integration leads to
enhanced information shar-
ing between channel mem-
bers involved (Lawrence,
Rhodes, Grimes & Hayenga,
1997)
Mistrust leads to absence of
information exchange be-
tween channel members
(Achrol & Etzel, 2003)

Goal Compati-
bility & Strate-
gic Marketing

Non-NVF initiatives plagued by mistrust and ongoing manage-
ment problems with producers. Producer / interests not seen as
being aligned with abattoirs/packers.
Lack of communication prevents attaining goal compatibility
for many producer initiatives.
Profit-sharing between NVF and network producers distributes
risks and rewards, creates perception of mutual fate.
Gate-to-plate marketing strategy provides strategic focus for
producer network: natural beef, food safety practices.
NVF profit sharing with producers aligns producers with mar-
ket demand and focuses producers on the benefits of a more
strategic approach to beef production.

Vertical integration leads to
bargaining power counter-
balance (Lawrence, Rhodes,
Grimes & Hayenga, 1997)
Vertical integration leads to
more equally distributed risk
allotment within market
channel (Lawrence, Rhodes,
Grimes & Hayenga, 1997)

Overcoming
Scepticism &
Uncertainty

Most post-BSE producer initiatives driven by mistrust rather
than strategic vision.
Producer participation in profits (pre-defined percentage split of
market price for beef).
NVF founders long-time involvement in cattle industry.
Financial involvement of NVF and network producers.
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Barriers to Vertical Integration by Cattle Producers
Although feedlots did not control the transaction process with packers,

they seemed to be at ease with this arrangement prior to the 2003 BSE crisis,
even though the feedlot / packing intersection is the point “in the entire
production and distribution chain where [vertical integration] would have the
greatest chance of reducing risk and uncertainty and enhancing profits or
gains” (Jensen, Kehrberg, & Thomas, 1962: 380). The following section
explains why vertical integration may not have been a natural strategic option
for cattle producers. As stated by Charlebois and Camp (2006), traditionally,
cattle producers have operated essentially as price takers, meaning that altering
their rate of production and sales does not affect the market price of their
product (Spriggs & Isaac, 2001). Cattle producers transact with a few
oligopsonistic packers who dominate the market. This concentration often
leads to collusion among packers so that prices are set by agreement rather
than by the operation of the supply and demand mechanism.

There are also significant barriers to entry for new competitors. Food
safety concerns create major financial, environmental, and bureaucratic
barriers to starting a federally licensed beef packing plant (Charlebois &
Camp, 2006). The capital required for starting a federally inspected
slaughterhouse and packaging plant in North America can be prohibitive. In
1996 a large7 cooperative partnership between all segments of the beef
industry value chain in the United States needed $100 million USD to start US
Premium Beef Ltd (Katz & Boland, 2000). In addition, both provincial and
federal governments in Canada frequently revise food safety regulations,
making the task even more difficult.

Prior to the BSE crisis cattle producers did not appear to perceive their
level of asymmetric market dependence on meat packers, the financial risks
associated with that dependence (Beier & Stern, 1969; Heide & John, 1988;
Kumar, Scheer & Steenkamp, 1998; Stern & Reve, 1980) or possible
alternatives to that dependence. The BSE crisis may have led cattle producers
to an increased perception of that dependence and its associated financial
risks. This perception in turn seems to have encouraged cattle producers to
enhance performance by creating Natural Valley Farms and thereby improve
their dependency position within the market chain (Heide & John, 1988).

Dependency may be implicit for cattle producers. Prior to the BSE crisis
they appeared to be oblivious to systemic dependencies, which might be a
function of cattle producers’ role as price takers. Interviews with ranchers
indicated that most cattle producers tender to the highest bidders, or auction
directly to the purchasers that form an oligopsony. Neither these trading
practices nor the interview results necessarily imply that cattle producers
perceive themselves to be dependent upon interorganizational relationships
within a supply chain. However, prior to BSE cattle producers exported the
majority of their livestock to one foreign market, the United States, increasing
their dependency. Until the BSE crisis there were no plans in place to focus on
other markets to lessen dependence on one foreign market (Charlebois &
Camp, 2006).
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7. NVF is a relatively small operation. In 2006, the cost to open the new Rancher’s Beef Ltd. packing plant in Balzac,
Alberta was approximately $40 million (Calgary Herald, 2006).
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Managing cattle industry vertical integration to promote strategic
marketing

While the BSE crisis seems to have triggered efforts to decrease
dependency on pre-existing channel relationships, NVF and its members were
focused more on long-term strategic objectives than on the uncertainties
created specifically by BSE. Domestic consumers were their core marketing
priority at the outset. In addition, future plans were set in motion to create a
strategy to seek other foreign markets, including the European Union
(Charlebois & Camp, 2006). Plans for a natural beef operation were made well
before May 2003. This suggests that the influence of BSE crisis might have
had a greater impact on NVF’s strategic network of cattle producers who
purchased hooks in advance than on the producers directly involved in the
vertical integration, such as NVF’s founders (Charlebois & Camp, 2006).

This impact on the network of cattle producers may have enabled NVF’s
founders to implement their more strategic approach to cattle production and
marketing. This factor is important because NVF is more than just a single
company vertically integrating cattle production and meatpacking. Instead, it
appears to be a focal firm (Dautzenberg & Hanf, 2006) coordinating a network
of over 1200 small businesses (see Fig. 3). Human and Provan (2000) found
that forming and maintaining such multi-firm networks is a very complex,
little understood process, requiring “direct interactions among many member
organizations that may never have interacted with one another before” (2000:
327) and who may not initially see the value of such collaboration. As they
observed,

In SME networks, many member firms are themselves young and evolving
and often are reluctant to establish a web of cooperative but uncertain external
commitments…. The firms in our networks had to learn to accept the idea that
cooperative interaction could create benefits for them and for the network as a
whole (Human & Provan, 2000: 340).

In industry cultures prizing independence, competitiveness, and a belief
that "sharing is bad," the benefits of horizontal collaboration are not intuitively
obvious (Human & Provan, 2000). Without focusing participants on these
benefits, networks tend to disintegrate in a relatively short time. In the BSE
situation, the crisis seems to have focused cattle producers on an unambiguous
set of benefits associated with a more strategic approach, allowing them to
overcome traditional barriers to collaboration and cooperation and to
participate in the formation of NVF and its producer network. Through the
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Market Factor Producer Perception

 ALTERING rate of production / sales does
not affect market price of their product

 Low producer efficacy to affect change

Table 2. Perceived barriers to vertical integration by beef producers.

 MAJOR financial, environmental, and
bureaucratic barriers to starting a federally
licensed beef packing plant

 Capital requirements for market entry
 beyond means of cattle producers

 Dependency on packers implicit  Lack awareness of dependency and risk
 vis-à-vis packers
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information contained in the BSE crisis, NVF overcame many managerial
hurdles that are inherent to the cattle industry and collaborative networks of
small and medium-sized firms, making this case study atypical for small
businesses (see Table 1).

However, as prior researchers and theoreticians have pointed out, the
multiple relationships within these networks need to be managed in order for
the network to remain intact (Golicic, Foggin & Mentzer, 2003). The benefits
of these strategic networks can only be realized if the participants believe that
the network relationships will last (Golicic & Mentzer, 2006). Relationship
continuity, in turn, is a function of the belief that the participant’s needs will
be fulfilled by the actions of other parties in the network and that these other
parties have integrity and benevolence (Golicic & Mentzer, 2006). To achieve
this, members of the focal firm need to help network members manage
relationship magnitude (Dautzenberg & Hanf, 2006), the extent to which
relationships between network members are close (Golicic & Mentzer, 2005).
This management involves increasing members’ awareness of the resources
and capabilities available to members through the focal firm and other network
members, benefits to be received from participation in the network, the
availability of increased consumer information from the network, the
importance of members to the network, interpersonal relationships between
members, and the similarity of goals and strategies for network participants
(Golicic & Mentzer, 2005).

Basic marketing functions of cattle producers are ritualistic in nature,
relying on routinized behaviours such as daily coffee meetings, trips to the
store, et cetera. In addition, marketing literature (Alderson, 1965) tends to
assume that the managerial and socio-economic processes of markets progress
in a relatively steady state. However, environmental uncertainties mandate that
marketing functions and processes be dynamic and affect markets. NVF
established itself early on as a solution to market uncertainty, even before the
crisis started in 2003. Our data suggest that the behavioural rituals piloted by
NVF (e.g., standard behaviours across the network, such as feeding cattle at
11:00 a.m. and annual shareholder meetings) offered an adaptive mechanism
those cattle producers used to overcome market knowledge deficiencies. With
knowledge versatility, founders were able to draw many cattle producers to
one common endeavour. In this way they were also able to manage
relationships between producers within the strategic alliance.

Our analysis of this case suggests several elements for successfully leading
networks of SMEs to pursue a more strategic marketing orientation. One is
that crises can be used as leverage for goal compatibility. NVF started its
project prior to May 20, 2003, but it astutely used the BSE crisis to have
individual small businesses commit to a common goal. Time was of the
essence, and NVF put forth a plan that was quickly executable. Capital
magnetism also played a major role in the short-term accomplishments of
NVF. Even though many cattle producers were in financial distress, NVF had
an accessible financial plan that could draw small businesses with various
pecuniary resources. Its start-up costs were meagre compared to other
initiatives, where the initial costs often exceeded $50 million. Also, many
investors and prospects were comforted in looking at long-term objectives
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concurrent to the project to alleviate supply concerns and uncertainty. One
supply alleviation practice included in the program was the hook program, as
previously discussed. Finally, NVF focused on developing domestic niche
markets and building brands for the future as a first step.

NVF will eventually decrease its domestic market dependence by being
HACCP and EU certified and diversifying its targeted foreign markets when it
is ready to export. At that time, NVF will be certified to export to more
markets around the world than any other meat processing plant in Canada.
NVF’s business model is not dependent upon Canada’s trade partners, and
adopts a marketing approach on predictable and controllable parameters only.

As for vertical integration, with its business model, NVF was also able to
contain the impact of mistrust and market dependence within the supply chain.
It first built a business model adapted for a mature industry by planning to sell
a brand such as “Natural Beef” that provides premium products with added
value. Other cull cows and beef parts will be marketed to fit new niche
markets. Second, NVF tailored its corporate structure to the industry: cattle
producers themselves established NVF in rural Saskatchewan, with facilities
next to feedlots to reduce stress for animals prior to slaughter. Segments
within the production part of the current supply chain are reflected in the NVF
model. Third, producers involved with NVF raise beef without the use of
growth hormones or animal by-products, thus creating meaningful market
heterogeneity based on product attributes desired by consumers from the
meaningless heterogeneity associated with a market based on more than 1200
independent cattle producers. Finally, revenue sharing programmed by NVF
reduced the potential for mistrust among dyadic relationships within the
supply chain. The “gate-to-plate” adage was pushed to the limit, thus
increasing control and building trust across the supply chain.

Conclusion
Cattle producers always have had to cope with market failures. BSE made

market imperfections more apparent. The creation of NVF is a result of a well-
groomed strategic marketing scheme designed to attain a higher degree of
vertical integration. It became an adaptive mechanism for strategic change.
Although many cattle producers wanted to facilitate the production of
consumer-oriented products while at the same time achieving cost reductions
through more efficient production before the BSE crisis, the achievement of
such a project came after May 20, 2003, when the Canadian beef industry was
hit by international embargoes on its products.

Although this paper describes the case of a particular venture situated in
the context of the Canadian cattle industry, the lessons and conclusions drawn
from this case appear to be relevant to cattle producers in many countries.
Issues regarding strategic marketing of beef have been raised in the context of
the United States (Saghaian, Meyer & Spaulding, 2006), New Zealand (Sligo,
Massey & Lewis, 2005), Germany (Dautzenberg & Hanf, 2006), Georgia
(Ubilava, 2006), and Brazil (Conejero, Saab & Martinelli, 2006), among other
countries in recent years. In addition, most of these authors describe situations
in which most cattle producers work as SMEs who are dealing with limited
market information and the lesser end of asymmetric power relationships
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within their market channels.
In this case study, we have identified some key strategic and managerial

principles that can be applied to a thriving vertical integration endeavour in the
cattle industry. History has proven that such an undertaking is taxing.
Nevertheless, the evidence of NVF’s business model shows that
environmental uncertainty can facilitate vertical integration projects in the
cattle industry, given the right strategic doctrine. A common goal or purpose
amongst network participants is far more powerful than the spirit of survival in
an uncertain environment. Evidence also shows that marketplace wisdom can
perhaps lead to less dependency within a marketing system.

In considering the case of NVF, it would then seem that the analysis of the
grounds for vertical integration are formally indistinguishable from the
concept of strategic marketing. However, it is very unlikely that the structural
realignment caused by BSE in the Canadian cattle industry will ultimately
result in fewer, larger feedlots with closer marketing ties to packers and
consumers. Vertical integration will create winners and losers among
traditional cattle producers. Feedlots with larger scale operations and the
technical know-how to meet rigorous product requirements with current
packers will thrive in the new beef market. Many smaller businesses will be
crowded out. Since more food safety crises are likely to happen again in the
future, clear challenges become apparent. Small feedlots might learn from the
NVF experience and become more efficient by driving a consumer-oriented
agenda for higher quality with added value. Key lessons are summarized in
Table 3, below.

Implications for Future Research
NVF offers a unique perspective in a case study where cattle producers

were successful with their vertical integration strategy. This case study,
however, does not include cases where cattle producers were not so successful.
Key informants for those cases are difficult to contact, as many have gone on
to other endeavours and business operators rarely want to recollect failures.
Micromanagement facets like leadership, and capital and risk management
that might have had an impact on the overall project, were also not considered
in our survey due to the nature of our macro approach.

In addition, a dyadic relationship in times of uncertainty cannot be analysed
in isolation. To analyse only one small business, making a strategic decision of
compelling magnitude such as vertical integration in times of uncertainty can be
arbitrary. Such a punctuated context creates temporal sampling problems. With
food safety and relational exchange, we would need to consider other
relationships within a supply chain. Instead of only considering environmental
uncertainty in a dyadic relationship, the macro-environment of the supply chain
should also be incorporated, as well as ways for communicating market
information through that chain. Future research should be developed to address
these concerns. In addition, studies should be conducted that test the conclusion
that increasing cooperation between beef producers outside the context of a
vertical integration would increase information exchange, awareness of market
issues, and the strategic focus of beef producers.
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Table 3. Systematic managerial principles for vertical integration in the cattle
industry.

Conceptual elements Managerial principles for vertical
integration in the cattle industry

Natural Valley Farms

Increased Producer
Control through Vertical
Integration, Strategic
A l l i a n c e s , a n d
Production Contracts

Use environmental uncertainty as a
leverage for goal compatibility (Celly &
Frazier, 1996)

BSE provided a context favourable to goal
compatibility amongst members

Create capital magnetism and proper
sharing of financial risks for members in
financial difficulty (Perry, 1989,
Lawrence et al., 1997)

NVF was a financially modest project. Over
1300 cattle producers invested in the project

Focus on long-term objectives to alleviate
supply concerns and uncertainty
(Sturdivant, 1966; Achrol & Stern, 1988,
Achrol, Reve, & Stern, 1983, den Ouden,
Dijkhuisen, Huine & Zuurbier, 1996)

Each hook entitles the producer to reserve
space for one cow per year for five years

Have a marketing approach on predictable
parameters only (Achrol & Etzel, 2003)

Business model not dependent upon the U.S.
border reopening or staying permanently
closed to foreign markets; focus on domestic
markets. Seeking HACCP and EU
certifications to diversify aimed foreign
markets, lessening market dependence with
U.S.

Manage the constriction of time provided
by a crisis (Elliott, Smith & McGuines,
2000)

Time was of essence, and NVF put forth a plan
that was quickly executable

Align incentives to increase guarantees of
appropriating final economic gains from
improved beef to cattle producers

NVF established a profit-sharing scheme for all
participants

Manage multiple relationships within the
network (Golicic & Mentzer, 2005)

NVF had knowledge versatility

Build a business model adapted for a
mature industry (Mpoyi, 2003)

NVF plans to sell premium products with
added value, and use branding as a central
marketing strategy

Adapt the culture and structure of the
business to those of the industry (Mpoyi,
2003)

NVF’s facilities are near one another, in rural
areas, and the design corroborates with the
current supply chain of the industry. NVF is
managed and financed by cattle producers

Create meaningful market heterogeneity
from meaningless heterogeneity
(Alderson, 1965; Priem, Rasheed &
Amirani, 1997)

Producers raise beef for NVF without the use
of growth hormones or animal by-products.
They have also implemented the Farm gate to
plate concept, as they are able to trace their
beef products right back to the farm of origin

Share profitability amongst segments of
the supply chain, and eliminate the
potential for mistrust and dependence
perceptions (Reve & Stern, 1979; Heide
& John, 1988)

The hook program at NVF allows the producer
to participate in the profits of processing. In
NVF’s model, profits are symmetrical with
producers. “Gate-to-plate” concept allows for
more control throughout the supply chain

Establish a web of cooperative but
uncertain external commitments by
creating a beneficial network (Human &
Provan, 2000).

Horizontal collaboration creates an
unambiguous set of benefits for participative
cattle producers.

Realize a true purposiveness of a
marketing system by attaining
marketplace wisdom (Kadirov & Varey,
2005)

NVF offers better access to strategic
information related to the marketplace

Strategic Marketing
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FARMER’S AND ADVISOR’S ATTITUDES
TOWARDS THE ENVIRONMENTAL

STEWARDSHIP SCHEME

M. Cross and J. R. Franks

Evidence is presented from face-to-face surveys with 25 farmers and 9 advisors of attitudes
towards the Environmental Stewardship Scheme (ESS) in North Norfolk. All the farmers
have/intend to join the ESS’s entry level scheme (ELS) but only 28% have/intend to apply for
ESS higher level scheme (HLS). Simplicity and ease of entering the ELS is contrasted with
difficulties associated with applying for the HLS. 21 (84%) farmers use advisors to help make
their agri-environment scheme (AES) decisions. Advisors rank environmental improvement as
less important than farmers and their advice tends to reflect their specialist training. FWAG
was the exception, ranking environmental impact as more important than profitability. We
found support for an intermediate scheme to bridge between CSS and ELS and HLS,
particularly to assist smaller farmers and some already participating in the CSS to join the
ESS: an innovation that may also increase the ‘people additionality’ of agri-environmental
schemes.

Key words: agri-environment schemes, stewardship, advisor(s), farmers, attitudes.

Introduction
In December 2004, the UK’s key Agri-environment schemes (AESs), the

Environmentally Sensitive Area Scheme (ESA) and the Countryside
Stewardship Scheme (CSS) closed to new applicants, to be replaced by the
Environmental Stewardship Scheme (ESS). ESAs and CSSs made positive
contributions towards ‘greening the edges’ of farming, but both were criticised
for failing to ‘green its middle’ (Dobbs and Pretty 2001). In particular, ESAs
have been criticised for the relatively low up-take of the more demanding
higher level tiers and their limited impacts on arable areas, while CSS tended
to attract a high proportion of poor, less productive land (Evans et al. 2002).
The ESS opened on 1st January 2005 and has thus far attracted 3.4 million ha
under 25,000 separate agreements, with a first year payment value of £123
million (DEFRA 2006).

The ESS has two levels: an Entry Level (ELS) which has relaxed the
principal of environmental additionality and the Higher Level (HLS) which
has maintained it. Environmental additionality requires agreements to add to
the existing stock of environmental capital – simply maintaining landscape
features was not considered sufficient to justify support from the public purse
(Dobbs and Pretty 2004)1. By allowing existing environmental features to be
entered in an application, it intended to increase participation rates, a crude
measure of ‘people additionality’ (Carey et al. 2003), though this is better
thought of as policy measures which encourage positive attitudes to
conservation because this ‘will in the long-term be more effective than policy
measures that do not, since a positive shift in attitudes will increase the output
of conservation goods at any specified level of budgetary cost’ Colman et al.
(1992: p.69). Morris and Potter (1995: p.52) go further, concluding that unless
agri-environment schemes exert such an influence they ‘will inevitably be
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seen as temporary bribes, shallow in operation and transitory in their effect’.
Key to recording possible over-delivery of environmental goods through
‘people additionality’ remains the principle of voluntary participation which is
why analysis of farmer’s environmental decision making is of great
importance (Wilson 1997; Porter, 1998; Wilson and Hart 2000; Buller 1999).

This research examines farmers’ and advisors’ attitudes towards the ESS.
Many previous studies have examined determinants of farmer behaviour and
participation in ESA and CSS in the East of England (Lobley and Potter 1998;
Walford 2002, 2003; Morris et al. 2000, and more recently Siebert et al.
2006), but we are not aware of published studies on attitudes towards ESS at
this early stage in its implementation. The paper is structured as follows. The
next section briefly outlines key aspects of the ESS. This is followed by a brief
literature review of farmer participation in AES and the role of the advisor.
Next our research methodology is outlined, then the findings and analysis. A
discussion is followed by a concluding section.

Overview of Environmental Stewardship Scheme (ESS)
The ESS arouse from the findings of the Policy Commission on the Future

of Farming and Food (Curry Report 2002) which recommended a ‘broad and
shallow’ and a ‘deep and narrow’ AES to replace ESA and CSS. So the ESS
was designed with two levels; a ‘broad and shallow’ entry level (ELS) and a
‘deep and narrow’ higher level of environmental stewardship (HLS)2. Both
levels work on prescription-based activities. Each option selected by the land
manager has points attached to it and farmers need to select options to the
value of at least 30 points/ha to be accepted onto the ELS. The selected
options are recorded on the farm’s Farm Environmental Record (FER).
Acceptance into ELS is guaranteed if all scheme requirements are met.

The HLS is rather different. It is a competitive, differentiated scheme. A
pre-condition to enrolment in the HLS is enrolment onto the ELS. A large list
of additional options is available within the HLS3, but only those options
outlined in the Targeting Statements attached to each Joint Character Area
(JCA) Guidance Notes4 are awarded points5. Selected options must tally
sufficient points to pass a funding-threshold. HLS applicants have to develop a
comprehensive Farm Environmental Plan (FEP) which, inter alia, records the
location of their selected options (DEFRA 2005a). If the proposal exceeds the
points-threshold a Project Officer visits the farmer to discuss the proposed
options before deciding whether to accept it. For a more detailed account of
either the ELS or HLS structure see ‘Environmental Stewardship: Entry Level
Stewardship’ (DEFRA 2005b) and Environmental Stewardship: Higher Level
Stewardship (DEFRA 2005c).

Existing AES agreement holders

An existing agreement holder (in CSS, ESA or Habitat Scheme) may apply
for ELS/OELS (Organic Entry Level) on any land not currently receiving
payment under an existing CSS, ESA, Habitat or Organic Farming Scheme.
Where land is covered by existing agreements the holder must continue within
these agreements until they expire - or until the 5 year mid-term break - at
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which point they will be offered the opportunity to apply for an ESS
agreement. However, when the oldest CSS agreement expires the agreement
holder will normally be invited to terminate all their existing agreements and
apply to enter into a new HLS agreement (DEFRA 2005d). More recent
amendments (introduced after the survey reported in this study was conducted)
allow for early transfer where an existing agreement holder acquires
substantially more land, can deliver substantial environmental benefits from
bringing non-agreement land into the HLS, or can deliver improved
environmental management of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) or
Scheduled Monuments, or where conversion to organic production will secure
more effective protection or additional benefits (NFU 2006).

Determinants of farmer participation in AESs: the importance of the
‘information environment’

The large body of research on farmer participation into AES, and what
influences it, can only be briefly reviewed here. The interested reader is
directed to a recent review of about 160 publications and research reports from
six EU member states (Finland, Germany, Hungary, The Netherlands, Spain
and the UK) into the current state of knowledge on factors affecting farmer’s
attitudes to biodiversity conservation by Siebert et al. (2006). They, along with
Wilson and Hart (2000) agree that economic considerations have been the
primary driving force for farmers to participate in AESs. However, these
studies find that economic issues are not the only determining factor for
farmer’s decision-making - where there is little or no economic gain more
complex factors come into play. The schematic diagram in figure 1 illustrates
some of the key influences, and links between them, that are involved in the
decision to participate. These can be broadly divided into scheme factors
(duration, payment levels and structure, application process whole- or part-
farm), policy factors (voluntary nature, source of finance, environmental
goals), farm factors (size, ownership, landscape), farmer factors (age, wealth,
attitudes, education, attitudes to civic duty) and the farmer’s information
environment (Wilson 1997; Siebert et al. 2006).

The latter includes the dynamics within the farming region, such as
whether neighbours are participating, the influential behaviour of community
leaders and the pace of innovation diffusion within a district (Jones 1963;
Wilson 1992). However, the information environment has been regarded as a
neglected factor in the literature (Wilson 1997). Farmers do not make
decisions in a vacuum, but the past research focus on the individual implicitly
reinforces the view of the farmer as an autonomous, decision-making unit
whereas in reality the decision making nexus is far more complex and
dynamic (Skerratt 1994; Morris 2004). Recent research has shown that farmers
have increasingly sought professional advice to prepare their submissions
(Crabb et al. 2000). Skerratt (1994: p.121) argued that ‘the level of, and
satisfaction with, the information and advice received by farmers was an
important positive factor in their ESA adoption/non-adoption decision’.
Lobley and Potter (1998) found a quarter of the non-participants who had
planned to join AESs mentioned lack of information as the main reason for
non-participation. Wilson and Hart (2001) also found non-participants had
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram some of the key factors influencing the
participation decision.
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little knowledge of the schemes. Winter et al. (2000) found that the best
conservation plans - both from the farm business and biodiversity perspectives
were those in which one-to-one advice had been given. This is the perspective
taken in this study which looks at the influence of advisors within the
information environment and on participation in ESS.

Research methodology
The survey involved farmers and farm advisors who work in the ESS’s

Northwest Norfolk Joint Character Area (JCA), an area not previously
designated an ESA. Half (58%) of the country’s Grade 1 and 2 land is located
in the East of England but the land in Norfolk is predominantly classified as
Grade 3 (DEFRA 2000); largely farmed as arable interspersed with productive
grassland. The CSS proved popular in Norfolk which contains the greatest
total area within the scheme and greatest number of agreements of any county
in the eastern region. This may be due to the rather low average land quality
and is probably linked to the popularity of game shooting. The research region
was deliberately constrained to one JCA to reduce variation in farm
characteristics and available management options. As previous studies have
reported that arable farmers tend to be less enthusiastic about AESs than other
farmers (Wilson and Hart 2000), the views of these farmers maybe critical to
assess the eventual popularity and take-up of the ESS.

The survey consisted of two questionnaires, one for farmers and one for
advisors (Cross 2006). Both questionnaires took a similar form to allow
responses to be compared. In-depth interviews with a small sample of farmers
were considered preferable to a larger-scale, postal or telephone survey which
would reveal less information on beliefs and opinions. The survey contained a
mixture of short answer questions where the interviewee received no
prompting, and Likert-type questioning where respondents ranked the
importance of certain statements, e.g. reasons for enrolling in the HLS. Similar
studies have noted that Likert-type questioning is a rather crude way of
exploring attributes, there are more culturally sensitive ways, such as loosely
structured interviews where the respondent is encouraged to talk freely about
specific topics (Burgess et al. 1988; Morris and Andrews 1995; Wilson 1996).
So respondents were encouraged to discuss issues of particular relevance to
their circumstances.

Five farmers from within the sample area were initially selected at random
from the phonebook. During the interviews the farmers were asked who their
neighbours were and these farmers were then approached, those that agreed to
be involved were asked the same question. Advisors were sampled by
approaching all major farm business/agri-business advisors (FBAs) and the
major agronomy companies in the area. Due to constraints of time and
resources, and a lack of a population framework, one-man businesses offering
advice were not approached, though individual advisors do operate in the
sample area. All but one interview was carried out in person between May and
July 2006: each lasted between 50 and 90 minutes. Of 29 farmers approached,
25 (86%) agreed to participate, the high participation rate supports the survey
approach used. Of the ten advisors approached, all initially agreed to
participate but one later withdrew.
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Findings of the survey of farmers
Results were obtained from 25 farmers, the majority (68%) were arable

farmers, but 24% had small livestock enterprises and 8% were classified as
mixed farmers (with beef enterprises). 12% of respondents were older than 60,
a smaller proportion than might be expected given nationally 29% of farmers
are over 65 (DEFRA 2004). Several had taken responsibility for the business
within the last 5 to 10 years.

Figure 2 illustrates the range of farm sizes within the sample. The high
percentage of farms over 1,200ha reflects the many large, traditional family
estates in the region, 67% of these farmers own more than 75% of their
farmland. These figures represent all land the farm business has control over
including land farmed in-hand and land rented or contracted, it excludes land
let out. There are more smaller farms than middle-sized farms; 22% of those
farming less than 600ha own at least 75% of their farmland, the majority
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Figure 2. Variation in farm size within the sample (N=25).

In or have been in CSS Not/never in CSS

Total (N) 16 9

In HLS 0 3

Applying to join HLS 4 0

Intend to apply for HLS in the future 8 2

Do not intend to apply for HLS 4 4

Table 1. Actions and intentions towards joining Higher Level Stewardship, by
experience with CSS (N=25).



(56%) are sole tenants.
Table 1 shows 12 of the 16 farmers previously in the CSS are currently

either applying for or intend to apply for HLS, therefore participation in the
CSS is a good, but not exact, predictor of intent to apply for the HLS.
Additional descriptive statistics for the sample are presented in Table 2.

Environmental stewardship: ELS

All those interviewed were either in the ELS or in the process of applying
to join. Over half (56%) reported mapping problems during application
(DEFRA issue each applicant a map of their registered farmland which is
required to complete the FER), 36% said they had waited over a year for their
map, a similar proportion said they had waited more than 6 months. Two
farmers said that if the problems persisted they would discontinue the process,
posing a threat to targeted participation rates if these results are more widely
applicable.

The main reason given for enrolling in the ELS was to recoup lost income
(Table 3). Farmers did not believe they were profiting from participation, but
rather simply recouping money that had been ‘taken away from them’ through
modulation. ‘Already doing most activities’ and ‘new activities easily
implemented’ scored higher for the ELS than for the CSS or HLS, as it was
deliberately designed to do. ‘Ease of management’/‘goodness of fit with
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Table 2. Table of descriptive statistics for the whole farmer sample and the
groups within the sample. (N=25).

Group Number
in group

Mean
age

%
with off

farm
income

Mean
farm
size

% with
previous

CSS
enrolment

% that
are land
owners*

% in or
applying
for HLS

years % Ha % % %

All farms 25 48.5 52 861.2 64 64 28

Those who are/
have been in CSS

16 47.4 62.5 959.9 100 62.5 25

Those never in
CSS

9 50.3 33.3 685.6 0 66.7 33.3

Farmers with
over 800ha

13 50.1 53.8 1223.8 76.9 84.6 38.5

Farmers with
less than 800ha

12 46.8 50 468.3 50 41.7 16.7

Those that use
AES advisors

21 49.7 52.4 769.1 71.4 57.1 28.6

Those that do not
use AES advisors

4 57.5 50 1112.5 25 100 25

* Landowners were often tenants as well.
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existing practices’ was also important. The ELS clearly appeals because it is
relatively undemanding on existing land management practices.

Whilst environmental improvements and benefits were of little importance
in selecting ELS options, 84% of farmers did believe they have a
responsibility to protect and conserve their land. Nevertheless, farmer’s
motivation for applying for ELS was mainly economic and many were worried
that future payments might be reduced. Another often heard criticism was the
lack of flexibility of payments; ‘scheme payments must be flexible and change
with commodity prices or people will just leave and only the enthusiasts will
do it. Then we’ll be back to where we were before the scheme began’. Though

presumably, this referred to commodity price increases rather than decreases6.

Environmental stewardship: HLS

Of the 25 farmers interviewed, three had enrolled in the HLS and four
were in the process of applying. None of the three already enrolled had been in
the CSS, but two of those currently applying were taking advantage of the 5
year mid-term break clause, the other two were arguing ‘substantial
environmental improvements’ to terminate their CSS agreements early.

When asked what was the major advantage of the HLS over the CSS, 4
said the higher payments. All three currently enrolled HLS farmers believed
that enrolment and implementation was more problematic than for the CSS
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Table 3. Primary and secondary motivations for farmers to enter CSS, ELS
and HLS (in percentages N= 25).

Reasons to enter

Countryside Stew-
ardship Scheme

Entry Level Scheme

Reason for enrolment Primary Secondary Primary Secondary Primary Secondary

Profitable 68.8 12.5 92 8 85.7 14.3

Good way of using
poorer land

68.8 18.8 12 36 14.3 71.4

Already doing most ac-
tivities

6.3 6.3 56 40 0 14.3

Improve other enter-
prises

12.5 37.5 8 20 28.9 42.9

New activities easily
implemented

6.3 12.5 24 56 0 57.1

Rest of business unaf-
fected

12.5 25 0 12 0 42.9

Improve environment 43.8 18.8 4 44 85.7 14.3

Higher Level
Scheme
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because of the complexity of submitting applications. Nevertheless, all said
they would enrol again. Table 3 confirms that financial incentives were again
the primary motivation for participation in the HLS: 6 of the 7 in or applying
gave ‘increased income’ as a primary motivation. Most described the levels of
payment as ‘more than fair’.

Unlike the ELS, all these farmers believed the HLS would improve the
environment. Improving shooting was, a primary or secondary motivation for
72% of the 7 in or applying, proving it to be a particularly important
motivation. For one farmer it was the main reason for entering, he believed it
improved the environment for all wildlife at the same time as helping to secure
his farm income. Effective use of poorer land was the most important
secondary motivation (Table 3) and in this sense HLS fulfils a role previously
assumed by the CSS.

Reasons for non-participation in the HLS were varied (Figure 3). The
scheme constraint ‘already in CSS’ prevented 8 of the 16 currently in the CSS
from applying for the HLS. Of the 18 neither in nor currently applying for the
HLS, 10 (56%) said they intended to apply in the future (Table 1): the
remaining 8 (four of which currently have CSS agreements) believed the
scheme was too demanding for their circumstances and did not intend to
apply.

‘Interferes with best land/production’ was a particular obstacle. Though
relatively few farmers mentioned ‘lacking features’ as an important reason, 4
gave it a score of 9 or 10 suggesting it is an important obstacle. An example of
a typical statement was; ‘I would like to enrol in HLS but it is much more
demanding than countryside stewardship and I don’t have the features to make
the same money as I get from countryside stewardship without major changes
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Figure 3. Farmer’s primary and secondary reasons for not entering Higher
Level Stewardship (individuals could pick more than one option as primary or
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and investment’. ‘Interference with flexibility’ and ‘complexity of application’
were important but less frequently stated reasons for non-participation, whilst
inadequate compensation was the lowest scored option.

When asked how the HLS could be improved, 47% said shorter
agreements, 27% said the scheme needed to become less rigid and more open,
another 27% wanted more farmer consultation about the implementation of
activities.

Farmers’ information environment and the role of advisors in AES decisions

Farmer’s key sources of information are shown in Figure 4. Discussion
with peers plays a significant role. All farmers recognised that there were
exceptional farmers in their area and all but one said they took notice of what
these individuals did and would actively seek them out to discuss agricultural
issues.

Farmers were also asked about their use of advisors over the last 5 years, a
period of particular interest as it covers the time elapsed since Agenda 2000
became policy. A large proportion, 21 (84%) said they had used advisors for
specific AES advice at some point in the past. Of these, 18 (90%) said that the
consultant was involved in the final contract of the agreement, creating the
application and putting forward activities; so strongly influencing the content
of the agreement. Of those who used advisors for AES advice, 13 (67%) used
FWAG, 8 (40%) used FBAs and 6 (28%) used agronomists7.
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23 (92%) of farmers noted that advisor’s main areas of advice had
changed, 78% said it had become more environmentally based. 76% also said
that the way advisors operated had changed in the last 10 years, with 44%
saying they had become more specialised. This might suggest a narrowing of
the fields of advice, it could also mean that the companies have become more
knowledgeable on issues that have in the past have not been main-stream to
agricultural consultancy. Overall, 20 (80%) of farmers agreed that advisors
had a role in encouraging participation in AESs, showing the importance of
advisors in achieving target participation levels.

Findings from the survey of advisors

Nine advisors were interviewed, all offered advice on the ELS8. All but
one (an agronomist) advised on the HLS even though none of the agronomists
and only one FBA had given AES related advice 5 years ago. All agreed they
had a better understanding of agri-environment issues now and were better at
incorporating them into farm business plans. All said that the proportion of
their clients they gave AES advice to had more than doubled over the last five
years; the representative from FWAG said the organisation’s workload had
also doubled.

All three agronomists and 4 of the 5 FBAs used FWAG as a source of AE
information and advice, FWAG was also the most commonly recommended
source of information for clients after DEFRA. All advisors believed payments
were sufficiently high for both ELS and HLS and were happy to encourage
participation. Table 4 shows advisors motivations for promoting enrolment.
Expected ‘environmental improvement’ (for both ELS and HLS) was of little
importance for either group (but particularly among the agronomists). The
FWAG spokesperson on the other hand gave ‘environmental improvement’ as
the main reason for enrolment in either level - with ‘profitability’ and
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Table 4. Primary and secondary motivations agronomists and FBAs give for
advising farmers to enrol into the ESS (more than one primary or secondary

reason could be selected) (Agronomists N=3; FBAs N= 5).

No. of Agronomists No. of FBAs

Primary Secondary Primary Secondary

Profitable 2 1 5 0

Raise average yields 2 0 0 0

Already doing most activities 1 1 2 3

Improve other enterprises 0 3 0 4

New activities easily imple-
mented

0 2 2 3

Rest of business unaffected 0 1 1 4

Improve environment* 0 1 2 0

* Specific to HLS

Reason for enrolment
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‘improving other enterprises’ secondary concerns.
When asked about the importance of AESs in agriculture, 4 of the 5 FBAs

believed they had an important role to play as they offered an income
independent from cropping. 2 of the 3 agronomist companies noted that they
could have a negative impact in the long-term, promoting weed growth and
transmitting disease. Something none of the other advisors commented on.
The agronomist’s responses in particular suggest that their advice on AESs
was linked to their advice on production. It is important to note advisors
placed less importance on ‘environmental improvement’ in the HLS than
farmers generally had, reinforcing the motivation to fulfil business goals, and
highlighting a lesser concern for the environmental aims of the ESS.

There was some evidence within the small sample that FBAs and
agronomists had different motivations for advising participation (Table 4).
FBAs unanimously believed that profitability was the main reason for
enrolment, with ease of implementation also important. All stated that ‘already
doing most activities’, ‘new activities easily implemented’ and ‘little impact
on the rest of business’ were important reasons for participation. All three
agronomists also believed profit was a key reason to enrol – but it was not
unanimously a primary motivation. An equal number gave ‘raising yields’ as a
primary reason, stating that the removal of less productive areas meant
average yields increased and total inputs decreased.

In conclusion, there is sufficient evidence, albeit within a small sample,
that the three categories of advisors offer similar advice but based on different
motivations. There are indications that the advice given by the FBA and
agronomists reflects their traditional training and former principle areas of
advice. Notwithstanding their own views of their improved ability to offer
environmental advice, most do not believe the ESS will achieve much in the
way of environmental improvement.

Further analysis of results
This section presents a further analysis of results by three categories, (1)

previous participation in the CSS, (2) farm size and (3) views of the future of
the ESS.

Countryside stewardship scheme enrolment

Table 1 shows that 4 of the 16 participants in the CSS do not intend to
apply for the HLS but 5 of the 9 not previously in the CSS have or intend to
apply. Rows 2 and 3 of Table 2 summarise key descriptive statistics of farmers
by their participation in the CSS; 16 (64%) of farmers held 38 agreements
between them with 3 having 5 or more. Considering the relatively high
demands and inflexibility of the HLS, it is perhaps not surprising all previous
CSS participants do not intend to apply, and at the same time it is a measure of
some success to have attracted farmers not previously in the CSS in its first
year of operation. The survey revealed that current rates of participation would
have been higher had CSS holders been allowed to convert immediately,
though this may have put even more pressure on processing applications, thus
putting-off applications from those previously outwith the CSS9.
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Analysis by farm size

Previous research has shown farm size to be an important factor in farmer
behaviour and participation in AESs with a number of studies illustrating
larger and medium sized farms are more likely to enrol (Brotherton 1989,
1991, Wilson 1997, Morris and Potter 1995). This study goes some way to
support this. The smallest farms (<500ha) have the lowest enrolment figures
for the CSS and the highest percentage with no intention of applying for the
HLS, yet all have used advisors for AES matters - unlike their larger
counterparts (Table 5). Examining each group’s motivations for enrolling in
the ELS shows that smaller farms put greater importance on management and
activity implementation, with 6 (86%) noting ‘already doing activities’ as a
primary reason for enrolment compared to 4 (36%) of medium and 4 (57%) of
large farms. Interestingly, smaller farms also noted the importance of
environmental improvement more often. Five (60%) smaller farms stated that
enrolment in the HLS would interfere too much with the rest of the business,
including their best land, ability to respond to changes or they felt they lacked
the features needed. This evidence suggests it is not a lack of motivation that
stops participation by smaller farms but an inability to accommodate the
scheme. For these reasons, the ESS, as currently drafted, disadvantages

smaller farms.

Farmer’s and advisor’s views on the future of the ESS

In total 5 (63%) believed that some ELS options were open to too much
interpretation, saying some definitions were ambiguous and loopholes meant
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Small Medium Large

Band category <500 ha >500 < 1200 ha >1200 ha

Number of farms (N) 7 11 7

Median size (ha) 350 850 1500

Are/have been in CSS (%) 2 (28.6) 8 (72.7) 6 (85.7)

Not/never in CSS (%) 5 (71.4) 3 (27.3) 1 (14.3)

In or applying for HLS (%) 2 (28.6) 2 (18.2) 3 (42.9)

Intend to apply for HLS in the
future (%)

2 (28.6) 6 (54.4) 2 (28.6)

No intention to enter HLS (%) 3 (42.9) 3 (27.2) 2 (28.6)

Are in/have been in CSS but have
no wish to enter HLS (%)

0 (0) 2 (18.2) 2 (28.6)

Use AE advisors (%) 7 (100) 9 (81.8) 5 (71.4)

Table 5. Description of sample and actions and intentions by farm size
(N=25).
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that these options were too easily manipulated. 7 (78%) of advisors (including
FWAG) thought HLS needed changing, all stated HLS was too elitist and too
difficult to submit successful applications. FWAG, 3 of the 5 FBAs and 1 of
the 3 of agronomists believed there was room for an intermediate scheme
between the ELS and HLS, particularly if the HLS was not going to be
relaxed. This study has highlighted two groups of farmers to which such an
intermediate scheme would appeal; a proportion of those currently in CSS and
those with smaller farms.

Discussion

Environmental stewardship: Participation and implications: ELS

The ELS appears to have overcome the resistance to AESs in this
predominately arable area. It is also taking over from the CSS in providing
income for poorer land but allowing agricultural production to continue
elsewhere relatively unaffected. Like CSS, financial issues appear the key
driver with both farmers and advisors believing the high uptake is fuelled by a
feeling of a economic necessity coupled with, perhaps, a sense of duty to
recoup agricultural payments ‘lost’ via modulation. 4 of the 5 FBAs believed
that the ELS was not offering ‘new money’ to farmers, referring to it as
‘money that has been taken away by modulation’ and they, like the farmers,
thought re-capturing this cash an important reason to enrol. It is not clear why
the source of the payment should be a consideration; if the decision was made
on economic considerations alone, then as long as payment adequately
compensated for costs and any increase in risks incurred, the farmer should
enrol: the source of the payment being irrelevant.

Perhaps the fact that the AE payments are co-funded by new treasury
money acted as an incentive to raise participation level, which suggests that
financing the ESS from a mix of co-funding and modulation was an excellent
marketing tool and a good recruiting sergeant. But there is an implication that
actions motivated by this belief mean the scheme is not perceived to be
voluntary – rather a survival necessity. There are also concerns that the
substantial enrolment in the ELS will reduce funds available for the HLS
which implies the rate of national modulation will need to increase.

The evidence here suggests beneath the 100% ELS enrolment are more
complex attitudes toward the new scheme which are over-ridden by economic
motivations. This is a concern, a feeling of necessity coupled with poor
administration has created some animosity and cynicism in the farming and
advisory community. The lack of farmer’s interest in the ELS’s environmental
improvement suggests agreement holders are compliers and passive adopters
(Morris and Potter 1995) – using the scheme to achieve farming goals and gain
revenue with importance placed on the goodness of fit with existing farm
practices. Enrolment on this basis means that payments must continue to be
attractive in the future and respond to commodity prices. Farmers’ views are
shared by FBAs and agronomists, suggesting the way they advise has helped
create this emphasis.

It would be of interest to explore ESS participation in areas of the eastern
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region with a higher proportion of grade 1, more intensively farmed land. The
implication is that ESS will be less attractive where there are fewer existing
environmental features (e.g. hedges, trees and ditches).

Environmental Stewardship, participation and implications: HLS

The findings suggest that the ELS must be better designed to help farmers
prepare farmers for the more demanding HLS. Economic gain is still an
important factor in HLS entry and the majority of farmers show interest in
future application. Yet the criticisms of farmers and advisors suggest revisions
are necessary to increase participation rates. The current changes in agriculture
mean farmers are often unsure of the future, and this is a key deterrent to entry
into long-term agreements especially on farms where there is no close match
between current farming activities and scheme options. Moreover the
application is perceived to be too complex and agreements too inflexible.
Administrative and bureaucratic hold-ups do not help. Rules governing the
rolling-over from the CSS to HLS have changed since this survey was
conducted but these changes do not appear to have fully met the concerns
raised in this research. There is an identified need for an intermediate scheme
to help CSS participants transfer to the HLS.

The farmer-advisor relationship

Most farmers used advisors. We found that agronomists primarily
concentrated on compatibility with production goals’ whilst FBAs selecting
options that delivered minimal management changes was of greatest
importance. This suggests that the selected options must reflect the increased
effort needed to implement them. This is of little consequence in ELS
agreements for which advisors and farmers are in agreement that ‘farming
comes first’, but it maybe of greater concern in HLS agreements, where the
environmental impacts are of more importance to farmers than advisors.

Smallshire et al. (2004) noted that the farm advisory sector remains
unregulated and uncoordinated, with a wide range of advisors and
types of advice available. There appears to be an argument that the advisory
sector need to deliver a more coherent message as to the role of the ESS,
particularly the more demanding HLS, and that the difference between their
views and those of the farmers be reduced. Advisors need to be convinced of
the importance of meeting environmental objectives as well as farm business
objectives as this will increase participation and raise the chance of achieving
‘people additionality’ that will voluntary provide more environmental goods
than farmers have contracted for. Without more consideration being given to
the environmental aims of the schemes FBAs and agronomists reasons for
application are not compatible with farmer’s beliefs that agricultural and
conservation achievements can occur together. A greater level of
environmental training is needed to create a more balanced approach in the
advisory sector.
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FWAG

FWAG is involved at numerous levels in AES advice and education,
passing advice on to farmers and the different advisors now involved in AESs.
The majority of other advisors pass on work or point clients to FWAG for
more information and nearly all of them use FWAG as a source of advice
themselves (4 FBAs and all 3 agronomists). After DEFRA it is the most used
body by farmers. FWAG’s expertise and experience puts them in a good
position to inform and educate organisations whose traditional areas of advice
lie elsewhere. They play an important role in helping participants move from
the CSS to the HLS and this role is likely to grow as agri-environmental
measures and environmental legislation become more important, yet we were
told it is unable to keep up with present the demand for its services.

An ‘intermediate scheme’ to bridge CSS and ELS to the HLS

The nature of HLS, and its contrast with ELS, results in there being large
areas of land whose environmental improvement will not be advanced beyond
ELS, the main reason for this being the lack of suitable scheme options. This
is likely to become more apparent when current CSS agreements run out. This
survey has highlighted a group of CSS agreement holders who feel they are
will not be able to apply for the HLS. Presumably retaining existing CSS
agreement holders is important, their experience within AES makes them
better positioned to implement sustainable countryside management practices
(which also makes them more likely to over-deliver on environmental
benefits). Actively encouraging CSS participants to transfer into the HLS
would reward their past efforts, help preserve environmental improvements
and retain their environmental expertise within the farming sector. Smaller
farms in particular have found it difficult to incorporate HLS into their
business, but are still keen on AES enrolment. This represents a potential loss
of willing individuals from the agri-environmental participation.

An intermediate scheme, helping to transfer current CSS holders and small
farms into the HLS, could;

 Incorporate activities currently available within the farmers current CSS
agreement(s);

 Increase the number of options available within the JCA’s Targeting
Statement;

 Specifically include options that support current farming activities, such
as shooting, hunting and livery services;

 Reducing areas/lengths attached to each option or reduce the number of
points needed per ha for smaller farms (other CAP programmes offer
concessions to smaller farms).
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Allow smaller farms to join together to submit a joint application to the HLS
such that combined they achieve the target threshold (points/ha) even if
individual farmers within the group do not.

These changes will improve transition from the CSS to the new scheme
and help smaller farms participate, in increasing participation rates these
changes will increase the likelihood of delivering ‘people additionality’.

Conclusions
This study explores farmer’s and advisor’s attitudes toward the ESS and

the importance of the farmer-advisor relationship. A case-study approach was
used because of the complex and individual decisions each respondent is faced
with. The research would have benefited from a larger sample size particularly
with respect to the advisors, but the findings should not be dismissed on this
basis alone because they have indicated areas of particular interest which
could be followed up by a larger survey.

This study suggests that enrolment into the ELS is predominately an
economic decision based on profitability and productivity. This implies that in
areas where land is more productive and contains fewer relevant
environmental features, ELS participation rates will be lower. Motivations
within the sample area also suggest that reductions to the level of payment
made in the scheme would also present a threat to participation. The ELS has
been successful in recruiting large numbers of farmers in Norfolk but is not
likely to instil a change in attitude toward farming or conservation. Advisors
(excluding FWAG) share the farmer’s opinion that farming comes first in
deciding to participate in ELS agreements.

However, the HLS has been criticised for being too demanding particularly
for small farms and to a sub-sample of those currently enrolled in the CSS.
Current CSS and participants and small farms might be shown some latitude
and enrolled under an intermediate scheme, somewhat less demanding than the
HLS. An intermediate scheme would most likely improve the ‘people
additionality’ associated with ESS, the voluntary over-delivery of
environmental goods should become a key measure, along side the change in
the total stock of environmental benefits, of the successfulness of the ESS.

The study has partly addressed the lack of work exploring the role of
advisors, but by underlining the importance of advisors has also reinforced the
need for further investigation. Advisors play an important role in fashioning
agreements, supplying information and encouraging enrolment in AESs and
this role looks set to grow. FWAG has a critical role, providing information
and guidance to both advisors and farmers. Its environmental background
means it gives consistent and reliable advice. There appears some justification
for enhancing the funding available for FWAG so it can adequately deal with
its influential role and growing workload.
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Notes

1. This results in troublesome contradictions, for example, farmers
who had previously removed hedgerows would be paid to restore
them, but those who had maintained hedgerows at their own
expense would not qualify for payments (Dobbs and Pretty 2004).

2. The ESS has five primary objectives: protect and conserve; biodiversity;
landscape; environmental quality; the historic environment and public
access, and two secondary objectives; flood defence and genetic
conservation.

3. There is a list of over 180 possible features, along with their condition
and management prescriptions.

4. There are over 50 JCA in England.

5. A JCA is defined as an area that has common characteristics in which
the environment faces similar threats and opportunities: it has a similar
landscape, heritage characteristics and therefore conservation goals.
ESS booklets list options and activities that particularly benefit these
common conservation goals

6. Views such as ‘problems will occur when cereal prices rise again,
especially wheat’ were expressed by 32% of farmers..

7. We have classified advisors as primarily Farm Business Advisors (FBA)
or mainly agronomists based on their principle training and advice
offered. We also interviewed a spokesman for FWAG who advises
farmers and trains FWAG advisors.

8. One of the interviews was with a representative of FWAG, 5 had
backgrounds farm business advice and 3 in agronomy.

9. The authors recognise that it is very difficult to make direct like for like
comparisons between CSS and ELS/HLS not only because the schemes
are different in structure and operation but also because there has been
significant changes in farmer’s operating environments. Hence, the
comparisons made here are of enrolment and the motivation behind it.
To allow these comparisons between CSS and ESS, responses were
standardised. Participants were asked to rank their motivations to enter
CSS as primary or secondary but when discussing ELS and HLS
enrolment they were asked to score each relevant motivation out of ten.
To allow comparison with CSS enrolment their highest scoring reasons
were assigned the equivalence of the ‘primary’ motivation.
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THE HIDDEN COSTS OF LANDSCAPE CONSERVATION
IN ENGLAND1

P. J. Jones and R. B.Tranter

This paper examines the extent of management of features that contribute to the character and
appearance of the landscape that farmers in England carry out both voluntarily and under
agri-environment schemes. Data on landscape management were collected before the
Environmental Stewardship Scheme and the cross-compliance requirements of the Single
Payment Scheme began to impact. It was estimated that 90% of farmers spend time on at least
one landscape management operation, with most effort being uncompensated by agri-
environment schemes. The average English farm business, in 2004/05, is estimated to devote
£1,260 worth of labour to uncompensated landscape work, this equating to £215 millions at
the national level.

Keywords: Farm landscape management; Voluntary conservation work; Agri-environment
schemes.

Introduction and objectives
It could be argued that farmers and landowners perform few, if any, tasks

that could be said to improve the visual aspect of the landscape within the
farmed environment without being paid to do so. This is because considerable
numbers of farmers have entered the various agri-environment schemes made
available under the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs’ (Defra) England Rural Development Programme such as the
Countryside Stewardship Scheme or the Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Scheme. These schemes are being replaced by the Environmental Stewardship
Scheme, which was launched on 3 March 2005. There are now over 2.7m ha
of land covered by more than 21,000 live Environmental Stewardship Scheme
agreements, approximately 25% of the farmland in England (Defra, 2006a).
The target set by Defra is for a 70% uptake of the Entry Level Scheme on
farmland in the lowlands, with an even higher figure for the Less Favoured
Areas to be entered into the Environmental Stewardship Scheme by the end of
2007 together with the Higher Level Scheme. This phenomenon is intended to
make an increasingly positive contribution toward the UK’s objective of
meeting its farmland birds, Site of Special Scientific Interest and Biodiversity
Action Plan targets (RSPB, 2006).

However, it is also equally believed that farmers and landowners often
perform operations on their holdings that improve the visual aspect of the
landscape and that these operations are conducted entirely without recompense
under any environmental or landscape scheme (Gilder, 1987; McInerney et al.,
2000). It has been shown over a period of many years that some farmers are
especially interested in conservation in general and that good practice in this
respect is an important goal behind their behaviour (see, for instance, Gasson,
1973; Gasson and Potter, 1988; Beedell and Rehman, 1999; and Beedell and

5

1. An earlier version of this paper was a Contributed Paper at the 2006 Annual Conference of the Institute of
Agricutural Management and the British Institute of Agricultural Consultants, 15-16 November 2006, Basingstoke.
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Rehman, 2000).
For some 10 years or so, policy makers have recognised what they have

termed the ‘multifunctional nature of Europe’s agriculture’ and the part this
plays in the rural economy, the environment and the landscape (Commission,
1997; OECD, 2000). Such public goods, such as the provision of landscape
and wildlife habitat by farmers, have had, in more recent times, some
recompense through agri-environment schemes, but much provision still goes
uncompensated. This phenomenon has also attracted the attention of
agricultural economists who have started to attempt to value the provision of
such public goods and to discuss the issue of the supply of these goods and the
slope and position of the supply curve (e.g. Swinbank and Tranter, 2004;
Swinbank, 2002; Randall, 2002). Efforts in this regard have been hampered by
the fact that there has been very little data available on the quantity of such
public goods that farmers will supply in the absence of payment. As a result,
the main thrust of the original research that led to this paper was to establish,
empirically, the extent to which such operations are performed and to
calculate, if possible, a monetary value for those operations which presently go
uncompensated. Thus, the joint objectives of the research were:

 to discover what type of landscape management operations were
regularly carried out by farmers and how much time was committed
by them to those operations; and to

 quantify how much of the landscape management operations carried
out were compensated by farmers’ membership of environmental
schemes and, by extension, how much work is carried out at the
individual farmer’s own expense.

The research was conducted during 2005-06 on behalf of the Campaign to
Protect Rural England (CPRE) and the National Farmers’ Union (NFU); full
details are provided by Jones et al. (2006).

Research materials, method and sample characteristics
The research was based on data collected from farmers by a questionnaire

sent to a randomly selected sample of 2084 NFU members throughout
England, representing all farming sectors. The questionnaires were sent out on
26 and 27 May 2005 by the NFU, with a covering letter from the NFU
President and the Chief Executive of the CPRE, explaining the purpose of the
research. The first response was received on 3 June 2005 and the sample was
closed on 13 September 2005. One reminder letter was sent out. The final
response rate was 16.8% (355 clean questionnaires). This response rate is
somewhat low for postal surveys of this kind but it is, perhaps, understandable
in view of the fact that data collection not only took place in the summer, this
was also a particularly difficult time for many farmers, coinciding as it did,
with the implementation of the Single Farm Payment Scheme.

Respondents returned their questionnaires directly to the NFU to ensure
complete confidentiality concerning identity. The NFU then forwarded
anonymised questionnaires to the authors for analysis, together with the

6
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addition of basic demographic and farm structure data extracted from the
NFU’s own membership database.

To test sample representativeness, the distribution of farms over size and
farm type categories was compared with the distribution seen in official
statistics. As might have been expected, there is some under-representation in
the number of farms in the smallest size category and some over-
representation in the number in the largest size category (see Figure 1).
Medium-sized farms are relatively well represented. Under-representation of
smaller farms is a common problem with farm surveys, as smaller farms are
much more likely than larger ones to slip through the sampler’s net for a
number of reasons2 and, as there is also greater pressure on labour resources
on these small farms, surveys and other ‘non-essentials’ are often just ignored
by the farmers.

To examine the representativeness of the sectoral coverage of the sample
respondents, a classification of survey farms was created on the basis of
predominant enterprise to approximate to the Defra Robust Farm Type
Methodology. The predominant enterprise was identified on the basis of the
Standard Gross Margin contribution of each enterprise to the farm total.
Standard Gross Margin estimates for each farm enterprise were derived from
Nix (2005). As Table 1 shows, the sample is under-represented in terms of the
‘Other’ farm type category and over-represented in terms of ‘Cereals’ farms.
This effect is linked with the farm size issue, as the under-representation of
farms classified as ‘Other’ is largely due to the absence of smaller farms which
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would tend to fall into this category by virtue of their irregular farm
management approaches and enterprises, especially where horses are the
dominant enterprise. Conversely, cereal farms tend to be larger on average
than other farm types. It should also be mentioned here that NFU members
might be different from the population of farmers at large in terms of a wide
range of farmer and farm characteristics. No definitive figures are available to
prove this but, anecdotally, it is believed that NFU members are more likely to
be owner-occupiers and to have large farm businesses than the norm.

These comparisons reveal that some steps will have to be taken to ensure
that the sample data are representative when raising results to the national
level. In the results presented below, this has been achieved by, first,
estimating results for the different farm size categories separately and, then,
weighting these according to their June Census distribution. Because of the
interlinking of the size and farm type dimensions, the steps taken to overcome
the size bias may be expected to have, to a great extent, simultaneously dealt
with the bias in the distribution of farm types. Assuming that farmers in each
of the size categories are representative of the populations from which they are
drawn, then this weighting should correct the sample representativeness of a
whole raft of farm and farmer attributes, including farmer attitudes, where
these may differ according to farm size.

Farmers were asked whether they were in receipt of farming subsidy
payments before 1 January 2005, that is, before the introduction of the SFP in
England. Most respondents (82%) were, with the remaining respondents
engaging in agricultural or animal husbandry activities in unsupported sectors
of one type or another.

Table 2 reveals that, at the time of survey, the rate of agri-environment
scheme membership varies quite considerably between regions, with relatively
few farms in schemes in the West Midlands and the North East, and higher
rates, around a third of farms, in the South East and South West of England.

8

Farm type Number of
survey farms

Percent of survey farms
in each farm type

category

Actual distribution of farm
types as reported in the 2003

June Census (%)

Cereals 107 39.1 11.3

General arable 28 10.2 4.9

Horticulture 4 1.5 5.1

Dairy 37 13.5 7.6

Lowland livestock 37 13.5 18.0

Upland livestock 17 6.2 6.3

Mixed 28 10.2 5.5

Pig and poultry 15 5.5 3.7

Other 1 0.4 37.6

Table 1. The farm type classes of the survey respondents compared with offi-
cial national figures
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Larger farms were much more likely to be in agri-environment schemes and
the rate of membership among the smallest class was very low nationally.

Most respondents (67% of those not currently in ESA or CSS) stated that
they had applied, or intended to join, the whole farm ‘broad and shallow’
Entry Level Scheme options of the Environmental Stewardship Scheme (see
Figure 2) with very few advising that they either had, or were, considering
applying to enter the Higher Level Scheme (13% of all respondents). Current
agri-environment scheme membership significantly affects the pattern of
response to the question of ESS membership, with few farmers already in
schemes looking to join the ESS. However, since the research was conducted,
Defra have relaxed the stipulation that required those already in the
Countryside Stewardship Scheme or the Environmentally Sensitive Area

9

Government Office Regions Proportion of survey farms in agri
-environment schemes (%)

Av. hours managing landscape
under schemes (hours/farm/

year)

East Midlands 19.1 258.3

Eastern England 20.3 317.8

North East 12.5 120.0

North West 25.0 222.2

South East 29.3 146.1

South West 33.0 162.3

West Midlands 12.1 53.8

Yorkshire & Humberside 17.1 249.8

Table 2. The incidence of agri-environment scheme membership among survey
farms and their use of labour for these purposes
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Scheme to complete the remaining term of their current agreements before
applying for support under the Higher Level Scheme and ‘switching’ from
CSS and ESA to HLS before the end of the present agreement is now
permissible. Of those who stated that they will not join Environmental
Stewardship at any level, 64% were in receipt of Pillar I subsidy payments.
For these, refusal to join at least the Entry Level Scheme would appear at first
sight, in view of the likely increased modulation of Pillar I payments in the
future, to be an irrational decision unless these farmers are intending to offset
the effects of modulation and degressivity by some other means, e.g. the sale
or lease of their holding, diversification into non-agricultural uses, or
intensification of existing agricultural production.

Results
The survey revealed that over 90% of respondents carry out some measure

of landscape management already, whether within the terms of an agri-
environment scheme, or not. As Figure 3 shows, there is only modest variation
in this activity rate between farm size groups, with no obvious size-related
trend. However, in the largest farm size class, much more agri-environment
scheme activity was shown.
Figure 4 shows that there is only minor variation in landscape management
activity over farm types, with the highest recorded rate observed for dairy

farms and the lowest for mixed farms. This result implies that farmers
operating more intensive and specialist farms value landscape management
activity as highly, compared to other farming goals, as their non-specialist
counterparts. Operators of non-specialist and mixed farms might be perceived
as being more conservation minded, by virtue of their adoption of farming
systems that are widely regarded as more environmentally benign than
specialised systems. Respondents were asked to state what landscape features
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they managed, irrespective of whether they were compensated for doing so.
Figure 5 reveals that the four most widely undertaken operations were

hedgerow trimming, followed by maintenance of ditches and ponds, managing
hay meadows3 and footpath maintenance. Other management activities such as
dry-stone walling and maintenance of lowland heath or upland moor, while
environmentally important, are of more local, regional provenance and thus do
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3. Management of hay meadows includes mowing, baling and tedding.



not feature so prominently in the national analysis reported here.
Whilst there appears to be no major undersupply of skills available in the

immediate proximity of farms for many of our respondents, the survey
revealed that there does appear to be something of a shortage of local
craftsmen available for specialist tasks such as work on old farm buildings and
dry stone walls even in those areas of England where these features are most
often found.

In addition to identifying the range of farmers’ countryside management
operations, the survey also established the amount of effort (i.e. labour and
contractor4 hours) expended on each of these operations, both compensated by
agri-environment schemes and uncompensated. The results reveal that, taking
both these types of countryside management operations together, hedge
trimming and laying are the major consumers of labour resources (see Figure
6).

Management of footpaths and bridleways, which have a high frequency of
occurrence, is less important in terms of labour and contractor use than
operations directed at management and/or maintenance of farm buildings, or
woodland and tree management. Maintenance of these two types of public
rights of way also requires relatively light use of contractors. Another labour
and contractor intensive operation would appear to be the management of hay
meadows. However, this result needs to be treated with a degree of caution, as
it is not entirely clear from the responses whether this particular management
task should be considered as conservation activity in the same way as the
others are. This was intended to capture the management of traditional, low-
fertility, species-rich, hay meadows and it is possible that the term ‘hay
meadow’ has been interpreted by some respondents to mean any grassland
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4. Contractor costs are the ‘actual’ rates derived from the survey and are ‘whole costs’, i.e. they include machinery costs.



from which a grass crop of any type is taken. In view of this, it would,
perhaps, be safer to define this activity simply as management of ‘grassland’.

There is some variation in activities which make the biggest management
demands by farm type, with hedge laying and trimming, ditch and pond
maintenance and hay meadow management more common on lowland farm
types, while the maintenance and re-building of stone walls were the most
important activities, followed by hay meadow management and work on farm
buildings, on upland livestock farms. An average of 264.6 hours of work was
devoted to landscape management, by all types of labour, on sample farms.

Table 3 shows the proportion of total landscape management work, labour
and contractor hours, committed on respondents’ farms that is uncompensated
i.e. not managed under an agri-environment scheme agreement. This
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Table 3. Time (hours) spent managing landscape features (both uncompen-
sated and compensated under environment schemes), together with the pro-
portion (%) of this that is compensated plus comparison with data from an

earlier survey

Total hours worked
(both farm labour and

contractors)

Environment
schemes from: this

survey

Environment schemes
from: a previous survey1

Hedgerows (laying) 41.1 29 n.a.

Hedgerows
(trimming)

49.6 16 11

Dry stone walls
(maintenance)

21.8 14 17

Dry stone walls
(rebuilding)

7.8 37 n.a.

Wetlands 2.7 12 n.a.

Ditches / ponds 25.3 6 82

Field margins 10.6 24 n.a.

Woodlands / trees 32.4 5 43

Farm buildings 22.0 4 4

Archaeological sites 2.4 0 n.a.

Hay meadows 35.3 17 n.a.

Moorland 2.9 37 n.a.

Heathland 0.8 57 n.a.

Rights of way
(bridleways)

2.3 5 n.a.

Rights of way
(footpaths)

7.6 4 104

Total 264.6

1.Results represent the proportion of landscape management activities which are associated with agri-environment
schemes , and with maintenance activities, but not capital expenditures (McInerney et al., 2000).
2. Ponds only.
3. Casual tree planting.
4. Footpaths and bridleways.



proportion varies considerably between activities, to some extent reflecting the
possibilities for support for each under the CSS and ESA schemes (ESA
management options vary between the 22 schemes). The highest proportion of
work undertaken under agri-environment schemes is seen for activities such as
dry stone wall maintenance and heathland management and, to a lesser extent,
hedgerow laying. Smaller amounts of compensated work are involved for the
activities of maintenance of ditches and ponds, protection of archaeological
features and maintenance of woodlands and rights of way. It is instructive to
observe that management operations with low potential for compensation from
the public purse are by no means the least widely carried out and, indeed,
some (e.g. hedgerow trimming and ditch and pond management) are among
the heaviest users of labour. Table 3 also shows similar estimates taken from
McInerney et al. (2000) where appropriate comparison can be made.
Comparison of the two data sources reveals that the amount of time spent
managing landscape features under agri-environment schemes, as a proportion
of total time committed, has not changed very much in the last 5 years in spite
of an increase in the number of scheme agreements. This, tantalisingly,
suggests a general increase in the amount of environmental management
undertaken on farms, perhaps as a consequence of the increasing
environmental awareness of farmers.

Deducting hours committed to landscape management under agri-
environment schemes leaves the uncompensated body of work. Deducting
from this, the hours carried out by contractors leaves the body of
uncompensated labour carried out by unpaid family and paid farm staff. For
simplicity, we assumed that the ratio of the various types of farm labour
deployed does not vary between compensated and uncompensated activity
within the same landscape management operation. As no costs are available
from the survey for farm labour, it has been necessary to apply a
representative wage rate in order to estimate the cost of uncompensated farm
labour effort. A variety of published wage rate data were available, produced
by different institutions for different purposes and accounting for a variety of
labour types and categories of labour costs. For these purposes, an appropriate
wage rate was derived from the Defra Earnings and Hours Survey (Defra,
2005a). In the calculations it was assumed that all farm labour effort on
landscape management was fully charged. In reality, some of these costs will
not have been charged against the farm business i.e. they will have been
counted as unpaid farmer and family labour. However, it needs to be
recognised that such labour does have an opportunity cost.

According to the Defra Earnings and Hours Survey (Defra, 2005a), the
average hourly rate of pay, averaged over all grades of permanent (sometimes
described as ‘regular’) agricultural worker, both male and female, for the 12
months to January 2005, was £6.725. Contractor costs were provided by the
survey for each type of landscape management activity.

In view of the skewed size distribution of the sample, together with the
survey finding that rates of labour effort expended on landscape management
decline on a per ha basis as farm size increases, it was necessary to adjust the
sample estimates of average whole-farm labour and contractor costs on the
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5. This figure represents gross pay, including overtime and holiday pay, but does not include Employer’s National
Insurance Contribution (NIC) or Employer’s Liability Insurance (ELI). Nix (2005) assumes NIC and ELI to amount
to an additional 14% on top of basic salary payments.



basis of the true size distribution, before the figures could be raised to the
national level (England). This was done by calculating the average whole-farm
cost of uncompensated labour and contractors for the farms in each size group
separately, then weighting each of the whole-farm values by the number of
holdings in each size class, as revealed in the June 2003 Census (Defra,
2005b). This calculation is shown in Table 4.

After adjusting for the unrepresentativeness of the sample farm size
distribution, the average cost of uncompensated labour and contractors is

revealed as £1,259.67 per farm per annum. Raising these costs to the national
level is simply a matter of multiplying the average whole farm cost by the
number of farms in England. Unfortunately, official data is only for ‘holdings’
and farm businesses can contain more than one holding.

No recent official published data exist on the number of holdings on farm
businesses, but the authors’ own analysis of data from the Farm Business
Survey for 2003 suggests that the average farm business is made up of around
1.1 holdings. This implies that a maximum of one in ten farms in the Farm
Business Survey are multiple holdings, although the actual rate will be slightly
less than this as some of these ‘multiples’ will be made up of more than two
holdings. This estimate equates fairly closely with an estimate provided by
MAFF, and quoted by McInerney et al. (2000), that one in eight farm
businesses recorded in the June Census were made up of multiple holdings. As
there were 187,900 holdings of all sizes in England in 2003, this suggests there
are 170,818 farm businesses. From this, the farming industry’s voluntary,
uncompensated labour contribution to the environment each year in England
can be calculated at £215m, before other inputs, such as machinery, are
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Table 4. Calculation of a weighted national average cost of uncompensated
labour and contractors per farm, based on Defra labour rates

Farm size group (A)
Cost of uncom-

pensated labour -
all sources1

(£/farm)

(B)
Number of hold-
ings in 2003 June

Census (‘000)

(A * B)

< 20 ha 836.2 114.7 95916.14

20 – 49 ha 1681.1 25.8 43372.38

50 – 99 ha 1596.0 21.2 33835.20

≥ 100 ha 2426.3 26.2 63569.06

Total 187.9 (C) 236692.78 (D)

True labour and contractors cost per farm (D / C) £ 1259.67

1. Estimated cost of paid and unpaid labour plus contractors costs.



considered.
Table 5 shows how this national total cost is distributed over the various

landscape management tasks. As can be seen, more than a fifth of this total is
dedicated to hay meadow management, ahead of hedgerow trimming, which is
ranked second. Hay meadow management does not, in fact, incur the largest

average labour time expenditures per farm (which is for hedgerow trimming)
but, when aggregating to the national level, the importance of hay meadow
management increases, due to the predominance of this category of work on
very small farms (i.e. farms of less than 20 ha) and the numerical
preponderance of this class.
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Table 5. Estimated value of uncompensated labour and contractor time spent
on each landscape management task for England

£m

Hay meadows/grassland 45.3

Hedgerows (trimming) 42.3

Hedgerows (laying) 20.7

Ditches / ponds 24.8

Farm buildings 24.4

Woodlands / trees 22.6

Dry stone walls (maintenance) 11.4

Field margins 7.3

Dry stone walls (rebuilding) 5.6

Rights of way (footpaths) 5.9

Archaeological sites 1.6

Moorland 1.0

Rights of way (bridleways) 1.2

Wetlands 0.9

Heathland 0.2

Total1 215.2

1. Column may not sum to the total due to rounding error.



Discussion and conclusions
Opportunities for compensation under agri-environment schemes do not

seem to determine which landscape management operations are most
commonly carried out, or the amount of time devoted to them, as the most
commonly reported activities have high rates of voluntary participation by
farmers. This fact strongly suggests that public funding is not driving the
pattern of landscape management carried out on farms, at least not at present.
This pattern may, of course, change to some extent with the introduction of the
new ESS.

The greater part of the work time allocated to landscape management is
derived from family and farm labour, but there is significant use of contractors
for particular management operations, particularly those requiring specialist
skills or equipment, for example, modern hedgerow trimmers and excavators
for drainage and ditching work. The extensive use of contractors, at a
considerable cost, implies that these landscape management operations are not
simply an afterthought, or a way of putting slack farm labour to work during
quiet periods but, rather, they probably represent effort that farmers see as
making an important contribution to their farming goals with these, in turn,
possibly being derived from pro-environmental attitudes, values and emotional
feelings of duty and care. However, it should not be forgotten that this recent
landscape management activity has been carried out over a period of great
financial, institutional and policy change for English farmers which has
necessitated much social and structural adaptation. In its wake, Lobley et al.
(2005) have shown that much stress has been caused to farm families.

The research reported here showed that the expenditure incurred annually
by English farmers on landscape management that goes uncompensated
appears to exceed £215m, which is 132% of the total agri-environment
funding in 2004 of £163m. Looking at the landscape management operations
being reported in the survey, it is impossible to presume that these are to any
great extent being driven by financial incentives, or by regulatory action. This
leads to the obvious conclusion that farmers are voluntarily contributing to the
public good as a consequence of their own goals and motivations and that the
value of this to society, in monetary terms in 2004, was more than the total
public expenditure on environmental improvements under the Rural
Development Regulation during that same year. Clearly, why farmers are
doing this is an issue worthy of further investigation.

The cost of labour (both paid and unpaid) and the hire of contractors would
not be the only expenditures incurred by farmers as a consequence of their
voluntary landscape management activities. There would, in addition, be use
of tractors and other farm equipment as well as fuels and materials of many
kinds. For maintenance activities alone (not capital expenditures), McInerney
et al. (2000) estimate labour and contract costs at some 69% of total costs,
meaning that the labour and contractor cost totals reported here would need to
be increased by 45% to reflect total costs. It should also be pointed out that, in
addition to these expenditures, which contribute little or nothing to agricultural
returns, additional financial losses may also be incurred as a consequence of
these landscape management activities, in the form of the opportunity costs
where labour, capital and land have been re-deployed away from income-
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generating farming activities. Assuming that these labour resources cold be put
to productive use, on an opportunity cost basis, losses to agriculture as a
consequence of landscape management activities may be as much as double
the incurred costs reported here.

The choice and scale of landscape management work is not, to a large
extent, being determined by the availability of public funding. Rather, it is
made possible by the availability of other revenue sources, including
enterprise margins and direct payments from the European Union’s Pillar I and
the willingness of farmers to transfer money from these sources. This
evidence, that farmers are already transferring such large sums from their farm
incomes to landscape conservation, raises a number of interesting questions.
First, ‘will landscape management work on this scale be maintained if farm
incomes decline?’ The obvious suggestion is that, if farm incomes (from
whatever sources) decline, resources committed to landscape management will
also decline, if they are not replaced pro rata by agri-environment scheme
spending.

Second, ‘how likely are farm incomes to decline?’ This is a contentious
issue, with differences of opinion on all sides. The CPRE & NFU (2006), for
example, argue that proposed cuts in direct subsidies already in the pipeline
through the recent CAP reform will depress farm incomes to the extent that
negative effects on landscape management will be felt6. Of course, this view
runs counter to the official Defra line (Defra & H M Treasury, 2005), which
argues that loss of support will, in turn, put downward pressure on costs and
farm asset values (particularly land), and that farm incomes will then quickly
recover. They cite recent examples of cuts in income support from New
Zealand, Canada, Australia, South Africa and Sweden and what then happened
as examples backing their case.

The reasonableness of the Defra position depends largely on the
assumption that the cost of agricultural assets, particularly land, will fall.
Current official land market statistics are unreliable indicators, as these relate
to the period around the implementation of the Single Farm Payment, at which
time the number of land sales was down considerably from recent years.
However, largely anecdotal evidence suggests that the recent increased
volume of land sales has been accompanied by firm, if not rising, land prices
due to scarcity of supply and high demand, particularly from people outside
farming.

Third, ‘if incomes do decline, will increased spending through agri-
environment schemes compensate for lost voluntary investment in landscape
management?’ A significant proportion of the cuts in direct income would be
due to national modulation, where the monies would be transferred into agri-
environment schemes, such as the ELS. Therefore, the answer to the question
will depend on

 the scale of the cut back in voluntary investment in landscape
management and

 the size of agri-environment spend.
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Using 2004 data as a reference, it can be conservatively assumed that a
25% reduction in voluntary landscape management activity would amount to a
loss of investment of around £50m in England. Assuming that around half of
ESS spending relates to landscape management activities, then ESS spending
would have to increase by £100m just to achieve parity. Defra are assuming
that total ELS spend by 2008/9 will be around £190 millions (Defra and H M
Treasury, 2005). The size of the voluntary investment in landscape
management relative to agri-environment scheme spending on the same tasks,
suggests that even modest percentage declines in the former would not, on the
basis of current spending plans, be compensated for by the latter.

Fourth, ‘if farm incomes don’t decline, will the ELS add to the body of
landscape management work carried out and, if so, by how much?’ The jury is
still out on this, but a recently released statement from Defra (Defra, 2006b),
based on an interim assessment of the ELS (the full report is due in June 2007)
suggests that 60% of farm conservation work carried out under the Scheme
(this would also include work other than on landscape management) was
already being done before entry into the Scheme. This echoes the twelve year
old findings of Morris and Potter (1995) who found that there was a core of
farmers who were largely motivated by conservation issues and not just the
financial position of their businesses.

Finally, our conclusions and main findings can be summarised as:

 some 90% of farmers surveyed reported that they expend time on at
least one landscape management operation, of which between 71%
(hedgelaying) and 100% (archaeological sites) is uncompensated;

 the activities most frequently undertaken by respondents were
hedgerow management, ditching, hay meadow/grassland operations
and rights of way maintenance;

 most landscape management operations were undertaken by family or
direct farm labour;

 around 80% of landscape management work was uncompensated and
this figure was fairly consistent over farm size and farm type
categories;

 there appeared to be no major undersupply of key landscape
management skills within 10 miles or so of most farms with the likely
exceptions of dry-stone wallers and specialist builders;

 and the average annual cost per farm business for uncompensated
works was calculated to be in the region of £1,260.

The hidden costs of landscape conservation in England P Jones and R Tranter.
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SEMINAR REPORT

‘THE ROLE OF ESTATES IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT’.
ALNWICK GARDENS, TUESDAY 26TH APRIL 2007.

J. R. Franks

This Northern Rural Network1 event was staged to discuss the North East
Rural Estates Framework pilot project. Presentations were given by
representatives of the organisation responsible for initiating the project (One
North East (ONE)), for running it (Tyne Team) and from two participating
estates (Meldon and Blanchland). These were followed by two presentations
about successful rural estate diversification schemes completed before the
Rural Estates Framework pilot began (Allendale and Eshott) and a
presentation on the effect of planning regulations on rural diversification
schemes (Neil Robson, Ward Hadaway). The final presentation examined the
future of Business Link (Nicki Clark).

Background to the North East Rural Estates Framework pilot project
This seminar reported on a 12 month study (that ended in March 2007)

designed to identify new ways of providing support to rural estates. The
project followed a smaller study which suggested that rural estates were
“central to the regeneration of many north east settlements and that estate
owners were well placed to take the lead role in this process if suitably
supported by public money and expertise” (Forum for the Future 2006; p. 13).
It is supposed that participating estates would be helped to improve their
performance and in so doing help achieve rural development agency
objectives, many of which overlap their own, for example ensuring a strong
rural economy, raising employment, achieving a vibrant and sustainable rural
community, affordable rural housing, reduced environmental damage and the
delivery of more public goods. Further, it would examine what benefit estates
might derive from introducing ‘one-stop shops’ through which all business
support in the region could be accessed.

Four rural estates participated initially, with three more joining during the
year. Each estate was audited using a previous tested Performance Toolkit
designed to establish a register of assets (human, financial and community)
and to bring together the views of the development agency, the estate
managers and the estate’s community. The appraisal formed the basis of a
Settlement Action Plan which in turn was used to identify funding
requirements and potential sources of funds available to address specific
issues. The last step in the pilot was the signing of an agreement (a
memorandum of understanding) between relevant parties that would commit
them to work together in an active and progressive partnership.
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Seminar summary - key points
Frances Rowe (ONE) suggested the principle benefits of the pilot to ONE

was in enhancing its understanding of the work of rural estates, and in offering
ONE a chance to educate rural estates about its own activities. Rural estates
could be engaged using the Performance Toolkit designed to assist the estate
develop a strategic plan. And whilst no memoranda of understanding had been
signed there was an expectation they would be shortly.

Representatives of two participating estates commented that the
Performance Toolkit had indeed assisted them in developing/updating their
estate strategic plan. However, this appeared to be the only ‘hard’ gain from
the project, other benefits being best categorised as ‘soft’; for example
increased dialogue, better understanding of each other’s roles and activities
and learning to share common goals. We were informed that estates suffered a
series of hardships, including weak cash flow, and a continuous battle with
planners and planning policy that hindered the development of the long-term
financial sustainability of the estate: a necessary precursor to a vibrant rural
economy and community. Whether the project had altered policy to address
any of these more difficult issues was not revealed.

One participating estate manager summarised his experiences as
“interesting and frustrating”, the other as “time consuming” though the
Performance Toolkit provided an easy template once in place for updating: it
has already led to a plan to increase public access and the development of a
‘community group’. Both agreed sharing information assisted the delivery of
mutual objectives (between estate, community and public delivery bodies)
allowing the “sum of the whole to be greater than that of the individual parts”,
but both wished to know how the project would be developed in the future –
and were disappointed that closure had not been achieved via signing
memorandum of understanding.

There was no attempt to deliver a cost-benefit appraisal or time-budget to
formally value or appraise the net public and private benefits of participating
in the pilot study.

There followed three presentations, two on examples of diversification
managed by rural estates and a clear account of the planning regulations as
they apply in rural areas. Unfortunately these took the focus of the meeting
away from the rural estates project, but did remind us of the types of hurdles
and barriers faced by rural estates. For example, barriers faced for a
conversion of a farmstead into offices included,

 time take from idea to completion (the successful example that was
discussed took 7 years from inception to completion), largely due to
complex planning regulations and overcoming hurdles to access
government grants;

 cost of accessing government grants;

 complying with building regulations;

 creating sufficient income opportunities to pay for the infrastructure
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costs on the site.

These and other planning barriers and hurdles were, therefore, well known
prior to the start of the rural estate project; how the pilot scheme had already
contributed to addressing these barriers was not discussed.

Future of the Project
Several participants asked about the future develop of the project: what

was intended - if anything - to continue or develop it. That rural estates and
public bodies had some overlapping aims and objectives appeared sufficient
justification to those present to roll-out the project across England and Wales:
others might consider this co-incidence of objectives insufficient justification
for spending public money. This important question was not discussed.
Reports, and an assessment of the project by Westley Consulting, were still
under consideration – the Westley Consulting assessment would have made an
informative presentation!

It is clear that all participants derived some value from participating, but as
yet nothing besides a commitment to sign memorandum understandings was
decided: and this represents closure of the pilot project rather than a further
development. Among suggestions offered for future development was a need
to appoint a champion among the various public bodies with a role in rural
development to drive and monitor the development of a larger-scale project,
and that each public body with an involvement in rural issues should deposit
its funds into a single pool of money from which grants etc. could be drawn.

Concluding Comments
The project showed a need to develop a fuller, two way dialogue between

rural estates and regional and national decision makers to allow the former to
influence the latter and the latter to understand better the aims, aspirations and
activities of the former. This learning process offered potential benefits to both
sides, but required trust and openness. Both can be established by a track
record of delivery built up over time, but this is generally a long-term process.
I doubt that the pilot project was of sufficient duration to allow trust to be
developed.

The potential benefits to agriculture are clear: as voluntary modulation
increases, the rural development (pillar 2) budget will grow, and as this is not
ring-fenced to agricultural businesses, agriculture needs representation to
influence programmes. It is for this reason, together with the prospect of
creating efficient ‘one-stop shops’ for more effective delivery of rural support
and assistance programmes that rural estates need to participate in projects of
this nature. Agriculture needs to find as many ways as possible to influence
the Rural Development Program England (RDPE), and this two-way education
process is one way of doing so.

Other than this, however, there was little evidence that the project had
identified any problems not already in the public domain - or that the project
had altered regional and national policy. One was left with a feeling that the
project was more about “walking the policy chain” (paralleling the important
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“walking the food chain” initiative that was established by the Food Chain
Centre some years ago). However, the cost of participating (man hours, travel,
meetings etc) was not discussed, and the failure to close the project with the
timely signing of memorandum of understandings hardly convinces that the
project has the full support of the development agency. Maybe it simply shows
once again the difference in the importance of timeliness between successful
bureaucracies and successful farm businesses.

Further, the lack of any clear proposals for future developments of the
project suggests a lack of support. Whether such schemes do actually deliver
benefits is the acid test; it was hard to see from this seminar that many
concrete benefits had accrued. But a year is insufficient time to develop trust
and agreements on how to deliver on these complex issues. It normally takes
longer for trust and reciprocity, learning and understanding, and common
interests to conquer an overwhelming instinctive unwillingness to co-operate
which may result in rural estates, public officers, communities and public
organisations needing to work differently.
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AGRICULTURAL RISK MANAGEMENT -EXPERIENCES
FROM AN ACTION RESEARCH APPROACH

Mogens Lund, Arne Oksen, Torben U. Larsen, Henning Andersen, Henrik H.
Andersen and Arne Sneftrup

A new model for risk management in agriculture is described in the paper. The risk model is
constructed as a context dependent process, which includes four main phases. The model is
aimed at agricultural advisors, who wish to facilitate and disseminate risk management to
farmers. It is developed and tested by an action research approach in an attempt to make risk
management more applicable on family farms. Our obtained experiences indicate that farmers
don’t apply probabilistic thinking and other concepts according to formal decision theory.

Key words: Risk management, consulting, action research, farm families

Background and aim
This paper introduces a new model to risk management in agriculture. The

model is developed by use of an Action Research Approach, which we
successfully have adopted previously to develop strategic consultancy tools to
farm managers. These experiences were presented at the 13th IFMA congress
in 2002 in the Netherlands and later published in Farm Management (Lund &
Larsen, 2002).

Our goal is to make risk management more practical applicable on family
farms. To accomplish the goal we have – within the framework of Action
Research - utilized the hypotheses that risk management in agriculture has to
be understood as a process and that the content of the process is context
dependent. While it has been recognised for a long time that applied risk
management is a process, it is also fair to say that the contextual dimension of
this process has not been systematically investigated. The basic idea is to tailor
the process of risk management to the values and goals, resources and
capabilities of the individual farm family.

In the next section of the paper we will describe our risk process model
and briefly explain how it has been developed. Then in the following sections
each of the phases included in the model are explained by hands on guidelines,
a case story and by providing some reflections, where we especially exploit
the contextual contingencies of the process. Main conclusions and
implications for the future development and communication of risk modelling
in agriculture are presented in the closing section of the paper.

The model framework
The presented model framework for risk management is created by a group

of practising farm consultants and researchers in accordance with the
development principles outlined in Lund & Larsen (2002). Hence, the
practising consultants have provided the team with an improved understanding
of the practice of risk management and have taken main responsibility for
testing the developed tools in real consulting situations. The researchers, on
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the other hand, were responsible for constructing new supporting tools and
studying relevant risk theories that may support and improve the practice of
risk management performed by local consultants.

The developed risk model is directed practising consultants, who wish to
apply risk management in their consulting services towards farmers. It might
be in a consulting situation involving the whole farm family and business
operation or in case of a more partial consulting situation, where e.g. an
investment in new farm buildings has to be evaluated.

Risk is defined as the likelihood of an economic loss. Hence, the aim of
risk management is to minimize such economic losses on the assets, equity,
income and future welfare of the farm family (Olson, 2004). Although risks
are measured by their economic consequences, it is up to the farm family to
value the importance of these consequences. It is also common knowledge that
risks can never be completely avoided in farm business management, but it
might be balanced in accordance with e.g. the farm family’s goals and their
risk-bearing capacity.

We believe that a large number of realistic assumptions have to be fulfilled
with respect to both the consultant and the farm family if there should be a
successful outcome of the risk management process. As examples, the farm
family should be motivated, have recognised the needs and be willing to invest
some money and time in the process. On the other hand, the consultant should
be able to define the risk problem perceived by the farm family and to ensure a
relevant outcome of the process.

In order to identify and handle the many assumptions embedded in
agricultural risk management understood as a context dependent process, the
formulated risk model has been divided into four main phases:

 Recognition and demarcation
 Identification and prioritizing
 Search and evaluation of alternatives
 Implementation and monitoring

The content and application of the risk model is published in a recent
handbook written for practising consultants working in the Danish Advisory
Service (Lund et al., 2005). In the handbook each of the four phases of the risk
model is explained and illustrated according to the same generic structure:

 How to do
 Examples – two examples are used, one showing a total approach to

risk management and one example with a more partial focus
 Theoretical reflections

Although our paper is structured in the same fashion as the handbook, we
only intend to present the total approach to risk management.

Recognition and demarcation
The first phase of the process model includes a recognition and

demarcation of the farm family’s needs for applying risk management on their
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farm.. A consulting contract is intended to be the final outcome of this stage of
the process.

How to do
It is assumed to be the consultant’s responsibility to identify the need for

risk management, including the task of making a clear description of the risk
problem perceived by the farm family. The phase includes the following steps:

1. An understanding of the farm’s activities, production facilities, size,
location, economy, labour force as well as the surroundings including
barriers such as environmental and other rural restrictions

2. A knowledge of the farm family’s values, goals and plans
3. A dialogue with the family to assess the economic needs for risk

management and which risk factors that might be important
4. A further analysis of the farm family’s actual risk perception
5. A presentation of the risk tools and procedures, which the consultant

intend to utilize in the process
6. A consulting contract is made if the farm family decides to adopt a risk

management process

Case story
Our case story is a farmer and his spouse, who bought a farm operation in

1993 and invested in new building facilities to 200 sows in 1998. During 2002
the building capacity was expanded to 250 sows. The production efficiency is
considered to be above average. About 30 per cent of the piglets are sold at a
weight of 7 kg, whereas the others are sold at a weight of 30 kg. A sales
contract has been made, and the recipient is very satisfied with the piglets. In
addition, an area of total 58 hectares, where 28 ha is rented, is cultivated. The
farmer does all the farm work by himself with minor help from his father and a
school kid. Although his wife has fulltime work outside the farm, she is
responsible for all the book-keeping on the farm.

Problem recognition
At the time when the new stable was finished in 1998, the sow herd

became infected with a vicious lung disease and mycoplasma even though all
hygiene and veterinarian measurements have been adopted by the farmer. In
the same period there was an economic depression implying that the produced
piglets were sold at very low prices. Therefore, the investments have resulted
in a tight economic situation on the farm, which have caused some problems
with the bank.

The different disease outbreaks in the pig production and the associated
problems with their bank have made the farm family worried: Which risk
factors are of importance and how might they be managed?

Initially, the farm family had no clear perception of the potential risk
factors or their own risk attitudes. After some preliminary considerations and
talks with their economic consultant they decided to adopt a total risk
management process. A start-up meeting was agreed to take place on the farm
two weeks later, where the farmer and his spouse, the economic consultant and
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two of his colleagues should participate.

Reflection
The case story indicates some of the difficulties in identifying the relevant

risk problem. One major challenge might be the different perception of risk
problems between the farm family and their consultants. Typically,
agricultural specialists have been trained in formal decision tools, whereas
farmers learn about risks and their consequences through their practical work
and obtained experiences. It raises the question about the role and
responsibility of consultants in the risk management process. Teaching
farmers to apply formal decision tools to handle risk problems would be one
solution to close the gap (Nelson, 1990). Although this seems to be the
traditional approach in agricultural teaching and advisory, we believe that a
more efficient starting point is to gain an improved insight in farmers’ risk
perceptions and their ways to handle these risks in practical situations on their
farms.

From a practical perspective there are many kinds of ambiguities involved
in the recognition of a risk problem. One reason is that there is always the risk
of incomplete information, i.e. not identifying all the potential risk factors.
Another more fundamental reason is however that problem representation is
always dependent on our subjective knowledge and personal judgements. For
an economic consultant dealing with accounting and economic planning price
risks are typically seen as some of the most important risks, whereas biological
or family risks may have the highest ranks among farmers. Arguing that price
risks are more important than e.g. risks of illness involves inevitable value
judgements.

Measurement of risk aversion is part of the value judgments. Identification
of the farmer’s and eventually his spouse’s risk aversion is an important step
to evaluate if there is a relevant risk problem to solve. Stated simply, risk
aversion means that the farm family is willing to sacrifice something to avoid
the negative consequences of specific risks. Different methods for elicitation
of the degree of risk aversion have been developed (Hardaker et al., 1997), but
they tend to be both highly hypothetical and time-consuming to apply. It is
reasonable to say that no operational producers are currently available to
measure the degree of risk aversion implying that this concept is also infected
with a high degree of ambiguity. Therefore, due to both the incompleteness of
available information and the subjective nature of our knowledge and
judgments there is always the risk of solving the wrong risk problem.

The many ambiguities involved have led us to the conclusion that the
recognition of risk problems as well as their content and scope should play a
greater role in applied risk management than is usually the case. The six steps
procedure outlined in this section clearly illustrates the important emphasise
we put on the phase dealing with recognition and understanding of relevant
risk problems. There is however no theoretical argument for decomposing the
phase into exactly six steps – more or fewer steps might as well be
appropriate.
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Identification and prioritizing
The aim of the second phase in the process is to identify and prioritize the
most important risks. Another labelling of this process, which is often utilized
in public risk analysis of e.g. technological risks and food safety risks, is risk
assessment (Glickman & Gough, 1995).

How to do
In our process model the second phase has been subdivided into 4

operational steps:

1. Identification of the potential risk factors
2. Prioritizing by the criteria: Significant/Insignificant
3. Prioritizing by the criteria: Likely/Unlikely
4. Prioritizing by the criteria: Influential/Non-influential

In what follows we are going to illustrate the four steps in our farm case.

Case story

Step 1: Identification of the potential risk factors

As a preparation to the meeting on the farm the consultants have made a
list of potential risk factors for the production of piglets (not shown here). At
the start of the meeting the list was discussed and revised together with the
farmer and his spouse. The risks of a negative attitude in the bank, death of the
farmer and/or his spouse and the sale price of piglets are all examples of new
risk factors that were included in the original list.

Step 2: Prioritizing by the criteria: Significant/Insignificant

In our case each participant was asked to choose two risk factors from the
revised list of risk factors, which should be evaluated as significant for the
future economic performance of the pig production. The outcome of this step
was:

The farmer: Efficiency, Price of piglets
The spouse: Efficiency, Price of piglets
Consultant A: Illness – farmer/spouse, Negative bank
Consultant B: No recipient of piglets, Production diseases
Consultant C: Illness – farmer/spouse, Production diseases

A risk factor was considered as economically significant if it was chosen
by at least one of the participants. Therefore, this prioritization resulted in a
total number of six risk factors, which should be further evaluated. An
improved interpretation and a more precisely definition of each of the six
identified risk factors were undertaken as another subtask in step 2. The
discussion resulted in the statements as shown in box 1.
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Step 3: Prioritizing by the criteria: Likely/Unlikely.

As the next step each participant was asked to indicate whether each of the
six economically significant risk factors were likely or unlikely.

Box 1. Description and clarification of the revealed significant risk factors

Box 2. Prioritising by the criteria: Likely/Unlikely

The result of the prioritization process was that the risk factor “Production
efficiency” should be disregarded as everyone made the judgement that there is no
significant uncertainty (i.e. downside probability of low efficiency) associated with
this factor. No other factors could however be excluded, because adaptation of the
principle that if at least one in the group judged the factor as likely, then it should

Risk factor Interpretation Definition

Illness – farmer/
spouse

The farmer has sole responsibil-
ity for the production. It also
have seriously consequences if
his wife is getting sick

Illness and injures between 1
month and 1 year

Negative bank The views of the bank are of
great importance as it may stop
for new credit arrangements

Maintenance of a positive atti-
tude in the bank

Production efficiency The farrow section is seen as
the most critical stage in reach-
ing high production efficiency

High efficiency by a large num-
ber of piglets per sow

Price of piglets The farm economy is very vul-
nerable to low prices on piglets

Price of piglets

No recipient of piglets Most of the piglets are today
delivered to the same farmer

Termination of delivery con-
tract due to acute changing
conditions

Production diseases More epidemic diseases such as
PMWS than common produc-
tion diseases

Diseases which requires total or
partial herd replacement

Risk factor Likely Unlikely

Illness – farmer/spouse Farmer, consultants A & B Spouse, consultant C

Negative bank Consultants B & C Farmer, spouse, consultant A

Production efficiency All

Price of piglets All

No recipient of piglets Consultants A & C Farmer, spouse, consultant B

Production diseases Spouse, all consultants Farmer
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be regarded as sufficient likely to be further evaluated.
Step 4: Prioritizing by the criteria: Influential/Non-influential

The possibilities of influencing the risk factors were discussed in the group
as the following step.

Box 3. The farmer’s and his spouse’s existing organisational preparedness

It was evaluated that it is not realistic to obtain any kind of influence on
the market price of piglets. Furthermore, it was evaluated that the current
preparedness against exotic diseases in the production such as PMWS is
sufficient at the moment. Hence, a general agreement was reached among the
participants that the influence on the following risk factors should be further
investigated:

 Illness – farmer/spouse
 Negative bank
 No recipient of piglets

Reflection
In order to identify and prioritise the many different sources of risks, it is

necessary to impose some sort of structure on the process. In accordance with
common practise in farm management we have divided the potential risk
factors into 5 groups (Olson, 2004):

 Financial risks, e.g. availability and cost of capital
 Human risks, e.g. accidents in the working place or illness of the farmer,

his spouse or employees
 Marketing risks, e.g. future prices of sale products and inputs
 Production risks, e.g. weather conditions, pests or production diseases
 Institutional risks, e.g. changes in income support schemes or

environmental regulations

Risk factor Existing preparedness

Illness – farmer/spouse No preparedness against illness/injure with a duration of up to
1 year (except usual social security)

Negative bank The bank is continuously provided with information, including
budgets, to keep the goodwill

Price of piglets Today no preparedness

No recipient of piglets In the short-term the piglets may eventually be kept in farm
buildings owned by the farmer’s father. Long-term there is
however no preparedness towards the risk of termination of the
delivery contract

Production diseases The veterinarian is regularly visiting the farm and the farmer is
taking part in the animal health care programme. Production
specific hygiene rules are strictly followed and unauthorised
entrance to the production area is prohibited. Quarantine facili-
ties are established on farm owned the farmer’s father
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It is of course possible to utilize other systematic approaches. One rather
well known approach is to make a distinction between repeated and unique
risks. Examples of repeated risks in agriculture are fluctuations in crop yields
and price variations. Dealing with such risks is the main focus in conventional
statistical decision making as described in e.g. Hardaker et al. (1997).
Statistical decision making is however grounded on several unquestioned
assumptions, where the existence of subjective probabilities is one of the most
important.

The inconsistencies of lay people’s probability judgements have been
researched by many psychologists and economists. As reviewed in Bell et al.
(1988) these systematic errors may arise because people tend to
overemphasize low probabilities and underemphasize large probabilities and
appear to value probabilities of accepted risks lower than risks which they are
forced to accept – although the first class of probabilities often are statistically
much higher. Such paradoxes seem be the logical consequence of the use of to
much probabilistic thinking in agricultural risk management. With inspiration
from the behavioural school our approach is only to use data that can be
obtained in the real world and only performing such reasoning that can be
carried out by reasonable men (Simon, 1978). In our opinion there is no
convincing empirical evidence that ordinary people always do have subjective
probabilities for even repeated risks and there is no logical argument why they
should do so.

Unique risks such as the risk of new major oil crises or new tsunamis seem
to be much more likely today than ever before. Unique risks are generally
characterised by having a low likelihood of occurrence, but very high negative
consequences if they actually happens. The governance of such extreme risks
in the context of agricultural risk management has previously been reviewed in
Renborg (1988). According to Renborg unique risks are best managed by
farmers through a strategic planning exercise. As explained elsewhere, see e.g.
Lund and Christensen (2003), the aim of strategic planning is to formulate a
strategic plan, which may fulfil the overall values and goals of the farm
family. Therefore, we are reluctant to reduce strategic planning to another
word for risk management. Instead, we would rather argue that the formulation
of strategic goals and plans are a prerequisite for making successful risk
management on farms.

In our risk model no explicit distinguish between repeatable and unique
risk factors is made. Instead we rely on collective risk assessments which are
governed by a priori selected criteria such as grouping the risk factors into
Significant/Insignificant and Likely/Unlikely risks. Of course, many other
criteria could alternatively be adopted such as ranking the impact of risks on a
scale from 1 (no impact) to 7 (very high impact) (Koesling et al., 2004). We
believe that the choice of appropriate selection criteria is contingent on a
number of conditions, including the number of participants in the risk
assessment process, their experiences and human capabilities. From a practical
point of view the most important requirement for the chosen criteria to be
useful is that they are made explicit to the farm family; and from a more
philosophical perspective it is most important to realize that choices of
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selection criteria also involves value judgements - which is a fact that tends
tobe overlooked.

Search and evaluation of alternatives
Choice of alternatives to mitigate or even eliminate if possible the negative

economic consequences of the identified risk factors constitutes the third
phase of the developed risk management process.

How to do
The content of the third phase has been subdivided into two steps:
1. Formulation of decision alternatives
2. Evaluation of the identified alternatives

Although multiple risk factors have been identified as both likely and
significant in the previous phase, it is seldom realistic to handle a large
number of risk factors at the same time in this phase. Thus, as a preliminary
step to the search and evaluation of alternatives there may be a need for a
further prioritisation of the revealed risk factors.

Case story
Searching for and the evaluation of alternatives to reduce the negative

economic impact of the risk factors, which have been considered as both
significant, likely and influential, were discussed in a new meeting held on the
farm. The three consultants participated together with the farmer in that
meeting. Based on his own risk profile, the farmer judged decision alternatives
to reduce the risks associated with the risk factor illness – farmer/spouse to be
of highest personal value.

Step 1: Searching for alternatives

The identification of decision alternatives for the risk factor illness – farmer/
spouse was performed in a jointed dialogue between the farmer and the three
consultants. A motivation was also explicitly provided for each of the
identified alternatives. The outcome of this step is illustrated in box 4.

Step 2: Evaluation of the identified alternatives

Pros and cons of each of the formulated decision alternatives were
revealed and discussed between the farmer and the three consultants. It
emerges from the discussion that the farmer has preferences for the following
alternatives:

 Documentation of the production routines in the piglet production (no. 1)
 Evaluation of personal insurances and social coverage (no. 2)
 Instruction concerning overall managerial tasks (no. 5)
 Agreements with the farm board (no. 7)
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Box 4. Identified decision alternatives and their motivation

Reflection
In our risk model the search for new decision alternatives has been divided

into the same categories as the risk factors, i.e. financial, human, marketing,
production and institutional alternatives. The reason is once more the need to
put some sort of systematic into the identification process and consultants
seem to be accustomed to think in this systematic manner. An obvious
drawback is however the risk of ignoring eventually correlations, e.g.
statistically significant relationships, between relevant risk factors. A negative
correlation between price and production risks might be one example.
Inappropriate alternatives may be identified and chosen if such correlations are
overlooked or consciously ignored.

Despite the correlation problem our experiences indicate that the lack of
available information is not the most important obstacle to formulate efficient
decision alternatives to prevent or mitigate the negative economic impact of
one or more risk factors. It is evident that the formulation of new alternatives
is contingent on the knowledge, experiences and innovative capabilities of the
involved persons. Therefore, we believe that the process is mainly hampered
by psychological barriers. One of these barriers might the phenomena called
anchoring, which is well known in the decision making literature (Hogarth,

No. Decision alternative Motivation

1 Writing down the most important rou-
tines in the piglet production

To ensure that a stranger might be
quickly introduced to the operation of
the piglet production

2 Evaluation of personal insurances and
social arrangements, which may be
utilised in case of the farmer’s or his
spouse’s sickness (up to 1 year)

To ensure a balance between the insur-
ance and social coverage with the fi-
nancial needs in case of illness

3 Annual health check In order to prevent illness

4 Prevention of occupational hazards Should be seen as an extension of a
previous working place evaluation

5 Instructions concerning overall mana-
gerial tasks

To ensure that others may take over in
case of an emergency

6 Working instructions, i.e. the spouse
and/or the father are supervised in the
daily production routines

Should be seen as a supplement to al-
ternatives 1 and 5

7 Agreement with the farm board
 to borrow labour assistance in

case an accuate short term
situation should arise

 To assist ih hiring new
employees in case of a more
permanent emergency situation

To involve the established farm board,
also in case of an emergency situation

8 Ensuring of the psychological health,
e.g. by a weekly day off

To avoid permanent stress
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1980). Anchoring implies that people are inclined to look for new
opportunities in the neighbourhood of what they currently are doing. Less
recognised are the psychological effects of issues such as tacit knowledge.
Tacit knowledge is knowledge, which cannot be articulated explicitly, but
which is revealed by doing things (Lund & Larsen, 2002). Even though tacit
knowledge is beneficial in many respects, it might very well be another
psychological obstacle in the search for new opportunities.

More notable is however that decision making in the sense of making
choices among revealed alternatives seems to be a very minor part of applied
risk management. Although this observation is not new, it is striking that so
much of the modern risk literature still are preoccupied with the development
of decision criteria that can be deemed as optimal from a purely theoretical
perspective. It is contradictory to the empirical observation that choices
apparently are so painless to make in practice. If the intention is to educate
people to make better decisions in face of risk and uncertainty, whether
“better” ought to be interpreted as more rational, more informed or more
sensible, the most depressing consequence of this theoretical obsession with
decision criteria is that other relevant aspects are neglected.

One such relevant aspect is the question of framing of decisions. In
decision theory, the framing problem is usually accredited to Tversky and
Kahneman by showing that people’s choice of preferred hospital treatment
were changing according to whether the treatment information was presented
as the chance of survival or as the risk of death even though the probabilities
were the same in both cases (Tversky & Kahneman, 1988). There is however
reasons to believe these framing experiments are only one of many signs of the
fact that our subjective knowledge and personal behaviour is context
dependent (Sayer, 1992).

Implementation and monitoring
Within the developed model framework implementation and monitoring is

considered as an important phase in the operational management of risks.
Through implementation is the chosen decision alternatives assumed to be put
into action plans and by monitoring it should be controlled whether the action
plan is carried out as expected.

How to do
Depending on the specific circumstances the implementation can be done

in two different ways:

 risk management as part of another consulting service
 risk management as an independent consulting service

In the first case risk management would typically be a supplement to a
traditionally strategic consultancy process to farm families. Hence, before any
strategic decisions are made the most important risk factors have been
identified and appropriate means to reduce or absorb some of these risks have
been evaluated and prioritised.

In the second situation risk management is understood as an independent
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consultancy product. One possibility would here be to evaluate the farm
family’s need for risk management on an annual basis and if a need is revealed
and other relevant assumptions fulfilled, then a written consulting agreement
should be completed.

Monitoring of the risk management process implies that the action plan is
continuously governed and eventually revised if significant unexpected events
are happening. A clear task division between the farmer and his consultants,
regular follow-ups and mutual feedbacks between the involved are main
prerequisites for a successful governance of the implemented action plans.

Case story
An action plan for the chosen alternatives to reduce the potential negative

impact of the risk factor: Illness – farmer/spouse was formulated as part of the
second meeting on the farm. The action plan, which was set-up jointly by the
farmer and the three consultants, is shown in box 5.

Box 5. Action plan for the risk factor: Illness - farmer/spouse

1) The number refers to the ranking of the alternative shown in box 4.

Before closing the meeting, it was agreed that the developed action plan
should be evaluated on a new meeting held in the start of October 2005.

Reflection
Although implementation and evaluation is an integrated part of any

managerial process, it is striking so little the conventional agricultural risk
literature has studied these matters. It is typically recognised that the chosen
decisions ought to be implemented and monitored, but it is not explained how
it should actually happen.

Two main lessons may be learned from our experiences with
implementing and monitoring agricultural risks. Firstly, it seems difficult if
not impossible to say precisely when a selected alternative has been
manifested into actions. The reason most likely is that there are many different

Alter-
native1

Action Responsible Outcome Deadline

1 Writing down the weekly
and monthly working plans
in the piglet production

Farmer Text-
document

1. Marts 2005

2 Updating the personal health
insurance schemes

Farmer New insur-
ance polices

1. Marts 2005

2 Improved overview of social
security benefits in case of
illness

Consultant A Information
to the farmer

1. May 2005

5 Compilation of management
instructions

Farmer Text-
document

1. June 2005

7 Discussion of compiled plans
with the farm board

Farmer Agreements
with the farm
board

1. September
2005
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types of actions. One subset of actions invokes physical transformations as
when the chemical spaying of crops is changed to reduce the negative effects
of pests; another subset is financial actions such as purchasing a future or
option to mitigate price risks; one may also think of social actions as e.g.
making a mutual agreement between farmers to help each other in emergency
situations. The provided case story clearly shows the fuzziness of putting
actions into practice. For example, one may of course wonder whether
“Compilation of management instructions” is really an action as stated in box
5.

Secondly, we have realised that the monitoring of risks are much more
complex compared to traditional planning and control exercises typically
adopted in farm management (Olson, 2004). Stated simply, the traditional
monitoring approach is to determine some desired objectives, choice and
implement appropriate actions in order to obtain the objectives, then observe
any derivates between the planned targets and the realized outcomes and take
corrective actions if any significant deviations are observed. This managerial
procedure is usually called a negative feedback loop (Stacey, 1993).

Negative feedback mechanisms are not applicable in the monitoring of
risks because of one very simple fact: The basic idea of risk management is to
prevent the negative consequences of risk factors before they actually happen.
Hence, an action plan as shown in box 5 is made to prevent or at least mitigate
the negative consequences associated with an illness of the farmer or his wife.
Measurement of the realised consequences is therefore an inadequate and
indeed very poor indicator of the success of a performed risk management
process.

Instead the monitoring of risks should be carried out by applying principles
that together are entitled positive feedback (Stacey, 1993). In positive
feedback it is explicitly recognised that every plan and thus all kinds of
intended behaviour is based on a fundamental set of assumptions. Examples of
these fundamental assumptions or hypotheses embedded in the action plan
illustrated in box 5 are that the farmer and wife are staying together, that the
farm board continues to exist and that the compiled management instructions
are not outdated by major changes in the operation of the pig production.
Clearly, the nature of these assumptions is contingent on the specific farm and
farm family that is considered. Thus, monitoring of risks by positive feedback
mechanisms implies that such basic assumptions are revealed and monitored
on a timely basis; and if some of these hypotheses change significantly over
time, a new risk management process should be initiated, where new risk
factors should be evaluated and new actions implemented.

Conclusions
The tentative conclusions that can be obtained from a process oriented and

context dependent approach to applied risk management in agriculture are
that:

 the definition of relevant risk problems is dependent on value
judgements

 the risk assessment is always guided by more or less articulated criteria
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 the formulation of new decision alternatives is mainly hampered by
psychological obstacles

 the choice process plays a minor role
 the implementation in the sense of putting actions into practice is fuzzy
 the risk monitoring is driven by hypotheses – although they may be

unconscious

Recently, Professor Webster has asked whether all the revealed “departures”
from apparent “rationality” mean that the classical decision theory has no
value (Webster, 2003). Our experiences lead to the same question; and our
answer is also equal to that provided by Professor Webster: No. What is
needed seems to be that future academia studies on agricultural risk behaviour
and decision making are taking better into account the specific practical, social
and cultural context of the human actors that are going to be examined. It is
however a major challenge to achieve!
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND ROLE OF NOVEL FARM
MANAGEMENT METHODS FOR USE BY SMALL-SCALE
FARMERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Peter Dorward , Derek Shepherd and Mark Galpin

A key aspect of farm management is decision making and a variety of methods to assist
with decision making are widely used in commercial agriculture, ranging from simple budgets
through to complex computer models. The vast majority of the worlds’ farmers however have
relatively small units of land and are in developing countries. It is widely accepted that these
farmers make rational decisions within the challenging, complex, and risky environments that
they operate. Despite major training and dissemination initiatives over many years, supported
by national governments and international organisations to encourage farmers and extension
staff to use farm management budgeting methods, uptake has remained extremely low. This
paper reports on a research project funded by the UK Department for International
Development, that firstly identified what small-scale farmers wanted from decision making
methods and then worked with farmers and advisors in Ghana and Zimbabwe to develop and
evaluate new and appropriate methods. These methods, in particular participatory budgets,
have subsequently been successfully used in a range of developing countries. Results from
activities conducted to evaluate participatory budgets are presented together with experience
of their use for a variety of farm management functions, including planning and decision
making. The findings demonstrate that they provide a useful method for small-scale and non-
and semi-literate farmers operating in challenging environments, as well as for extension and
research staff working with them.

Key words: Participatory budget, participatory farm management method, PRA, decision
making, planning, response farming.

The need for new farm management methods
Farm management is essentially about decision making and farm

management methods are widely used in commercial agriculture. These
include various budgets such as gross margins, net margins, profit and loss
accounts, balance sheets and more complex techniques including the use of
linear programming models. However the majority of the world’s farmers do
not use such conventional farm management methods and neither do most of
the government and non government agencies who work with them. This is
despite several initiatives to facilitate their use, particularly in the 1980s as
part of extension approaches funded by international organisations.

The majority of world’s farmers are small-scale, operate in challenging,
complex and risky environments, and are widely regarded to make rational
decisions about their farms and other activities they are engaged in. Many of
these farmers are non or semi-literate. Despite several authors identifying the
need for more appropriate farm management methods for small-scale farmers
in developing countries in the 1980s (Harding, 1982; Rehman and Dorward,
1984) an extensive review of the literature and consultation of experts in the
field indicated that no work had been conducted to address this need by 1996
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(Dorward et al., 1997). This paper provides an overview of research
subsequently conducted to develop and evaluate novel farm management
methods for small-scale farmers in developing countries. A research project
was funded by the UK Department for International Development (DFID) and
was mainly conducted in Zimbabwe and Ghana. The paper also draws on
experience of the use of the methods in a wide range of countries. The work
involved:

1. Identifying the decision making requirements of small-scale farmers;

2. Developing and modifying new farm management methods with farmers
and extension staff;

3. Evaluating the new methods through a variety of approaches and for
different uses;

4. Disseminating the new methods through training, extension and
publication of training materials.

Developing new farm management methods
Figure 1 summarises the main processes used in developing the new

methods. Small-scale farmers, extension staff and relevant experts were
consulted to consider what types of decisions small-scale farmers make about
allocating resources, how they do so and therefore what types of methods are
needed. This included widespread informal consultation in several countries
and formal and informal survey work in Zimbabwe. A comprehensive review
of the international literature was also conducted. These activities were also
used to establish why existing conventional farm management methods were
not widely used and had failed to meet small-scale farmers’ needs. The
understanding gained was then used in the design of novel methods. Four main
limitations of conventional farm management methods were identified and that
novel methods would need to address:

1. Conventional farm management methods focus on financial measures e.g.
profit, cash, or worth.

They generally work on the premise that profit maximisation or increasing
worth are the main objectives of users. In reality small-scale farmers operating
in harsh and unpredictable environments frequently have other objectives such
as to reduce risk through improving food security. Resources other than cash
are also important in decision making.

2. Conventional farm management methods focus on the final output (e.g.
profit at the end of the production period) and do not take into account
changes with time during a production period or season.

Changes during the production period may be crucial to small-scale
farmers (e.g. availability of food, livestock forage, labour, cash) and
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unpredictable natural and economic conditions may have major impacts.
Therefore farmers often take important decisions during a season, depending
on conditions at that particular point (eg when it is evident how good the rains
have been, how much labour they have or how healthy a crop looks). Stewart
(1986) has described this as ‘response farming’.

3. Conventional farm methods are relatively complex and difficult to use,
particularly for non or semi-literate farmers.

They are therefore not easily used by the majority of the world’s farmers,
either on their own or with advisers.

4. Conventional methods often require a limited amount of equipment to use
eg personal calculators or even computers.

Even the use of pen and paper can be inappropriate with non or semi-
literate farmers.

Figure 1. The main activities in the development of new farm management
methods

Identifying small-scale farmers’ requirements for farm management methods
Consulting farmers, extension staff, experts and literature

Identifying the limitations of existing farm management methods
Consulting farmers, extension staff, experts and literature

Developing concepts of new methods
Brainstorming and discussions with farmers

Trying out and improving new methods
Using methods with farmers, reflecting on strengths and weaknesses, making improvements to

methods, trying methods with farmers again

Participatory approaches, referred to as Participatory Learning and Action
(PLA), have become widely used and furthermore demonstrate rural peoples’
abilities to diagram, map and score. The emphasis on visualisation, together
with analysis and ownership of information by farmers, provided valuable
lessons. Participatory farm management methods were therefore developed
that drew on both PLA and on understanding gained of small-scale farmers’
requirements for farm management decision making methods noted above.
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Initial ideas were brainstormed and then tried and discussed with Ugandan
farmers and subsequently further developed and refined working with
Zimbabwean small-scale farmers.

Participatory Budgets
Of the methods that were developed, participatory budgets received the

most attention and have subsequently been used the most widely. The
remainder of the paper therefore focuses on participatory budgets.
(Descriptions of all the methods and and examples of their use are presented in
a training manual, Galpin et al., 2000.) Participatory budgets examine the use
and production of resources over time for an enterprise. Normally they are
constructed for one production period eg a whole season for a crop. They are
prepared by farmers with counters and symbols on a board or grid. Figure 2
illustrates the basic layout. The columns represent periods of time eg months
or weeks. The top row is used to show (with symbols) the activities for the
enterprise in each time period (eg ploughing and planting in month one,
weeding in month three). The second row is used for all resources required for
each activity. Types of resources are indicated by different counters and
amounts of resources are quantified by the numbers of counters. The final row
(or rows) is used for all resources produced (the outputs or products) and
different counters represent types of resources and the amounts of counters
represent the quantities produced. Balances of resources can be calculated and
if farmers want to, enterprise ‘profit’ can be calculated by giving all resources
cash values. Drawings and symbols can be used instead of counters. Copies of
participatory budgets are normally made on flip chart paper for farmers and
other participants to refer back to.
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Participatory budgets build on lessons from a traditional board game
played throughout much of Africa and in areas of south east Asia, known as
‘mancala’ (‘tsoro’ in Zimbabwe, ‘oware’ in Ghana). The game involves
calculating and moving numbers of counters and often is played at high speed.
It is played widely by non and semi-literate people thereby showing that they
are often highly numerate. Participatory budgets can be used for several
purposes including:

 Analysing farmers’ existing activities and use and production of resources;

 Exploring the implications of making a change to an enterprise (eg using
organic rather than inorganic fertiliser, introducing an intercrop);

 Comparing different enterprises;

 Planning a new enterprise.

These planning and decision-making functions of farm management can be
conducted by individual or groups of farmers, often facilitated by an adviser.
‘What if’ questions can be identified by farmers and their possible outcomes
(scenarios) explored eg what would happen if the rains failed or prices
dropped in a particular month (rather like the use of a computer spreadsheet).
Participatory budgets can also be used during production to help predict the
effects of conditions once they are known (labour availability etc) and to make
decisions on actions and allocation of resources for the remainder of the
period. Finally, participatory budgets can be used by and with farmers to plan,
conduct, and analyse the results from on-farm research. Although figure 2
illustrates their simple structure, participatory budgets normally contain much
more information than is shown here. Also not reflected here is the learning
that takes place during the creation of a participatory budget due to farmers
and facilitators sharing information and discussing experience with each other.

Evaluation of participatory budgets
A range of both formal and informal activities were used in the research

project to test and evaluate participatory budgets and for a variety of uses.
These are summarised in table 1 and involved conducting specific exercises in
order to establish how well participatory budgets met specific criteria when
used for different purposes and in different contexts. Some of the exercises
were conducted in one session (eg using participatory budgets with farmers to
plan a possible new enterprise) and others involved working over a longer
period (eg using participatory budgets with farmers throughout a whole
growing season). The activities were carried out over a three year period, and
with farmers, extension staff and researchers and in different farming systems
in Ghana and Zimbabwe and therefore enabled relatively comprehensive
evaluation.
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Table 1 Exercises and activities used to evaluate participatory budgets

A variety of types of information and observations were identified prior to
each activity. These included farmers’, researchers’, extension staff and
trained observers’ observations and scores for specific criteria ie for ease of
use, usefulness, level of participation, extent to which methods used achieved
the objectives of an exercise (eg exploring the feasibility of a new enterprise),
strengths and weaknesses, and the extent and relevance of information
included in budgets and in exercises. Information and observations were
recorded during or immediately after each exercise. Further, a feedback and
evaluation workshop was held for the 22 staff that had used participatory
budgets as part of their extension work during a season. Five of these were
then selected as case studies and visited in their own areas where the extent to
which participatory budgets had been used and their usefulness were explored
with the extension workers and with farmers. Data from the long term needs
assessments of farmers was analysed to compare farmers’ planned and actual
budgets and feedback sessions were held with the farmers.

The overall findings are summarised here and detailed results from each
exercise are presented in Galpin et al. (2000), Dorward (1999) and Galpin (2000).
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Exercise or activity Main information and observations

1. Field testing of participatory budgets by
extension and farmers, to describe farmers
existing enterprises and explore potential
improvements and new enterprises. Series of
short exercises with 23 extension staff in
Zimbabwe.

Farmers, researchers and extension staffs’
observations and scores eg for ease of use,
usefulness.

2. Long term evaluation with 22 extension
staff incorporating use of participatory
budgets into their work over seven months,
Zimbabwe.

Observations and uses recorded by extension
staff.
Evaluation workshop with extension staff at
end of period. Experience of use of methods
and strengths and weaknesses identified.

3. Exercises with farmers in two communities
(one week each) to investigate the suitability
of green manuring for vegetable farmers
systems and resources. Ghana.

Documented report of results and of findings
from the exercises. Farmers’, researchers’
and extension staffs’ observations.

4. Long term needs assessment over one
season. Compared farmers planned
participatory budgets and actual practice
during a season, and explored reasons for
this, to better understand farmers systems and
constraints faced. Ghana and Zimbabwe.

Analysis of data from planned and actual
participatory budgets. Observations from
farmers and facilitators.

5. Short controlled exercise with 10 extension
staff and farmers to compare participatory
budgets with approaches currently used by
extension staff for exploring the feasibility of
starting a poultry production enterprise,
Zimbabwe.

Extent and relevance of information covered
using different approaches was compared.
Observers’ scores for extent to which
feasibility of starting new enterprise (broken
down into criteria) had been explored.
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The following numbered sections relate to the activities in table 1.

1. Field testing of participatory budgets by extension and farmers

Farmers, extension and research staff found participatory budgets highly
useful. The mean scores from eleven groups of farmers opinions on the
‘usefulness’ and ‘ease of use’ of participatory budgets, after they had first used
them were almost the maximum possible; 9.5 and 9.0 respectively (possible
scores between 1 and 10, 1 represents the most negative score possible ie ‘of
no use at all’ and 10 represents the most positive score possible). Following
the first exercise using participatory budgets with farmers, extension workers
(19) gave a mean score of 8.4 for usefulness of participatory budgets to
farmers (using the same scale noted above). Informal observations of farmers
and extension using participatory budgeting throughout the research in both
countries supported these high scores.

2. Long term evaluation with 22 extension staff incorporating use of
participatory budgets into their work over seven months

Extension staff that had been trained in the use of participatory budgets
were asked to use them in their own work, where they saw suitable
opportunities to, in the seven months following the training. They used them
with farmers mainly for comparing various enterprises (ie to investigate which
was more suitable and feasible) and for planning new enterprises. Enterprises
commonly considered with farmers included poultry broiler production,
vegetable gardening, maize and beans. Other uses included exploring the
marketing and timing of some operations, replacing artificial fertiliser with
compost, and investigating labour use. Extension workers’ opinions on
participatory budgets were obtained during a feedback workshop and in
addition several were visited in their own working locations. Feedback was
obtained through use of questionnaires, interviews and a participatory activity
where strengths and weaknesses identified by staff were scored and discussed.
Extension staff considered participatory budgets to be useful for enabling
farmers to identify and select the best enterprises for them, plan enterprises,
and work out whether they have made a profit or not. They considered them
suitable for non-literate and literate farmers and several reported that using
participatory budgets had improved relationships with farmers. Feedback was
positive although other wider factors influencing the extent to which staff
could use participatory budgets were also noted including a general lack of
opportunities (ie new enterprises) for farmers to improve their livelihoods.

3. Exercises with farmers in two communities (one week each) to investigate
the suitability of green manuring for vegetable farmers systems and resources

This exercise was conducted to test the use of participatory budgets for
assessing the suitability of potential innovations with farmers prior to
implementing on-farm trials ie at a relatively early stage of technology
development and adaptation. Green manuring had been identified by research
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staff in the Brong Ahafo region of Ghana as a possible means of addressing
poor soil fertility for farmers producing tomatoes in the wet season. Before
deciding whether on-farm trials should be established, a one week
participatory analysis was conducted in each of two communities. Working
with farmers representing five different types of tomato farmers in each
community, participatory budgets were used to: a) describe existing tomato
production; b) explain the green manuring technology; c) jointly explore the
timing and resource implications of introducing green manuring into the
cropping system; d) develop alternative timings and activities for fitting a
green manure crop into the tomato production system; e) identify the likely
resource use and production implications of options identified in d). Table 2
gives a summary of the options and their potential benefits and costs identified
by different types of tomato farmers.

For some types of tomato producers in each community it emerged that
green manuring was not a sensible option and for others it may be with the
adaptations suggested. These could then be explored by farmers and research
staff in on-farm trials. The use of the participatory budgets had not only
identified who the technology is likely, and importantly who it is not likely, to
be suitable for, and how it can be adapted, but also what particular features
need to be examined and focused on in trials and practical management. This
case study illustrates that participatory budgets used in this way could improve
the relevance and quality of subsequent on-farm research. Without this
approach, several seasons of trials work could be conducted and associated
resources used, before reaching the same findings (see Dorward et al., 2003).
Furthermore the participatory budgets can be used by farmers and research
staff for recording on-farm trial results (including resources) and for analysing
and comparing findings.

4. Long term needs assessment over one season

In order to investigate the potential to use participatory budgets during a
production period and as a means of better understanding the constraints
farmers operate in and their farming systems, exercises were conducted in two
different farming systems in Ghana and Zimbabwe. At the start of the season
individual farmers created participatory budgets for the season ahead. They
were then visited each month during the season and revised their participatory
budgets to reflect what had actually happened. At each visit and at the end of
the season, each farmer and the facilitator working with them compared what
had been planned with the actual practice, and discussed reasons for any
differences. In Zimbabwe six small-scale resource poor farmers who relied on
maize as their main staple crop were worked with and in Ghana 22 small-scale
tomato growers.

The effects of the unpredictable natural and economic environments on
farmers’ enterprises and decision making during seasons were very evident in
both locations. Farmers’ practices were very different to plans expressed and
consistent reasons for the differences were evident. Findings in Ghana
included:
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1. The major cause of disruption to planned activities was time spent at
funerals (an obligation)

2. Early arrival of rains reduced labour demand for watering

3. Actual inputs were different to those planned mainly due to farmers
responding to the crop condition and input availability. Prices for inputs
predicted were broadly accurate

4. A glut of tomatoes on the market led to poor prices, reduced income and
reduced expenditure on labour for picking (much of the crop remained
unharvested).

Despite the small sample size in Zimbabwe some consistent
observations were evident, including:

1. Unavailability of seed leading to inappropriate varieties being planted
and low yields

2. Late arrival of rains and low rainfall had major effects including delayed
land preparation and planting. This contributed to labour competition
later in the season and to low yields

3. Again a major cause of labour shortage at important points in the season
was the need to attend funerals

4. Lack of cash, or alternative requirements for cash at particular times eg
for school fees, resulted in no fertiliser being applied and no weeding
being conducted by some farmers

5. Illness and pregnancy in families resulted in reduced labour availability
and delayed activities.

Farmers at both locations were clearly practicing ‘response farming’ as
described earlier in this paper and having to make major decisions on resource
use and activities during the season in response to unpredictable changes in the
natural, social end economic conditions. Social factors were clearly important
in influencing farmers’ responses. The use of the participatory budgets with
farmers improved extension and research staffs’ understanding of the
constraints faced by farmers and the nature of their decision making. Farmers
in Zimbabwe observed that the process of using the participatory budgets as
described here was helpful and in particular with planning and allocation of
resources. The participatory budgets enabled farmers to visualise the impact of
unpredicted events as well as of alternative management responses, and to
allocate their resources in the light of this. Tomato farmers in Ghana were also
positive about the use of the participatory budgets in the exercise. All of them
noted that it helped improved their timeliness of their activities and most (20)
noted how it enabled them to determine profitability of their enterprise which
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was not normally calculated. It had also helped with establishing the
contribution of components to the success or failure of the enterprise eg labour
costs. Despite the very different farming systems, cultures and environments
of the locations in Ghana and Zimbabwe, participatory budgets had been
useful to farmers and facilitators working with them, to understand their
systems and constraints and to carry out farm management functions of
decision making, planning and control.

5. Short controlled exercise with extension staff and farmers to compare
participatory budgets with approaches currently used (to explore the
feasibility of starting a poultry production enterprise)

In addition to the approaches to evaluating participatory budgets described
above, more controlled exercises were designed and conducted. Five extension
staff that had been trained in use of participatory budgets and five untrained
staff (in Zimbabwe) conducted the same exercise. Each member of extension
staff worked with a separate small group of farmers. Trained observers
recorded information on the extent to which aspects of the exercise were
completed. The exercise was divided into tasks to: a) explore the viability of
them starting a broiler enterprise ; 2) explore how the new enterprise would fit
with existing labour availability; 3) examine the possibility of taking out a
loan; 4) consider what may go wrong with such an enterprise; 5) consider the
impact of half the birds dying one week before the first sale. The extension
staff that had not been trained in use of participatory budgets were asked to
use whatever methods they normally would for such an activity.

Scores for the extent to which, and how well, each task had been
conducted were given based on observers’ scores and on analysis of detailed
records of the information used and generated. Mean scores for staff and
farmers using participatory budgets were higher than for those using
conventional methods by between 225% and 600% for task 1 and between
11% and 250% for tasks 2 to 5.

Conclusions
In addition to the activities reported above, participatory budgets have

since been used for a range of purposes in a variety of other developing
countries. Examples include farmers working with research or extension staff
analysing dairy systems in Mexico, exploring the potential of IPM options in
maize-dairy systems in Kenya and investigating rice production in
Bangladesh. Feedback from staff involved in these and other activities have
generally supported the findings above. Participatory budgets provide a
method that is appropriate to many of the resource-use decisions that small-
scale farmers face, the factors that influence subsistence and near subsistence
farmers decision making, and the unpredictable and changing environments
they operate in. Furthermore they provide a way for research and extension
staff together with farmers to explore the suitability of innovations and to take
into account important differences in farmers’ access to resources and levels of
poverty.
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE DETERMINANTS OF
COMMITMENT TO ORGANIC FARMING IN IRELAND

Mary McCarthy, Seamus O’ Reilly, Aoife O’Sullivan and Patrick Guerin

A dramatic increase in the number of organic farmers in Ireland since the introduction of
financial support under successive agri-environmental programmes prompted us to
investigate farmer motivations to convert to organic farming and to continue as organic
farmers. An adapted Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) framework proved useful to
investigate farmer motivations and behaviour. The findings support the TPB hypothesis in that
behavioural intention (commitment to organic farming) was related to attitude, the influence
of important others and the level of perceived behaviour control. The addition of self-identity
and moral obligation measures in the regression increased the predictive power of the model,
signifying that these two variables are important predictors of commitment. The organic
farmers were segmented based on their level of commitment to organic farming, three
segments were identified: wary, finance wary; and very committed. The findings point to an
evolution in the type of organic farmer from a small-scale farmer very focused on
environmental and agro-ecological issues to a larger-scale more commercially orientated
farmer. However, the majority of full-time Irish organic farmers displayed a strong moral
obligation to the environment and their continued commitment to organic farming was
influenced by growing consumer demand for high quality healthy food products. Part-time
organic farmers were found to be rather wary as to the future potential of organic farming.

Key words: Organic farming; theory of planned behaviour; farmer’s attitudes and motivations;
Ireland.

Introduction
Organic farming is an alternative sustainable production system which

places highest emphasis on ecological protection. Organic cultivation is
dominated by an environmental ethos, giving particular importance to animal
welfare considerations and discouraging the use of synthetic chemical inputs
throughout the farming practice. For truly committed organic producers, it is
more of a personal belief system and a way of life rather than a business
investment (Kaltoft, 1999). A general respect for nature and its contribution to
the overall wellbeing of society, as noted by Schoon and Grotenhuis (2000), is
a fundamental driving force behind ecological farming.

International research has richly documented the various issues affecting
organic production; such research ranging from personal motivating beliefs to
external policy support (Allen and Bernhardt, 1995; Beus and Dunlap, 1990;
Dubgaard and Sorensen, 1988; De Buck et al. 2001; Fairweather, 1999;
Lampkin, 1994; McEachern and Willock, 2004; Michelson, 2001; Padel,
2001, Padel et al., 1999; Schoon and Te Grotenhuis, 2000; Sullivan et al.,
1996; among others). Policy and government intervention schemes, like REPS
SM6, have stimulated ongoing debate over the motivational factors associated
with organic production. Conversion to organic farming has been described by
Padel (2001) as “a complex system change” which challenges conventional
farm practices and values. Thus, Irish organisations like the Western
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Development Commission (WDC) and the relevant organic certification
bodies strongly urge farmers on the brink of conversion to be thoroughly
committed to the process itself, rather than the potential financial gains
associated with the REPS scheme (WDC, 2001; Teagasc 2003).

Comer et al. (1999) considers that the adoption of sustainable practices is
dependent on a farmer’s socio-economic characteristics and beliefs. Literature
has put forward a profile of the organic farmer as being typically from an
urban background, with a high level of education, less farming experience due
to their younger age, more tolerance in approach, and possessing strong
inclinations towards providing quality production (in terms of food produce,
health, the wellbeing of animals and also for society as a whole), (Duram,
1999; Egri, 1998; Lampkin and Padel, 1994; Lockeretz, 1997; Michelsen,
2001; Schoon and Te Grotenhuis, 2000; Tovey, 1997, among others).

Organic farmers seem to demonstrate a strong sense of ethical
commitment, a meaningful relationship with the land, and a greater sense of
community, (Sullivan et al. 1996). Schoon and Te Grotenhuis (2000) consider
that many motivating factors influence a farmer’s production choice and it is
not an isolated category of reasoning stimulating the outcome. However,
production influences can be viewed in two general categories: personal and
farm-related motives (Egri, 1999; Padel, 2001).

Personal motives are usually borne from health concerns for the family,
consumers and livestock (Lockeretz and Madden, 1987; Bruckmeier et al.,
1994). Furthermore, general personal motivations include conservation,
philosophical view of the environment, food quality, professional challenge,
spousal influence, and rural or community development (Fairweather, 1999;
Padel, 2001; Sullivan et al., 1996). Farm-related motives encompass common
husbandry aspects and financial incentives. Early studies found that economic
benefit, for the most part, is not regarded as a strong motivating factor
(Dubgaard and Sorensen, 1988). However, later studies have suggested that
producers now perceive organic methods as an increasingly profitable and
viable option. Thus, financial motives are emerging as a more dominant
influence in organic production, (Offerman and Nieberg, 2000; Padel, 2001;
Willcock et al., 1999).

Conventional farmers differ somewhat in their attitudes towards production.
Usually the main objective for conventional producers is to maximise profits,
manage the land efficiently, view the farm as an investment that can be carried
forward to the next generation, and quality, vis-à-vis control over the
production process to ensure food taste and superior farm
structure/appearance, (Egri, 1999; Fairweather, 1999; Padel, 2001; Schoon and
Te Grotenhuis, 2000). Interestingly, Sullivan et al., (1999) report higher stress
levels in conventional farmers than in alternative producers as the former feel
a greater concern for financial aspects, citing stress as a major drawback of
farming.

Conservative attitudes are gradually evolving towards organic production as
a result of improved financial support through agri-policy programmes and
external market influences (Michelsen, et. al. 2001; McEachern and Willock,
2004). Agri-environmental schemes offering support packages and premium
prices have acted as a catalyst for organic conversion. The Rural Environment
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Protection Scheme (REPS) under EU Regulation 2078/92, introduced in 1994,
encouraged the development of organic production under the Supplementary
Measure 6 (SM6). In fact the number of Irish organic farmers has grown quite
rapidly since the introduction of REPS SM6 from only 195 in 1994 to 923
registered organic farmers (747 had attained full organic status with 176 in
conversion) in 2002 (DAF, 2004). Furthermore, the acceptance on the part of
the consumer for organic products as a safer healthier option has opened up
market opportunities for agricultural producers. This has been coupled with an
increasing desire to adopt a more holistic philosophical approach to farming.
Despite potential barriers to entry – the perceived lack of information and
support, consumer apprehension to pay premium prices for organic produce,
uncertainty about the supply chain, etc. (Baecke and Rogiers, 2002) – the Irish
organic market continues to strengthen and develop. Thus, in order to address
future market trends, producers’ attitudes, beliefs and motives need to be
identified and understood.

Objectives and Research Framework
A dramatic increase in the number of organic farmers in Ireland from a very

low base in the early 1990s prompted some commentators to categorise
Ireland as a ‘potential’ country for organic farming development. Much of this
growth coincided with the introduction of subsidies for organic farmers under
successive agri-environmental programmes. This prompted us to investigate
farmers’ motivation to convert to organic farming and to continue as organic
farmers. We were also interested in the usefulness of the Theory of Planned
Behaviour (TPB) in investigating farmer motivations, and thus we adapted this
framework to include moral obligation and self-identity.

The primary focus and the first objective of this study is to establish the
degree to which the personal, farm and financial motives have influenced
organic farmer commitment to this production method. Thus we sought to
identify a change in farmer motivation to convert to organic farming in recent
years. Furthermore the constraints for remaining in organic farming are
considered. To achieve this objective the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)
was used to guide the research. This theory, an extension on the Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA), argues that the intention of an individual to perform
a behaviour is determined by their attitude to the behaviour (Aj), the influence
of the views of important others (e.g. friends and family) on that behaviour
(SN) and the level of perceived behaviour control (PBC) that they have over
the performance of the behaviour. Thus in the case of organic farming the
intention is the level of commitment to remain in organic farming, while
attitudes reflect their instantaneous views when asked about organic farming,
the influence of important others, while perceived control is linked to a lack of
perceived capability, support and information to produce organic products.
The models associated with this research are specified as followed.

BI (commitment to organic farming) = w*Aj + w*SN (TRA) (1)
BI (commitment to organic farming) = w*Aj + w*SN + w*PBC (TPB) (2)

Where w represents the relative weightings of the various variables as
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derived from the multiple regression (Shepherd and Sparks, 1994).

According to Azjen and Fishbien (1980), the original proposers of the
TRA, attitude toward a behaviour is determined by the sum of the product of
salient beliefs by outcome evaluations. Salient beliefs (bi) are the beliefs that
the individual hold about a product or action and the outcome evaluations (ei)
reflect whether the outcome of such actions are viewed a positive or negative.

Aj (attitude toward organic production) = Σ bi *ei (3)

Furthermore, subjective norm (SN) is determined by normative beliefs
(NB) about the product or action (i.e. what the individual believes others in
society think about organic farming) by the individual motivation to comply
with those beliefs (Mc).

SN (Subjective norms) = NB*Mc (4)

In the case of organic farming it is clear that, for many farmers, the decision
to become an organic farmer may be influenced by a desire to maintain or
improve the environment, thus a sense of moral obligation could also be a
significant determinant of intention to remain in organic farming. Also,
organic farming can be a lifestyle decision and the farmer may see
himself/herself in a certain manner which is congruent with being an organic
farmer, this also could influence intention to remaining in organic farming.
Thus extensions to the TPB are considered. The extensions included are
perceived moral obligation (MO) and self identity (SI).

BI (commitment to organic farming) = wAj+wSN+wPBC+wMO+wSI (5)

The second objective of this research was to establish if, due to the
changing supports for organic production, a variety of segments of organic
farmers exist based on their levels of commitment.

Methods
As the target of this research was organic farmers a list of organic

producers was generated from the three approved certification bodies. A postal
questionnaire was circulated to 923 registered organic farmers and 252 valid
questionnaires were returned. Substantial piloting of the questionnaire was
complete prior to distribution.

The design of the statements was guided by the work of previous research
in particular that of Beedell and Rehman (2000). Measures for behavioural
intention (BI), attitude (Aj), behaviour beliefs (bi), outcome evaluation (ei),
subjective norm (SN), normative beliefs (Nb), motivation to comply (Mc),
perceived behavioural control (PBC), moral obligation (MO), and self identity
(SI) were developed. In most cases seven point agreement scales were
employed. In all cases multiple items were used to measure each construct and
factor analysis using principle components was employed to identify the
underlying data structure. To test the internal consistency of the scale items,
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and thus reliability of the identified factors, Cronbach alpha scores were
calculated. These scores were all acceptable and ranged from 0.757 to 0.936.
Table 1 presents a summary of the items included to represent each part of the
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Table 1. Statements and constructs used for further analsis
Statements Statements
BI - commitment ideology (SD to SA)*
I cannot foresee any reason why I would leave
organic farming
I am determined to remain in organic farming

Subjective norm (SD to SA)
People important to me think I should avoid…
the use of synthetically compounded fertiliser
the use of pesticides
regular crop rotation

Aj (EB to EG)**
Avoiding the use of synthetically compounded NBMc ***

Avoiding the use of synthetically compounded Personal

Avoiding the use of pesticides is … Partner
Regular crop rotation is... Family

External
Belief-evaluation (SD to SA) Other Farmers
Production Farm advisory
Healthy working environment for farm workers Farming associations
Healthy working environment for self
Healthy working environment for family Control(SD to SA)
Protecting the soil Personal
Protecting from water pollution To continue organic farming I lack…
Protecting the land Expertise
Improve the quality of food partner support
Produce safer food family support
Wellbeing of animals External
Health of animals To continue organic farming I lack…
Prevent diseases in animals adequate finances
Survival-perceived viability adequate subsidies
Cannot survive with subsidies
Dependent on subsidies Moral obligation (SD to SA):
Survival with high margins I feel a moral obligation to…
Costs avoid the use of synthetically compounded

fertiliser
Reduced overall costs avoid the use of synthetically compounded

fertiliser
Reduced day to day running costs avoid the use of pesticides
Higher returns from production engage in regular crop rotation

Self- identity (SD to SA)
I see myself as a…
reforming farmer
progressive farmer
innovative farmer

*SD to SA denotes that the scale ranged from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree
**EB to EG denotes that the scale ranged from Extremely bad to Extremely Good
***importance to a potential influencer of conversion* motivation to comply with the view of the potential influencer

An investigation into the determinants of commitment to organic farming in Ireland McCarthy et al
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model while table two presents summary of the mean score for each of these
components as well as their reliability scores.

Findings

The model

Regression analysis was used to assess the degree of association between
the components of the model. Table 3 presents the regression results.

Two separate multiple regressions were performed on the belief elements
of the model. The first multiple regression examined the effect of the
behaviour belief (Σbei) products on attitude (Aj). Two of the three behavioural
belief products were significant predictors of attitude (R2=0.298, p≤0.01).

Beta-values (β) show the relative importance of production (β=0.495,
p≤0.01) survival (β=-0.255, p≤0.01) and costs (β=-0.017, p=0.782) on attitude
with attitude towards organic farming being positively associated with
behavior beliefs about production, negatively associated with behaviour
beliefs about subsidies and not significantly associated with behavioural
beliefs about costs.

The second multiple regression examined the effect of the normative belief
product (ΣNbMc) on subjective norm. The beta-values indicate a positive and
significant association between personal normative belief and subjective norm
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N Maxi-
mum

Mean
(μ)

SD Cronbach’s
alpha

Commitment to organic
farming

244 7.00 5.72 1.56 0.878

Attitude 249 7.00 6.33 1.01 0.757

Production (bei) 250 49.00 40.09 7.05 0.871

Survival (bei) 246 49.00 29.37 14.37 0.796

Cost (bei) 249 49.00 31.62 9.50 0.699

Subjective Norm 246 7.00 5.53 1.48 0.936

Personal (NbMc) 234 49.00 21.28 11.82 0.868

External (NbMc) 235 49.00 7.09 11.51 0.781

Self –Identity 245 7.00 5.17 1.20 0.768

Moral Obligation 246 7.00 6.29 1.00 0.830

Control personal 244 7.00 5.58 1.41 0.797

Control external 244 7.00 3.63 1.86 0.807

Table 2. Mean scores for all components of the model
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at the 99% confidence level. Thus compliance with family (β=0.38, p≤0.01)
views influenced the perceived social pressure (subjective norm) for organic
farmer. However, compliance with outsiders views was not a significant
influence on the subjective norm for organic farmers.

To determine the contribution of the investigated variables to the variance
in commitment (intention to continue organic farming), as set by TRA and
TPB, hierarchical regression analysis was conducted. Attitude and subjective
norm were first regressed against commitment (Table 4). This resulted in a
reasonably good multiple regression coefficient of R2=0.248. Both attitude and
subjective norm contributed significantly (p≤0.01). The effect of attitude (β =
0. 347) was positive as was subjective norm (β= 0.279).

Adding perceived behavioural control to the model as specified in the TPB
model increased the predictive power of the model from R2=0.248 to R2=0.314
(Table 4). Both the external and personal behavioural control variables were
positively associated to commitment at the 95%. Inclusion of a measure of
self-identity and moral obligation in the regression increased the predictive
power of the model to R2=0.428, signifying that these two variables are
important predictors of commitment. In this final model all constructs are
significant at the 90% level (Table 5). Consequently, commitment to organic
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Beta T Sig. R F-test

Attitude b*ei 0.298 29.04

Production 0.495 8.303 0.000

Survival -0.255 -4.289 0.000

Cost -0.017 -0.277 0.782

SN Nb*Mc 0.144 18.77

Table 3. Predictors of attitude, subjective norms and self-identity towards
organic farming

Personal 0.380 6.014 0.000

External -0.007 -0.110 0.912

Model Independent variables R2 F-test

1 Attitude and subjective norm 0.248 37.01

2 Attitude, subjective norm, control
personal and control external

0.314 25.53

3 Attitude, subjective norm, control
personal, control external, moral
obligation and self identity

0.443 29.35

Table 4. Hierarchical Regression analysis model summary: Dependent-
commitment to organic farming
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farming is positively associated with attitude, self identity and moral
obligation at the 99% confidence level and with subjective norm and personal
and external control at the 92% confidence level.

In conclusion commitment to organic production is influenced by attitudes,

which in turn is influenced by belief-evaluations on the production system and
long-term survival prospects in organic production, subjective norm, which in
turn is influenced friends and family views, perceived behavioural control,
perceived moral obligation and self-identity. In all cases more strongly held
views increased the level of commitment.

Commitment segments

In the next stage of the research we were interested in assessing if organic
farmers grouped out based on their level of commitment to organic
production. In this context the grouping variables used consider commitment
in the general sense (i.e. intention to continue organic farming) and
commitment in the context of perceived overall financial viability. A further
two statements were used to measure commitment based on overall financial
viability: “without organic farming subsidies I would leave organic farming”
and “organic producer must receive a higher price than conventional producers
to support organic farming viability”. The scores on these two statements were
summated and the combined mean score was used for the segmentation
analysis. The mean score for the population for overall financial viability was
5.02. This suggests that generally the sample population were concerned about
the viability aspects of organic farming.

Cluster analysis using K-mean clustering on these two commitment
measures was completed. A range of cluster solutions (2 to 5) were examined
and a three cluster solution was identified as best reflecting the differences in
the sample population. The three clusters were named based on the
distinguishing features of the clusters. Table 6 present details on the
segmentation variable mean scores for each segment and highlight the
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Beta t Sig. R2 F-test

Commitment 0.44 29.35

Attitude 0.233 4.272 0.000

Subjective Norm 0.114 2.011 0.046

Control Personal 0.112 1.971 0.050

Control External 0.097 1.810 0.072

Moral Obligation 0.165 2.872 0.004

Table 5. Predictors of commitment to organic farming-final model

Self Identity 0.328 5.674 0.000



significant differences in scores across the segments. The first cluster, the
Finance Wary segment, accounted for 51% of the sample and while displaying
strong commitment to organic farming they were significantly more concerned
about finances that the totally committed segment (Table 6). The second
cluster, the wary segment, accounted for 23% of the sample.
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Table 6. Commitment segments: A comparison of commitment levels using
ANOVA analysis with Post hoc Bonferroni

Variable (μ) Segment (μ) Segment Mean
difference

Post hoc
Bonferroni

P-value

Commitment
ideology
(5.72)

Finance wary
(6.34)

Wary 3.10 0.000

Commitment
ideology
(5.72)

Very committed -0.36 0.007

Commitment
ideology
(5.72)

Wary (3.23) Finance wary -3.10 0.000

Very committed -3.46 0.000

Very committed
(6.69)

Finance wary 0.36 0.007

Wary 3.46 0.000

Overall finan-
cial viability
(5.02)

Finance wary
(5.59)

Wary .134 0.904

Overall finan-
cial viability
(5.02)

Very committed 2.08 0.000

Overall finan-
cial viability
(5.02)

Wary (5.45) Finance wary -.134 0.904

Very committed 1.94 0.000

Very committed
(3.51)

Finance wary -2.08 0.000

Wary -1.94 0.000
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This segment displayed the lowest level of commitment to organic farming
and was significantly less committed to organic farming than the other two
segments, however their finance concern was similar to the finance wary
segment. The third cluster, the totally committed segment, accounted for 26%
of the sample and displayed good commitment to organic farming and were
not as concerned about the financial issues associated with organics. An
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Table 7. A profile of the identified organic farmer segments

Variable Level (Total
sample %)

F.W.*
(%)

Wary
(%)

V.C.*
(%)

Chi-
square

P-
value

Farming history –
farm prior to organic farming
N=243

Yes (83) 89 82 71 9.235 0.01

Farming history –
farm prior to organic farming
N=243

No (17) 11 18 29

Farmer status Full-time (45) 48 30 52 6.56 0.038

N= 241 Part-time (55) 53 70 48

Years converted 2000 (10) 15 4 8 18.72 0.005

N=243 1994-1999 (73) 72 80 60

1980-1993 (12) 8 13 19

Before 1980 (6) 3 4 13

Farm size Less than 50 (39) 29 46 53 15.35 0.018

N=232 50-100 acres (32) 40 25 23

101-150 acres (21) 24 15 20

> 150 acres (8) 7 14 5

Farm type Dairy with other (9) 6 14 10 23.87 0.008

N=243 Beef (41) 49 32 32

Sheep (17) 16 29 10

Horticulture (8) 5 7 16

Mixed (20) 18 16 27

Other (5) 6 2 6

Farmers age ≤40 (28) 21 38 35 9.88 0.042

N=243 41 – 55 (53) 55 48 54

56+ (19) 24 14 11

Nationality Irish (78) 88 91 47 47.70 0.000

N=244 Other (22) 12 9 53

* F.W. denotes Finance wary; V.C. denotes very committed
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examination of the profile of these segments presented some interesting
insights into why the commitment levels varied. The segments were compared
based on farming history, farming status (full-time vs part-time), years
converted, farm size, farm type, farmers age and farmer nationality (table7).
Chi-square analysis was conducted to see if significant differences existed
across the groups and in all cases the groups were significantly different from
each other at the 95% confidence level. Table 8 highlights the differences in
attitudes and motivations of the segments. Table 9 presents the reasons why
farmers converted to organic farming and table 10 presents the reasons why
they remain in organic farming.

Compared to the other two segments the finance wary segment were more
likely to have farmed prior to commencing organic farming, have converted
since 2000, have a medium sized farm (50-100 acres), be involved in beef
farming and be middle aged (40-55). 62% indicated that subsidy support was
one of the top three reasons for becoming involved, this compares to a sample
population percent of 51. Similarly, 36% indicated that subsidy support was
one of the top three reasons for remaining involved in organic farming, this
compares to a sample population percent of 28. Interestingly, the perceptions
of the finance wary were very similar to those of the totally committed from
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Table 8. A comparison of the segments based on attitudes and perceptions-
ANOVA analysis with Post hoc Bonferroni

Variable Segment Segment Mean
Difference

Post hoc
Bonferroni

P-value

Attitude Wary Finance wary -0.71 0.000

Wary Very committed -0.88 0.000

Subjective norm Wary Finance wary -0.86 0.001

Very committed -0.76 0.013

Self Identity Wary Finance wary -1.09 0.000

Very committed -1.23 0.000

Control personal Wary Finance wary -0.68 0.008

Control personal Very committed -0.90 0.001

Control external Very committed Finance wary 0.82 0.012

Control external Wary 1.44 0.000

Moral Obligation Wary Finance wary -0.83 0.000

Very committed -1.01 0.000
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the perspective of attitudes, subjective norms, perceived self-identity,
perceived moral obligation but this segment had a similar view to the wary
when considering external control.

Compared to the other two segments the wary segment are more likely to
be farming part-time, have converted to organic farming between 1994 and
1999, be involved in sheep or dairy with other production and be younger
(≤40). Furthermore, farmers in this segment were more likely to convert to
organic farming due to potential financial benefits. Seventy one percent
indicated that subsidies was one of the top three reasons for becoming an
organic farmer, this compares to 51% of the total sample while 21% indicated
that extra margins was an important reason, this compares to the sample
average of 16%. Compared to the other two segments, this segment was much
less likely to cite environmental benefits, health concerns or improved food
quality as one of their top three reasons for becoming an organic farmer. With
regard to remaining in organic farming this segment was significantly more
likely to mention subsidies (34%) and extra margins (30%) than the total
commitment segment and while 50% mentioned environmental benefits this
was significantly lower than for the finance wary (60%) and total commitment
(83%) segments. When compared to the other two segments the wary segment
had a more negative attitude, did not have as strong a self-identity, did not feel
as strong a moral obligation, did not feel the same social pressure and had
lower level of perceived personal control. Furthermore, compared to the total
commitment segment this segment perceived lower levels of external control.

Finally, compared to the other two segments the total commitment segment
is more likely to not have farmed prior to commencing organic farming, farm
on a full-time basis, have commenced organic farming before 1994, have a
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Reasons for becoming an or-
ganic farmer
(Total sample %)

Finance
wary
(%)

Wary

(%)

Very
committed

(%)

Chi-square P-value

Environmental benefits (64) 65 50 78 10.02 0.007

Health Concerns (41) 42 25 54 10.36 0.006

Improved food quality (40) 38 27 56 10.54 0.005

Work with the bio-system (7) 4 2 16 12.34 0.002

Improved animal welfare (32) 34 23 37 2.87 0.238

Subsidy supports (51) 62 71 11 55.07 0.000

Extra Margins (16) 18 21 6 6.13 0.014

Is the future of farming (28) 24 30 35 2.62 0.270

Growing Market (14) 18 16 3 8.37 0.015

Consumer demand (17) 20 18 11 2.34 0.310

Table 9. Reasons for becoming an organic farmer-segment analysis

Societal and public good (11) 6 14 16 4.95 0.084
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farm that is less than 50 acres and be involved in mixed farming or
horticulture. Members of the committed segment were much more likely to be
originally from a country other than Ireland (53%). The commitment of this
segment was further illustrated when one examined the reasons for becoming
an organic farmer. Financial motives were mentioned by a small percentage of
this segment, in fact only 11% cited subsides as a reason for becoming an
organic farmer. This compares to 62% and 71% for the finance wary and wary
segments respectively. Environmental benefits, health concerns and food
quality concerns were more likely reasons for becoming an organic farmer for
this segment than for the other segments, these were also the more likely
reasons for remaining in organic farming. Their perspective on organic
farming reflected their commitment and, as discussed above, they were
generally more positive than the wary, and they were also more positive than
the finance wary segment when considering external control

Conclusions and Discussion
In this research the framework provided by the theory of planned

behaviour proved useful, however it is clear from the analysis that factors
outside this framework also contributed significantly to commitment to
organic farming. In fact commitment to organic farming was not only
associated with attitude, subjective norm and control, but also with moral
obligation and self identity.

The response rate to this postal survey was good at 27%. This translates to
27% of the total population of organic producers completing the survey.
Clearly some biases may result from the postal process, in that respondents
had to be motivated enough to complete a rather lengthy survey. However, the
relative proportions of each farming type are similar to that of the DAF (2002)
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Table 10. Reasons for remaining as an organic farmer-segment analysis

Reasons for remaining as an or-
ganic farmer

(Total sample %)

Finance
wary
(%)

Wary
(%)

Very
committed

(%)

Chi-
square

P-value

Environmental benefits (64) 60 54 83 12.95 0.002

Health Concerns (47) 50 29 56 10.07 0.007

Improved food quality (46) 46 32 59 8.449 0.015

Societal and public good (17) 14 18 22 1.82 0.403

Is the future of farming (25) 26 20 30 1.74 0.420

Extra Margins (21) 26 30 3 16.67 0.000

Subsidy supports (28) 36 34 8 17.41 0.000

Work with the bio-system (6) 5 9 8 1.34 0.512

Improved animal welfare (27) 27 29 25 0.154 0.926

Consumer demand (21) 23 25 13 3.533 0.171

Growing Market (15) 18 18 6 5.138 0.077
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report, providing some evidence for supporting the general conclusions drawn.
It is clear from the profile of respondents that organic farming has grown

considerably during the 1990’s and this in some part has to be attributed to the
introduction of subsidies. It is interesting to see the negative contribution to
attitude toward organic production made by the belief-evaluations about
survival of organic farming (without subsidies). Those that are concerned
about survival without subsidies have a more negative attitude towards organic
production. However, this view is not surprising as just over half of the
respondents indicated that subsidies was one of the top three reasons for
becoming involved in organic production. It is interesting to note that the
percent citing subsidies as a reason for remaining in organic production is
considerably lower (28%, down by 13%). This suggests that the subsidies are
a positive incentive for conversion but that factors such as growing consumer
demand (up by 5%, from 17% to 21%), health concerns (up by 6%), improved
food quality (up 6%) and extra margin (up 5%) become more important after
converting to organic farming.

It is also clear that it is not only attitudes towards organic farming that
influences continued commitment to organic production, but also perceived
moral obligation to the environment, seeing organic production as a reflection
of oneself (self identity) and the views of important others (subjective norms).
Finally a feeling of control over the activities linked to organic production also
impacted on commitment to organic production. Continued support by
government is important to the confidence of some organic producers;
however support in the further development of markets for organic produce
may increase the perception of financial security and thus commitment. The
strong feeling of moral obligation to maintain the environment amongst
producers suggests that those who have converted post-REPS also have an
affiliation to the organic ethos, however the degree to which this is felt
impacts on commitment. While the mean score for self identity suggests that
organic farmers saw themselves as slightly reforming, innovative and
progressive, the degree to which they saw themselves in this manner was a
significant determinant of commitment. It is likely that farmers who will
convert in the future are those who are positive and proactive about their role
in the agricultural sector.

Segmenting the sample based on commitment to organic production
provides an interesting insight into the organic farming population. The very
committed segment is more characteristic of the common description of
organic farmers than the wary segment. Farmers in the very committed
segment typically have smaller farms, are longer in operation and are
committed to organic agriculture due to perceived environmental and health
benefits and improved food quality and animal welfare. This segment also has
a substantial percentage of non-Irish farmers. This is not surprising as
traditionally the Irish organic sector was very much influenced by immigrants
(mainly from other European countries) coming to Ireland to establish organic
farms. These non-Irish farmers were committed to the organic ethos and way
of life and viewed Ireland as a non-industrial, agricultural environment very
suitable to the establishment of organic farming (Willer and Gillmor, 1992). It
is interesting to find that the profile of the Irish organic farmer has changed
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over time; this supports findings in other countries where farmers who have
recently converted to organic farming display greater interest in marketing and
financial viability than those who converted some time ago (Michelsen, 2001;
Padel, 2001). Farmers in the wary segment tend to be part-time and younger; it
would appear that financial gain was the main incentive for this group to
convert to organic farming. In the main farmers in the finance wary and very
committed segments have similar reasons for remaining in organic farming,
with the exception of the former placing a greater importance on subsidies and
margins and the latter more importance environmental benefits.

The comparison of the segments based on attitudes and perceptions
highlighted similarities among the finance wary and the committed segments
for all constructs with the exception of external control, with farmers in the
very committed segment more positive about external control. Thus it is only
the wary segment that represents a group of organic farmers, who are less
committed to what could be considered an organic farming ethos. Therefore, it
appears that a full-time committed cohort of organic farmers is emerging,
while it is likely that a reduction in subsidies would prompt some farmers
classified as less committed to exit, many would stay as they view market
development as increasingly important to their viability. It is interesting to find
that subsidies were an important incentive to prompt farmers to convert to
organic farming and thus continued subsides are important if the number of
farmers involved in the sector is to increase. Given such subsidies it is likely
that the number farmers will increase, but investment in market and product
development is also very important, not only to attract farmers to organic
farming but to keep them in this sector. Thus the role of supply chain actors
(including state support agencies) in market development will become
increasingly important to the development of the Irish organic sector.
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INDICATORS AND DETERMINANTS OF FARM
FINANCIAL SUCCESS

Geoff Bright, Barrie Florey and John Adams

A study using data from some 200 farms provided by one of the major banks and covering
farms across England and Wales for the period 1996-2001 sought to derive an indicator of
financial success and its determinants. Previous findings are first reviewed and a theoretical
framework is developed. The descriptive results suggest that farms in the England and Wales
are in a difficult position, particularly with regard to liquidity and the drain on profits and net
worth caused by debt and private drawings. The farm models indicate that variables in the
profitability and external factors categories are statistically significant as determinants of
financial ‘success’ as measured by percentage change in net worth. Liquidity and solvency
also have some influence, but financial efficiency and repayment capacity and dummy
variables denoting farm type and region are not significant.

Keywords: financial performance, net worth, solvency, profitability, liquidity

Introduction
Judging and predicting the financial success of farm businesses are

problems that continue to exercise banks and farm economists. However,
although a considerable number of studies analysing financial determinants of
business performance have been carried out in the United States, apart from
growth and survival studies more focused on physical and social determinants
(Rizov and Mathijs, 2001; Weiss, 1998; Diwisch et al., 2005) and Crabtree’s
(1984) and Franks’ (1996; 1998) work in the eighties and nineties
respectively, there has been little formal analysis in a European farming
context. Furthermore, much of the work using financial determinants has been
based on performance categories, classified according to credit-worthiness or
default risk, rather than continuous variables measuring ‘success’ from the
owner’s viewpoint.

This paper seeks to provide some guidelines for addressing these problems
by drawing from and extending a study using sets of 2-3 years’ accounts data
from 212 farms provided by one of the major banks and covering farms across
England and Wales for the period 1996-2001.

Prior to presenting and discussing the results of the study, a review of
previous research is undertaken followed by the development of a conceptual
framework.

Previous studies
Over the past thirty to forty years numerous studies have been carried out,

most in the United States, aimed at developing models for the prediction of
farm business performance based on financial indicators. Farming has not
been the only sector of interest to researchers and groundbreaking work has
been carried out at the industry level, with predictive indices, such as Altman’s
Z-ratio dating back nearly forty years (Altman, 1968). A range of methods has
been used, particularly linear probability models (LPM), discriminant analysis
(DA), logistic regression (Logit) and probit regression (Probit) popular
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amongst them, to group farms and to test models which have varied in terms
of the indicator to be predicted (the dependent variable) and the factors used as
its determinants (independent variables).

Turvey (1999) reviewed the four key statistical models used in credit
scoring research: LPM, DA, Logit and Probit, and recommended that, on
balance, Logit should be preferred due to its predictive accuracy and ease of
use. However, despite the advantages of Logit, by using a categorical
dependent variable it does curtail the use of some of the detail of the data.
Consequently, if continuous data are available more conventional multiple
regression methods can be used (Ibendahl and Fleming, 2003; Crabtree, 1984).

As regards dependent variables, the main focus of university researchers
working with banks has been to develop means of improved credit scoring or
categorizing farms according to the likelihood of loan default (see Johnson and
Hayes, 1973; Hardy and Weed, 1980; Novak and LaDue, 1999; and Barry and
Ellinger, 1989, for example). Other studies have looked at bankruptcy
(Beaver, 1968; Altman, 1968), with a few being concerned with ‘financial
stress’ (Melichar, 1986), ‘success’ (Kaase et al., 2003), ‘non-viability’
(Argiles, 2001), ‘health’ (Griffis, 1988) and financial instability (Franks, 1996;
1998). Most studies have attempted to categorise or group farms using a single
indicator or groupings expressed as indices. These indicators have been
derived objectively using statistical procedures or, perhaps more commonly,
from subjective judgements (such as the ‘experience models’ of Splett et al,
1994). Of the direct, single measures default/non-default and
bankruptcy/solvency at a particular date have been the most popular. More
normative counterparts of these have been credit classifications in terms of
expected loan performance, ‘problem borrowers’ and ‘non-acceptable/high
risk/low risk’. Similarly, Melichar (1986) grouped farms into financial stress
categories and Griffis (1988) in the UK did likewise with business health
categories. Linked to the idea of loan default prediction, Novak and LaDue
(1999) used the coverage ratio (profit:expected debt repayments) as an
indicator of creditworthiness while Santarossa (2003) derived an index based
on movement in long-term debt. And in some ways linked to bankruptcy, as
the point towards which falling net worth tends, Zech and Pederson (2003),
Escalante and Turvey (2005) and Crabtree (1984; 1985) employed a measure
of percentage change in net worth and Ibendahl and Fleming (2003) used a
similar, but more complex indicator.

With regard to the determinants or independent variables, what factors are
hypothesised depend on what is being predicted. Nevertheless, there is a
considerable degree of consensus, if not on the specific measures, then at least
on the general categories. Many authors put forward five major groupings of
factors: liquidity, solvency or leverage, profitability, financial efficiency and
repayment capacity (or capability) (Splett et al., 1994). Although Barry and
Ellinger (1989) and Kohl (1992) do add ‘collateral’ to the first three, it appears
that the measures they use could come under the umbrella of leverage or
repayment capacity. Nevertheless, despite hypotheses concerning the
importance of variables in the five categories, not all are found to be
significant. Measures of solvency and repayment capacity appear to be the
most important determinants. Liquidity is also significant in some, but not all,
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studies and measures of financial efficiency and profitability play a more
limited part. Some studies have found a measure of personal drawings to be
significant (Zech and Pederson, 2003), and when other, non-financial
measures have been introduced region, farm size, management activity,
business understanding and attitude and farmer age have been shown to
influence business performance (Ibendahl and Fleming, 2003; Santarossa,
2003; McBride and Johnson, 2004).

Conceptual framework
Despite the large numbers of papers on this subject the conceptual

framework supporting the models does not appear to have been satisfactorily
explained. This section, therefore, is concerned with building such a
framework.

Before a framework can be constructed, it is first necessary to define what
is meant by farm business performance. In Britain, farm management
professionals have tended to employ the threefold profit-cash-capital
expression when discussing farm financial performance. More accurately, this
should be termed profitability, liquidity and solvency/stability (Barnard and
Nix, 1979): profitability is concerned with the generation of a satisfactory
return to the owners of the business; liquidity concerns the availability of cash,
immediately or at short notice, to meet the demands upon it without detriment
to the future performance of the business; and solvency/stability relates to
whether the business, both overall and in terms of the owner’s share, is of a
sufficient size or value and likely to remain so. Furthermore, there are two
further aspects of performance mentioned in many of the U.S. studies, namely
financial efficiency and repayment capacity. Financial efficiency measures are
generally ratios of cost and revenue elements which, in aggregate, represent
profitability. Therefore, financial efficiency could be argued as being a
subsidiary of profitability and so belongs under that heading, but since
financial efficiency ratios can be used to provide a more detailed view of the
factors contributing to profitability many analysts prefer a separate category. It
might also be argued that repayment capacity, or borrowing risk, is covered
under the other headings, since profitability might be used to indicate surplus
to cover debt repayment and solvency measures can be used as proxies for
debt repayment liability. However, there are a number of alternative measures
which aim to specifically indicate the vulnerability of the business due to its
level of indebtedness relative to its capacity to meet repayments within the
required time.

Given these three, or five, key aspects of financial performance, it might
be suggested that some index could be constructed to measure all of them
together, as Kaase et al. (2003) did attempt to do. However, it may not be
pertinent, since each of these aspects reveals a different facet of the business,
and the focus might be on different ones depending upon what feature of a
business – profitability, risk, ability to repay, long term stability, etc. one is
investigating. In this paper the concern is with measuring the success of the
business over the medium to long term, but to measure success it must first be
defined and for this one needs to ascertain the objective of the business. Thus,
the question might be posed, “what is the ultimate aim of the business?” Many
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of the answers to this question, such as, “to ensure that the business is
‘strong’” or “not vulnerable” or “likely to survive if things go wrong” or
“profitable” or “likely to remain in existence come what may” or “generates a
satisfactory return into the long term”, could be said to be subsidiary to or be
covered by one key, medium/long-term objective, namely that the owner’s
share in the business, i.e. their wealth, should grow or at least remain stable
into the future.

To measure this, what might be termed, ultimate objective of the business
the size of the owner’s share needs to be gauged, and if its stability or growth
is to be measured, then the change in that, particularly the proportionate
change, should be calculated (Barry et al., 2000). Thus, the suggested measure
of the key objective would be the percentage change in net worth (or equity)
over the period under consideration – a measure that has been used in some
earlier studies.

With percentage change in net worth as the dependent variable for the
model, its likely determinants need now to be derived. Change in net worth
arises from profit, made up of operating profit less net interest charges, over
that period. However, only retained profit will add to net worth, so any
taxation and distribution to shareholders (private drawings and benefits in kind
in the case of the sole trader or partnership) must be subtracted. Finally, as the
capital account reveals, net worth will also rise if there are other additions in
the form of off-farm earnings or holding gains on land, machinery or buildings
due to inflation (Bright, 2001). Thus, the functional identity is:

ΔNW = O – I - ( D + T ) + N + A (1)

where Δ denotes ‘change in’, NW is net worth or equity (total assets less total
liabilities), O is operating profit, I is net interest, D is personal drawings, T is
income tax, N is off-farm income/capital introduced and A is capital
appreciation or holding gain.

Since percentage change in net worth implies dividing the left hand side by
NW, then all of the terms on the right hand side would also be divided by the
same, thus:

Consequently, percentage change in net worth1 is directly determined by:

a) Operating profit. This measure is not normally divided by net worth, but
instead by total; or net assets to give return on capital employed
(ROCE). To transform the latter into the required form would necessitate
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dividing by percent equity (net worth divided by total assets);

b) Interest. The interest term extends to:

where L signifies outstanding loans, including overdraft; and i is the prevailing
weighted average interest rate on such debt.

The first term on the far right hand side of equation 3 is known as the gearing
ratio.2 The higher this ratio, ceteris paribus, then, as equation 2 suggests, the
lower will be the dependent variable. Since the gearing ratio is a measure of
solvency, and other solvency measures such as percent equity do, under
common conditions, correlate very closely with it, it can be said that solvency,
along with the interest rate, has a negative effect on percentage change in net
worth.

As regards the interest rate, this will vary between years and between
farms. However, except in periods of high inflation, it will not vary a great
deal between years, nor even between farm businesses. Nevertheless, variation
that does occur between businesses is likely to be dependent upon a number of
factors, major amongst which is perceived risk of default. Judgment of this
may be based on both security, which can be measured by solvency, and
credit-worthiness, which may be indicated by measures of repayment capacity.
Consequently, solvency and repayment capacity may be indirect determinants
of net worth change.

c) Drawings and tax. A number of ratios including drawings are advocated
in the literature to represent ‘external’ factors, one being the term in
equation 2 above, namely, the ratio of drawings to net worth (Florey,
2005). Given that, for the unincorporated business (sole trader or
partnership), income tax, rather than corporation or company tax, is
payable, then this can reasonably be combined with drawings in the
ratio. Alternatively, the variables could be subtracted from profit to
generate a retained earnings measure, such as those employed by Altman
(1968) and Escalante and Turvey (2003).

d) Off-farm income/capital introduced. There is no ratio normally included
in analyses for this variable, although it has been included in some
analyses in some form (see McBride and Johnson, 2004, for instance)
and can have a significant influence on the business (Hill, 2000). In
company accounts ‘other income’ might be included in the profit and
loss account under ‘non-operating income and expenditure’, and would
therefore be included in net profit, but it is often missing from the
accounts of an unincorporated business. Without further details of the
business, it is also unclear as to whether an inflow of funds is derived
from off-farm income or is simply a transfer from a non-farm bank
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account;
e) Holding gain. Accounts with valuations carried out on an historic basis

would not include any holding gain, whereas those employing more
modern methods such as current cost or fair value accounting (Elad,
2004) could include the effect of capital appreciation, albeit not
substantial, under the current low inflation rates. Nevertheless, this
variable has not tended to be employed in analyses, although Crabtree
(1984) did give a good deal of consideration to its effects.

Thus, direct determinants of percentage change in net worth would fall
under the categories of profitability, solvency (via the interest term) and,
indirectly, repayment capacity (also via the interest term). Financial efficiency
and liquidity could also be expected to have an indirect effect on change in net
worth. Financial efficiency measures generally relate costs to gross output or
total assets to gross output, giving an indication of the building blocks for
profit. Thus, greater financial efficiency leads to greater profitability. Liquidity
affects profitability, since having sufficient liquid assets allows trading
activities to take place within an optimal timing framework, whereas a
shortage may force the farmer to buy or sell at times and at prices which are
unfavourable and to take on expensive debt. Furthermore, this will have
knock-on effects on solvency.

However, the last three terms in equation 2 do not fit into the five
categories, so a sixth, ‘capital account’ or ‘external factors’ category would
include drawings, off-farm income/capital introduced and holding gain.

Although it can be seen that variables in the 6 financial categories directly
and indirectly determine net worth change in the current period, what is more
important is to determine which factors influence future change. Current
measures might have effects on future net worth change in two ways: either,
their own future levels might be closely correlated with their current levels
and/or their current levels might themselves affect future net worth change in
some way. We will take each of the 6 categories in turn to consider the extent
to which they might be expected to influence net worth change in future
periods.

Because of the natural environment within which agricultural production
takes place, one might expect farm profitability to be somewhat volatile, as
government and EU figures indicate (DEFRA, 2005; Eurostat, 2006), although
one might also expect farm profitability rankings to be fairly consistent over
time, at least within farm types (although the work of Phimister et al. work
(2004) might suggest otherwise). However, there is another reason to expect
that current profits will affect future net worth change and that is because the
greater the profits in one period the greater the repayment of debt and
increased investment facilitated. Greater investment gives the potential for
increased operating profits, while reduced debt lowers the future interest
burden and may also improve liquidity, which, as we have seen above, can
indirectly affect profitability.

The level of solvency tends to be slow moving, except when a farm is
doing particularly well or badly. Consequently, there is likely to be fairly close
correlation over a number of years, so current solvency is likely to influence
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future net worth change via future solvency and thence via the interest charge,
as we saw earlier. However, solvency is also likely to affect net worth change
via its impact on profitability. As Bright (2001) has shown, for a highly
geared, low percent-equity business, profitability, measured by return on
equity, will tend to be higher than that for the low geared business when the
return on all capital exceeds the interest rate, and this will tend to generate a
greater improvement in net worth. However, since the reverse also holds it is
not clear, a priori, whether the relationship will be positive or negative, weak
or strong.

Although future liquidity may be expected to affect future net worth
change, because of the likely fluctuations in liquidity over time as revenues
vary with yields and prices, present liquidity might show poor correlation
between periods. Nevertheless, because present liquidity may affect present
decisions about current purchases, sales and investments which may have
knock-on effects on future profitability, there may be some limited influence
on future net worth changes.

Due to its close links with profitability, present financial feasibility
indicators can be expected to have a similar impact on future changes in net
worth.

The fifth category, repayment capacity, indicates the relation between debt
(and the interest which ensues) and the means of meeting that debt, expressed
either as profit, value of output or cash flow surplus and because of
fluctuations in the latter, there may not be close correlation over time.
However, in the same way that future repayment capacity may affect lenders’
decisions regarding interest rates and the timely release of funds, perceived
current repayment capacity may have some effect on future interest rates and
perhaps profitability, and consequently, movement in net worth.

Finally, the ‘capital account’ or ‘external factors’. Drawings, as the data
illustrates later in the paper, do not tend to show great year-on-year variation,
and similarly with off-farm income, although other capital injections might be
less predictable. The third external element, capital appreciation, may be
difficult to forecast because variations in land prices can show a good deal of
variation from one year to the next and if land is revalued regularly this can
cause sizeable fluctuations (DEFRA, 2005).

Thus, apart from holding gains, the size of current ‘external factors’ might
be used to estimate their future values which themselves directly influence net
worth change.

From the above discussion it can be hypothesized that present levels of all
six categories of financial indicator could be used to estimate future financial
success, with profitability, financial efficiency and external factors expected to
have the strongest influence, as Figure 1 illustrates.

The study
Profit and balance sheet data, as well as some physical information, were

provided by one of the major UK banks for 212 farms across different farms
types for England and Wales for the period 1996-2001 (Florey, 2005). As far
as possible a set of three years’ balance sheets was provided for each farm,
although in some cases only two years’ details were given.
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework - current determinants of future net worth
change.

Using bank data, as opposed to that from official sources, has both its
drawbacks and advantages. Bank data could be argued as being from a biased
sample, i.e. those holding bank accounts, and not having been collected using
a uniform approach, arising as it does from a large number of different
accountants and bank branches across the country. However, on the first point,
since the overwhelming majority of commercial farmers are likely to hold
bank accounts, one bank’s farm customers are not likely to have significantly
different profiles from any others, and since bank managers were asked to
select a representative sample of accounts, albeit from within the specified
farm types, there may be no more reason to suspect bias than with officially
collected farm data which is more likely to have problems of self-selection. On
the second point, official collection organisations also face problems of
incomplete data and adjustment methods applied may also be criticised. On
the positive side, bank-sourced data can be claimed to be more realistic, since
they contain information on which the farmers, their advisers and banks base
judgments. Such data does also allow the assessment of its shortcomings and
where erroneous decisions might be based.

Before any analysis could take place, data had to be checked and
classified. Some data items (personal drawings, for instance) were missing
from some farm accounts and obvious errors had to be eliminated.
Furthermore, a large number of farm accounts used valuations based on
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historic information. Due to the seriously inaccurate picture this can give, it
was necessary to attempt to adjust for this, particularly in the case of owned
land. Using official land price data on a regional basis, adjustments were
therefore made to historically-based farm valuations by imputing the current
value of the farm.

Although taxation accounts may differ from management accounts in
terms of their approach to valuations, in the absence of more detailed
information it was not considered feasible to make any further adjustments.

Descriptive statistics were generated for a large number of ratios cited in
the literature and variation, particularly by region and farm type, was noted.
Models were then tested using ordinary least squares regression for continuous
variables and logistic regression (Logit) for the dichotomous dependent
variable. The latter was derived by assigning a value of 0 if the net worth
declined over the period and 1 if it rose or was stable.

Descriptive results

Florey (2005) presented over 80 ratios of relevance to, and used within,
agriculture. Most of these ratios fit readily into the six categories outlined
above and many ratios within those categories can be expected to be extremely
closely correlated. Therefore, it is unnecessary to display results for all of the
ratios; rather, an appreciation can be gained by taking one of the key measures
for each of the six categories, and these are presented in Table 1.

The average percentage change in net worth, being taken as the measure of
‘success’, is -4.3%, which compares with a mean of -13% if unadjusted
accounts (including those with valuations on a ‘historic’ basis) are used. The
values for individual farms ranged rather widely, although almost two-thirds
had values between +10% and -10% where imputed land values had been
incorporated. The range between years was not statistically significant but did
vary between a mean of +14% at the beginning of the period and -10% at the
end, which matched the fortunes of agriculture in Britain at that time. By type
and region the range of means was not great either, although cropping farms
showed an average fall of about 1% whereas livestock farms performed worse
with reductions of between 5 and 7%.

Profitability, expressed by return on capital employed (ROCE), was 7%
when unadjusted figures were used, and lower still at 4% if imputed values
were used to derive the denominator. Again the range was wide, but 70% of
observations lay within the range 0-10%. As might be expected, returns were
highest in 1996 and low at the turn of the millennium: the mean ROCE for
1996 was significantly different from the 1999 value. The means varied little
by region or farm type, but dairying stood a little above the others, and
significantly so. The North and North West were also higher, but not
significantly greater than the other regions.
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3. Note that some farms had to be excluded because of a negative net worth, or capital deficit – an unexpected result
which, nevertheless, persisted in some cases even when historical accounts were adjusted.
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Standard deviations in parentheses

84

category ‘success’ liquidity profitability sol- financial repayment External

indicator ΔNW % current
ratio

return on
capital em-

percent
equity

asset turn-
over ratio

interest cov-
erage ratio

drawings
ratio %

mean -4.3
(19.2)

1.74
(31.44)

4.0
(6.3)

67.6
(21.3)

0.322
(0.315)

1.30
(3.36)

6.8

Year

1996 - 2.99
(4.32)

9.1
(5.9)

61.8
(19.8)

0.299
(0.218)

3.38
(3.25)

7.2
(7.1)

1997 - 1.52
(1.59)

5.1
(4.9)

66.1
(21.6)

0.396
(0.459)

1.79
(2.31)

6.3
(6.9)

1998 13.5
(13.2)

2.01
(3.87)

3.8
(5.4)

69.3
(21.3)

0.318
(0.302)

1.16
(3.77)

6.1
(5.4)

1999 -3.2
(22.5)

1.70
(3.14)

3.6
(7.0)

67.6
(22.1)

0.302
(0.275)

1.11
(3.15)

7.2
(11.0)

2000 -6.0
(17.7)

1.48
(2.44)

3.7
(6.7)

67.1
(20.1)

0.319
(0.307)

1.32
(3.50)

7.1
(9.6)

2001 -9.7
(6.0)

0.60
(0.32)

6.0
(5.7)

63.6
(18.2)

0.361
(0.287)

1.33
(1.15)

8.8
(12.4)

Farm
type
cereals -0.9

(11.8)
1.52

(3.01)
4.3

(5.4)
69.8

(21.0)
0.294

(0.339)
1.42

(2.02)
6.5

(9.0)
dairy -7.4

(23.7)
2.95

(5.69)
7.0

(8.2)
60.0

(21.7)
0.396

(0.387)
1.55

(1.51)
10.1

(14.4)
gen.
cropping

-0.8
(9.3)

1.55
(1.86)

3.7
(4.3)

76.4
(13.0)

0.243
(0.141)

1.43
(2.88)

4.9
(5.5)

livestock -5.2
(21.7)

1.31
(1.16)

4.1
(7.1)

62.9
(23.0)

0.435
(0.410)

0.76
(2.56)

6.9
(6.8)

mixed -6.5
(22.2)

1.66
(2.51)

2.3
(5.4)

68.3
(21.7)

0.270
(0.180)

1.36
(5.29)

5.9
(6.1)

Region

east -0.9
(8.6)

1.58
(2.79)

3.7
(5.7)

68.5
(21.8)

0.368
(0.386)

2.08
(6.05)

6.0
(6.9)

north -6.1
(21.2)

2.26
(4.67)

4.8
(5.2)

58.3
(20.1)

0.364
(0.358)

1.14
(1.39)

5.5
(4.3)

north-
west

-10.0
(25.4)

1.57
(1.92)

5.4
(9.2)

65.8
(20.4)

0.332
(0.281)

1.17
(2.59)

10.0
(14.2)

south-
east

-5.7
(21.6)

1.88
(3.56)

3.0
(5.9)

73.7
(22.1)

0.263
(0.238)

0.84
(2.65)

7.4
(8.7)

south-
west

1.6
(13.3)

1.62
(2.98)

4.3
(5.5)

73.4
(17.8)

0.326
(0.332)

1.45
(1.60)

5.4
(8.5)

Wales &
w. mid.

-4.8
(18.4)

1.50
(1.87)

2.9
(4.2)

63.2
(21.0)

0.246
(0.174)

0.78
(1.64)

7.1
(6.3)

Table 1. Financial performance indicators - mean values by year
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Solvency/leverage was measured in a number of ways; the indicator used
here, percent equity, rose from 44% to 68% when imputed values were
substituted for historic ones. The range was wide, with, as mentioned above,
some farms showing negative equity and a fifth below 50% (compared to
more than half before adjustment), and more than half above 70%. This
measure did not vary significantly over the period of the study, but ranged
from 60% for dairy farms to 76% for general cropping farms and from 58% in
the North East to around 74% in the South East and South West and
differences between the regions and farm types with the highest and lowest
values were significant. This can be compared with an average figure
consistently over 90% for the aggregate balance sheet for UK agriculture
(DEFRA, 2006).

Liquidity, measured by current ratio, was, on average, below the level of 2
generally considered as ‘safe’ (Florey, 2005), but showed a huge range with
three-quarters below 1.5, suggesting that lack of liquidity could be a
widespread problem. Differences between years and regions were not
significant. Only dairy farms (the mean of which was significantly different
from all other farm types) and the North and South East regions exhibited
mean values close to or above the ‘safe’ level.

One aspect of financial efficiency is measured by the asset turnover ratio
which relates gross output to total assets, and here the average (using imputed
values) was 0.32, which would be considered just short of a reasonable level
(Boehlje et al., 1999). Four-fifths of the observations fell below 0.4, so most
farms could be considered as not efficient in this regard. The annual figures do
not vary widely nor significantly, whereas livestock farms have means of
around 0.4, with other farms ranging between 0.2 and 0.3; livestock and dairy
farm values are significantly different from those of general cropping and
mixed farms. By region the means are generally above 0.3 whereas the South
East and Wales and the West Midlands are around 0.25, although no
differences are significant.

The interest coverage ratio measures the ratio of profit before interest and
tax to interest (Vause, 1997). This indicator of repayment capacity averages
1.3 in the study, showing that profits only just cover interest charges. There is
an extremely wide range, although the bulk of values are between -0.5
(indicating a loss before interest) and 2.0. The mean exceeded 3.0 for only one
year, 1996, the other years all showing mean values between 1.1 and 1.8. Such
a wide variation is not unexpected (Barry et al., 2000). The only region above
2.0 was the East, while Wales and West Midlands and the South East means
were below 1.0.

As far as external factors are concerned, information on personal drawings
and capital introduced was available only for a subset of farms. The ratio of
drawings to net worth (imputed) averaged 6.8%, with a range from 0 to 72%.
With income tax included in this ratio, the figure was nearly 9%. Nevertheless,
the bulk of farms withdrew less than 10% of net worth, and many under 5%.
Annual differences were insignificant, but dairy farms’ values were
significantly different from general cropping and mixed farms as were those
for the north-west compared to the north and south-west. Capital introduced
also averaged 7% of net worth, this having the opposite effect to drawings in
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increasing rather than reducing net worth. Again, there was a wide range, with
the highest injection being 172% of net worth. However, all of the farms
reporting the introduction of capital also reported drawings.

Finally, the holding gain on the imputed value of the land, as a ratio to net
worth, averaged close to zero, yet this disguises a wide range from -98% to
+36%, and this is likely to have had a considerable effect on the change in the
net worth.

It can be concluded from the descriptive statistics that the farms
represented by the data would seem to be moderate to poor in terms of
liquidity, and have reasonable, but lower than expected, solvency. Profitability
and financial efficiency are barely acceptable, and this is exacerbated by a
sizeable debt burden and unsustainable levels of drawings although the latter is
counterbalanced, on average, by capital introduced from outside the farm
business. These factors contribute to the key measure of performance chosen
here, namely percentage change in net worth, which indicates a generally poor
trend. If its average 4% decline continued it would lead to a halving of net
worth in 17 years, a further halving in 34 years and the wealth of the owners of
the business being decimated within a generation. In fact, businesses would
probably be liquidated much sooner if the trend continued since the debt
burden would become increasingly heavy and the demise of the business
accelerated.

A basic model can be developed to project these results into the future.
Assuming the mean ROCE and level of actual drawings are constant and using
the starting percent equity and interest coverage ratio, Figure 2a projects the
results over a 22 year period. These results show that, with a starting percent
equity of 67.6, and unless steps were taken to improve returns or reduce net
outgoings, the wealth of the business’ owners would be wiped out in little over
twenty years and the business possibly foreclosed before then. In fact, if it
were not for the capital introduced the business would cease to exist within a
decade. Interestingly, however, if the opening net worth exceeds 75% then a
virtuous, rather than a vicious, circle prevails, with percent equity reaching
100 within 28 years (Figure 2b). Similarly, if the interest charges were halved,
net worth would rise, rather than fall, more than doubling within twenty years.
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And, furthermore, if capital (particularly land values) were to appreciate 4, the
net worth would be boosted, although this wealth could only be realized if some
of the assets were liquidated, thus reducing the potential profits of the business.

Analysis results
A number of regression analyses were carried out, the key ones of which are

reported in Table 2 for both the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression and the
logistic regression.

The dependent variable in equation I was the percentage change in net worth
between the end of year one (NW 2) and the end of year two (NW 3) using the
’actual’ or unadjusted value of net worth (as reported in the original accounts).
One independent variable was chosen from each of the 6 categories discussed
above, on the basis of the highest correlation coefficient or as best representing
that category. For financial efficiency, however, the two variables operating
profit margin and asset turnover ratio were used as these are seen as secondary
measures which can be combined together in the ‘Du Pont pyramid of ratios’
(Vause, 1997) to produce the return on capital. The values were derived from
year one or the end of year one balance sheet and used unadjusted values. The
R2 value was just over 0.7, but only 2 of the 7 variables were significant at the
95% level - the profitability and external factors concerning drawings net of
capital introduced. The coefficients for the liquidity, solvency, repayment
capability and financial efficiency variables were not significant.

Because of the problems with using ‘actual’ values, relating to the presence
of some historic valuations of land, the dependent and independent variables in
Equation II used imputed values (with land values updated where necessary).
The resulting R2 value was much lower, at less than 0.5, although here again the
same indicators of profitability and external factors were significant, along with
the liquidity measure. Also significant was a variable measuring the holding
gain on land, since the imputed net worth would be likely to be affected to a
major extent by any rise (or reduction) in land values. Nevertheless, this
variable was only significant at the 90% level.

Since the annual holding gain based on inflation of land values appeared to
have varied considerably from year to year, equation III used, as the dependent
variable, the percentage change in net worth with the holding gain excluded.
The effect was to raise the R 2 value considerably to over 0.8. The same variables
were significant – profitability and net drawings, with all other measures being
insignificant.

To test whether farm type and region had any impact on the adjusted change
in net worth, dummy variables for these were added to the exogenous variables
from equation III in equation IV. Little improvement was seen in the
explanatory power of the equation and none of the dummy variables was
significant at the 95% level. Despite this, the coefficients suggest that mixed and
cereals farms and those in the Wales and West Midlands and the South East
tend to give marginally better results, while livestock, dairy and general
cropping farms and those in the North West give slightly inferior results (i.e. a
lower percentage change in net worth).

Finally, equation V presents the results of a Logit (logistic regression)
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Equation I II III IV V

Dependent
variable

%
ΔNWa 2-3

%
ΔNWi 2-3

Adjusted%
ΔNWi 2-3

Adjusted %
ΔNWi 2-3

Logit Adj.%
DNWi 2-3

constant 3.300
(12.553)

-9.091
(7.433)

-2.118
(1.277)

-0.834
(2.423)

1.932
(2.960)

Liquidity Current ratio -0.013
(0.038)

0.033**
(0.011)

0.001
(0.005)

-0.001
(0.006)

-0.004
(0.008)

Solvency Debt:equityi 0.007
(0.013)

0.007
(0.006)

0.007
(0.006)

0.015
(0.014)

Debt:equitya 0.024
(0.031)

Profitability ROFEi 0.490**
(0.136)

0.604**
(0.057)

0.601**
(0.064)

1.716**
(0.748)

ROFEa 1.232**
(0.200)

Financial
efficiency

Operating
profit margin

-0.052
(0.534)

0.294*
(0.156)

0.059
(0.066)

0.058
(0.077)

0.083
(0.081)

Asset turnover
ratioi

-0.039
(0.067)

0.012
(0.028)

0.025
(0.033)

-2.000*
(0.104)

Asset turnover
ratioa

0.114
(0.183)

Repayment
capacity

PRFCFS-
servic’g mar-
gin

-0.379
(0.483)

-0.212
(0.121)

0.017
(0.051)

0.024
(0.062)

-0.044
(0.075)

External fac-
tors

Net drawings:
net worthi

-0.525**
(0.172)

-0.871**
(0.072)

-0.874**
(0.078)

-1.847**
(0.696)

Net drawings:
net wortha

-0.592**
(0.134)

Dummy vari-
ables

South East -0.267
(2.489)

East -1.006
(2.303)

South West -0.837
(2.316)

North West -2.001
(2.217)

North -1.058
(2.480)

Cereals -0.293
(1.655)

Livestock -0.882
(1.995)

Dairy -0.998
(1.874)

Gen. cropping -0.735
(2.001)

N 68 72 72 72 72

F 17.567** 9.390** 51.19** 19.98**

R2 0.672 0.507 0.848 0.853 0.636+

0.856

Table 2. Multiple regression results.

% correct step
0
step 1

58.3%
91.7%
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analysis with the dependent variable taking the value of 0 if net worth
(excluding holding gain) declined and 1 otherwise, with coefficients (when
adjusted) reflecting the probability of a rise or fall in net worth. The R2 value,
albeit not directly comparable, was similar to those for the multiple regression
equations and the equation gave a 33% improvement in the percentage
correctly predicted, although the number of observations was, as with the other
equations, a good deal smaller than the sample of 136 farms due to a large
number of missing values. Again, current profitability and net drawings are
highly significant predictors of the probability of future change in net worth.
The only other variable of significance (but only at the 90% level) was
asset:turnover ratio, although this had a counterintuitive negative sign,
indicating that the higher this ratio, the lower the probability of net worth
increasing in the following year.

Conclusions
A number of conclusions can be drawn, not only from the findings of the

descriptive and statistical analysis, but also from the data themselves.
A conceptual framework is presented here which, although not complex,

can provide a model for a clearer understanding of the underlying
determinants of financial performance. A priori, all six categories of financial
indicators can be expected to influence future percentage change in net worth,
with profitability, financial efficiency and external factors prominent.

As regards the descriptive results, although there is a wide range of
performance, to the extent that our sample is representative then many farms
in England and Wales appear to be in a difficult position, particularly with
regard to liquidity and the drain on profits caused by debt and private
drawings, although capital introduced ameliorates the situation. If these
conditions, with the consequent decline in net worth were to continue, those
farms with less than two thirds percent equity5 would be likely to go out of
business in the medium term. However, farms with percent equity exceeding
three quarters appear to be safe.

Linked to this is a concern: the results, particularly in terms of solvency,
do seem to give a rather worse picture than those provided by official figures.
Although this data was not constructed in such a way as to enable claim to be
laid that it gave a true representation of the aggregate farming picture, it
should give a reasonable impression of the range of performance, so there does
appear to be some cause for disquiet.

This leads us on to a further conclusion: in order to produce a valuable data
set a great deal of work had to be done to ‘clean’ the data and adjust for
inaccuracies. If this data set were representative of that being used by the
banks, then, it might not only lead to problems for academics, but may also
lead to erroneous judgements and advice for individual farmers, if not
adjusted.

The farm models give moderate explanatory power, albeit over a short
period, and do give some interesting results which deserve further exploration.
As might have been expected from the conceptual framework, current
profitability and external factors (drawings, capital introduced and holding
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gains) were the major determinants of future performance. Unlike many of the
previous studies6, however, solvency or leverage does not appear to be an
important factor in explaining performance trends, nor does repayment
capacity have the significance of earlier studies. Nevertheless, this is in line
with a priori reasoning, since solvency, repayment capacity and liquidity were
only expected to have an indirect influence. The only surprising result was the
insignificance of the financial efficiency measures, although much of their
influence is likely to be taken up by the profitability measure.

Further research analysing the relationships over a longer time span would
be helpful, as would a detailed study of the levels and determinants of
drawings and capital injections, and a closer look at those farms which appear
to have unsustainable liability levels.

Despite the changing nature of farming, financial success continues to be
of key significance and this paper not only paves the way for further research
into its levels and determinants but also highlights the need for a full and
comprehensive understanding of farm business performance indicators and
for their greater use so that businesses can avail themselves of
criteria that will enhance the planning, monitoring and control
processes on farms
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INSURANCE DECISIONS BY DUTCH DAIRY AND
ARABLE FARMERS

V.A. Ogurtsov, M.A.P.M. Van Asseldonk and R.B.M. Huirne

This paper analyses the impact of farm characteristics on the adoption of an all-risk insurance
package and underlying specific categories of insurance coverage for Dutch dairy farmers
compared to arable farmers. Major farm characteristics considered are structural,
operational and liquidity variables. The specific insurance categories reviewed are damage,
disability, legal and liability insurance. The results suggest that there are common and
insurance-specific factors that explain adoption of insurance coverage.

Keywords: arable farm, dairy farm, farm characteristics, insurance, risk.

Introduction
In agriculture farmers often face risky situations. Risk means the

possibility of a loss of income or property (Pritchet et al., 1996). Farm risks
can be divided into business and financial risks. Business risk is related to
production, price, institutional and personal risk. In contrast, financial risk
results from the method of financing and is related to the debts and equity of
the farm (Hardaker et al., 2004). To cope with risks, farmers may apply risk
management strategies, such as farm financing, diversification of activities,
insurance, or spot and futures marketing contracts (Hardaker et al., 2004).

Insurance is frequently used to cover the financial consequences of many
risks (Pritchet et al., 1996). Many agricultural studies, for example focusing on
crop insurance, have been done to derive the variables influencing a farmer’s
actual (objective) insurance purchase decisions on the example of crop
insurance (e.g. Coble et al., 1996; Goodwin et al., 2004; Mishra et al., 2005;
Mishra and Goodwin, 2003; Sherrick et al., 2004), or to predict a farmer’s
demand for insurance by a subjective source of data (Van Asseldonk et al.,
2002). In agricultural studies, the variables were divided into farm
characteristics and farmers’ personal characteristics (e.g. Mishra and
Goodwin, 2003; Sherrick et al., 2004). The farm characteristics analysed
referred to structural, operational and liquidity variables. Farmer-specific
characteristics analysed in insurance purchases were risk perception, risk
attitude, age, education, tenure, previous exposure to risk and the farmer’s
experience level. The impact of personal characteristics on the amount of
insurance purchased was extensively examined in non-agricultural studies
regarding health insurance, optimal long-term care insurance and car insurance
(e.g. Gupta and Li, 2004; Ma and Schmit, 2000; Polsky et al., 2005; Zweifel
and Struwe, 1998). Similar to agricultural studies, the personal characteristics,
such as age, marital status, risk aversion, education and income, were
considered for the current analysis.

In agriculture, many of the studies were conducted as to specific risks and
focused on perils such as hail, frost, drought, precipitation, storm and flood
(e.g. Ganderton et al., 2000; Kunreuther and Pauly, 2004; Van Asseldonk et
al., 2002).
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Farmers, on the other hand, are faced with the whole set of risks, and they
should opt for an integrated risk-management strategy, in which all business
and financial risks are evaluated in a portfolio context. Published examples
within a whole-farm perspective to analyse farmers’ decisions about the
purchase of all-risk insurance package and its underlying coverages are rare.

It is also important to analyse the effect of diversification in insurance
decisions (Hardaker et al., 2004; Harrington and Niehaus, 1999). For instance,
arable farmers usually have several crops (activities), and their selection of the
optimal plan (set of crops) can be seen as an appropriate risk management
strategy to cope with many risks. Alternatively, dairy farmers are more
specialised compared to arable farmers, and have, next to milk production,
only one additional activity: rearing calves. The potential for diversification is
much lower than in arable farming.

The goal of this paper was to conduct an empirical analysis of actual
(objective) insurance purchase decisions by Dutch dairy and arable farmers
based on a set of specific risks. The analysis focuses on gaining a perspective
as to the purchase of an all-risk insurance package within a whole-farm
context and also within a partial context for the separate underlying insurance
categories to cope with specific risks. All models are analysed by the generic
set of variables.

The paper is organised as follows. First the conceptual model with the
main definitions, estimation procedure, data and variables used for the
empirical models are introduced. Then the results of the different models
analysing the actual purchase of insurance by Dutch dairy and arable farmers
are described. The paper finishes with conclusions and recommendations for
insurance policy-makers.

Conceptual model, data and estimation

Conceptual model and definitions

The conceptual model is based on previous studies and available data for
the current analysis. The purchases of the following insurance types are
examined: all-risk insurance, damage, disability, legal and liability insurance.
The all-risk insurance package is the summation of total premiums paid for all
insurance types. Damage insurance protects in case of fire, storm or flooding
causing property damage. Disability insurance covers the costs when a person
is unable to perform work, due to serious injury or illness (Pritchet et al.,
1996). Legal insurance provides coverage for losses incurred due to court
actions (but excluding criminal matters). Liability insurance protects against
loss arising if a farmer injures other persons or damages their property (a good
example is mandatory insurance of driver’s liabilities in car insurance).

The conceptual model is based on previous studies and available data for
the current analysis. Purchase of insurance is assumed to be influenced by both
farm characteristics and the farmer’s personal characteristics. Farm
characteristics were divided into structural variables that usually can change
only in the long run, operational variables that can change in the short run and
liquidity variables. The impact directions of variables influencing the amount
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of premiums purchased is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Variables explaining the amount of insurance purchased

As structural variables, the size of the farm, proportion of rented land and
regional variable were taken. The impact of farm size had previously been
tested by Goodwin et al. (2004) and Sherrick et al. (2004), where a positive
relationship between farm size and insurance purchase was found. In our
model the balance sheet value of the farm is used as a size indicator. The
proportion of rented land was previously examined in the study by Sherrick et
al. (2004). It was found that farmers having relatively more rented land
purchased more insurance. Additionally, it is expected that there are regional
differences between farmers concerning insurance purchase. That is why a
region variable was constructed, dividing the farmers into a southern and a
northern part (1= South, 0 = North).

As operational variables, the net-farm result, McSharry compensations,
off-farm income and operational results were taken for the models. The
variables net-farm result, off-farm income and McSharry compensations are
variables characterising incomes. A negative impact of these variables on the
amount of insurance purchased was expected, because farmers would prefer
more money to less accumulating wealth than spending income sources on
insurance, as was shown in the studies by Ganderton et al. (2000), Mishra and
Goodwin (2003), Sherrick et al. (2004), Smith and Goodwin (1996), and Watt
et al. (2001).

As operational variables, the effect of chemical use on crop insurance
purchase was analysed in the study by Mishra et al. (2005), but no clear
relationship was found. Smith and Goodwin (1996) found a negative
relationship between purchase of crop insurance and use of chemical inputs. In
our analysis, the effect of fertilisers and feed costs on the amount of premium
paid is tested (Ganderton et al., 2000; Kunreuther and Pauly, 2004; Van
Asseldonk et al., 2002).

The impact of liquidity variables on the amount of insurance purchased
was tested by Ganderton et al. (2000), Mishra and Goodwin (2003), Mishra et
al. (2005) and Sherrick et al. (2004). They found that more indebted farmers
purchase more insurance. In this study the impact of debt-to-equity ratio
(leverage) on insurance purchased is examined.

Of farmer-specific variables, only the variable age was available in the

Farm characteristics Farmer's

Structural Operational Liquidity
personal charac-

teristics

Balance sheet value (+) Net-farm result (-) Leverage (+) Age (+)

Rented land (+) McSharry (-)

Region Off-farm income (-)

Operational expenses
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database analysed. In farm research the positive impact of age on insurance

98

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the model variables for dairy and arable
farms.

Characteristics Units Dairy farms
(n=240, N=24400)

Arable farms
(n=117, N=9060)

Characteristics Units Mean % CV Mean % CV

Insurance

All-risk insurance Euro 6251 - 54 7667 - 96

Damage insurance Euro/participation
(%)

1666 94 69 2336 99 71

Disability insurance Euro/participation
(%)

1317 69 129 1391 68 128

Legal insurance Euro/participation
(%)

152 55 134 195 62 147

Liability insurance Euro/participation
(%)

886 90 87 1293 97 96

Structural

European size units
(ESU)

units 112 28 87 36

Balance sheet value Euro 2230571 39 1445175 70

Number of cows units 60 31 -

Rented land % in total area 0.34 0.4
9

Region (1=South; 0=North) 0.55 0.4
7

Operational

McSharry Euro 3752 99 2935 215

Net-farm result
(excl. insurance)

Euro -22648 -179 1410 -806

Feed costs Euro 33552 56 -

Fertiliser costs Euro - 6917 60

Financial variables

Family-farm income Euro 53421 64 54871 114

Liquid capital Euro 46210 304 91140 240

Long-term loans Euro 371497 74 269964 104

Off-farm income Euro 6506 181 5633 681

Leverage % 26 31

Farmer specific

Age years 51 22 53 23
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purchased was obtained by Mishra et al. (2005) and Sherrick et al. (2004).
Non-agricultural studies, such as by Gupta and Li (2004) and Polsky et al.
(2005), also reported that insurance users are relatively older.

Data

The Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN), containing a cross-
sectional dataset, was used for our analysis. The FADN dataset is an official
European Union dataset. Farm-specific accounting data that are available in
the FADN dataset include detailed information about all agricultural sectors.
The sample of FADN data was corrected by a weighted factor to represent the
whole population of Dutch dairy and arable farmers. The data corrected were
compared with national statistics and were not different. In total, a sample of
240 from 24400 dairy farms and 117 from a total number of 9060 arable farms
are analysed (see Table 1).

FADN data are not very detailed with respect to insurance related
variables. They comprise only the premiums of underlying specific insurance
categories. The descriptive statistics of farm characteristics and variables used
in the models are presented in Table 1.

Descriptive statistics

As can be seen from Table 1, arable farmers pay more premiums in total
than dairy farmers. With respect to underlying categories, most dairy and
arable farmers have damage, disability, legal and liability insurance. On
average, arable farmers participating in those insurance types pay higher
premiums than dairy farmers.

From ESU and balance sheet value it can be observed that dairy farms are
larger. On average, arable farmers have almost 50% of rented land, which is
substantially more than dairy farmers have. The dairy and arable farmers
sampled are more or less equally located.

Arable farmers had a positive net farm result in 2001, while the average
dairy farm was not so profitable, despite the fact that dairy farmers received
higher McSharry (price) compensations. On average, total family-farm income
is a bit higher for arable farmers, whereas the off-farm income of dairy
farmers is larger. From the balance sheet value and debt-to-equity ratio
(leverage), it can be concluded that dairy farmers are less indebted than arable
farmers, and are also wealthier. As to age the average arable farmer is a bit
older than the average dairy farmer.

Data estimation

Linear regression analysis was carried out to estimate the impact of
variables on the amount of premium paid, thus including only farmers who
purchased insurance. In total 5 models for dairy farms and 5 models for arable
farms were estimated. The models estimating the purchase of an all-risk
insurance package had total premium paid as dependent variable. The other
models estimated the purchases of insurance coverages related to agricultural
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activities and had damage, disability, legal and liability insurance as dependent
variables. For those insurance categories, farmer participation was the highest,
and farmers paid the highest premiums (see Table 1).

Most of the data referred to the farm data; the only variable characterising
a farmer as a person was age. The variables analysed were balance sheet value,
the regional variable, net-farm result, McSharry compensations and off-farm
incomes as additional farmer’s resources, leverage (debt-to-equity ratio) and
farmers’s age.

To deal with multicollinearity the variance inflation factor (VIF) was
calculated for each variable. The rule of thumb was that it had to be lower than
4 (Garson, 2007), while Hair et al. (1998) and other researchers used the
maximal cutoff value of 5 or even 10 (Hair et al., 1998). Beside the VIF, the
multicollinearity can be inspected on the basis of the condition index with cut-
off values in the range of 15-30 (for details see Garson, 2007; Hair et al.,
1998). For values higher than 15, multicollinearity is a problem if the
proportion of variance for two or more variables is higher than 50% (Garson,
2007). Hair et al. (1998) stated that if the proportion of variance is higher than
90%, there is a suspicion of multicollinearity.

In our models the values of VIF were lower than 4 (see Table 2 and 3),
conditional indexes were much lower than 15, and proportion of variance of
two or more variables was not higher than 50%. The variables net-farm result,
McSharry compensations operational costs (fertilisers and feeds), proportion
of rented land and farmer’s age were the source of the multicollinearity.
Therefore, these five variables were excluded from the main set of models that
consisted of the variables balance sheet value, regional differences, off-farm
income and leverage. Moreover, operational costs very highly correlated with
net-farm result, and proportion of rented land was correlated with leverage and
farmer’s age. McSharry compensations were highly positively correlated with
balance sheet value of the farm. For the second set of models, the variables
operational expenses, McSharry compensations and proportion of rented land
were excluded, and the choice was made in favour of net-farm result and
farmer’s age.

The regressions were made by OLS estimation in SPSS 12.0. The models
were estimated without a constant parameter, taking into account the limited
set of variables to explain the purchases of insurance.

Results and discussion
For both dairy and arable farms, the balance sheet value was positively

significant at the 1% level for the all-risk insurance package and also the
specific underlying insurance categories (see Tables 2 and 3). This finding was
according to expectations and the results of Goodwin et al. (2004) and
Sherrick et al. (2004). Increased farm size is a cause of purchasing more
insurance, because a farmer accepts more risk due to growth (Goodwin et al.,
2004; Sherrick et al., 2004). The other reason to purchase more is related to
insuring more property (Harrington and Niehaus, 1999). The regional variable
was a Dutch specific variable differentiating farmers in the South from farmers
in the North. For dairy farms, it had a positive impact on the amount of
premium paid for damage, disability, legal and liability insurance. That shows
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that there are differences in insurance behaviour: a dairy farmer in the South
purchases more insurance coverage than a dairy farmer in the North. In arable
farming the regional differences were not relevant concerning insurance
purchase.

In dairy farming, the off-farm income was positively significant at the 1%
level for purchase of all-risk insurance package and damage, legal, liability
insurance and all-risk insurance package. In arable farming, off-farm income
had a positive impact on purchase of damage insurance. This finding was
contrary to expectations as in the study by Smith and Goodwin (1996). The
reason for that could be that a substantial part of off-farm income is presented
by social security payments received from insurance companies.

The net-farm result of the average dairy farmer had a negative impact on
the amount of premium paid for damage, disability, legal and liability
insurance. Dairy farms were wealthier than arable farms, and therefore could
consider self-insurance an alternative to commercial insurance. Thus having a
high initial wealth position, dairy farmers could save more money from core
activities to increase financial capacities for self-insurance or would be likely
to insure less (Coble et al., 1996). In arable farming, the net-farm result was
irrelevant as to the purchase of specific insurance categories, but was
positively significant for purchase of all-risk insurance package.

For dairy farms, the leverage was significant for the purchase of disability,
liability insurance and an all-risk insurance package. In arable farming, also
the purchase of damage insurance and an all-risk insurance package was
related with debt-to-equity ratio. In both sectors, leverage had a positive
impact, according to the expectations and similar to the results by Coble et al.
(1996), Ganderton et al. (2000), Mishra and Goodwin, (2003), Mishra et al.
(2005), Sherrick et al. (2004), and Smith and Goodwin (1996), implying that
more-indebted farmers need to purchase more insurance. Alternatively, less-
indebted farmers with higher net worth are less likely to purchase insurance. In
order to take more loans, it is often required from the bank to be insured to
stabilise farm liquidity and avoid the risk of going bankrupt. Lenders will
demand compensation for investing in farms with a higher probability of
financial distress. In this respect, if a farmer can reduce a risk through
insurance, lenders will be willing to contract the farm at better terms
(Harrington and Niehaus, 1999).

The age was significant at 1% for purchase of an all-risk insurance
package and underlying insurance categories for both dairy and arable farmers
and had a positive direction of impact. This was in accordance with
expectations and the results from previous studies by Gupta and Li (2004),
Mishra et al. (2005), Polsky et al. (2005) and Sherrick et al. (2004). Insurance
users are thought to be relatively older (Sherrick et al., 2004). Age can also be
an indicator of farmer’s experience, and in this respect, should have a positive
impact on buying insurance (Mishra et al., 2005).

Conclusions
The goal of this paper was to investigate whether there are common or

specific variables influencing the purchase of an all-risk insurance package
and underlying insurance categories by dairy and arable farmers. In both types
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of farming, for insurance categories and all-risk insurance package considered,
all variables, except the net-farm result for purchase of all-risk insurance by
arable farmers, had the same direction of impact.

Both dairy and arable farms showed more willingness to save money from
core activities to accumulate more savings than to spend money on insurance.
Both farm types were very different with respect to available finances - dairy
farms are more specialised compared to arable farms having a diverse set of
activities. Arable farms were expected to insure less because diversification of
activities is already a form of risk management strategy. Contrary to that, the
analysis showed that arable farms paid higher premiums than dairy farms. In
arable farming with a diverse set of activities, the source of income is less
risky than with undifferentiated commodity production as in dairy farming, but
if the potential down the supply chain to cause losses is increased due to the
proximity of the customer to the farmer supplier, overall risk might be
increased. The other reason could be that arable farmers are less wealthy and,
in general, deal with more risks than dairy farmers, and thus are more prone to
paying higher premiums for insurance to avoid possible financial risks.

Despite the differences between degrees of specialisation/diversification,
wealth, amount of premium paid by dairy and arable farmers, common
variables were found – size and farmer’s age - that influenced purchase of all
insurance types and all-risk insurance package considered.

In most of the previous agricultural studies of crop insurance in the USA,
it was found that insurance subsidies were one of the main reasons to purchase
insurance coverage (e.g. Babcock and Hart, 2005; Mishra and Goodwin, 2003;
Mishra et al., 2005; Sherrick et al. 2004; Smith and Goodwin, 1996). In the
Netherlands, farmers do not receive insurance subsidies, and the analysis was
conducted with a generic set of variables.

In this analysis, the off-farm income contained social security payments. If
the data were less aggregated, only the impact of the ‘’real earned’’ off-farm
income on the amount of insurance coverage purchased could be tested. Due
to data limitations, farmer’s personal characteristics such as risk attitude,
specific risk perception, marital status, education, previous exposure to risk(s)
and experience level were not used in the models. As farmer’s personal
characteristics, the additional information on insurance contracts such as the
size of deductibles could be considered for further research.
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DIVERSIFICATION ACTIVITIES ON DAIRY
FARMS IN THE SOUTH WEST OF ENGLAND

Dupont, C. and Franks, J.R.

This paper examines the amount and type of diversification activities on 156 dairy farmers.
About half had some diversification activity: the most common being ‘accommodation and
catering’, ‘agricultural services’ and ‘trading enterprises’. The types and incidence of
activities reported were similar to those recorded in a large-scale study by the Centre for
Rural Research at Exeter (CRR 2002) but greater than those reported by MDC (February
2007) and DEFRA (for the 2004/5 quota year). The reasons given for diversifying were,
firstly, ‘survival’, secondly, ‘government policy’ and thirdly, ‘personal circumstances’. This
shows the importance of income pressures on business development, that many dairy farmers
in the South West are reducing their dependence on the milk cheque and raises issues related
to the future production base of UK milk production.

Key words: Diversification, dairy farming, resource use

Introduction
The UK dairy farming sector has been under financial pressure because of

reforms to milk marketing arrangements, low milk prices, the BSE crisis, the
Foot and Mouth crisis, the ban on the export of beef and changes in the CAP.
In their recent study of the economics of milk production in the 2001/02 milk
quota year, Colman and Harvey (2003) estimate that 60% of dairy farms - and
40% of milk produced - failed to cover full economic costs. Average dairy
farm profitability fell in the following year, and though it improved in 2003/04
and 2004/05, it still remained below the 2001/02 level (DEFRA 2006a). In
2005/06, 29% of dairy farmers recorded a Net Farm Income of less than
£10,000 (DEFRA 2006a) and estimates for 2006/07 suggest that all but the top
25% of dairy farms will experience a loss (MDC 2007a). On average, over
1,000 dairy farmers leave the industry each year (Brigstock 2004; Kite
Consulting 2006), and in recent years the UK has regularly failed to fulfil its
milk quota allocation. MDC survey’s of dairy farmers’ intensions showed that
11% intended to leave milk production in 2005 rising to 16% in 2007 (MDC
2007b: p. 7).

Colman (2003) identifies five strategies that farmers can follow to help
off-set income loss and increase farm-household incomes.

 Expand production,
 Take up off-farm employment,
 Develop niche markets,
 Supplement farming income with investment or pension income,
 Diversify.1

This study examines the extent to which dairy farmers in the South West
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1. Brigstocke’s (2004) analysis of strategies for a dairy farmer’s survival adds ‘adopting operational excellence-best
practice’ to this list
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have diversified their dairy based farm business. It is a cross-sectional study,
that is, it records those activities currently pursued at the time of the survey
(which was January 2006) and does not seek to establish the time at which
these activities were established: it is assumed some activities will be long-
standing, others relatively recent. Most studies suggest farm diversification
can occur for a number of reasons (summarised as internal reasons (for
example, farm size, type, farmer and farm household characteristics) and
external reasons (for example, policy, market opportunities, and location) in
the Centre for Rural Research report (CRR)2, but many studies have found that
the single most important driver is “pressure on farm incomes” (Ilbery et al.
2006: p. 10). So important has the ‘diversified income stream’ become, that
total income from diversification activities on UK farms reached over £100
million (for the first time) in 2002/03 (DEFRA 2004). By 2004/05 the
estimated 46% of farms with some form of diversified activity (DEFRA
2006b: Table 1, p. 4) generated an average total value of output of £18,500,
with an average net margin per farm of £10,900 (DEFRA 2006b: Table 3, p.
5).

Given this primary driver, and the financial strains on milk production in
recent years, one might expect a sizable proportion of dairy farmers might
have diversified their income streams. However, data suggests that on average,
fewer livestock farmers have a source of diversified income than arable
farmers. DEFRA estimate 40% of dairy farms have diversified activities on
their farm (DEFRA 2006b: Table 6, p. 9), less than their estimated 67% of
cereal and 54% of general cropping farms. A large postal survey by CRR in
2002 reported that 50.1% of dairy farmers had some form of diversified
activity, which was 8.2% less than the average of 58.3% for all holdings.
However, another survey of 657 dairy farmers in 2007 reported that only 19%
has some form of diversified business (MDC 2007b).

This study was conducted simply to reveal the extent of diversification
on dairy farms in the South West of England. We surveyed 156 dairy farmers
to discover the incidence and type of diversification activity, and the reasons
for establishing these enterprises. Farm diversification has been described as
‘branching out into other activities and business enterprises either related to
farming or different from farming but making use of the assets that a farm
typically might possess’ Biz/ed (2004). However, definitions of farm
diversification have changed over time (Ilbery et al. 2006),3 so we chose the
definition used by the CRR Study (which excluded organic farming,
participation in agri-environment schemes and new woodland planting). This
allows us to use that study as it was designed to be used, namely as a
benchmark against which to compare future findings.

This study of dairy farmers in the South West found that 48% of dairy
farmers surveyed had some form of diversification activity, more than either
the DEFRA estimate or the MDC survey but slightly less than the CRR
findings. The CRR study was undertaken between February and October 2002
and reported on a postal survey of about 2,550 English holdings; it is,
therefore, much more extensive than our survey and this needs to be borne in
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2. It should be noted that interactions between internal and external factors are likely to be of particular importance.
3. A useful review of these debates is available in the CRR (2002) study, pages 11 – 20.
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mind when comparing changes that may have occurred in the intervening four
years. Another reason for differences may be the regional focus of our study,
as the incidence of diversification is not uniform across England (CRR 2002).
For example, some 56% of farmers in the East Midlands have some diversified
activity, whilst only 34% of farmers in the North East and Yorkshire and about
40% of farms in the South West. As intimated above, many factors are likely
to affect the incidence of diversification; wider farm and farmer
characteristics, such as locality, under-utilised farm resources and off-farm
employment opportunities (CRR 2002). Whilst the uneven distribution of
diversified activities between region and farm type is an interesting area for
research, it is not the particularly focus of this analysis. Rather this paper
focuses on two issues: (1) the types of diversification undertaken and (2) the
reasons these activities were established.

The following section outlines the research methodology adopted in this
study. This is followed by the research findings: firstly, tables showing the
types of diversification activities recorded and comparing these findings with
the CRR study; secondly, an analysis of the reasons why farmers have
diversified using factor analysis. This technique can reveal underlying
relationships between the different responses given to the question “why did
you diversify?” A discussion and brief conclusion complete the paper.

Research Methodology
Questionnaires were sent to 300 dairy farmers in the South West of

England based on a random sample of dairy farmers stratified by county;
Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Avon, Gloucester and Wiltshire. The
questionnaire is reproduced in Annex 1. The sample was randomly selected
from a list of dairy farmers in each county, taken from the Yellow Pages.
Stratification was based on the geographical size of the county, i.e. Cornwall
had larger sample than Gloucestershire because it is a larger county.

The questionnaire was designed to reveal background information
concerning the respondent’s farming activities, whether or not the farmer had
diversified. The diversification activity undertaken was recorded under the
same eight headings as used in the Exeter CRR (2002) study to allow direct
comparisons. Each of the eight headings comprises a number of separate
diversification activities (which are individually identified in the CRR study
and in the presentation of our results). We also asked farmers how important
different goals were to the decision to diversify; these responses were
measured using a five-point Likert scale with 1 signifying ‘not at all
important’ and 5 ‘very important’ (Bryman 2001a; 2001b). Lastly the
questionnaire obtained specific information about the farmer, farm and
business. Responses were analysed by Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS 2001) and results subjected to factor analysis, which is a technique that
can uncover hidden structures within response variables.

The decision was taken not to ask for financial information in the survey
questionnaire. This was because it would expand the questionnaire
considerably, and farmers would be much less likely to respond to postal-
surveys when asked to provide confidential information. Moreover, time and
resources were constrained and a low response rate might have jeopardised the
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study. Whilst such financial data would show useful additional information it
is not needed for identifying diversification enterprises and for factor analysis
of the reasons why farmers diversified, which are the key objectives of this
study.

Survey details and descriptive statistics
Of the 300 questionnaires, 170 (57%) were returned, however 6 (2%)

were incomplete and so unusable. A further 8 were received after the cut-off
date and so could not be included. Therefore, 156 usable responses were
received (52% of the posted questionnaires). Of these, 81 (52%) had not
diversified and 75 (48%) had. Together, a total of 210 diversified enterprises
were recorded (an average of 2.6 per diversified farm). Table 1 shows the
location of the survey respondents. Table 2 presents descriptive statistics of
the data. These show that owner-occupied farm and larger farms are more
likely to have diversified than tenanted farms and smaller farms respectively;
and that older and younger farmers are less likely to have than those aged
between 40 and 60. Interestingly, having an identified successor slightly
decreased the likelihood that the farm will have some diversified activity.

Types of enterprises found on dairy farms in the South West

‘Accommodation and catering’ was the most commonly observed
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Location Cornwall Devon Somerset Dorset Avon Gloucester Wiltshire Total

Responses 34 32 33 22 5 17 13 156
% returns 57% 53% 66% 44% 25% 57% 43% 52%
Number diversified 14 16 15 11 3 10 6 75
Not diversified 20 16 18 11 2 7 7 81

Table 1. Respondents by county

Diversified Diversified Not Diversified Not Diversified Total Total
No. % No. % %

All farms 75 48 81 53 156 100
Tenant farmer 11 41 16 59 27 17
Owner occupier 47 52 43 48 90 57
Mixed tenure 17 44 22 56 39 25
Age: 20<40 (18% of
respondents)

13 46 15 54 28 18

Age: 40<60 (63% of
respondents)

50 51 48 49 98 63

Age (60+) (19% of
respondents)

12 40 18 60 30 19

Successor to farm identified 56 46 65 54 121 78
Successor to farm not
identified

19 54 16 46 35 22

1 family employed on the farm 18 40 27 60 45 29
2 or 3 family employed on the farm 45 48 48 52 93 61
4 or 5 family employed on the farm 8 73 3 27 11 7
Farm size: 0 – 80 ha
(200 acres)

17 33 35 67 52 33

Farm size: 80 – 160 ha
(400 acres)

33 49 34 51 67 43

Farm size: 160 – 240 ha
(600 acres)

13 68 6 32 19 12

Farm size: > 240 ha 12 67 6 33 18 12
N = 156

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of sample
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diversification enterprise, on 45% of dairy farms, followed closely by
‘agricultural services’ (43%) (Table 3). ‘Miscellaneous enterprises’ (28%),
‘trading enterprises’ (25%), ‘recreation and leisure enterprises’ (23%) and
‘equine enterprises’ (19%), ‘unconventional livestock and livestock
processing’ on 16% and ‘unconventional crops and crop-based processing’ on
only 9%. Compared to the CRR study, equine and accommodation and
catering have increased by 10% and 19% respectively. Other results are
largely similar. It is important to bear in mind the relatively small sample size
of this study, so that any differences to the CRR study may be, at least in part,
explained by sampling issues (for example, regional factors). Table 3 shows
that each diversified farm had on average 2.6 diversified activities, rather more
than reported by the CRR study (which reported 1.7). Developing the business
in this way may offer some initial evidence of a deliberate move away from
milk production as diversified activities gradually take over resources once
used in milk production

*From the CRR (The Exeter baseline survey) (2002: Table 4.20: p 52).
† From the CRR (The Exeter baseline survey) (2002: Table 4.22: p 54; South West and All Regions).
Activities included within each of these categories are listed in the CRR (2002) baseline study (Tables
4.10 to 4.17 (pages 43 to 49). For example, activities classified as ‘miscellaneous services’ include: land
let for sports grounds, buildings let for commercial/industrial use, woodland let for diversified activities,
hire of buildings, other land or buildings let for diversified activities, secretarial services, stone
extraction/landfill, vehicle storage, non-agricultural contracting, alternative technology, showground,
dog/cat/breeding or kennels, caged birds, other miscellaneous services.

Multiple enterprises on dairy farms

Table 4 indicates the distribution of main categories of diversification
activity on the farms. For example, 63% of trading enterprises occur on farms
with only one trading enterprise, 16% on farms with two trading enterprises,
16% on farms with three trading enterprises and 5% of farms with four or
more trading enterprises. This format was chosen to allow comparisons with
the CRR report (also presented in Table 4) – the percentages are, on the whole,
very similar to that of the larger-scale study.
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Diversified Enterprise or Service
Category

Current study
(2006)

CRR study
(2002)

No. of
farms

%
of farms

No. of
diversified
activities

% Dairy
farms (all
regions) *

% all farm
types in SW

region†

% all farm
types all
regions†

Trading enterprises 19 25 34 25 28 32
Agricultural services 32 43 41 42 35 35
Equine enterprises 14 19 17 9 21 23
Recreation and leisure 17 23 21 20 22 23
Accommodation and catering enterprises 34 45 47 26 34 24
Unconventional livestock and livestock
processing

12 16 14 13 20 16

Miscellaneous services 21 28 27 21 29 35
Unconventional crops and crop-based
processing

7 9 9 13 23 22

Average enterprise/diversified holding /
farm (for each sample and sub-sample.)

2.6 1.7 2.1 2.1

Table 3. Diversification activity by eight major diversification categories.
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Diversification enterprises and services: survey findings

Tables 5 and 6 (and Tables A2.1 to A2.6 in Annex 2) present details of the
diversification activity by each of the eight diversification categories and
compares the findings to those reported in the CRR study. For example, Table
5 shows details of the ‘trading’ diversification activities recorded on the
surveyed farms. In total, 19 diversified farms (25%) reported some form of
‘trading’ diversification; 34 trading activities were observed in the sample.
The most common trading enterprise was ‘hay and straw sales’ (28%),
followed by ‘egg sales’ (18%) and ‘farm shop’ (15%). Our survey reported
broadly similar percentages of activity to the CRR baseline survey, the main
difference being the percentage of farms with a farm shop (15% compared to
5%). Farm shops require considerable resources in particular labour, three
farms with ‘trading’ activities employed more than seven workers, and one
had six. Farms employing a larger number of family members are more likely
to have diversified activity (Table 2), but data are not available on cause and
effect: whether the enterprise was established primarily to provide income for
family members, or whether the enterprise existed before family were
employed on the farm.

Activities in the ‘trading’ diversification category often require expertise
not regularly required for dairy farming, for example running a farm shop. In
contrast, the activities listed under agricultural services in Table 6 (which are
found on 43% of diversified farms) reflect skills dairy farmers might be
expected to have mastered in the course of their own farming activities, for
example, agricultural contracting (69%) and haulage (5%): most farmers will
have the skills needed for agricultural contracting and many will have surplus
capacity that allows them to hire out machinery.

As livestock farmers, it might be thought dairy farmers would be attracted
to equine enterprises. However, Table 3 shows more had diversified into
“recreation and leisure” (17 farms), “accommodation and catering” (34), and
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category.

No. of enter-
prises/category

%. of farms with one or more enterprise (by category).

Main diversification category 1 2 3 4+

Trading enterprises 63 (72) 16 (18) 16 (7) 5 (0) 34

Agricultural services 81 (81) 9 (15) 9 (4) 0 (0) 41

Equine enterprises 86 (80) 7 (15) 7 (4) 0 (1) 17

Recreation and leisure 75 (74) 19 (17) 6 (4) 0 (3) 21

Accommodation and catering 71 (84) 21 (13) 9 (2) 0 (0) 47

Unconventional livestock and live-
stock processing

83 (76) 17 (16) 0 (4) 0 (1) 14

Miscellaneous services 76 (62) 19 (23) 5 (10) 0 (3) 27

Unconventional crops and crop-
based processing

71 (83) 29 (14) 0 (2) 0 (1) 9

Total number of enterprises 210

Numbers in parenthesis are the findings of the Centre for Rural Research (the Exeter Baseline Survey, Table 4.18, p.
50).

Table 4. The number of multiple activities within the same diversification
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“miscellaneous services” (21), only 17 were involved in “equine enterprises”,
slightly more than the other livestock category, “unconventional livestock and
livestock processing”, and “unconventional crops and crop based processing”
(7). These more popular new enterprises are activities with a high income
elasticity of demand (i.e. can be expected to grow as the economy grows), and
which have expected income flows that are uncorrelated with the farm sector
(though it has been argued that the main casualties of the Foot and Mouth
crisis were rural tourist enterprises, so perhaps under extreme conditions, there
is a higher degree of correlation between some of these activities and farm
income than might at first glance be supposed (Franks et al. 2003)).

Reasons for diversifying (results of the Factor Analysis)
Factor analysis is a useful analytical technique to use to group drivers of

diversification. It examines correlation between responses to the question, why
did you diversify? If responses are highly correlated they can be represented as
a single causal factor. Correlated variables are grouped into factors which are
derived sequentially and in order of importance (by a process of “rotation”),
the factors together account for some proportion of the total variance of all the
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Type of trading
enterprise diversification

No. of diversified enter-
prises

(2006 survey)

% of activities (2006
survey)

% of activities CRR sur-
vey

(2002: Table D2)

Farm shop 5 15 5
Freezer shop 1 3 3

Market stall 1 3 4
Farmer’s market 1 3 5
Egg sales 6 18 13
Milk round 1 3 5
Garden centre 3 9 4
Hay/straw sales 10 28 26
Other marketing or retail 2 6 9

Rural crafts 1 3 6

Timber products 3 9 8
Others 0 0 12
Total number of activities 34 100 100

Table 5. Diversified activities included under ‘trading enterprises’

Type of agricultural services diversifi-
cation

No. of diversified
enterprises(2006 surey)

% of activities
(2006 survey)

% of activities CRR survey
(2002: Table D1)

Agricultural contracting 28 69 67

Machinery hire 6 15 7

Provision of cold storage facilities 1 2 5

Consultancy and management 3 7 4

Agricultural sundries 1 2 1

Haulage 2 5 5

Others 0 0 11

Total number of activities 41 100 100

Table 6. Diversified activities included under ‘agricultural services’
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variables. The first factor is the most important as it accounts for the largest
amount of variance, each subsequent factor accounts for a smaller portion of
the total variance. Both the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity and the Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) (a value of 0.690, which is categorised by Kaiser (1974)
as ‘middling’) suggest the variables are correlated.

Goodness of fit is evaluated by comparing the explained to the total
variation in the data. Three criteria can help in deciding on the number of
factors that adequately represents the data: the Eigen value, the Scree test and
the Variance criterion. The generally recommended Eigen value criterion, with
values of one or more, was used in this study (Hair et al. 1998). In this way,
three factors were identified which together explained 64% of the variance in
the response variables; a respectable percentage in social sciences (but
implying 36% of the data was not explained). The Scree test supported the
derivation of three factors as indicated by the location of the elbow shaped
kink in the output graph.

Table 7 shows the structure of the rotated variables. Communality (final
column in Table 7) is the proportion of variance of a variable explained by the
common factor (Hair et al. 1998): large communalities indicate that a large
amount of the variance in a response variable has been extracted by the factor
solution. The highest communality (and hence the most important driver to
diversification) is the response ‘changes in CAP’ with 0.781, 78.1% of the
total variation in ‘changes in CAP’ is explained by the 3 factors taken
together. A small communality can also be of analytical interest as this mean
that a larger portion of the variance in that variable is unaccounted for by the
three factors. The responses with the lowest communality are ‘making better
use of unused resources’ (35.3%) and ‘opportunity to try a new hobby’ (33.5%
explained). Only those responses with a factor loading of 0.7 or above were
retained, so these two variables were eliminated from the final factor
interpretation, helping to confirm that diversification activities are not leisure
activities but serious business ventures. Note also, that resources used in the
diversification activity were not previously being under-used which implies a
deliberate reallocation of productive resources within the business, presumably
away from milk production.

The final factors are displayed and interpreted in Table 8. Factor 1 includes
increasing farm income, securing a profitable future and pressure on farming
as key reasons for setting up their diversification enterprise(s). These can be
interpreted together as “survival”, and as Factor 1 accounts for most variation
it can be seen as the most important reason for diversifying. The second factor,
interpreted as “government policy” includes changes in the CAP, the use of
the SFP and the changing structure of farming as principle motivations for
diversifying. “Personal circumstances” – family circumstances and investment
– are the third main reason for diversifying
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Table 7. The rotated factor matrix showing the elative importance of farmer’s reasons
for diversifying.

FACTORS Test statistic

1 2 3 h2(Communalities)

Increased farm income .861 -.144 .123 .777

Opportunity to try a new -.266 .462 .225 .335

Make better use of an un- .592 -.052 .011 .353

Changes in CAP .215 .848 -.120 .781

Changes in farming infra- .118 .790 .273 .713

Use of SFP for reinvestment -.189 .815 -.078 .707

Level of initial investment .070 .109 .785 .632

Family circumstances .271 -.059 .790 .698

Securing a profitable future .811 -.029 .307 .752

Pressures on farming .706 .373 .122 .652

Eigenvalue 2.493 2.398 1.510

Variance 24.92 23.98 15.10

Cumulative variance 24.92 48.91 64.01

Reasons for diversification

Significance
factor*

Interpretation

Factor 1

Increased farm income 0.861

Securing a profitable future 0.811 Survival

Pressures on farming 0.706

Factor 2

Changes in CAP 0.848 Government policy

Use of SFP for re-investment 0.815

Changes in farming infrastructure 0.790

Factor 3

Family circumstances 0.790 Personal situation

Level of initial investment 0.785

* Only significance factors above 0.7 are reported.

Table 8. The three main reasons for diversification
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Discussion
This survey found that 48% of dairy farmers in the South West had some

type of diversified activity. This is slightly more that the 40% recorded in
DEFRA’s national statistics for dairy farmers (in 2004/05), but similar to that
recorded by DEFRA for all farm types (46%) and by the CRR (2002) study
(51.1%). The types of diversified activities found are similar to that reported in
the CRR 2002 baseline survey. This suggests dairy farmers in the South West
have similar diversification opportunities as farmers elsewhere. Many of the
observed diversification activities conform to the kind of exploitation of
market opportunities that all resource owners in every sector of an enterprise-
based economy are expected to do (McInerney and Turner 1989).

That there has not been an increase in the percentage of farms with
diversified activities is perhaps surprising given the CRR finding that 46% of
currently diversified farms planned to introduce a new diversified activity in
the “foreseeable future” (p 144) – which was taken to mean the next 5 years.4

43% of the planned new activities were in “miscellaneous activities” and 27%
in “accommodation and catering”, our survey finding showed these were the
areas where there had been most expansion (a 7% and 19% increase in
“miscellaneous services” and “accommodation and catering enterprises”
respectively). Also, the number of diversified activities per diversified farm
appears to have increased in the four years since the CRR study.

Apart for the different sample size and regional focus, comparisons with
the CRR study need to bear in mind the structural changes in the dairy sector
since 2002. There is evidence from previous studies that diversification can be
a first step out of milk production (Toon 2003; Kimhi 1994; MDC 2007b). If
this is so, one can expect many of those farmers in the CRR 2002 study who
stated their intention to ‘develop their diversified activities’ to no longer be
classified as dairy farmers. Indeed, a quite remarkable finding from the CRR
study was that “on nearly one in five diversified holdings there is no
conventional agricultural production. Considered in the context of England’s
agricultural sector, therefore, it is estimated that about ten per cent of all
“farm” holdings are engaged only in diversified activities” (p. 30-31).

Nearly 50% of dairy farmers have some form of diversified activity, and
the number of diversified activities per diversified farm appears to be
increasing. Moreover, decoupling of support from production (under the
Single Farm Payment Scheme) are expected to continue the reduction in dairy
farmers and the continuation in the westward movement of milk production
(Brigstocke 2004; MDC 2007b). If these trends are correct, and if establishing
a diversified activity represents a first move away from milk production - as
the diversified business activities increasingly win the battle for funds and
attention - then not only is it likely that the existing rate of exit from dairy
farming will continue, but also a serious question mark must exist over
whether a sufficiently large population of dairy farmers will remain in the
South West to absorb the milk quota being released from the East and from
other dairy farmers in the South West quitting milk production.
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Drivers for Diversifying
Drivers to diversification are ‘survival’, ‘government policy’ and ‘personal

circumstances’. Given the evidence from previous studies of on-farm
diversification and the weak trading circumstances of most dairy farms in
recent years (MDC 2005a), it might be expected that “survival” would be an
important factor: this study suggests it is the most important reason.
Government might be encouraged to note that changes to the CAP have
resulted in a more entrepreneurial approach. This perhaps indicates that the
SFP is increasingly being used to reinvest in the farm business - but not the
dairy enterprise. Such investments will help boost the rural economy and are
among the change DEFRA might have wished for when it supported and
introduced the Fischler reforms.

Therefore, the relatively large proportion of the surveyed dairy farmers
with some form of diversified activity has been caused in large part by the
increasingly difficult time dairy farmers have had since the demise of the
UK’s Milk Marketing Boards (Franks 2001; MDC 2007a). Their new milk
purchasers have proved difficult customers. Restructuring of the ownership of
processing capacity, frequent changes to the value of the constituents of milk,
policy changes at European and National levels, and (often) an additional
deduction from the milk cheque to underpin the financial structures of their
milk purchaser have all made it increasingly difficult for farmers to understand
their milk-buying customers and to derive value from that understanding (as
argued in two recent MDC reports; MDC 2005b and MDC 2007a). This
survey suggests that many farmers have turned their attention towards
supplying customers who they can understand with products and services that
are clearly valued. This transparency at least gives them the chance of creating
a business that, through products and services, provides them some
opportunity of deriving value from their business activities.

This survey found that barriers to diversification were tenure (owner
occupiers are more likely to have diversified, supporting the findings of Ilbery
et al. 2006),5 age of farmer (with older farmers in particular less likely to
diversify) and size of the farm (larger farms are more likely to have
diversified). Having a recognised successor appears to make little difference;
presumably the other factors are more influential. It appears that the desire to
pass the farm business onto the next generation is not the primary motivation
for investing in a diversified activity: for many, the new activity generates
income necessary to support the well-being of the current farming generation.
The findings suggest that being in milk production does not represent a
particular barrier to diversifying dairy farm incomes.

Conclusions
The results of this survey, which was conducted in January 2006, show

that the proportion of diversified dairy farms in the South West is greater than
DEFRA’s estimated for the national average in 2004/05 for dairy farms in
England and Wales. It reports a similar percentage of dairy farms have
diversified activities as the CRR baseline survey, which was conducted in
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5. ‘Tenant farmers, of different types, have often had less freedom of choice in their decision-making when compared
with owner-occupiers, especially in relation to their farming and diversification activities” (Ilbery et al. 2006: p. 1).
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2002. That there is no increase over the CRR study may hide the real dynamic
impact of diversification on milk production, as dairy farmers in the CRR
study may now no longer be dairy farmers but more appropriately classified as
rural entrepreneurs. It is also significant that a similar proportion of dairy
farmers are engaged in diversification. The South West is one of the best areas
in Europe for growing grass and as such is an area where dairy farmers might
have been expected to capitalise on the opportunity of turning grass into milk
by concentrating on improving their core business rather than diversifying out
of it.

Whether these diversifying farmers are taking their first step out of
farming or not (an interesting area for further study), these results should put
pressure on milk buyers to develop more transparent and stable marketing
arrangements and more generous farm-gate prices. If a sizable proportion of
dairy farmers in the South West are strategically positioning themselves to
generate a livelihood without the milk cheque then the South West region will
be less able to absorb the flow of milk quota from the East and UK milk
production will continue to fall, with the consequent under-utilisation and
closure of milk processing capacity. This study shows that the motivations for
diversifying are ‘survival’, ‘government policy’ and ‘personal circumstances’.
There is no reason to suppose that the forces creating these motivations will
change as the implications of the Fischler reforms to the dairy regime become
fully understood among dairy farmers.
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ANNEX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN THE SURVEY

Section A (Please tick as appropriate)
Question 1
Are you a tenant farmer, owner occupied or mixed?

Question 2
How many years have you been dairy farming?

Question 3a
Have you always dairy farmed?

Question 3b
If No, what did you do before?

Question 4
Where is your farm situated?

Question 5
Please indicate the size of the farm (in acres)?

Section B
Question 6
Do you currently have any diversification project on your dairy farm?

If Yes, please proceed to Section C and indicate in Table 1.

Question 7

What is the likelihood of you diversifying in the
next 5 years?

Question 8
If ‘Quite likely’ or ‘Very likely’, please state what?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Question 9
Why would you diversify?

Tenant Owner occu-
pied

Mixed

0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41+

Yes No

Arable Beef Sheep Horticul-
ture

Worked
on other

farm

No previous
farming experi-

ence

If other,
please state

Cornwall Devon Somerset Dorset Avon Gloucester- Wiltshire

0-100 101-200 201-300 301-400 401-500 501-600 601+

Yes No

Not likely Quite likely Very
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………………………………………………………….

Section C
Question 10
Rank the importance of each factor in the decision making process to diversify?
(1 not at all important, 5 very important).

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

Increased farm income

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

Opportunity to try a new hobby/interest

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

To make better use of an unused resource.

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

Changes in the CAP policy (such as the increase in

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

The change in farming infrastructure

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

The use of the single farm payment to invest in unused

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

Level of initial investment available

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

Family Circumstances i.e. family support and involve-

Factor 1 2 3 4 5

Securing a profitable future
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Factor 1 2 3 4 5

Pressures on farming
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7+

1 2 3 4 5 6 7+

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Resources were already in place Had to learn a new technique

1 2 3 4 5 6 7+
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ANNEX 2. ADDITIONAL TABLES
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Type of equine enterprise
diversification

No. of diversified en-
terprises

(2006 survey)

% of activities (2006
survey)

% of activities CRR
survey

(2002: Table D4)
Horse riding/trekking 2 12 5

Livery 13 76 70

Horse racing and stud 1 6 3

Horse trials 1 6 8

Other 0 0 15

Total number of activities 17 100 100

Table A2.1. Diversified activities included under ‘equine enterprises’

Type of recreation and
leisure diversification

No. of diversified en-
terprises

(2006 survey)

% of activities
(2006 survey)

% of activities CRR
survey

(2002: Table D5)
Shooting 11 51 49
Motorsport 2 9 0
Picnic site 1 5 2
Wildlife/trail/museum 1 5 2
Fishing 2 10 20
War games 1 5 2
Educational facilities 1 5 4
Other leisure (in. golf) 2 10 8
Other 0 0 15
Total number of activities 21 100 100

Table A.2.2..Diversified activities included under ‘recreation and leisure’

Type of accommodation
and catering
diversification

No. of diversified
enterprises

(2006 survey)

% of activities
(2006 survey)

% of activities CRR
survey

(2002: Table D3)

Caravan/camping site 4 9 13

Holiday cottages 11 23 17

Rented accommodation
(all year)

15 31 43

Bed and breakfast 13 28 24

On-farm catering 4 9 2

Others 0 0 2

Total number of activities 47 100 100

Table A.2.3. Diversified activities included under ‘accommodation and catering’
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Type of unconven-
tional livestock and
livestock processing
diversification

No. of diversified
enterprises

(2006 survey)

% of activities
(2006 survey)

% of activities CRR
survey

(2002: Table D7)

Rare breeds 1 7 19

Bees/honey 2 14 6

Deer 1 7 0

Minority poultry and
game

3 21 14

Milk products-cows 4 30 6

Milk bottling 1 7 8

Other unconventional
livestock

2 14 6

Other 0 0 41

Total 14 100 100

Table A.2.4. Diversification activities included under ‘unconventional livestock and
livestock processing’

Type of miscellaneous
services Diversification

No. of diversified
enterprises

(2006 survey)

% of activities
(2006 survey)

% of activities
CRR survey

(2002: Table D8)

Land let for sports ground 2 7 5

Building let for commercial/
industrial use

11 41 36

Hire of buildings 2 7 19

Secretarial services 1 4 1

Vehicle storage 3 11 15

Non-agricultural contracting 1 4 10

Showground 1 4 0

Other miscellaneous services 6 22 14

Total number of services 27 100 100

Table A.2.5. Diversified activities included under ‘miscellaneous services’
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Type of unconventional
crops and crop-based
processing

No. of diversified
enterprises

(2006 survey)

% of activities
(2006 survey)

% of activities CRR
survey

(2002: Table D6)

Special flowers 1 11 12

Animal feeds 1 11 3

Fuel wood 3 34 27

Cider/fruit juice 2 22 0

Wine making 1 11 0

Other unconventional crops 1 11 58*

Total number of activities 9 100 100

* Includes Christmas trees (12%), washing/grading etc (12%), energy crops (9%)

Table A.2.6. Diversification activities included under ‘Unconventional crops and
crop bases processing’
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THE ORIGINS, OPERATION AND FUTURE OF FARMERS’
MARKETS IN SCOTLAND

Michael MacLeod

There have been a number of changes in UK food marketing recently, one of which has been
the growth in the number of “farmers’ markets” (FMs). While the sector has grown rapidly, it
faces a range of challenges, including: retaining critical mass; maintaining the FM brand;
managing costs; improving co-ordination. Despite these challenges, it is argued that FMs can
continue to benefit farming, while providing a range of wider social benefits.

Keywords Farmers’ markets, food marketing, rural development, Scotland

Background
There have been a number of changes in UK food marketing recently, one

of which has been the growth in the number of “farmers’ markets” (FMs). The
Scottish Association of Farmers’ Markets defines a FM as:

"a market in which farmers, growers and producers from throughout
Scotland sell their produce direct to the public. All foods/products sold
should have been grown, reared, caught, brewed, pickled, baked, smoked,
or made/prepared by the producer."
(http://www.scottishfarmersmarkets.co.uk/, accessed 9/7/07).

This is subtly - but significantly - different from the definition used by
FARMA in England and Wales:

“A farmers' market is a market in which farmers, growers or producers
from a defined local area are present in person to sell their own produce,
direct to the public. All products sold should have been grown, reared,
caught, brewed, pickled, baked, smoked or processed by the stallholder.”
http://www.farmersmarkets.net , accessed 9/7/07).

The growth of FMs was welcomed in the Forward Strategy for Scottish
Agriculture (Scottish Executive 2001, p14), which noted:

“The 24 regular farmers’ markets in Scotland have been an example of
where farmers can listen to consumers’ needs and gain valuable
experience in direct marketing. They also help Scottish consumers
understand the reality of today’s farming industry – rebuilding links
between local producers and consumers which have been lost”

The first farmers’ market in Scotland was set up in 1999. Prior to this, 147
markets had been established in England and Wales between 1997 and 1999.
The number of markets has grown rapidly, and by July 2006 there were
approximately 65 operating throughout Scotland (see Figure 1). These range in
location from Shetland in the North to Campbeltown in the South, and from
Barra in the west to Peterhead in the East.
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The size and frequency of these markets varies from regular markets such
as Wick or Edinburgh, which occur every week or fortnight, to occasional
markets such as those held in Pollok Country Park in Glasgow, which happen
a couple of times each year. A database of FMs is maintained by the Scottish
Association of Farmers’ Markets website
http://www.scottishfarmersmarkets.net.

To date, there have been few studies of the supply-side of FMs in
Scotland. In order to better understand FMs, it was decided to investigate
them from the perspective of market managers and stallholders.

Methodology
This paper is based primarily upon the findings of two questionnaire

surveys: a survey of market managers carried out in July 2005 and a survey of
stallholders carried out in May 2006. The survey findings were interpreted in
light of informal contact with FM stakeholders and observation of the sector
over 3 years. Copies of the questionnaires used can be found in the
Appendices.

The Market Managers’ Questionnaire
A short 15-item questionnaire was designed, in order to collect data on the
management of farmers’ markets, (i.e. their age, size, location, frequency,
producers attending, management structure and policies) and managers’
perceptions of their market’s strengths and weaknesses. It consisted of a series
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Figure1. Farmers’ markets operating in Scotland in 2006. The symbols indi-
cate the level of confidence that the market is currently operating.

Key
* Market - high or medium certainty
O Market - low certainty
+ Defunct market
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of closed and open-ended questions divided into three sections: “Market
origin”; “Market operation and management”; “The way ahead for farmers’
markets”. After being reviewed by SAC staff and approved by Scottish
Executive Environment and Rural Affairs Department (SEERAD) survey
control, the questionnaire was sent out (by e-mail and/or by post) to all market
managers. Identifying the markets currently operating and a market manager
was complicated by lack of up to date information. Various sources were used
to identify markets, such as: published literature (e.g. The List (2004), Paul
(2004)); websites (notably the websites of the Scottish Association of
Farmers’ Markets, Aberdeenshire Council and The Foody); and direct contact
with local authorities and the enterprise network. Overall 28 out the 63
questionnaires sent out were completed and returned, representing a response
rate of 44%. Completed questionnaires were returned from a wide
geographical spread of markets representing a variety of area types, i.e. urban,
accessible rural, remote (mainland) rural and island. However, relatively few
responses were received from markets in the north and northwest.

The Stallholders’ Questionnaire
A short 16-item questionnaire was designed, in order to collect data on

stallholders’ patterns of participation and their perceptions of, and attitudes
towards, key issues. It consisted of a series of closed and open-ended
questions divided into two sections: “Information about your attendance at
farmers’ markets”; “Your views on farmers’ markets”. After being reviewed
by SAC staff and approved by SEERAD survey control, the questionnaire was
sent to 267 stallholders. It has been estimated that there are between 300 and

500 producers selling at farmers’ markets in Scotland (Watson 2004a). The

sample therefore represents between 53% and 89% of the stallholders
attending Scottish farmers’ markets. 67 completed questionnaires were
returned, equivalent to a response rate of 25%. Most questionnaires were
posted (189) or e-mailed (31) direct to stallholders, however 32 were
distributed by market managers and 15 were handed out by researchers at
Inverness FM. This hybrid approach to distributing the questionnaires was the
result of attempts to make the sample more representative. The initial (postal)
database contained a small proportion of stallholders in the North West and
North East (see Table 1). In order to achieve a more even geographical
coverage, the e-mail addresses of stallholders in the North East were obtained
via an internet search, and questionnaires were distributed at selected markets
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Initial database Total sample Respondents

North West 0.20 2.51 0.49

North East 0.35 3.94 1.16

South West 6.02 6.02 1.36

South East 11.49 11.49 2.14

Table 1. Stallholders per 1000 holdings in the stallholders’ survey
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(Shetland, Orkney, Inverness and Ullapool) in the North West and North East.
Results

Market Origins – who and why

It has been argued that the growth in FMs in the UK has been driven by 3
main forces: (a) Local Agenda 21; (b) changes to the agricultural support
system; (c) consumer demand (Latacz-Lohmann and Laughton 2000). While
different markets have been set up for different reasons, a range of factors
(BSE; low commodity prices; a strong £) led to a dramatic drop in farm
incomes in Scotland in the late 1990s (see Figure 2). This crisis in farm
incomes combined with dissatisfaction with other routes to market to create
the feeling, according to one farmers’ market founder, that “We had nothing to
lose” (Mitchell 2004).

The growth in the number of FMs in Scotland, England and the USA is
shown in Figure 3. The number of markets has grown rapidly in Scotland and
England since the mid-late 90s. Despite having a much longer history, the
number of FMs in the USA has shown a similarly marked increase during this
period. While the number of markets in the USA and Scotland still appear to
be increasing rapidly, Figure 3 suggests that the number of markets is levelling
out in England. In fact the curve for England bears a superficial resemblance
to the S-curve shape that new products theoretically follow as initial slow
market growth during early adoption is followed by rapid growth during mass
application and finally a gradual slowing in growth is followed by stagnation
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Figure 2. Total income from farming in Scotland (Source: SEERAD
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as the market becomes saturated. It should be noted that the number of
markets does not necessarily reflect the size of the sector. Scotland has a lot of
small rural markets, while England is highly urbanised and is likely to have
bigger markets. Judging changes in the size of the sector in terms of market
numbers can be misleading. For example, in 2005 Edinburgh FM went from
being fortnightly to weekly. This represented a significant increase in the size
of the FM sector in Scotland, yet is not reflected in the graph. It may be that
we reach a phase where the overall number of markets is stable, but the overall
size of the sector continues to expand through increasing product ranges, stall
numbers, opening hours, stall turnover etc.

In order to explore stallholders’ motivations for participating in FMs, they
were asked the question “What were the main reasons you decided to start
selling at farmers’ markets?” – their responses are shown in Figure 4. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, financial reasons were the most common motivation for
starting selling at farmers’ markets. However, many respondents also
mentioned a desire to promote local food. These results are similar to those of
Latacz-Lohmann and Laughton (2000), who found that a desire to support
local farmers’ markers and a need to increase sales were the two most
common reasons for initial attendance at FMs in Somerset. It should be noted
that FMs are not a practical or attractive route to market for all farmers.
Latacz-Lohmann and Laughton (2000) cited the main reasons for farmers’ not
attending FMs as being: unsuitable produce (lack of added value); not being
equipped to sell at FMs (e.g. lack of know-how); volume of sales at FMs too
small; lack of time. However, Verhaegen and Van Huylenbroeck (2001, p453)
have argued that “co-operation between farmers can overcome the problems
that inhibit farmers from developing a direct selling activity”.
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The responses to the market managers’ survey showed that markets have

been set up for a wide variety of reasons (see Figure 5). Interestingly, the most
commonly cited reason was “to promote the area/regenerate the town centre”.
This may reflect the fact that local authorities were involved in the setting up
of 35% of markets. The results demonstrate the wider social role that farmers’
markets can play beyond simple market exchange. They have, or at least are
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Figure 5. Reasons for establishing a farmers’ market cited by market
managers
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perceived to have, the ability to promote and regenerate areas, benefit the local
community and the rural economy, and even help meet Agenda 21 objectives.
However, Festing (1998, p39) has noted that while claims of FM-induced
regeneration are common “statistical evidence to support these claims is
limited”. Nevertheless, a recent report on behalf of the London Development
Agency concluded that:

“street markets and farmers’ markets can play very significant roles in
tackling food poverty, promoting stronger communities and increasing the
impacts of regeneration across London” (Taylor et al 2005, p54).

This more complex, multifunctional role means that it can be difficult to
balance the competing demands that different stakeholders place on farmers’
markets. For example, the managers of Edinburgh Farmers’ Market
(Edinburgh City Centre Management Company) attempted to move the market
to a nearby site in the Grassmarket in 2004 as they believed that this would
help to develop the Grassmarket area. However, the move was resisted by
many stallholders who considered the new site inferior (e.g. in terms of access
and parking) to their existing location.

On the demand side, farmers’ markets have successfully responded to
consumer demand for a shopping experience that provides, amongst other
things:

 Particular product attributes, e.g. freshness, quality, localness,
traceability;

 An opportunity to meet producers;
 An opportunity to support rural areas;

Research by the Scottish Food Advisory Council (2002) revealed that
while 72% of farmers’ market shoppers bought there because of the quality of
the products, the second most common reason, cited by 31% of shoppers, was
to “support local farmers”. Clearly farmers’ markets are about more than
simply obtaining certain types of product.

The nature of farmers’ markets in Scotland

According to the markets managers’ survey, the typical FM in Scotland
has 17 stalls, occurs once a month, more often than not on a Saturday, and
lasts for about 4 or 5 hours. The products sold are predominantly local foods
though there are exceptions to this; craft products such as candles and food
from >100 miles away are sold at some markets. On average a stallholder will
have turnover of about £500 during a market. However, when discussing the
average or typical FM, it is important not to lose sight of the amount of
variation between markets and stalls; diversity is one of the defining
characteristics of the sector. For a start, the size of FMs can be anything from
120 “stallhours” (for a market with 10 stallholders, open for four hours three
times a year) to >8000 “stallhours” (for a market with 40 stallholders, open 40
times a year for 5 hours). In other words, the largest FM is likely to have a
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turnover 50-100 times that of the smallest.
There are also some important differences between types of stalls. Average

turnover per stall per market ranges from £200 (e.g. small cheese stalls) to
£2000 (soft fruit in summer) (Wilkinson 2004). The turnover for the same stall
at the same market can also vary considerably depending on factors such as
the weather and time of year. The stallholders’ survey indicated that most
(69%) stalls have average turnovers per market of between £200-800. The
survey also found that the importance of the income from FMs varies a great
deal between stallholders: it can represent from <5% to >80% of the total farm
business turnover. For 40% of the stallholders, FM sales represent <10% of
total turnover, while for 15% it represents >70% of total turnover. This is a
potential source of tensions as a business that receives <10% of turnover from
FMs is likely to view them differently to one that receives >70%.

The % of markets selling given products are shown in Table 2. All markets
sell beef, reflecting the importance of beef sales to the success of FMs. Other
foods like vegetables, bakery products, eggs and cheese are also sold by most
markets. One exception is chicken, which is only sold by half the markets, and
was the product most commonly considered to be in short supply by market
managers (61% of managers thought their market was lacking certain
products). This may be due to the structure of the poultry industry in Scotland,
in which there are few small scale producers. Finally, it is perhaps surprising
that ready-made meals are available at fewer than half the markets, given the
increasing popularity of processed foods amongst consumers, and the
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Product % Product %

Beef 100 Organic products 75

Vegetables 96 Fruit 75

Home baking 96 Honey 72

Preserves 92 Craft products 72

Plants & flowers 92 Confectionery 64

Eggs 92 Soft drinks 56

Lamb & mutton 88 Chicken 52

Game & venison 88 Ready-made meals (non-
vegetarian)

42

Cheese 88 Ostrich 42

Pork and bacon 84 Ready made meals
(vegetarian)

38

Fish & seafood 84 Alcoholic drinks 38

Table 2. The % of FM’s selling a given product
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opportunity to add value that ready-made meals represent.
Around ten FMs have ceased operating permanently; for example, markets

in East Kilbride, Rutherglen and Hamilton ceased trading in 2002 after a spiral
of decreasing customers and stallholders led to them becoming unviable.
Inadequate sites led to the demise of East Kilbride (Civic Centre) and
Rutherglen, however Hamilton (New Town Square) is thought to have failed
despite having an ideal site. Successful markets require a mixture of attributes.
Table 3 lists the success factors identified by stallholders and market
managers. While there is a wide range of potentially important attributes,
certain factors such as location, produce mix, produce quality and commitment
were cited frequently by both managers and stallholders.

Market Management
Good management was commonly cited (by 21% of stallholders) as an

important requirement for a successful market. As one respondent put it:

“Good management of a market is paramount whether it be run by
stallholders themselves or by somebody employed by them. They need to be
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Market managers % Stallholders %
Location/layout/parking 65 Site 52
Produce variety 61 Stall mix 51
Commitment (public and stallholders) 39 Produce quality 40
Consistency 30 Marketing 32
Produce quality 30 Management 21
Marketing 22 Demand 14
Buzz 17 Teamwork/commitment 13
Increasing/returning customers 13 Support 13
Public - vendor interaction 13 Stallholders' skill 11
High standards 13 Appearance 10
Committed quality producers 13 Buzz 10
Institutional support 13 Consistency 6
Management/leadership 13 Frequency 6
Informed friendly stallholders 13 Weather 5
Reputation and profile 9 Critical mass 3
Customer service 9 Low rent 3
Attractive stalls 9 Timing 2
Keeping the market interesting 9
Demand 4
Complements other local activities 4
Financially viable for stallholders 4
Focus on local regional produce 4

Table 3. Factors required for a successful farmers’ market (% is the number of
respondents citing the factor)
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able to sort out any disagreements, be fair to all and maintain any
rules…the quickest way to bring a market down is disquiet amongst
stallholders”

The majority of stallholders (74%) cited management by a producers’
cooperative as their preferred form of management. This is also the most
common type of management at present (see Table 4). Watson (2004b) has
argued that markets managed by producer cooperatives tend to be the strongest
as they encourage business development and avoid some of the disadvantages
of other forms of management, e.g.: risk of burnout (management by
volunteers); lack of producer control (management by a commercial operator);
conflicting agendas (management by a Government body).

Size of the Sector
There is a degree of uncertainty regarding the size of the farmers’ markets

sector in the UK. A survey carried out in 2002 by the National Farmers’ Union
(2003) estimated the annual turnover of the 450 FMs in England and Wales to
be approximately £166m, having increased from £65m in 2000. Farma
research has estimated that the annual turnover for the whole UK was £120
million in 2003 (Derbyshire 2004). The annual turnover in Scotland was
estimated to be £20 million in 2004 (Scott, quoted in Buglass 2004).
Unfortunately, few studies set out the methodology employed and assumptions
used, making it impossible to check the estimates. There also appears to be a
lack of robust data on FMs in the USA, where Brown (2002, p168) has noted
that “the weaknesses of much of the quantitative literature on farmers’ markets
cannot be ignored”. In light of the uncertainty regarding turnover, one of the
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Table 4. Actual management and stallholders’ preferred forms of
management

Type of market management Actual management
(from managers qn)

Stallholders’ preferred
form of management

% of markets % of stallholders

Managed by volunteer(s) 29 24

Managed by a commercial
operator

18 10

Managed by a govt body/
agency*

14 20

Managed by a producers’
coop

46 74

Other 7 0

* e.g. local authority, city centre management company, local enterprise
company
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main aims of the surveys was to provide an empirically-sound estimate of the
sector size.

Managers and stallholders were asked to estimate the daily turnover of
their market or stall. This data was used to calculate the total annual turnover
for all responding markets and the average turnover per stallholder per hour
(£90.03 – £99.50). In order to calculate the turnover of non-responding
markets, the annual number of stallholder hours for each market was estimated
using reported data on market frequency of occurrence, duration and number
of stalls (based on The List (2004); Paul (2004); The Scottish Association of
Farmers’ Markets website http://www.scottishfarmersmarkets.co.uk/). The
averages from the survey were used where no reported data was available. The

annual number of stallholder hours was then multiplied by the average
turnover per stallholder per hour (see Table 5).

Table 6 compares the turnover of FMs with other key sectors. Clearly,
FMs account for a small share of food retail sales. However FMs are also a

rapidly growing sector and the small market share could be seen as an
opportunity. Most people don’t shop at FMs, and most food is bought
somewhere other than FMs, which suggests that there are many potential
customers and considerable scope for growth. Evidence indicates that while up
to 1 in 3 people in the UK may have shopped at a FM at some point during the
previous 12 months (Farma research reported in Derbyshire 2004) only 7% of
the Main Grocery Shoppers in Scotland used a farm shop or FM in a typical
month (Market Research UK Ltd 2003).
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Table 5. Estimated turnover of the farmers’ markets sector in Scotland.

Turnover(£)

Total annual turnover for respondents (22 markets)* 2,404,000

Total annual turnover for non-respondents (40 markets) 4,227,000

Total annual turnover for all markets 6,630,000 – 7,077,000

Mean annual turnover per market 109,000 – 116,000

*note that 62, rather than 65, were known to operating at the time of the survey

Table 6. Comparison of the turnover in selected food retail sectors

Sector Turnover (£m) Source

Scottish farmers’ markets 6.6 – 7.1 This study

UK farmers’ markets 120 Derbyshire 2004

UK farm shops 1500 Derbyshire 2004

UK food and non-alcoholic drink ex-
penditure in large supermarket chains

43,200 National Statistics
2004, p130
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Source Benefits to producers Benefits to consumers Benefits to the wider
community and environ-
ment

Delow, E and
Couzens, C. (2003)

1. Encouragement of
skills transfer.
2. Increasing social
contact.
3. Greater co-operation
between businesses.

1. Improved access to
nutritious food.
2. Increasing social
contact.

1. Employment opportu-
nities.
2. Support for local ser-
vices.
3. Retention of money in
local economy.
4. Supporting local re-
tailers.
5. Increased understand-
ing of food, environment
and health.
6. Increased community
involvement.
7. Encouraging more
environmentally-friendly
production systems.
8. Reduction in food
miles.
9. Enhancing the viabil-
ity of traditional farming
systems.
10. Conservation.

Whitty (2001) 1. Obtain full retail
price.
2. Reduce packaging
and transport costs.
3. Product feedback.

1. Product info.
2. Demonstrate sup-
port for local produc-
ers.

1. Revitalised urban cen-
tres.
2. Employment opportu-
nities.
3. Increased local trade.
4. Encourage diversifica-
tion.

Govindasamy et al
(1998)

1. Higher prices, lower
overheads.
2. Increase customer
base.
3. Customer contact

Abel et al (1999) 1. Additional income.
2. Establish links be-
tween consumers and
producers.

1. Obtain fresh pro-
duce.

1. Aid community devel-
opment.

SAC (2000) p10 1. Improved market
access.
2. Increased profit mar-
gins
3. Product feedback

1. Fresh produce.
2. Increased knowl-
edge.
3. QA and traceabil-
ity.
4. Health benefits

1. Less packaging.
2. Less transportation.

Scott (2004) 1. “Helped to develop
an entrepreneurial spirit
in rural areas”.

1. “Helped to develop an
entrepreneurial spirit in
rural areas”.

Martin, N (2004) 1. Cheap marketing.
2. Product feedback.
3. Networking.
4. Social event.

1. Trade increases in
certain retailers when the
FM is on.

Table 7. Examples of the potential benefits of FMs reported in recent sources
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Benefits
It has been argued that FMs can provide a range of benefits to producers,

consumers and the wider community and environment. Table 7 gives
examples of some of the benefits that have been attributed to FMs in recent
studies and comments.

The stallholders’ survey asked respondents to list what they considered to
be the main benefits they received through their attendance at FMs (see Figure
6). By far the three most common benefits were:
 Advertising/promotion
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Alternative route to market %

Stallholder-owned retail outlet (e.g. farm shop, deli, butchers) 56

Independent retailer 45

Wholesaler 33

Foodservice company (including restaurants, catering suppliers) 31

Home delivery (e.g. internet sales, mail order, box schemes) 30

Supermarket 13

Food processor 8

Producer marketing group 5

Private sale to another farmer 5

Nowhere – sales would not happen 5

Other 3

Livestock mart 3

Events (e.g. fairs and shows) 3

Pick your own 2

Table 8. The route to market that FM sales would take in the absence of FMs
(% of respondents citing as the alternative to FM)
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Figure 6. Main benefits to stallholders of attending FMs.
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 Market research/product feedback
 Financial benefits, e.g. greater margins, lower overheads, increased sales.

A minority of respondents also cited the opportunity for networking and
social contact as one of the main benefits. These results are broadly consistent
with the findings reported in Table 7. Various other benefits were cited, such
as:
 Personal satisfaction
 Control of the entire (food production and marketing) process
 Resisting supermarkets
 Brings the next generation into the business

It should be noted that the actual benefits of FMs (to producers, consumers
or society in general) depend on what they are displacing, i.e. the net
cost/benefit of £1 spent at a FM instead of a supermarket is likely to be
different from the net cost/benefit of £1 spent at a FM instead of a family
bakers. This is because different routes to market have different costs and
benefits. For example, relative to family bakers, supermarket bakeries have the
advantage that they are more convenient in terms of their longer opening hours
but have the disadvantage (in terms of sustaining the local economy) that they
will have a smaller multiplier. The point is that the costs and benefits of any
route to market need to be measured relative to what they are displacing,
rather than in absolute terms.

In order to get some idea of what FMs are displacing, stallholders were
asked who they would sell their produce if they weren’t attending FMs. The
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Table 9. Percentage of respondents citing threats to the success of FMs

Managers
Threat % Threat %

Lack of stallholders 35 Bureaucracy/legislation 26

Competition from other markets 30 Poor product/stallholder integrity 24

Increasing costs 22 Competition 20

Volunteer fatigue 17 Consumer fatigue 16

Lack of customers 17 Brand dilution 16

Site related problems 17 Bad publicity 16

Other 13 Other 16

Economic downturn 13 Lack of stallholders/product variety 14

Bureaucracy/legislation 9 Costs 12

Poor PR of farming 9 Poor management 10

Local shops hostility 9 Oversupply of markets 10

Parking 4 Lack of Government support 6
Food scare 4 Poor marketing 6

Complacency 6

Financial viability 6
Stallholder fatigue 4

Economic downturn 2

Loss of producer control 2

Lack of innovation/freshness 2

Stallholders
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results (see Table 8) raise some interesting questions about displacement and
the net benefits of FMs. For example, what is the additional benefit (e.g. in
terms of increasing access to fresh produce) that FMs provide relative to
stallholder-owned retail, which they most commonly displace? Perhaps it
could be argued that FMs reach a wider range of consumers, such those
without access to cars, than farm shops. However, such assumptions lack an
empirical basis and merely highlight the need for further study of the effects of
displacement.

Threats
When asked if they felt that there were any threats to the success of their

markets (managers) or farmers’ markets in general (stallholders) the results
were virtually identical; 88% of managers and 89% of stallholders said yes.
However, the perceived threats were quite different (see Table 9).
Bureaucracy/legislation was the most commonly cited threat by stallholders.
This may reflect the ongoing debate regarding the influence that regulation,
and EU-derived legislation in particular, has on the performance of Scottish
agriculture. Concern has recently been expressed that the cumulative burden of
(EU) legislation in Scotland is “wearing farmers down more than low prices”
(Maxwell 2006). However, the extent to which the perceived regulatory
burden is reflected in the actual burden is open to question (MacLeod and
Bevan 2007). Managers also cited bureaucracy/legislation as a threat, but to a
lesser extent. Poor product/stallholder integrity (e.g. misuse of terms such as
“organic” and inappropriate trading practices) were cited by one in four
stallholders. This does not necessarily mean that products lacking integrity are
commonplace, rather that product and stallholder integrity were key to the FM
brand, and people are therefore sensitive about preserving them.

Competition was ranked highly in both surveys; however market managers
were concerned specifically about competition from other FMs, rather than
just competition in general. Concern about competition is understandable, and
probably healthy, given the competitive character of the food retailing sector.
Guthrie et al (2006) reported that the level of competition from other markets
was a critical determinant of the success of FMs in New Zealand; trade has
decreased at Havelock North Farmers’ Market, which has come under pressure
after the establishment of new farmers’ and craft markets.

Lack of stallholders was the threat most commonly cited by market
managers. The rapid expansion of the sector means that the demand for
stallholders has outstripped supply in some cases. FMs are one of a range of
routes to market, and will be more suitable for some producers than others.
Even for those producers who fit the bill, FMs are rarely an easy option. For
many they offer a modest profit in return for a day’s work. For those involved
in the organization of the market, the commitment extends beyond market day.
Volunteer fatigue was seen as a threat by several market managers, reflecting
the importance of the work undertaken by volunteers to the success of some
FMs. This unpaid work represents an avoided cost to the FM. Verhaegen and
Van Huylenbroeck (2001, p454) have argued that FMs need to have
contingency plans so that they can remain viable without volunteer support;
those that fail to do this expose themselves to:
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“difficulties or even failure of initiatives. A good historic example would
be the many Farmer’ Markets which started up in the 1980’s but
disappeared after the pioneers started to withdraw from participation”.

Interestingly, an economic downturn was not seen as a threat by many
managers or stallholders. This implies that they were either relaxed about the
effect that a recession would have on demand (i.e. that demand for FM’s was
income inelastic), or did not think a recession likely. It could be argued that the
fact that a food scare was not seen as a threat illustrates why survey results need
to be interpreted carefully. Surveys are only snapshots of a particular moment,
and can produce quite different results at different times. For example, if these
surveys were repeated in the aftermath of an E.coli incident or avian flu
outbreak it is unlikely that food scare would be mentioned by so few people.

Discussion: Emerging challenges for farmers’ markets
The survey results, combined with observation of the sector and informal

contact with FM stakeholders, have highlighted emerging challenges for FMs
in Scotland. These are discussed below.

1. Retaining critical mass
Lack of stallholders was frequently cited by market managers and

stallholders as a threat to success. If a critical mass of stalls and product types
is not achieved, a spiral of dwindling footfall leading to reduced stall turnover
and declining stall numbers can be set in motion. The results of the managers’
survey revealed that several markets are at, or near, the minimum number of
stalls required to remain viable. Most have room for extra stalls, however
expansion needs to be handled carefully in order to avoid adverse impacts on
the overall stall mix or the turnover per stall. The importance of this issue is
highlighted by the fact that having a balanced variety of produce was one of
the most commonly cited factors required for a successful market by both
market managers (65%) and stallholders (40%).

2. Maintaining the brand
Maintaining the integrity of the F M brand presents problems as there is no

copyright on the term “farmers’ market”. This means that anyone can set up a
market and call it a “farmers’ market” without any accreditation (unless they
are a member of SAFM) beyond meeting statutory requirements such as health
and safety standards. The brand is also under some pressure in light of the
adoption of regional/local branding by supermarkets and food companies. For
example, Heinz recently brought out a range of “Farmers’ Market” branded
soups “intended to capitalise on consumers’ move towards more adventurous
and authentic products” (Hickman 2007). Such initiatives underline the
challenge FMs face in differentiating themselves. In light of this, shopping at a
farmers’ market needs to be about more than the purchase of local food, and
part of the challenge is keeping the farmers’ market shopping experience
interesting. As Festing (1998 p49) concluded after studying FMs in the USA:
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“Perhaps the most important message, is that establishing a farmers’
market is not simply a matter of putting a few farmers in a town centre. US
farmers’ markets work because they are seen by consumers as something
special”

3. Costs
The cost of producing food in Scotland is likely to rise significantly in the

coming years as the prices of key inputs such as fuel and feed rise in response
to changing market conditions. Further cost increases may come from more
stringent regulation (for example in terms of pollution control and animal
welfare). The effects of these increases are difficult to predict and will depend
on the extent to which producers are affected by increasing costs, and their
ability to pass the costs on. It is possible that FM customers are less price-
sensitive, and will therefore provide greater scope for absorbing cost increases
than other routes to market. Nevertheless, increasing costs were seen as a
threat by both managers and stallholders (see Table 9). One area of concern is
the increasing cost of meat processing, which is a potential problem as meat
sales are seen as crucial to the success of farmers’ markets. As Jim Fairlie, the
founder of Perth Farmers’ Market noted “We (Perth farmers’ market) tried to
hold meat-free markets during foot and mouth disease, but they were
shambolic, rubbish” (Fairlie 2005).

4. Co-ordination and key decisions
The independence and diversity of farmers’ markets are important strengths,

however, they can also make a co-ordinated approach to the promotion of the
sector difficult. The diversity of the markets is reflected in the attitudes of
stallholders to some form of accreditation for farmers’ markets. When asked if
they thought that FMs should be accredited by a body such as Farma or SAFM,
half of the stallholders were undecided or opposed (see Figure 7). To date, FMs
have grown in a largely bottom-up, ad hoc fashion, however, there is evidence
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Figure 7. Stallholders’ responses to the statement:“Farmers’ markets should
be accredited by an organisation such as SAFM or Farma”
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that key decisions regarding the development strategy for farmers’ markets in
Scotland may need to be made in the short to medium term.

Example - produce type and provenance
There is currently a debate amongst farmers’ market stakeholders

regarding the types of produce that should be eligible for sale. Some have
argued that, in order to retain the integrity of the farmers’ market brand, the
items for sale should be limited to food products produced locally and/or by
the vendor. Others have argued that providing a certain amount of non-food
and non-local items enables farmers’ markets to innovate and meet emerging
customer demands, which they see as essential to the survival and growth of
farmers’ markets. Figures 8 and 9 show that while most stallholders disagree
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that farmers’ markets should be restricted to selling food and drink, they are
clearly divided in terms of attitudes towards product provenance. Part of the
divergence in views may be because of the different needs of farmers’ markets
in different areas. For example, while most stallholders may agree that it
would be desirable to only sell products of certain types from within a certain
radius, this may not be practical in some rural areas. As one respondent put it:

“In big cities with a varied hinterland it is easy to have strict rules on e.g.
mileage, no crafts. In more rural areas rules have to be flexible in order to
have a quota of stalls.”

Similar arguments have recently been reported in FMs in England, where
concern has been expressed that expansion of the sector may jeopardise its
local ethos (Morris 2007). Debates such as these are important in light of the
internal and external challenges faced by FMs. They need to be able to
respond to potential external threats such as the increasing use of regional
branding by supermarkets. They also need to reach consensus on the best ways
of meeting internal challenges such as the lack of certain product types or the
costs borne by volunteers involved in the organisation of markets.

Conclusions
The FMs sector has grown steadily to an estimated annual turnover of £6.6

– 7.1m since the first market was established in Scotland in 1999. Although
small compared to other food retail sectors, farmers’ markets appear to have
been successful in “putting the spring back in the step of Scottish
farming" (Scott 2004) by providing a much needed good news story after a
difficult period for farming in the late 1990’s. Various benefits have been
attributed to FMs, for example they have been seen as a way of reinvigorating
town centres and reconnecting urban and rural areas. However, few studies
account for the benefits that are lost when FMs displace consumption. In order
to get an accurate assessment of the net benefits of FMs, further research is
required to establish the displacement effects of FMs.

The farmers’ markets sector is complex and markets display considerable
variation, e.g. in terms of their origins, size, turnover, location, product range,
management, strengths and weaknesses, and perceived threats. A degree of
caution should therefore be exercised when drawing general conclusions about
“farmers’ markets”. Despite this, it is argued that the sector as a whole faces a
series of challenges:

 retaining critical mass;
 maintaining the “farmers’ markets” brand;
 managing costs;
 improving co-ordination.

There is evidence that key decisions regarding the development strategy
for FMs in Scotland may need to be made in the short to medium term.
Developing a strategy requires considerable coordination of effort; however
the heterogeneity of farmers’ markets - arguably one of their main strengths –
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can make co-ordination a challenge. Coordination is important as many
markets are in competition for customers and stallholders. Some form of
annual audit of FMs could help planning by, for example, identifying areas
where the lack of stallholders means that a new market, or expansion of an
existing market, could threaten the viability of other markets. Understanding
your market - in terms of consumers, networks and competitors - is recognized
as one of the keys of successful marketing (Lamb and Taylor 2007) and is
important if FMs are to survive and prosper in the competitive food retail
marketplace.

FMs need to find ways of maintaining the difference between themselves
and other routes to market. This task is complicated by the lack of copyright
on the term “Farmers’ Market”, which means that competitors can use the
term in their marketing despite having no connection with FMs. Some form of
FM accreditation scheme may help protect the brand, however support for this
appears to be mixed at present.

It is difficult to give any concise suggestions as to how FMs deal with the
issue of increasing costs as the effect of a fuel price rise or new regulation will
affect different stallholders in different ways, depending on their product, type
of enterprise, location, competitors etc. One initiative that may be of help
would be for producers to have access to guideline information regarding the
costs and benefits of the routes to market open to them. While the choice of
route to market may not be based solely on financial criteria, a sound grasp of
the likely returns should be an integral part of the decision.

Finally, the development of FMs in other countries may provide some
useful ideas for overcoming the challenges facing FMs in Scotland. For
example, in the USA, where FMs have existed since the 1970s, evening
markets have been initiated in order to fit in with people’s lifestyles. In New
Zealand, Hastings Farmers Market has responded to increased competition by
encouraging stallholders to specialize and focus on unusual products (Guthrie
et al 2006). Such experience represents an opportunity to replicate the
successes and avoid the pitfalls that others have faced.
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APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONS ASKED IN FARMERS’
MARKETS ORGANISERS’ SURVEY

Part 1: Market Origins

1. What is the official name of the market?
2. In which year was the market established
3. Who established the market?

(please give the name of the individual and/or organisation)
4. What do you think were the main reasons for setting up the market?

Part 2: Market Operation and Management

5. Where does the market take place? (please give the town name and
specific locality, e.g. Edinburgh, above Castle Terrace car park)

6. Timing

6a. Does the market operate all year round?
6b. How often does the market occur? (please tick a box)
6c. On which day(s), and at what times does the market take place?

7. Stalls

7a. On average, how many stalls are there at the market?
7b. What is the largest and smallest number of stalls you have had at the

market during the last 12 months?
7c. What would you estimate to be the maximum number of stalls you could

accommodate at the market (on the present site)?
7d. What would you consider to be the minimum number of stalls the

market needs to remain viable?

8. Products

8a. Please tick all the products that are sold at this market
8b. Is there a shortage of suppliers for particular types of produce at the

market?

9. What would you estimate to be the average turnover of the market in one
day?
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10. Which of the following categories best describes the way in which the
market is managed?

Managed privately by local volunteer(s)
Managed by a commercial operator
Managed by a government body or agency

Local Authority
Local Enterprise Company
City Centre Management Co.
Other

Managed by a co-operative formed by the producers/stallholders
Other (please describe)

Part 3: The Way Ahead for Farmers’ Markets

11. What do you consider to be the main strengths of your market?

12. What do you consider to be the main weaknesses of your market?

13. Do you feel there are any threats to the success of your market?

14. How would you define a “successful farmers’ market”?

15. What do you consider to be the most important features required for a
successful market?
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APPENDIX 2: QUESTIONS ASKED IN FARMERS’
MARKETS STALLHOLDERS’ SURVEY2

Information about your attendance at farmers’ markets

1. In which year did your business start selling at farmers markets?
2. What were the main reasons you decided to start selling at farmers’

markets?
In which region is your business based?

4a. How often does your business attend farmers’ markets?
4b. Which farmers’ market(s) do you regularly sell at ?

5. Which products do you sell at farmers’ markets?

6. What would you estimate your average turnover from a typical day at a
farmers’ market to be?

7. Approximately what percentage of your total turnover do sales at
farmers’ markets represent?

8. Approximately how far is your round trip to and from the farmers’
market, and how long does the journey take?

9. If you were not attending farmers’ markets, to whom would you sell the
produce you presently sell at farmers’ markets?

a supermarket
an independent retailer
a foodservice company (including catering)
a food processor or manufacturer
a wholesaler
a producer marketing group
private sale to another farmer
a farm shop
via home delivery (e.g. internet sales, box schemes)
via a pick your own scheme
Other (please specify)
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Your views on farmers’ markets

10. Which category or categories best describes your preferred form of
market management?

Managed privately by local volunteer(s)
Managed by a commercial operator
Managed by a government body or agency
(e.g. a Local Authority or Town Centre Management Company)
Managed by a co-operative formed by the producers/stallholders
Other (please describe)
Don’t know

11. What do you consider to be the main benefits you receive through your
attendance at farmers’ markets?

12. What do you consider to be the main strengths of farmers’ markets for
stallholders?

13. What do you consider to be the main weaknesses of farmers’ markets for
stallholders?

14. Do you feel there are any threats to the success of farmers’ markets?

15. What do you consider to be the most important features required for
successful farmers’ market?

16. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with following
statements by circling the appropriate response.

Other comments –please use the space below to add any additional comments.

Agree
strongly

Agree Undecided Disagree Disagree
strongly

Farmer’s markets should only sell products
sourced locally (i.e. within 50 miles)

1 2 3 4 5

Farmers’ markets should only sell food and
drink products

1 2 3 4 5

Farmers’ markets should be accredited by an
industry body (such as Farma or SAFM)

1 2 3 4 5

Stalls should be staffed by people directly in
production

1 2 3 4 5
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STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF FARM BUSINESSES:
THE ROLE OF STRATEGY TOOLS WITH PARTICULAR

REFERENCE TO THE BALANCED SCORECARD

N. Shadbolt

Strategic management has been described as being different from other levels of management
in several ways. It is non-routine, non-programmable, unique and creative, more ambiguous,
uncertain and complex than ‘operational’ management and yet it has the greatest impact on
the future of the business. There are a number of strategy tools available that can be used by
farm businesses to guide strategic thinking, strategic decision-making and strategy
implementation. The range of strategy tools used by rural professionals is not wide; of
particular note is the observed misuse of the SWOT analysis with subsequent poor
identification of external opportunities. The use of the balanced scorecard (BSC) tool is
described and how it has been adapted for use in farm and ranching businesses discussed. To
be successful, both farm and non-farm businesses can and have utilised the flexibility provided
by the BSC tool to design a framework that fits their purpose and delivers to their vision.

Keywords: strategic management, strategy tools, balanced scorecard, perspectives

Introduction
Strategic management has been described as being different from other

levels of management in several ways. It is non-routine, non-programmable,
unique and creative (Harrison, 1999), more ambiguous, uncertain and complex
than ‘operational’ management (Johnson et al, 2005) and yet it has the greatest
impact on the future of the business (Shadbolt & Bywater, 2005).

The three levels of management are operational (technical), tactical
(‘middle’ management) and strategic (leadership). As described by Shadbolt &
Bywater, 2005:

“The premise of an operation is that it is a well defined task. Similarly, but
to a lesser extent, the premise of a tactic is that there is a plan and that
systems are put in place to minimise variances from the plan. The premise
of a strategic management system, however, is quite the opposite; strategy
has been described as being more about the unknown than the known.
Strategy defines the logical case for how value will be created for
shareholders, it will define actions and resource use but, inevitably, it is
based on a set of assumptions about the future that must be put to the
test.”

Distinction between levels can be lost when the most frequent issues that,
by definition, will be operational ones dominate over less frequent ones
(Shadbolt & Rawlings, 2001, Doonan, 2001).
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Process and characteristics
Management is the continuous process of planning, implementation and

control. Strategic management has been defined as the process of planning,
implementing and controlling cross-functional decisions that enable the
organisation to define and achieve its mission to create value (David, 2005;
Porth, 2003). The strategic management process as illustrated in Figure 1
might appear to be a defined and formal process but research into smaller
businesses has identified that in practice it can be haphazard and informal
(Cuthbert & Johnston, 1997).

Tanewski et al (2000) found that significant predictors of business
planning amongst farmers included level of farm entrepreneurship, perceptions
of environmental uncertainty and farm owner’s internal locus of control.

While it is not the purpose of this paper to describe in detail the strategic
management process it is relevant to dwell for a moment on the ‘vision’ stage.
There is significant debate in the literature as to what constitutes a mission and
a vision, for family businesses this author prefers to take the Johnson et al
(2005) approach of ensuring the core values of the business (and family) are
understood and reconciled before defining what they term the ‘organisational
purpose’. Family businesses frequently have stakeholders with opposing value
sets so it is important that those differences are recognised before a value set
relevant to the business is devised.

Studies of farmers’ goals and values discussed by Gasson and Errington
(1993) identify that intrinsic aspects of being a farmer typically are ranked
higher than the instrumental aspects. They conclude that automony,
independence, survival and succession thus mingle with the more orthodox
economic issues. This phenomenum is not unique to farming; in research with
small to medium size enterprises (SMEs) it has been noted that owner
intentions and attitudes along with the influence of lifestyle are critical factors
in business growth (Lewis, 2006, McMahan, 2001, Massey et al, 2003) The
business culture, owners/managers as economic agents, lifestyle, and/or
security all influence the decision making of managers of these firms.
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As pointed out by Giles and Stansfield (1990) objectives in this context are
never likely to be in the singular and are seldom likely to be simple. There will
always be conflicts and compromises. Atkinson (2006) identifies from the
literature that in all businesses, regardless of size, strategic change requires a
shared vision and consensus; failures are inevitable if competence,
coordination and commitment are lacking.

Another aspect of strategic management requiring note is that although
Figure 1 would indicate that strategy implementation is simply a matter of
doing what is crafted, in practice, it is less straightforward. What is intended is
not always possible and sometimes what might have seemed impossible
becomes possible. Mintzberg and Waters (1985) differentiate intended
strategies as patterns of decisions and realised strategies as patterns of
actions. The comparison among intended and realised strategies, has allowed
researchers to distinguish deliberate strategies, realised as intended, from
emergent strategies, patterns realised despite, or in the absence of, intentions.
Also all or part of an intended strategy might be unrealised (Mintzberg &
Waters, 1985).

According to Porth (2003), realised strategy is a combination of rational
planning and spontaneous, opportunistic thinking. A useful by-product of the
strategic planning process therefore is that it sensitises the business to its
capabilities and environment and improves its ability to execute strategy, it is
this ability that Kaplan & Norton (2000) maintain is more important than the
strategy itself. In academia there is some debate about which comes first, the
deliberate strategy or the emergent strategy. A sequence of strategic activities
is the connection between actions and thoughts (Mintzberg, 1994). Canales
and Vilá (2005) state that “The nature of this sequence will determine which
approach – emergent or deliberate – best fits the flow of strategic activities”.
Thinking will lead to action which is in line with the deliberate view, however
if actions do not follow from prior thought then “thinking will be seen as a
sense making process following from action”. This second view is in line with
the emergent view of strategy formation.

Failure to implement intended strategy can also be the result of poor
management. Atkinson (2006) concludes that key implementation issues such
as communication, identifying relevant performance indicators, the role of
middle managers and the role of strategic control systems have been identified
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as being critical. Her review of the literature highlights that the major
challenges to overcome are more cultural and behavioural in nature including
poor communication and diminished feelings of ownership and commitment.

She identifies that strategic controls are especially required to provide a
balance between longer-term organisational goals and shorter-term operational
demands and concludes that strategic control systems to be effective must
address “the tension between the rigour necessary for effective strategy
implementation and the flexibility required for timely strategic adjustment”. In
other words emergent strategies must be able to be recognised and actioned
within the discipline necessary to implement intended strategy.

The key words describing strategic management are summarised below
from a literature review by Haapasalo et al (2006):

▪ Continuous – the plan is not the final product
▪ Systematic – the process has a deliberate and specific methodology and

sequence of events
▪ Process – the value of planning lies more in the journey than the destination

– from teamwork, vision and commitment gained through the process
▪ People – the process must involve the right people
▪ Decisions – decisions must be made as a result – “decision making is the

most significant activity engaged in by managers”, Harrison (1999)
▪ Outcomes – the effects of the business on its customers and the outside

world
▪ How outcomes are to be accomplished – select the road that will get you

there
▪ How success is measured and evaluated – the plan will describe intended

future outcomes either quantitatively or qualitatively, it always defines
criteria for success

Strategy Tools

A strategy tool is described by Knott (2006) as a tool that encompasses the
full range of concepts, ideas, techniques and approaches that structure or
influence strategic activity. They are used to guide strategic thinking, strategic
decision-making and strategy implementation. He states that according to
surveys, strategy tools are extensively used by businesses and are also a key
component of typical MBA strategy teaching and the associated texts. Based
on the overview of strategic management in the previous section one would
expect these tools to assist managers in the more challenging tasks such as:

understanding the strategic management process

ensuring the core values of the business (and family) are
understood and reconciled

defining organisational purpose – a shared vision and consensus

sensitising the business to its capabilities and environment
crafting strategy and prioritising actions
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identifying strategic control systems

There have been various initiatives taken to improve farmer strategic
management skills in recent years. These have been driven either by
government and industry bodies or by rural professionals independently, the
author has been involved directly or indirectly both as a facilitator and a
recipient of a wide number of these initiatives, her observations of these is
provided within the context of each tool. The range of tools they espouse is not
wide but there is differing emphasis on each stage in the process (Figure 1).

Many of the programmes and courses developed for farmers have been
designed to introduce them to the process, often in study groups or at one to
two day courses, for example the strategic planning programme described by
Bergevoet et al (2005). In so doing the emphasis has been on devising a plan
‘..if it isn’t written down it will not happen..’ The deliberate approach to
strategy formation has dominated with many, often with an undue emphasis on
decomposition resulting in the most operational steps receiving the most
attention (Mintzberg, 1990). The risk of this compartmentalisation is that
strategic planning can be reduced to little more than a numbers game or a box
ticking exercise, with little to do with strategy. Recognizing the role of both
the deliberate and the emerging view in strategy formation is essential if the
programme is to improve the skills of strategic management. Enabling
managers to recognize emergent strategy as it evolves and providing them
with the skills to capture it within the confines of the ‘business plan’ should be
a key outcome.

Knott (2006) identifies various dimensions of strategy tools and then
combines them into five generic modes of tool application. These are listed
below and their application in farm management is reviewed where applicable.

Analytical mode
This looks in detail at a specified aspect of the problem and seeks to

generate specific output using a defined method (Knott, 2006). An example of
this mode is the 5-forces model for industry competition (Porter,1980). It
provides an explanation of the competitive, profit eroding, forces impacting on
a business. The use of the 5-forces model in farm management tends to be as
an aid to the situation analysis (external audit) stage, specifically to gain a
better understanding of the industry and the place of the farm in the supply
chain. Although Knott (2006) states that normally the same five forces are
always used Nell & Napier (2005) have modified and extended them to six
and present them within the context of the macro-environmental PESTE
analysis.

Dynamic mode
A dynamic application focuses on the drivers of the evolution of a firm or

its environment. Concepts that lend themselves to this type of application
include the industry life cycle (Porter, 1980) and strategic intent (Hamel and
Prahalad, 1989) both of which are sometimes found in farm management
applications. Knott (2006) states neither this dynamic nor the static analytical
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mode can predict or cope with major discontinuities but are useful as a
decision support tool in that they can provide reasoned justification for
expecting certain events and trends.

Metaphorical mode
Metaphorical applications are used to inspire fresh thinking about a

situation and possible responses. Knott (2006) states the power of metaphors
lies in their expression of experiential knowledge, their value lies in
expression and thought processes. Various forms of them are found in farm
management applications particularly when assisting farmers identify their
vision and mission and most often in a group setting.

Facilitative mode
Facilitative applications aid the strategy activity by fostering creativity and

structuring communication. Suited to strategy workshops, techniques often
used in this mode include SWOT and TOWS techniques and scenario
planning. Knott (2006) states the categories they provide can be used to inspire
expansive, divergent thinking about possible future strategies, but can also
bound thinking, the outcome can be driven by the perspective held by
participants at a point in time. He concludes that the value gained from a
facilitative application is often as much in the understanding gained by
participants as in any specific outcome. The SWOT technique is used for
situation analysis in all the farm management programmes observed although
in one instance it was also used as a tool to explore implementation options for
goals. The premise on which the SWOT is based (internal analysis to identify
Strengths and Weaknesses, and external analysis to identify Opportunities and
Threats) was not always clearly defined or understood. As the SWOT was
mostly carried out in workshop conditions the ability to “inspire expansive,
divergent thinking about possible future strategies” was limited by the
knowledge held by the participants at the time. It is the authors observation
that SWOT analyses are often found that are severely imbalanced and lacking
an external focus. Take as examples the two SWOT analyses presented in
Appendix A, they were presented at ‘Farmer of the Year’ field days which are
public events at which information and strategies of the winners of the
competition are discussed. The internal analysis is fairly robust for each farm
and the threats are identified but the opportunities listed do not reflect any
depth of external analyses. Too frequently the SWOT is used just to list a
range of obvious features about the business with little thought going in to
whether the items listed provide any particular competitive strength or
weakness to the business. The external audit is often poor and too narrow in its
focus; the opportunities section is used to list a range of options for the
business to think about (created as a response to internal and external issues)
rather than being an appreciation of the external issues that have a positive
impact on the business. This lack of rigour in SWOT analyses is of concern as
the tool is not being used to ‘inspire expansive, divergent thinking’ but is just
confirming business as usual. It is this author’s observation that for those
farmers unfamiliar with their business’s health, at the strategic level, and
unaware of the strategic relevance of external issues the goals they devise are
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nothing more than a wish list.
Ongoing situation analysis is the cornerstone to sensitising the business to

its capabilities and environment and improves its ability to recognise emergent
and execute realised strategy. According to McLeod & Schell (2001)
successful strategic planning is influenced much more by external sources of
data than internal; a SWOT analysis that fails to rigorously review external
issues and identify opportunities from them is limiting the scope of the
business to identify useful strategy.

Interventionist mode
Interventionist tool applications involve using ideas as a blueprint for

action rather than simply as an input to decision making. Knott (2006) states
they are useful when a tool suggests better performing processes or a defined
approach with which participants can identify; he identifies tools in this mode
to include the balanced scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1992), total quality
management and benchmarking (Camp, 1989). Various farm management
applications of the balanced scorecard have been reported in the literature
(Shadbolt & Rawlings, 2001, Shadbolt et al, 2003, Lund, 2003, Lourenzani et
al, 2005, Dunn et al, 2006). Subsequent sections discuss the balanced
scorecard in further detail.

The Balanced Scorecard
A range of new strategy tools and performance measurement frameworks

have evolved to assist strategy implementation. Non-financial measures have
combined with or replaced traditional financial orientated metrics as strategic
controls providing useful short-term targets on the long-term strategic road
(Bungay & Goold, 1991).
One such tool, the balanced scorecard, devised by Kaplan and Norton (1992),
was proposed as an approach to tracking a firm’s performance that takes into
account process, innovation and customer objectives as well as the financial
position. In working with the scorecard they also found it performed an
integrative function by bringing together disparate measures in a single report,
and hence helped the senior management team to clarify and operationalise
strategy (Knott, 2006). They devised a scorecard with four perspectives that
permitted a balance to be struck between short and long-term objectives,
between desired outcomes and the performance drivers of those outcomes and
between hard objective measures and the softer, more subjective, measures
(Haapsalo, 2006). In response to the ‘emergent’ versus ‘intended’ strategy
tension they also claimed that the balanced scorecard

“…provides a framework for managing the implementation of strategy
while also allowing the strategy itself to evolve in response to changes in
the company’s competitive market and technological environment…”
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996)

Some authors suggest having only four perspectives is a weakness in the
BSC. Haapasalo et al (2006) identify additional perspectives could be human
resources, environmental and supplier perspectives and innovation processes
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and then explain how each can be included in one or two of the original
perspectives. (Gifford, 2000) added a fifth ‘core values’ perspective, Russell
(2003) added a supplier perspective in automobile companies, and Maltz
(2003) suggested a BSC modified model with 5 dimensions, namely, finance,
market, process, people and future. Similarly, Creelman (1998) empathises
that organizations should not blindly adopt the normal four balanced scorecard
perspectives, but rather choose the number of perspectives that reflect their
own strategic needs. Working with on-farm agribusinesses Shadbolt et al
(2003) found an extension of the customer perspective to include the suppliers,
more of a supply chain approach, was relevant as was an extension of the
shareholder/financial perspective to include non-financial shareholder goals
such as lifestyle and environmental/ethical issues. Dunn et al (2006) captured
these issues by suggesting six perspectives suitable for ranch strategic
management to ensure the lifestyle and environmental (natural resources)
aspects of the business were given equal weight as the more traditional
financial, livestock production, customer and learning and growth.

The term ‘Balanced Scorecard’ reflects the balance between short- and
long-term goals, financial and non-financial measures, outcome (lag) and
driver (lead) indicators, and external and internal performance perspectives
(Hepworth, 1998). It provides a balanced organisational assessment by
recognising a variety of stakeholder views. Key metrics are also specified for
each goal, if too many metrics are defined in a BSC it easily turns into a
monitoring system; if it is to be used effectively as a management tool with
strategic purposes the number of metrics must be low (Haapasalo et al, 2006).
If the BSC becomes too complex the ability to be flexible and capture
emergent strategies will be lost. The metrics must evolve as the organisation
changes, it is not recommended that industry or other company/farmer metrics
be used.

Having a sound vision for the business is the key to the success of the BSC
(Haapasalo el al, 2006). A common vision is a challenge in farm family
businesses so a solution proposed by Andersson (2002) was to separate visions
for business and for farm family lifestyle issues and to add a fifth perspective
to the BSC, called ‘life’. However to have two visions could be divisive and
lead to family business dysfunction; Atkinson (2006) states for all businesses,
regardless of size, strategic change requires a shared vision and consensus.

The BSC requires systematic strategic planning activity and a holistic
approach. Kaplan & Norton (1996) suggested the BSC be viewed as a
template not a strait-jacket (as interpreted by Voelpel et al, 2006) so it has the
flexibility and adaptive capacity Knott (2006) suggests is critical to its
successful application in an organisation.

When used to describe and explore strategic management on farms
agribusinesses (Shadbolt & Rawling, 2001, Shadbolt et al, 2003) it has proven
to provide an acceptable framework with which to capture the more holistic
nature of farm systems and enable both financial and non-financial (including
non-business) goals to be managed. Shadbolt (2004) further suggests how, in a
policy context it can provide a framework to enable a specific plan, such as an
environmental plan, to fit within the overall business. Similarly Lourenzani et
al (2005) in their work with rural firms in Brazil describe it as an efficient tool
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to concentrate and control the financial and non-financial aspects of the firm.
In Denmark they are using the BSC as a strategy tool in extension work with
farmers aiming to improve strategic planning (Lund, 2003) and in the Ukraine
it is also being implemented with farms (Lissitsa, 2005).

Conclusions
It is important to recognise that a strategy tool is likely to assist with part

of the activity rather than provide a substitute for the capabilities and
experience of the manager, it does not provide a blueprint but can act as a
guide to thinking and a starting point for structuring the activity (Knott, 2006).
There is a risk that the tool or framework that a manager uses will channel or
constrain thinking as it focuses and guides in which case alternative tools or
adaptation of the tool may be required to ensure robust strategy is crafted.
Rural professionals working with farmers should assist their clients to be
continuously sensitised to their farm’s capabilities and external environment
so as to develop useful SWOT analyses and be able to recognise emergent
strategy as it appears.

The section on the Balanced Scorecard should be read with the above
caution in mind; the tool is not a recipe for success but a means by which a
business can assess its direction, craft strategy and define success. However
the BSC has evolved into a useful framework as it forces the perspectives of
human resources (innovation, continuous improvement and learning), internal
processes (turning inputs into outputs), the market (customer relationships,
product and service criteria) and shareholders (profitability, return on assets,
wealth, non-financial and ethical goals) to be managed simultaneously and the
linkages between them to be determined (Shadbolt, 2004). The BSC used by
farm managers would provide an on-going learning opportunity for the farm as
it facilitates in-depth discussion about the business’ vision, strategy and
critical success factors and translating them into specific measures and
objectives in action.
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ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PAYMENT DECOUPLING IN
A CASE STUDY REGION IN GERMANY1
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Kathrin Happe, Martin Damgaard, Amanda Osuch

The paper explores the ecological effects of a policy change from coupled direct payments to
decoupled single farm payments in a case study region in Germany. Since decoupling is
expected to affect agricultural production and trade, both statically with respect to the
incentive prices of agricultural inputs or outputs, and dynamically with respect to their
investment decisions, we have developed a modelling approach that is built on two micro-
economic models – AgriPoliS (agent-based) and MODAM (linear programming + fuzzy-logic-
based environmental impact assessment). The model linking makes it possible to analyse
dynamically both structural change of the farming sector and agricultural-management-
related environmental impacts. Our analysis comes to ambiguous results. In comparison to
Agenda 2000, payment decoupling leads to greater land abandonment and reduced stocking
numbers, especially in the beef sector. On arable land, the trend goes towards intensification,
while on grassland cross-compliance leads to a more extensive agricultural management.

Keywords: payment decoupling, environmental impact assessment, indicators

Introduction
Agricultural intensification, over-production and export dumping in

Europe as induced by the old CAP have long been viewed critical. The old
CAP (Agenda 2000 and before) had been designed to insulate producers from
fluctuations in market prices and raise farm household incomes with negative
impacts on developing countries and on the environment. As a result of this
objective, producers of certain farm commodities were subsidized with
payments linked to commodity prices and production levels. In responding to
the distorted market signals, farmers produced a different mix of commodities
than they would with no market distortions. In June 2003 a new CAP has been
adopted due to stronger interest in market liberalization and obligations under
multilateral trade agreements. An important element of this latest reform
besides market measures (mainly confined to the cereals sector) and a
strengthening of the second pillar - is to “decouple” farm income support from
prices or production. Decoupled payments are implemented as lump-sum
payments either per acre or per farm, based on historical plantings of program
crops and yields. The objective of decoupled payments which are linked to the
respect of basic environmental, food safety and animal welfare standards is to
gear the CAP more towards consumers and taxpayers, while at the same time
removing market distorting signals (OECD 2001).

Existing studies come to the conclusion that payment decoupling in
general will have positive impacts on the environment. The expected positive
environmental benefit arises because decoupling should lead farmers to more
extensive production, thus reducing pressure on natural resources. Decoupling
may have positive impacts on biodiversity and soils but less high impacts in
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terms of landscape, water and climate change and air quality DEFRA (2002).
According to Donnellan and Hanrahan (2003), the policy change will lead to a
substantial reduction in the contribution made by agriculture to greenhouse gas
emissions mainly due to lower total stock numbers. To meet the non-rotational
set aside requirement to receive the payments, farmers are expected to take
their least productive (or higher cost) land out of production which should also
be accompanied by positive environmental effects (CRER 2003).

In this paper, we analyse the environmental effects of payment
decoupling by looking at a case study region in eastern Germany (Ostprignitz-
Ruppin, abbreviated OPR). The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
introduce our case study region, followed by the description of the modelling
approach and model settings of the two scenarios BAS, which simulates an
assumed continuation of the Agenda 2000 policy, and REF, which simulates a
policy change from Agenda 2000 to decoupled single farm payments. In
section 3, we present the results of the outcomes of the two scenarios with
respect to structural change and agricultural land use. The discussion in
section 4 is organized along three questions: Firstly, does a decoupling of
direct payments lead to more extensive production in the considered region?
Second, do the farms abandon agricultural land in marginal areas? And third,
what are the ecological effects in the areas that remain in production? In the
conclusions, we come to a closing overall evaluation by summarizing key
findings.

Methods

Case study region

The case study region Ostprignitz-Ruppin (OPR) covers about 2510 km²
and is situated in northeastern Germany in the federal state of Brandenburg,
Germany. OPR is sparsely populated (43 inhabitants per km²) and dominated
by agricultural land use. About 35 % of the total area are arable land and
almost 14 % are meadows and pastures. Especially the southern part of the
region is rich in grassland, while the northern part is characterised by a high
share of forests and woodland. The overall landscape structure is versatile
including water bodies, heath land and swamp areas. In 2003, the region’s
agricultural land was under the management of overall 585 farms. The land
provides rather disadvantageous conditions for crop production due to the
sandy soils and the low yearly precipitation, which amounts to only 520 mm
per year on average. Although 60 % of the farms in the region are smaller than
50 ha the average farm size of 200 ha is well above the average farm size of 24
ha in western Germany (MLUV 2006).

Modelling approach

The modelling approach constitutes of two models: AgriPoliS
(Agricultural Policy Simulator) and MODAM (Multi-Objective Decision
Support Tool for Agro-ecosystem Management).

The spatial and dynamic agent-based model AgriPoliS simulates the
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future structural development of farms based on economic considerations (cf.
Happe et al. 2006). To accomplish this task each farm is represented by an
individually acting agent that acts and interacts within an environment
consisting of other farms, factor and product markets, and space. Farm
activities encompass land use and production decisions, rental activities,
labour allocation decisions, and investments. The entire system is embedded
within the overall economic, political, and technological framework
conditions. During the simulation, a farm develops endogenously. It can
change its characteristics such as size, labour endowment, specialisation and
production activities in response to changes in its environment influenced by
the technological and political settings. Thus, some farms will thrive and
continue farming from one period to the next others may exit depending on
alternative options for using their resources. Farms exit if their profits are
below the opportunity costs or if the farm becomes illiquid. The spatial
component of AgriPoliS is grid-based and considers each individual plot as a
standardised spatial entity (cell) of a specific size (1 ha). Cells can represent
different land characteristics. For OPR, we consider arable land of three
qualities (SRI 25 2- very low yield potential; SRI 38 - low yield potential; SRI
50 - medium yield potential) and two types of grassland (extensive and
intensive). The plots can be owned or rented by the farms. Depending on data
availability, the spatial grid can be initialised based on soil maps.
Alternatively, space can represent key spatial statistics. The representation of
farms in the case study region in the model is based on FADN data. Farms are
allocated on the spatial grid based on farm characteristics (Kjeldsen et al.
2006). AgriPoliS is simulated for 15 time periods starting in with the base year
2001. The policy change from Agenda 2000 (BAS) to decoupled payments
(REF) sets in after three periods (see Table 1 for the policy settings in the two
scenarios). In period 5 and 9, respectively, the current structural characteristics
of individual farms with respect to farmed arable and grassland, labour input,

animals kept and crops grown, etc. are passed on to MODAM for a detailed
simulation of the land use related environmental impacts.

The spatial linear programming model MODAM (Zander 2003, Zander
and Kächele 1999) has been developed for the analysis of relations between
economic and ecological objectives in agricultural land use. MODAM is based
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Scenario Policy settings

BAS Agenda 2000
crop and livestock specific premiums
set aside minimum (10 %) and maximum constraints (33 %)

REF Decoupled single farm payment
no crop or livestock specific premiums
only minimum set aside constraints
single farm payment based on historical payments under Agenda 2000
minimum care on grassland obligatory to get the premium

Table 1. Policy settings

2. Soil rating index.
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on a highly disaggregated region-specific variety of production alternatives for
agricultural crop, fodder and livestock production. Based on the economically
and ecologically evaluated production alternatives linear programming models
are generated that maximize the decision unit’s economic performance (either
farm or region). MODAM’s plant production consists of cropping practices, a
cropping practice being the sum of all single work steps that are necessary to
grow a certain crop with an expected yield level on a specific site-type. The
ecological evaluation in MODAM is indicator-based and makes use of a
fuzzy-logic-based assessment approach. The approach is based on expert
knowledge and data gained from literature reviews (cf. Sattler et al. 2006).
Fuzzy-logic is a concept derived from classical set theory and binary or two-
valued logic that has been introduced by Zadeh (1965) and (1994). Fuzzy-
logic is a suitable concept when only uncertain information and imprecise data
are available, which is often true regarding the knowledge we have about how
different forms of agricultural land use affect the abiotic and biotic
environment.
The assessment makes use of rule-based algorithms and can be run with
comparatively fewer data than process-orientated models. Fuzzy-logic has
been used in quite a number of studies dealing with environmental impact
assessment, for instance to model soil erosion (Mitra et al. 1998), to calculate
nitrate leaching (Mertens and Huwe 2002), to evaluate pesticide use options
(Werf and Zimmer 1996), to assess the marginality of agricultural land use
(Cassel-Gintz et al. 1997). The model development for the fuzzy-based
environmental impact assessment follows a cyclic procedure. In a first step, a
prototype model is elaborated based on literature studies and expert
questioning, using the method of rapid prototyping (Gottlob et al. 1990).
Relevant influencing factors are identified and the inter-dependencies are
defined using if-then-conditions. The prototype development is followed by an
adaptation and refinement procedure of the assessment modules through
expert validation (Reus et al. 2002).

Result of the assessment is a one-dimensional site-specific index value,
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Abbrev. Environmental goal/Indicator

NO3 Lower risk of nitrate leaching to groundwater

NP Lower risk of nutrient (N/P) entries into surface waters

Pest Lower risk of pesticide entries into ground- and surface waters

GWR Improve potential for groundwater recharge/proliferation

WaEro Lower risk of water erosion

Amph Improve habitat potential for red belly toad (amphibians)

Sky Improve habitat potential for skylarks (field breeding bird)

Hare Improve habitat potential for field hares (mammal)

Hover Improve habitat potential for hover flies (beneficial insect)

Flora Improve habitat potential for wild flora species (fall germinating)

Table 2. Overview of indicators and related environmental goals
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the Index of Goal Attainment (IGA), ranging between zero and one. The term
‘goal attainment’ refers to indicator-related goal definitions, such as
‘prevention of nitrate leaching’ or ‘enhancement of habitat quality for
skylarks’. IGAs are calculated for each cropping practice in MODAM. The
closer the index value is to one the higher is the assessed suitability of a
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BAS00 BAS05 REF05 BAS09 REF09

UAA [ha] 120,957 115,577 110,561 113,498 98,715

Arable land [ha] 88,506 88,506 85,562 88,475 80,491

Grassland [ha] 32,417 23,793 24,999 20,679 18,224

Number of farms [n] 585 331 407 227 286

Average farm size [ha] 206 349 271 499 345

Farms per category [n]:

Arable 99 127 309 121 206

Cattle 357 112 - 37 -

Dairy 72 54 60 41 53

Mixed 49 27 9 18 6

Pigs 8 11 29 10 21

Animals kept [n]: r

Dairy cows 12,066 8,765 12,766 8,077 12,379

Suckler cows 16,623 2,962 0 2,848 0

Beef cattle 16,196 4,461 0 288 0

Pigs for fattening 11,616 7,439 4,439 2,042 2,044

Sows 3,673 2,057 2,057 1,324 1,324

Table 3. Regional characteristics by scenarioo

Site type BAS00 BAS05 REF05 BAS09 REF09

Arable land (soil fer-
tility 25) [ha]

3073 3073
(+/- 0)

2783
(-290)

3073
(+/- 0)

2509
(-564)

Arable land (soil fer-
tility 38) [ha]

83773 83773
(+/- 0)

81119
(-2654)

83742
(-31)

76354
(-7419)

Arable land (soil fer-
tility 50) [ha]

1660 1660
(+/- 0)

1660
(+/- 0)

1660
(+/- 0)

1628
(-32)

Extensive grassland
[ha]

9472 7754
(-1718)

7335
(-2137)

6779
(-2693)

5549
(-3923)

Intensive grassland
[ha]

22979 19317
(-3662)

17664
(-5315)

18244
(-4735)

12675
(-10304)

Table 4. U A A by site type.
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certain production practice to contribute to goal attainment. For OPR, up to
now assessment modules for five abiotic and five biotic indicators have been
implemented (see Table 2).

Results

Structural change in OPR

Table 3 gives an overview on the structural development of the farms in
the region for the respective scenario and time step, starting from an initial
number of 585 farms in BAS00. The scenario name is composed of the
scenario itself and the respective time step, period 5 reflecting the short-term
effects two years after the policy change, and period 9 reflecting rather long-
term effects. Both scenarios cannot slow down overall structural change. The
number of farms decreases considerably both in the short and in the long-term,
while at the same time average farm size increases. Comparing both policies,
the effect is more pronounced in the baseline scenario, while under decoupling
comparatively more farms stay in the sector.

Additionally, a decline in utilized agricultural area (UAA) can be
observed. This effect is more pronounced in the REF scenario, in period 5
UAA has decreased by almost 9 % (BAS05: 4 %), in period 9 by even 18 %
(BAS09: 6 %). In both periods, comparatively more grassland than arable land
is abandoned. In Tab. 3 the change in UAA is broken down to site-types. On
arable land, in both scenarios, the farms keep their most productive sites (soil
fertility class 50) in production, while the area used on the less productive sites
decreases (effect again stronger in the REF scenario).

The decrease in grassland is also greater than in the BAS scenario due to
lower stocking numbers (Table 3) caused by the phased out livestock
premiums for suckler cows and beef cattle. Dairy production in both year 5
and 9 remains on the high level of year 0 (it is even increasing a little) while
the reduction of fattening pigs and breeding sows resembles to the respective
periods in the baseline scenario.

Land use changes
Phasing out coupled direct payments changes the cropping pattern

considerably (Figure 1). The initial cereals area of 61,151 ha is reduced by
24 % (REF05) and 29 % (REF09) respectively, while in both periods the BAS
scenario leads only to a reduction of 1 %. The share of cereals mainly
decreases for the benefit of winter rape and row crops. These crops gain in
importance, because under Agenda 2000 coupled direct payments for cereals
had distorted their relative profitability.

The overall share of agriculturally used grassland in REF also decreases,
which is mainly due to a decreasing number of animals kept on pastures
systems (suckler cows) or dependent on green fodder (beef). On the other
hand, the newly introduced cross compliance requirements lead to a greater
grassland area under basic management. In comparison to BAS, the share of
set aside land decreases more than in REF. As the farmers can no longer gain
specific payments for set aside, this option becomes less attractive and the
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farms only set aside the minimum requirement of 10 % of their land.

Environmental impacts

Land use changes triggered by the structural development of farms also
go along with a change in environmental impacts. Figure 2 shows the
aggregated IGA values for arable land and grassland at regional level for the
10 indicators for both scenarios. To demonstrate long-term effects of both

scenarios, only period 9 is represented (for the indicator abbreviation see table
2).

In both scenarios, for 8 out of 10 indicators IGA values calculated for
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grassland are higher than for arable land due to the lower production intensity
on grassland, in terms of fertiliser and pesticide inputs posing lower risks to
the environment, e.g. with respect to nitrate leaching or pesticide
contamination (e.g. Haas et al. 1998). Grassland provides permanent soil
coverage, with an associated lower risk of soil losses caused by water erosion.
Observed grassland management with one or two cuts per year is quite
extensive so the disturbance potential for biotic indicators is evaluated to be
rather low in comparison to arable land (e.g. Barnes et al. 1983). Exceptions
are groundwater recharge (GWR) due to the lower infiltration rates on
grassland compared to arable land (cf. Reichert 2000), and fall germinating
wild flora species (flora), since annual weeds are dependent on regular tillage
operations and have low chances to persist in dense grassland vegetation (cf.
van Elsen 2000).
On arable land, the environmental impacts come off best in BAS09, while on
grassland REF09 exhibits the best overall evaluation results. This contrast is
mostly due to the higher share of grassland under basic management as
induced by cross compliance, while on arable land the share of crops with
higher input intensities such as silage corn, potatoes, or winter rape increases,
which are all associated with lower IGA values (see appendix 1).

Discussion
A consistent simulation of the two considered scenarios yields a lot of

insights, which cannot all be discussed in this contribution. For this reason, we
will focus our discussion on the three questions posed in the introductory
section.

1. Does decoupling of direct payments lead to more extensive production in
the region?

In our analysis, at first glance the overall reduced stocking numbers in
the beef sector support the assumption that decoupling leads to a more
extensive production which might lower the overall production of ammonia,
methane and nitrogen oxide in the region. But indeed, reduced stocking
numbers concern exclusively the extensive types of animal husbandry namely
suckler cows and beef cattle. Non-supported intensive pig and dairy
production become the prevailing husbandry systems after the policy change,
systems which are usually associated with local concentrations of ammonia
and methane production. The reduced share of set-aside arable land is also an
argument against decoupling supporting a more extensive agriculture. On the
other hand, there are positive effects induced by the cross compliance
requirement of decoupling, especially the increased share of grassland under
basic management.

2. Do the farms abandon agricultural land in marginal areas?
A general fear with respect to decoupling is that farmers will not just

adopt a more extensive production but abandon agricultural land in marginal
areas. Although land abandonment can contribute to an overall extensification,
simply because less agricultural area is used, there might also be some trade-
offs with respect to keeping the landscape open and a general loss of
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conservation with possible negative impacts on groundwater recharge and
biodiversity. Since marginal areas have always been managed rather
extensively, an abandonment of these areas does not actually reduce the
overall pressure on natural resources. The loss in extensive grassland area has
to be viewed critically especially in wetland areas where open space is
important for the water household related functions. With respect to arable
land, our analysis showed that under both policy options the farms took their
least productive sites out of production (SRI 25 and SRI 38), while the used
agricultural area in the most productive areas remained nearly constant (slight
decrease only in REF09). As decoupled payments are conditional on cross-
compliance which require continued farming, cases of total abandoning of
farming, while still retaining payments, did not occur.

3. What are the ecological effects on the areas that remain in production?
On grassland decoupling led to an improvement of the overall situation

due to the increased area under basic management as a result of introduced
cross compliance conditions. With respect to arable land, our analysis showed
that under decoupling conditions agriculture became rather more intensive
with associated negative environmental effects due to the change of the
cropping pattern towards a reduction of cereals and an increase of winter rape
and row crops and the reduced set aside share.

Conclusions
In general, we observed that decoupling could not slow down overall

structural change, and leads especially to a loss of traditionally extensive
livestock farms in OPR. More land was abandoned in comparison to the
Agenda 2000 scenario. On the agricultural area, two opposing trends were
identified. On arable land decoupled direct payments changed the cropping
pattern towards more intensive crops, while on grassland positive
environmental impacts could be observed. The trend towards intensification in
productive areas does not necessarily have to lead to a more critical
environmental situation locally, but should be viewed critically. However, at
least partly, we could observe that the overall objectives of decoupling are
translated into reality: more environmental protection where needed (cross-
compliance effect) and more market orientation on the productive sites
(decoupled payment effect).
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Crop NO3 NP Pest GWR WaEro Amph Sky Hare Hover Flora

Grassland:

Grassland
(basic
management)

1,00 1,00 1,00 0,03 1,00 1,00 0,96 1,00 0,95 0,24

Grassland
(meadow)

0,59 0,71 1,00 0,14 1,00 0,60 0,63 0,60 0,62 0,18

Grassland
(pasture)

1,00 0,89 1,00 0,14 1,00 0,76 0,94 0,87 0,93 0,39

Arable land:

Set aside 1,00 1,00 0,92 0,04 1,00 0,94 0,92 0,95 0,92 0,72

Winter barley 0,44 0,64 0,25 0,32 0,75 0,39 0,17 0,32 0,34 0,42

Winter rye 0,49 0,65 0,39 0,35 0,72 0,48 0,23 0,41 0,40 0,44

Winter wheat 0,45 0,61 0,19 0,38 0,57 0,37 0,12 0,31 0,29 0,42

Winter rape 0,40 0,48 0,31 0,36 0,59 0,33 0,21 0,29 0,27 0,39

Silage corn 0,52 0,35 0,67 0,76 0,33 0,58 0,40 0,39 0,41 0,17

Sunflower 0,49 0,55 0,75 0,74 0,47 0,47 0,44 0,42 0,41 0,19

Potato 0,53 0,62 0,20 0,62 0,19 0,31 0,24 0,12 0,32 0,13

Sugar beet 0,43 0,50 0,27 0,62 0,28 0,32 0,15 0,23 0,22 0,15

Pea 0,55 0,60 0,46 0,46 0,50 0,59 0,40 0,56 0,52 0,23

Alfalfa 0,67 0,54 1,00 0,14 0,91 0,65 0,59 0,66 0,72 0,40

APPENDIX 1: AVERAGE IGA PER CROP, CALCULATED FOR
INTEGRATED FARMING PRACTICES.
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REFEREED CONFERENCE PAPER

FARMERS’ BEHAVIOURAL INCLINATIONS AND THEIR
INFLUENCE ON THE ANTICIPATED RESPONSE TO THE
REFORM OF THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY

IN ENGLAND1

Tahir Rehman, Chris Garforth, Kevin McKemey, Chris Yates and Ram Rana

University of Reading has completed a research project recently on behalf of Defra
(Department of Food, Environment and Rural Affairs) to understand the behaviour and
motivation of farmers in adjusting to the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy,
particularly to the Single Payment Scheme. Interesting insights into how farmers can be
expected to use the Single Payment (SP) have emerged.

The Reading project has created an ‘influence’ model to identify the factors that are likely
to determine farmers’ responses, in a differentiated way, to the unprecedented event of the SP.
A typology of farmers, a refined set of behavioural types, capable of providing insights into
farmers’ intentions with regard to the SP has been created. Data were obtained from a postal
survey of a stratified (by region and farm type) random sample of 3,000 farmers in England in
January 2006. Some 683 useable responses to 25 statements on “objectives” in farming, and
26 statements on “values” were received. Using Factor Analysis, Principal Component
Analysis and a two-step Cluster Analysis five distinct behavioural types were identified
eventually: family orientation, businessman / entrepreneur, enthusiast / hobbyist, lifestyler,
and independent / small farmer. Most of the statements on objectives and values represent
long term, enduring aspirations and, therefore, the behavioural types extracted from them can
be expected to remain stable despite changes in the policy and business environments for
farmers.

The questionnaire also elicited farmers’ attitudes and likely responses to the introduction
of the SP. The conceptual framework of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TpB) was used as it
postulates that behavioural intention is determined by a combination of attitudes towards the
outcomes of the behaviour, perception of the views of others towards the behaviour (subjective
norm), and the degree of control one thinks one has over a decision to carry out the behaviour
(perceived behavioural control).

A set of six behavioural responses were identified through discussion with farmers
including a general response of changing one’s farming system and practices in the next five
years, and five specific ways of applying the SP. A two stage process was used to collect data
on key TpB variables: a series of focus groups identified a set of consequences (“outcome
beliefs”) that farmers believed may or may not ensue as a result of the Single Payment
Scheme and, a list of people and organisations (“referents”) to whom farmers might turn for
advice in respect of the use of the SP.

The analysis of farmers’ responses shows that of the five potential methods of using the
SP, the most likely to be adopted is to regard it as a substitute for the previous production-
linked subsidies. Although some of the normative influences on behaviour are not statistically
significant, a scrutiny of the motivation to comply and respondents’ subjective beliefs reveal
interesting insights. The respondents felt that family members, business partners, accountants
and the farming press would strongly support changing the farming system and practices as a
result of the SP, while Defra, land agents and other farmers would be indifferent or against
the idea. Respondents are least motivated to comply with what Defra, consultants and land
agents might suggest. They were also not likely to follow the views of other farmers, except the
views of those with whom they associate closely in farmers’ clubs. This could imply that they

1. This paper was originally presented at the 16th International Farm Management Congress, University College, Cork,
Ireland in July 2007, and is reprinted by kind permission of the International Farm Management Association. It is
extracted from the Academic Peer Reviewed Papers section of the Proceedings, ISBN 978-92-990038-6-2 which can
be found on the IFMA website (www.ifmaonline.org).
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think the farming population generally is as uncertain as they are about the implications and
future consequences of the SP. Amongst all five farmer types the family is the strongest
influence. Farming press and farmers’ clubs have a stronger influence on the independent
farmers than on other types, while enthusiast/hobbyists are least likely to be influenced by
accountants. Referents fall into three distinct categories: referents external to the farm
business, farming peers, and those that are internal to the business (including family members
and business partners). Attitudes, perceived behavioural control and the views of others all
have a significant influence on farmers’ behavioural intentions with respect to the use of the
SP.

Key words: Single payments scheme; Common Agricultural Policy; Theory of planned
behavior behavioral intentions; farmer behavioral types

Introduction
The University of Reading has recently completed a project for Defra:

“Research to Understand and Model the Behaviour and Motivations of
Farmers to Policy Changes (England)”. This research has explored and
assessed the possibility of incorporating data on farmers’ motivations and the
influences on their behaviour into Defra policy analysis models. The
objectives of the research were to:
i. review existing literature on farmers’ motivations and behavioural

influences;
ii. review existing predictive models intended to simulate or forecast

farmers’ responses to policy changes or market price changes, drawing
out their strengths and weaknesses and identifying implicit assumptions;

iii. gather and analyse appropriate data on farmers’ motivations and
behavioural influences relevant to their farm management decisions;

iv. identify and describe the main factors found to influence farmers’
behaviour;

v. characterise different groups of farmers found to have distinct
behavioural patterns;

vi. where possible relate any such groups to existing conventional systems
for classifying farm types including the Farm Business Survey, and to
farm income/return on capital;

vii. construct and, where possible, parameterise an “influence model” of
farmer behaviour capable of describing the behaviour of the full range of
groups identified at (v) above; and,

viii. make recommendations for using the outputs of this research in
conjunction with existing and possible new quantitative economic
models used by Defra, and as far as possible specify in detail the
techniques and construct the model design.

The study2 began with a review of international academic literature on
farmers’ motivations, values, objectives and behavioural influences. For
objective (ii), a review of policy modelling literature was followed by a series
of interviews with key informants working on the models most relevant to the
present study. Empirical data for objectives (iii) to (vi) came from two
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surveys: the ADAS 2005 Farmers’ Voice survey, and a stratified random
sample survey of farm holdings in England drawn by Defra from the June
Census database. These data were used in three main ways: (a) for an analysis
based on the Theory of Planned Behaviour of the influences on farmers’
behavioural responses to the Single Payment Scheme; (b) to identify, through
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Cluster Analysis, distinct farmer
types in respect of values and behavioural objectives; and (c) to contribute to
the construction and parameterisation of “influence models” (objective (viii)).

The proposition tested in our research is that it is possible to extract strata
of behavioural types from empirical data. These strata can be merged with
predictive models for policy analysis to generate differentiated predictions of
responses to policy changes.

A postal questionnaire survey of a stratified (by region and farm type)
random sample of 3,000 farmers in England in January 2006 generated 683
responses to 25 statements of “objectives” in farming, and 26 statements of
“values” measured, on nine point Likert scales. Factor Analysis, using
Principal Component Analysis followed by a two-step Cluster Analysis,
identified five distinct behavioural types: family orientation, business /
entrepreneur, enthusiast / hobbyist, lifestyler, and independent / small farmer.
The objectives and most of the values statements used in the postal survey
represent long term, enduring aspirations and, therefore, the behavioural types
derived from them can, in turn, be expected to remain robust through changes
in the policy and business environment in which farmers operate.

Farmers’ attitudes and likely responses to the introduction of the Single
Payment Scheme (SPS) were explored within the conceptual framework of the
Theory of Planned Behaviour (TpB), which postulates that behavioural
intention is determined by a combination of attitudes towards the outcomes of
the behaviour, perception of the views of others towards the behaviour
(subjective norm), and the degree of control one thinks one has over a decision
to carry out the behaviour (perceived behavioural control).

Six behavioural responses were identified through discussion with farmers:
a general response of changing one’s farming system and practices in the next
five years, and then five specific ways of applying the Single Payment (SP)
that farmers’ will receive under the SPS. Data on key TpB variables were
collected through a two stage process. A series of focus groups identified a set
of outcomes that farmers believed may or may not occur as a result of the SPS
(“outcome beliefs”), plus a list of people and organisations (“referents”) to
whom farmers might turn for advice in respect of SPS. Farmers’ behavioural
intentions, and their assessment of the outcomes and how they would react to
the views of referents, were measured on rating scales through our postal
survey.

This paper is divided into the following four main parts:
(i) the treatment of behaviour in agricultural policy models;
(ii) the behavioural typology of farmers;

2. The final report and all the associated material with this project are available at:
http://statistics defra.gov.uk/esg/reports/Farmers%20Behaviour/
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(iii) the influences on behavioural intentions of farmers with regard
to Single Payment; and,

(iv) the observations emerging out of the research undertaken.

Treatment of behaviour in agricultural policy models
The social psychology theories of value expectancy, such as the Theory of

Reasoned Action or its extension the Theory of Planned Behaviour, offer
promise in understanding and modelling behaviour (not necessarily defined
exclusively in terms of profit or utility maximisation) when they are combined
with traditional economic analysis (Lynn 1995). As the reform and
restructuring of the Common Agricultural Policy proceeds, the demand for
behavioural studies and models is likely to increase, particularly in the context
of participation in environmental management schemes, to mention a case in
point (Burton 2004).

A policy model is expected to extrapolate and predict from a sample for
the population as a whole. If a pragmatic approach could be devised to group
farmers (Edward-Jones et al. 1998) into strata where members of each stratum
are sufficiently similar to be taken as one ‘type’ and at the same time they are
sufficiently distinct from other types, then a policy model can be built that
takes a step towards the inclusion of behavioural influences that act on
individual decision-makers.

Theoretical approach – Theory of Planned Behaviour
The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TpB) was developed by Ajzen (1991

and 2005) and it is an extension of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TORA)
originally proposed by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980); both provide the
conceptual framework for exploring farmers’ attitudes and intentions.
According to TORA, the intention to adopt a particular behaviour is a function
of attitudes towards the behaviour and the subjective norm – the extent to
which one is influenced by the views of other people regarding the behaviour.
Attitudes are a product of the extent to which one expects the behaviour to
result in specified outcomes and the perceived importance attributed to those
outcomes. The subjective norm is a function of the perceived support of
important referents toward the performance of the behaviour and the
motivation to comply with those referents. TORA claims that the intention to
undertake a particular behaviour is a reliable indicator of future behaviour, if
the expressed attitude toward this behaviour and/or the perceived social
pressure to do so correlate closely with the stated intent. A comparison of the
strength of correlation of the stated attitude (SA) and subjective norm (SN)
with the stated intent (I) to apply the Single Payment (SP) in a particular way
indicates which of the two components has greater influence on the subjects'
decision to apply the SP for the suggested purpose. The quantitative
components of TORA are:
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T p B
e x t e n d s
TORA by

introducing a n
additional component, perceived behavioural control (PBC). PBC is an
assessment of the actor’s perceived ability to perform a particular behaviour
and his/her capability to do so. TpB states that PBC can also predict
behavioural intent. The contribution of PBC is assessed by comparing the
strength of correlation of intent with that of the other two causal components,
attitude (SA) and the subjective norm (SN). TpB is generally seen as a more
appropriate conceptual framework in studying behaviours which are not fully
under ‘volitional control’; that is. where an individual might want to carry out
a particular behaviour but feels he or she is constrained from doing so. The
quantitative components after the modification stand as:
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Figure 1 is a graphic representation of the Theory of Planned Behaviour.
For a complete explanation of the TpB model, see Ajzen (1991).

TpB was used as the conceptual framework and has been applied to
predicting farmers’ intentions to change their farming systems over the next 5
years as a result of the introduction of the SP.

To understand farmers’ attitudes toward the SP in general, the salient
outcome attitudes (OAs) have been combined to form a ‘reasoned’ or
calculated attitude (CA).3 The OAs do not relate to the specific six behavioural
intentions4 considered and are therefore not associated directly with these.
Rather, the strengths of the specific OAs are used to gain a deeper
understanding of the beliefs and values underpinning the farmers’ stated
attitudes toward the SP. To enhance the understanding of the farmers’ attitude
to the SP a further measure of attitude is also taken, the general or emotive
measure (GA). This is arrived at by taking the mean of the farmers’ evaluation
of the necessity, helpfulness and constructiveness of the SP, each measured on
a 5 point bi-polar scale.

In contrast, specific referent social norms (RSNs) are related to the
farmers’ intention (I) to change their farming practices in the next five years.
Therefore, those RSNs that are found to correlate closely with the stated intent
to change indicate which salient referents are likely to have greatest influence
on the subjects' decisions.5

Figure 1 is a graphic presentation of the Theory of Planned Behaviour.Figure 1 is a graphic presentation of the Theory of Planned Behaviour.

3. An OA is the product of ‘strength of belief’ that an outcome will result (b) and evaluation of how good or bad that
outcome would be (e). Thus OAi = ei*bi, and CA is the sum of all the OAs.
4. That is, change in farming system and practice in the next five years; and five behaviours related to how the farmer
intends to use the SP.
5. RSN is the product, for a specified social referent, of the respondent’s motivation to comply with that referent (m)
and the respondent’s subjective belief (sb) – i.e. how likely the referent is to approve or disapprove of the respondent
carrying out the behaviour in question.
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The non-parametric Spearman Rank Order Correlation (rs) has been
applied to identify the differences in the contribution or influence of the
attitude and subjective norm on the intention (I). Similarly, a non-parametric
equivalent of t test, the Mann Witney U test, is applied to identify significant
differences in the TORA variable readings between the comparative categories
such as size of holding, type of farm enterprise and type of farmer, tenure,
level of education and gender.

Data were collected in two interdependent stages. Initially the salient
outcome beliefs, social referents and probable investment strategies regarding
the SP were identified through focus group discussions with farmers in three
different areas of England. The second stage incorporated the identified salient
outcome beliefs and pertinent referents in a structured questionnaire, which
was then posted to a random sample of 3000 English farmers.

Focus group discussions
Three focus groups for farmers were held in May 2005 – in Devon,

Norwich and Reading – and a fourth one for students studying agriculture at
first degree level and, planning to go into farming on completion of their
studies, to capture the views of the next generation of farmers. Between four
(for the students) and ten participants took part in each discussion. In each
case, participants were identified by consultants in the area with a deliberate
attempt to represent a broad range of farm types and sizes. Each discussion
was structured around three main issues:

a. the reasons why the participants are farming, or were intending to farm
in the future;

b. how they intend to apply the SP and what they expect its impact to be on
farming; and,

c. what sources of advice they would turn to on the SP and its application.

As part of the discussion on (a), participants were asked if they could
identify themselves in any of three farmer types referred to in the literature on
farmer objectives and motivations as related to their behavioural orientations:
dedicated producer, flexible strategist and environmentalist or lifestyler.
These behavioural types were taken from the existing literature (Fairweather
and Keating 1994) and their existence in the target population was
corroborated by a Cluster Analysis of the ADAS Farmers’ Voice survey data
collected in 2006 (see: ADAS (2006)).

Postal survey

A representative random sample of 3,000 was drawn by Defra statisticians,
which was stratified by farm type and by region. Defra also supplied data from
the June Census returns for each of the years 2001 to 2005 for all the farm
holdings in the sample. These data were needed to build and parameterise the
agricultural policy models mentioned in the introduction.

The questionnaire was piloted by mailing it with an adapted version of the
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covering letter to a sample of 100 farmers selected randomly from the

“farmers” listing at yell.com. Ten replies were received. The completed
questionnaires suggested that respondents who decided to take part did not
find the questions and format of responses difficult to deal with. A few minor
modifications were made to the questionnaire.

Questionnaires were sent out with a covering letter between 11th and 13th

January 2006. A reminder was sent to those who had not yet responded on 3rd

February; and a second reminder with a copy of the questionnaire two weeks
later. In total, 742 usable questionnaires were returned. Those reporting farm
areas less than 4 ha were excluded from the TpB analysis and modelling, to
avoid the results being skewed by people who are not farming as a business;
thus, an effective response rate of 25% was achieved.

The questionnaire for the postal survey comprised seven main parts with a
total of 36 questions. Part 1 asked for some basic information about the farm
and farm business that was not included in the June Census data. Part 2
comprised the statements of objectives and values which respondents were
asked to rate on scales of importance and agreement. Part 3 focused on the
main building blocks of the TpB framework, asking respondents to indicate
their intentions, attitudes, perceived difficulty, and perceptions of the views of
others, in respect of changing their farming practice as a result of the
introduction of the SP. Part 4 asked for stated intentions, attitudes and social
norms in respect of using the SP in five specific ways identified from the focus
groups. Part 5 listed 15 salient outcome beliefs about SP (obtained from the
focus groups) and asked respondents to indicate their agreement /
disagreement with, and their evaluation of each statement on five point scales.
Part 6 asked how supportive they think the ten specified organisations and
people would be if they were to change farming practice as a result of the
introduction of the SP and how motivated they would be to follow their
advice. Part 7 covered information about the respondent.

Behavioural typology of farmers
Derivation of farmer types from the postal survey was achieved in two

stages. First, a set of factors was identified through Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) of responses to the objectives and values statements in
questions 13 and 14 of the survey questionnaire (Appendix I). Then a two-step
Cluster Analysis was performed on these factors to identify distinct clusters of
respondents. Those farming less than four hectares were excluded from the
analysis, leaving a dataset of 683 survey respondents.

The sixteen factors that emerged from the PCA are listed in and Tables 1
and 2 below, together with the ‘objectives’ and ‘values’ statements that are
associated significantly with them. The first step of the subsequent Cluster
Analysis identified two distinct clusters, one reflecting a mostly positive
outlook on a majority of factors whereas the other was just the opposite. The
former cluster had 379 cases (55.5%) and the latter had 304 cases (44.5%). In
the second step, separate CAs were conducted for the two sub-samples using
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the same set of factors as employed previously. From the first sub-sample a
further two clusters emerged, labelled family oriented and business
orientation/entrepreneur with 202 and 177 cases respectively. Similarly, from

the second sub-sample three further clusters, enthusiast/hobbyist, lifestyler and
independent/small farmer with 113, 147 and 44 cases respectively, were
identified as shown in Table 3. Table 4 shows the distinguishing features of
each type, in terms of the factors identified in the PCA.

Factor Factor label Statements with significantly high factor loadings

1 Family standard of life  Increase family income
 Maintain my family’s standard of living
 Improve my family’s standard of living

2 Quality of achievement  Produce the best quality output on my farm
 Be the best farmer I can be
 Contribute to the farm in order to achieve something

3 Environmental concern  Be sensitive to the environmental impacts of farming
by reducing inputs on my farm

 Do everything to be environmentally aware

4 Expansionist  Buy more land
 Rent/contract more land

5 Quality of life and leisure  Reduce work load and improve quality of life
 Make more time to spend on activities away from the

farm

6 Debt avoidance  Reduce debts
 Keep my ordinary business borrowing and mortgages

below 50% of my farm ‘net worth’

7 Stewardship  Have my family work with me
 Pass on a viable business to the next generation

8 Investment  Increase my ‘net worth’
 Make farm investments that will pay for themselves

quickly

9 Diversification  Diversify my business by investing both on-farm and
off-farm

Table 1 Factors extracted by PCA from ‘objective’ statements
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Factor Factor label  Statements with significantly high factor loadings

1 Job satisfaction  Farming allows the expression of special abilities and skills
 Farming gives self-respect for doing a worthwhile job
 Farming provides a chance to be creative and original
 Farming is about meeting a challenge, forging one’s character

and achieving one’s objectives

2 Marginalisation  Bad press has undermined farmers’ standing in the commu-
nity

 Local authorities do not understand farmers and their needs
 Local residents are not sympathetic to farmers and their needs
 Central government does not appreciate farmers and their

needs

3 Profit and financial  In running a farm as a business, planning and financial man-
agement are the most important parts

 Farming is about maximising profits from the farm business
 Paying attention to details is crucial in making a success of

running a farm

4 Staff management  Farmers should provide congenial working conditions, hours,
security and surroundings for themselves and their staff

 Farmers should maintain good relations with staff

5 Technology  To survive in farming, a farmer has to adapt to changing and
new technologies

 Survival in farming depends upon being technically efficient

6 Self-reliance  Farming makes one independent, free from supervision and
gives one the chance to gain control in a variety of situations

 By choosing to be a farmer, one is expressing a preference for
a clear purpose and value in hard work

7 Uncertainty of control  Farmers have always to bear in mind that any decision they
take will affect their farm and their family

 Farming today depends on forces beyond farmers’ control, all
they can do is to adjust to the situation

Table 2 Factors extracted by PCA from ‘value’ statements

Table 3. Farmer behavioural types derived from the Defra sample

Farmer types n* % of Total

Family orientation 202 29.6

Business/entrepreneur 177 25.9

Enthusiast/hobbyist 113 16.6

Lifestyler 147 21.5

Independent/small farms 44 6.4

Total 683 100

*Number of cases in the sample
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Table 4. Farmer behavioural types with their characteristic features

Behavioural types Characteristic features (based on factors from PCA)

Family orientation  High environmental score

 High stewardship

 Low marginalisation

Business/entrepreneur  High quality of achievement

 High expansion

 High investment

 High independence

 High staff management

 High job satisfaction
 High debt avoidance
 High technically efficient
 High marginalisation

Enthusiast/hobbyist  High quality of life and leisure

 High diversification

 High job satisfaction

 Low independence
 Low profit and financial

aspects

Lifestyler  High family standard of life

 High quality of life and leisure

 High future security

 High staff management

 High uncertainty of control
 Low job satisfaction
 High marginalisation

Independent/small
farmer

 High family standard of living

 High independence

 High job satisfaction

 Low marginalisation
 Low quality of life and lei-

sure
 Indifferent to profit and

finance

Note: The use of the terms, "high" and "low" in the context of the formation of these clusters does not mean a meas-
urement along a scale for a particular score, but instead it implies that in any cluster an aspiration, say "job satisfac-
tion", is rated highly as compared to other clusters and thus this observation becomes a defining characteristic of that
cluster.
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The family orientation type score highly on environmental aspects and
such farmers tend to be very sensitive to environmental issues. Considerations
such as “stewardship”, “working alongside family” and “passing on viable
business to the next generation” receive priority over other factors and this
group tends to be content with the institutional and communal outlook on
farming and they don’t feel neglected.

The business orientation /entrepreneur behavioural type records high
scores in several of the factors that determine their success in business. This
group views farming as a business and approaches it professionally, scoring
highly on “quality of achievement”, “expansion”, “investment”, “debt
avoidance” and “staff management”. The members of this group however feel
that they have been marginalised despite doing a worthwhile job in the
community, leading to dissatisfaction with the present state of affairs.

The behavioural label enthusiast/hobbyist would suggest that to such
farmers farming is a hobby activity, with the main occupation being something
different. This group has high scores on “diversification” combined with low
scores on “profit” and the financial aspects. The simultaneously high scores on
“quality of life” and “leisure” indicate that farmers are more concerned about
reducing work load and spending more quality time with family and friends
away from the farm. Such farmers farm because of the intrinsic values
attached to farming as reflected in the “job satisfaction” factor. Not being full-
time farmers, they do not record a high score on “independence”.

The lifestyler behavioural orientation scores highly on “family standard of
life”, suggesting that the objective for being in farming is to increase family
income to maintain and/or increase “family’s standard of living”. At the same
time there are high scores for “quality of life” and “leisure”, indicating that
such farmers balance high income with reduced work load and quality time
with family and friends. This group scores highly also on future “security /
investment” and “staff management”. A low level of job satisfaction is
expressed and there is an awareness of and a concern for the uncertainty
associated with farming. A high score for “marginalisation” might suggest that
this group feels let down by the government and society at large.

The independent/small farmer group also records high scores on “family
standard of living”, but unlike the lifestyler group, low scores for “quality of
life” and “leisure” contrast with the high scores for “job satisfaction” and
“independence”, indicating the emotive value of farming and the intrinsic
nature of these influences. This group is rather indifferent to “profit” and
“financial” aspects, reinforcing the impression that their reasons for farming
are more intrinsic rather than instrumental. Interestingly though, this group
does not feel marginalised.

Further details of the various behavioural types are given below using
Table 5, where the differences amongst the farmer types for characteristics
other than values and objectives are compared

The family oriented farmer

This group are the most likely, of the five categories considered, to have
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entified a successor and are most likely to still be farming in five years
(62%). However, average age of this category of farmer is the same as the
whole group.

The group reported the highest percentage attending technical college
(42%) but the proportion that has received a university education is below
average (17%).

The category reported above average economic dependency on the farm,
tend to be farming larger than average areas (median 77 hectares) and
reported above average annual agricultural sales (mean £122,224).

The family oriented farmer group’s opinion regarding the impact the SP
would have was equal to the average opinion when the whole sample was
considered, only 30% considering it would make a ‘great difference’.
Similarly the general attitude (GA) to the SP was similar to the overall sample
mean GA.

Overall, this group is most likely to have their succession secured and to
be more economically dependent on the farm, though farming a larger area
than the average. The majority have a tertiary level of education though
mainly at a technical level.

Business orientation / entrepreneur

The entrepreneurs’ dependency on the farm is above average but not the
highest. They are also more likely than average to have identified a successor
for the farm (39%). Just over half (55%) thought they would still be farming in
5 years, equivalent to the overall mean.

Although the median area farmed is similar to the overall average, they
tend to be farming better land, i.e. they registered the lowest proportion
farming upland (12%). However, the average annual farm income is slightly
below average. They are also less likely than average to have received
environmental grants in the past year.

They have the largest proportion of those over 66 years of age of any of
the categories of farmer (25%) and are less likely than average to have
received a tertiary education.

Their opinion regarding the impact of the SP differs from most other
groups in that they have the lowest proportion (11%) who thought that it
would have a negative impact. Similarly the group has the lowest proportion
expressing a negative attitude to the SP (21%). The entrepreneurs expressed a
more positive GA towards the SP than average.

The entrepreneurs tend to be older and less educated than the average and
still highly dependent on the farm and agriculture, although with a lower
income than average. However, they have a positive attitude to the SP while
recognising it will make a difference to their business in future.

Enthusiast / Hobbyist

This grouping are farming on average only a slightly smaller area (median
67 hectares) than the overall median area registered for the whole sample of 69
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hectares.
They have the lowest dependency on the farm income, only 44%

indicating that they relied on the farm to provide more than 50% of their
income. However, their mean annual agricultural sales are only slightly lower
than the median of the whole sample. They registered the highest proportion of
any category involved in non agricultural enterprises (40%). They also
registered the highest proportion receiving environmental grants in the last
year (41%).

This category of farmer has achieved a higher level academic education
than any other category considered, 41% claiming to have gone to university
whist only 26% have not had post-secondary education of some kind.

Of the five categories, this group is least likely to feel that the SP will
make a difference to the way they manage their farms, only 16% indicating
that it would make a great difference, whilst 24% felt it would make none.

The enthusiast / hobbyist category of farmer tends to be the most educated.
The fact that the majority of their income is not tied to agricultural production
may lead them to feel that the SP will have less impact on the way they farm.
They are also most likely to be taking advantage of available environmental
grants and to be involved in non-agricultural enterprises.

Lifestyler

This category indicated a comparatively lower dependency on the farm as
a source of income, although they register the highest mean income from
agricultural sales (£127,320) and claim to be farming on average the largest
area (90 hectares). A higher proportion than average is also involved in non-
agricultural enterprises (39%); therefore, as a category, the lifestylers appear
to be the most economically secure, with enterprises diversified between
agricultural and non-agricultural activities.

They tend to be younger, registering the largest proportion (20%) under 40
years of age of any of the five categories. They also tend to be more highly
educated than the average.

Only 18% claim to have identified or probably identified a successor, the
lowest of the five categories. This might reflect the fact that they have the
largest proportion still less than 40 years of age. However, only 51% think
they will still be farming in five years time, a lower proportion than the overall
average.

Although their opinion regarding the future impact of the SP on the way
they farm does not differ from the norm, they expressed the most negative
attitude (GA) toward the SP of all (37% negative).

Independent / small

This category of farmer is the most dependent on income from the farm,
37% indicating that they are totally dependent. They tend to farm the smallest
area of the five categories (median 40 hectares) and have the smallest mean
income from agricultural sales (£49,706) – less than half of the overall
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average. As a group they also registered the lowest proportion with non-
agricultural enterprises. They are the group with the highest proportion
farming upland. However, they are the least likely to have received an
environmental grant in the last year (21%).

The group is mainly middle aged, it registered the lowest proportion both
under 40 years of age (5%) and over 66 years old (12%). This indicates that
the young are not entering this category and the old are not remaining. As a
group they also registered the lowest level of educational achievement with
only 37% having received a tertiary education.

This group was also the most likely not to have identified a successor
(50%). However, only 37% thought that they would still be farming in five
years, indicating that they are the group most likely to withdraw from farming.

Of all the categories, the independent / small category felt that the SP
would have the greatest impact on the way they farm. However, they are also
the farmers that expressed the most positive attitude toward the SP. Given the
high proportion of upland farmers, this may be because they see the SP as
offering them a viable route out of an insecure future in farming. The
independent /small category of farmer is the least economically secure with
the highest dependency on smaller than average farms. They tend to be
farming more marginal land and are the group most likely to withdraw from
farming.

Table 5 shows those characteristics, other than values and objectives, on
which there are significant differences between the farmer types.

Influences on farmers’ behavioural intentions regarding SP

Figure 2. Assessment of general attitude to the SP (whole sample)
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Table 6. Mean general attitude to the SP by farmer type.

All Family Business Hobbyist Lifestyler Independ-
ent

KW Sig.

range -2 to +2 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean p <0.05

Necessary 0.41 0.37 0.49 0.45 0.30* 0.60

Helpful 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.14 -0.14* 0.15

Constructive -0.10 -0.03 -0.02 -0.10 -0.32* 0.05 0.012

General mean 0.13 0.15 0.19 0.18 -0.05* 0.29 0.046

Notes: Shaded cells indicate the highest value per descriptor and * indicates the lowest value; only p values <0.05
are presented here for the statistical significance of the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test.

General attitude
General attitudes towards SP, based on perceptions of the extent to which

it is necessary, constructive and helpful, were slightly positive, with
‘necessary’ recording the most positive score. ‘Constructive’ was the only
element to register a slightly negative response while ‘helpful’ received an
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overall neutral score. Around half of all respondents gave a neutral response
on all three elements suggesting that, while farmers on the whole have neither
dismissed SPS out of hand nor accepted it with enthusiasm, they are waiting to
see how the scheme affects them before coming to a judgement (figure 2).

Table 6 shows differences between the five types on the three separate
measures and the overall general attitude score. Overall, there is a significant
difference between the farmer types regarding the general attitude. The
independent /small farmers registered the most positive attitude across the
three components that were assessed to form the general attitude, in particular
regarding the perceived necessity of the SP. In contrast, the lifestylers
registered consistently the most negative or weakest opinions across the three
components, the only positive aspect being with regard to perceived necessity.

The only component where a significant difference (p = 0.012) was
registered with regard to the perceived constructive nature of the SP. In this
regard the independent/small farmer was the only farmer type, of the five
considered, to register a positive, though only slightly so, attitude regarding
the constructiveness of the SP. Although all the other farmer types registered
negative opinions regarding this aspect, the lifestyler group registered a
relatively stronger negative opinion than the other groups.
Interestingly, this measure of general attitude is more sensitive to farmer type
than to either type of enterprise or farm size. Given that the lifestylers tend
also to be the larger farmers it may have been assumed there would be a
significant difference in general attitude to the SP based on the size of holding.
However, no significant differences were observed; also, no significant
differences were observed between the general attitudes toward SP expressed
by different farm enterprise types. This suggests that the general emotive
response to the SP is more sensitive to the farmer typology than to either size
of holding or type of enterprise.

Calculated attitude
The “calculated attitude” (CA) is based on responses to fifteen statements
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about specific possible impacts or “outcomes” of SPS on farmers and farming.
For each outcome, respondents indicated their strength of agreement /
disagreement that SPS would lead to the outcome (their outcome belief, (b))
and how good or bad they think this outcome would be (outcome evaluation,
(e)), both on scales from -2 to +2. For each statement, the Outcome Attitude
(OA) is calculated as (b) * (e) with a range of -4 to +4; and the CA is the sum
of the OAs, giving a possible range for the CA of -60 to +60.

The CA shows a similar picture to the general attitude, with the mean for
various categories based on farmer and farm type, scale, enterprise and other
related features. falling within a limited range. The overall mean score was
slightly negative, while the range in scores for all the different categories was
between -13.11 and -2.66. This demonstrates that overall there was little
difference in the CAs registered across all the groups. There are small, though
statistically significant, differences between farmer types: lifestylers hold more
negative attitudes than other farmer types, while independent / small farmers

express the least negative attitudes.
The most strongly expressed OAs are all negative, resulting from strong

agreements with the statements (b) and equally negative attributed values (e).
These OAs in rank order according to their strength of expression relate to:

 Loss of national food self sufficiency (-1.94)
 Loss of skilled rural labour (-1.87)
 Smaller farmers being forced out of farming (-1.79)
 Loss of pride due to being seen as park keepers paid for

by the state (-1.69)
 Reduced long term investments in farming (-1.55).

Figure 3. TpB variables regarding changing farming systems and practices in
the next 5 years (whole sample).
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Intentions to change farming system and practices as a result of SP

Overall intentions, attitudes, subjective norm and perceived behavioural
control

Theories of Reasoned Action (TORA) and Planned Behaviour (TpB) state
that the intention (I) to undertake a particular behaviour is the immediate
precursor of that behaviour. The survey sample was asked how strong their
intention (I) was to change their own farming system and practices as a result
of the SP in the next 5 years. The respondents’ attitude (SA) and perceived
social pressure (SN) regarding changing their farming system and practices in
the next 5 years were also assessed. They were also asked how difficult it
would be to make the proposed change and how confident they felt in their
ability to make the intended changes to their farming system and practices
over the next 5 years. All the responses were measured on bi-polar 5 point
scales. The sum of the last two responses, difficulty and ability, was taken to
represent the perceived behavioural control variable (PBC). Each variable
therefore corresponded to a proposed activity, its target, the context and the
time in which it should take place.

An alternative measure of the subjective norm was arrived at by presenting
the respondents with a list of 10 salient social referents (Farmers clubs/
associations, National Farmers Union, business services, themselves/own
experience/business partners, land agents/family/other farmers/specialist
farmers, Defra, consultants (e.g. dairy consultant) and accountants. They were
asked to indicate how motivated (m) they would be to follow the advice of

Figure 4. TpB variables (means) regarding changing farming system and
practices (means) by farmer type.

Family Business Hobbyist Lifestyler Independent
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each referent regarding changing their farming system and practices in the
next 5 years as a result of the SP. Also the subjective belief (sb) regarding
each referent was assessed by asking how strongly they felt each referent
would support their adopting the proposed change. The individual referent
subjective norms (RSN) were calculated by taking the product of the
respective measures of motivation and subjective belief, i.e. (RSNj) = (mj*sbj).
The calculated subjective norm is arrived at by taking the sum of the RSNs
giving a possible range of -40 to +40.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the main TpB variables for the whole
sample. Only 26% of respondents indicated that they intended to change their
farming system and practices as a result of the SP in the next 5 years, while the

largest proportion, 44%, were still uncertain.
Four out of ten feel that those they respect most in farming would be in

favour of their changing farming system and practices in response to the SP,
while only 12% indicated they would disapprove. Although 46% are uncertain
as to what their most respected others would think, a large proportion do feel
under pressure to change their farming system.

Differences between farmer and farm types
The mean values of the main TpB variables for each of the farmer types

are shown in figure 4. Statistical analysis shows there is no overall significant
difference between the five behavioural types on any of the variables.
However comparison between each pair of farmer types does show a
significant difference in intention between lifestyler and both family oriented
and enthusiast/ hobbyist farmers.

The ‘lifestyler’ is the only farmer type to indicate a positive although weak

Figure 5. Intention regarding Single Payment investment strategies (whole
sample).
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intention to change their farming system and practices over the next 5 years in
response to the SP. It is interesting that the lifestyler feels most able to make
that change when compared to the other types. The lifestyler also registered
the most positive SN of all the farmer types.

The ‘business oriented’ farmer registered the second least negative
intention to change (-.05) also registered the second most positive SN of the
five farmer types.

The ‘independent/ small’ farmer registered a weak negative intent (-0.10)

but expressed the least negative attitude (SA). However, this seems to have
been offset to some degree by the weakest SN of the five farmer types being
recorded by this group.

The ‘family oriented’ farmer recorded the second most negative intention
(-0.16) to change their farming system during the next five years. This group is
noted for registering the most negative PBC (-0.42) of the five farmer types
indicating that they consider a change to their farming system and practices
most difficult to achieve.

The ‘enthusiast/hobbyist’ type of farmer registered the most negative
intention (-0.24) to change of the five types. They also expressed the most
negative attitude to this behavioural change.

Therefore of the five farmer types, the ‘lifestyler’ is the most likely to
change their farming system while the ‘enthusiast/hobbyist’ is least likely to
change.

Potential methods of using the Single Payment
When the five investment strategies are compared, the use of the SP to

‘substitute’ for the previous production linked payment is the most likely
strategy to be adopted as shown in figure 5. This strategy of, in effect,
“recoupling” may be a reflection of many farmers not yet having worked out

n=676 Motivation to com-
ply (m)

(-2 to +2)

Subjective belief
(sb)

(-2 to +2)

RSN
(-4 to +4)

Correlation between
RSN & intent (I)

Social referents
(RSN -4 to +4)

mean mean mean rs

Farmers clubs 0.75 0.79 0.42 ns
Accountants 0.39 0.54 0.70 ns
Family 0.24 0.25 1.14 ns
Farming press and
literature

0.14 0.36 0.45 ns

NFU -0.12 0.00 0.73 ns
Business partners -0.18 0.14 0.78 ns
Consultants -0.41 0.01 0.80 ns
Defra -0.45 -0.03 0.85 ns
Land agents -0.46 -0.07 0.63 ns
Other farmers -0.89 -0.26 0.51 ns
Own experience 1.67 1.08 1.67 ns

CSN (-40 to +40) 6.97 ns
Alpha coefficient 0.812

Table 7 Subjective norm with respect to changing farming system and prac-
tices as a result of the SPS over the next 5 years
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what SP means for them and waiting to see how the scheme works and what it
means for their business. One could anticipate the proportion expressing this
intention to fall once the details and implications of SPS become clearer after
full implementation. The only other strategy to register a positive intent (I)
was the use of the SP as a ‘pension’ or income supplement. Both of these
strategies are also supported by positive SA and SN responses. The concept of
using it as a supplement / pension registered the most positive SA and SN
scores across all the strategies considered. The least likely strategy to be
adopted was to invest the SP in establishing non-agricultural enterprises. This
non-agricultural strategy was also the only one to register a negative attitude
(SA).

The option of investing the SP received in ‘new agricultural enterprises’ is
also unlikely to be adopted. However, in this case a positive though weak
attitude was expressed. The concept of using the SP so as to achieve a ‘less
intensive system’ also registered a negative intent. However, the most positive
attitude was expressed toward this option (equal with the ‘pension’ strategy),
though relatively weak. The SN was also slightly positive. This may suggest
that the concept of adopting a less intensive system is considered positively,
but the idea of investing to achieve this objective is negatively perceived.

For four of the five uses of the SP (i.e. all except use as a pension or
income supplement), there are significant differences in intent between the five
farmer types; only for maintain current farming system is there a difference
between farm types. For attitude and social norm also, there are more
differences between farmer types than farm types.

Table 8. Referrant subjective norms (means) by farmer type.

Farmer type

Social referent Family Business Hobbyist Lifestyler Independent

RSN (m*sb) RSN (m*sb) RSN (m*sb) RSN (m*sb) RSN (m*sb)

Farmers clubs 0.39 0.40 0.37 0.37 0.98

Accountants 0.78a 0.65 0.46 0.77 0.86

Family 1.20 1.12 0.98 1.24 1.02

Farming press
and literature

0.51 0.38 0.42 0.30 1.02

NFU 0.76 0.76 0.52 0.72 1.02

Business partners 0.80 0.69 0.55 0.98 0.91

Consultants 0.81 0.88 0.59 0.84 0.86

Defra 0.81 0.92 0.68 0.89 0.98

Land agents 0.59 0.65 0.49 0.67 0.93

Other farmers 0.53 0.59 0.41 0.49 0.50
Note: pairs of farmer types with the same superscript letter in a row have significantly different (p<0.05) referent sub-
jective norms for the given social referent.
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Salient referents and subjective norms
Table 7 presents the motivation, subjective beliefs and resulting referent

subjective norms (RSN) regarding each of the salient social referents
identified in the focus groups. The calculated subjective norm (CSN) is neutral
to slightly positive (mean 6.97 on a -40 to +40 scale). It does not correlate
significantly with the intention to change nor with the stated subjective norm
SN. Neither are any significant (I vs. RSN) correlations observed with
correlation coefficients greater than 0.2.

For the whole sample, respondents are most motivated to comply with
farmers clubs, accountants and family regarding changing their farming
system and practices in the next 5 years. They are least motivated to comply
with land agents, Defra and consultants and, surprisingly, ‘other farmers’.

With respect to the issue of changing farming system and practices due to
the SP, therefore, the farmers in the sample clearly do not like to comply with
those sources which one might expect to have the most accurate information
regarding the SP. This could mean that they feel challenged by these referents
to go against their own desires regarding future farming practice. Their
negative inclination to comply with other farmers, other than those with whom
they associate closely in farmers clubs, is interesting as it suggests that there is
an underlying recognition that their peers are similarly ignorant regarding the
future consequences of the SP.

The strongest subjective beliefs are expressed regarding the perceived
opinions of farmers clubs, accountants, the farming press, other farmers and
family. Of these only other farmers are believed not to support a change in
farming system and practices. A positive mean RSN was recorded for all
referents. The strongest RSNs in rank order were for the family, Defra,
consultant and business partners. For family referents, the high positive RSN
comes from a generally positive motivation to comply and positive subjective
belief. In the case of Defra, it is the result of a negative to neutral subjective
belief (i.e. most respondents think either that Defra does not want them to
change or they do not know) and a negative motivation to comply. The NFU
also registered a stronger than average RSN. Although none of these RSNs
when correlated with intent produced a correlation coefficient greater than 0.2,

Table 9 Correlations of TpB variables with intent to change system: whole
sample and farmer types

Main TpB variables All Family Business Hobbyist Lifestyler Independent

n 674 200 172 112 146 44

rs rs rs rs rs rs

Attitude (SA) .483** .412** .587** .487** .438** .537**

Subjective norm (SN) .325** .318** .276** .371** .327** .377*

Perceived Behavioural
Control (PBC)

.403** .361** .552** .217* .381** .461**

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table 10. Correlations of TpB variables with intent to use SP in various ways,
by farmer type.

TpB variables All Family Business Hobbyist Lifestyler Independent

rs rs rs rs rs rs

Use SP as pension or income supplement

Attitude (SA) .462** .467** .380** .570** .481** .458**

Subjective norm (SN) .477** .445** .458** .549** .467** .529**

Use SP to compensate for loss of previous subsidy, to maintain current farming system

Attitude (SA) .488** .489** .371** .598** .624** ns

Subjective norm (SN) .470** .403** .442** .474** .562** .465**

Use SP to invest in non-agricultural activities

Attitude (SA) .514** .515** .423** .545** .558** .511**

Subjective norm (SN) .428** .432** .429** .427** .404** .485**

Use SP to develop new farming enterprises

Attitude (SA) .517** .567** .334** .520** .571** .602**

Subjective norm (SN) .486** .427** .439** .599** .478** .524**

Use SP to make farming system less intensive

Attitude (SA) .646** .540** .677** .738** .612** .797**

Subjective norm (SN) .529** .399** .562** .579** .529** .704**

** Correlation is significant at 0.01 level (2-tailed

two (I vs. RSN) correlations were significant at p<0.01: those for consultants
and business partners. Across all the categories these two referents appear to
be the most commonly influential, i.e. demonstrating significant (I vs. RSN)
correlations.

It is interesting to note from the final row of Table 7 that the highest
positive (m) and (sb) values are attributed to following their ‘own experience’.
However, the resulting RSN does not correlate significantly with their intent.
This also suggests that farmers may wish to change, given the strong positive
(sb) registered in this case but that other factors such as their stated attitude
and perceived behavioural control regarding changing their farming system
may subdue this underlying desire.

Table 8 compares referent subjective norms for the five farmer types
derived from the main survey. For five of the ten referents, there are no
significant differences in RSN between farmer types, indicating that these
referents’ influence is similar across all types. Among these five, the family
registers the highest RSN for all farmer types. Farmers clubs have a higher
degree of influence on the independent / small farmer type than the others, and
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accountants have a lower influence on the hobbyist than on others. The
independent / small farmer type also seems to be more influenced by the
farming press and literature than other farmers, an observation which seems to
underline their independence.

Influences on behavioural intentions

Correlation between intent and other TpB components
For the general behaviour of changing farming system or practices in the

next five years as a result of SP, the SA, SN and PBC for each farmer type
correlate significantly with stated intent (I). The (I vs. SA) is the dominant
correlation in each case followed by the (I vs. PBC) correlation in all cases but
the ‘enthusiast/hobbyist’ (Table 9). The ‘hobbyists’ appear to be more likely to
take into account the opinions of their ‘respected others’ than the difficulty
posed by the change and their ability to achieve it - the PBC. There are similar
significant correlations for each of the six farm types, with the exception of
specialist cereals where only SN correlates significantly with intent.

Except for specialist cereal growers, all farm and farmer types show a
stronger correlation between intent and attitude than between intent and
subjective norm. This implies that the respondents’ decisions regarding
changing farming system and practices in response to the introduction of the
SP will be governed more by their own experience and values than by
perceived social pressure. For beef and sheep, general cropping and ‘other’
farm types, perceived behavioural control correlates with intent more strongly
than attitude. As the mean PBC for these farm types is negative, this suggests
that their perception that it would be difficult for them to make a change will
be more influential than their attitudes or social pressure.

For the five investment strategies, only in the case of using the SP as a
pension or income supplement did the SN produce a stronger correlation with
intent than the SA at the level of the whole sample (Table 10). This suggests
that in this one instance the farmers are more likely to be influenced by the
opinions of their respected referents over and against their own experience.
Though this is the most likely strategy to be adopted, the influence of the SN in
this case indicates a degree of uncertainty. This is only natural given that the
consequences of the SP were still unknown at the time of the survey. Therefore
the stronger positive intent expressed regarding this strategy reflects a tendency
to ‘stick with the known’ – rather than accepting the need for change. This
could mean that the SP could initially have a detrimental impact on farmers
until the need for adjustment is recognised and an alternative strategy adopted.

For the five farmer types, however, the relative influence varies, with the
business / entrepreneur, hobbyist and independent / small types recording
higher (I vs SN) than (I vs SA) correlations for four, one and two respectively
of the five strategies, as shown in Table 10. Overall, the strong correlations
observed between intention and the other TpB variables suggest that stated
intent with respect to the six behavioural responses to SPS is a reliable
predictor of actual future behaviour. However, on a lot of the measures, large
proportions of farmers gave neutral or non-committal responses, indicating a
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continuing degree of uncertainty about how the scheme will impact on their
farm and on farming in general.

Concluding observations
As regards the five potential methods of using the SP, the most likely to be

adopted is to regard it as a substitute for the previous production-linked
subsidies. Analysis of the influence of ten referents showed that respondents
felt family members, business partners, accountants and the farming press
would strongly support a decision to change farming system and practices as a
result of the SPS, while Defra, land agents and other farmers would be neutral
or against the idea. Respondents are least motivated to comply with what
Defra, consultants and land agents suggest. They also do not feel inclined to
follow the views of other farmers, apart from those with whom they associate
in farmers’ clubs. This suggests they think the farming population generally is
as uncertain as they are about the implications and future consequences of the
SPS. For all five farmer types, the family is acknowledged as the strongest
influence. Farming press and farmers’ clubs have a stronger influence on the
independent farmers than on other types, while enthusiast/hobbyists are least
likely to be influenced by accountants. Cluster analysis (not reported here due
to shortage of space) shows that referents fall into three distinct categories:
referents external to the farm business, farming peers, and those that are
internal to the business (including family members and business partners). A
possibility to explore in future research is that respondents are implicitly
distinguishing between referents who are sources of information and
knowledge, and those who they regard as sources of guidance, wisdom and
support.

Correlation of the TpB parameters with intention shows that attitudes,
perceived behavioural control and the views of others all have a significant
influence on farmers’ behavioural intentions with respect to SP. Further
analysis through ordinal regression showed that farmers’ attitudes towards the
impact of SPS on farming in general have a separate and significant influence.

The above analysis shows distinct patterns of response by the five
behavioural types in respect of SPS. This behavioural typology is potentially
useful for policy analysis, complementing the other typologies that
differentiate the farming population on scale, enterprise and economic status.
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Appendix
Statements on values and objectives as used in the Questionnaire

“what you are trying to achieve as a farmer”:

(a) “not at all important” ….. “most important” (on nine point rating scale)
1. Produce the best quality output on my farm
2. Be the best farmer I can be
3. Contribute to the farm in order to achieve something
4. Reduce work load and improve quality of life
5. Diversify my business by investing both on-farm and off-farm
6. Concentrate on farm work and not be sidetracked by outside
activities
7. Be sensitive to the environmental impacts of farming by reducing
input use on my farm
8. Do everything to be environmentally aware
9. Have my family work with me
10. Buy more land
11. Rent/contract more land
12. Avoid borrowing money
13. Reduce debts
14. Make more time to spend on activities away from the farm
15. Increase my ‘net worth’
16. Keep my ordinary business borrowing and mortgages below 50%
of my farm ‘net worth’
17. Invest part of my profits for retirement
18. Save for children’s education
19. Make farm investments that will pay for themselves quickly
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MENTORING IN AGRICULTURE: AN INVESTIGATION
INTO ITS OCCURRENCE AND FORM

Richard Turner and Martyn Warren

This paper reports on a phenomenological study of mentoring in agriculture aimed at defining
and investigating the mentor/protégé relationship; the incidence of mentoring among farm
managers, and the potential benefits and pitfalls for the stakeholders. The study focused on a
sample of farm managers (N=352), in thirty-four English counties. Characteristics that
defined the mentoring relationships were their dyadic, unstructured, active and stable nature.
The substantial minority of respondents who had not experienced mentoring cited lack of
opportunity or awareness.
Benefits accrued to the careers and psychosocial development of the protégés, and to the
mentors. The prevalence of employers and line-managers as mentors was revealed by the
study, as was the importance of discussion groups, and professional bodies, in meeting some
mentoring needs. Recommendations focus on a strategy for the wider adoption of mentoring
in the industry.

Key words Mentor, protégé, farm manager, career, continuing professional development,
benefits.

Introduction.
The changing agricultural scene over the last decade, and the prospect of

continuing upheaval in the next, have reinforced the need for skilled leaders.
This necessity to achieve and sustain ‘a high standard of farm management
[practice]’ is not new, however, and was the first basic aim of the Farm
Management Association, formed in 1965 and later to develop into today’s
Institute of Agricultural Management (IAgrM) (Giles, 1999: 1-3). This aim
remains fundamentally unchanged today. As part of a policy of providing
continuing professional development for its members, the IAgrM made moves
in 2004 to pilot and develop a mentoring awareness scheme among
agricultural graduates. This nascent interest on the part of the Institute, finds
resonance in the observations of Clutterbuck and Megginson (1999: 10-11)
who have sought to explain the rising interest in mentoring to which they
ascribe:
 Maintaining a sense of balance on a multitude of complex issues, where

it makes a great deal of sense to seek the perspective of an unbiased,
trustworthy individual whose judgement is valued

 The increasing difficulty of achieving a work/home balance
 The manager’s need for continuous performance improvement
 Flatter hierarchies which, amongst other things, make the jump from one

level of management to another increasingly difficult.

This paper reports on research undertaken to both inform and underpin that
development.

What is mentoring?
Mentoring is not a new concept, as demonstrated by the story of the

eponymous Mentor to Telemachus, the son of Odysseus in Greek mythology,
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who tutored, imparted wisdom and acted in loco parentis (i.e. nurturing,
caring). Seeking a modern-day definition, Levinson et al (1978: 97, 98)) opine
that ‘no word currently in use is adequate to convey the nature of the
relationship we have here’, and that, ‘mentoring is defined not in terms of
formal rôles, but in terms of the character of the relationship and the functions
it serves’. Caruso (1992: 82) suggests that ‘mentoring occurs when a protégé,
in need of help, expends effort to obtain such help and receives assistance’.
Garvey (1999: 3) sees mentoring as, ‘essentially a learning and development
relationship between two people’.

This emphasis on a one-to-one relationship between two people, termed a
‘dyad’, is echoed by Clutterbuck (1992: 3) who defines mentoring as ‘a
process in which one person (mentor) is responsible for overseeing the career
and development of another person (protégé) outside the normal manager/
subordinate relationship’. Caruso (1992: 127), on the other hand, suggests that
‘exclusive one-to-one relationships are rare’, and Philip (1997: 11) widened
the scope by defining it as, ‘a process within a relationship or set of
relationships which embodies elements of trust, reciprocity, challenge, support
and control and which has the potential to empower the partners’. Philip
thereby acknowledged the possibility of a multiplicity of mentors. This is
developed further by Kram (1985: 148-149) as a ‘relationship
constellation’ (Figure 1) where a range of relationships can provide the career
and psychosocial functions that support development at every stage (Table 1).
Such a constellation is not static; change over time and events may disrupt and
re-shape the relationships.

Protégé

Family members
Outside work-friends Mentor(s)

Subordinates Boss

Information Special peer(s)
Peer(s)

Collegial peer(s)

Figure 1. The relationship constellation (after Kram 1985: 149).
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Notes
1. An ‘information peer’ is a common occurrence based on information sharing with some
social interaction: it is characterised by low levels of self-disclosure, and trust.
2. A ‘collegial peer’ has primary functions of career strategizing and providing job-related
feedback, with some overlap with the information and friendship functions of information and
special peers respectively.
3. A ‘special peer’ is rare and the most intimate of the peer relationships, characterised by self-
disclosure offering intimacy and confirmation. According to Kram and Isabella (1985: 120), a
special peer relationship ‘offers a chance to express one’s personal and professional dilemmas,
vulnerabilities and individuality’.

MacLennan (1995: 6) claimed that ‘a mentor can be unwitting, or even
unwilling, but still a successful mentor’, when a person selects a rôle model at
a distance without the mentor being aware. Most authorities distinguish
between coaching and mentoring, and assign different rôles to each (see, for
instance, Parsloe, 1999: 36; Caldwell and Carter, 1993: 13; Megginson and
Clutterbuck, 1995: 16; Garvey, 1999: 25). Table 2 highlights the differences.

Garvey (1999: 3), and Clutterbuck and Sweeney (1998: 1113-1114)
identify two forms of mentoring; Formal (planned) and Informal (natural): see
Table 3. Clutterbuck and Sweeney see informal mentoring as engendering
favouritism, and formal as helping something to actually happen, raising
quality; inclusive of minorities and legitimising help across boundaries such as
cross-gender mentoring. Kram and Bragar (1991a: 10) consider that formal
mentoring programmes should declare themselves as seeking coaching

Table 1: Mentoring functions (after Kram 1988: 162)

Sponsorship. ‘Opening doors’. Having con-
nections that will support the protégés career
advancement.

Rôle modelling. Demonstrating behaviour,
skills, attitudes worthy of emulation that aid
the protégé in achieving competence, confi-
dence and a professional identity.

Coaching. Teaching “the ropes”. Giving rele-
vant positive and negative feedback to im-
prove the protégé’s performance.

Counselling4. Providing a forum for address-
ing central development concerns. Tendering
advice and guidance, and a “sounding board”.

Protection. Providing support in different
situations. Taking responsibility for mistakes
outside the protégé’s control. Acting as a
buffer.

Acceptance and confirmation. Providing
ongoing support, respect and admiration,
which strengthen self-confidence and self-
image.

Exposure. Creating opportunities for the pro-
tégé to demonstrate competence. Enhancing
visibility through attendance at meetings/
events.

Friendship. Mutual caring and intimacy that
involves reflection of experiences outside the
work setting.

Challenging. Delegating assignments, creat-
ing opportunities that will stretch the pro-
tégé’s knowledge and skills in order to en-
hance development in preparation for antici-
pated career moves.
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objectives, ‘rather than perpetuate the myth that fully developed mentoring
alliances can be expected’. Caruso (1992: 86) however, was less critical when
he stated that’ planned mentoring programmes can be viewed as
complementing natural mentoring activity or supplementing inadequate levels
of natural mentoring’. Zey (1991: 62) introduced another consideration; ‘An
interesting aspect of the mentoring phenomenon is that the most influential
mentors are often not even members of the protégé’s organisation’.

Garvey (1999: 3) sees that, ‘The challenge is to harness the best of the
informal without making it too formal and subject to management control’.
Whether formal or informal, mentoring is not, according to Holloway and
Whyte (1994: 5), ‘tutor/student, instructor/trainee, manager/employee or
friend/friend’.

With such a multiplicity of viewpoints, clarity of definition is elusive. As
one commentator suggests, ‘with the passage of time and with the demands of
the situations in which mentoring occurs, adaptations of the classical mentor-
protégé dyad have proliferated in order to satisfy particular needs’ Roberts
(2000: 19). Another states that ‘my experience of the process, tells me that
there is no simple definition, but that there might be accepted practices that

Coaching Mentoring

Focus on task Focus on progress

Usually short-term Usually longer-term6

(sometimes for life)

Explicit feedback Intuitive feedback

Develops skills Develops capabilities

Driven by coach Driven by protégé

Table 2: Coaching and mentoring compared. Source: Clutterbuck and
Sweeney (1998: 1109).

Shows where you went wrong Helps you to work it out your-
self

Formal (planned) Informal (natural)
Goal: Organisational Individual
Mentor: One individual One individual
Nature of the relationship: Formal Personal
Nature of interaction: Ritualistic Spontaneous
Nature of activity: Task and process orientated Substance orientated

Table 3: A comparison of formal and informal mentoring
(after Caruso 1992: 88)
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inform the rôle’, Morton (2003: 12). One outcome of this present study was to
use the findings to propose a definition that is more appropriate to the English
agricultural industry. This definition emerges during the discussion of the
results.

Benefits and pitfalls for the stakeholders.
The benefits cited of engagement in a mentoring process are many and

varied. In an attempt to make sense of these, Figures 2 to 4 separately list
these benefits, for the protégé, mentor and the business respectively, by
frequency of mention in various reference sources. These sources mainly
relate to planned (formal) mentoring schemes in large organisations, rather
than the conditions applying in English farming, but they nevertheless provide
a reference point against which to compare and contrast the findings of this
study.

On the downside, authors identify a number of possible pitfalls in the
process, set out in Appendix 1, of which the majority centre on the mentor
(incompetence and acting unethically) and the problems arising from
dysfunctional interaction (dependency, jealousies, resentment, lack of
commitment and failure of trust).

Mentoring in agriculture
It is not possible here to do full justice to the range and number of studies,

on mentoring in general, which have been published (see Turner 2006 for a

Figure 2: The benefits of mentoring for the protégé.
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more comprehensive account). What is clear from a cursory glance, however,
is that most such studies have taken place in the context of large firms, which
are likely to be located in or close to areas of high population density. The
literature search was unable to identify any studies conducted on mentoring in
an agricultural context. Conclusions that seem appropriate in a non-
agricultural context may not be valid for the conditions pertaining in
agriculture, where managers are operating in businesses with small workforces
and, by definition, working and probably living in sparsely-populated areas.
For instance, a definition which denies the validity of mentoring relationships
between line manager and subordinate may be far too narrow where this is the
only kind of relationship that is possible, given a lack of alternative potential
mentors in the locality. Likewise the lack of alternatives may inhibit
developments of mentoring ‘constellations’ and place more emphasis on the
dyadic relationship.

Figure 3: The benefits of mentoring for the mentor

Figure 4: The benefits of mentoring for the business
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Hence the motivation for this study, which aimed to

 Establish a definition of mentoring, and of the mentoring relationship,
appropriate to conditions in English farm management.

 Investigate the frequency of mentoring among farm managers in
England;

 identify the potential benefits and pitfalls associated with mentoring for
the stakeholders as represented by the protégés, mentors and the
constituent farm businesses;

 explore the factors inherent within the agricultural industry that might
inhibit the occurrence of mentoring; and

 make recommendations, if appropriate, for widening the extent and
enhancing the impact of mentoring for agricultural managers.

Methodology
Primary data collection

A combination of quantitative and qualitative data collection methods was
adopted. The use of a structured questionnaire, administered by post to a
relatively large sample, offered the prospect of data which lent itself to
statistical analysis, and which could potentially be generalised to the
population of agricultural managers as a whole. This was supported by semi-
structured interviews with a small sub-sample of informants, with the aim of
gaining greater depth of understanding of the responses and of the motivations
behind them.
Postal questionnaire

In deciding the sampling frame for the survey, certain decisions were
made. Although there is no prima facie case for discriminating between
farmers and farm managers in respect of mentoring needs, logistical
considerations restricted the study to employed farm managers working within
England. Defra suggests a total population of 15,400 salaried managers at
June 2005 (Defra 2006: 12) but of course does not provide lists of such
managers to would-be researchers. Thus it was necessary to build a sampling
frame from a variety of sources, by approaching consultancy firms and
farming companies, as well as central and branch officials of the IAgrM; the
National Farmers Union; and agricultural leadership training courses run by
the John Edgar Memorial Trust and the University of Plymouth/Worshipful
Company of Farmers. In addition, a ‘snowballing’ process was created by
asking respondents in the first trawl to extend an invitation to one or two other
farm managers. These approaches ultimately yielded a sample of 352 farm
managers for the postal questionnaire.

The two-page questionnaire is shown in Appendix 2, and was designed by
reference to the objectives of the study, and to the literature on both mentoring
and research methods. It includes demographic questions as well as those
concerning mentoring issues. Questions were mainly closed, but respondents
were given some opportunity to enlarge on their experience of mentoring
relationships. Questionnaires were response-coded to ensure that reminders
were not sent to managers who had responded, but the key to the coding
remained confidential to the researcher. The questionnaire was coloured
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yellow in order that it would stand out on a manager’s desk (Mangione, 1995:
86).

Both questionnaire and the covering letters underwent a rigorous process
of testing, and were piloted with a group of fourteen managers; these latter
were excluded from the eventual analysis. Reminder letters were sent to non-
respondents a month after the initial mailing.

Face-to-face interviews
Postal respondents were asked to volunteer for face-to-face interviews, and

the 106 who agreed formed the basis of the sampling frame for the qualitative
element of the study. The sample was purposively selected, the primary
criterion being that respondents should have experienced mentoring as a
protégé. The second criterion was the mode of acquiring a mentor (sought and
chose; allocated by a superior; mutual consent). Subsidiary criteria, used to
ensure a comprehensive coverage, included the number of mentors, the current
size of business managed, years of experience as a farm manager and age.
Fourteen respondents were selected for interview, the principal constraint on
the number being that of time.

As well as protégés, five mentors were interviewed, these being randomly
selected from the sixteen respondents to the postal survey who had indicated
that they had had experience of being mentors, and were willing to be
interviewed.

Consideration of the main face-to-face interview techniques available
(schedule structured, non-schedule-structured (focused) and non-directive) led
to selection of the focused interview approach (Brunt 1997: 103; Frankfort-
Nachmias and Nachmias 1996: 234-235). This technique was considered
flexible enough to explore any leads that might emerge, but structured enough
to allow themes to be identified. This “conversation with a purpose” with
appropriate, but minimal direction from the interviewer, was intended to
enable the interviewee to relate their experiences, to describe whatever events
seemed significant to them, apply their own definitions and to reveal their
opinions and attitudes. The interview guides are shown in Appendices 3 and
4. Interviews were tape-recorded to ensure an accurate record of the audible
communications conducted during the interviews, and tapes later transcribed.
The duration of the interviews ranged from forty-five minutes to two and
quarter hours.

Secondary data collection
Library investigations were conducted for books, journals and occasional

papers, as well as the Internet for sources of secondary data. Personal and third
person contacts were made with organisations participating in (a) the Defra
(2004) “Fresh Start” (England) scheme, and (b) mentoring programmes in
North America. Official government statistics, on economic and physical
data, was accessed as supportive information.

Results
Postal survey.

The 352 questionnaires sent in total elicited 177 responses (50.3%) in the
first instance, and the reminders generated an additional 38. (The request for
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additional names resulted in an additional 47, of the 352 questionnaires sent,
which resulted in 33 responses). Total response, upon which the analyses were
based, was 215, giving a 61% response rate. Of these, 106 (30%) indicated
that they would be prepared to participate in an interview.

The results of the questionnaire survey are summarised in Tables 4 and 5.
Quoted farm sizes ranged from 8 to 24,282 hectares (ha); a range of 24,274 ha.
Median size was 920ha: dispersion is expressed by use of the inter-quartile
range in Table 5.

Worthy of note is that all respondents were male, and just over a third were
farmers’ sons. Most had qualifications of some sort, with just 30% at degree
level or above: 53% possessed diplomas of one kind or another as their
highest qualification. The overwhelming majority were members of at least
one agricultural discussion group.

Nearly two-thirds of respondents had experienced mentoring as a protégé,
and of those 80% had had two or more mentoring relationships. By far the
most common method of establishing the relationship was by mutual consent
(71%), with only 20% arising from a formal allocation process. Almost all
respondents considered that the outcomes of these relationships were
beneficial. Of those who had not experienced mentoring, 51% had not had the
opportunity, and 42% were simply not aware of the concept.

Pearson’s chi-square test (p<0.05) was used to detect significant
associations between selected variables. The only statistically significant
relationships identified were unsurprising: a direct relationship between age
and years of experience, and inverse relationships between age and formal
qualifications; and years of experience and formal qualifications. There were
no significant associations between age and experience of mentoring; number
of mentoring relationships; method of acquiring a mentor; and current area
managed. There was no relationship between level of qualification and area
farmed, nor did the respondent’s family origin (farmer’s son or not) have any
bearing on the mentoring variables.

Question 13 of the questionnaire asked respondents: ‘Please list the main
benefits you gained from the mentoring experience’. 265 responses were
received to this open question from 115 respondents, and these were coded

Table 5. Inter-quartile range of the current size of the business managed
(hectares).

Valid N = 206

Percentiles ha

25 405.0

50 920.5

75 1600.0

Inter-quartile range 1195.0

Size of the business (ha)
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into 18 distinct benefits as illustrated in Figure 5, of which the key benefits
indicated were, access to experience, access to knowledge, sounding board,
confidence and support. Although key by virtue of frequency of occurrence,
the foregoing does not purport to impute any significant importance to any one
particular beneficial aspect cited, or diminish the importance of those
occurring at the lower frequencies.

Those respondents who indicated that their experience of mentoring had
not been beneficial were asked, at interview, to explain. Two respondents in
the “allocated mentor” category gave the following reasons. ‘Insufficient time
allocated to mentoring process’ (respondent 295); ‘Wrong person selected as
mentor’ (respondent 295); ‘Lack of truth being told to me’ (respondent 176).
The third respondent, in the predominant “mutual consent” category stated
that, ‘My mentor lacked good communication skills, never listened, which
lead me to feeling more isolated and lacking in confidence. His way was
always right, no matter what’ (respondent 273).

Interview survey
The qualitative element of the study was an important complement to the

quantitative data captured by the postal survey questionnaire, adding a degree
of richness to the latter, and enabling deeper levels of understanding.

The applied nature of the research suggested analysis by the ‘framework’
method, which involved in-depth familiarisation with the recorded material in
order to identify a thematic framework. In this case, after recording, sifting,
and charting, sixteen main themes emerged from the nineteen interviews as

Advice

Problem sharing

Standard setting

Confidence

Access know ledge

Access experienceTrusted friend

Idea evaluation

Sounding board

Support

Netw orking

Perspective

Stress reduction

Career progression
Guidance

Improved performance Role model

Personal development

14%

9%

11%

16%

10%

7%

6%
5%

Figure 5. The benefits of mentoring for the protégé; postal survey responses.
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summarised in Table 6. These formed the basis of the thematic matrices
employed in the systematic coding and analysis of each interview, from which
in turn an overall profile of the responses of the interviewed farm managers
could be drawn. The process embodied certain features, considered by Ritchie
and Spencer (1994: 177-178), to be key to the efficacy of the “framework”
method:
 grounded on the experiences of the interviewees;
 dynamic – open to change and re-evaluation, throughout the analysis

process;
 systematic – it allowed the methodical treatment of similar units;
 comprehensive – allowed a full review of the material available;
 enabled the easy retrieval of material by the researcher, or third parties;
 allowed comparisons and associations to be made;
 accessible to others.

Nature of the relationship
Lack of space here precludes full discussion of all these themes (see

Turner 2006 for a full account).
The majority of mentoring relationships (from a total of 64 between the 19
interviewees) were with an employer (19%) or line manager (30%), with 17%
being with peers. Over 40% of the mentoring relationships had endured for
more than 10 years; 64% for more than 5 years; and 14% for less than 2 years.

Table 6. The main themes emerging from the focused interviews.

THEME

Career path

Mentoring

Mode of initiation of the mentoring relationship(s)

Relationship of the mentor to the protégé

Duration of relationship(s)

Type of relationship(s)

Relationship boundaries (Open/Closed)

Balance of power

What do you understand by mentoring?

Beneficial aspects of the mentoring relationship for the protégé

Beneficial aspects of the mentoring relationship for the mentor

Negative aspects

Qualities and abilities sought in a mentor

Was mentor training considered potentially beneficial?

Desirable characteristics in a protégé

Can mentoring be recommended?
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Only 9 of the 64 were formal relationships, and virtually all were stable and
active (as opposed to passive) in nature. Fifteen (23%) were private rather
than publicly-acknowledged relationships. 47% of the relationships were
categorised as ‘open’, with no boundaries on discussion, whether on work,
career, social or private issues: another 44% put boundaries around private
issues only, leaving a very small number limited to work and career only.

The analysis attempted to assess the balance of power between mentor and
protégé in the way that the mentoring process was used. The result was a
more or less equal split (about 30% each) between a balance held by the
mentor, held by the protégé, or held equally in an approximate state of
equilibrium: the remainder were in a state of flux, mostly moving from
mentor to equilibrium or protégé.

Perception of the mentoring process
Table 7 sets out the main themes that emerged when interviewees were

asked to explain their understanding of ‘mentoring’. Unsurprisingly, support
and guidance are the dominant themes, though more two-way processes also
emerge from the list (e.g. sounding board; dialogue; interactive).

Benefits for the protégé
Three distinct groups of benefits were identified:
 Career-enhancing: coaching, sponsorship, protection, exposure and

visibility, challenging work assignments, access to networks.
 Psychosocial: rôle modelling, counselling, sounding board, friendship,

acceptance, confidence and self-esteem, confirmation and confidant.
 Special attributes: complementary benefits, synergy.

All but two of the 64 relationships contributed to career enhancement for
the protégé, no doubt closely linked to the predominance of the employer/

Themes in order of frequency
N

Support 11

Guidance 7

Sounding board 5

Advice, Problem solving, Rôle model 4

Access to experience 3

Altruistic, Confidence, Opportunity for dialogue 2

Critical, Counselling, Encouraging, Interactive (two-way), Networking 1

Nurturing, Older (senior) person, Personal development, Plan future 1

Protective, Training, Trust, Understanding. 1

Table 7. Themes identified in response to the interview question, ‘What do you
understand by the word mentoring’?
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manager as mentor, noted earlier. Four of the nineteen interviewees failed to
cite any psychosocial benefits, a result which may have been due to failure of
interview technique and or sample size. However, to expect all mentoring
relationships to comply with the concept of an ideal model may border on the
naïve given that Zey (1991: 214) stated that ‘the mentoring process does not
follow easily predictable stages’ and that ‘some functions of the mentor
relationship may be performed simultaneously, or never at all, and their order
of appearance varies according to the needs and goals of the particular mentor
and protégé’. These four outcomes may have found resonance with this view,
majoring as it would seem, on career enhancement in response to an
individual’s particular needs.

Eight interviewees identified complementary or synergistic outcomes such
as, ‘Synergy of [combined] brainpower’ (respondent 157); ‘it happened out of
a close working relationship, a great friendship’ (respondent 102) – here both
protégé and mentor benefited mutually, and each achieved more than they
could have done working independently outside the mentoring relationship; a
very close working relationship developed with the protégé’s (respondent 146)
third mentor which developed beyond the managing of the farm to the whole
estate, to the material benefit of the estate and both parties.

Overall the tenor of the responses was highly positive: typical responses
were “To have mentors was one of the great things of life” (respondent 298),
and another, “I wouldn’t be where I am without mentoring” (respondent 352).

Benefits to the mentor
Two categories of benefit were identified:

 Psychic: pride, self-satisfaction, ego-gratification, sense of worth and
continuity of mentor’s own work.

 Material: promotion, tangible reward, support and information.
Zey (1991: 78-90)

Psychic rewards were identified as primary in virtually all cases, both by
protégés and by those interviewees who were also mentors. Five of the
nineteen interviewees, including one mentor, cited material benefits for the
mentor, including information, support, career assistance, helping the
(employing) organisation - and in one case an annual day’s fishing at the
expense of the protégé.

Negative aspects
Interviewees found some difficulty identifying negative aspects of the

mentoring experience. The few responses can be classified under five heads:

 Incompetence (e.g. “Where line-managers do not have the capacity to
mentor, but are required to. Lack of knowledge. Give invalid
advice” (respondent 241));

 Trust (e.g. “Absence of trust. May lack adequate experience, perception,
understanding or knowledge” (respondent 045));
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 Time consumption;
 Exposure of self (e.g. “Ultimately it’s your call. Mentoring is not a soft

option” (respondent 332));
 Acting under false pretences (e.g. “Some people may be

frauds” (respondent 045); “To pretend to help, or act
adversely” (respondent 241)).

Qualities sought in a mentor
Table 8 shows the frequency of mentions of particularly qualities and abilities
which interviewees considered important in a mentor.

Interviewees were not individually asked to place relative values on these
characteristics, but the frequency of mentions does give a broad indication of
relative collective values. It is particularly noteworthy that trustworthiness
comes top of the list, a little ahead of knowledge and experience. Closely
linked with trustworthiness is the ability to act as a rôle model, helping to
emphasise the importance of a relationship that works, rather than just the
ability to transfer knowledge. Being a friend was regarded as important by
less than half the interviewees.

Desirable characteristics in a protégé
The image created by the five mentor-interviewees of the ideal protégé

was as one who was able, trustworthy, open, ambitious, compatible with
(though not a clone of) the mentor, motivated, in need of help, unselfish and
with a good attitude – neither subservient nor superior.

n %

Trustworthy 14 16.9

Knowledgeable 13 15.7

Experienced 10 12.0

Listener 10 12.0

Rôle model 9 10.8

Friend 8 9.6

Challenging 7 8.4

Net worker 7 8.4

Accessible 5 6.0

Total 83 100.0

Table 8: Qualities and abilities sought in a mentor
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Mentor training
Of the nineteen interviewees, six felt that mentor training was potentially

beneficial, with comments such as, “there aren’t enough mentors out
there” (respondent 284), “case for being analytical re processes and
scenarios” (respondent 115) and “definitely if got right qualities. Would
become professional” (respondent 146). Another six interviewees gave
conditional affirmatives, and five gave negative responses such as “No, right
person, not the training that’s important” (respondent 157). The five
interviewees who were mentors in their own right were split on this issue.

Can mentoring be recommended?
All the responses were unequivocally in the affirmative, with eleven of the

nineteen placing special emphasis on the benefit to young people, while not
discounting the value of mentoring in later life.

Discussion
The nature of the mentoring relationship

Benchmarking the level of mentoring experience found in this sample of
farm managers proved difficult, since few authors had addressed this aspect of
mentoring. Moberg and Velasquez (2004: 95) stated that ‘between thirty-eight
percent and fifty-five percent of employees have been recipients of mentoring
at some time in their careers’. Torrington and Hall (1998: 465) in studying
career activities in a research sample identified 24% of managerial staff
involved in a formal mentoring scheme. Roche (1979: 14-15) in a study of
4004 executives (28 were female) found that nearly two-thirds of the 1250
respondents had a mentor or sponsor, and one-third of these had ‘two or more
mentors’. Roche (1979: 15) went on to say that’ Mentor relationships seem to
have become more prevalent during the last twenty years’. None of the authors
made reference to any informal mentoring activity that may (or may not) have
been taking place at the same time. It has not therefore been possible, at this
stage, to draw any reliable conclusions from comparisons, except to say that
the frequency of mentoring in this study approximated most closely to Roche’s
findings.

The two main reasons given for those not having experienced mentoring
were lack of opportunity and awareness (92%). Given the relative physical and
intellectual isolation of farm managers from the wider business environment,
such justification is plausible. To what extent an interaction existed between
awareness and opportunity, was not established. It was considered important
that individuals were at least aware of mentoring, and its potential benefits,
and thus able to make an informed choice whether or not to enter into a
mentoring relationship.

Not surprisingly, there was a highly significant inverse relationship
between age and level of qualification, with 46% of the 20-39 years group
having a Bachelor’s degree or higher compared to 24% of the 50-70 group.
This suggests that the level of qualifications acquired in the industry will
advance as older managers retire and are replaced by younger, more highly
qualified people. Since such managers could be expected to be imbued with
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the discipline of learning, this trend could also have the effect of progressively
enhancing attitudes to the culture of continuing professional development in
the industry – including mentoring.

Whether changes in the structure of the industry, such as the trend towards
larger farming businesses, will result in a more formal approach to mentoring,
such as that evident in some large organisations in this country, has yet to be
established, as has the desirability of such a change since the practice of
formal mentoring has been challenged by Kram and Bragar (1991a: 10) and
Caruso (1992: 86). The survey results suggest that mentoring in agricultural
management takes a largely informal form, with respondents valuing its
reliance on acquisition of mentor by mutual selection, and its more relaxed and
non-bureaucratic mode of operation.

The most common type of mentoring relationship identified among the
interviewees was between line manager/employer and employee. This is
likely to be influenced by the small size of workforce in the typical
agricultural business, the geographical dispersion of protégé and potential
mentors, typically “flat” managerial hierarchies, and the practice (perhaps
more prevalent in the past) of the young assistant manager discussing business
with the “employer” over one of the meals of the day. The desire on the part of
the “boss” who appointed the manager to see him or her succeed may also
play a part. Some of these factors may also account for the large number of
mentoring relationships that started during the protégé’s first period of full-
time employment, and the high proportion of ‘mutual selection’ relationships.
Do these latter relationships represent a true choice from a range of
possibilities, or were they the only alternatives available at the time?

In reviewing the literature, it was noted that a significant proportion of
authorities discounted manager/subordinate relationships as true mentoring.
However the large majority of these references were made in the context of
formal mentoring where the mentor is assigned (Clutterbuck, 1992:32;
Clutterbuck and Megginson, 1999: 3; Clutterbuck and Sweeney, 1998: 1108;
Dalton and Thompson, 1986: 239; Megginson and Clutterbuck, 1995: 14;
Holloway and Whyte, 1994: 5, 12; Parsloe, 1999: 36; Stredwick, 2003: 323).
Even Kram (Figure 1) in the relationship constellation gave recognition to the
‘boss’ in the context of mentoring. Roberts (2000: 19) recognised that
variations from the classical mentor-protégé dyad can occur to satisfy
particular needs. It may be that agriculture with its singular business
characteristics and management structure based in a rural, largely isolated,
context has evolved its own particular “working” model. To what extent this
model achieves congruence with the mentoring functions postulated by Kram
(ibid. Table 1), or compromises the ethical considerations (Moberg and
Velasquez: 2004: 115) has yet to be established.

Though employer/line-manager relationships dominated, many managers
had more than one mentor with nine of the nineteen interviewees having three
or four categories of mentor, and fifteen (79%) having three or more mentors.
These managers exemplified Kram’s (Figure 1) relationship constellation
model; a model which may typify the reality of the mentoring experience for
others in agriculture.
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The manager/subordinate mentoring relationship found some support in
the primary research, in the fact that no negative comments were made about it
during the interviews and that three interviewees, unsolicited, applauded it. It
is possible that this reflects their expectations, as much as the efficacy of the
experience.

Contrary to expectations raised by Caruso (1992:127), who found the
dyadic relationship to be rare, 53 (out of 64) relationships within the interview
group were identified as being of this form. Most (64%) of these were in
excess of six years’ duration, and more than forty per cent exceeded ten years
in duration – including one of more than 30 years. This mirrors the findings of
Clutterbuck and Megginson(1991: 161), Gibbons (2005: 1), Guest (2000: 7),
Petrin (2004: 2), and Roche (1979: 4), although none of these offer evidence
on the relationship between longevity of the relationship with its quality. It
was not clear to what degree longevity was influenced by the nature of the
industry, or reflected factors such as long periods of employment with one
employer, loyalty, or a paucity of alternative mentors.

Some survey respondents referred to peer-group mentoring, although it
was not always clear whether these represented ‘true’ mentoring, or
membership of ‘action learning’ groups (which could conceivably include a
mentoring element or a climate conducive to the development of mentoring
relationship(s)). Peer mentoring, though yet to be evaluated, may have
something to offer in farming, particularly in helping to meet the unsatisfied
needs of protégés in their early years of employment (see Kram and Isabella
(1985: 119-121)).

Finding a definition that fully encapsulates the complex and dynamic
phenomenon that is mentoring is not easy, as most researchers have
discovered. Caldwell and Carter (1993: 20) consider that mentoring is ‘not a
rigid process. If it were one model [and definition] would suffice’. Despite the
pitfalls, we here suggest a definition for mentoring appropriate to the
agricultural context:

‘A dynamic process, of varying duration, in which a mentor or mentors
give assistance on a one-to-one basis, according to need, in all or some of
the elements of the career and professional development of a protégé. A
successful mentoring relationship achieves positive outcomes for the
protégé (and, in most cases, for the mentor) by virtue of the quality of the
relationship, irrespective of the relative social or professional rôles of the
participants’.

The value of mentoring
Was mentoring beneficial? Of the one hundred and thirty two valid

responses to this question in the survey, only two considered that they had not
benefited from the process. The majority of interviewees felt that mentoring
should start in the early stages of a person’s career, reflecting the views of
Levinson et al (1978: 57) and Dalton and Thompson (1986: 103) that the
developmental period in early and middle male adulthood is the critical phase
in which to form a mentoring relationship. The most recent of these
publications is twenty years old, and the frequency in modern times of
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‘downsizing’, and more flexible attitudes to mid-career changes, could lead to
a manager accepting the status of a protégé in a new career later in life. Such a
situation would not preclude the same person from being a mentor at the same
time.

Benefits to the protégé were many and varied, with the most commonly-
cited being the opportunity to access experience and knowledge, the provision
of a ‘sounding-board’ for the protégé’s concerns, as a way of boosting
confidence. For the mentor, intangible or psychic rewards predominated.
This is consistent with an older person having secured his or her basic needs in
life, and seeking higher order satisfaction (e.g. ego-fulfilment) through the
mentoring process. Some business benefits were also occasionally identified,
through raising the potential of human and social capital.

Compatibility in the mentor-protégé match is crucial, particularly in the
dyadic form. Characteristics thought by protégés to be important in a mentor
included trustworthiness, knowledgeability, experience and good listening
skills. The building of mutual trust, in particular, was seen an essential
requirement in a relationship in which the conduct of the process renders both
mentor and protégé vulnerable. (See also Clutterbuck and Megginson (1999:
147); Garvey (1999: 50); Clutterbuck (2003c: 5). Opinions on the benefits of
mentor training were mixed – perhaps not surprising in a context where the
mentoring relationship is usually arrived at by mutual agreement, rather than
as a (professional) appointment. In view of the potential pitfalls identified in
the literature and by respondents, the provision of suitable training would
seem advisable, even for mentors who might otherwise possess all the
requisite attributes.

Benefits, however, will only be manifest if the mentoring experience is
successful, which is more likely to be the case if the principles that guide good
practice are followed. The main ones are:

 Mentoring is a voluntary activity;
 Mutual trust is central to success.
 Mentoring is not a rigid activity, and its practice will give rise to

variations due to individual needs, attitudes, inter-personal skills,
resources and differences in organisations’ cultures and practices;

 It is an active two-way process;
 Either participant can opt out without prejudice;
 Although there is a measure of altruism on the part of the mentor, there

need to be other rewards (material and/or intangible) if the relationship
is to be sustained;

 The relationship is non-judgemental, and non-directive;
 It is essential that both parties in a mentoring relationship act ethically.

Emerging issues
The following issues arise from the study:

Was the mentoring effective in fact, as well as in perception?
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This study is marked by an almost unanimous agreement amongst its subjects
that the mentoring experience was beneficial. However, this is a expression of
perception rather than an evaluation of enhanced managerial performance as
measured against objective criteria. ‘Feeling good’ does not necessarily
translate to improving productivity or enhancing career progression. This
concern, raised by Beaumont (1993: 144), could not be addressed in the
context of this study, but might warrant further investigation.
Is this level of activity adequate for the needs of agricultural management?
The study established that the practice of mentoring exists in the agricultural
management profession. The lack of a comprehensive sampling frame, as
delineated in the Methodology, means that generalising in order to estimate
the proportion of managers benefiting is impossible. However, there is
sufficient evidence to suggest that a significant minority (36.5%) of
agricultural managers have not experienced mentoring, and for some of the
others it has been an unsatisfactory experience. It is also reasonable to assume
that the proportion of those who had not experienced (beneficial) mentoring
would be smaller in the non-responding part of the sample than in the
respondents’ group. This would suggest that the proportions of beneficiaries
of mentoring in agricultural management are, if anything, over-estimated in
this study.

What factors might have inhibited the occurrence of mentoring in
agriculture?

Seen in the context of the apparent level of mentoring revealed in this
study, the following factors may have been background inhibitors to
participation:

 Isolation (see Giles 1975: 625). This was apparent in physical terms on
most of the visits made to interviewees, but less obvious was the social
and intellectual isolation due to the demanding time inputs inherent in
many of the farm managers’ posts. Where a manager was able, or
willing, to exercise delegation this was less of a constraint.

 Awareness. Mentoring was not a term in common parlance among most
farm managers interviewed until this study brought it to their attention.

 Opportunity. Although this overlaps with awareness, there may have
been a shortage of mentors due simply to insufficient potential mentors,
or the lack of a general culture of mentoring.

 Relatively small businesses. There were few, if any, peers except in the
early stages of a manager’s career, and the choice of potential mentors
within the business, other than an immediate superior, was limited.

 Personal traits. In the authors’ experience farm managers’ exhibit strong
characteristics of independence and self-reliance. In some cases these
traits could have inhibited the development of a mentoring relationship if
they had declined into insularity bordering on arrogance. ‘Never saw the
benefit of mentoring’ (respondent 334).

These questions, together with the associated issues, have informed the
conclusions and subsequent recommendations.
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Conclusions
The purpose of this study has been to define mentoring, establish its

prevalence, value, potential pitfalls and factors that might inhibit mentoring
for farm managers in England. Although the target group were not
predominantly farmers’ sons they had worked on farms, and had begun to
envisage their ‘dream’ of being a farm manager, during their formative years.
The majority of respondents had experienced mentoring relationships at
different career stages, and had found them to be rewarding both in terms of
career and personal development. These relationships were of substantial
longevity, with alliances that approximated to the classic mentor-protégé dyad.
A high proportion of mentors were the employers or line-managers of their
protégés. This arrangement apparently functioned effectively, and seemed to
be an accepted feature – an almost unremarked tradition - of the industry.
Protégés had, particularly in the early days of their careers, looked to their
employer/line-manager for wise guidance and support: mentors enjoyed the
opportunity to assist younger managers who were embarking on journeys akin
to those that they had experienced. The process is supported by high levels of
involvement by farm managers in discussion groups and professional bodies,
providing additional knowledge transfer and, for some respondents at least,
filling some of the functions of a mentor.

The main factors inhibiting the further development of mentoring appear to
be awareness and opportunity, issues that professional bodies such as the
Institute of Agricultural Management could have a rôle in addressing. How
might this be taken forward? There are precedents. Mentoring in agriculture,
as a formal activity, came to notice in England through the inception, in 1993,
of the work of the Farm Crisis Network, and more recently the Defra UK
Farming - Fresh Start scheme. The development of a mentoring scheme is one
of five elements of the latter, and is currently under development through the
Regional Development Agencies (RDA) (Defra 2004: 1). Such schemes have
raised a general awareness of mentoring, and provide a gateway for those
wishing to enter into their first mentoring relationship. However, the efficacy
of the mentoring element of this latter government scheme, with its formal
structure and short duration, has yet to be ascertained.

Developing mentoring further is likely to rely on one or both of:

1. Building on, enhancing or facilitating that which is already in existence;

2. Creating a new structure with a mandate to improve the knowledge
transfer of mentoring and provide opportunities for mentoring
relationships to occur.

The latter strategy has all the attractions of a new venture, but carries with
it the implications of additional resource acquisition, re-experiencing the
initial problems faced by existing provision and the loss of time inherent in
resolving such issues. The former strategy would obviate the need to “re-
invent the wheel”, avoid the attendant costs, and enhance the probability of
being accepted by existing organisations as a partner rather than a competitor.
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This would be the preferred strategy.
Whilst it is recognised that the practice of informal mentoring will

continue, as will formal mentoring schemes in the larger farm businesses, it is
proposed that the first strategy should be adopted, setting out to utilise the
abundance of organisations, groups and clubs already in existence in the
agricultural industry. It is also proposed that a more formal, though not unduly
bureaucratic, higher profile approach should be adopted in the interests of
making the process happen. There is no reason to suppose that the principles
of good practice articulated earlier could not be incorporated into such a
strategy. It should also be acknowledged that mentoring is a concept that
stands uneasily on its own, and therefore ideally needs to be associated with
other developmental activities to achieve general acceptance.

In the UK, the Institute of Agricultural Management, with its remit to
‘maintain and improve the standards of practice of Agricultural
Management’ (I.Agr.M., 1998: 3) appears to be the natural choice to take a
leading rôle in enhancing and facilitating the practice of mentoring in England
in partnership with Defra. The scope of the project would include farmers as
well as farm managers.

Developing such a strategy might include the following steps:

1. The Institute initiates a dialogue with the organisations currently
offering mentoring, and in liaison with the universities and colleges in
England devises an awareness campaign aimed at graduating students. In
many cases this could be executed through local branches of the Institute
(often still operating under the previous title of the Institute, the Farm
Management Association). The Consultation with national bodies, such
as the National Farmers’ Union, National Federation of Young Farmers’
Clubs, The Farmers’ Club and County Agricultural Societies, would test
support and widen the campaign.

2. Given the importance (and often difficulty) in recruiting mentors, the
Institute actively seeks to recruit potential mentors from within its
membership. Other sources of potential mentors include farmers’
organisations, retirees from agricultural service industries, and colleges.

3. In view of concerns raised in the study that the terms associated with
mentoring are regarded by some with suspicion, careful attention is
given to perceptions of the concept, and to the possible need to ‘rebrand’
it.

4. The Institute website is enlarged to include information on mentoring,
and links to providers and facilitators.

5. A coordinator is appointed to initiate and develop the above outline
proposals. Such a person could be funded by Defra, through the RDA’s,
and be responsible to the Director of the Institute of Agricultural
Management.

This may not be the definitive answer to raising the general awareness of
mentoring, or its practice, within the agricultural industry. It does, though
represent a basis for discussion at the very least, and at best a feasible
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approach to the formulation of a coherent strategy. The intention is that such
an approach would be inclusive of farmers as well as farm managers, and in
the longer term increase the level of participation in mentoring beyond the
current level, to contribute to the continuing development of a high standard of
management in agriculture.

Mentoring is not a general panacea for the problems and challenges in a
farm manager’s professional life, but it emerges from this study as a critical
development process that can assist a person’s development both
professionally and personally, and as such should be considered as much part
of a manager’s portfolio as skills development, the acquisition of experience
and continuing professional development. The dyadic nature of most
mentoring relationships make it ideal for an industry such as agriculture,
where undertaking training of a more conventional form, and bigger group
sizes, creates logistical and time management difficulties which act as major
inhibitors. It also ensures that the transfer of knowledge and skills can be
geared to the specific needs of the protégé.

As the pressure mounts to compete at European and global levels it is
essential that the human resource represented by the profession of agricultural
management be developed to its highest potential. On the evidence of this
study, mentoring has an important part to play, and is worthy of
encouragement.
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Origin Problem References

1. Mentor, protégé mis-
match.

Failure to determine needs.
Confusion over rôles.

Bagshaw (2004: 8).
Megginson & Clutterbuck
(1995: 94).

2. The Mentor. Protégé perceived as a threat.

Prevents protégé receiving just ac-
claim (Salieri phenomenon).
Manages protégés career, creates
hostility or dependence.
Fails to cope with additional respon-
sibility, pressure.
Exploits relationship for own ends.
Fails to see need for altruistic im-
pulses to co-exist with motives of
self-interest to sustain the relation-
ship.
Betrays protégé.
Weak mentor fails to protect protégé
(“Black Halo” effect).
“Fraudulent mentor” – seeking sex-
ual relationship in cross- gender
mentoring.

Caldwell & Carter (1993: 19).
Caldwell & Carter (1993: 19).
Clutterbuck & Sweeney
(1998: 1112).
Holloway & Whyte (1994:
22).
Levinson (1978: 253).

Clutterbuck (2004:1).
Zey (1991: 90).

Zey (1991: 147).

Zey (1991: 137).

Daily Mail (2005: 43).
Levinson (1978: 238).

3.The Protégé. Has one mentor only – all eggs in
one basket.
Incompetence.

Kram (1983: 621).

Zey (1991: 90).

4. Problems arising
from dysfunctional in-
teraction.
(Particular problem de-
pends on interaction be-
tween mentor and pro-
tégé, and may involve
third parties).

Dependency on mentor.

Jealousies and resentment arising
from elitism among peers, and
spouses in cross-gender mentoring.
Lack of commitment to time
needed.

Failure of trust.

Viewing mentoring as a therapy, or
a “quick fix”.
Lack of open-mindedness.

Bagshaw (2004: 9).
Megginson & Clutterbuck
(1995: 95). Zey (1991: 151).
Bagshaw (2004: 9).
Caldwell & Carter (1993: 18,
19). Kram (1988: 185).
Bagshaw (2004: 8).
Clutterbuck & Sweeney
(1998:1113).
Garvey (1999: 135).
Holloway & Whyte (1994:
22). Zey (1991: 90).
Clutterbuck (2004: 1).
Coulsting (2004: 1).
Garvey (1999: 164).
Goldsmith (2002:1).
Dalton & Thompson (1986:
42).

Appendix 1: Possible pitfalls arising from the mentoring process

5. The business. Failure to plan or properly execute
mentoring programme.

Clutterbuck & Sweeney
(1998: 1113).
Clutterbuck (2004: 1).
Megginson & Clutterbuck
(1995: 94).
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Appendix 3: interview guide

INTERVIEWER GUIDE: PROTÉGÉS

Considerations.
 Interviews to be conducted at a venue of the interviewee’s

choosing, in conditions that were suitable for the conduct of a
confidential interview.

 Open questions to predominate in order to elicit as much
information as possible.

 The pace and tenor of the interview to mirror the style and
demeanour of the interviewee, particularly in the early stages of
the interview, when the need to establish an early rapport and
gain the trust of the interviewee is important.

 The interviewer to be aware of the possibility that some
interviewees had more than one mentor.

 Equipment: tape recorder (portable and battery operated), tape(s),
microphone, clipboard, writing materials, and interview aide-
mémoire.

 Every attempt made on the part of the interviewer to be
consistent and to minimise the possibility of bias.

 The interviewer to read the relevant completed questionnaire
before each interview.

Prior to the interview.
The interviewee to be thanked for having completed the initial survey
questionnaire; agreeing to participate in a recorded interview and having
organised the necessary domestic arrangements. The procedure, expected
duration (circa 1½ hours) and the purpose of the interview to be stated. Any
initial queries to be dealt with at this stage.

The interview.
NOTE. The following questions/notes to serve as an aide-mémoire for the
interviewer. The extent of the need for further probing/clarifying questions to
be dependent on the interviewee’s responses.

 I have some idea of your current position, but I wonder if you
could perhaps share with me the path your career took in getting
to where you are now?

 Looking back, when did mentoring start for you and what do
you understand by mentoring?

 How did your mentoring relationships come about, and what
was the mentor’s position in relation to you? (Teacher,
professor, friend, relative, immediate supervisor, employer,
director).

 How would you describe your relationship(s) with your mentor
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(s)? (Seeking to get responses that relate to Open/Closed;
Formal/Informal; Active/Passive; Stable/Unstable; Public/
Private).

 Was there evidence of a dominance balance/imbalance in the
relationship?

 What was discussed by the protégé/mentor?
 Could you enlarge on what you consider to be the beneficial

aspects of mentoring, and comment on what were for you
negative, or potentially negative aspects?

 Would you say that your mentor benefited in any way?
 If you were looking for a mentor now, what sort of qualities/

abilities would you be looking for, and would you consider that
they would benefit from some form of training?

 Would you recommend mentoring for other people? If positive,
looking for some indication of when in a person’s career. (Stage
(s) I, II, III, IV).

 Is there anything that you would like to add, that I haven’t
covered?

Depending on the comprehensiveness of the responses, and the pattern
of the interview, some of the above questions may have been answered
without the need to put all the questions. The list is not necessarily indicative
of the order of questioning, nor is it restrictive if potentially rewarding avenues
of questioning emerge.

Appendix 4: interview guide (2)

INTERVIEWER GUIDE: MENTORS

Considerations.

 Interviews to be conducted at a venue of the interviewee’s
choosing, in conditions that were suitable for the conduct of a
confidential interview.

 Open questions to predominate in order to elicit as much
information as possible.

 The pace and tenor of the interview to mirror the style and
demeanour of the interviewee, particularly in the early stages of
the interview, when the need to establish an early rapport and
gain the trust of the interviewee is important.

 The interviewer to be aware of the possibility that some
interviewees had more than one mentor.

 Equipment: tape recorder (portable and battery operated), tape(s),
microphone, clipboard, writing materials, and interview aide-
mémoire.

 Every attempt made on the part of the interviewer to be
consistent and to minimise the possibility of bias.
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 The interviewer to read the relevant completed questionnaire
before each interview.

Proem to the interview.
The interviewee to be thanked for having completed the initial survey
questionnaire; agreeing to participate in a recorded interview and having
organised the necessary domestic arrangements. The procedure, expected
duration (circa 1½ hours) and the purpose of the interview to be stated. Any
initial queries to be dealt with at this stage.
The interview.
NOTE. The following questions/notes, to serve as an aide-mémoire for the
interviewer. The extent of the need for further probing/clarifying questions
would be dependent on the comprehensiveness of the interviewee’s responses.
According to the pattern of the interview the following were not necessarily an
order of questioning to be imposed.

 I have some idea of your current position, but I wonder if you
could perhaps share with me the path your career took in getting
to where you are now?

 What do you understand by mentoring? Looking back, when did
mentoring start for you? (Perhaps both as protégé and later as
mentor).

 How did your mentoring relationships come about?
 How would you describe your relationship(s) with your protégé

(s)? Seeking to get responses that relate to Open/Closed; Formal/
Informal; Active/Passive; Stable/Unstable; Public/Private. Was
there evidence of a dominance balance/imbalance?

 What was discussed by the mentor/protégé?
 Could you enlarge on what you consider to be the beneficial

aspects of mentoring, and comment on what were for you
negative, or potentially negative aspects?

 In what ways would you say your protégé(s) benefited?
 If a potential protégé were to approach you now, what sort of

qualities/abilities would you be looking for?
 Would you recommend mentoring for other people? If positive,

looking for some indication of when in a person’s career (Stage
I, II, III, IV).

 Is there anything that you would like to add, that I haven’t
covered?
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EDITORIAL

Just three articles in this issue, but meaty ones.

In a fascinating study of Irish farmers, Thia Hennessy and Mark O’Brien
investigate the link between off-farm income and the propensity to invest in
the farm business. They find that if the farmer is earning off-farm income, he
is less likely to invest in the farm, while if the spouse is earning off-farm
income, the reverse is true. Of course it is a little more complicated than that,
so read on.

Modesty should limit my mention of the article on mentoring of farm
managers, but that would do a great disservice to Richard Turner, who is the
driving force behind this ground-breaking study. We spend a great deal of
time in our profession discussing the process of ‘training’, and not enough
thinking about the desired output – the development of the individual.
Mentoring – the one-on-one support of an individual, in the context of their
professional occupation, is a powerful medium for achieving that output, and
is finally receiving the rigorous attention it deserves.

In the last decade, farm management research has become distinctly
unfashionable, at least in the UK, and it is a pleasure to see the results of a
behavioural study conducted by Tahir Rehman and colleagues into farmers’
likely responses to CAP reform, and the Single Farm Payment in particular. I
anticipate that this paper is one that will attract the interest of farmers and non-
farmers alike, and I am grateful to the organisers of last year’s International
Farm Management Congress for allowing us to reprint it here.

Martyn Warren
Editor
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REFEREED PAPER

IS OFF-FARM INCOME DRIVING ON-FARM
INVESTMENT?

Thia Hennessy and Mark O’ Brien

Farm investment in Ireland is increasing despite falling farm incomes. Some suggest that this
phenomenon is due to farmers using off-farm income to invest in farming. This paper explores
the farm investment decision, in particular focussing on the role of off-farm income. The
results indicate that, when farm size, system and profit are controlled for, the presence of off-
farm income earned by the farmer decreases the probability of investment. The effect of
income earned by the farmer’s spouse, however, is less clear.

Keywords: Farm Investment, off-farm income, probit modelling

Introduction
Despite the ever growing divergence between farm and non-farm incomes,

farmers continue to invest in agriculture. Data for Ireland shows that in the
period from 1995 to 2006 average farm incomes declined by almost 17 percent
in real terms while net new investment increased by almost 20 in real terms
over the same period (Connolly et al 2005). Moreover, anecdotal evidence
drawn from advertisements in the farming print media suggests that the market
for agricultural farm machinery remains buoyant. Given that agriculture is a
sector in relative decline, with farm numbers decreasing and farm and non-
farm incomes continuing to diverge, it is surprising then that new investment
in farming has remained so positive, especially when one considers the
alternative investment opportunities available in a buoyant economy like
Ireland. It is, therefore, somewhat counter-intuitive that given the apparent
disincentives to invest in farming that agricultural investment levels remain
positive.

This paper explores the factors affecting farm investment decisions. In
particular, the focus of this paper is on the role of off-farm income. While
farm incomes have been declining in real terms over the last decade, the
number of farm households supplementing the family farm income with
earnings from other sources has increased. In this paper the hypothesis that
farm families are using income earned outside the agricultural sector to
reinvest in farming is tested empirically. The paper begins by providing a
clear definition of farm investment and some background information on farm
investment trends in Ireland. Following this a number of theories are
developed that may explain the relationship between farm investment and off-
farm income. These theories are investigated using farm survey data from
Ireland. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results of the analysis.

Defining Investment
The Irish National Farm Survey (NFS), which is a member of the Farm

Accountancy Data Network of Europe, collects data from a random sample of
approximately 1,200 farms each year and records both family farm income

JOURNAL OF FARM MANAGEMENT VOL.13 NO.4 PAGES 235-246
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and investment levels (Connolly et al 2005). The NFS records gross new
investment and depreciation for each farm in the survey. Gross new
investment is the absolute level of investment made by a farmer in a particular
year, i.e. before any grants or subsidies. Depreciation is estimated using the
replacement value technique, meaning that the depreciation estimate for each
farm represents the cost of maintaining the current capital stock. It is
interesting to compare gross new investment (GNI) and depreciation as the
difference between the two can be considered an estimate of the extent to
which individual farmers are increasing their capital stock. Figure 1 presents
GNI and depreciation figures for the full sample of farms in the NFS from
1995 to 2006, the figures presented are in real terms.

Source National Farm Survey Data.

From 1995 to 2000, GNI was almost twice the value of depreciation,
suggesting that half of all investment was to fund new capital. From 2000 to
2006 the gap between GNI and depreciation narrowed; during this period
between 67 and 75 percent of all investment was to replace existing capital
stock. While investment in new capital stock has diminished somewhat over
the decade, the data still shows that between a quarter and a third of all new
investment is to expand the capital stock of the farm.

Ireland, like many other EU Member States, offers considerable grants to
farmers to improve farm facilities. It is important when examining investment
figures in agriculture to take cognisance of this incentive effect. The Irish NFS
estimates net new investment (NNI) per farm; this is defined as investment
(including both purchase and repair) in buildings, land improvements,
machinery, and production quotas, less all sales, grants and subsidies. The
NNI measure does not include land purchases. It is a very apt definition of
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Figure 1: Average Gross New Investment and Depreciation per Farm 1995 to
2006
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farm investment as it excludes all grants and subsidies and therefore accounts
for only “actual” investment. Furthermore, the exclusion of investment in land
purchases means that it does not include any potentially speculative
investment, such as farmers buying land with the intention of re-selling for a
profit. Figure 2 presents data on average GNI and NNI per farm from 1995 to
2006 and also shows NNI as a percentage of family farm income

Source National Farm Survey Data.

The data in Figure 2 show that while investment levels are volatile across
the period, there is a consistent trend of increasing investment. The data also
shows that NNI is typically between 15 and 25 percent lower than GNI. Net
new investment has been increasing in real terms over the period; from €3,500
in 1995 to €4,230 in 2006, an increase of almost 21 percent. Furthermore, NNI
as a percentage of income has also been increasing; from 24 percent in 1995 to
35 percent in 2006. Investment data is also available on a farm system basis.
The data shows that year on year, dairy farmers are consistently the most
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significant investors. In 2006, dairy farms contributed 44 percent of the total
new investment although they only represented 23 percent of the population.

It is also interesting to consider the types of farm investment. Figure 3
decomposes the net new investment data into the different types of investment.
Machinery is the most common source of investment, accounting for over 60
percent of net new investment. About 31 percent of investment relates to new
buildings or repair to existing ones while investment in production quotas
accounts for just 1 percent of net new investment across all farms in 2004.

The relationship between off-farm income and farm investment
It seems counter-intuitive that investment in farming would remain

buoyant despite falling real farm incomes. One possibility is that although
farm incomes are declining, total farm household income may be increasing as
farmers and their spouses supplement declining farm profits with non-farm
earnings. In Ireland, the number of farm households where the farmer and/or
spouse are employed off the farm increased from 36.5 per cent in 1995 to over
50 per cent in 2004. This is not a trend unique to Ireland, Phimister et al
(2002) found that around 10 percent of all Scottish farmers and nearly 30
percent of farmers’ spouses have off-farm employment.

There are a number of economic theories as to why off-farm income may
affect farm investment. These theories can be developed within the
agricultural household model first developed by Singh, Squire and Strauss in
1986. This model has been extended over the years and has been applied in
many studies investigating investment decisions. Some of these studies are
briefly summarised and simplified here, for a more detailed explanation of the
model and its application to labour and investment decisions see O’ Brien and
Hennessy (2007). The agricultural household model refers to the substitution
effect. This theory suggests that it is economically rational for farmers that
work off the farm to invest in farming, if the farm investment allows them to
maintain or increase farm output with less farm labour and thereby increase
total household income. In effect, farmers who work off the farm may
maximise their total income by using some of their off-farm income to invest
in labour-saving devices, if the opportunity cost of their labour exceeds the
required investment. The presence of off-farm income may also relax the
budget constraints in the farm household. Farm households that depend only
on farm income have to use a larger proportion of farm profit to satisfy the
consumption demands of the household. In households where additional
income is present, the budgetary constraints are relaxed thereby making more
of the farm profit available for reinvestment. The importance of the budgetary
constraint is somewhat diminished in the Irish situation where farmers have
access to borrowed capital.

A number of previous studies have investigated these theories.
Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1993) and Ahituv and Kimhi (2000) found that a
substitution effect exists between farm labour and capital, where farmers
working off-farm substitute capital for labour as capital deepening releases
labour from farm production. Upton and Haworth (1987) examined the growth
of farms in the UK using Farm Business Survey data. They found evidence to
support a positive relationship between farm growth and off-farm income,
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thereby suggesting that farmers with higher levels of off-farm income were
more likely to grow their farms through investment. These studies suggest that
there may be a positive relationship between farm investment and off-farm
income. However, a number of studies have found conflicting evidence to
suggest that the presence of off-farm income in the farm household may in fact
reduce the probability of investment.

The transition from full-time to part-time farming can often be perceived
as a first step out of farming and therefore farmers that work off the farm
might not be expected to reinvest in farming. A number of studies, as reviewed
by Hennessy and Rehman (2008), show that farmers that work off the farm
typically operate more extensive and less profitable farms. Glauben et al
(2003) conducted a review of studies that investigated these issues. They cite a
number of studies that presented empirical evidence that farmers that work off
the farm have lower expectations of continuing the farm business, are less
likely to have a successor and as a consequence are less likely to invest in their
farms. Furthermore, a study conducted by Anderson et al (2005) using farm
data from the US shows that an increase in off-farm income increases the
investment in non-farm assets relative to farm assets.

It seems that there are conflicting theories about the relationship between
off-farm income and farm investment. On the one hand, farmers that work off
the farm may choose to substitute capital for labour thus increasing farm
investment. Furthermore, the presence of off-farm income in the household,
earned by either farmer or spouse, may release more capital for reinvestment
in the business. On the other hand however, farmers that work off the farm
seem typically to operate less profitable, less intensive farms and therefore
may be less likely to reinvest in a business that may provide a poor return. In
this paper we explore these theories by testing the hypothesis that off-farm
income is driving farm investment. Using Irish NFS data to estimate an
econometric model of farm investment, the effect of off-farm income on the
probability of investment is quantified. The following sections describe the
model developed and data used.

Modelling the Investment Decision
Wooldridge (2006) defines data as being censored if it is roughly

continuously distributed over positive values but is zero for a nontrivial
fraction of the population. In the sample under analysis here approximately 34
percent of farmers have zero investment while the other 66 percent have
varying levels, thus the data is censored. A standard ordinary least squares
model with a continuous dependent variable is not appropriate when the
dependent variable is censored. With censored data two separate phenomena
can be examined. In this case the first stage of the decision is whether to invest
or not, while the second stage is the amount to invest, with the second stage
decision being conditional on the outcome of the first. It can be useful to
model the two decisions separately as the differences in behaviour at both
stages of the investment decision can be captured. In this paper the two
decisions are modelled using a sample selection corrected two-stage model.
The paper focuses on the first stage of the analysis, i.e. the decision to invest
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or not.1

The investment decision is a binary one, i.e. to invest or not, and thus can
be analysed using a dichotomous choice probit model. The probit model,
which is described in more depth in Appendix 1, can be used to identify and
quantify the factors that have a statistically significant effect on the probability
of investment. All variables that are hypothesised to affect the investment
decision can be included in the model as independent variables. Variables with
a positive coefficient increase the probability of investment while those with a
negative coefficient decrease the probability.

While the NFS collects very detailed information on farming activities, the
data on non-farm activities such as off-farm employment is more limited. The
off-farm income earned by farmers and their spouses is collected as a
categorical variable only, and there is no information relating to income
earned or the labour force participation of any other household members or
information relating to other sources of non-farm income such as returns on
non-farm investments.

Table 1 describes the investment activities of farms included in the 2004
NFS. The table shows that approximately two-thirds of all farmers in the
sample invested in farming activities, with the average investment being
approximately €12,500. To assess the contribution of off-farm income, the
sample has been divided on the basis of off-farm labour market participation.
On farms where there was no off-farm income present, the average family
farm income in the 2004 sample was €27,300 compared to €24,900 for the full
sample or €22,500 for sample farms where off-farm income was present. The
frequency of investment is similar for both groups, with 65% of farmers
having no off-farm income investing compared to 66% for farmers with off-
farm income. The level of investment, however, was slightly larger on farms
where no off-farm income was present; €13,398, compared to €11,827 for
farms with off-farm income.

A sub-group of the off-farm income group of farms is presented separately
in Table 1. This sub group is comprised of farms where the farm operator does
not work off the farm and the off-farm income is earned only by the spouse.
There are 266 observations in this group. This is the most profitable group of
farms with an average family farm income of €35,247; this suggests that the
spouses of more profitable farmers are more likely to work off-farm. It is also
the group with the highest frequency of investment with 83% of observations
having investment, compared to 66% of the full sample. The data presented in
Table 1 suggests that the presence of off-farm income in general may not
affect the probability of investment, but the source of the off-farm income may
be significant. In other words, farms that are operated on a full-time capacity
but where the spouse works off-farm are the most likely to invest. This
hypothesis will be tested empirically.

The variables included in the model are outlined in Table 2. To explore the
effect of off-farm income on the decision to invest in farming activities, we
have included both the presence of off-farm income earned by farmer or

1. For more detail on the model selection and specification and the results of the second stage of the model consult O’
Brien and Hennessy (2007).
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spouse as well as the level of income as categorical variables.2 Both sets of
variables are presented in the table for information purposes, but due to
multicollinearity, indicators of the presence of off-farm income as well as the
level cannot both be included. Table 2 also contains the other explanatory

Table 1: Sample Statistics for Farms with and without investment

All Farmers No off-farm
Income

Off-farm
Income

Spouse only
off-farm in-

come

No. of Farms (%) 1226
(100%)

611
(49%)

615
(51%)

266
(21%)

Family Farm
Income €

24,910 27,336 22,500 35,247

Percentage with
Off-farm income

50 0 100 100

% Investing 66 65 66 83

Average
Investment

12,599 13,398 11,827 15,477

Source:NFS 2004

Table 2: Definitions and Summary Statistics of Variables used in the
Investment Decision Model

Variable Definition Sample Mean
(N= 1226)

Dependent Variable
Invested Dummy (=1) if farm invests in farming activities 0.66

System Dummy variable = 1 if farm is in dairy production 0.4
Size Total Agricultural Area in hectares 52.5
Size2 Total Agricultural Area in hectares squared 4790
Fjob Dummy variable = 1 if farm operator has off-farm employment 0.28
sjob Dummy variable = 1 if spouse has off-farm employment 0.33
FFI Family Farm Income €000 24.91
FFI2 Family Farm Income €000 squares 1375
Age Farmers’ age in years 52.11
Age2 Farmers’ age squared 2863.37
No Number living in farm household 3.69
Fless12 Farmer earns less than €12,000 off–farm 0.058
F12to20 Farmer earns between €12,000 and €20,000 off-farm 0.062
F20more Farmer earns more than €20,000 off-farm 0.111
Sless12 Spouse earns less than €12,000 off –farm 0.09
S12to20 Spouse earns between €12,000 and €20,000 off-farm 0.062
S20more Spouse earns more than €20,000 off-farm 0.14

Independent Variables

2, The level of off-farm earnings is not reported for all farms that indicate that off-farm income is present.
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variables that are hypothesised to affect the investment decision, such as farm
size and system among others.

Results
The results of the investment decision model are presented in Table 3

showing the estimated coefficients, the marginal effect (the effect of a unit
change in each explanatory variable on the probability of investment) and
some goodness of fit measures for the model. The likelihood ratio statistic
suggests that the model is significant (p<0.01), correctly predicting investment
in 71 percent of the cases. All the variables affecting the investment decision
were included in the initial run of the model. Initial estimates of the
participation model showed multicollinearity between the presence of off-farm
income and the level of off-farm earnings. A stepwise regression approach
was adopted meaning that Table 3 presents the results of the parsimonious
model which only includes the statistically significant variables.

It is interesting that the age of the farm operator does not significantly
affect the decision to invest in farming. Previous studies on investment
decisions cite a life-cycle effect, whereby the probability of investment
initially grows with age as young farmers grow their businesses but it then
eventually declines with age as older farmers prepare for retirement.

The results show that farm size, the number of people living in the farm
household and the system of farming are the most significant (p<0.01)
variables affecting the decision to invest in farming. The effects of farm size
are positive but non-linear, meaning that as farm size increases the probability
of investment increases but at a declining rate. The effect of the number of
people living in the farm household also increases the probability of
investment. A previous study has found that larger farm households are more
likely to have a successor present, i.e. living with the farmer (Hennessy and
Rehman 2007). In the absence of any verifiable empirical data on the presence

Table 3: Results of the Probit Model of the Decision to Invest

Variable Coefficient
(Z Values)

Marginal Effects

Intercept -.7842
Size*** .01389 (6.05) .00483
Size2*** .24644 (-5.21) -.00001
FFI** .00560 (2.39) .00195
No*** .09067 (3.71) .03157
System*** .67169 (6.95) .22261
Fless12* -.279243 (-1.72) -.10262
Sless12* .2464 (1.65) .08085
Pseudo R2 = 0.164 Correct Predictions = 71%
Likelihood Ratio Statistic χ2

7 = 257.81***

N = 1226; *(p < 0.1) **(p < 0.05) *** (p < 0 .01)
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of a successor, it may be inferred from the results here that the larger
household size is a proxy for succession and thus the potential of a successor
increases the probability of investment. The effect of system is also positive.
This suggests that, other things being equal, if a farmer is involved in dairy
production the probability of investment is 0.236 higher than if there is no
dairy enterprise on the farm. The effect of farm income is also significant
(p<0.05) and positive. A one unit increase in farm income, i.e. an increase of
€1,000, increases the probability by 0.0019. It should be noted that there may
be an endogeneity problem between farm income and farm investment, in
other words there may be a problem of two-way causality. Investment may be
higher because income is higher and there are more funds to invest.
Alternatively, income may be higher because investment is high and the
productive capacity of the farm has been increased. In other words there may
be a two-way relationship between the two variables. This is difficult to
account for in the model and the coefficient on the income variable should be
interpreted with caution.

The main hypothesis under examination in this paper is whether the
presence of off-farm income increases the probability of farm investment.
Three off-farm income ranges for both farmer and spouse were included in the
initial run of the model. However, as is evident from the results, only the first
income range is significant. The effect of off-farm income earned by the
farmer is negative. The results show that, other things being equal, when the
farmer earns €12,000 or less off the farm the probability of investing in the
farm is 0.102 lower than if the farmer had no off-farm income. It is interesting
and somewhat unexpected that low off-farm earnings have a negative impact
on the probability of investment and higher earnings have no effect at all on
the probability of investment. The presence of off-farm income earned by the
spouse is significant and positive but also in just one income range. If the
farmer’s spouse earns €12,000 or less off the farm the probability of investing
in the farm is 0.08 higher than if the spouse has no off-farm income.

Further Analysis
A number of other models were also specified. A model was also run with

simple binary dummies for the presence of off-farm income without
specifying the income levels. The results of this model suggested that the
presence of off-farm income if earned by the farmer reduced the probability of
investment but if it is earned by the spouse it increases the probability of
investment. This also supports the findings presented in Table 3.

The investment data used in the model above included net new investment
in machinery, buildings, land improvements and quota. The investment
decision model was run for investment in machinery only in order to
investigate further the hypothesis that part-time farmers may invest in
machinery in order to substitute capital for labour. The presence of the off-
farm income earned by the farmer still significantly negatively affects the
decision to invest in machinery, while the spouse’s off-farm income is not
significant.
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Discussion
Farm investment remains buoyant. Some have suggested that this may be

due to farmers using income earned outside the sector to invest in farming.
Both anecdotal evidence and economic theories support the possibility of a
positive relationship between off-farm earnings and farm investment. This
paper uses farm survey data from Ireland to test this theory empirically.

The results illustrate the importance of farm characteristics such as system,
size and profitability but the conclusions in relation to off-farm income are
mixed. When farm size, system and profit are controlled for, the presence of
off-farm income earned by the farmer reduces the probability of farm
investment. Other things being equal, the presence of off-farm income earned
by the spouse increases the probability of investment. When the actual levels
of off-farm income are examined the results are less clear. Farmers earning
€12,000 or less off the farm are less likely to invest in farming compared to
those with no off-farm employment. However larger off-farm earnings have
no effect on the investment decision.

It is possible that the source of off-farm income may affect the results. If
the off-farm income is earned from another business, then it is likely that this
other non-farm business would have to compete with on-farm investment, thus
reducing the probability of investment relative to a situation where the off-
farm income is earned in paid employment. It would be interesting to test the
significance of the source of off-farm income but due to data constraints it is
not possible to distinguish between off-farm income arising from paid
employment and income earned from self-employment in this study.

If we conclude that off-farm income is not driving farm investment then it
is difficult to explain why farm investment continues to increase despite the
declining profitability of farming. One possible explanation may be the
restructuring that is taking place in the farming sector. Taking the dairy sector
as an example, the number of farmers engaged in milk production in Ireland
has fallen from 31,000 producers in 2000 to just 22,000 in 2005. In an industry
constrained by milk quota, the exit of some producers increases the average
size of the remaining producers thereby increasing the need for farm
investment. The results show that dairy farmers are more likely to engage in
investment than non-dairy farmers. So while it might seem counterintuitive
that an industry with a high exit rate such as farming still has strong
investment levels, it may be the case that the restructuring induced by a high
exit rate increases the need for investment.

The introduction of environmental and cross compliance legislation may
also partially explain why farm investment has increased. In Ireland the
introduction of the Nitrates Directive means that farmers must have greater
slurry storage capacity and the rules governing cross-compliance are likely to
increase the need for investment in land improvements. It would be interesting
to explore these issues further by reviewing the investment data from the NFS
over the last ten years in conjunction with a review of environmental
legislation.
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Appendix 1

The investment decision model used is binary, and estimates the
probability of each farmer investing in farming activities given the farm and
demographic characteristics. It is a binary choice model where the dependent
variable investment is equal to one if the farmer invests in farming activities
and equals zero otherwise. We assume;

Prob (Oi=1¦xi) = F (xiβ)

where F is some normal distribution function bound by the [0,1] interval, i.e.
0≤ F(xiβ) ≤1 to satisfy the probability properties. If we assume F to be a
probability distribution then equation 1 can be estimated using a probit model.
The probit model is estimated using the maximum likelihood procedure.
Where the effect (β) of a vector of explanatory variables, x, on the probability
of investment (pi) is estimated. The estimated coefficient corresponding to an
explanatory variable measures its influence on the probability of investment.
Thus the effect of non-farm income on the probability of investing in farming
can be tested.
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Commonage in the Republic of Ireland has traditionally been used for agricultural activity,
mainly livestock grazing. In recent times due to its prevailing common property
characteristics and upland landscape, this resource is increasingly attracting the interest of
recreational enthusiasts. However, the potential opportunity costs associated with recreation
– namely the commercial value of sheep and cattle grazing on commonage remains to be
investigated. This paper aims to fill this gap in the literature by analysing the agricultural
returns from livestock rearing enterprises on commonage land for a sample of farmers in the
west of Ireland. Results indicate that stocking rates are three times higher on privately owned
land compared to shared commonage. Over 80 per cent of the farms in the sample had a gross
margin under €20,000. In total, 96 per cent of gross margin was found to be attributable to
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) payments; with area based payments twice as important
as direct livestock subsidies.

Keywords: Commonage, common property, returns to agriculture, recreation.

Introduction
There has been little, if any, research to date exploring the agricultural

returns to commonage land even though it accounts for approximately 8 per
cent of total land area in the Republic of Ireland (Bleasdale, 2006) and
involves 8.5 per cent of all farms (Central Statistics Office, 2000). Results
from the Teagasc2 National Farm Survey3 (NFS) indicate that returns to
livestock farming are heavily dependant on CAP payments, particularly in
marginal areas (Connolly et al., 2004). If these payments were removed then
livestock rearing activity in commonage areas may be uneconomic for the
majority of farms.

Commonage refers to land on which two or more farmers have grazing
rights (Lafferty et al., 1999). Under common law in the Republic of Ireland,
land held in commonage is seen as a tenancy in common. Each tenant holds an
undivided share in the property and has a distinct and separate interest in the
property. The ownership is divided into notional shares, rather like shares in a
company. Commonage is not physically divided so no one person owns any
particular part of the property. In a sense it is communally owned and operated
and third parties must treat the co-owners as a single unit for transactions in
respect of the land (Pearce and Mee, 2000).

This paper has four aims; firstly to explore the importance and commercial
values associated with traditional agricultural use of commonage, secondly to

1. This paper was written as part of a Rural Stimulus funded project, financed by The Department of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food.
2. Teagasc – the Agriculture and Food Development Authority – is a national semi state body providing integrated
research, advisory and training services to the agriculture and food industry and rural communities.
3. National Farm Survey (NFS) is collected as part of the Farm Accountancy Data Network of the European Union
(FADN).
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evaluate the importance of CAP related payments to profitability of livestock
grazing enterprises on commonage, thirdly to compare returns to commonage
with that from privately owned land and fourthly to highlight policy concerns
associated with the resource. This study is based on a sample of 278
commonage farmers in the west of Ireland. The remainder of the paper is
organised as follows: firstly some context and background information is
provided on commonage. Following this the policies that govern the use of
farm commonage in the Republic of Ireland are reviewed. Next a description
of the research methods is provided. Then, the empirical strategy used to
examine returns to commonage is presented and results are discussed. Finally,
some discussion and concluding remarks are offered.

Background
A considerable international literature (Bromley, 1992; Ostrom, 1990;

2000; Stevenson, 1991) exists on the use of common property resources. Yet
research to-date in Ireland on this topic has been limited. Access to
commonage grazing is technically restricted to shareholders. Although
shareholders have distinct undivided shares they cannot exclude other co-
shareholders, so shareholders can rival each other for the grazing resource.
Commonage in the Republic of Ireland is characterised by the distinct lack of
shareholder organisation and no widespread local rules exist for managing the
resource. In many instances, due to the un-segregated nature of commonage it
is not possible to exclude non-shareholders. Hence, individual decisions to
control stock numbers do not give a farmer exclusive rights over the benefits
of his/her actions and consequently many commonages suffer from
overgrazing (Bleasdale 1995; Bleasdale and Sheehy-Skeffington 1995,
Emerson and Gillmor 1999).

Commonage in the Republic of Ireland is a remnant of a system of
communal tenure which is thought to have originated under the Brehon laws
but which became known during the early 19th century as the Rundale system
(Andrews 1987; Kelly 1997). Under the Rundale system land around the
houses was used primarily for growing crops while the common higher ground
(or outfield) was used for livestock grazing (O'Loughlin, 1987; Whelan, 1997).
Commonage grazing rights prevailed mostly on upland tracts of land as this
was considered agriculturally uneconomic and unproductive and therefore
unsuitable for division during land reforms (Inter-departmental Committee on
Land Structure Reform, 1978; O'Loughlin, 1987).

According to Bleasdale (2006) the total commonage area in the Republic
of Ireland stands at 441,125 hectares. The Census of Agriculture in 2000
indicated that there were 11,837 farms (8 per cent nationally) using
commonage for agricultural activity (Central Statistics Office, 2000). The
majority of commonage (approximately 80% plus) is mountain or hill
commonage and is traditionally associated with extensive livestock grazing.

The majority of the commonage resource in the Republic of Ireland is
concentrated along the western seaboard. In total, 4 western counties Mayo,
Galway, Donegal and Kerry account for over 70 per cent of the commonage in
the Republic of Ireland (Bleasdale, 2006). An assessment of the importance of
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commonage across the Republic of Ireland was undertaken by Lafferty et al.
(1999) using data from the Census of Agriculture 1991. This analysis suggests
the majority of farmers have commonage grazing rights of less than 30
hectares. However, there is a cohort of approximately 200 farmers, with
entitlements to about one-third of total commonage area.

All land in the Republic of Ireland is owned either by private individuals
or state bodies and recreational users do not have a de-facto legal right of entry
(Mountaineering Council of Ireland, 2003). A right to roam (Scotland),
everyman’s right of access (Scotland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany)
or access land (England and Wales) prevalent across other European countries
does not prevail.

Theoretically, high-value land is more likely to be in private ownership
and protected against trespass (Bromley, 1991). Lands with high economic
value for production, privacy, or game hunting are usually guarded through
fencing, posting4, and threats of prosecution. By contrast, where land is
plentiful and cheap (or marginal), owners spend less time and money fencing
or policing their lands. This has strong resonance for commonage. The
Republic of Ireland is covered with informal walks many of which cross
commonage land. Farmers in the past have put forward the argument of
interference with agricultural activity as an argument for prohibiting
recreational access to farmland. If returns to agriculture from commonage are
found to be low, then there is not a great opportunity cost (in any case) to
opening up commonage for recreation. There is little to suggest that the two
activities cannot operate in tandem in any event.

However, it must be acknowledged that there are other potential costs to
landowners from recreation whether the activity takes place on land with high
or marginal economic potential. Landowners are concerned that greater public
access for recreation will lead to adverse outcomes such as greater costs
arising from higher insurance premiums, threats to livelihoods via being sued
by the public, threats to crops/livestock and increased workloads that lead to
no meaningful return (Mulder et al., 2006; O’Reilly, 2006; Millward, 1996).

Under the recent Fischler CAP reforms each Member State is to divert a
part of its direct payment endowments towards rural development policies – so
called ‘modulation’. EU agricultural policy has shifted from subsidised
commodity production towards supporting the multifunctional role of
agriculture. This specifically includes the production of environmental goods
and the delivery of public goods generally (Ahner, 2003; Kearney, 2000).

There is evidence that the demand for recreation on commonage in Ireland
may be significant. Results from Buckley et al. (2007) reveal a median
willingness to pay for formal access with improved trail infrastructure to
upland and lowland commonage walks of between €5.96 and €9.13. A travel
cost study by Hynes et al. (2007) relating to recreational pursuits on a lowland
seashore farm commonage site in the west of Ireland found that the mean
willingness to pay (i.e., the consumer surplus + travel cost) of the average

4. “Posting” is term used in the USA. It refers to legally serving notice on members of the public that trespassing in
general, or certain activities, will not be permitted on the land. The most common means of posting is to place signs
around the perimeter of the property.
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recreationalist using the commonage area in Connemara was €41.92 per trip.

Policy provision for commonage in the Republic of Ireland
Under the Less Favoured Areas (LFA) scheme (introduced in 1975),

headage payments were brought in on mountain / hill farming land and
farming in certain less-favoured areas (Hickie, 1999 et al). Seventy-two per
cent of the Republic of Ireland was classified as a Less Favoured Area. In
these areas, farmers were eligible to receive headage (per head) payments for
cattle, sheep, goats, horses and donkeys. The aim of the scheme was to
compensate farmers in order to provide a reasonable level of income in areas
with natural disadvantages. In practice, this incentive system increased
production on more marginal farming land types such as lowland and upland
commonage. Further livestock premium schemes in the form of the ewe and
suckler cow premiums were introduced in 1980 (Heritage Council, 1999).

Under the 1992 (McSharry) and 2000 (Agenda 2000) CAP reforms,
market supports were significantly reduced and additional direct livestock
based payments were introduced to off-set a fall in product prices. In
operational terms post Agenda 2000 direct livestock payments included 10
measures overall, six of which were premium measures (suckler cow, special
beef for male cattle, ewe, extensification, a slaughter premium and area aid for
cereals) supported by the guarantee section of the EAGGF5 and four for
headage payments (suckler cows, male cattle, sheep/goats and mares) paid to
farmers in disadvantaged areas and partially funded by structural funds6

(Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Development 2000) (See
Appendix 1 for appropriate rates).

The Rural Environment Protection Scheme7 (REPS) was launched in 1994.
Due to the financial incentives provided by REPS it was thought the scheme
would be highly attractive to farmers in marginal areas and would go some
way towards addressing overgrazing on commonage. Overgrazing in the
upland regions in the west of Ireland became an issue in the early 1990s,
mainly as a consequence of direct livestock payments under the CAP. The
common pool nature of commonage and the lack of institutional controls made
it very vulnerable to such over-exploitation.

Subsequently, targeted EU legislation was introduced which required all
commonage farms, irrespective of whether they were in REPS or not, to farm
according to a Commonage Framework Plan8 (CFP), (Department of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Development 2000). The EU stipulated that
commonage regeneration was to be achieved by the drawing up of a
5. EAGGF (European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund) is the mechanism through which the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) is financed. It is divided into two sections.
Guarantee section - expenditure on price support, domestic market intervention and refunds and rural development.
Guidance section - support for structural improvements, modernisation of farms, eradication of animal diseases etc
6. Collective name for the four funds: the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the
Guidance section of the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund and the Financial Instrument for Fisher-
ies Guidance.
7. The Rural Environment Protection Scheme (REPS) was introduced in the Republic of Ireland under EU Council
Regulation 2078/92 in order to encourage farmers to carry out their activities in a more extensive and environmentally
friendly manner.
8. The objective of the commonage framework planning process is to set sustainable stocking levels which will ensure
the protection and rejuvenation of commonage areas that are at risk because of overgrazing..
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Framework Plan for every commonage. Since the task of preparing a CFP for
every site in the Republic of Ireland would take some time (it was only
finished in 2005) a blanket 30 per cent de-stocking on all commonages was
introduced until an individual CFP for every commonage had been prepared.
Commonage farmers in REPS now had to comply with the over-arching
compulsory CFP’s.

The Commonage Framework Plans were used to produce individual farm
plans. An overall de-stocking percentage for site specific commonage is
specified if the commonage is overgrazed by domestic animals (Bleasdale,
2000). Each shareholder in a commonage is obliged to abide by a REPS plan
or a farm plan drawn up by Dúchas9 (if not in REPS) as a condition of
eligibility for CAP related payments. Alternatively the shareholder can
withdraw from using commonage entirely (Department of the Environment
and Local Government, 2002). The Dúchas Scheme paid compensation on the
basis of proven loss of income, while REPS payments were fixed and are area
based (see Appendix 1 for details).

Under the so called Fischler CAP reform (2002-03) the Republic of Ireland
has opted for full decoupling. This means that a single farm payment has
replaced direct livestock payments since 200510. REPS, the disadvantaged area
compensatory allowance scheme (DACAS)11, the Duchas Scheme and
livestock premia (base year was 2003 and not de-coupled at this time) are the
significant direct payments applicable to commonage farmers in the sample.
These schemes and their associated payment rates are outlined in Appendix 1.

Methods
The case study area used in this paper was the Connemara region in Co.

Galway Ireland. This is a remote district in the west of Ireland. In the spring
and summer of 2004, questionnaires were undertaken on a face to face basis
with the owner-operators at their residence by trained recorders. Questionnaire
delivery took approximately 45 minutes and followed a standard format. The
questionnaire was piloted for one month during February 2004 and this aided
in the design of the survey. Given the large geographic dispersion associated
with commonage farmers, area cluster sampling was used to draw a sample
from the population based on secured listings12. Townlands or villages with
more than 3 commonage farmers were targeted. Geographically, all areas of
Connemara were covered. In total 278 usable questionnaires were collected.
Each survey provided detailed data on revenue and cost summaries, farm
premia, labour and costs of farm operations (particularly in relation to grazing
and livestock activities). Information was also collected on whether each farm
included dairying, sheep, beef or suckler cow production. Additional
information on the movement of livestock was also obtained. The base year

9. The then Irish Heritage Agency.
10. The single farm payment is based on the number of premium claims made in the historical 3 year reference period
from 2000-2002.
11. DACAS - Disadvantaged Area Compensatory Allowance Scheme introduced in 2001 to replace Headage Scheme
and paid on a land area basis in disadvantaged areas only.
12. A listing of commonage farmers was secured from Teagasc (semi-state) advisors and from other researchers work-
ing with farmers who claimed under the Duchas scheme.
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for data collected was 2003.
The following conventions were used in data gathering and in performing

the analysis; all inputs even though subsidised were valued at their market
price, production was valued at farm gate prices and all prices were expressed
in euros. Gross margin analysis was used to determine economic returns to
commonage and to private land from agricultural activity. There is a debate in
the literature as regards to the most appropriate costs to include when
analyzing production decisions in the short run (Jones, 2007), as some costs
traditionally thought of as fixed costs are relevant and link to production.
However, in this research gross output and variables cost categories adopted
were in line with that used in the Teagasc National Farm Survey so that direct
comparisons could be drawn for farms of a similar soil type and topography.
This was done for validity purposes13. During the pilot phase we attempted to
collect fixed costs so that net margins could be derived. However, due to the
nature and type of farming in commonage areas, the quality of information
provided by respondents on these costs was sparse so the focus was placed
instead on deriving gross margins. Stocking rates14 were the main
methodology for apportioning outputs and variable costs between commonage
and private land, except where payments such as REPS and DACAS
allowances applied specifically to commonage land.

Results
The average total commonage size was 516.6 hectares and the average

commonage shareholding per farm within this was 56.9 hectares as seen in
Table 1. There was very little inward or outward leasing of commonage. The
average amount of private land owned was 22.8 hectares. Commonage farms
tend not to be homogenous as seen by the significant standard deviations
across Table 1. Farm size in the sample varies from 4 hectares to over 800
hectares. Sheep was the main farm enterprise across the sample averaging 12.7
livestock units15 per farm followed by cattle at 7.0 livestock units. Only two
farms had a dairy enterprise but dairy cows were never grazed on commonage.
Other livestock units consisted mainly of horses, but other enterprises were not
prevalent across the sample and horses were not grazed on commonage.

Within the sample, 12% of respondents did not graze livestock on
commonage during the base year. About 30% of the sample were exclusively
sheep farming, 25% were exclusively cattle farming while 45% had both cattle
and sheep enterprises. Sheep was the dominant farm enterprise across 63% of
the sample. The weighted average farm stocking rate across the sample was
0.26 livestock units per hectare (LU/Ha) as indicated in Table 1. Stocking
rates were much higher on private land at 0.48 LU/Ha compared to 0.16 LU/
Ha on commonage. Commonage framework regulations obviously influenced
stocking rates as 44% of the sample reported having to reduce stocking rates
on commonage for reasons of compliance. In total 76.6% of the sample had a
13. Results were compared with the NFS for mainly hill sheep and cattle rearing farms on marginal soils.
14. Livestock unit equivalents as used in the Teagasc National Farm Survey and grazing time on commonage and
private land was used to establish relevant stocking rates.
15. A dairy cow is taken as the basic grazing livestock unit of 1. All other grazing stock are given equivalents in rela-
tion to this animal.
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* A dairy cow is taken as the basic grazing livestock unit of 1. All other grazing stock are
given equivalents in relation to this animal as recommended by the Teagasc National Farm
Survey: for instance a suckling cow is 0.9 livestock units, cattle 1-2 years are 0.7 each. Hill
ewes are 0.14.

(N=278)

higher stocking rate on their private land.
Mean total gross output across all sampled farms was €18,690 as shown in

Table 2. Direct Payments were responsible for 74% of gross output across the
sample (Livestock premia, REPS, DACAS and Duchas scheme). This is
slightly higher than comparable farms in the NFS which averaged 65%
(Connolly et al., 2004). However, it should be noted that commonage does
attract higher payment under REPS and DACAS as outlined in Appendix 1. In
total 68% of the sample (189 farms) were in REPS and 24% (64 farms)
claimed under the Duchas scheme. Due to the extensive nature of farming in
the case study region, livestock premia were responsible for just 23% of gross
output. Area based payments (REPS, DACAS) were a much larger
component, accounting for 47% of gross output.

Average total variable costs across the sample were €4,090. Feed was by
far the most significant cost, accounting for 42% of direct costs. This is
broadly in line with results from the NFS which shows feed costs to be 48% of
total direct costs (Connolly et al., 2004). Livestock purchases (14%), fertilizer
(10%), and veterinary / artificial insemination (12%) were the next most
significant costs across the sample. Average farm gross margin across the
sample was €14,600. This is similar to results from the NFS for a similar
cohort of farms operating on marginal soils (Connolly et al., 2004).

Mean Standard Deviation

Land Resource (Hectares)

Total commonage size 516.6 748.8
Commonage share 56.9 87.1
Commonage leased in 0.32 2.9
Commonage leased out 0.1 1.3
Private land owned 22.8 37.6
Private land leased out 0.2 1.8
Private land leased in 1.2 4.8
Total available land 80.9 96.8
Livestock Units* Mean Standard Deviation
Dairy 0.1 1.3
Beef 6.9 9.6
Sheep 12.7 14.1
Other 0.3 .95
Total 20.1 16.9
Mean stocking rate Private land Commonage land
Livestock units / hectare 0.48 0.16

Table 1: Average land resource and livestock units per farm.
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(N=278)

In absolute terms, gross margin returns were higher on commonage
(€8,004) compared to private land (€6,596). However, per hectare returns to
private land were 97 per cent higher at €276 compared to €140 for
commonage. The average gross margin per hectare across the entire sample
was €180 as indicated in Table 3. When livestock premia payments are
excluded (a decoupled scenario) average farm gross margin falls by 29% to
€10,272. Gross margin returns were higher on private land at €173 per hectare
compared to €108 per hectare for commonage. In all 3% of farms in the
sample showed a negative gross margin net of livestock premia payments.
When all subsidies are removed, gross margin falls to €775 per farm across the
sample. On a per hectare basis, return to private land declined to €23 and
return to commonage to €4 per hectare. In total, 45% of farms indicated a
negative gross margin net of all subsidies.

Table 3: Analysis of average farm gross margin inclusive and excluding of
subsidies.

(N=278)

Total
Farm (€)

€ / ha
farm

€ / ha
private

€ / ha
commonage

Farm gross margin 14,600 180 276 140

Gross margin – no livestock subsides 10,272 127 173 108

Gross margin – no subsidies 775 10 23 4

Outputs Mean (€) % output
Livestock sales 4,628 25
Other outputs 246 1
Livestock premia 4,328 23
REPS 5,430 29
DACAS 3,353 18
Duchas Scheme 705 4

Total output 18,690 100
Variable costs Mean (€) % cost
Feed costs 1,715 42
Fertiliser costs 401 10
Crop protection 126 3
Seeds 21 0
Contractors 302 7
Veterinary / artificial insemination 511 13
Livestock purchases 569 14
Casual labour 445 11
Total variable costs 4,090 100
Farm gross margin 14,600

Table 2. Analysis of average farm gross margin.
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In terms of the distribution of gross margin returns, over 80% of the farms
in the sample have a gross margin under €20,000 as illustrated in Figure 1.
One farmer in the sample indicated a negative gross margin. In total, 31% of
the sample had a gross margin under €10,000, while half the sample had a
gross margin between €10,000 and €20,000. Excluding all subsidies a total of
46% of the farms in the sample showed a zero or negative gross margin.

Results indicate that agricultural returns across the sample were highly
dependent on subsidies. On average, 94% of farm gross margin is attributable
to direct payments, with a 2 to 1 ratio between area based and direct livestock
subsidies as shown in Table 4. In all, 65% of gross margin on commonage and
54% on private land was attributable to area based subsidies. Due to higher
stocking rates on private land livestock based subsidies were more important
accounting for 43% of gross margin compared to 28% on commonage.

Farm gross margin - No subsidiesFarm gross margin
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Figure 1: Distribution of farm gross margin inclusive and exclusive of
subsidies.
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(N=278)
The results presented here were restricted to gross margin analysis and do

not factor in overhead costs. Using NFS data and applying it to this sample
would equate to overhead costs of approximately €70 per hectare. Accepting
this as a proxy for our sample, 19% of farms would show a negative overall
net margin in a decoupled scenario and 86 per cent of farms would show a
negative net margin exclusive of all subsidies.

Conclusions and discussion
One of the main aims of the study was to explore the importance of

commercial values associated with traditional agricultural activity on
commonage. Results indicate that although farmers had twice as much land in
commonage, stocking rates were three times higher on private land than they
were on commonage land.

Additional aims of the study were to evaluate the importance of CAP
related payments to profitability of livestock grazing enterprise on commonage
and to compare returns to commonage with that from privately owned land.
Average gross margin returns were 97% higher on private land at €276 per
hectare compared to €140 per hectare for commonage land. If premia
payments directly linked to livestock production are excluded, a decoupled
scenario, average farm gross margin falls to €173 per hectare for private land
and to €108 per hectare for commonage. In all, 3 per cent of farms in the
sample showed a negative gross margin net of livestock payments. This is
lower than might be expected but is due to the extensive nature of farming in
the region driven by prevailing topography. When all subsidies (livestock and
area based payments) are removed, returns to private land falls to €23 and to
€4 per hectare for commonage. In total 45 per cent of farms indicate a negative
gross margin net of subsidies. CAP based payments are hence highly
significant for positive gross margin returns. In total 94 per cent of gross
margin is attributable to CAP payments, area based payments were twice as
important as livestock subsidies.

The results presented here were restricted to gross margin analysis and do
not factor in overhead costs. Using Teagasc NFS overhead cost data as a proxy
then 19% of farms would show a negative overall net margin in a decoupled
scenario and 86% of farms would show a negative net margin exclusive of all

Direct
payments

Total farm Private land Commonage land

€/Ha % gross
margin

€/Ha % gross
margin

€/Ha % gross
margin

Livestock
subsidies

62 34 118 43 39 28

Area
Subsidies

108 60 149 54 91 65

Total 170 94 267 97 130 93

Table 4: Analysis of average farm direct payments as a proportion of gross
margin.
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subsidies. It is accepted that production henceforth will be more market driven
and this could precipitate a decline or discontinuation of production in
marginal areas such as commonage (Matthews, 2002). Our results concur with
this outlook.

Based on results presented here the opportunity cost to traditional
agricultural activity of opening up the commonage resource for recreational
activity would be low. Indeed there is little to suggest the two activities could
not operate in tandem in any event. Recreational demand for access to
desirable landscapes, such as commonage is estimated to be significant
(Buckley et al., 2007, Hynes et al., 2007). Increased affluence, mobility and
changing values have brought about new demands with respect to landscape,
conservation, heritage and recreation, with a greater emphasis on consumption
demands for goods and services in rural areas. Much of the Republic of
Ireland’s commonage is located in remoter coastal, upland and mountainous
regions and has considerable recreational appeal.

However, landowners have concerns about other potential costs from
recreation such as higher insurance premiums, threats to livelihoods via being
sued by the public, threats to crops/livestock and increased workloads that lead
to no meaningful return. Future research needs to examine farmers’ attitudes
to the provision of this public good and identify the conditions necessary for
engagement with this activity.

Results presented above indicate CAP payments to be highly significant
for farm viability in marginal areas. Post Fischler reforms, subsidies in the
longer term are in question. However, land in marginal areas has potentially
high recreational values. The delivery of public goods such as recreational
opportunities on marginal land such as commonage may provide a rationale
for continued public support of farmers in these disadvantaged often remote
areas in the future. Public access for recreation on commonage is an example
of the multifunctional role agriculture could serve in these rural areas.
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APPENDIX:1 Payment Rates
Disadvantaged Area Compensatory Allowance Scheme Payment Rates

Less Severely Handicapped Lowland and Coastal Areas with Specific
Handicaps:
€76.18 per forage hectare to a maximum of 45 hectares
More Severely Handicapped Lowland:
€88.88 per forage hectare to a maximum of 45 hectares
Mountain Type Grazings in Less or More Severely Handicapped Areas:
€101.58 per hectare on first 10 forage hectares
€88.88 per hectare on remaining forage hectares up to 45 hectares

Rural Environment Protection Scheme

In REPS 2 (1999/2000) farmers who participated in the scheme were
compensated on a per hectare basis (€151 per ha) up to a maximum of 40
hectares. Those in targeted areas of high environmental sensitivity received
higher payments, €242 per hectare for the first 40 hectares, €24 per hectare for
the each additional hectare up to 80 hectares and €18 per hectare for each
additional hectare up to 120 hectares. Commonage was designated a target
area. This extra compensation was in recognition of the fact that their
compliance with higher environmental standards is compulsory.

Duchas Scheme:

If de-stocking is required, payments will be made on the loss of calculated
gross margin per ewe de-stocked, using Teagasc data for the year in question.
In 2006 this was €27 for each de-stocked ewe. The maximum stocking rate for
which compensation is allowable is 5 ewes/hectare. However, in most other
cases the amount payable will be calculated for the plan, as a combination of
the income foregone and/or the costs of carrying out the plan. Costs can be
demonstrated by receipts, but standard rates may be used. Teagasc
Management Data, Department of Agriculture Farm Investment Scheme, and
commercial farm relief fees may also be used. Payment for losses will also
require receipts or similar proof.

Livestock Premia Basic rates

EU Suckler Cow Premium €224.15
EU Special Beef Premium €150 (9 / 21 months)
Bull Premium €210
Extensification Premium €80 / €40 (Stocking rate dependant)
Slaughter Premium €80
Ewe Premium €21 / €29

Source: (Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 2007).
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Farming in South Australia is becoming increasingly complex. The challenges of structural
adjustment, rural social and industrial change, drought, climate change and globalisation
pose new and ongoing questions about what South Australian farming will look like in the
future, and the level of control that farmers have in shaping that future. Particularly relevant
to forming a vision for this future is the small, and often unheard, population of young farmers
currently pursuing a viable, sustainable and meaningful future in farming. ‘Kicking the Dust’
aims to advance the needs and opinions of young farmers through documenting their
perspectives about their lives, their futures and the future of farming in South Australia. The
research aims to inform state and national policy makers to address the needs of young
farmers and provide insight into their vision for a viable and meaningful future in farming.

Key words Young farmers, policy, agriculture, rural decline, participation.

Background
The number of farmers in South Australia is declining at a persistent rate.

South Australian Farm numbers fell from 29,137 in 1968/69 to only 14,824 in
2001/02 (ABS, 2001 in SAFF, 2004). This has been attributed to the large
numbers of farmers exiting the industry, and the steady decline of new farmers
entering the industry. These changes have resulted in the decline of smaller
rural communities and the increased movement of rural populations into larger
regional centres and urban areas. These changes have been closely attributed
to lower commodity prices, drought, structural adjustment, competitive global
markets, declining importance of the farm sector, deregulated markets, and the
rising costs of farm inputs. For the farmer, this has resulted in increased
pressure to be productive, efficient and ‘business minded’, with many ‘forced’
out of the industry due to the increasing demands to remain viable (Vanclay,
2003).

The Australian Government has pursued policies of structural adjustment
of the farming industry for several decades. These policies reflect neo-liberal
and economic rationalist ideologies that set the terms for a competitive trade
and agricultural environment that promotes self reliance, globalisation and a
business approach for farms (Vanclay, 2003; Pritchard, 2005). This has
resulted in support for larger holdings that can afford new technology,
business management systems and efficiency, whilst utilising neo-liberalisms’
natural market clearing devices to remove smaller farms from the Australian
rural landscape. An unexpected outcome was the ability for many small farms
to remain in the agricultural industry using a number of different strategies

1. This paper was originally presented at the conference Rural Futures: Dreams, Dilemmas,
Dangers in Plymouth, UK, April 2008, and is reprinted by kind permission of the Rural Fu-
tures Unit, University of Plymouth. It is extracted from the Academic Peer Reviewed Papers
section of the Conference Proceedings, ISBN 978-1-84102-185-0.
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including increased borrowing, off-farm employment, reduced spending, and
continuous cropping (Barr, 2002:9). However, these may only provide a short
term solution for smaller farmers.

Despite the pressures of current Australian policies, a small population of
young farmers has decided to choose a future in farming. Unfortunately, this
group also remains a silent population with limited opportunity to influence
the forces and policies that support or hinder their livelihood and future in
farming. ‘Kicking the Dust’ explored the lives and experiences of young
farmers and how this relates to public policy. The research identified policy
areas that could be influenced in an effort to support young farmers to remain
in the Australian farming sector.

Method
‘Kicking the Dust’ is a qualitative research project that utilised semi-

structured interviews with young farmers in the Mid North of South Australia.
This region comprises of broad acre farmers who grow a range of grains, wool
and livestock. Farms ranged in size from 1000 acres to 40,000 acres with
rainfall ranges from 12 inches to 24 inches per annum. Young farmers were
aged 18-35 and were interviewed on their properties. The interview data was
transcribed and analysed with existing literature to identify relevant policy
issues for young farmers. The research was supervised by and received ethics
approval from The Flinders University of South Australia.

As part of data collection for the research the participants were interviewed
on a broad range of their farming experiences including: family and farming
history; economics and business; education; working hours, conditions and off
-farm work; stress and isolation; meaning, values, enjoyment and challenges;
health and help seeking; globalisation; environmental issues and drought;
technology; communication; advocacy, representation and policy; and the
future of farming.

The limitations of this research include the number of participants, the lack
of opportunity for the research to be expanded to other areas within the state,
and the broad scope of the study which has not allowed for in depth
exploration of each area. The purpose of the study was to gain a broad
snapshot of young farmers’ experiences in farming and to relate this to
existing literature and current policy.

The Voice of Young Farmers
The following is a snapshot of some of the findings of the young farmers’

research:
The meaning of being a farmer was discussed in interviews with emphasis

on why they decided to be a farmer, the positive and negative aspects of
farming, the ‘values’ related to farming, and the type of circumstances that
young farmers felt that would result in them leaving the farm.

All young farmers reported coming from a generational family farm, with
up to 5 generations previously working on the farm. Many farmers reported
that it was their families that built and established the farms that they were
currently working on. Some of these farms have experienced significant
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expansion by their fathers, and some by young farmers. Farmers reported that
there was a strong sense of identity, responsibility and family ‘links’ to the
farm because of their history and the sense of ‘place’. The link to their family
history was also reported in their existing relationships with their family. The
farm was often reported as the context that supported this family relationship
due to the unique opportunities to share the environment, workplace and
common goals with their nuclear family, and extended family and friends. The
‘family’ farm was a sense of pride for young farmers and was one of the
reasons that they decided to become and remain a farmer. This sense of pride
was also attributed to farmer’s goals and future plans. Many farmers reported
that they would like the farm to continue for future generations, but also felt a
sense of fear that they could possibly be the generation that ended the
generational family farm due to the recent demanding conditions of drought
and high debt levels.

The reasons for becoming a farmer were closely attributed to the meaning
of farming. All young farmers reported monetary gains were not the reason
that they decided to become a farmer. The reasons they reported choosing to
be farmers included the lifestyle, the family background, ‘in my blood’,
‘always wanted to be a farmer’, like being busy, recognising the importance of
food production, the environment, enjoyed working with machinery, and a
lack of meaning in other careers and locations pursued; including working in
the city. A small number of young farmers reported a sense of obligation to be
farmers, and that there was a guilt attached to any contemplation of not being a
farmer or leaving the farm.

The nature of farm work also provided young farmers with a strong sense
of meaning. Young farmers reported that decision making was shared among
family members, and felt a sense of control and responsibility to help with
decision making. This was also a source of some conflict between decision
makers; however young farmers felt that these issues were not currently
affecting the viability of the property. Young farmers reported that the
everyday activities of farming including working with animals, machinery,
choice of tasks they undertake, and working with the environment provided
them with a strong sense of purpose. Young farmers also reported a strong
sense of meaning attributed to the outcomes of their work including growing
crops and producing good stock for sale.

Young farmers were also questioned about the type of circumstances in
which they would consider leaving the farm. Most young farmers would
consider leaving farms if there was family conflict, inability to make a living,
or family relationship breakdown relating to the farm. It was reported that
leaving the farm would be a last resort. Half of the farmers interviewed said
that they would not leave the farm, with some mentioning not leaving unless
they were in a ‘wooden box’. These comments demonstrate the strong sense of
commitment that is attributed to the farm. These comments were not related to
mental illness or exceptional stress; rather they highlight the strong sense of
meaning and commitment attributed to being a farmer.

A significant amount of literature and responses to farming stress have
emphasised weather, lack of control, isolation and succession issues as causing
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significant stress in farmers. Young farmers were questioned about their
perception of stress, particularly around the nature of their work and the
impact of isolation.

Half of young farmers reported that farming was not that stressful, and that
the stress they experienced was expected. Many young farmers reported that
they could not control many of the farming stressors such as weather and tried
not to ‘worry’ about these issues too much. Other common stressors
mentioned included lack of money, debt and the uncertainty of farming. Many
young farmers reported work related stress including trying to manage and
organise the number of tasks that need to be undertaken on the farm due to the
multi-skilled nature of being a farmer. All farmers reported feeling a sense of
stress at busy times of the year such as shearing, harvest and seeding. There
were also some reports of stress associated with families, particularly with
fathers and closely associated family members. A number of young farmers
reported the lack of control over commodity prices and lack of influence over
globalisation as a stressor.

Most young farmers reported that they did not feel isolated. Those young
farmers that did feel isolated said that they could accept this as part of the
reality of modern day farming. Young farmers reported having developed
social networks in surrounding communities and the type of social networks
and outlets that farmers reported participating in included sport, pubs, and time
spent with family and friends.

A majority of young farmers reported working between 60-70 hours per
week with some farmers sometimes working in excess of 100 hours a week on
a regular basis. A majority of young farmers work off farm to supplement the
farm income including contracting for other farmers, shearing shed work, and
tourism. A majority of young farmers reported that their partners also worked
off farm to provide additional income.

All young farmers reported that they had someone to talk to if they were
feeling stressed. A majority of young farmers reported being married or are
currently in a long term relationship. They reported that this partner was their
main emotional support. A majority of young farmers mentioned that they
talked to their parents and brothers and sisters. A number of young farmers
reported that their mother was often a primary support when they were feeling
stressed. Friendships and social support networks were also identified as
important supports for farmers.

Most young farmers have discussed succession/inheritance with family.
Most young farmers feel confident that succession is sorted out or is in the
process of being sorted out. A small portion of young farmers utilised
professional assistance for succession, but reported that these services were
not able to effectively manage the family, legal and policy difficulties related
to succession. There is a fear in young farmers around losing their livelihood
and having to pay out siblings for the farm if conflict could not be resolved.
Many reported difficulty in expanding the farm as there is no money available
for further expansion and consolidation due to succession issues and the high
costs involved with paying out other family members for part of the farm.

The information gained in the research on stress, isolation and social
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supports demonstrates that the most important support for young farmers come
from their naturally occurring social relationships including partners, family
and friends. Most farmers reported that these supports were preferred over
professional support services as they were accessible and meaningful. All
farmers found comfort in the environment and in the sense of “place” that the
farm was not only somewhere they made a living but somewhere they also
enjoyed living and relaxing. The main stressors that were acknowledged by
farmers were related to things that they perceived as beyond their control.
These stressors included the weather, commodity prices, globalisation and
some of the relationships that they had with families. There was also some
stress associated with the future uncertainty of their viability and their ability
to expand. Despite the significant stressors in farming, all young farmers
reported that ‘being a farmer’ positively outweighed all of these issues.

Young farmers reported that they felt optimistic about the future of
farming. There were some concerns raised by young farmers including the
need for more consistent commodity prices to improve viability, the effects of
climate and climate change, and the pressure to move away from cropping to
livestock due to the high input costs involved in cropping. Many young
farmers reported some concern around pressure to move away from the
‘family’ farm to a more business model of farming. Young farmers expressed
that they were trying their best to be experts in their many fields, but felt that
the demands of markets, commodity prices, globalisation, North American and
Europeans Union subsidies, and the inconsistency of these issues made
planning and future development of their farms difficult. There were also
concerns raised around a loss in farming population due to the rural decline
and the subsequent decline in farming culture. This is also a reflection of
farms getting larger and the changing emphasis on industries other then
farming such as mining, tourism, forestry, wind farms and other farming
diversification.

Young farmers reported that the drought resulted in decreased yields
affecting their viability and sustainability due to the frequent and ongoing
droughts, especially the last 3-5 years. Young farmers in the north of the study
area reported higher impacts of drought due to their frequency. However, the
decreased yields have been partially offset by recent higher prices for grain
and meat sheep. Young farmers are also affected by decreased income which
affects their opportunity for consolidation, expansion and debt reduction.
There were also reports that drought substantially increases the workload
including hand feeding stock and significant increased costs of purchasing hay
and grain for feeding stock. Many farmers were concerned about the lack of
water due to dams not filling over the last few winters and this would result in
extra costs and increased workload to cart water for stock and households.
Whilst drought has been a significant challenge for young farmers, they
remained positive about farming. Many young farmers were receiving
Exceptional circumstances payments, interest rate subsidies or many were in
the process of applying for assistance or at least finding out how to apply for
this assistance.

All young farmers participating in the research have participated in a
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number of formal qualifications including certificates in Agriculture or
business with a number of education providers including Technical Colleges
and Universities. Many young farmers reported the value of lifelong learning,
as well as the importance of learning through experience. When questioned
about their education needs young farmers reported the need for shorter
courses at more convenient times. The particular areas that farmers reported as
needs for further education were grain marketing and computing skills. All
young farmers had received substantial education not only in agriculture but
also in business skills and other technical areas for example managing
complex machinery.

All young farmers were aware of environmental issues and were all
practicing some form of environmental conservation including tree planting,
no tillage, direct drilling, cell grazing, rotational grazing, minimising chemical
use, contour banks and planting salt bush to manage salinity. Young farmers
realise the importance of environmental practices to promote the sustainability
of their property and were positive about their role as caretakers of the
environment.

Most young farmers reported that they felt powerless to influence decision
makers in agriculture. All young farmers reported being unhappy with current
farming organisations representing them and they felt there was a need to
represent the collective voice of young farmers. Young farmers were unsure
about how to go about representing themselves effectively. Many young
farmers felt unsupported by many of the current Government policies relating
to their future.

Young farmers were able to describe in detail the complex effects of
globalisation on their viability. Some of the issues raised included global
marketing and trade inequities and fluctuating global demand for
commodities. Some young farmers were involved with marketing their
products overseas and felt that this may provide some opportunities in the
future. Many young farmers also recognised globalisation as having an impact
on fertiliser and fuel prices. Young farmers had a good grasp on the issues
surrounding globalisation which is a reflection of the participation they have
with many of their commodities traded in the global environment (Kicking the
Dust Analysis, 2007).

The Public Policy Maze
Young farmers reported that public policy was a maze to them. They were

unable to clearly identify public policy that affected their farming
circumstances. This is a reflection of the complexity of policy making in
agriculture, and the lack of opportunity for participation of young farmers in
the policy process. The peak Australian and state representative bodies for
farmers are the National Farmers Federation and the South Australian Farmers
Federation. Young farmers reported that they were aware of these
organisations, however, all but one were not members due to the cost of
membership to these organisations and dissatisfaction with the lack of
engagement, advocacy and representation of farmers interest. A barrier to
young farmers engaging their ideas in the policy process is that policy is made
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within government departments by ministers, public servants and lobby groups
that do not consult adequately with young farmers. Most consultation and
policy influence in Australian agriculture is dominated by older generation
farmers between the ages of 50 and 70 years; the age group for the majority of
farmers.

Policy Implications
For the past 30 years Australian Agricultural policy has been dominated by

neo-liberal political rationality. Neo-liberalism aimed to increase the
sustainability, stability and competitiveness of the Australian agricultural
industry, particularly in a global environment (Halpin & Guilfoyle, 2004:93).
The perceived benefits of a neo-liberal approach have been overshadowed by
inconsistent global market policies and trade arrangements. This combined
with ongoing drought and changing social and industrial rural policies have
resulted in very challenging circumstances for young farmers to enter or
remain viable in the Australian agricultural industry. On a market or
productivity level, neo-liberalism has been successful in Australia by
increasing productivity and efficiency of farming. On a social and
environmental level, neo-liberalism has been less able to support the values
and meaning of farming. Neo-liberalism has also increased environmental
concerns because of financial pressures to maximise output to ‘survive’;
despite young farmers reporting an awareness and commitment to sustaining
the environment. Deregulation of agricultural industries has led to farming
structural adjustment, which is the policy instrument the Australian
Government has used to remove farmers from the industry that they consider
to be unviable (Vanclay, 2003: 81).

The policy approach used by the Australian government does make
‘economic sense’, however it presents many challenges for rural communities
and young farmers wanting a viable future in the agricultural industry as it
neglects to consider the social, community and individual impacts of a neo-
liberal approach to policy making. Young farmers participating in the research
were optimistic about the future of farming; however they had many concerns
about their longer term future. There concerns appear to be consistent with the
literature that raises similar concerns associated with neo-liberal agricultural
policy (Vanclay, 2003; Halpin & Guilfoyle, 2004; Barr, 2002).

The current vision for Australian agricultural policy is to pursue a business
oriented solution to a complex and variable policy environment. The young
farmers that remain in farming have demonstrated a commitment to staying in
the industry and have used strategies such as off-farm work, partners working
off farm, decreased spending, increased borrowing and maximising their
output opportunities. Whilst this commitment is evident in young farmers,
there is an absence of mutual commitment from government and vested
agricultural interests who continue to pursue and invest in an economic
agenda. The incompatibility of some neo-liberal policies with the values and
opinions of young farmers demonstrates the need for future consultation with
this group to identify how to include social, historical and individual
considerations in future public policy and state strategic planning processes.
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Hadrian Cook and Roger Cutting

Floodplain watermeadows of bedwork design are features of the rural landscape across
southern England. These man-made systems for meadow irrigation are characteristic of chalk
stream corridors, yet until comparatively recently, their fate was generally one of neglect or
deliberate destruction wrought by incompatibility with modern agriculture or other
development pressures. Given the direction of agri-environmental policy, appreciation of the
intrinsic nature of historic landscapes alongside ecological conservation potential, make
watermeadow systems prime candidates for the exploration and resolution of complicated and
competing management demands.
The seventeenth century Harnham Water Meadows remain in the national consciousness as
foreground to the thirteenth century Salisbury Cathedral. Located at the confluence of the
Rivers Nadder and Avon in the City of Salisbury and immortalised by John Constable, they
are important as ‘urban countryside’. Managed by the Harnham Water Meadows Trust, these
present a range of interests beyond the aesthetic, including balancing agricultural imperatives
with effective management, ecological conservation, managing visitors, unwelcome intruders,
soil and water management, archaeology and they are a rich resource for education and
research.
Effective management requires a flexible strategy, incorporating statutory agencies, other
voluntary sector bodies (both as partners and funders) and the inclusion as is the inclusion of
community groups. Internally confident forward planning is required, as is the inclusion of
external expertise within an appropriate organisational system and reliable funding streams.
The work of the Trust is described as are certain problems, particularly those that involve
management goal conflicts on the ground.
The voluntary sector can be a highly effective vehicle through which watermeadow systems
may be managed in the future rural environment. The paper concludes that flexible
approaches and reasonable compromise form the basis of management and that this type of
holistic adaptable approach has to be adopted if effective sustainable agricultural systems are
to genuinely succeed.

Key Words Conservation, Education, Environmental Management, Voluntary sector,
Watermeadows

Context
So what value ‘landscape’? There is no simple answer. One view is that a

‘landscape’ must exhibit: structure (it is made up of component parts),
function (it does something) and finally it is imbued with a value. The latter is
problematic because we have to decide whether ‘value’ is defined as a
straightforwardly economic, cultural or aesthetic.

Watermeadows are, strictly speaking, irrigation systems with ancient
origins (Cook et al, 2003). The best known form are to be found on the

1. This paper was originally presented at the conference Rural Futures: Dreams, Dilemmas,
Dangers in Plymouth, UK, April 2008, and is reprinted by kind permission of the Rural Fu-
tures Unit, University of Plymouth. It is extracted from the Academic Peer Reviewed Papers
section of the Conference Proceedings, ISBN 978-1-84102-185-0.
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alluvial valley floors of chalk stream corridors and these belong to a well
understood period in agricultural history. In the post-medieval period
particularly after about 1600, there occurs a major period of perturbation to the
alluvial landscapes of most river systems in Wessex (Bettey, 2003, 2007). The
construction of ‘bedwork watermeadows’ caused ridges to be constructed such
that water diverted from the river was caused to run along the tops of ridges in
such a fashion as to trickle down the sides to drains, and thence returned,
usually via a ‘tail drain’ to the river system. The mobility of the water
permitted oxidation from the air, water temperature raises soil temperature
generally above 5oC triggering the growth of grass in winter and early spring
and, in common with many irrigation systems, nutrients, especially nitrogen
and phosphorus are introduced to the topsoil (Cutting et al, 2003; Cook et al,
2004).

The most vaunted aspect of meadow irrigation was bringing on the ‘early-
bite’ in spring, typically by around a month, reducing the need for winter
fodder. This would be especially valuable during the ‘Little Ice Age’ before
1850 (Cook, 2007) because irrigation protects the soil from frosts and
otherwise warms the soil. Sheep kept on the meadows were typically herded to
arable land on the hillsides overnight to fertilise the arable land with their dung
and urine. The ‘sheep-corn’ system, in reality is a refinement of a medieval
system of pasturing sheep on valley-bottom ‘brookland’, then later transferring
them to fertilise the higher arable on the South Downs (Brandon, 1998,
chapter 5), and probably elsewhere. This system broke down due to a range of
factors including the introduction of artificial fertilisers in the nineteenth
century, economic recession (after 1870 and again after 1918), labour
shortages, the inconvenience of the meadow topography for mechanised
agriculture and cheaper ways of producing grass. Watermeadows are an
irrigation technology that adapted to changing economic circumstances and
values, so where they survived, they did so producing grass for purposes other
than sheep grazing, (Martin and Stearne, 2007; Stearne, 2007;) including hay
for horses and grazing for cattle.

Changing values
Watermeadows are a part of the heritage part of the Wessex landscape and,

fortunately contemporary agri-environmental policy recognises complexity
(Cook, 2008).

In Thomas Hardy’s Return of the Native (1878) he describes
watermeadows as ‘watered on a plan so rectangular that on a fine day they
look like silver gridirons’ (Book 3 Chapter II). Even better known are the
paintings of John Constable in the 1820s that immortalised the Harnham
Water Meadows – but in reality as foreground the Salisbury Cathedral.
Nonetheless, by the nineteenth century, the cultural significance was emerging
with many artistic representations (Cook et al 2008).

In the latter half of the twentieth century, those surviving meadows have
become recognised for their ‘wildlife’ potential (Cutting and Cummings,
1999).

Even if we take a simple view that once economically important
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agricultural systems attracts aesthetic and biodiversity interest today, there has
been a massive shift of emphasis from a simple economic imperative towards
other viewpoints.

Throughout the twentieth century there were several erudite publications
describing, even lamenting the decline of watermeadows. Moon and Green
(1940), Atwood (1963) and Sheail (1971) really present retrospectives on the
meadows and the sheep-corn system. Cowan (1982) is keen to describe the
remaining systems, all before they finally perish.

Some safeguard has been established with the emergence of agri-
environmental schemes, Sites of Special Scientific interest (SSSIs) were
established around Salisbury at Britford and Harnham, including those
watermedows immediately opposite the Cathedral. The Avon Valley is an
Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) and most recently the Special Area of
Conservation (under the EU Habitats Directive) was established for the entire
Salisbury/Hampshire Avon river system.

The Harnham Water Meadows at Salisbury
The ‘island’ created by the split in the River Nadder at its confluence with

the Avon totals around 40ha or which 34ha is owned by HWMT or else is
managed by them on behalf of the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury Cathedral.
The remaining areas are in other ownership including a row of houses on the
north side. The multi channel pattern in the area is extremely stable today and
most likely resulted from a series of ‘avulsion’ events that were likely further
stabilised in historic times to protect the watermeodows, their channels, the pre
-existing grazing marshes (before the seventeenth century) and also the mills
and their associated channels and control structures (Cook, 2008).

The system is significant for being located on this fluvial island and hence
convenient for watering through canals on its upstream site. Historically, the
head of water was augmented by the impoundment at mills at Fisherton (now
removed) and at West Harnham (Cook et al, 2008). Although impoundment
remains at the latter, the radial gates that replaced the wooden hatches in 1974
are designed to open allowing the passage of water for flood alleviation rather
than the operation of mills and watermeadows. Furthermore, the Wylye (that
feeds the Nadder upstream) suffers from low flows for much of the year due to
over-abstraction of the chalk aquifer.

Detail on the ground shows differing degrees of abandonment at Harnham.
The chronology is unclear, but severely degraded surface areas correspond
with more peaty topsoil, while wartime ploughing and post-war poaching by
cattle are not ruled out as agents of loss of definition for the bedworks.
Presently around 10% of the area managed by HWMT is capable of being
drowned, the Trust aims to raise this area close to 20%.

Purposes and organisation of Harnham Water Meadows Trust (HWMT)
The purpose of the Trust is to protect and preserve the environment for the

benefit of the public by the preservation, maintenance or improvement of the
Harnham Water Meadows. It is registered charity no. 1001360. The Trust was
established in December 1990 by the late Harold Corey and the Very Rev.
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Hugh Dickinson, then Dean of Salisbury. To support the new Trust, The
Friends of Harnham Water Meadows Trust came into being shortly after.

In addition to the Friends, The Trust has three committees: The Trustees,
the Management and an education sub-committee. In addition there is an Hon.
Bailiff, a secretary, groundsman and an Education and Development Officer.
Professional services include accountancy, land agency and web support
provided by local companies.

Funding is raised by the Trustees, the Friends of HWMT, agri-
environment funds (Natural England), personal donations and bequests, rent
for grazing and other charitable foundations. Rose Cottage, thought to have
been the original drowner’s cottage, on the Town Path at West Harnham now
belongs to the Trust and acts as a visitor and education centre (http://
www.salisburywatermeadows.org.uk/).

Challenges to the HWMT
The Trust are guardians of an internationally significant area,

encompassing changing values from the production agriculture of its day to
present perceptions of conservation, environmental management and the
aesthetic. The following must be appreciated:

 At heart HWMT is a community project. Location, history and context
all require a strong element of ‘traditional’ management and at some
cost.

 HWMs are an area of ‘urban countryside’ and face many problems
typical of peri-urban areas including vandalism and anti-social
behaviour. The Trust has top providing a safe working environment for
staff.

 There is regulation as well as support in kind and finance from
government agencies.

 A degraded watermeadow environment provides habitat for plants
(particularly mesotrophic grassland) and rare animals. Restoration of
‘traditional’ management, while not mutually exclusive to the needs of
conservation, presents challenges.

 Good will abounds, but funding constrains rapid restoration of such as
water control structures and boundaries to individual meadows.

 Advice, albeit well intentioned, can be one –sided and not take account
of all-round management objectives.

 Forward plans for advancing the education and visitor centre require
planning consent and funding.

 Effective operation of the Trust relies upon not being drawn into local
planning issues, unless these impact directly on the Meadows.
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‘Restoring an area of countryside begs the simple question: ‘to what is it to be
restored?’ The answer is not rhetorical. For example:

1. Restoration of the meadows to an eighteenth century operational
condition, even were problems of low water levels and
infrastructural condition quickly solved, means the imposition of
a blanket management prescription to the area

2. There were changes wrought to irrigation arrangements in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, so drowning is not to the
original pattern.

3. Watering meadows is a mixed blessing for sward diversity; after
all the system was designed for productivity, and not botanical
interest (Cutting and Cummings 1999)

4. Traditional righting up of the works potentially presents issues
for habitat provision for water voles and wading birds.

5. There has been well-intentioned but ecologically and
aesthetically inappropriate areas of woodland establishment on
the meadows.

6. Around many hatch structures, large trees have become
established and it may be deemed inappropriate to remove these.

7. The SSSI area requires care in respect of grazing pressures and
this may deviate from more traditional management prescriptions

8. As long as income is achieved from grazing, its the needs and
logistics has to be accommodated. This is not the same as
management under the ‘sheep-corn’ system, nor can it take
account of recent regulations around livestock movement.

9. Boundary restoration to layered hedges and pollarded boundaries
is not rapidly achieved.

Figure 1. Management ‘Hotspots’ on the Harnham water meadows.

H Presents issues for habitat. W for drowning. A for archaeological infrastructure
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A visual impression of the potential conflict areas is presented in Figure 1.
Conservation and management interests are characterised as habitat, drowning
(irrigation) and archaeological interest. For example, areas where restoration
of drowning is possible, may also host water vole habitats. Areas suitable for
restoration of drowning may lack infrastructure. Where watermeadows
topography has been degraded, management has largely only to have regard
for the grass sward and its biodiversity. The preferred grazing animals for
sward diversity are cattle, but sheep, on balance, cause less soil poaching,
damage to the infrastructural resource and the river banks. And, while sheep
are ‘historically accurate’ in terms of the sheep-corn system, the present
grazing, that does not really depend upon the historical integration of
irrigation, drainage and grazing presents conflicts of space between drowning
and lambing in the early spring.

Much is achieved on the ground by volunteers, through the British Trust
for Conservation Volunteers (including ‘hard to reach groups’), local
employers, the Friends of HWMT work parties and students on work
placement. The Meadows therefore not only benefit from this manual input,
but also operate as a provider of conservation experience.

Matters of perception are equally important. There is a sense of
‘ownership’ with a community project. Viewed objectively, this has to be a
good thing, although sensitivities come to play. Anecdotal evidence illustrates
the point: One local resident expressed a wish to keep the name on the door of
the previous owner of Rose Cottage. Many trees present today are
inappropriate for indigenous birdlife, yet local organisations and individual
donors’ who provided them in good faith, should be respected.

Conflicting management goals are not easily addressed. A water vole
survey by Wiltshire Wildlife Trust was undertaken. Once the results were
known, a contractor then undertook essential bank repairs. The surveyor,
subsequently expressed a grave concern at the immediate appearance of the
dredged carrier although care taken not to perturb water vole habitats; single
issue experts too have to be contended.

Access is another issue. On occasions people have remarked on the
signage (erected on legal advice) declaring the meadows private property.
Access is permitted accompanied by a competent individual and as, essentially
a working farm, the grazier has concerns over biosecurity and dogs. The
apparently contradictory situation requires careful handling and it is
particularly unfortunate that anti-social behaviour does not assist the passage
of a more open access policy.

Towards conclusions
The HWMs have benefited from public and private generosity in kind and

in funds over almost 18 years. Their iconic status solicits public interest,
involvement and education and, in the process, the Trust continues to build
considerable social capital to the benefit of both the community and the
meadow infrastructure. High profile and ambitious the project of their
conservation may be, yet less well resourced projects can learn from the
experience, something the Trust is keen to share.
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The irony is that, with the exception of the few farms in the area that have
historically irrigated watermeadows this once widespread aspect of the
agricultural economy is poorly understood by modern rural communities. The
education of local children and adults alike, and the interpretation of the
landscape offered by HWMT is returning a situation where this fascinating
aspect of the cultural landscape is once more in the public mind and on the
environmental agenda.

The voluntary sector has a certain flexibility of operation that, while
regulated by statutory bodies and conditional upon funding, eases
prioritisation of activities. Unlike public bodies, a ‘sense of ownership’ by the
community and well-intended giving (including financial donation) requires
careful handling. A voluntary sector manager has to build ‘social capital’
through outreach and encouragement and, while at Harnham this achieves
much in terms of communication and simply ‘getting the work done’, yet the
sense of ownership can still lead to inappropriate views being expressed from
those perhaps only peripheral to the Trust’s operation. HWMT must remain
neutral in local politics.

Notwithstanding minor difficulties, the focus on 34ha of historic
watermeadow by the HWMT is able to deliver management plans, education
programme and enables the Trustees and Friends to seek finance and support
in kind. The complexity of watermeadow management leads to a number of
proverbial ‘hotspots’. By comparison, to leave historic watermeadows merely
as ‘wet grassland SSSIs’ conserves species, but has the danger of by-passing
the complexity of a heritage landscape.
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Farming and rural businesses need excellent high speed communications. This need for good
quality broadband has been recognised for some time. Most buildings are now served by
broadband, but there are still unserved areas, or ‘not spots’, particularly in the countryside.
These areas are not necessarily remote and some contain hundreds of unserved properties.
Broadband performance is gradually improving, but ultimately current technologies will not
keep up with the developing requirement or meet the needs of unserved areas at an economic
cost. There are, therefore, two advances that need to be made in the provision of broadband in
rural areas: to extend service to currently unserved areas and to improve performance for
subscribers that are located some distance from the local exchange. These improvements will
ultimately require a change in technology. The technologies that are most likely to be
deployed are fibre-optic cable to the premises and fibre to the cabinet or kerb with copper
cabling to the premises. The deployment of such new technology is subject to regulations
placed on BT which have yet to be published by Ofcom. It is probable, however, that the
regulations will require BT to provide wholesale services to other telecommunications
companies associated with these new technologies. These wholesale services will have to be
equivalent to the services that it provides to its retail operation. Deployment will also be
subject to a commercial justification. BT has indicated that it will deploy fibre in substantial
new build projects. However, the business case for copper cable replacement with fibre is
more difficult to make since the copper cable still has economic life. It is likely therefore that
this asset will be replaced only when a suitable business case can be made in terms of new
services. This may mean that large not spots are early candidates for fibre but isolated rural
properties will remain unserved by broadband. To ensure deployment of a suitable broadband
technology for those properties will require a change in the rules for the provision of the
universal service and particularly the definition of functional internet access.

Key words Broadband internet access, fibre, not spots, universal service

The requirement
Farming and rural businesses need excellent high speed communications.

Farming today is an information intensive activity. The Rural Payments
Agency alone has hundreds of forms and guidance booklets on its website. In
addition, the RPA has started to introduce online access to its services and it is
now possible to interact online with the Single Payment Scheme and the
British Cattle Movement Service. But the RPA is only one of the organisations
with whom farms have to exchange information. Increasingly, farmers need to
interact with their suppliers and customers online. Such interaction needs
excellent quality communications, and because some of the file sizes are big,
the communications needs to be fast.

Many farms and villages now house a number of small businesses. These
businesses also need good quality telecommunications to work with their

1. This paper was originally presented at the conference Rural Futures: Dreams, Dilemmas,
Dangers in Plymouth, UK, April 2008, and is reprinted by kind permission of the Rural Fu-
tures Unit, University of Plymouth. It is extracted from the Academic Peer Reviewed Papers
section of the Conference Proceedings, ISBN 978-1-84102-185-0.
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suppliers and customers, access information and maintain websites. The
importance of telecommunications to households and businesses is shown by
the take up of broadband services. By the third quarter of 2007, 60% of
households and businesses in the UK had broadband access2. Nearly all
households and businesses with internet access now use broadband. Thus, any
household or business without broadband could be disadvantaged relative to
its peers.

The need for good quality broadband in rural areas has been recognised for
some time. In 2003 the Countryside Agency commissioned Intercai Mondiale
to undertake a study into Broadband in Rural Areas. At that time, there were
no published plans to provide broadband to many rural communities and it
looked as if a major divide was opening up between services to be provided in
urban areas and in rural areas. Shortly afterwards, BT developed a programme
to implement broadband over all of its exchanges based on the level of
demand and subject to technical constraints. This programme has been a major
success with more than 95% of premises served by broadband over the
telephone network or a cable TV network. More recently, local loop
unbundling, which allows other companies to take over the telephone cable
from a house or business to the local telephone exchange to run competing
broadband services, has led to competition, greater variety of services and far
lower prices for broadband.

The current situation
Despite this overall success, the current reality is that there are still

households and businesses in some rural locations that do not have a
broadband service. Some of the ‘not spots’, areas without a terrestrial
broadband service, are quite large and not particularly remote. In
Buckinghamshire, for example, Hambleden Valley, which is only about 8Km
from the centre of Henley on Thames, has about 300 properties without
broadband. In Kent, Barham Downs, about 12Km from Canterbury, has about
220 properties without broadband.3

The short term reason for the not spots is technical. The performance of the
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technology used over telephone lines to provide
broadband degrades rapidly with distance. This is a consequence of the laws of
physics and the possibility of improving performance through further technical
innovation is limited. While DSL technology can now deliver more than
50Mbit/s over short distances, beyond six kilometres, little performance
improvement has been achieved.

Meanwhile the world moves on. At the time of the Countryside Agency
report, the key attributes of broadband were being always on, allowing
simultaneous use of the landline and speeds of 0.5 to 2 Mbit/s. Now,
broadband services are typically between 1Mbit/s and 6Mbit/s with some users
achieving greater speeds. Virgin Media has announced broadband at 10Mbit/s

2. Sources: 14.961 broadband connections: Telecommunications market data tables Q2 2007,
Ofcom, 2008; 24.3m households: ONS; 1.16m VAT registered businesses under 250 employ-
ees: ONS.
3.Source: Hambleden Valley Ltd
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over its network by late summer for mid-range customers and 50Mbit/s by end
of the year for high end customers, while BT has announced a maximum
speed of 24Mbit/s by 2011. BT’s performance will still be distance dependent
however, and those receiving less than 2Mbit/s now will see little or no
improvement in performance.

Current services, where they are available, largely satisfy the user’s
requirement for speed. However, the user requirement for 2021, being mapped
out by some leading local authorities is for a bandwidth requirement of
between 24Mbit/s and 100Mbit/s, driven by multimedia applications and
services such as High Definition TV and Video on Demand. This will not be
delivered by DSL alone.

So there are two advances that need to be made in the provision of
broadband. The first is to fill in the not spots. The second is to improve
broadband performance for subscribers that are some distance from
exchanges.

The options
There are few technical options for delivering the 2021 bandwidth and

these are the same as the options for extending the reach of networks that is so
necessary to provide broadband to farms. These are:

 Fibre to the cabinet or kerb. Glass fibre is installed to an intermediate
distribution point in the access network, and DSL or similar copper wire
based technology is used for delivering services to the premises.
Transmission over glass fibre goes many ten’s of kilometres without
degradation, and therefore such technology can be used to infill not spots
and to provide high speed broadband over long distances.

 Fibre to the premises. The copper telephone wire is replaced with fibre
all the way to the home or business. This will provide almost limitless
capacity over distances of tens of kilometres.

 Cable. Cable will deliver high speed access but this will be shared
amongst a number of users and will only cover 50% of houses, all in
urban areas. Cable based broadband technologies can already satisfy the
2021 requirement if configured to do so, but will not be deployed in
rural areas.

 Wireless. Various wireless technologies are available but all have
physical limitations and cannot practically deliver the speeds. Current
3G technologies and WiMax can deliver broadband at 2008 speeds. 3G
services have not been widely deployed in rural areas. WiMax could be
implemented in not spots but early indications are that it is expensive
deploy.

 Satellite. Satellite broadband services are available currently but can be
relatively expensive and service is variable. Satellite will not have the
capacity for universal delivery of broadband but will continue to be used
to provide services to isolated premises.
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Majority opinion is currently that the best technology options for future
broadband are either fibre to the kerb or fibre to the premises. Both technology
options work and both meet the requirement. Choice of technology for
particular areas is likely to be based on cost and ease of implementation within
that area.

There are essentially three options for delivering services based on one or
other of these technologies:

 Deployment of an open broadband access network by Openreach,
BT’s business in regulated services. The network would be open to
any telecommunications company (telco) to offer broadband
services based on a regulated wholesale services offer from
Openreach. Openreach has indicated that it will be moving to fibre
based infrastructure in significant new build and is assuming that
this is an open access network.

 Deployment by another telco; this may be either an open network or
a closed network, only offering retail services through the owner of
the network.

 Deployment of an open broadband access network by a local or
regional authority or a public private partnership.

Ofcom, the UK telecommunications market regulator, requires BT to offer
wholesale equivalents of some of its services to other telcos so that they can
compete with BT in markets where BT is particularly powerful. Ofcom
determined that BT’s control of the copper cabling in its access network gave
it significant market power in broadband access and in line rental services.
Ofcom has therefore required BT to open up its copper access network to other
telcos, so that they can use it on the same terms as BT’s retail operation. It has
done this by requiring BT to offer wholesale telephony and broadband services
in such a way that BT’s retail operation and other telcos have equivalent
inputs. These inputs are not only the services themselves but the method of
procuring the services and subsequently managing the services. To ensure that
this happens, BT, with the agreement of Ofcom, placed its regulated
infrastructure business into a separate organisation, Openreach, which is
independent from the rest of BT from both financial and management
perspectives, although it remains wholly owned by BT.

Openreach would be responsible for any new fibre access network.
Ofcom’s intention is likely to be to ensure that any fibre access network
provided by Openreach is open, that is available for use by any competing
telco on equivalent terms to BT. Such regulation has to be fair to all parties,
and Ofcom is currently conducting a consultation into Next Generation Access
which is intended to ensure such fairness.
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There are two consequences from the regulation of Openreach by Ofcom:

1. The wholesale prices for broadband are highly regulated and cost based.
Because of its scale and the very high level of take up in the market, it is
unlikely that any competing infrastructure could compete with Openreach
on cost terms. It can only compete by providing an alternative set of
services which are more attractive in the market.

2. Openreach cannot introduce new services without a consensus formed
between itself, its customers who are the UK telcos, and Ofcom. This
causes some delay in the introduction of services. Nevertheless, Openreach
is now working closely with the sector to define services for the fibre
based access network at Ebbsfleet.

The opportunity for other telcos to gain advantage by offering higher speed
broadband services is therefore limited. It is limited first by BT’s stated
intention to provide fibre to substantial new build areas, and secondly, by its
role as the provider of an open broadband access network on behalf of the
whole sector. The window of opportunity for another telco is short in relation
to the economic life of a fibre access network. Moreover, the opportunity for
higher speed broadband has yet to materialise and may not do so before BT
starts to roll out a fibre network. In general terms, therefore, BT has essentially
foreclosed the broadband market for other telcos and for profitable delivery of
services by a public authority. This means that there are only limited
opportunities for other operators and public authorities to intervene and
provide fibre based broadband services. These are essentially in enduring not
spots.

The way forward
There are currently two major fibre projects in the UK: South Yorkshire

and Ebbsfleet. South Yorkshire covers Sheffield City Council, Rotherham
Metropolitan Borough Council, Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council and
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council. The project will be undertaken by
Thales and will provide fibre to the cabinet or kerb.

Ebbsfleet is a development near Blue Water in Kent and will ultimately
comprise 9500 homes, commercial, retail, community and leisure facilities on
1000 acres of land. The Ebbsfleet pilot is particularly interesting in that it will
test Openreach’s ability to deliver fibre to the home in new build areas and
will allow Openreach, British Sky Broadcasting, telcos and ISPs to establish a
broadband product set that can be delivered over fibre.

Going forward, there are significant differences between new build and
replacement of copper infrastructure which impact on deployment priorities.
In new build areas, Openreach has to provide an infrastructure, and the current
view is that in terms of life time costs, it is more cost effective to provide a
fibre network than a copper network. Therefore, it makes sense for Openreach
to install fibre rather than copper provided its telco customers have services to
offer.
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In built areas, there is a copper infrastructure already. Its replacement by
fibre would represent an additional cost to Openreach, and this would add very
significantly to its cost base. Openreach would need to pass on this cost to all
its telco customers who would then have to pay more for their wholesale
services. Therefore, it is unlikely that Openreach can move forward with such
redevelopment without an industry consensus. Furthermore, Openreach would
seek to minimise its exposure in terms of new investment while continuing to
meet customer demand. Therefore, Openreach would prioritise fibre
replacement based on a return on investment. On this basis, it might consider
large not spots and areas where broadband performance is poor as early
candidates for fibre, leaving areas closer to exchanges where broadband
performance is better until later.

The scale of the investment required by Openreach would mean that the
replacement of copper with fibre would be protracted and as a rational
investor, it is likely that Openreach would leave isolated farms and
communities without broadband unless required to do so, through a
redefinition of the universal service obligation and particularly the criterion for
‘functional internet access’ that was set at 28kbit/s in 2003 and has not been
revised since.

It could be asked whether any other investor, including the public sector,
would be able to invest in competition with Openreach in isolated not spots.
This is unlikely. All would face the same problem of returns on investment,
and a public investor would have to make an economic return on its
investment to avoid state aid issues unless the investment was below de
minimus limits.

In conclusion
While Openreach will inevitably start to provide fibre in the near future, it

is likely that isolated settlements will continue to be disadvantaged unless BT
is required to provide an infrastructure suitable for broadband through a
universal service obligation. There are fundamental economic and social
reasons for including broadband in the USO since without its inclusion; we are
possibly heading towards a far worse digital divide than was the case in 2003.
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LABOUR INPUT ON IRISH DAIRY FARMS AND THE
EFFECT OF SCALE AND SEASONALITY
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The objective of this study was to quantify the labour input per cow for different herd sizes.
Data was collected from 98 and 73 spring-calving farms in years 1 and 2, respectively.
Average annual total dairy labour input per cow was 49.7 h, 42.2 h and 29.3 h for small (<50
cows), medium (50-80 cows) and large (>80 cows) herd-size farms, respectively. Maximum
labour input levels were observed in March and April and minimum levels in December and
January.

(Keywords; dairy, labour input, scale, seasonality).

Introduction
The Irish dairy industry is the main enterprise for 23,000 farm households

and continues to represent the most profitable farm business. But dairy farm
numbers are declining. There were 26,800 dairy cow herds in the Republic of
Ireland in 2005, with an average herd size of 41.1 animals (CSO, 2005). Milk
production in Ireland occurs within a grass based system. The current mean
calving date (MCD) is 16th March (Shalloo and Horan, 2008) and the optimum
MCD is influenced by the need to maximize the contribution of cheaper
grazed grass to produce milk and thus, achieve a high profit/l. In the period
1991 to 2006, French et al. (2007) reported that the farm gate price of milk
remained relatively constant at approximately €0.279 (cent)/l. Between 1990
and 2004, the average cost of production for specialist dairy farmers was 17.1
cent/l. This comprised 8.7 cent/l for direct costs and 8.4 cent/l for fixed costs
(Dillon et al., 2006). In association with milk price, labour availability, skill
and cost are currently considered to be among the greatest challenges to dairy
farming of the future (Dillon et al., 2006).

In a previous study on Irish dairy farms, O’Shea et al. (1988) assessed
labour use over a one-year period, on 37 farms and showed that labour input
per cow per year was 99 h and 41 h for herds of < 40 cows and > 150 cows,
respectively. Additionally, they showed that gross profit margins did not
correspond well with labour input per cow. A further study by Ruane and
Phelan (2001) suggested that upgrading of facilities on Irish dairy farms would
improve farm labour efficiency. However, the industry has not yet developed a
mechanism to predict, monitor or effectively manage the on-farm labour
resource. But the farm labour issue is becoming increasingly urgent as
alternative employment options continue to be available within the Irish
economy (Competitiveness Report, 2005) and Juvancic (2002) has shown that
favorable conditions in the non-farm labour market tend to increase the
probability of off-farm employment. In the US, a large population of Hispanic
workers who undertake a considerable portion of the manual labour on farms
reduces the problem of low availability of labour resources for dairying. A
similar and recent trend is occurring in Ireland, where some workers from
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Eastern Europe engage in agricultural work. Reforms in the accession
countries (Czech Republic, Estonia, Ukraine, Latvia) have strongly affected
agricultural output and labour markets in those countries (Swinnen et al.,
2005) and many workers from these countries are now taking up employment
on farms in Ireland. However, due to the relatively high cost of labour in
Ireland, the challenge for agriculture then becomes how to compete with other
employers, e.g. construction or other service industries. Consequently, the
minimization of labour input (while remaining within good dairy management
guidelines) will have the greatest impact on maximizing profitability on dairy
farms in the future.

The issue of labour efficiency at farm level is not unique to the Irish dairy
industry. The international comparisons in labour efficiency shown in Table 1
indicate the wide variation in labour use that is achieved on pasture-based
systems (IFCN, 2002).

Maintenance of a stable dairy industry is dependent on increased labour
efficiency by addressing the double challenge of expansion of dairy herds in
the presence of a deficit of good quality labour for the management of such
herds. However, it is necessary to acquire current, reliable data on patterns of
labour input and labour productivity to allow identification of dairy tasks
where labour input could be reduced or strategies devised to improve labour
efficiency. The objective of this research was to quantify the annual labour
input per cow relating to a range of dairy farm tasks and to establish monthly
patterns of labour utilisation over a two-year period across a range of herd
sizes.

Materials and methods

Data

Farm selection. This study was conducted with full-time dairy farmers
mainly in the Munster region of Ireland. This constituency accounts for 65%
of the total manufacturing milk supply in the Republic of Ireland. The dairy
farmers were defined as those with a business size of at least 135 x103 litres of
milk quota per annum and predominantly with spring calving systems. A
population of 360 dairy farms was selected initially from 20 established dairy
farm discussion groups. This population represented an estimated 1.3% of
Irish dairy farms and 3.2% of milk production in Ireland. The decision to

Herd size labour efficiency (h / cow)

Waikato NZ 229 20

South Island NZ 447 19

Wisconsin US 70 106

Wisconsin US 600 61

Table 1. Labour efficiency (h / cow) measured on four pasture-based systems
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select members of discussion groups as study participants was justified by the
interest required for the relatively long (two-year) data recording process.

Individual letters of invitation were sent to 360 farmers outlining the
purpose of the study and seeking their co-operation. Of these, 143 farmers
agreed to participate in the study in year 1 (February 2000 to January 2001).
Proportionally 0.80, 0.18, and 0.02 of these farms had spring, mixed (spring
and autumn) and autumn calving herds, respectively. The farms ranged in herd
-size from 26 to 300 cows and in milk quota size from 139 x103 to 1,409 x103

litres. One hundred and twenty-two dairy farmers participated in the study in
year 2 (February 2001 to January 2002). The number of participants in year 2
was reduced compared to year 1, since 21 dairy farmers requested to cease
data recording. Proportionally 0.83, 0.15 and 0.02 of these farms had spring,
mixed and autumn calving herds, respectively. These farms ranged in herd size
from 26 to 300 cows and in milk quota size from 140 x103 to 1,409 x103 litres.
The farms participating in the study in years 1 and 2 had an average herd-size
of 84 and 85 cows and an average milk quota size of 447 x103 litres and 446
x103 litres, respectively.

Data collection. Labour data were collected over a two-year period
between February, 2000 and January 2002. All farm operators (farmers and/or
farm staff) recorded the duration of the different tasks that they performed
throughout the day. Records were made on consecutive 3 or 5-day periods on
one occasion per month (usually on the second or third week of the month).
Data were not recorded on Saturdays and Sundays, as sufficient technical
backup was not available.

Two data recording methods were used. The main recording method
involved a timesheet on which the total time consumed by each of 29 different
farm tasks was recorded (total time contributed by all operators to the specific
task on individual farms), for each of 3 consecutive days on one occasion per
month. One sheet was completed for each farm. The second method involved
an electronic data logger that incorporated the Observer behavioural package
(Noldus Information Technology). This method allowed a greater level of
detailed recording on a subset of farms. All operators on individual farms
recorded on the data logger, the total time consumed by the 29 different farm
tasks for each of 5 consecutive days on one occasion per month. This method
also recorded the actual time schedule of tasks and rest periods, and thus,
supplied a detailed profile of the working day. The data was subsequently
uploaded onto a personal computer. The data logger was used for 5 days
(compared to 3 days for the timesheet) due to the higher risk of data being
unavailable, as a consequence of the greater complexities of recording by this
method. Ninety-eight and forty-five farms used the timesheet and data logger
recording methods, respectively, in year 1. The allocation choice of timesheets
or data loggers to farmers was at the request of individual farmers in year 1.
All 122 farms recording data in year 2 used a timesheet, since animal disease
prevention regulations prevented the collection of data loggers from the farms
during the ‘Foot and Mouth’ alert in 2001.

Farm task definition. The 29 farm tasks for which time (labour input) was
recorded were classified into 10 task categories. These task categories were
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defined as follows: ‘Milking’ incorporated herding cows for milking, milking
(clusters on/clusters off), washing up and herding cows after milking.
‘Management’ referred to advisory, office and business trading of stock.
‘Maintenance’ was the term used to describe the maintenance and upkeep of
land, buildings and machinery. ‘Grassland’ was the term used to describe
grassland management and incorporated grassland measurement, fertiliser
spreading, strip fencing, pasture topping, soiled water spreading, slurry
spreading and contract fertiliser spreading. ‘Cow care’ referred to checking
and moving stock, feeding cows and silage pit management. ‘Calf care’
referred to calving and care of calves. ‘Cleaning’ incorporated cleaning of
cubicles, beds, yards and houses. ‘Veterinary’ was the term used to describe
tasks associated with animal health and incorporated veterinary management
and treatment, heat observation and artificial insemination. ‘Miscellaneous’
referred to all other minor tasks conducted on-farm. ‘Other enterprises’
referred to tasks associated with enterprises other than dairying on the farm.
General farm financial data was also captured from the participating farmers in
the study.

Analysis

Data. Labour input data was analysed for 98 and 73 spring calving herds
with complete record sets in years 1 and 2, respectively. Herds with an
element of autumn calving were excluded from the study reported here, due to
their diversity in terms of calving pattern and the potential effect that this
could have on their input and pattern of labour-use. A set of time records from
a particular farm was considered incomplete and consequently, excluded from
the analysis if data for more than two consecutive months was absent at any
period over the year. This consideration eliminated the risk of a farm’s labour
input profile being altered by missing data. The proportion of farms excluded
from the analysis due to the presence of an element of autumn calving in their
system and incomplete data records were 0.20 (28 farms) and 0.12 (17 farms)
in year 1 and 0.17 (21 farms) and 0.23 (28 farms) in year 2, respectively.

The 98 and 73 herds were categorized into 3 herd-size groups for data
analysis (Table 2). These groups comprised farms of small, intermediate and
large herd-sizes. Studies of competitiveness in Irish agriculture considered
farms with a herd size of less than 50 cows of insufficient scale to adequately
remunerate owned labour (Boyle, 2002). Alternatively, (Downey, 1999) has
predicted that herds with a milk quota of 450,000 litres (approximately 80
cows) will account for 60 % of dairy farms in Ireland by 2015. Thus, the small
and large herd size groups were defined as those with herds of less than 50
cows and greater than 80 cows, respectively, while the medium herd size
group represented dairy herds with between 50 and 80 cows.
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Statistical. The labour input data were analysed using a repeated measures
model (PROC MIXED) described below and using the statistical
procedures of SAS (SAS, 2002). Farm was included as a random effect while
year, month, herd size group and milk sales per cow were included as fixed
effects. The following model was used:

Rijkl = µ + Mi + Yj + Hk + Sl + MYij + MHik + YHjk + eijkl.

where Rijkl = the labour input per cow of the farm in month i of year j, herd
size k and milk sales per cow l, Mi = the effect of ith month (i = 1 to 12); Yj =
year (j = 1, 2), Hk = herd size (k = <50 cows, 50 to 80 cows, or >80 cows); Sl =
the effect of the lth milk sales per cow (l = <4,600 litres, 4,600 to 5,200 litres,
>5,200 litres), and eijkl = the residual error term.

Results
The average annual total farm labour input per cow was 46.1 h (SD±17.1)

over the two years of the study. Average annual total dairy labour input per
cow was 41.4 h (SD ±14.2) for an average herd size of 77.4 cows and a milk
quota of 388 x103 litres (Table 3). The average annual labour input (h) per cow
for a range of dairy task categories is shown in Table 3. Tasks for which the
average annual labour input exceeded 4 h per cow included milking,
maintenance, grassland, management and cow care. Labour associated with
other enterprises accounted for 4.7 h (SD±5.9) per cow per year.

Labour tasks and scale of enterprise
Average annual dairy labour input (h) per cow for combined and specific

dairy task categories on farms of three different herd-size groups is shown in
Table 4. Annual dairy labour input per cow declined (P<0.001) with increasing
herd-size group. Annual labour inputs per cow for milking, maintenance,
management, grassland, cow care, calf care and cleaning were reduced to
(P<0.05) with increasing herd-size group. No significant differences (P>0.05)
were found between herd-size groups with regard to annual labour inputs per
cow for veterinary and miscellaneous. Average annual dairy labour input per

Table 2. Characteristics of spring calving farms for which there were
complete records across herd-size groups (n1=98; year 1) (n=73; year 2)

small medium large

Range < 50 cows 50-80 cows > 80 cows

Number of farms Year 1 29 45 24

Number of farms Year 2 22 33 18

Average herd-size Year1 44 62 145

Average herd-size Year 2 44 62 149

Herd size group
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abc Means within a row with different superscripts differ significantly *
P<0.05; ** P<0.01; *** P<0.001; NS=non-significant.
2SEM = Standard error of the mean.

Table 4. Average annual dairy labour input (h) per cow for combined and
specific dairy task categories on farms of three different herd-sizes

Herd-size group
Small

(n1=51)
Medium
(n=78)

Large
(n=42)

SEM2 Significance

Total dairy labour 49.8a 42.2b 29.3c 1.64 ***

Milking 17.4a 13.7b 8.9c 0.42 ***

Maintenance 8.5a 6.8ab 5.3b 0.76 *

Grassland 6.3a 5.1b 3.2c 0.31 ***

Management 5.0a 5.0a 3.5b 0.38 *

Cow care 4.5a 4.8a 3.2b 0.29 ***

Calf care 3.1a 2.6a 2.1b 0.18 **

Cleaning 2.8a 2.1b 1.3c 0.19 ***

Veterinary 1.7a 1.5a 1.2a 0.13 NS

Miscellaneous 0.5a 0.6a 0.6a 0.11 NS

Mean Std Dev Minimun Maximum

Total dairy labour 41.4 14.2 11.7 85.3

Milking 13.6 4.4 5.4 26.2

Maintenance 6.9 5.7 0.5 36.2

Grassland 5.0 2.5 0.6 12.7

Management 4.7 2.8 0.5 16.1

Cow care 4.3 2.2 0.8 15.5

Calf care 2.7 1.4 0.3 9.8

Cleaning 2.1 1.5 0.1 6.7

Veterinary 1.5 1.0 0.1 6.3

Miscellaneous 0.6 0.8 0.0 5.8

Table 3. Average annual dairy labour input (h) per cow for combined and spe-
cific dairy task categories (n1=171)1n = number of farms

Mean Std Dev Minimun Maximum

Total dairy labour 41.4 14.2 11.7 85.3

Milking 13.6 4.4 5.4 26.2

Maintenance 6.9 5.7 0.5 36.2

Grassland 5.0 2.5 0.6 12.7

Management 4.7 2.8 0.5 16.1

Cow care 4.3 2.2 0.8 15.5

Calf care 2.7 1.4 0.3 9.8

Cleaning 2.1 1.5 0.1 6.7

Veterinary 1.5 1.0 0.1 6.3

Miscellaneous 0.6 0.8 0.0 5.8

Table 3. Average annual dairy labour input (h) per cow for combined and spe-
cific dairy task categories (n1=171)1n = number of farms
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cow was lower (P<0.05) on medium farms than on small farms for the tasks of
milking, grassland and cleaning. It was lower (P<0.05) on large farms than on
small farms for all tasks except for veterinary and miscellaneous, and was
lower (P<0.05) on large farms than on medium farms for all tasks except for
maintenance, veterinary and miscellaneous. Average annual dairy labour input
for different task categories is shown in Figure 1. The task of milking
accounted for the largest proportion of labour input (0.34) on-farm, while the
next most labour intensive task was maintenance (0.17).

Seasonality
Average total farm labour input per cow per month, average total dairy labour

input per cow per month and average labour input to other enterprises per cow per
month over 12 months on farms within three herd-size groups is shown in Figure
2.1 in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. Average total farm labour input per cow per
month attained the highest points in Spring and early Summer on all farms. A
similar trend was observed for average total dairy labour input per cow per month.
Average labour input per cow per month associated with milking, maintenance
and management over 12 months on farms within three herd-size groups are
shown in Figure 2.1 in (d), (e) and (f), respectively. Highest average milking
labour input per cow per month was observed during April and May.

Average labour input per cow per month (h) associated with grassland,
cow care and calf care over 12 months on farms within three herd-size groups
is shown in Figure 2.2 in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. Average grassland
labour input per cow per month was at a maximum in June for all farms.

calf care

6%

cow care

10%

management

11%

grassland

12%

maintenance

17%

milking

34%

veterinary

4%
cleaning

5%

misce llaneous

1%

Figure 1. Proportion of average annual dairy labour input associated with
different task categories
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( A ) ( B )

( C ) ( D )

( E ) ( F )

Average labour input per cow per month (h) associated with cleaning,
veterinary and miscellaneous tasks over 12 months on farms within three herd-
size groups is shown in Figure 2.2 in (d), (e) and (f), respectively. Maximum
average cleaning labour input per cow per month was recorded in February for
all farms.
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Figure 2.1 Average labour input per cow per month (h) over 12 months asso-
ciated with total (A), dairy (B), other enterprises (C), milking (D), mainte-

nance (E) and management (F) tasks, showing small (▬●▬), medium 
(▬■▬) and large (▬▲▬) herd-size groups
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Farm financial data.

Average labour costs on farms for the three herd size groups are shown in
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Figure 2.2 Average labour input per cow per month (h) over 12 months asso-
ciated with grassland (A), cow care (B), cleaning (C), calf care (D), veterinary
(E) and miscellaneous (F) tasks, showing small (▬●▬), medium (▬■▬) and 

large (▬▲▬) herd-size groups
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Table 5. The difference between small, medium and large farms is clearly
reflected in terms of labour costs per litre and labour as a percentage of total
costs. These figures include an imputed cost for family labour at an industrial
wage rate, as used by Shalloo et al. (2004). Only the large farms reached a
level which could be deemed competitive.

Discussion
The total dairy farm labour input in this study, measured at 41.4 h per cow

for an average herd-size of 77.4 cows, compared favorably with the 53.8 h per
cow recorded on Irish farms of a similar herd-size by O’Shea et al. (1988).
The observed variation in labour input per cow when linked to size of herd
(labour input per cow on farms of less than 50 cows was 1.7 times greater than

Herd size group

Small

<50 cows

Medium

50-80 cows

Large

>80 cows

Quota (l) 236,000 296,000 745,000

Herd size 44 62 147

Milk sales per cow (l/cow) 5364 4774 5068

Milk to calves (l/cow) 300 300 300

Total milk yield (l/cow) 5664 5074 5368

h/cow/year 49.7 42.2 29.3

Labour cost (€/h) 11 11 11

Total labour cost (€/farm) 24055 28780 47378

Receipts€ 85898 111036 275139

Variable costs € 17785 31580 102143

Fixed costs incl labour € 40090 47254 78206

Depreciation charges € 11885 13541 21412

Total costs € 69760 92375 201761

Interest earned € 187 181 398

Farm net profit € 16324 18842 73776

Labour % of total costs 34.5% 31.1% 23.5%

Labour cost (cents/l) 10.2 9.7 6.4

Table 5. Average labour costs on farms of three different herd size groups
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the labour input per cow on farms of over 80 cows) is consistent with the
findings of an American study (Hadley et al., 2002) where increasing herd
sizes resulted in improved labour efficiency. A related study by O’Brien et al.
(2007) indicated a greater usage of labour efficient technologies on the larger
farms, such as better facilities and less intensive work routines in milking and
calf care and a trend away from the more traditional, labour-intensive
methods. The superior facilities and practices found on large farms illustrated
a greater ability on the part of large farms to invest capital, with less
uncertainty surrounding their future in the industry. However, fragmentation
of dairy farms represents a serious impediment to expansion, given the
inaccessibility of the milking parlour in many cases and/or the labour
associated with transfer of cows for milking.

The importance of good facilities was highlighted by Bewley et al. (2001a)
when they showed that Wisconsin dairy producers observed higher
production, greater efficiency and satisfaction with measures of profitability
and quality of life when the dairy operations were modernized. Bewley et al.
(2001b) also showed that labour efficiency increased with larger herd sizes,
fewer acres per cow and fewer people involved in the milking process.

The 20% most and 20% least efficient farms, in terms of labour input to
the tasks of milking and calf care, which comprised a subset of the smaller
farms in the current study, were reported on by O’Brien et al. (2006). These
authors found that differences in labour input between most and least efficient
farms at milking were mainly due to factors such as increased milking
machine unit number and superior plant and yard design and paddock layout.
Differences in labour input between most and least efficient farms at calf care
were mainly due to factors such as mechanized transfer of milk from dairy to
calf house and group as opposed to individual calf feeding. It is likely that
such factors are relevant in improving labour efficiency at all herd sizes,
however, reduced labour requirement due to economy of scale is mainly
achieved with tasks such as milking, grassland and cleaning, while scale may
be less relevant to tasks which require individual animal attention.

The task of milking was recorded as the most time-consuming task in this
study, accounting for over one-third (34%) of total dairy labour input. This
proportion of time was higher than the 29% recorded by Jagtenberg (1999)
and the 30% observed by Ordolff (1986) and Sonck (1993) on dairy farms in
The Netherlands. The current study also showed that total over-head activities
(management and maintenance) accounted for 28% of total dairy labour input,
which was higher than the 16% recorded by Turner and Fogerty (1995) on
English dairy farms. This difference may be due to the relatively high level of
labour input to management in this study (labour input to management as a
proportion of total dairy labour input = 11%) compared to that in the study of
Turner and Fogerty (1995) (labour input to management as a proportion of
total dairy labour input = 3%). This substantiates a perception within the Irish
dairy farming community that office work has a high labour requirement due
to increased regulatory inputs.

The springtime calving season has long been perceived by Irish farmers to
be a peak labour input period. Results of this study support this view as peak
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dairy labour input was recorded during March and April for the three herd-size
groups. The task categories that contributed most to this peak in labour input
included milking, grassland, management and calf care. The calving season
and consequently milking, had commenced in early March for a large
proportion of herds, with many herds also going outdoors to grass at this time.
Labour utilised on grassland tasks in March was twice that recorded in
February. Management tasks also contributed to labour input in March due to
the requirements for regulatory compliance with calf registration. Labour input
consumed by grassland tasks increased considerably in the months of May and
June as the grazing season became more intensive. Veterinary labour also
increased substantially in May, which represented the major part of the
breeding season. As the management season progressed into the summer and
autumn months, the labour consumed by the milking process gradually
decreased (corresponding with reduced milk yields), and decreased sharply
between October and November as the late lactation period approached and
drying-off of cows commenced. Labour utilised in grassland tasks also
declined as the capacity for grass growth was reduced. Labour input to cow
care and cleaning was highest over the winter months. This was a consequence
of the typical Irish spring-calving system when dairy herds are housed
between November/December through mid to late February (depending on soil
type and weather conditions). The lowest level of dairy labour for all herd-size
groups was recorded in the December/January period in this study. The peak-
trough ratio for dairy labour input was between 1.63 and 1.86 for all herd-size
groups (i.e. ratio of maximum and minimum monthly labour input levels per
cow). This was similar to the results of O’Shea et al. (1988) who reported
March and December as the months of highest (16.6 h per day) and lowest
(9.9 h per day) labour input on Irish dairy farms, respectively, with an average
peak-trough ratio of 1.67. Obvious methods of reducing labour peaks include
the use of overtime, casual labour and contractors together with increased
mechanization, improved employee organization, alternative calving dates and
availability of family labour as a reserve labour resource.

With regard to the seasonal requirement for labour resources, the number
of labour persons required by the three herd size group farms were calculated
from the average number of hours per month of dairy labour input while
employing the following assumptions, (a) 4.5 weeks/month in all months
except February, June, September and November, which had 4 weeks each
and (b) a 39 h working week (AWJLC, 2008). The small herd size group
farms required more than one person in the months February to July and in
September. However, the additional labour required was small (0.1-0.3
person) and could probably be accommodated by either family or part-time
hired labour sources. One person could manage the medium herd size farms
during December and January. However, between 0.1 and 0.6 of an additional
person would be required for the remaining months. Alternatively, 0.6-0.8
person additional to the main operator would be required on the large herd size
group farms between November and January, while 1.0-1.6 additional persons
would be required for the remaining months.

With the cost of labour increasing annually, labour efficiency represents an
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increasingly important performance measure to evaluate and monitor on dairy
farms of all sizes. Labour costs account for more than 20% of total operating
costs of producing milk in Australia (Davies et al., 1999) while labour costs as
a proportion of total costs were approximately 28 % in Irish herds of 50 to 80
cows, as measured using a dairy systems model (Shalloo et al., 2004) in this
study. In terms of the ‘cash costs’ of hired labour, Ireland compares favorably
with England, Denmark and New Zealand due to a comparatively low usage of
hired labour. However, when the imputed economic cost of family labour is
included, Ireland incurs the highest labour costs as a percentage of total output
value (Boyle, 2002). This was confirmed by Thorne (2004) who found that
when the imputed charges for owned resources were considered, the
competitive ranking for Irish agriculture deteriorated significantly.

The annual hours per cow recorded in this study convert into 37.3, 44.0
and 63.5 cows per labour unit (LU) on small, medium and large herd size
groups, respectively, (assuming that 1848 h/year equates to one LU or one full
-time farm operator [NFS, 2004]). At the present time, it is considered that a
herd of 100 cows is required even to maintain income in the future Irish
context (Hennessey and Thorne, 2006). Thus, the 29 h/cow labour input
shown in the large herds in this study has to be considerably reduced such that,
100 cow herds may be managed by a minimal amount of additional labour to
the main operator. This has been achieved within the New Zealand dairy
system (New Zealand Dairy Board, 1996). Since, high labour efficiency
facilitates a reduced level of hired labour on large farms, the case to improve
farm efficiency rather than increase labour resources on many farms is
compelling. This is a key issue, particularly in milking management (Garcia
and Fulkerson, 2005). Finally, it is likely that the most successful Irish dairy
farms of the future will be those that can adapt to changing economic
conditions and can evaluate and adopt cost effecting labour saving
technologies.

Conclusions
Labour input per cow has decreased at a rate of approximately 1 h per cow

per year, as observed when the data of O’Shea et al., (1988) is compared with
the current data from this study. However, this rate of improvement in labour
efficiency is far too slow in the current marketplace scenario. This study has
indicated the labour demand associated with different farm tasks and allows
identification of the tasks which would have a positive impact on labour
demand if reduced time were achievable for these tasks. Evidence points to
key areas of work which include milking, calf care and management
(consuming 51% of dairy labour) where significant and rapid gains in labour
efficiency could be achieved. The seasonal labour requirement for different
herd sizes has also been established. The small herd size farms need to reduce
labour requirement to allow the uptake of off-farm employment to maintain
family farm income in many instances. The medium herd size farms also need
to reduce labour requirements to enable the main operator to almost manage
the farm alone, but with some additional help from family or casual labour in
spring and early summer. This is necessary for future viability on such farms.
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The large herd size farms have to reduce labour input levels significantly and
mechanisms to achieve that include better facilities and technology, such as
mechanised/automated completion of tasks and data capture for use in
decision-making, e.g. milking and grassland. More specialized dairying with
fewer tasks to be conducted per day may also have a positive influence. A
relevant question for the future is whether such farms can and will adopt the
level of technology to achieve optimum efficiency and thereby, attempt to
guarantee survival in an internationally competitively environment.
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Over recent years, there have been significant changes in rural land use and in the
composition of rural communities. A wealth of evidence shows that the traditional economic
and employment impacts of agriculture and forestry are in decline and that other land uses,
such as recreation, nature conservation and equine businesses, are increasing in terms of land
area, employment and socio-economic significance. In parallel, significant demographic,
income and occupational changes have taken place within the rural population and in rural
communities themselves. As such, a reported characteristic of rural society in the UK is an
increasing detachment from the land among the wider population, and a declining
involvement by land managers in community activities. However, there is little substantive
evidence to show that this pattern is consistent across different types of rural area; likewise,
there is limited research that examines new forms of interaction associated with a restructured
economy and society.

In response, this paper reports on a recent project for the Commission for Rural
Communities that employed ethnographic techniques to assess the various interactions
between five English rural communities and the land-based industries that surround them. In
particular, it examines the relationships between land-based industries and rural communities
and explores whether existing theories relating to rural change, including the multifunctional
rural transition (Holmes 2006), and variation within the differentiated countryside (Murdoch
et al 2003), are appropriate for explaining some of the key findings. The project found three
overarching conclusions. First, the decline in jobs from agriculture and forestry has to some
extent been offset by an increase in jobs from other land-based industries such as nature
conservation, equine and recreation. Second, those in the land-based sector have a declining
influence on local governance, in line with demographic changes. Third, the picture varies
considerably from place-to-place, reflecting a wide range of factors including the local social
structure, influence of key individuals and the nature of the land-based sector.

Key Words Land-based industries, rural communities, community and land
interactions

Introduction
It is now widely accepted that there have been significant changes in rural

land use and in the composition of rural communities in the UK. There is a
wealth of evidence to show the decline in the economic and employment
impacts of agriculture and forestry. In his review of policy over the past
decade, Ward (2006) cites Defra figures (2005) to show that the agricultural
labour force averages 2.6 per cent of the population in rural areas and that
agriculture as a whole generates just 0.8 per cent of the UK’s Gross Value
Added. The (former) Countryside Agency (CoAg) (2004) suggested that jobs

1. This paper was originally presented at the conference Rural Futures: Dreams, Dilemmas,
Dangers in Plymouth, UK, April 2008, and is reprinted by kind permission of the Rural Fu-
tures Unit, University of Plymouth. It is extracted from the Academic Peer Reviewed Papers
section of the Conference Proceedings, ISBN 978-1-84102-185-0.
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in agriculture and fishing dropped by 16 per cent (26,000) between 1998 and
2002. Within the land-based sector, other land uses, such as recreation, nature
conservation and equine businesses, are increasing in terms of land area,
employment and socio-economic significance. However, while figures to
support this are scarce, there is some evidence, such as comments coming
from the RICS that land sales to non-farmers are outnumbering those of
farmers; likewise academics have noted and commented on this trend
(McCarthy 2008 and Slee 2005). The spread of agri-environment schemes
across much of rural England has also ensured that issues of nature
conservation, landscape, access and recreation have become a central theme of
most land-based and rural development initiatives (Fish et al 2003 and Dwyer
et al 2007).

In parallel to changes in land use, there have been significant demographic,
income and occupational changes within the rural population and in rural
communities themselves. The declining dominance of farmers and other
landowners in local rural governance has been noted for quite sometime (see
Newby et al 1978). More recently, The State of the Countryside 2006 report
revealed that, like urban areas, the two largest business sectors in rural areas
are wholesale and retail and business and professional services (CoAg 2006).
Earlier analysis also showed that 80 per cent of rural employment was within
four broad sectors: distribution, hotels and restaurants; public administration,
education and health; manufacturing; and banking finance and insurance
(CoAg 2003).

Consequently, the population of rural England now has increasingly
weaker ties to the land with many rural settlements largely made up of
individuals and families orientated around non land-based employment.
Naturally, therefore, rural society in the UK has an increasing detachment
from the land among the wider population, and a declining involvement by
land managers in the activities of rural settlements. As Ward and Lowe (2007)
highlight, in the past rural policy tended to relate separately to traditional land-
based activities, such as agriculture, and socio-economic concerns such as
affordable housing, social deprivation and local governance. However, these
changes are connected even if the policies and evidence are not and it is these
interactions that this paper will focus on.

This paper seeks to outline the research undertaken in the LandComm
project and to take the findings of the research to see what they reveal about
the existing theories concerned with rural change. First, the paper outlines the
LandComm research project including the research methods used. The second
section reviews two relevant theoretical perspectives and the overall evidence
base before presenting some of the main findings. The paper concludes with
some overarching conclusions.

The LandComm Project
This paper reports on a recent project conducted for the Commission for

Rural Communities (CRC) which explored the social interaction between land
-based industries (LBIs) and rural communities (Courtney et al 2007). The
aims of the study were to explore the level and nature of social interaction
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between LBIs and rural communities and then to produce relevant policy
implications and, where appropriate, highlight elements of good practice. LBIs
are defined as agriculture, forestry, equine industries, nature conservation and
recreation. The project was concerned with the social impacts of LBIs on rural
communities as well as the expectations that rural communities have of LBIs.
These interactions are highlighted and are divided into impacts, which can
affect people, places and things in both A and B, and expectations among
people in rural communities and those employed in LBIs.

C social interactions- impacts

D social interactions-Expectations

The research employed an ethnographic approach, involving in-depth
qualitative research in five case study communities in different parts of upland
and lowland England. Study areas were selected to ensure variations in terms
of unemployment, deprivation, age structure, land use and sparsity. These five
case study communities were:

 Clun (Shropshire)

 Harting (West Sussex)

 East Hatley and Hatley St George (Cambridgeshire)

 Horton and Rudyard (Staffordshire)

 Rookhope and Eastgate (County Durham)

The research team developed a fieldwork checklist, informed by the
literature review, to guide the two researchers who spent ten days in each of
the five communities between May and September 2006. The researchers were
immersed into each area by participating in various community activities, both
formal (attending evening meetings, going to church or booking a session at
the mobile library) and informal (eating meals and purchasing refreshments,
walking on footpaths and visiting the pub). The data were collected using
methods that included semi-structured interviews, one-to-one and group
interviews, participant observation, informal conversations and analysis of text
and visual information.

Theoretical Perspectives
This section looks at two existing theories that seek to explain and provide

a framework for understanding rural change. However, none could be found
that neatly matched the rural land use and community development interaction
aspects of the research project and therefore there was a need for some
adaptation.

A. Land based industries
 Agriculture

(including horticul-
ture),

 Forestry,
· Equine businesses,
· Nature conserva-

tion,
· Recreation.

B. Local rural communities
 Social fabric
 Social structure
 Human and social

capital
 Well-being and

disadvantage
· Local non -land

based businesses
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First, the multifunctional rural transition framework developed by Holmes
(2006) is considered. Holmes proposes a triangular approach to rural land use
change based around production, protection and consumption as an alternative
to the productivist to post-productivist continuum. Holmes suggests that the
dynamic created by the tensions between ‘agr icultural
overcapacity’ (production), market driven ‘amenity uses’ (consumption) and
changing social societal values (protection) all contribute to multifunctionality
(2006:143). Through this framework, it is possible to visualise the social,
economic and environmental processes that shape the countryside and to
highlight how different areas adjust to and accommodate variations in land
uses. The framework fits LBIs well in terms of agriculture and forestry
(production), recreation and equine (consumption) and nature conservation
(protection), but would need to be adapted in order to accommodate the
community dimension. It could be argued that protection and consumption are
two sides of the same coin as high levels of protection also coincide with high
levels of consumption. Protection is represented by the designations for
landscape, nature conservation and heritage and consumption by land uses
such as access, recreation and tourism.

The second focuses on the four countryside types developed by Murdoch
et al (2003) in the ‘differentiated countryside’. Derived from the Countryside
Change project, which they termed ‘an academic reassessment of rural
space’ (2003:11), the types are based around the varied interplay of four
parameters: economic, social, political and cultural. This produced four
different ‘types’ of countryside:

 the ‘preserved’ countryside (dominance of preservationist attitudes)

 the ‘contested’ countryside (traditional agriculture challenged by
incomers)

 the ‘paternalistic’ countryside (large estates and low development
pressure)

 the ‘clientelist’ countryside (marginal farming and employment concerns).

Murdoch et al present the four types to indicate the ‘regionalising of the
rural’ in a socio-economic sense, arising out of interactions at all levels. In this
sense, the four types cover the social and economic interactions but they are
less able to represent the environment and land use based aspect of LBI and
community interactions.

The Existing Evidence Base
The first point that the literature review revealed was that, while there is

plenty of factual and academic work regarding the changes that rural
settlements and areas are currently undergoing, there is little substantive
evidence to show whether or not the pattern of change is consistent across
different types of rural area. For example, McCarthy (2008), in the final part
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of his trilogy on rural geography, talks of the ‘amenity migration’ that is
spreading across the increasingly globalised countryside. His use of the word
‘migration’ suggests movement, presumably from urban areas into rural areas,
but he says little about its extent or impact. Slee (2005) asserts that, for most
rural residents, the countryside that surrounds them is seen more as a
consumer commodity than as a place for the production of food. Both of these
may be true, but it is unlikely that they will be universally so in terms of extent
and frequency.

The second aspect that was largely missing from the academic literature
concerned the interactions between rural communities and the land-based
industries. This includes the impacts of land use on rural communities and the
expectations and attitudes from the same rural communities of land users and
vice versa. For example, there is a considerable literature on the importance of
social capital to rural areas (see Moseley 2003, Selman 2001, Williams 2003
and Lee et al 2005) and this has been recognised by government (DETR 2000
and Defra 2004). However, the importance of LBIs to social capital has been
little researched.

Some studies have established a link between changing rural communities
and land use. These include the contribution of natural heritage to rural
development (Hill et al 2002) and the differential economic performance of
different areas (Courtney et al 2004). There has also been a range of studies on
the impact of land use on rural communities. For example, those that consider
the contribution that woodland makes to human well-being and quality of life
(Burgess et al 1988 and O’Brien 2003). Hill farming has been much studied,
for example by IEEP (2004), who examined the social, environmental and
economic impact of hill farming and concluded that, while the economic
aspects in terms of employment and output are in decline, at the regional and
local level they remain significant. They also highlighted the strong
connection between the traditional farming system and the tourism economy,
and the positive contribution of farmers to rural communities. Lobley et al
(2005) review into the social impacts of agricultural change noted that farmers
were increasingly less active in the community relative to non-farmers.
However, they also found that farmers who had adapted and diversified had
increased their social contacts, often as a result of their diversified activities.

The third and final aspect of the review concerned the expectations and
attitudes between communities and LBIs. Work by Bell (1994) concluded that
social groups were carefully aligned to wealth and other social differences. Of
his two types on rural lifestyle, those with the strongest link to the land tended
to be the informal, ‘back door’ groups rather than the formal and distant ’front
door’ groups. Some studies, such as Burgess et al (1988), looked at the local
scale in more detail and found complex and often specific feelings that link
pleasure, nostalgia and fear. The most frequently articulated attitude between
land managers and rural inhabitants is one of conflict, often labelled as a clash
between locals and incomers. However, Milbourne et al (2000) discovered a
mix of attitudes with most incomers having regular but often superficial
contact with farmers, for example through the process of buying local food.

What became clear from the literature view was that a finer level of
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analysis was required in order to understand the wide range of land use and
community impacts and expectations. Nevertheless, some general conclusions
emerged. First, impacts can be both actual and perceived, and we suggest that
an attempt should be made to establish both among land managers and local
communities. Second, the literature is very quiet on the role of mediators or
intermediaries who shape both the impacts and expectations. Third, there is
considerable variation in the degree and depth to which the various sectors of
land-based industries have been scrutinised. Agriculture and forestry have
been researched much more than conservation, recreation and equine. Fourth,
much of the local social impact appears to be the result of economic activity,
suggesting that it would be unwise to separate economic and social aspects.
Finally, it is clear that social heterogeneity, rather than homogeneity, is likely
to be present in terms of impact and/or expectations.

Results Summary
Findings reveal that the nature and scale of interactions between land-

based industries and rural communities vary considerably from place to place,
reflecting a host of factors including the nature of local land-based industries,
local social structures and norms, and the influence of key individuals. Caution
therefore needs to be exercised in making generalisations about the various
contributions of LBIs to rural communities in England.

Farming and forestry have in recent years had a generally declining impact
on the local labour market. However, land-based industries retain importance
as employers in some communities and new employment has been created
through farm diversification and the growth of ‘consumption activities’ such
as equine activity and other types of recreation. The nature and scale of such
diversification are important in the context of local employment impact. The
increased provision of tourism and recreation facilities, the restoration of
redundant buildings, the creation of small business units in farm locations and
the adding of value to local raw materials have all served to offset, to some
degree, the typical decline of land-based employment.

The findings also suggest that relationships between land-based industries
and rural communities may be reinvigorated to the extent that wider forces of
demand and supply (associated with sustainable consumption and environment
agendas) encourage more local selling and buying of agricultural produce.
Nowhere are such sales a dominant element of the local economy, but many
examples were found of modest sales of farm produce, often linked to a
growing tourism industry and to the general level of vibrancy in the
community.

While there has been a decline in the influence of several land owners and
managers as community leaders, this decline has been rather less – and
certainly more geographically variable - than first thought. The reasons for
such declining involvement include a sheer decline in the numbers of owners
and managers of land-based industries living locally, the reduced time
available to such people as more and more labour is shed, and the growing role
played by newcomers with little or no direct connection with the land. The
latter can sometimes be compounded by a strong preservationist ethic – a state
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of affairs that appears to have alienated many hitherto politically active
farmers. That said, the research encountered many examples of farmers and
other land-based personnel making substantial contributions to social, cultural
and educational activity in and around their parish, generally in an informal
capacity.

Focusing on the expectations that local residents place on the land-based
industries, many relate to countryside access and a concern that traditional
privileges be respected. Other expectations include a wish that the residents’
peace, quiet and freedom from excessive farm traffic, smells and noise be
respected, coupled with a dominant anti-development ethic. Such views tend
to be more strongly held or expressed by relative newcomers with only limited
knowledge of modern land-based industries. Those in local businesses (for
example, running B&Bs, pubs and tourism facilities) expect the land-based
industries to continue to manage the area’s landscape and associated wildlife
in a way that is sympathetic to the needs of tourism, itself a source of mutual
dependence by land-managers and rural communities.

Conclusions
The project found three overarching conclusions. First, the decline in jobs

from agriculture and forestry has to some extent been offset by an increase in
jobs from other land-based industries such as nature conservation, equine and
recreation. While there has been some work on the economic contributions of
non-production based LBIs, there is very little on the aspect of social
interaction. However, in Rudyard the equine businesses were numerous and
there was evidence of an associated social and employment network. Within
conservation, while people from within the study area undertook some work,
much of it was the responsibility of external people not known locally. The
sale of local produce was important but a variable picture emerges. In none of
the study areas was such sales dominant, but in Clun and South Harting the
combination of a growing tourism industry and vibrancy within the
community means this is increasing. Interestingly, LBIs tended not to buy
their inputs locally.

Second, those in the land-based sector have a declining influence on local
governance, reflecting their frequency in the population. This mirrors the trend
that Newby et al (1978) noted nearly 30 years ago. However, this universal
decline does not support Murdoch et al (2003) who, within their regional
variations, note that in some areas farmers were ‘disproportionately
represented at various levels of government’ (p.101). What is apparent is that
farmers remain central to various aspects of community interactions, having
strong links to the maintenance of schools and the construction elements
associated with fetes and other social activities.

Third, the picture varies considerably from place-to-place, reflecting a
wide range of factors including the local social structure, influence of key
individuals and the nature of the land-based sector. However, in none of the
case studies did we find evidence of a ‘fault-line’ between LBIs and their local
community, and variations that did occur could be explained by divisions
within those communities. Many of the expectations that local residents place
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on LBIs concern the continuation of tradition (walking in favoured locations),
the general wish for ‘peace and quiet’, and the continued sensitive
management of the local environment.
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*Containing the particular subsumed settlements and communities relevant to
the study.

Parish* Social characteristics Facilities and services Dominant LBIs

Clun
(Shropshire)

Essentially a very
small town. Mix of
indigenous and new-
comers. High % of
elderly people

Wide range of services
as befits a small town
including shops, post
office, 2 pubs, hotels
and B&Bs, castle re-
mains and doctor’s sur-
gery.

Active forestry sector. Low
intensity farming. Whole
area is AONB, Offa’s Dyke
trail passes close to the par-
ish.
Some equine activity

Harting (West
Sussex) (includes
South Harting)

The main settlement,
South Harting, is a
socially very active
mixed community – a
wide social spectrum.
High % of elderly
people. Very high %
of owner occupation.

Good range of village
services, and community
social / cultural activi-
ties.

Farming is important –
largely arable with some
sheep and beef cattle. A
growing equine sector.
Much outdoor recreation
including South Downs
Way. Nature conservation
and landscape designations

Hatley (Cambs)
(consists of East
Hatley and
Hatley St
George)

East Hatley is a small
‘middle class’ com-
muter settlement.
Hatley St George is an
estate village. Little
interaction between
the two.

East Hatley – no facili-
ties.
Hatley St George has
small shop and post
office and a playing
field.
Each has a medieval
church.

Arable farming is important
and productive. Includes a
large private estate. No sig-
nificant designations for
landscape or conservation,
apart from one small SSSI.

Horton (Staffs)
(three hamlets
including Rud-
yard)

Well established
population - very few
newcomers (i.e. resi-
dent for less than 15
years)

Neither Horton nor Rud-
yard has a real centre
and no pub, shop or post
office. There is a small
primary school, village
hall, church and two
chapels.

Recreation and tourism cen-
tred on large scenic lake.
Dairy and beef farming.
Growing equine sector.
Close to Peak District NP
but no designations.

Stanhope
(C. Durham)
(includes Rook-
hope and East-
gate)

Very small settle-
ments in a remote
location. Rookhope
and Eastgate consti-
tute ‘deprived’ com-
munities in many
respects

Rookhope has various
services including shop,
post office and commu-
nity-run pub. Eastgate
has more basic provision

Small upland farms – largely

sheep and beef cattle. Tour-

ism and grouse shooting.

Industrial heritage. Fells are

protected conservation sites.

Appendix. Some key characteristics of the five case study communities
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VIEWPOINT

ISSUES IN UK AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH,
DEVELOPMENT AND EXTENSION: DO WE NEED A NEW

VISION TO MEET TODAY'S CHALLENGES?

Carl Atkin

The public funding of agricultural research, development and extension in
the United Kingdom has declined significantly since the mid-1980s with
successive governments taking the view that production research and
associated knowledge transfer should largely be left to the private sector.
Hence, there has been a move towards creating rules and procedures that allow
the intellectual capital built up by the likes of plant breeders and agrochemical
developers to be protected through patents, plant breeders rights and other
mechanisms to protect intellectual property (IP). Extension services have also
largely been left to the private sector. But does this model of private sector
research and knowledge transfer always work? What about 'far-to-market'
technologies which are not immediately commercialisable? What about those
technologies which are for the general good of agricultural advancement, but
will never show a commercial return? Here I argue there is a strong case for
the Government to take a much bolder lead in shaping the medium term UK
agricultural research agenda.

The Global Context
The world population continues to grow at an alarming rate. By 2050 there

will be 40% more people in the world than there are today: in excess of 9
billion compared to 6.5 billion today, with the growth rate currently running at
211,090 people every day (77 million people per year) (United Nations 2004,
CIA, 2007). This in itself is not the real issue: what is critical is that
agricultural productivity is failing to keep pace. In 1950, grain production was
250 kg/person/year. In 1984 its historical peak was 339 kg/person/year. Today
it stands at less than 308 kg/person/year (Brown, 2005). After nearly tripling
from 1950 to 1996, the grain harvest has stayed reasonably flat for about a
decade, and in the last few years production has fallen well short of
consumption leading to a critical erosion of world stocks. During the last half
of the twentieth century the world’s farmers more than doubled the
productivity of their lands, raising grain yield from 1.1 tonnes per hectare in
1950 to 2.7 tonnes per hectare in 2000. This rise was driven by genetic
advances (increasing the proportion of the plant’s photosynthetic product
going to the seed), agronomic improvements (expanding irrigation, using more
fertiliser and controlling fungal diseases, insect pests and weeds) and synergies
between the two. Never before has there been an advance remotely
approaching this one – we are not guaranteed another.

Population and productivity gains are not the only challenges. According
to the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)
"rising food prices, concern over global climate change, the energy crisis and
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new interest in the potential of biofuels have ushered in a new era of challenge
and opportunity for agriculture and natural resource management."

According to the World Development Report 2008 (World Bank, 2008),
investment in agriculture research has “paid off handsomely,” delivering an
average rate of return of 43 percent in 700 development projects evaluated in
developing countries. CGIAR maintains that strong programs of relevant and
effective agricultural research must be at the top of the international
development agenda, if the Millennium Development Goals of halving hunger
and poverty by 2015 are to be met and if these gains are to be expanded in the
decades to come.

The UK Position
Thirtle et al (2004) analysed the total factor productivity (TFP) growth in

UK agriculture, from 1953-2000. They showed that prior to 1984 TFP grew at
1.68% per annum and after that date at only 0.26%. Furthermore, they noted
that International comparisons showed that the UK had fallen far behind the
leading EU countries. They noted that this real decline could be explained
mainly by cuts in Research & Development Expenditure and the demise of
public extension.

There are a number of issues arising from this analysis:

Lack of Emphasis on the Production Agriculture Research Agenda –
the current DEFRA Public Service Agreements (PSA's) are focused on:
 securing a healthy natural environment for today and the future
 Leading the global effort to avoid dangerous climate change (DEFRA,

2008a).
There is no reference to food production there. Despite the fact that food

security does now seem to be a more strategic issue with recent reviews by
both the Cabinet Office (2008) and DEFRA itself (DEFRA 2008b), the
overarching departmental objectives (and thus its research priorities) do not
appear to have caught up.

Levels of Expenditure.
Not only has the emphasis of DEFRA's research expenditure changed, so

the amount of money has declined. According to Leaver (2008) until the mid-
1980’s when the government began withdrawing its support for agricultural
R&D, the UK was in the ‘high-level technology club’ of nations (with USA,
France, Netherlands, Belgium and Denmark) as measured by Total Factor
Productivity (TFP) indices. Thereafter, growth in productivity in the UK fell
considerably relative to the other five. UK public sector R&D in agricultural
research peaked in 1983 and by 1989 was 12.5% lower. Leaver also notes that
there are also indications that those in the ‘low-level growth of technology
club’ (Ireland, Italy, Germany, Greece, Luxembourg) are now beginning to
overtake the UK.
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Decline of Applied Research.
In addition to the decline in agricultural R & D expenditure, Leaver (2008)

notes that Government policies for R&D (across all sectors) have focused on
producing world-class basic scientific research in universities and research
institutes, but the successes here have been at the expense of applied R&D
aimed at improving industry productivity and competitiveness. He concludes
that the impact on agricultural R&D has been a major erosion of research
infrastructure and expertise in both universities and research institutes. A
vacuum has been created between basic scientific research and practice. This
vacuum has not only reduced the ability of new science to be translated
successfully into practice, it has also stifled innovation at the applied level.

Andrews (2008) goes further arguing that part of the problem is the way
research is funded in the UK. She notes that researchers are rarely financed as
part of the project to communicate their results, often restricted through IPR
because of the need for private funding for research. As funding channels
become more scarce, she argues that researchers are all fighting for funding
from a smaller and smaller cake. The relevance of this research to the farmer
and to industry therefore becomes dependant solely upon the contributor’s
priorities which may or may not consider the farmers needs.

Coupled with this, she also notes that fewer and fewer agricultural students
in the UK are moving into applied scientific research, especially in the crop
and livestock sectors. Human health, genomics and pharmaceutical research
attracts students away from applied research due to the greater funding
available.

A Lack of Knowledge Transfer / Agricultural Extension.
Agricultural Extension in the UK was formally organised by Central

Government in the period following World War II in 1946 as the National
Agricultural Advisory Service (NAAS), which later became the Agricultural
Development and Advisory Service (ADAS) in 1972 (Needham, 1998).
According to Garforth (2004) by the mid-1980s the status of ADAS was
deemed unsustainable, for two reasons:

Firstly UK farms were producing far too much food and the escalating cost
of price support led government to question whether taxpayers should
continue to foot the bill for technical and business advice to farmers. The
strategic imperative that followed World War II had receded - farmers rather
than the nation at large were the beneficiaries of the service, therefore, farmers
should pay;

Secondly, the government of the day was committed to reducing the scale
of government activity. It took the view that government should only be
involved in providing those goods and services which the private sector is not
willing to provide; and services for which government remains responsible
should, where possible, be contracted out to the private sector.

Privatization did not happen overnight. Before the final sell-off, ADAS
moved first from providing a free service to recovering an increasing
proportion of its costs from clients (from 1986), then to an Agency outside of,
but still answerable to, the Ministry (from 1992). In 1997 the Government
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finally offered ADAS for sale through a tendering process, and sold it to a
management team buy-out with venture capital backing. The government
retained the elements relating to the provision of advice on matters relating to
the public interest, including animal welfare, environmental protection and
conservation. These parts of ADAS were retained within the public sector as
the Farming and Rural Conservation Agency (FRCA) which later became the
Rural Development Service (RDS) and then Natural England (NE).

Whilst private sector provision of both technical and business advice has
flourished (and it would be wrong to use public money to compete with this
advice as there is no evidence of a market failure), there does remain a market
failure in terms of commercializing some of the applied research undertaken in
academia or research institutes and getting it into industry

Loss of a key number of Applied Research Institutes as agricultural
activity is 'consolidated' within the wider biological sciences agenda, which
was exacerbated by the Agricultural and Food Research Council (AFRC)
being subsumed into the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research
Council (BBSRC) in 1994. The casualties over the last twenty five years or so
include Letcombe Laboratory (1985); National Institute for Research in
Dairying (1986); Weed Research Organisation (1986); Hill Farming Research
Organisation (1987); Plant Breeding Institute (1987); Grassland Research
Institute (1992); Long Ashton Research Station (2003); Silsoe Research
Institute (2006) and the Hannah Research Institute (2007). The Institute of
Grassland and Environmental Research (IGER) has just been subsumed by the
University of Aberystwyth. This leaves just six independent agri-food research
institutes in the UK: Babraham Institute (BI - Cambridge); Institute for Animal
Health (IAH - Compton and Pirbright); Institute of Food Research (IFR -
Norwich); John Innes Centre (JIC - Norwich); Roslin (RI - Edinburgh) and
Rothamsted Research (Harpenden).

Decline of the Role of Agriculture in the Higher Education (HE) Sector
– Long term decline in the sector has led to loss of both teaching and research
capacity in the HE sector with the demise of institutions such as Seale-Hayne
and Wye and the phasing out of agricultural courses at other Universities
including Edinburgh and Aberdeen.

Action Needed for the Future

A new R&D vision to 2050 needs to have the following components:
Greater emphasis by DEFRA on the production agriculture agenda which
must complement the wider environment and climate change objectives of
DEFRA. New policy documents now appear to recognise the strategic
importance of food production, but the research objectives of the department
need to catch up.

A proper assessment of the market failures within agricultural research,
development and extension. Public money must never be used to support
initiatives or projects with compete with private sector activity but there are
clearly market failures in the applied research area. Government should
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engage in a constructive dialogue with private sector research providers and
identify areas of 'public good' research which are currently not funded.

A greater emphasis on applied R&D within appropriate University
departments and research institutes, together with appropriate incentives to
encourage more application of pure science research to industry needs.

More recognition for academia to engage in knowledge transfer and in
industry engagement – the existing Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) is
largely one-dimensional being based on the ranking of papers produced in
relevant Journals. This has tended to favour pure science (and economics)
research rather than its application to industry solutions.

Greater investment in agricultural training and education, including more
postgraduate taught and PhD places in applied agricultural research.

A stronger partnership needed between DEFRA, the new industry levy
board (AHDB), academia and industry to maximise the benefits available from
agricultural R&D. Andrews (2008) notes that a structure needs to be
established "to fill the gap between farmers, extension and research to provide
a framework of "translators" – we don’t necessarily just need more extension!"
She argues this would be best achieved by building a ‘translation service’ into
the new levy board strategic plan but that it must not re-invent the wheel or
cause duplication, wasting more industry money and frustrating farmers even
further.

Conclusion
Agriculture stands uniquely positioned to help combat many of the

challenges we face today, both at national and global levels including food,
fibre and energy production and wider sustainable development. The output of
global agriculture needs to double, or possibly treble, in a little over forty
years to meet the demands of changing food consumption and bioenergy. The
private sector will continue to play a vital role in 'near-to-market' research and
development, but a much greater emphasis on 'blue sky' and 'far-to-market'
applied R&D is essential to ensure that technologies for the greater industry
good are not discarded. Greater emphasis of knowledge transfer and
commercialisation of applied research outcomes for industry is also of
fundamental importance to the success of the UK agricultural industry.
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THEN AND NOW: NORFOLK FARMERS' CHANGING
RELATIONSHIPS AND LINKAGES WITH GOVERNMENT

AGENCIES DURING TRANSFORMATIONS IN LAND
MANAGEMENT

Jilly Hall and Jules Pretty

Government support has been influential in substantially changing farmers' approaches to
land management since the Second World War. Government agencies are now aiming to
assist farmers to become more sustainable in their land management. A five year trial
involving 31 farmers managing 12,140 hectares in mid Norfolk revealed that farmers'
perceptions of and subsequent relationship with government agencies had changed
significantly over the last 40 to 50 years. This change reflected a sharp drop in linking social
capital when measured using standard assessment tools. While the UK government repeatedly
states its desire for a partnership approach with farmers, there is evidence to suggest a large
'rhetoric: reality' gap. Farmers described this gap as physical and social distance between
themselves and government agencies; professional disrespect for the service they received;
coupled to increasingly divergent agendas and feelings of ''Buy-Out'' (not ''Buy-In'') towards
government policy. Levels of trust in government agencies varied between farmers. However,
a general decline in trust led to defensive relationships which caused a delay in farmers'
transition to more sustainable land management. This was particularly marked amongst key
policy targets, such as polluting farmers. Government agencies should acknowledge the
problem of 'Buy-Out' and prioritise institutional reform to rebuild strong working
relationships with farmers and thus facilitate the wider transition to more sustainable land
management.

Key Words: linking social capital; sustainable land management; polluting farmers;
agricultural policy; institutional reform

1. The Transition Towards More Sustainable Land Management
The UK government has changed the land management practices of its

farmers in the past (Sheail, 1995). Throughout the latter half of the 20th

century, such changes were achieved through a mixture of market support
policies and extension activities (Winter 1996; Dobbs and Pretty, 2004).
Widespread adoption of intensive farming practices, often prompted by
government advice and fuelled by government subsidy, led to serious and
sustained environmental damage (Natural England, 2008), which required a
change in agricultural policy to emphasise more sustainable land management
(Defra, 2006a). More recently, the government's ability to encourage farmers
to change their behaviour to become more sustainable has had mixed results,
in spite of the provision of incentives delivered through agri-environment
schemes. The impact of new policies has, arguably, been lowest on intensively
farmed arable land where the environmental impact of farming has been
greatest and the reach of agri-environment schemes has been most limited
(Morris et al., 2000; Wilson and Hart, 2000; CA, 2006).

Changing the behaviour of farmers through policy mechanisms is a
challenging task for policy makers and delivery agents alike, because it
involves the attitudes, motivations and deepest values of farmers and not just
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economic rationality and policy coercion (e.g. Gasson, 1973; Röling, 1985;
Ward and Lowe, 1994; Burton, 2004; Burton and Wilson, 2006). In the past,
agricultural extension agents emphasised a close working relationship with
farmers to ensure changes in the attitude and behaviour of individuals and the
efficient uptake of grant aid (Young, 1963; Dexter, 1976). These relationships
with farmers were often characterised by mutual trust and respect developed
through face-to-face meetings and farmer groups over lengthy periods of time
(described by Carter, 1978). Both the National Agricultural Advisory Service
(NAAS) and the Agricultural Development and Advisory Service (ADAS)
relied on highly-trained technical staff who had practical experience of
farming and were thus able to command respect from farmers (Jones, 1965;
Keenan, 1966). Emphasis was placed on the ability of advisory staff to
understand the heterogeneity of farmers, the socio-psychological aspects of
change and communicate with farmers on their terms (Stevenson, 1969).
Dexter (1976) explains how extension agencies also provided practical farm
advice to policy makers regarding the technical content of farm-related
policies.

Today, farming policy has changed to reflect the need for more sustainable
land management. The UK government still emphasises the need for active
partnership with the farming community to ensure that these more sustainable
behaviours are widely adopted (Defra, 2003 & 2006a). Defra's stated aim is to
stimulate "real behaviour change and innovation rather than mindless
compliance (or even mindless non-compliance)" (Defra 2006b:3).
Considerable effort is being exerted by government to facilitate this change,
with an emphasis on better delivery, advice, training and skills. Positive
relationships are still seen as important to change the underpinning values
from which farmers make decisions, thereby ensuring that schemes become
more than 'temporary bribes' (Morris and Potter, 1995:52; HM Treasury,
2006).

It is well-established that trusting relationships coupled with inspiration
and local support help farmers to change their attitudes and behaviour (Pretty
et al., 2001; Cuddeford et al., 2004). Conversely isolation and negative
feelings make change more difficult (Ostrom, 1990). The value attached to
relationships constitutes a form of capital, which has come to be known as
social capital. This includes a person's contacts and networks; the common
rules, norms and sanctions that regulate behaviour together with the
reciprocity and exchanges that build friendships, respect and ultimately trust
(Pretty and Ward, 2001). Wider societal connections include feelings of social
inclusion, political engagement and empowerment that help individuals feel a
part of society as a whole (Grootaert and Van Bastelaer, 2002). Social capital
has gained popularity over the last decade, however, overuse (and even
misuse) of the term has attracted criticism, particularly with respect to the
definition of the concept (Fine, 2007).

Three types of social capital are commonly identified. These are the ability
to work positively with those closest to us who share similar values (referred
to as bonding social capital). Working effectively with those who have
dissimilar values and goals is called 'bridging social capital'. Finally the ability
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to engage positively with those in authority either to influence their policies or
garner resources is termed linking social capital (Woolcock, 1998, 2001;
Pretty, 2005). Linking social capital encompasses the skills, confidence and
relationships that farmers employ to create and sustain rewarding relationships
with staff from government agencies.

To gain the most from social capital, individuals and communities require
a balanced mixture of bonding, bridging and linking relationships (NESF,
2003). Social capital is a valuable asset that helps farmers to achieve both the
government's and their own goals to become more sustainable whilst
maintaining business profitability (Dobbs and Pretty, 2001).

2. Methods
Between 1999 and 2004 the Countryside Agency, in partnership with other

organisations, established and implemented a suite of nine Land Management
Initiatives (LMIs). The aim was to demonstrate how England's land
management and farming systems could respond to the changing demands on
agriculture in ways that would maintain a healthy, attractive environment and
contribute to thriving rural economies and communities (CA, 2002). The
Norfolk Arable Land Management Initiative (NALMI) was one of the nine
LMIs. Thirty one farmers (16 arable and 15 mixed) in and around the NALMI
area in mid Norfolk were chosen as a representative sample of farmers in this
predominantly arable area using established qualitative sampling techniques
(see Silverman, 2005; e.g. Lobley et al., 2005). Each farmer completed a
NALMI whole farm plan over a period of 2-4 years. Whole farm plans
included detailed economic, environmental, resource use and social/
community evaluations of the farm business.

Social capital was investigated using a range of quantitative and qualitative
techniques based on ethnographic and grounded theory approaches (developed
by Glaser and Strauss, 1967. De Ulzurrun, 2002 and Svendsen, 2006 provide
practical guidance). Semi-structured interviews, participant observation and
reviews of written sources were all used by researchers who had become
embedded in the community over a period of 5 years (see Silverman, 2005).
Prolonged engagement was helpful, particularly by providing longitudinal data
which helped develop hypotheses of causality. Farmers were assured of
complete confidentiality and the reciprocal exchange of gifts and information
helped to develop trust with participants (Lyon, 2000). Farmers readily
grasped the concept of social capital and provided detailed and insightful
comments regarding its importance in rural life and in farming.

The social capital of each farmer was measured using a locally-tailored
version of the World Bank Social Capital Assessment Tool (World Bank,
1998; Grootaert and Van Bastelaer, 2002). Five aspects of social capital were
assessed at three levels (micro; meso and macro). The five aspects were: i) the
farmers’ feelings of social cohesion and inclusion; ii) engagement in groups
and networks; iii) experience of collective action and/or cooperation; iv)
feelings of trust and solidarity; and finally vi) empowerment and political
action. The three levels (Table 1) are farmers' relationships with other farmers
(micro: bonding social capital), with non-farming neighbours (meso: bridging
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social capital) and with government agencies (macro: linking social capital).
Relationships with buyers were also investigated as an important aspect of
linking social capital (see Hall, 2008). Social capital at all three levels was
explored during interviews, farm visits, seminars and casual conversations.
Farmers also provided a self assessment of their social capital using a
shortened questionnaire. In all cases, social capital was explored from the
perspective of the farmer, providing future opportunities for researchers to
examine social capital from the perspective of non-farmers and government
agency staff.

The 31 farmers are reported here with fictitious names (e.g. Farmer A is
the arable estate owner Alan; Farmer B, Bob, has a small arable farm with
some horses kept at livery; Greg and Ginny, farmers G, have a mixed arable
and beef enterprise).

3. Changes to Linking Social Capital
Qualitative data suggest that NALMI farmers' relationships with

government agency staff have changed substantially over the past 40-50 years.
Nostalgia can be a hazard when investigating personal history (Newby, 1987;
Campbell et al., 1999) and farmers were repeatedly challenged to provide
evidence that the relationships were different in the past. The evidence
included: i) recall of names without forewarning or recourse to notes or
diaries; ii) memory of the specialisms of staff; iii) recall of events whereby
staff had influenced land management; and iv) comments on the relative

Micro: Bonding Meso: Bridging Macro: Linking

1. Social cohesion and
inclusion

Number of potential contact
points with other farmers;
regularity of engagement

Number of potential contact
points with non-farming
neighbours; regularity of
engagement

Number of potential contact
points with government
officials; regularity of en-
gagement

2. Farmers' engagement
in groups and networks

Membership, attendance
and leadership of farming
groups

Membership, attendance
and leadership of village
groups

Use of farming or other
organisations to engage
with Government (e.g.
NFU)

3. Experience of collective
action and/or cooperation

Past and present coopera-
tion with other farmers (e.g.
machinery sharing or coop-
erative marketing)

Past and present coopera-
tion with local non-farmers
(e.g. joint projects to bene-
fit the local community)

Past and present coopera-
tive activity with govern-
ment agencies (e.g. using
farm for trials or training
events; engagement with
agri-environment schemes)

4. Feelings of trust and
solidarity

Feelings of trust between
farmers. Areas of conflict

Feelings of trust towards
non-farmers. Areas of con-
flict

Feelings of trust towards
government officials. Areas
of conflict

5. Empowerment and
political action

Feelings of empowerment.
Contribution to agricultural
policy undertaken with
other farmers

Feelings of empowerment.
Contribution to rural policy
undertaken with other
members of local commu-
nity

Feelings of empowerment.
Personal engagement with
agricultural and rural policy
(e.g. contribution to consul-
tation documents; writing to
MP; attendance at demon-
strations such as Country-
side March)

Table 1. Aspects of social capital measured by the NALMI project
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calibre of different staff. Corroboration amongst family members provided
further evidence of accurate recall. As we show, the data suggest that
relationships were indeed closer in the past.

The consequence of these close relationships was that during the 1960s,
1970s and to a lesser extent the 1980s, farmers developed strongly held norms
and cultural expectations of the government agencies they dealt with. NALMI
farmers expected to deal with technically skilled, experienced and professional
staff (referred to as Ministry officers), who could be easily contacted, knew
their farm, and were enthusiastic to encourage change on farms (expectations
described by Young, 1963 and recorded more recently throughout England
and Wales by HSE, 2005). Face-to-face contact was expected; it underpinned
the relationship, providing genuine two-way communication enabling the
development of trusting personal relationships. Ministry officers were
expected to understand and make allowances for the social aspects of change
and to use their ingenuity, creativity, tact and enthusiasm to help individuals
change in different ways (experiences compellingly described by Stevenson,
1969). They were expected to know the limitations of the written word when
dealing with farmers and to understand that written communication would
need to be adapted to reflect each different local situation. Finally, the NALMI
farmers believed that Ministry officers should be always reliable and
professional, providing leadership and cohesion within the farming
community.

3.1 The Historic Relationship with 'The Ministry'
NALMI farmers, particularly over the age of 45,1 described with warmth

and animation personal narratives of their close working relationships with
staff from the NAAS and ADAS. Their response to open questions about the
nature of their relationship with these agencies was an extensive display of
vividly recalled memories. Information regarding their emotional responses to
the relationship was particularly forthcoming. In total, 151 substantive
comments regarding the relationship between NALMI farmers and Ministry
officers were analysed. 97% were positive responses with only four negative
responses (2.6%). Table 2 shows that both the nature of the organisation and
the personal attributes of the Ministry officers were important to the creation
and maintenance of social capital and the impact on land management.

Evidence that the relationships had been important to many NALMI
farmers was provided by their impressive recall of names, particularly of
ADAS officers serving in the 1970s and 1980s. Ten farmers could recall one
named officer and a further seven could recall up to five different officers,
together with their subject expertise. Typical responses illustrated the
knowledge and experience of advisers, their close engagement with the
farming community and the trust and regard in which they were held. For
example rable farmer Quentin described his long and positive relationship
with a local ADAS officer, Jack Webdale: "He was so jolly - and knew the job.

1. NALMI farmers varied in age with one farmer in his late twenties, 3 in their thirties, 7 in their forties, 15 in their
fifties, 4 in their sixties and one farmer was in his seventies. The average age of NALMI farmers was lower (53) than
the UK average of 57 (ADAS 2007).
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He fitted in so well - he was a part of the community. We all trusted him
completely. In those days - they [ADAS advisers] knew the farm better than
you did. They knew the farm inside out. He knew individual fields. He dealt
with anything - pigs, cattle, arable - the lot. His technical knowledge was good
as well. He seemed to know everything and everyone. He always followed
things up as well. He also had a very good way of giving advice - it was a
gentle way of giving information - but he would always want to tell a good
story as well! You wouldn’t get away without listening to his stories first! He
really did know so much. At the end [of the discussion], he [Jack Webdale]
would just say a couple of things - and he would always be right.” When asked
how long Jack was in the job for, Quentin laughed and said "he was always
around. He was always there. He was around for an eternity!" Rothstein
(2000), in her description of community’s collective memories of trust,
explains how this regular face-to-face contact, maintained over many years,

Table 2. Farmers' assessment of their past relationship with government
agencies (author’s survey, 2000-2005)

Key Factors Number %

POSITIVE RE-
SPONSES

(97.4%)

The Nature of
the Organisa-
tions (NAAS
and ADAS)

Knowledgeable, experienced staff 28 18.5

Staff retained in the organisation
so long term relationships

23 15.3

Easily accessible staff 21 13.9

Shared goals between farmers and
government

10 6.6

Local offices 9 6

Simple relationship 7 4.6

Organisations brought together
farming community

5 3.3

Other (proactive approach; free
service; delegated responsibility)

11 7.3

Warmth of character (relaxed,
friendly approach)

17 11.3

Personal integrity (honest, trust-
worthy, hard working)

8 5.3

Staff demonstrated trust in farm-
ing community

5 3.3

Other (enthusiastic; genuine desire
to help)

3 2.0

NEGATIVE
RESPONSES

(2.6%)

The nature of
the system

Grants focused on larger farms;
old boys network

4 2.6

Total 151 100

The Personal
Attributes of the

Officer
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assists the development of interpersonal trust and relationships characterised
by mutual integrity and shared humour. Agricultural knowledge was also a
key factor in building trust.

Quentin's experiences were similar to those of arable farmer Len, who also
recalled the same officer, noting his accessibility and the way in which he
helped farmers to complete the Ministry's forms: "Jack Webdale - well you
could ring him at home in the morning - you could ring him at any time. He
was a brilliant chap. He was based at King's Lynn. He came out to see me - he
was fantastic. He sat down in that chair that you are sitting on now, in this
office, for one and a half hours and at the end of it there was a six year plan
for the farm" Jack was not the only officer to gain critical acclaim from
farmers. Speaking of Norman Chitterton and his colleagues in ADAS, pig
farmer Ian exclaimed "They were bloody brilliant they were - they were super
chaps!" feelings echoed by Francis, a dairy farmer, of Philip Weston of NAAS
who "… was like a folk hero amongst the farmers.” Accessibility, particularly
the ability to contact known staff directly by telephone, was clearly important
to many NALMI farmers, together with the ability and delegated responsibility
to take far-reaching decisions to benefit the farm.

NALMI farmers were asked what the consequences of this strong
relationship were to them, to the farm and to the farming community. The first
consequence was that visits and occasional unannounced drop-ins were
eagerly anticipated. Francis recalled that ADAS staff "….were household
names. You used to look forward to them coming out to the farm.” Secondly,
farmers felt that no time was wasted prior to any visit on checking records and
ensuring compliance was correct: there was no fearful anticipation of the visit
and no stress. And thirdly, farmers felt that they could be open and honest
about both progress and mistakes or problems. This openness was in the full
expectation of empathy and a mixture of encouragement and support to
overcome problems. Farmers remarked that ADAS officers were interested to
learn of progress in the various improvement projects; small steps towards
shared goals were discussed and progress praised. Farmer events, organised by
ADAS, contributed to both bonding and linking social capital in the farming
community, facilitating the reciprocal exchange of technical and practical
information about land management.

As a result, farmers felt that Ministry officers were very influential in
stimulating and supporting changes in their values and norms of land
management. A majority of farmers believed that during the 1970s and 1980s,
Ministry officers effectively assisted a transition in land management on their
farms, sometimes against their farming instincts, towards goals of higher
productivity and intensification. In part, this was due to the ability of staff to
provide answers to practical problems based on experience, knowledge of
other farms and the support of the organisation to delegate responsibility for
this task. For ten NALMI farmers, the relationship led to multiple, often
annual, schemes to change the farm, with each scheme building on the
advances of the previous one.
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3.2 Distancing from 'The Ministry'
In April 1992, MAFF replaced five regional offices and 19 divisional

offices (including Norwich) with regional service centres, a process which, in
the view of Winter (1996), fractured local relationships and created feelings of
distance between farmers and the organisation. In 1997, ADAS was fully
privatised and all services became chargeable (Ingram and Morris, 2007).

Twenty five NALMI farmers reported that these changes created new
feelings of distance between themselves and government agency staff. The
degree to which they felt this distance depended largely on their age: older
farmers all described more dramatic feelings of distancing. Four of the
youngest farmers did not feel personally any distancing, although two had
heard their parents talk of a much closer relationship in the past. Peter (a 32
year old diversified farmer), believed that his relationship with government
was significantly closer now than it had ever been in the past due to his recent
diversification. A further 11 farmers felt that whilst overall the relationship
should now be described as more distant (specifically described as less
trusting), during the 8-10 months immediately prior to the final interview in
early 2005, tangible links with government agency staff had increased (from
zero) due to meetings about the Single Farm Payments, waste regulations and
the Environmental Stewardship schemes.

NALMI farmers identified different dates when they felt that the
relationship had changed. When asked, no farmers selected either the 1950s or
the 1960s; in this period, the oldest farmers described a strengthening
relationship. Of the 22 farmers who provided dates for distancing, two
identified the 1970s; 12 farmers chose the 1980s; five the 1990s, and two
suggested that the change occurred after 2000. 1987, the year in which the
privatisation of ADAS became apparent to NALMI farmers and Jack Webdale
retired, was chosen by three farmers. One farmer felt distancing occurred
during both the 1980s and the 1990s. Of the nine farmers who could not
provide an answer, six had moved into the area and did not feel qualified to
comment and the other three felt changes had occurred, but so slowly as to be
unable to put a finger on any particular date.

There were several consequences of these changes. First, farmers either
looked elsewhere for advice or stopped taking advice. Alternative sources of
advice included merchants, independent agronomists and land agents. Second,
after privatisation, the nature of staff employed by ADAS changed. Francis
recalls, "the best went first. Gradually the personnel changed.” Sam agreed
with these sentiments; "In the beginning of the privatisation of ADAS they got
rid of people. The best ones were poached as the older ones retired. Then the
younger ones were institutionalised – they were no use to the industry then.”
Sam believes that as the calibre of ADAS staff declined, so the distancing
process between farmers and ADAS proceeded even more rapidly.

Possibly the most significant impact of these organisational changes was
the loss of long-standing trust between farmers and government agency staff.
This occurred just at the time when, with the introduction of the Arable Area
Payment Scheme (AAPS) in 1992, the scale of the finance (and potential risk)
increased significantly. Farmers reported that the stakes felt high; the constant
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checking of IACs forms led to feelings of being distrusted by government and
this new rule-based relationship felt virtually unsupported and unsettling.
Chris felt that "With the Ministry it was a totally different relationship. ADAS
were working WITH [strong emphasis] us! As soon as money was involved it
was different. Now the queries with Defra are all about money.” As David
also observed, "the biggest change coincided with other changes to the
industry. Suddenly when they [ADAS] were needed most, they were not
there.” Winter (1997) concurs with NALMI farmers, observing that, during
the 1980s and early 1990s, when support and advice was at a premium for
farmers, privatisation of ADAS corroded farmers’ networks of trust.

3.3 Current Relationship with Government Agencies (post 2000)
The current relationship with government (post 2000) was described by

NALMI farmers as being significantly different to what NALMI farmers
termed ‘The Past’ (i.e. 1960s to late 1980s). Interestingly, very few comments
were recorded relating to a lengthy gap in the relationship during the 1990s
and this is certainly a period worthy of more research. Referring to the current
relationship (post 2000), farmers described both physical and social distance
between themselves and government agency staff. They admitted to strong
feelings of disrespect for most government agency staff and believed that
farmers and government agencies now followed divergent agendas. The
consequences were an absence of shared goals or solidarity in tackling mutual
problems, limited information transfer or reciprocal assistance due to the
absence of social networks, and an increasingly strong sense of mutual distrust
which militated against risk taking. With the exception of agri-environment
scheme staff, NALMI farmers believed that government agency staff working
within the current system were hindering and not helping their personal
transition to more sustainable land management.

Evidence for this significant change in the relationship included the
inability of most NALMI farmers to name a single contact within any
government agency; the use of many disrespectful and derogatory names ("Big
Brother", "Tin Pot Dictator", "Little Hitler", "the f****** Gestapo", "those
bastards"); concern at proactively ringing government agencies and
particularly at revealing the farms’ holding number and an increase in threats
of militant action against the government. Arable contractor Nick felt strongly
that "I think the time to talk has nearly gone. The trust has gone. Farmers are
becoming more militant.” Sam agreed "Why should we accept all these
changes? What we need is a better way to fight Defra!" Mike added "The
hatred of Defra - it's nearly got to a poison.”: Alec continued "The trust [of
Defra] has gone entirely - it’s warfare now!"

We analysed 1934 substantive comments in which farmers evaluated their
current relationships with government agencies (see Table 3). Negative comments
were distinguished from positive comments (ambiguous comments were explored
during the interviews to clarify negative and positive feelings). Overall, 1688
comments were negative (87.3%) and 246 comments were positive (12.7%),
demonstrating a marked shift from the historical relationship with government
agencies discussed above (97.4% positive and 2.6% negative). Comments were
further divided into characteristics (e.g. "They're hopeless - and they really can't be
trusted") and consequences ("I'll never be honest with them again - no way!").
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Table 3. Farmers' assessment of their current relationship with government
agencies (author’s survey

Number
of com-
ments

%

NEGATIVE
RE-

SPONSES
(87.3%)

Negative
characteristics

Physical, Social and Emotional dis-
tance
Unsuitable staff
Poor communication; no relationship

294
213

26.2

Professional and personal disrespect
Unprofessional, incompetent admini-
stration
Inexperienced staff with poor under-
standing of farming

259

139

20.6

Policy divergence
Lack of effective leadership
No credible policy direction
Double standards

194
130
68

20.3

Negative con-
sequences

Negative impact on the sustainability
of land management 172 20.2

Worsening relationship with Govern-
ment Agencies - strong mutual distrust 219

POSITIVE
RE-

SPONSES
(12.7%)

Positive char-
acteristics

Contact with Government Agency
staff welcomed
Competent staff, typically RDS 'at the
coal face'
Meetings to discuss Single Farm Pay-
ment helpful

120

14

6.9

Effective administration
Forms simpler since 1987
Website helpful

13
5

0.9

Policy convergence
Agri environment schemes supported
Policy is improving

40
6

2.4

Farmers keen to work with Govern-
ment Agencies 23

Would phone government agency for
advice 20

2.3

Would phone government agency if a
problem on the farm 5

Total 1934 100

Positive con-
sequences
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4. Consequences of Changes in Linking Social Capital
We identify three key characteristics of these changing relationships from

the data: i) distance from government; ii) disrespect for government; and iii)
divergence from government goals. These led to two key consequences,
namely: i) falling trust; and ii) ultimately a delay in the transition to more
sustainable land management. The data presented focus entirely on the
farmer’s perspective of the changing relationship with government agencies.

4.1 Physical and Social Distance
Physical and social distance was the most frequently cited negative

characteristic of the current relationship between farmers and government
agency staff (26% of all comments) and was a key finding of the HSE (2005)
evaluation of stress within the farming industry in England and Wales. 25
NALMI farmers could not name a single contact in any government
organisation. Greg felt that: "The lack of trusted names is a problem. We have
no names now.” Only six farmers could provide a name (five from the Rural
Development Service (RDS) and one from the Environment Agency (EA)),
but not all were for positive reasons. Harry, for example, was aware of EA
staff as he was being prosecuted for a major pollution incident. Positive
contacts included one officer helpfully checking IACs claims, and praise for
RDS officers on the ground was fulsome: John describes his local Countryside
Stewardship Scheme (CSS) officer. "John Ebbage is our local Defra man in
Norwich. He's a fine chap and he's on our side. He's a very good operator. At
the recent ELS meeting I went to, John was there. He must have known 50
farmers by name. He had been on their farms and he knew them. That's a
fantastic [strong emphasis] link!" The contrast was repeatedly made between
RDS staff and other parts of Defra.

NALMI farmers believed that physical and social distance was a
significant barrier to both the development of trust and the effective transfer of
information between farmers and government agencies. Over 200 comments
indicated that farmers felt distant to government agencies because they never
saw staff, they found it difficult to get through on telephone helplines and they
felt the service they received was impersonal. The inability to build positive
relationships was due to staff moving jobs too frequently, with farmers rarely
speaking to the same person twice. Agency staff tended to speak to farmers
only when they were checking up on them or when there was an issue or a
problem (reported also in the Hunter Report, 2007).

Considerable suspicion of government agencies prevented many farmers
asking for advice to help their transition to more sustainable land management.
Paula felt it unlikely that Defra officers would come out if asked and she was
concerned about their reaction if they did come. "They won't come out to help
at all. They will only come if they think that they will find something wrong.
They are an invisible body - an alien force.” Nick agreed. "We would NEVER
[very strong emphasis] go to Defra if there was a problem on the farm. We
would go to a land agent first. No one ever phones Defra if there is a problem.
Defra or English Nature would never be the first port of call …. If they got
wind of something……"
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Farmers were also concerned that communication with Defra felt one-way
and was often inefficient, findings amplified by the ORC International survey
of RDS customer satisfaction (2003; see Appendix D). Letters and reports
arriving through the post were the most frequent method by which Defra
communicated with farmers. The initial response to mail from Defra was a
mix of uncomfortable emotions including anger, dread and guilt. Anger related
to the expected content of the reports, to bureaucratic mistakes representing
inefficiency and to the fact communication was all one way. As Ginny
remarked : "It's not communication because it's all one way. Communication
should be two way - but we're just on the receiving end.” Dread was related to
difficult tasks contained within the letters and reports. Guilt related to the
farmers’ expectations that, if the action was in any way elective, they were
sure that they wouldn’t carry out the required action, but would then feel
guilty. Henry was typical in this respect: "Piles and piles of books arrive
every day and there is no time to read them. Huge volumes of material come
through. The trouble is that I take it all home, but never have time to read it. It
just makes me feel guilty.”

4.2 Professional Disrespect
Not all comments indicated disrespect for government agency staff. Of the

120 comments reflecting positive experiences with government agency staff,
52 referred to feelings of gratitude, 37 to respect and 31 to a variety of other
aspects (e.g. that staff had been helpful). Virtually all of the positive comments
about staff were directed at agri-environment field staff from the RDS who
enjoyed more regular contact with farmers and had developed respectful
trusting relationships. Negative comments, however, were in the majority. Just
under 400 comments (20.6%) revealed farmers' feelings of professional
disrespect for government agency staff. This disrespect was targeted primarily
at unprofessional and incompetent administration (65%) but also inexperience
dealing with farmers and poor technical knowledge of farming (35%).

4.2.1 Incompetent administration and double standards
Two distinct aspects of government agency administration were identified

as problematic: incompetent administration (68%) and double standards (24%)
with a further 21 (8%) positive comments. Of these 21 positive comments, 13
confirmed that some forms had improved and five suggested the Defra website
was now easier to use. One farmer felt that Defra were good at sending out
reports, another felt that the paperwork was helpful when keeping track of the
farm business. More commonly, farmers were shocked at the low standard of
administrative competence. The lack of apparent accountability angered
farmers most. Adrian felt that: "Unlike the RDS or a business, Defra don’t
have a customer service part to check up on the satisfaction of their clients
with their efficiency.”

Eighty two comments detailed a catalogue of repeated mistakes that had
been experienced by all 31 NALMI farmers. These included lost forms and
maps, delays to payments, technical errors, incorrect payments and inaccurate
information provided by helplines. For example, of the 221 cattle passports
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issued by BCMS to NALMI farmers in 2003, 180 (81.4%) were incorrect.
Oona sent in 101 passports for her dairy herd. On their return 97 were
incorrect, three were missing, only 1 was correct and Oona was left "feeling
close to tears.” She felt she had "followed the protocol to the letter, but it felt
like another nail in the coffin for the cows"

Double standards provided a significant bone of contention. Farmers felt
that, whilst government agencies repeatedly made mistakes, farmers were
always considered the guilty party. Government agency staff would repeatedly
miss deadlines with no apparent sanction, but the consequences for farmers
missing deadlines were severe. NALMI farmers had found that agency staff
would deny their mistakes and were never held to account. Farmers felt they
had no right of redress, and this rankled with many. The consequences of
incompetent administration were financial impact on the farm business,
wasted time, frustration and anxiety leading to stress, and a significant loss of
trust in government agencies. The loss of professional respect created further
barriers to emotional engagement with government agency staff. For the
majority of farmers, anger and frustration were coupled to a deep sense of
grievance and injustice. For a minority, the behaviour of staff led to
unresolved feelings of hurt and emotional distancing. Disrespect was linked to
the disavowal of any shared goals and thereby jeopardised the transition to
more sustainable land management.

4.2.2 No knowledge of farming
Numerous circulating narratives of ignorance and incompetence were

identified in the NALMI prompting, for some farmers, competitive escalation
of stories of government stupidity. As a consequence, all NALMI farmers
were asked to rate how much the staff who worked for government agencies
(Defra, EA, English Nature) understood practical farming issues. The majority
of responses (57%) revealed that farmers were unable to provide an answer
because they met with staff so infrequently. Only 1% of farmers felt that
agency staff knew a great deal about farming, with nearly 10% believing that
they knew a reasonable amount. Most farmers (32%) who were prepared to
judge, however, were of the opinion that government agency staff either knew
a little (8.5%), nothing (7.5%) or very little (16%) about farming.

There were a number of policy and personal consequences of these
judgements about (the lack of) farming knowledge. First, ignorance of farming
discredited the policies which staff were seen to be "peddling" and created
uncertainty amongst farmers that new policies provided credible alternatives to
existing approaches to land management. Thus perceptions of risk were
heightened, curbing enthusiasm for change. At the macro scale therefore, lack
of staff knowledge and professional credibility hampered the transition to
more sustainable land management by contributing to a lack of ''Buy-In''
amongst most farmers. At the personal scale, ignorance of farming harmed the
relationship between farmers and government agency staff thus making further
influence from the government agencies less likely to succeed. Three key
areas were apparent. First, some government agency staff could pinpoint
problems on the farm but were unable to offer practical or affordable
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solutions. Second the lack of knowledge removed the legitimacy of regulators
to regulate; farmers found attempts to change behaviour patronising because it
devalued local knowledge and experience. Oona, for example, was furious
when challenged about the management of her dairy herd by assurance
assessors with little experience of milking. "Over-regulation is demeaning my
work and my skills. I'm being dictated to. I feel like a naughty girl - I KNOW
how to look after my girls.” Fellow dairy farmer Francis felt similarly
patronised by the Food Standards Agency assessor. "We call her the librarian
from Nottingham - because she knows nothing [about farming]. She's got too
much power and too little knowledge.” Finally, farmers' reactions towards
staff, which they admitted was sometimes hostile, made staff themselves
insecure in the farm environment, often making them appear officious as they
defended their organisation's priorities.

4.3 Falling Trust
NALMI farmers made it clear that in their experience distrust between

farmers and government agency staff was increasing, a finding replicated by
other studies (e.g. NAO, 2006; FCN, 2007). In total, 58 comments from
NALMI farmers detailed the existence and negative consequences of this lack
of trust. Policy changes were a major cause of loss of farmer's trust in
government agencies. Ken, for example, feels that the introduction of arable
areas payments and IACS forms had caused a significant loss of trust. "IACS
reduced trust as we were frightened to say anything to Defra. You steer clear
of being open and ask yourself 'Dare I go to them?’” The lack of trust between
farmers and the government was considered to be mutual.

All 31 NALMI farmers believed that within government there exists a
strong culture of mistrust of farmers. This mistrust is based on poor
communication, misunderstandings and the lack of any personal relationships,
as well as the 'rogues' who let down the farming industry through poor
behaviour. Ken was concerned that: "Government don’t trust us any more.
That’s why they get us to write it all down and then they will use it against
us.” David concurs: "The scheme [stewardship] itself assumes that every
farmer is a crook unless proved otherwise and this limits the freedom of the
staff to provide freedom to farmers.” NALMI farmers believed that the lack of
social networks contributed to this increasing distrust, as both cause and effect,
particularly the lack of regular trust-building communication. Eddie, a small
dairy farmer, acknowledged the significance of this growing social divide. In
his experience, trust can only be built on personal knowledge and
acquaintance. "Defra don't know the farmers do they? So they can’t trust the
farmers because they don’t know them. It [trust] has to work both ways you
know.”

One of the key consequences of this growing mutual distrust was a culture
of mutual blame, with neither farmers nor government agencies fully taking
responsibility for the transition to more sustainable land management. A
significant proportion of farmers avoided the grants and advice that were
available, in part because they believed to invite officials onto the farm was to
invite disaster. Wealthier farmers used land agents and agronomists to fill the
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advisory shortfall, but these tended not to be used by the farmers facing the
most difficult problems. Distance and self-exclusion from sources of help for
the farm typified farmers with the greatest distrust of government, the lowest
linking social capital and the most urgent sustainability challenges.

4.4 Delay in the Transition to more Sustainable Land Management
Farmers identified five ways in which they felt that government agencies

had hampered or delayed their transition to more sustainable land
management. They believed that:

i. Government had failed to make a convincing case for change. NALMI
farmers were either unaware of, or chose not to believe, evidence of
environmental damage caused by farmers’ responses to agricultural
policy in recent decades. For example, as Seymour et al., (1992)
discovered, policies to limit diffuse pollution were discredited due to
limited evidence of the impact of nitrates on human health

ii. Government had not provided credible policy solutions to the problems
faced by arable farmers. Just as Franks et al., (2003) had discovered in
amongst Cumbrian farmers, policy options (such as organic production)
were perceived as untested and high risk

iii. Government had not sufficiently motivated farmers to want to change
and farmers believed it was counterproductive to use force or coercion to
change deeply entrenched attitudes;

iv. Practical information on how to change was not available from
government agency staff, partly due to social distance, but also because
of the limited knowledge of farming and land management displayed by
agency staff. New knowledge was contested as Morris (2006) found in
two large-scale surveys of agri-environment agreement holders across
the UK;

v. Government agencies were unable or unwilling to provide the personal
support farmers felt they needed, particularly to judge or provide
feedback on progress in order to assist adaptation and maintain the
farmers’ motivation. Distrust deterred honesty.

Farmers also believed that agency staff did not welcome farmers using
their own ingenuity and creativity to become more sustainable. For example,
four farmers had instigated small steps to increase the sustainability of their
land management (specifically by reducing a pollution risk). All four felt
distant to government agencies and therefore had proceeded without the
benefit of advice. Investment had been made and the farmers were pleased
with their initiatives. Unfortunately, in all four cases, government agency staff
had subsequently deemed the improvements unsuitable and had insisted on
adaptation or the complete removal of the installation. Phrases including
"nasty", "dismissive" and "totally negative" were all used to describe the
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reaction to these small-scale and personal initiatives. According to the farmers
concerned, the consequence of this response was to remove any further
emotional engagement with the transition to more sustainable land
management. The need for greater sensitivity to, and encouragement of, the
farmers' first steps towards sustainability was noted by all four farmers.

The social aspects of sustainability were the most significantly affected by
the changing relationship with government agencies. As for many farmers
(HSE, 2005) stress, anxiety and depression led to suicidal thoughts for two
NALMI farmers. Fear was a commonly cited emotion resulting from the poor
relationship with government agencies. Bill, for example, attended a
machinery club meeting to discuss the introduction of the Single Farm
Payment. "At the meeting yesterday …. It was a fearful meeting. I have never
seen so much fear at a meeting. The people who made the rules don’t know
enough about practical farming. The jargon doesn’t mean anything to the
farmers. It's just a worry.”

Economic sustainability was harmed in several ways. NALMI farmers had
suffered financial costs, felt their business had suffered as a consequence of
government agencies actions and felt they had wasted their time. Actual costs
included interest payments on delayed support payments, a widespread
concern acknowledged by David Hunter (The Hunter Report, 2007). Paula
was typical of the farmers citing examples whereby government agencies had
lost the business money due to a delay in issuing passports for calves. "They
[British Cattle Moverment Service - BCMS] will withhold payment as a
ransom while they are sorting things out. Their delays impact on our cash
flow.” The significance of these feelings for Peter, her husband, is the
considered decision to no longer be honest with government agencies. He feels
that it is the inflexibility of BCMS that is causing him to lose his honesty and
compromise his values. He feels uncomfortable about changing his value
system to fit in, but states wryly that "being angry helps.”

With regard to sustainable resource-use, creativity was now celebrated for
its capacity to cheat the system. Ken described with glee how he foiled
Assured Combinable Crops Schemes (ACCS) inspectors regarding both the
signage on his chemical store and the storage of grain. "Take the spray shed. I
don’t have a sign on it because I don’t want people to come and nick the
sprays. So I bought a sign for the inspection. Every time we have an inspection
I go and put it on - and later I take it down again!" Regarding the storage of
grain in a shed known to be substandard ("Well - it’s a bit mucky if I'm
honest") Ken delayed the inspection citing family circumstances whilst he sold
the grain and cleared the store. Subsequently (ACCS) inspectors visited and
declared the farm to be 100% compliant. Ken was genuinely overjoyed; he
described the feeling as having re-gained his self-respect in his relationship
with the 'The System'.

5. Is the NALMI Unique?
In the NALMI, the relationship between farmers and government agency

staff has changed from one described using phrases such as 'Folk Hero',
'Brilliant Chap', 'We all trusted him completely' to a relationship described by
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a range of derogatory terms. New norms of distance, disrespect and distrust
have replaced an effective working partnership with government and too often,
farmers' creativity and intelligence are used to circumvent, rather than apply,
regulation on their farms ("In future, I'll just burn on a foggy day!" Terry).
Moller et al., (2006) describe this emotional reaction to external (and hence
externalised) regulation, explaining the role of authoritarian regulation in the
creation of rebellious responses amongst policy targets. With respect to
externalised regulation, NALMI farmers felt a strong sense of the 'limited
reach of the socio-legal gaze' described so well by Neal and Walters
(2007:258). Farmers were very aware that distant government could never
police their day-to-day activities in every field on every day, and perceptions
of free-riding within the wider farming community reduced their incentive to
obey (Pretty et al., 2001). NALMI farmers also found it daunting (and
ultimately unsatisfying) to approach government agency staff and they
expressed negative feelings towards current policy initiatives which they
perceived as irrelevant and risky (particularly the transition to ‘post-
productivist’ land management where resistance was also seen amongst large-
scale commercial farmers in South-East England by Walford, 2002, 2003).

We conclude, therefore, that the relationship between the majority of
NALMI farmers and the UK government in the period 1999-2004 is
dominated by 'Farmer-Buy-Out' (hereafter 'Buy-Out'). 'Buy-Out' is here
defined as farmers’ deeply internalised hostility to the government's
governance of agricultural and rural policies. 'Buy-Out' results from (and
subsequently increases) physical, social and emotional distance between the
farmer and government agencies. It is characterised by professional disrespect
for the standards of service received and, as a consequence, results in agendas
for the farm that diverge from government policy. The significance of ‘Buy-
Out’ in the NALMI prompts the question “is the NALMI unique?’ or may the
conclusions of this relatively small-scale study be more widely generalised?

Numerous studies (e.g. ORC International 2003; HSE, 2005; Lobley et al.,
2005; NAO, 2006; FCN, 2007; Dwyer et al., 2007) conducted at the same time
as the NALMI and engaging farmers from all over the UK, all provide
strikingly similar results, suggesting that the NALMI is not unique in its
findings. Low social capital between farmers and government has been widely
observed throughout the UK over the last 5-10 years, particularly with respect
to social proximity, levels of respect and farmer’s ‘Buy-In’ to post-
productivist policies (Lobley et al,. 2000; Franks et al., 2003; Walford, 2002;
CA, 2006). Physical, social and emotional distance was described by the
Better Regulations Task Force (2000) who found poor communication and
social distance were commonplace (Falconer, 2000 and Dwyer et al., 2007
reach similar conclusions). The HSE investigation into farming related stress
(2005) found government agencies made 'no attempt to understand farmers'
role' or 'establish a dialogue' with them. The rural stress review, conducted by
Lobley et al., in 2004 concludes from an extensive literature search and the
engagement of key practitioners throughout the UK that agricultural policy is
now a major stressor for farmers. Hostile interactions between farmers and
government agency staff were found to erode linking social capital and visits
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by the RPA were experienced as 'positively threatening' (Hunter Report, 2007:
34; see also the FCN, 2007 investigation into the impact of RPA visits to
farmers). Prolonged uncertainty has produced a mindset amongst many
farmers that is "not conducive to business restructuring and
adaptation" (Lobley et al., 2005: viii), in which feelings of distrust and
farmer’s loss of self-efficacy block progress towards the government's vision
for farming (see also Cast and Burke, 2002; Hewitt, 2003; HSE, 2005).

6. Options for the UK Government
Winter (1997) considers that the challenge posed by a transformation to

more sustainable land management is potentially more taxing than those
facilitated by NAAS and ADAS. This second transition requires additional
skills and knowledge (Pretty et al., 2005; Ingram and Morris, 2007), a more
heartfelt internalisation of policy goals (Burton, 2004; Pretty and Smith, 2004;
Stobbelaar et al., 2008 in press) and deeper, trusting, cooperation with
government than previous policy responses. Farmers’ relationships with (and
particularly their trust of) institutions therefore assume greater importance (see
also discussions provided by Renting and Van Der Ploeg, 2001; Dessein and
Nevens, 2007). The timescales for change are unhelpful in this respect, for the
UK government requires rapid obedience to major policy challenges. The
successful introduction of European Directives (e.g. Water Framework
Directive, 2000) demand rapid changes to farmer behaviour, both seen and
unseen, to meet outcome based targets (BRTF, 2000; Defra, 2006b).

The UK government is aware that farmers present challenging policy
targets for whom regulatory coercion is ineffective, expensive and unpopular
(HMG, 2005; Defra, 2006b). Repeated calls for a partnership approach when
working with farmers have therefore been made (HMT, 2006). But the
evidence from these NALMI farms suggests the existence of a significant
'Rhetoric:Reality' gap between statements of partnership working contained in
strategic documents and the resources devoted to building trusting professional
partnerships between farmers and government agency staff.

If ignored, the consequences of this Rhetoric:Reality gap are serious.
Further erosion of linking social capital may increase the mutual distrust and
negative stereotyping that widens social distance between farmers and the
State (van Woerkum and Aarts, 1998; Renting and Van Der Ploeg, 2001). The
spill-over effects of regulation, described so well by Davies and Hodge (2006),
might increase the potential for antagonism and covert non-compliance. The
polarisation of farmers could lead to the development of an underclass of
excluded (and self-excluded) farmers (suggested by Lobley et al., 2004) who
contribute to the UK's failure to meet EU Directives. We conclude that the UK
government should acknowledge and further research the implementation
deficit that 'Buy-Out' represents. The institutional failures identified (at all
levels) should then be addressed through institutional reform.

The content of numerous studies, including many sponsored by
government departments (e.g. Lobley et al., 2004; HSE, 2005, NAO, 2006),
suggest a more detailed examination of the causes and consequences of policy
'Buy-Out' is overdue. Dwyer et al., (2007) provide a comprehensive and
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incisive start to this process. Government must, however, respond to the
messages contained in these reports, moving more rapidly to the (ultimately
political) solutions to the issues they examine. Transparency in researching
policy failure is almost always politically challenging; institutional failure is
often underplayed (see Winter, 1996; Siebert et al., 2006). 'Self-referencing'
approaches to research by government may exclude, rationalise or even edit-
out, voices from outside the policy system that challenge the status-quo (van
Woerkum and Aarts, 1998:274). Government is encouraged therefore to direct
researchers towards conflict, particularly to the related topics of 'Buy-Out', self
exclusion and polarisation (Röling, 1985; Kleijn and Sutherland, 2003).

The results of the NALMI suggest that institutional reform should
prioritise the restoration of long-term trusting professional relationships to
facilitate changes in land management, just as they did from the 1950s to the
late 1970s. The transition to more sustainable land management is such a
challenging and personal transformation, it can only be accomplished through
challenging and trusting new relationships between equals (Winter, 1997;
Pretty and Smith, 2004) provided by investment in social capital as a public
good (Pretty and Ward, 2001).

7. Conclusions
In conclusion, we believe that the UK government genuinely wishes to see

sustainable and self-supporting farmers capable of commercial success within
the current regulatory framework and who also provide public benefits on
behalf of the taxpayer. To achieve this, government is seeking significant
behavioural change from farmers. As Evans (1996) explains, the limiting
factors to sustainable development are, however, often located in government
and institutions, rather than in individuals and civil society. In the UK, the
government should be the lead partner in this transition. It is responsible for
the strategic development of society; it is a signatory to international
sustainable development strategies and it wields the power and resources
necessary for change. It has responsibilities of inclusive leadership which are
clearly underpinned by its own strategies for rural areas (e.g. Defra, 2004 &
2006a). The term 'governance', frequently used in these strategies (particularly
HMG, 2005) should not simply be a rhetorical tool. Just like sustainable land
management, it should be seen as a series of active, daily, unseen personal
choices made not just by policy makers but by every person working as a link
in the chain of delivery.

In its ‘Working For The Essentials of Life’, Defra indicated an ambition to
be “a world-class government department that is respected, professional and
outward looking” (Defra, 2002:3). This publication also states clearly "We aim
to answer to the communities we serve and welcome feedback on our
performance" (Defra, 2002:35). The NALMI research provides feedback. The
NALMI has found a striking degree of physical and social distance,
professional disrespect, divergent agendas and distrust between government
delivery agencies and farmers, findings that are clearly revealed by many of
the government's own investigations. These institutional failings hinder and
delay farmers' personal transition to sustainability (O'Riordan and Voisey,
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1998; Stoll-Kleeman and O’Riordan, 2002) and thence to more sustainable
land management.

Not all farmers are similarly affected, as social capital varies significantly
between individuals. For those farmers with personal resources of linking
social capital (particularly trusted contacts within government agencies), and
the self-confidence to approach government organisations proactively, the
relationship can be made to work (see Röling, 1985). These most-sustainable
farmers successfully access the information and resources to make them even
more sustainable (Bruckmeier and Teherani-Krönner, 1992; Sealy and
Warren, 1994). But for those farmers with fewer social resources, who form a
largely self-excluded underclass, the transition to more sustainable land
management is hazardous and stressful. Succession rates on these least-
sustainable farms in the NALMI are surprisingly high, certainly higher than
the recent study by Uchiyama et al., (2007). 78% of the least-sustainable
NALMI farmers have successors covering 93% of their land (for more details
see Hall, 2008). The individuals concerned will not leave farming before they
have endured significant self-harm, a characteristic of farmers described by
Lobley et al., (2000). Government policy, as delivered today, does not help
these excluded farmers in ways that meet their needs, and therefore
government policy must change. Rebuilding linking social capital is an
important part of the institutional reform required to ensure that farmers and
government together build the collective capacity to succeed in the transition
to more sustainable land management.
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A SURVEY ANALYSIS OF OPPORTUNITIES AND
LIMITATIONS OF IRISH DAIRY FARMERS

S. O’ Donnell, L. Shalloo, A.M. Butler and B. Horan

The objective of this study was to examine the opportunities and limitations facing Irish dairy
producers based on a survey of 800 suppliers from the largest dairy processor in Ireland. The
survey sample was randomly selected based on a proportionate representation of suppliers
broken down by quota size, supplier region and system of production. The sample was
subsequently broken into five quota categories to investigate the effect of scale on survey
variables. Findings reveal an average milk yield of 4,808 l per cow and 8,346 l per hectare at
an average stocking rate of 1.78 (LU/ha). Stocking rate, milk yield per cow and per hectare
increased as quota size increased. Furthermore the proportion of farmers paying for labour
increased as quota size increases with results showing that 55% of all respondents had paid
labour on their farms. A successor has been identified on 45% of farms and in greater
frequency on larger farms. Despite the relatively small scale of enterprises, only 15 percent of
dairy farms had off-farm employment. Of those surveyed, 20% have winter housing facilities
capable of holding more animals than they currently have, with 5% having capacity for more
than 15 additional cows. The results show considerable underutilisation of land with potential
for increases in productivity through increased per animal production, increased stocking
density and increased specialisation in dairying

Key Words: survey, Irish dairy farms, opportunities, challenges

1. Introduction
The Irish dairy industry accounts for 27% of agricultural output with

production of 5.35 million tonnes of milk per annum (DAFRD, 2006a); while
Irish milk production stands at 3.7% of the total EU milk production (Irish
Dairy Board, 2006a). The Irish dairy industry is also a significant contributor
toward rural sustainability; directly employing 22,386 dairy producers
(National Farm Survey, 2005); whilst indirectly providing further spin-off
employment opportunities in the retail, marketing and financial sectors.

The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has been responsible for the
delivery of price supports in the form of import tariffs and export subsidies
which have served to deliver higher and more stable prices relative to
producers outside the EU. As a direct result of milk quotas, milk producers
within the EU have received a relatively high milk price in comparison to
world market prices in recent years (Shalloo, 2005). Historically milk quota
transfer in Ireland took place through an administered system with a fixed
price and reallocation based on a priority system which tended to favour
smaller farmers. This often meant that the true market value of milk quota was
unknown in Ireland. This system also meant that it was very difficult for milk
producers willing to expand milk production to be able to acquire adequate
milk quota. In recent years a more market orientated system of quota exchange
was established whereby milk quota was traded between buyers and sellers
and therefore an equilibrium price for the milk quota was agreed. The price
that individual dairy farmers can afford to pay for milk quota varies greatly
depending on the farm cost base, milk price and the level of increased cost
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incurred on the farm to facilitate the increased production (Shalloo and Dillon,
2006). Milk quota price has varied from 11 c/l to 45c/l (1c = EUR0.01) across
the four milk quota exchanges that have taken place in Ireland (DAFRD,
2007). Milk quotas have been widely regarded as a constraint on the EU and
Irish dairy industry deterring it from exploiting the potential which exists
(Hennessy, 2007; Lips and Reider, 2005). The Mid Term Review (MTR)
allowed for a reappraisal of the CAP in 2008 (Health Check), where the future
EU milk quota policy would be negotiated, which will lead the way to the
eventual abolishment of quotas in the EU. This has generated a level of
uncertainty as well as a sense of opportunity for Irish dairy producers who are
currently seeking to expand production.

Labour challenges will influence future decisions for expansion at farm
level on many dairy farms. In recent years the supply of agricultural labour in
the Irish dairy industry has come under strong competition from the industrial
and construction sectors of the economy as a result of a period of
unprecedented economic growth. The average industrial wage has grown by
approximately 6.6% per year in the past decade to €31,263 (CSO, 2007b) in
contrast to Farm Family Income (FFI) which has only increased by 1.7% per
year (NFS, 2007). Family labour input continues to fall short of requirements
across most systems and competition with non-agricultural industries
continues to exert pressure on agricultural wage rates in Ireland (O’Donovan,
2008).

A key constraint to the expansion at farm level on Irish farms in particular
due to grass based system is the availability of land around the milking parlour
at prices that will substantiate a return from dairying (Dillon et al., 2006). The
Irish grass based system requires land that the cows can be walked to the
milking parlour in order to provide sufficient grass for the dairy herd. Land
fragmentation is a feature of Irish agriculture resulting in a reduction in the
potential for expansion and subsequently affecting overall farm profitability.
Coupled with this agricultural land purchase has become extremely difficult as
land prices in Ireland have risen in the region of 17% per annum over the last
10 years since 1995 (CSO, 2007a) making it increasingly difficult to achieve a
return on the investment.

The objective of this study was to identify the opportunities, challenges
and limitations of a large sample of Irish dairy farmers, through the
administration of a telephone survey. A key aim of the survey was to quantify
the overall potential for expansion on farms taking into consideration land,
housing, successor and labour. The study also seeks to explore and identify at
farm level the pertinent issues facing Irish dairy farmers in the midst of
economic and policy change.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Survey Method and Sample Selection

The sample population for the survey was chosen from a proportionate
representation of all milk suppliers taken from the largest dairy processor in
Ireland. The sample was randomly selected based on location within the
processor region, system of production and quota size. The sample was further
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subdivided into five quota categories based on quota size so as to investigate
effect of scale on key variables. The sample size of 776 suppliers is
representative of 16.2% of the entire processor population (n=4,806). A
telephone survey was identified as the most suitable method of data collection
due primarily to the large number of suppliers required to get a representative
proportion of the processor population. It was anticipated that this mechanism
would generate a greater response rate than that achievable through a postal or
email survey and due to financial and timing constraints it would be more
appropriate than a face to face interview with such a large region.

2.2 Survey Design
The survey was centred on three primary sections.

1) Description of the dairy enterprise, where respondents provided data on
land area and the levels of stock on the farm.
2) Details of off farm employment, hired labour and the availability of a
successor were discussed.
3) Description of milking and housing facilities.

The survey contained 30 questions which were designed to create a profile
of each individual farm by extracting information on livestock numbers,
system of production, farm size, land accessible to the milking parlour,
availability of a successor, off farm employment, labour demand and
availability, education, milking facilities and winter housing facilities. The
questions were predominantly close-ended and designed for the specific aim
of getting the required response in the most efficient and easily understood
manner.

2.3 Data Collection
Cover letters along with a copy of the questionnaire were sent by post on

the 12th January 2007 to a total of 776 milk suppliers informing them that a
Teagasc1 official would be contacting them by telephone to carry out a survey.
Contact by telephone call was made to the sample between Wednesday 17th

January 2007 and Monday 26th February 2007. The cover letter outlined the
purpose of the research, details of all collaborating organisations, the time
frame in which they would be contacted and also an overview of the
significance of the study. The cover letter also provided a guarantee to the
supplier that all information revealed would be held in total confidence. The
farmer received a copy of the questionnaire so that he could have studied the
questions and be prepared prior to contact being made. The questionnaire was
validated to check its feasibility and comprehensiveness by piloting the survey
on a sample of 10 farmers from the same processing region. Extreme care was
taken to prevent bias in the design of the questions. Attention was given to
ensure questions were structured / phrased correctly and to avoid leading the
respondent to a given choice.

Each survey took on average 10 to 15 minutes to complete. Once contact
was made the outcome of the call was logged. In many cases an arrangement

1. Teagasc is the Irish national body providing integrated research, advisory and training services to the agriculture
and food industry and rural communities.
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to conduct the survey at a specified time as agreed between both parties. The
data was inputted to an online survey software package
[www.surveymonkey.com] (Bauer and French, 2006; Hestor et al., 2004). In
this study the interviewer loaded the questionnaire data to the online survey
software as the farmer responded to the survey questions. Once an individual
survey was completed it could automatically be stored on the software’s
database.

Of the 776 suppliers in the sample, the respondent population totalled 659
which was an overall response rate of 86%. All data was transferred to
Microsoft Access 2003 to derive additional variables and check data for errors.

2.4 Data Handling
A total of 30 key variables describing the existing dairy farms were created

from the survey data. The survey variables included:
11 farm size descriptors: Quota category, quota 2006, quota change (1998-

2006), land area owned (around the parlour), land area rented (around the
parlour), total land area fragmented, total land area rented, cows per milking
unit in the milking parlour, location (branch), system of production (creamery,
liquid, winter), number of parcels fragmented.

4 stock variables: cow numbers, replacements, percentage specialist (cows
only), % specialist (all dairy stock).

6 infrastructural variables: age of milking facilities, age of tank, animal
housing adequacy, additional cows housed with small investment, stocking
rate (SR) for dairy cows on the milking platform as well as for all stock on the
entire farm.

3 labour variables: paid labour (yes/no), successor (yes / no / don’t know),
off farm employment (yes / no).

2 productivity variables: milk production per cow and per hectare.

Data analysis was carried out using (PROC GLM) general linear model
procedures of SAS. Individual quota category pairs were compared using a
whole survey standard error for each variable calculated across all quota
categories. Each continuous variable generated in this analysis was pre-
screened for normality using PROC UNIVARIATE of SAS. For binary data
(tables 4 and 5) chi square analysis was performed using PROC FREQ of
SAS.

3. Results
3.1 Primary characteristics of surveyed farms

Table 1 shows the primary farm indicators for the sample of suppliers
surveyed. The total number of suppliers within the surveyed population was
broken into five quota categories (Q1-Q5). The average milk quota per
supplier in the sample was 305,503 l (67,201 gal) supplied by 65 dairy cows.
As quota category increased, the amount of quota acquired since 1998 by each
individual supplier, milk production per cow and per hectare increased. The
mean quota increase across the entire sample since 1998 was 71,507 l. In
general as quota size increased the level of specialisation around the milking
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platform in terms of all dairy stock (specialist dairy %) and cows (specialist
cows %) increased. This suggests that a greater proportion of smaller farms
have substantial levels of stock from the beef enterprise on their existing
milking platforms and also suggests greater potential for expansion. The
average SR for milking cows (Dairy cow SR) around the milking platform was
1.78 LU/ha which increases as quota size increases. This stocking rate
emphasises the number of cows around the milking platform and is the real
indicator of the potential to increase cow numbers. When dairy replacement
stock (All stock SR) is included, the SR around the milking parlour increases
to 2.09 LU/ha and again this increased as quota category increased. The total
farm SR for all farm stock on the total land area (milking platform and
fragmented) was 1.54 LU/ha which would suggest that the stocking intensity
on the external platforms was substantially lower than on the milking
platform.

The total land area around the milking platform was 38.8 ha. The average
land area owned around the milking platform for the sample was 35.9 ha while
the amount rented around the milking platform was 3.0 ha (Table 2). This
suggests a very high level of land ownership of the dairy farmers surveyed.
The average area of the land that was outside of the milking platform was 25.7
ha divided across 1.56 land parcels.

Table 1. Effect of quota size on key characteristics for the farms.

Farm Indicator Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Avg. Std.
Err.

Sig.

No. of Suppliers 1,218 1,638 853 568 529 - - -

Quota range (000’ l) 0-173 173-268 268-360 360-454 454-2,100 305.5

Cow (No.) 40.5 54.9 68.5 82.8 123.9 64.6 3.86 ***

Quota change (l) 10,671 71,106 82,608 99,474 164,889 71,50713114.0 ***

Milk production
(l/cow)

3,834 4,857 5,122 5,307 5,858 4,808 129.18 ***

Milk production
(l/ha)

5,818 7,898 8,758 10,109 13,000 8,346 4,409 ***

1Specialist dairy
(%)

74 80 79 81 83 79 0.16 **

2Specialist cows
(%)

60 64 63 65 66 63 0.015 ns

3 Dairy cow SR
(LU/ha)

1.60 1.67 1.78 1.96 2.33 1.78 0.093 ***

4 All stock SR
(LU/ha)

1.82 1.95 2.10 2.36 2.84 2.09 0.135 ***

5 Total farm SR
(LU/ha)

1.29 1.49 1.67 1.71 1.86 1.54 0.056 ***

1 Dairy cows and replacement heifers as a % of the total farm livestock
2 Dairy cows only as a % of the total farm livestock
3 Stocking rate adjacent to milking parlour for cows only
4 Stocking rate adjacent to milking parlour for all dairy stock
5 Stocking rate for total farm stock on total land area farmed
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3.4 Farm Successor
On 45% of farms surveyed a successor has been identified while 25% have

no successor and a further 30% were unsure at the time. As quota size
increases so too does the proportion of farmers within each quota category that
have a successor identified. Of the farms that have a successor identified
40.9%, 50% and 56.5% are in Q1, Q3 and Q5 respectively. Conversely larger
farms were less likely to not have a successor identified; with 34.1%, 21.2%
and 14.5% of those farms having no successor in Q1, Q3 and Q5 respectively.
Neither quota size, land area farmed, milk production or stocking rate differed
significantly with successor status. Level of dairy specialisation was
significantly lower (P=0.08) on farms with an identified successor (61%
specialisation) compared to those with definitely no successor or where no
successor had been identified as of yet (64 and 63%, respectively).

3.5 Milking and winter facilities
Information was gathered regarding milking facility type, age, and number

of units (Table 5). Parlour type did not differ with quota size with 86% of
parlours of herringbone swing over design. The average number of units on
farms was 7.8 with on average 8.3 cows per unit. The average age of milking
facilities was 16.1 years. As expected a positive relationship exists between
the number of units in the parlour and quota size with 6.2, 7.5, 8.2, 8.8 and
10.3 units in the parlour for Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5 respectively. The number
of cows per unit was also influenced by quota size with 5.8, 7.2, 7.8, 8.6 and
10.1 cows per unit for Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5, respectively. This would
suggest a greater use of capital resources on the larger farms.

Farmers were requested to express their opinions on their winter housing
facilities in terms of current capacity to cater for the levels of the stock on the
farm. Table 5 classifies winter housing facilities in terms of current capacity to

Table 2. A description of the scale and distribution of lands farmed across five

quota categories.

Quota Category Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Avg. Std. err. Sig.

Total area farmed (ha) 51.0 57.1 66.5 76.9 98.3 64.1 8.768 ***
1Milking platform (ha) 27.1 35.6 43.8 46.2 55.9 38.8 5.15 ***

2Fragmented area (ha) 23.9 21.5 22.7 30.7 42.4 25.7 8.734 ***

3Milk. platform owned (ha) 25.5 33.2 38.9 43.7 55.0 35.9 5.67 ***

4Milk. platform rented (ha) 1.6 2.4 4.9 2.5 5.9 3.0 2.30 ***

Land Parcels (No.) 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.7 2.2 1.56 0.144 ***

1 Milking platform is all land adjacent to the milking parlour
2 Fragmented area is land that is not accessible to dairy cows
3 Land area around the milking platform that is owned
4 Land area around the milking platform that is rented
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cater for stock across quota categories. Quota category had a significant
influence on housing capacity with greater number of respondents indicating
there housing as adequate within larger quota categories. Fifty four per cent of
the total sample of respondents claimed that their existing facilities were
‘adequate’ to house current cow numbers with a further 26% describing their
current facilities as ‘less than adequate’. Fifteen per cent of respondents
revealed that they had capacity to house between 15 to 30 more cows while
the remaining 5% had capacity for 30 or more cows on the farm.

4. Discussion
4.1 Survey Methodology

Telephone surveys have been shown to allow a large sample to be
interviewed and positive response rates to be achieved, providing reliable and
accurate results (NBRI, 2007). The average quota size (305,503l), SR
(1.78LU/ha), milk production per cow (4,805 l) and herd size (65 cows) for
this survey sample are very similar to figures published for the national
population of specialist dairy farmers (National Farm Survey, 2007) indicating
a close fit between survey sample and the national population. Results from
the survey show that stocking rates and productivity per hectare while
representative of current national data (Boyle et al., 2002; O’Donovan, 2008)
are also comparatively low relative to internationally observed levels (Dillon
et al., 2005).

4.2 Productivity indicators
As observed in this survey, dairy production in Ireland is characterised by

relatively small farms and herd sizes, small quota sizes and modest levels of
milk production per cow when compared with other countries (Eurostat, 2007;
IFCN, 2006). Irish dairy production is similar to that of the New Zealand
model whereby a large proportion of the cows diet is made up of grazed grass
which is the most cost efficient feed available, therefore providing Ireland
with a natural competitive advantage when compared with other EU producers
who operate a more high cost concentrate system. This system results in low
cash costs when compared to EU competitors, however due to low output per
hectare and per farm when compared on total economic costs the competitive
advantage of Irish dairy farmers is substantially lower (Thorne 2006, Boyle
2002)

Annual Labour cost (€) Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Avg.

0 - €5,000 (%) 75 67 62 49 12 56

5,001 - €15,000 (%) 17 22 30 24 21 23

15,001 - €25,000 (%) 6 6 8 20 25 12

25,001 - €35,000 (%) 0 5 0 5 21 6

>€35,001 (%) 2 0 0 2 21 4

Table 4. The influence of quota category on annual labour costs
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The results of this survey indicate the large potential for increased milk
production at farm level in Ireland in a post quota environment. Similar studies
have also highlighted the potential that exists in Irish dairy production in a
post quota environment. Lips and Reider (2005) found that the potential for
increased in milk production post milk quotas was comparatively greater in
Ireland (38.6%) relative to the average of all EU member states (2.9%).
FAPRI2 (2006) projected that the level of milk output from Irish dairy farms
would double following the removal of EU milk quotas. According to Boyle et
al., (2002) the high potential for expansion on Irish dairy farms relates to the
extensive nature of current production systems and comparative financial
efficiency of milk production relative to other EU countries.

In comparison to the average milk production per ha observed in the
survey (8,346 l), milk production experiments in Ireland have realised 15,000
litres/ha within Irish pasture-based systems (Shalloo et al., 2004b; Horan et
al., 2005). The difference can be made up primarily by increasing the stocking
rate at farm level while maintaining a similar amount of grass in the diet of the
cow. Ireland’s favourable climate for grass growth ensures that 2.6 to 3.0 cows
per hectare can be sustained (Shalloo et al., 2007), while maintaining similar
amounts of grazed grass in the diet. The average specialist dairy farmer utilises
7 tonnes DM of grazed grass while research from Irish commercial dairy
farms have recorded grass utilisation of 11 – 14 tonnes DM varying by region
(Brereton, 1995). The vast majority of the additional feed required in
expanding dairy herds will come from increased grass production and
utilisation. Therefore the additional feed costs with increased stocking rate and
production per hectare would be marginal when compared to the increased
output. This would result in only minor increases in cash costs while at the
same time substantially reducing the total economic costs.

4.3 Land Fragmentation
This study has shown that considerable levels of land fragmentation are

prevalent with Irish specialist dairy farms. When EU milk quotas are abolished
it is generally accepted that the next most limiting factor to increased milk
production on dairy farms in Irish grass based systems is grazing land
availability (Dillon et al, 2006). Studies on the impact of land fragmentation
have shown that it can have a negative effect on technical efficiency leading to
inefficient use of resources in agriculture and increased costs (Jha et al, 2005).
Solutions to the issue should be considered such land swaps as based on the
Dutch system (Carsjens and van der Knaap, 2001) or the relaxation of
legislation to allow leasing or renting of land where farmers can commit to an
agreement on land acquisition (Van Hung, 2007). Farmers will have to
increase the amount of dairy stock around the milking platform while
simultaneously consider maximising the utilisation of fragmented lands for
such tasks as rearing replacements, crops and rearing of stock from the other
enterprises. This survey has shown a substantial degree of fragmentation on
dairy farms with an average 1.61 parcels per farm. Figures from the CSO
(2000) reveal that 28% of Irish farms are contained within a single parcel,

2. Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute.
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while 29% have four or more parcels. The average land area fragmented
across the sample was 25.7 (ha) and this represents on average 40% of the
total land area.

4.4 Expansion
Dairying is the most profitable enterprise within the Irish agricultural

sector. Comparative data from the NFS (2007) shows that the average incomes
from dairying, cattle rearing, tillage, and sheep enterprises were €36,221,
€8,291, €28,536 and €11,902 respectively. As the Single Farm Payment is
fully decoupled from production in Ireland it is possible for dairy farmers to
drop unprofitable enterprises and to concentrate on increased milk output.
Therefore it is anticipated that there will be an increase in milk output on
existing dairy farms if the restrictions of milk quotas were removed given the
current levels of output on these farms. The requirement for expansion was
highlighted by Shalloo (2004a) when examining 8 farm options for specialist
dairy farms in Ireland over the period 2004 to 2013. The study found that dairy
farmers who remain static can expect a reduction of 30% in real income while
those expanding could maintain or increase real income.

Dairy herd expansion can also be achieved through increased dairy
specialisation with this study highlighting that the beef enterprise currently
comprises of on average 21% of all livestock units on farms from this study.
Benson (2002) suggested that where land area is restricted, expansion at farm
level can also be facilitated by contracting the rearing of heifers to an outside
farm.

4.5 Labour efficiency
Improved labour efficiency will be essential on farms if the

aforementioned increases in scale are to be achieved. Dillon et al. (2005)
showed large variability in labour efficiency between countries and systems of
production. The result of that study visibly identified specialised pasture based
systems of production are the most labour efficient when compared to
intensive confinement systems such as those commonly practiced in the
United States and mainland Europe. Increases in labour productivity on Irish
dairy farms of this magnitude will be required in a post-quota environment if
the expected expansion at farm level is to be achieved.

This study shows substantial differences in hired labour cost per litre of
milk across the five quota categories. Similar to O’Donovan (2008) these
results highlight scale as a major factor limiting labour efficiency on farms.
Guitierrez (2002) examined the variability in agricultural labour productivity
across countries and cited government driven policy to liberalise trade and
increased levels of investment in human (education and training) and physical
capital (technological) as the principal reasons for increased productivity. A
study by Boyle (2002) comparing levels of paid labour across EU countries
revealed that the UK and Denmark had the highest proportions of hired labour
(29 and 28%, respectively). In contrast Ireland (9%), Netherlands (4%) and
Germany (5%) had lower levels of hired labour indicating that they have
increased levels of family labour involved in the system. Similar to the
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findings of this study Hadley et al. (2002) observed that as herd size increased,
labour efficiency improved because of labour saving, technology adoption,
specialization and economies of scale.

4.6 Successor
Results from the survey reveal that on 45% of farms a successor has been

identified which is similar to previous findings. Giraud and Baker (2005)
studying succession across countries found that a successor was identified in
53, 27, 40, 43, 29 and 51% of cases in England, France, Ontario, Quebec,
Iowa and California, respectively with successors identified more frequently
on large herds. Research by Glauben et al. (2002) found that as farm size
increases, the probability of farm succession increases as larger farms hold the
best prospects for providing a potential successor with a reasonable and secure
income. Unlike the current survey however, where no differences in quota
change during the period from 1998 to 2006 were observed. Glauben et al.
(2002) also noted that farm operators with successors display greater initiative
and motivation to expand their enterprises, however this disparity may relate
to the restrictive nature of the milk quota system in Ireland.

4.7 Off farm employment
The availability of employment outside of agriculture has meant that a

broad range of options are available to farm families in order to supplement
farm income, with the result that farmers must now closely examine their
farming systems in terms of labour input and working hours (DAFRD, 2006b).
Blank et al. (2004) in a study on agricultural profit and household wealth came
to the conclusion that non-farm employment can help substitute for farm
capital. This highlights the fact that farm households are diversifying their
portfolios in search of alternative forms of revenue to supplement household
income. Results from this survey reveal off farm employment levels for farm
operators are relatively low at 15%. This is perhaps surprising for the smaller
quota categories that have an average herd size of 40.5, 54.9 and 68.5 cows in
quota categories Q1, Q2 and Q3, respectively. Labour efficiency studies both
in Ireland (O’Donovan, 2008) and New Zealand (IFCN, 2002) showed that
one labour unit could manage 90 to 170 cows thereby denoting widespread
labour inefficiency among the smaller quota categories of this survey. Gasson
and Errington (1993) suggest that for British farmers, the non-pecuniary
benefits of farm work, such as job satisfaction, are so great that off-farm work
is very much the last resort, taken up to fulfil the immediate cash requirements
of the family.

4.8 Farm facilities
Twenty percent of surveyed farms have winter housing facilities capable of

holding greater numbers of animals with 5% having capacity for more than 15
additional cows. As quota size increases the ability of farms to accommodate
more cows also increases. Shalloo et al (2004a) compared net profit and cash
flow under eight different production systems including expansion using
conventional (€1,591/ cow) and low cost winter housing strategies (€262/cow)
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(cows wintered on a standoff pad and slurry stored in an earthen bank tank).
Expansion using low cost housing or existing building conversions (e.g. beef
cattle housing) greatly facilitates an increase in income in comparison with
conventional expansion.

5. Conclusions
The objective of this paper was to examine the limitations, opportunities

and challenges facing Irish dairy producers based on a survey of 800 suppliers.
The study emphasises the merits of a telephone survey as a mechanism of
extracting precise numeric and attitudinal information from a large sample
population. A key message emerging from the study is that there is
considerable scope for increasing the efficiency of production of individual
farms through expansion. There will be a requirement for a radical rethink on
how milk is processed in Ireland based on the number, type, age and location
of some of the facilities currently in use and the requirement for further
facilities. This study has highlighted the need for a further study to determine
the expansion direction of the entire Irish Dairy Industry. The results show
considerable underutilisation of existing animals, land and labour with
considerable scope for increased productivity. Scale of enterprise has been
identified as one of the major factors influencing labour efficiency, the
availability of a successor and productivity per cow and per hectare.
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SOIL MANAGEMENT AND THE SINGLE PAYMENT
SCHEME: AN ASSESSMENT OF KNOWLEDGE

PRIORITIES WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR KNOWLEDGE
TRANSFER ACTIVITY.

M. W. Palmer, R. S. Shiel and E. A. Stockdale

The availability of soil management advice to UK farmers was evaluated in the context of the
Single Payment Scheme through expert consultation supported by a questionnaire survey.
Feedback from service providers indicated that the highest current priority was provision of
advice to meet cross compliance obligations. Gaps were identified in the information
available to guide management of soil organic matter, structural and biological quality. More
support is needed to allow farmers to make optimum use of the scheme to improve soil
management without adverse impact on yield or product quality.

Keywords Soil management, Single Payment Scheme, Cross Compliance, knowledge transfer.

Introduction
Farmers have long recognised the importance of good soil management to

optimise crop establishment, growth and yield. With soils used for agriculture,
horticulture or commercial forestry it is easy to appreciate that they have a
utilitarian value – if the soil becomes damaged and this has an impact on plant
yield or quality, income will be lost (i.e., its quality for production functions
declines). Some soil management practices that seem appropriate may
nonetheless have adverse off-site impacts that impose a monetary cost on
others, despite negligible impact on the land manager. An example is low level
or occasional soil erosion which may have little effect on crop yields or a
farmer’s income for many years, but the cost of clean up to neighbouring
households, local authorities or water companies is often considerable. The
cost to water companies and their customers of removing nitrate, phosphate or
pesticides is another example of how the choice of soil management practice
by a land manager can cause a financial cost to others (Pretty 2003). Over
recent decades the wider range of environmental services provided by soils
have been valued (Environment Agency, 2004); for example Defra’s Soil
Action Plan for England (2004) explicitly recognises the need to protect a
range of soil functions where the production of food and fibre is only one of
six. Within more general concerns linked to sustainable development the finite
nature of soil resources has been recognised and the need for explicit soil
protection legislation has moved up the agenda (European Commission, 2002).

As a result of the Common Agricultural Policy Reform agreement
(Regulation 1782/2003 ) all subsidy payments to farmers will be linked to
compliance with a range of EU standards covering the environment, public,
plant and animal health and animal welfare objectives. This formalises the
requirement for soil to be maintained in good condition by those in receipt of
public funds. The introduction of the Single Payment Scheme for agriculture
from 1st January 2005 means that for the first time CAP subsidies are linked to
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good practice and not to production levels. Cross compliance (1782/2003)
requires the maintenance of agricultural land in Good Agricultural and
Environmental Condition (GAEC) which specifically addresses standards
linked to soil erosion, soil structure and soil organic matter (Table 1). Farmers
are required to take action against soil management practices which lead to

loss of soil productivity and on or off site environmental degradation. The link
between cross compliance payments and soil management means that aside
from direct productivity gains available to farmers through better soil
management, maintenance or increase of income through subsidies could be
directly affected by their awareness of soil management issues.

With the greater emphasis now placed on soil management as part of the

Issue Standards

Soil erosion:

 Protect soil through appropriate
measures

 Minimum soil cover
 Minimum land management re-

flecting site specific conditions
 Retain terraces

Soil organic matter:

 Maintain soil organic matter levels
through appropriate practices

 Standards for crop rotations where
applicable

 Arable stubble management

Soil structure:

 Maintain soil structure through ap-
propriate measures

 Appropriate machinery use

 Minimum level of maintenance:

 Ensure a minimum level of mainte-
nance and avoid the deterioration
of habitats

 Minimum livestock stocking rates
or/and appropriate regimes

 Protection of permanent pasture
 Retention of landscape features
 Avoiding the encroachment of un-

wanted vegetation on agricultural
land

Table 1. Definition of Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition
(defined in Annex IV of Regulation 1782/2003 and referred to in Article 5)
as will be required within the EU from 1 January 2005 of farmers receiving

subsidy payments.
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Single Payment Scheme, there is a need to evaluate the information and
training available to farmers to enable them to meet their obligations and
manage their soil resources effectively The main focus of this evaluation was
to identify gaps in the provision of subject specific information on soil
management.

Implications of regional differences in legislative requirements
The European Council has provided a framework within which Good

Environmental and Agricultural Condition should be considered (Table 1).
The definition of GAEC however, is the responsibility of the member states of
the EU and may differ, reflecting national or regional differences in soil,
climate, land use, farming practices and existing farming systems. Because
agriculture is a regionally devolved policy area in the UK, England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland have independently developed their definitions of
GAEC and have different requirements to meet cross compliance, partly
reflecting regional differences in farming practices.

Despite differences in approach to cross compliance, the actual
requirements of farmers in the UK regions appear relatively similar. However
there are some notable differences which may have implications for
information needs. The GAEC system for Scotland differs from the other 3
regional schemes having compulsory requirements for organic matter
management (through crop rotation and arable residue retention; Scottish
Government, 2005). The requirement to take actions to increase organic matter
levels is only explicit in the English and Welsh schemes when there are visible
signs of organic matter depletion. In the English scheme action is required
where soil capping or slumping are visible, which will not be problematic on
all soils, while the Welsh system makes no mention of what the ‘visible
indicators’ of organic matter depletion are (Welsh Assembly, 2007). The
scheme in Northern Ireland notably has no explicit requirements regarding soil
organic matter management (DARDNI, 2006). This relates to a regional
emphasis in the scheme on management within grassland based systems,
which predominate in Northern Ireland, and where risks of organic matter
depletion are relatively low (European Commission, 2002).

The English scheme requires a soil management plan for the farm. In
contrast, the Scottish and Northern Irish schemes do not require the
completion of an official record of soil management, although in the Northern
Irish scheme there is emphasis on farmer identification of visible soil
management issues as in the Welsh and English schemes. The Scottish GAEC
code does not offer guidance relating to the identification of soil problems.
The Welsh scheme is similar to the English in this respect, although farmers
are required to take consideration of soil management issues on a field by field
basis rather than taking a generalised view of the whole farm, possibly
meaning more rigour is required in assessments and actions taken against
management issues for cross compliance. In general it appears the Scottish and
Northern Irish schemes make fewer demands on farmers to identify problems
and than the Welsh and English.

A key implication of regional differences in approaches to GAEC/cross
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compliance for knowledge transfer (KT) is the major disparity in the
accompanying government advice. The information provided to farmers
through official publications is much less detailed in all the devolved regions
than the cross compliance soil guidance document provided by Defra (2006),
which is required reading for farmers in England as part of cross compliance.
Although this is unlikely to affect farmer achievement of cross compliance (as
the level of advice will probably be considered in inspections) it may have
some effect on demand for further information by farmers in some regions, in
particular the lack of practical advice in the identification of soil management
problems outside England. This should, however, be set alongside the fact that
the provision of farm level advice receives different levels of support in UK
regions. Farm advice in England and Wales is less government driven/funded
than elsewhere. Farm advice in NI remains free and in Scotland, SAC receives
a substantial part of its budget as support for its advisory role.

Environmental stewardship schemes differ much more widely between the
regions. Entry Level Schemes include a variety of soil management options.
Nutrient budgeting is compulsory in the Welsh system, whereas there are no
explicit soil management requirements in the Northern Irish system.
Generally the technical requirements of nutrient budgeting approaches
included in the schemes are low, and are unlikely to require specialist soils
advice. Only the English system includes an option of a Soil Management Plan
which requires explicit and field by field management of erosion risks,
although this is only one option from those available to farmers to meet the
Entry Level Stewardship requirements. Higher Level Schemes seek to include
more complex environmental management where land managers need advice
and support and consequently include a very wide range of management
options which are targeted to support key local landscape characteristics, one
consideration of which will be soil characteristics. Soil management
information required for Higher Level Schemes is likely to be detailed and site
specific and as such appears best sought from local specialists. Regional
differences are unlikely to have implications for soil management information
demand from HLS schemes.

While the implications of the Single Farm Payment Scheme are likely to
be a major driver of soil management KT requirements for the foreseeable
future, merely meeting the standards required for cross compliance is unlikely
to result in the maximum productivity benefits that improved soil management
has the potential to deliver. Conversely there may be indirect productivity
implications in meeting these requirements, such as the necessity to make
more efficient use of fertilisers through limitations to use, or increased land
management costs associated with limiting erosion and runoff. Farmers must
also, wherever possible, take advantage of entry and higher level schemes to
improve soil condition (through less intensive cultivation or set aside for
example) offsetting short term losses in productivity with subsidy payments.
The ability of farmers to consider soil management as part of a whole farm
system while maximising their income from the Single Payment Scheme will
be an important factor in maintaining and increasing productivity in all
sectors.
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Methods
The aim of the study was to identify i) what the current priorities for KT

were and ii) how well these priorities were currently being met. These issues
were explored separately both with non-government funders of KT provision,
specifically agricultural and horticultural levy bodies, and service providers
and potential service providers across the UK. Communication was largely
facilitated by Email to allow optimum coverage in the three month survey
period, May-July 2006. Given the short timescale this study did not attempt to
assess farmers’ perceptions directly.

An Email with an attached short survey form was sent to the KT managers
(or equivalent) at each of the agricultural and horticultural levy bodies across
the UK; these individuals co-ordinate sector specific (dairy, pigs, beef and
sheep, combinable crops, horticulture etc) KT in response to the perceived
needs of their levy paying members. These were asked to identify and
prioritise (1-5 ranking) the current relative need for information provision on
soil management to farmers, to describe any provision of information of which
they were aware and to comment on any key gaps.

150 Emails were sent out directly by the project team to named contacts at
all key organisations involved in research and information provision as well as
other key organisations, private companies and individuals identified from
professional registers and marketing information, with coverage across all UK
regions. A snowball approach was taken to distribution of the Email, with
attached survey form, to service providers; respondents recommended new
respondents until no new targets were identified. In addition some recipients
forwarded the message; as 3 replies were received from individuals not
contacted directly by the project team. Service providers were asked to
identify and prioritise (1-5 ranking) the current relative need for information
provision on soil management to farmers, by sector if applicable, to describe
any information provision in which they were engaged and to identify any
areas in which they would be able to provide information/training if needed/
funded. In total 44 survey responses were received from organisations and
independent consultants. This is a satisfactory response rate and provided a
snapshot of the views of all the key organisations plus other interested parties.
It was not possible to carry out a regional analysis of the responses due to a
low response rate from Scotland and Northern Ireland coupled with the fact
that a large proportion of the respondents (mainly private individuals and
companies) reported a UK-wide coverage for all their activity.

The survey responses received on KT priorities and current service
provision were grouped into the following categories for analysis: meeting
cross compliance; organic matter; structure; water erosion/runoff; wind
erosion; soil fertility; soil biology and other. The choice of categories was
based partially on those highlighted by GAEC (Table 1) with additional
categories identified where topics identified did not fit within this framework.
Given the knowledge priorities identified in the surveys, we carried out a brief
review of the scientific literature to determine whether any of the KT gaps
identified were matched by a lack of published research. We also assessed
both current KT activities by levy bodies and the scope of provision/capacity
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by other organisations and individuals, using the information provided in the
surveys and a wider search, to carry out a simple analysis of the gaps in
current service provision. A wider review of agricultural KT activities was
also conducted to evaluate the appropriateness and likely success of different
forms of KT.

Perceived priority areas and current provision of soil management advice
There was a general consensus between the current priorities identified by

levy boards and the providers of KT services for soil management (KT
providers; Table 2). Over 85% of the service providers responding to the
survey were not providing services via the levy bodies. In some cases levy
body priorities may directly guide the priorities of providers, a case of
consultants doing “what we can get money for”. However, it is not surprising
that both groups are also being separately but strongly influenced by the policy
agenda driven by changes in EU support to farmers. Meeting cross compliance
and controlling water erosion and runoff were regarded as the highest
priorities, with soil fertility, biology and poaching being seen as of
significantly lower priority. Much of the impetus for KT is being driven by a
number of current policy pressures, which take effect at landscape scale (e.g.
expansion of Nitrate Vulnerable Zones, implementation of the Water
Framework Directive) giving priority to the management of water erosion and
runoff issues on farm, as well as the requirements of cross compliance, which

Table 2: Median scores (1 most important to 5 least important) of the priority
assigned to areas of knowledge transfer for soil management and statistical

differences

Order of priority

Levy
body

Service
provid-
ers

Soil
related
topic

Organic
matter

Struc-
ture

Water
erosion/
runoff

Fertility Biology Poach-
ing

% KT
provid-

ers

1 2 Cross
compli-
ance

ns Ns ns * * * -

4 4 Organic
matter

Ns ns ns ns ns 30

3 3 Struc-
ture

ns ns ns * 50

2 1 Water
erosion/
runoff

* * ** 82

3 4 Fertility ns ns 34

5 5 Biology ns 7

6 6 Poach-
ing

7

Significance of difference in individual responses
(Mann-Whitney test *P<0.05, **P<0.01)
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also specifically deal with issues such as soil compaction and organic matter
management at a field scale.

Cross compliance
The introduction of GAEC requirements have been accompanied by a

drive by to provide training for farmers in meeting cross compliance
requirements. Training activity funded by government and other organisations
(e.g. farming unions) been intense during late 2005-spring 2006 in all regions
of the UK. Evaluation of the success of this training has not been reported.
While further KT is not considered to be necessary to enable producers to meet
the requirements of cross compliance, it is unlikely that state provision of
services will provide farmers with sufficient information on the options
available for management, and in particular the tools needed to assess
implications for sector productivity.

Erosion and runoff
Knowledge transfer information for the control of water erosion and runoff

was seen as the highest priority area; the drivers being GAEC and the expected
impact of the Water Framework Directive. How to identify and mitigate risks
on-farm stand out from the survey as the key issues. Because a Soil Protection
Review is required of all farmers to meet GAEC in England, documentation is
available from Defra (PB10222B) which outlines how risks should be
identified and the steps that can be taken to mitigate risk. Support for
preparation of the more detailed soil management plan in the Entry Level
Scheme is also being provided through farm advisors in England. This area
was the most frequently cited area of provision in the survey (82% of
respondents) suggesting that information is already available to farmers
wishing to carry out a soil management plan from a number of sources across
the UK. In contrast, wind erosion was regarded as inapplicable or a low
priority, as it is an issue of local significance in a few areas of England. There
therefore appears to be limited perceived demand at a UK scale for
information relating to this issue.

Soil structure
Soil structure management was identified as a high priority for KT in the

arable and horticultural production sectors. In particular, information on the
link with quality and yield, influence of cultivation methods and means of
assessment are seen as priorities. Rotation and subsoiling are also issues in the
cropping sectors, in particular the relationship their relationship to soil
structural condition and crop establishment. Soil structure information was
regarded as less of a priority in livestock sectors; the main priority identified
was how to limit poaching damage, particularly while minimising the housing
period for animals to reduce feed costs. Maintenance of vegetation cover is
also a priority area. Poaching is clearly less of an issue for arable producers,
other than on mixed farms or rented land where structural damage through
poaching under rotational pasture can have a detrimental effect on soil
structure which may have consequences for succeeding crops.
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There is some commonality across all sectors in the need to identify
structural problems in the field and determine the most appropriate options for
ameliorative action. Although there is a fairly good sector-specific coverage,
there is more limited information relating to the effect of different crops in
rotation, and management options for improving soil structure. 50% of the
service providers responding to the survey carry out KT directly relating to
soil structure. The Soil Management Initiative (SMI), the Environment
Sensitive Farming (ESF) Programme run by ADAS in England and
documentation and workshops by SAC in Scotland have done a lot of work to
collate the existing information and present it in ways that meet farmer
requirements. There are now a number of systems for field assessment of soil
structure. SMI are providing training (mainly to farmer advisors) in the use of
at least one of these assessment techniques; this is a rapidly developing area.
The ability of arable farmers to identify when a crop or other rotational
practice has resulted in structural deterioration, and for livestock farmers to
distinguish between suitable and unsuitable out wintering areas, are both
linked to ability to assess soil structure in the field. Environmental stewardship
options may provide an opportunity to take land out of intensive production
and ameliorate structural problems while meeting environmental stewardship
goals.

Soil organic matter
Priorities for KT in this area were explicitly linked to GAEC requirements

for action to increase organic matter levels. Maintenance of organic matter
levels was seen as less of an issue for livestock farmers. However, livestock-
related issues are important on mixed farms and issues relating to the
application of organic waste (including manures) to arable crops were also
noted. The Nitrates Directive (Directive 91/676/EEC) exercises significant
controls on the options for application of organic wastes to land in Nitrate
Vulnerable Zones and river basin management plans in response to the Water
Framework Directive may limit the ability of farmers to use organic wastes
constraining options for organic matter management. There is a large amount
of sector-specific information available on the effects of the use of organic
inputs (manures and composts) in the arable sectors, but little on other options
for increasing soil organic matter (e.g. the use of rotation, crop residue
incorporations and reduced tillage operations).

Farmers are unlikely to be interested in increasing organic matter for its
own sake. Even in the organic sector, training courses concerned with the
management of organic matter are often linked to management of soil fertility,
maintenance of soil biological activity and mitigation of soil borne disease.
However, as a result of GAEC requirements within the Single Farm Payment
scheme, maintaining and/or increasing soil organic matter is now a necessary
consideration for farmers. Only 24% of service providers mention soil organic
matter as an aspect of their training. Options for increasing organic matter are
rarely presented as a stand alone issue, though this may change with an
increasing focus on farm-scale approaches to carbon sequestration; in contrast
cultivation practices have been the focus of large amount of KT activity.
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Consequently there is lots of very good practical information available
(particularly through the Soil Management Initiative) on reducing cultivation
related costs while optimising soil condition particularly through organic
matter accumulation. This approach directly links soil management with cost
implications for farmers and should enable them to make the most of the
options available to them through the single farm payment scheme, while
maximising productivity - sustainability and productivity do not necessarily
need to be antagonistic. There is a lack of KT which focuses on the benefits of
increasing organic matter on arable land (water, nutrients, cultivation costs
etc), together with better information for all farmers on the likely effects of
other management practices on the organic matter status of their land.
Farmers also need to be given tools to help assess their options for increasing
organic matter within the context of whole farm management. A programme
which provides farmers with the skills to identify problems which are caused
by or could be ameliorated by changing organic matter levels would be of
particular value.

Soil biology
The main area of interest in soil biology identified in the survey was in the

control of soil borne diseases (in both arable and livestock sectors). There was
some interest in making information available to farmers to increase the
understanding and relevance of soil biology for maintaining the range of soil
functions. Soil biology has been anecdotally reported as a ‘wow factor’ for
farmers beginning to think about soil – few have a good understanding of the
diversity of life in soil and its importance in soil function. Although there are
large amounts of ongoing research and development, there appears to be an
absence of information relating to the effects of different soil management on
specific crop pests and diseases, and more general information providing best
practice information for maintaining soil health and function. Only 3 of the
service providers who responded stated they provided training in this area.
Training on soil biology is only mentioned explicitly for the organic sector.
Little practical information is available on management effects, for example
the effects of compaction, pH or increased soil moisture as a result of
measures to reduce runoff on soil borne diseases. Some general educational
material is being made available relating to the role of soil biology in soil
function and maintaining soil health.

Other areas
The need to provide soil fertility information was highlighted as more of a

priority for livestock (managing grassland fertility) than for the arable sectors.
The main issues identified in all sectors were reducing needs for chemical
fertilisers (through both precision farming, and improved use of organic
amendments), and the need to comply with the requirements under the Nitrates
Directive in Nitrate Vulnerable Zones (NVZs and the expected requirements
of catchment plans under the Water Framework Directive). Representatives of
the British Potato Council highlighted a sector-specific interest (which may
also apply to horticultural producers) of the effects of crop rotation on rented
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land on management of fertility for potato production. However, past levy
body activities in soil management have focussed on this area, and they are
perceived to have a successful record. Therefore this is not seen as a
significant gap.

Making best use of existing research
A recent audit of UK soil research carried out for Defra (Research project

SP0524) highlighted some concerns about the skills base amongst researchers
but generally noted that there was much research of international status carried
out into soils and soil function in the UK. The brief literature search carried
out on the topic areas above (Table 3) highlights that there is generally no lack
of basic scientific research available to underpin KT. Within the UK and
similar farming systems there is a wealth of published research (and even
more research only available in the so-called “grey literature” not located in
searches such as that reported in Table 3) which provides information for
specific climate/soil/management combinations relating to the KT gaps
highlighted in this study i.e. soil organic matter, soil structure, runoff and
erosion. Given the relative newness of the terms cross compliance and GAEC,
it is not surprising that few papers were found linking soil management
directly with the achievement of cross compliance. Although gaps in currently
available knowledge suitable for direct transfer to farmers have been
highlighted in the previous sections, it does not seem appropriate to

commission new primary research in these areas before making best use of the
information that currently exists. The only topic where the may be a lack of
published research work to support KT is the impacts of poaching on soil
structure and strategies for structural remediation after poaching damage.

To support effective KT it is essential that the relevant practical knowledge
sitting in back issues of scientific journals is integrated and translated so that it

Sub group search term Total number of ‘hits

‘cross compliance’ OR GAEC 2

erosion OR runoff 578

‘organic matter’ OR carbon 842

structure 264

structure AND tillage 54

structure AND poach* 2

fertil* 1164

‘microbial biomass’ OR disease 222

Table 3: Total number of ‘ hits ’ for Web of Science Abstract searches for the
period 2001-2005 using ‘ agriculture OR farming’ AND soil and the sub-
group search terms linked to areas of knowledge transfer priorities for soil

management indicated in the table [*=wildcard ]. Total number of abstracts
before application of the sub-group screening = 3411
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can be shared with farmers and their advisors in relevant and engaging ways.
There is a vast amount of forgotten research into relevant areas on which CAP
reform has placed renewed emphasis, such as managing rotations, organic
matter, tillage and use of organic amendments (for example Lowe (1972)
which reviews the accumulated experimental evidence for the effect of
cultivations on soil physical conditions in both arable and grassland sectors in
the post war years of intensive research in the field). Importantly, there is a
wealth of highly applied research for particular crops/farming systems and
soils/localities buried within the reports of these experiments lies information
that may be of increasing value to us. In many cases this involves us today in
making use of results in ways the authors had not originally intended.
Although (agronomic) technology has developed greatly in the intervening
years, this is not necessarily a barrier to the application of this previous
research. Due consideration of the implications of technological development
on the findings of ‘historic’ research will inform new research directions.
However, much of this research predates digitisation of resources, and to
locate it would require a thorough investigation of archives. This is also not an
issue limited to the application of knowledge to soil management, awareness
of, and access to, early literature is a critical but oft neglected step for much
scientific research. The alternative, which occurs too often, is to invest heavily
in new research which replicates forgotten past research and therefore returns
predictable results, resulting in inefficiency in both financial terms and in the
rate of development of suitable KT.

The Defra research audit (Research project SP0524) found that there was
generally a poor awareness of the scale and scope of UK soils research
amongst those who were expected to apply the results of such research, such
as farmers and land managers. However, the audit concluded that it was not
sufficient simply to rely on KT activities associated with individual projects
and carried out by individual scientists; for KT to be effective there was a need
for additional resources focussed on integrating and translating the results of
individual research projects. However, because of the nature of soils and the
issues associated with their management it is unlikely that simple prescriptive
messages can be developed that will have wide applicability within sectors, let
alone across sectors. Instead farmers will need to assess information they
collect on soil condition and then use their best judgement in the light of the
range of possible options available to determine the best management
practices for their soil/crop/environment combination. Supporting this kind of
farmer learning is likely to need a different approach than simply providing
the direct outputs of research projects, even if they are compiled in a farmer-
usable way. There is also a need to integrate research on soil management with
consideration of the impacts of soil management actions on other farm
management practices and consequently on profitability. Little work has been
carried out to quantify the impacts of changes in management practices (to
support best practice soil management goals) on profitability (e.g. work in the
US by Valentin et al. 2004). At present much of the understanding of soil
function lacks this critical application to real farming systems.
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Review of forms of knowledge transfer
Service providers identified 4 main ways that they were providing KT to

farmers and their advisors – publication of information (leaflets, booklets);
interactive and less-interactive web resources; courses (including BASIS/
FACTS accredited training) and workshops (including farm walks and open
days). A video which considers the implications of changing cultivation
practices on soil structure (amongst other issues) has also been produced
(SMI). 82% of respondents communicated soils knowledge by workshops,
34% through one-to-one advice to farmers, 26% via publications, 24% through
courses and 9% through the web. Educators recognise a clear distinction
between the provision of information (transmission) and learning by the
recipient (Ramsden, 2003). However this study suggests service providers
seek to achieve both aims, often not clearly distinguishing between them. In
the majority of cases service providers indicated that they would be prepared
to provide information in a range of formats including one-to-one advice on
farm but that the key constraint to their delivery of KT activity was funding.

A similar range of approaches is used in other countries, and for other
fields of agricultural KT within the UK. Facilitated farmer groups (e.g. the
Landcare approach in Australia; Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry, Australia, 2006) are also a commonly reported means of sharing
knowledge and promoting farmer-farmer learning. In New Zealand farmers
are able to benchmark the health/quality of their soils (Landcare Research,
2006); this approach is more common for economic indicators in the UK.
Wander et al. (2002) report a participatory approach to developing such a soil
quality benchmarking system as a result of farmer and researcher interaction in
cropping systems in Illinois, which highlighted that farmers often have the
desire to take soil quality into account in decision making but lack tools which
actually enable this to happen in the field. In their carefully considered review
of advisory support for land management, Garforth et al. (2003) indicate that
the appropriate form of KT will vary; and except where the task is simply that
of making information available, facilitation to provide assistance or support
in using the information is important.

There is clearly a need to engage more fully with farmers to discover what
processes of KT (formal and informal) actually have the largest effect in
informing and/or changing practice. It is important to note that “an almost
universal finding from studies of farmers’ sources of information and
influence is that other farmers are their most frequently reported
source” (Garforth et al. 2003). Drew (2001) also found that the internet was
not ranked highly by farmers as a preferred source of information. However,
anecdotal evidence suggests that farmer use of the internet has increased
significantly since the Foot and Mouth outbreak. Learning in this area will not
be restricted to issues related to soil management; most farm management
issues require practical in-field assessment and decision making, which
distinguishes them from other business decisions and may distinguish the most
appropriate form of KT from that applied in other sectors.

In the tropics there has been an increasing move from KT programmes
which take results from research farms and seek to educate farmers to apply
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these approaches, towards a more farmer-centred approach in the research and
knowledge generation processes (Bunch, 1982; Chambers et al., 1990). This
‘rural development perspective’ has demonstrated economic and social
advantages through supporting farmers in assessment and innovation for land
management (particularly Integrated Pest Management) rather than regarding
them as passive recipients of a relatively slow technology transfer system (e.g.
Bentley and Andrews 1996; Selener, 1997; Ooi, 1998). Links between
participatory action research and quantitative analysis have been critical to
success in improving soil management in areas vulnerable to soil degradation
in Mali for example (Defoer et al., 1998). Deugd et al. (1998) stress the most
effective approach is to support innovation by increasing farmers’ control over
the processes of research and emphasising the process of learning rather than
the teaching of content. Such an approach works best where the main blockage
is not access to information, but rather farmers’ adoption, understanding and
integration of that knowledge into practice.

The development of such programmes in the tropics were a response to the
poor uptake of farming systems technology, which had been based upon
research station findings, and neglected the realities of farmer decision making
which often made these technologies impractical or unsuitable in the real
world. Although KT in the UK has proven much more successful, there are
important parallels. Sherwood and Uphoff (2000) see the challenge for
improving soil management as one of engaging farmers rather than changing
them. Approaches taken should engage farmers in processes of identifying and
prioritising problems and opportunities, testing and evaluating innovations and
being partners in sharing the information gained. In this way the findings of
soil management research can be best transferred into real soil management
improvement and future research acknowledge the existing barriers to
implementation in developing the most practical solutions.

Conclusions
The Single Payment Scheme represents a new challenge to farmers, but

also an excellent opportunity to take actions to increase productivity through
better soil management, offsetting short term costs (direct set up costs or
reduced output) with subsidy payments, while reaping the benefits over a
longer timeframe. The gaps identified in current KT activities on soil
management are in the closely related areas of management of soil organic
matter, structure and biological activity. The new requirements and options for
soil management of the Single Payment Scheme place a renewed emphasis on
land husbandry techniques, which have been relatively neglected over recent
decades. The focus of KT over the next 5 years should be to enable farmers to
take advantage of the single farm payment and environmental stewardship
schemes, by making use of environmental management options eligible for
subsidy payments to improve soil management (organic matter levels,
structural condition, erosion control). Examples include the use of beetle
banks for erosion control, improving organic matter and structure through
conservation tillage or identifying poor out-wintering land and creating
alternative low intensity management wildlife habitats. However, the cost
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implications and technical considerations of different management strategies
at a farm scale are complex, and better support is needed to allow farmers to
learn what options will best fit their situations. Although this study has
identified the areas seen as priorities by both the levy bodies and by soils
experts, this is not a substitute for the views of the farmers themselves. In
order to accurately assess producer priorities (the demand for and the most
appropriate forms of KT for soil management), consideration of the views of
farmers should be taken into account, either formally or informally. The
absence of such consideration makes prediction of demand difficult,
particularly relating to regional differences related to different state provision
of farmer training and legislative compliance of the devolved governments.
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THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF ENTRY LEVEL SCHEME
PARTICIPATION ON FARMS IN THE TEESDALE LESS

FAVOURED AREA
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The study is based on a detailed analysis of seven case study farms in the upland region of
Teesdale in County Durham to assess the financial impact of participation in the Entry Level
Scheme (ELS). Standardised payments under the scheme have been drawn up in compliance
with EU regulations and do not provide scope for a profit element. However it was found that
in all cases the farms were able to profit by scheme participation. The analysis includes
consideration of non-cash costs, the adoption of environmental management practices before
scheme entry, and stocking rate reductions stimulated by subsidy decoupling. The study
concludes that whilst making profit from the scheme seems to be quite possible, if unintended,
the main implication for payments methodology is to recognise a need for a profit element and
to apply more targeting to ensure that farmers with higher costs and income foregone can also
profit by scheme participation.

Key Words: Entry Level Scheme, agri-environment payments, income foregone, partial
budgets.

Introduction
This paper uses a case based analysis to assess the actual income foregone

as a result of participation in the Entry Level Scheme (ELS). Seven case study
farms were selected from a list of all farms participating in ELS in Teesdale,
County Durham. The area is one of upland beef and sheep farming and is
entirely within the Less Favoured Area (LFA). Under the scheme farmers are
rewarded for applying the prescriptions with points. It is a whole farm scheme
and farmers must match or exceed a point’s target of 30 points per hectare
(reduced to 8 points per hectare for enclosures of 15 hectares or more in the
LFA). Farmers receive a payment of £30 per hectare (or £8 per hectare
respectively). Exceeding the points threshold does not generate any additional
payment and falling short of it results in penalties or disqualification. (Defra,
2006a). Farmers therefore tend to exceed the threshold to err on the side of
caution. The prescriptions applied are self-selected by the farmer on entering
the scheme.

The study calculated the net income foregone of applying each of the
management prescriptions chosen using partial budgets. The loss of income
and costs from all the prescriptions were then compared with the payment to
see whether the farm was able to profit by participating in the scheme. This
followed a methodology used by Jones (2006) in exploring the financial
implications of participation in the Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS)
and the Wildlife Enhancement Scheme (WES).

The establishment of standard payment rates under ELS does not allow
any scope for an element of financial reward or profit. ELS is funded under
Axis 2 of the Second Pillar of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The
rules for determining standardised agri-environment payments are set out in
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Directive 1698/2005. This stipulates that they cannot exceed the aggregate of
income foregone, costs incurred and transaction costs and member states must
submit budgets to demonstrate that payments do not exceed these expected
amounts. The Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)
have submitted budgets based on partial budgets for each prescription under
ELS to show that payments are at a level which is below that of the income
foregone and costs incurred (Defra, 2004 and 2006a). As a result if these
expectations were to be matched by farmers adopting the schemes then they
would not be expected to make a profit from scheme participation. However
the Defra estimates are based on standardised budgets and in practice,
circumstances might enable farmers to apply the prescriptions with lower costs
or income foregone and thereby make a profit from the payment. The study
essentially aimed to explore whether that was possible on the seven case study
farms. This should not however, be taken to be a kind of field test of either the
methodology used by Defra in determining payments or the assumptions they
used. This would require specific comparisons to be made with all elements
within the Defra budgets. The information to do this accurately is not available
(at least in the public domain) but in any event it would have set a different,
more difficult and probably rather tenuous objective for the study. Obviously
the method of assessment by way of partial budgets is the same as that used
for payment determination, but Defra have to encompass a very broad range of
circumstances in their budgeting, whereas the study is specific to a small
number of farms in Teesdale. If they can profit from the application of certain
individual prescriptions this does not necessarily imply that Defra should have
set the payment rate lower. It simply means that there were circumstances, in a
particular year, under which making a profit was possible at the rate of
payment chosen.

Assessment of the income contribution of agri-environment payments and
income foregone

The ability of farmers to profit by agri-environment scheme participation
has been explored by researchers in the past either directly as part of an
economic assessment, or indirectly as part of an examination of farmer’s
decision-making behaviour. A number of studies that have sought opinions
from farmers as to the extent to which they are profiting from agri-
environment scheme participation have come up with the conclusion that
payments are not high enough. Examples of this include the economic
evaluation of CSS undertaken in 2002 (Carey et. al., 2003) and the assessment
of the Mourne Mountains and Slieve Croob Environmentally Sensitive Area
(ESA) by Moss (2004). Reviews of opinion based research confirm the
importance of financial concerns as a barrier to entry to agri-environment
schemes (Wilson and Hart, 2001 and Morris and Potter, 1995).

Economic assessments which have compared the incomes of farms which
participate in agri-environment schemes with those that do not; tend to suggest
that participation can boost farm income. The study by Thomson and Slee
(1998) of the impact of ESA scheme participation on farm incomes in the
Cairngorm Straths ESA estimated that Net Farm Income had been enhanced
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by over half a million pounds by the ESA payments. The difficulty of such
studies is one of not being able to demonstrate conclusively the causality
between scheme participation and enhanced income. However farm level
budgetary assessment such as that carried out by Jones (2006) provides clearer
evidence of both whether farmers can enhance their income by scheme
participation, and for which type of management prescription and under what
circumstances. Jones in an assessment of three farms participating in CSS and
WES, showed variable but significant gains under all the management
prescriptions on all the farms with the exception of a small loss made under a
WES prescription on one farm (Jones 2006: 484). The study showed
significant variance between farms due to the differing circumstances under
which prescriptions were applied demonstrating why it is quite likely that
theoretical income foregone will differ from the actual. The study also
attempted to show the potential impact of subsidy decoupling as a result of
CAP reform. It showed that there was generally a much greater financial
advantage from participating in agri-environment schemes post CAP reform
due to a lowering of the income foregone.

Methodology
The case area was defined as the Less Favoured Area (LFA) of Teesdale.

Only farms that were exclusively within the LFA were chosen for the study.
Teesdale was used as the upland pilot area for ELS in 2003. Several farms
held on-going pilot ELS agreements but these were also excluded in order to
avoid any points of difference between the pilot scheme and the one finally
adopted nationally. Sixteen farmers were approached and seven agreed to
participate. Table 1 summarises the size, tenure, enterprises and stocking rate
for each of the case study farms. They vary in size, tenure and stocking rates,
although the enterprises were similar, with only Farm D providing some
variation in the form of a poultry enterprise.

The average farm size in the sample was slightly higher than the average
for the area (Defra 2006b). However because the census records farm size as
‘holdings’ and the size of farms in the survey are those for a total farming
business the size difference is really not all that significant. Stocking rates
were slightly higher than expected based on Farm Business Survey (FBS)
figures (Newcastle University 2005: 26-33). The farms in the study are thus
reasonably typical and representative of farms in the area.

Partial budgets were constructed for each prescription on each farm using
the most recent set of farm accounts as a basis for the figures. As actual year
figures they are on a different basis from the standard estimates of income
foregone in Defra budgets, which are based on ‘a forecast for a period of up to
five years’ (Jones 2006 : 480). The accounts data used was for 2004/2005.
None of the farmers considered that this year had been atypical or unusual in
any way.

When assessing the income foregone as a result of participation in agri-
environment schemes, there are some difficult issues of principle related to
notional costs and whether changes related to applying the agri-environment
prescription might have occurred any way. In order to be clarify this it was
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decided to estimate a kind of core basic income foregone (referred to as ‘direct
income foregone’) based only on actual costs and revenue implications
without accounting for those that would have been incurred without the
scheme and any non-cash costs. The additional elements were:

1 Farmers own time
This does not have a cash cost and to an extent is fixed. In a strict sense

therefore it was a cost that did not alter. However it would be wrong to assume
that the farmer’s own time should not be costed or rewarded in any way. The
point about showing it separately is that by putting a cash cost against it
assumes a form of payment for the time spent. Even if an agri-environment
scheme were to show only a little profit after accounting for the farmer’s
labour then the cash return will be greater. The figures for the cost of the
farmer’s own time and the methodology for applying it was that used by the
Farm Business Survey (Newcastle University, 2005).

Size (ha) Tenure Enterprises Current stock-
ing rate

(GLUs/ha)

Farm A 69.67 Owner Occupied Hill sheep (179
ewes), Suckler
Cows (53)

1.23

Farm B 180 -Owner Occupied (136ha)
-Grazing license (44ha)

Sheep (Mules
and Swales) (500
ewes), Suckler
cows (10)

0.72

Farm C 229.87 Tenanted (AHA) Hill sheep (290
ewes)

0.30

Farm D 20.98 Owner Occupied Poultry pullets
(17,000 pullets),
Sheep (150
breeding mules).

1.44

Farm E 114.06
with fur-
ther 20 ha
grazing
agreement

-Tenanted (94ha) (AHA)
-Owner Occupied (20.06)

Sheep (600
breeding mules),
Suckler cows
(50).

1.68

Farm F 20.89 ha Owner Occupied Swaledale ewes
(90)

0.88

Farm G 48.77 ha Tenanted (AHA) Sheep (250),
Suckler Cows
(45).

2.1

Table 1: Summary of case study farms
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Note:
1. A minus sign indicates a net cost to the farmer before accounting for any Entry Level Scheme payment.
2. Where figures are positive this indicates a net gain to the farmer which will be additional to their Entry
Level Scheme payment.

2. Income foregone of baseline environmental work
This category assessed the income foregone of any environmental

practices required under the scheme which were being undertaken prior to
entering into ELS. In other words the baseline before changes exceeded the
basic level. The baseline assumed by Defra in their calculations was basic
good farming practice guidelines and the requirements of Single Payment
Scheme cross-compliance conditions.

The financial impact of ELS on each farm
Table 2 shows the financial impact of ELS payments on each farm across

all three elements of income foregone. All seven farms made a net gain from
ELS. There is considerable variation in the results. The income foregone from
direct changes were quite small, or in two cases non-existent. Even by adding
in the other potential elements of income foregone (the farmer’s notional
labour costs and enhanced environmental baselines) the income foregone is
well below the level of the ELS payment. The resulting profit margin from
ELS was typically well over half the amount of the payment. The exception
being Farm E with a profit margin of only 13% largely as a result of a
considerable amount of income foregone from environmental work which they
had been undertaking before joining ELS.

Farm E makes a gain rather than a loss from direct changes which may
seem counter intuitive but it is a situation that also arose in Jones’s work, and
is not that hard in fact to envisage how this might arise. If the prescription
requires the farmer to stop an activity (such as hedge cutting) and this saves
cost and has no impact on production then there may be a positive income

Direct

changes

Farmers

own time

Baseline

environmental

work

A £1,450.00 -£61.78 -£16.07 -£370.51 £1,001.64 69.08%

B £5,025.00 -£180.52 £0.00 -£889.40 £3,955.08 78.71%

C £1,807.00 £0.00 -£34.83 -£123.60 £1,648.57 91.23%

D £629.00 -£152.47 £0.00 -£152.22 £324.31 51.56%

E £2,563.00 £10.00 -£28.58 -£2,204.07 £340.35 13.28%

F £613.00 -£10.00 -£11.61 -£74.16 £517.23 84.38%

G £1,463.00 £0.00 -£7.14 -£229.55 £1,226.31 83.82%

Farm Payment

Net Gain/Loss

expressed as a

percentage of the

payment

Net

Gain/Loss

Income foregone from:

Table 2: The financial impact of ELS payments on each of the case study
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foregone. This is made clearer in the assessment of income foregone by
prescription.

Income foregone by prescription
The prescriptions were examined in detail for changes in costs and revenue

to give an income foregone before applying the benefit of the payment. The
payments are included in the tables in the form of points. The points would
equate to pounds on the assumption that farmers had exactly the number of
points required to reach the threshold and no more. However the point’s
threshold can be exceeded and all the farmers in the study exceeded the
threshold. The excess of points ranged between each of the farms from 0.16%
to 10.8%. The net gains and losses in table 2 account for any revenues and
costs associated with meeting all of the options and therefore, it can be seen
that a profit can still be made where the farmer has an excess profit.

Application of the Farm Environment Record (FER)
Table 3 shows the average income foregone of completing the compulsory

FER. The only direct costs incurred was where an agent had been used to carry
out the ELS application and in an instance where a farmer had erected a fence
to increase the payment value by dividing up the field so that it could be
shown as two separate enclosures on the FER. There was some considerable
variance in the costs of farmer’s own time in completing the FER. Farm F, the
smallest of the farms, had the greatest time cost per hectare. The time taken to
fill the application form was similar to the other farms, but the farmer only had
a small area over which to spread the cost.

Options for boundary features
Table 3 shows that no direct income foregone was incurred from entering

boundary features into ELS. The only direct change to income was where
EB1, EB2 or EB3 hedgerow management options were included. Here, a net
saving (i.e. a positive income foregone) was made as hedges were cut every
other year rather than annually. Farm F was the only farm which did not make
a gain as a result of managing their hedgerows under prescriptions EB1 and
EB2, but they did not make a loss. The farmer had not undertaken any
hedgerow cutting prior to joining ELS.

No costs were incurred on option EB6 (ditch management). The farms
very rarely cleaned their ditches or applied fertiliser, manure, or pesticides
close to the ditch so no changes in management were needed to accommodate
this prescription.

No direct cost was incurred on option EB11 (stone wall protection) as
none of the farms had changed their stone wall management. The cost of
annual general wall management was costed as baseline environmental work,
which was either the cost of the farmer’s own time or the cost of using
contractors. Even with this included the payment was more than enough to
cover the cost, so there was still an element of profit.
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Table 3: The average income foregone per unit across all the farms of sub-
scribing to EA1 Farm Environment Record and ELS boundary prescriptions

Note:
1. A minus sign indicates a net cost to the farmer before accounting for any Entry Level Scheme payment.
2. Where figures are positive this indicates a net gain to the farmer which will be additional to their Entry Level
Scheme payment.
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Table 4: The average income foregone per unit across all farms of subscribing
to ELS woodland and upland grazing prescriptions

Note.
1. A minus sign indicates a net cost to the farmer before accounting for any Entry Level Scheme payment.
2. Where figures are positive this indicates a net gain to the farmer which will be additional to their Entry Level
Scheme payment.
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Prescriptions for trees and woodlands
Table 4 shows the income foregone from the application of prescription

(tree protection). None of the farms incurred any income foregone or costs
as a result of entering into this prescription. Defra assumed that there would be
a stocking rate reduction to accommodate the prescription. Although Farm E
did reduce their stock this decision was made in response to subsidy
decoupling rather than joining ELS.

Upland grazing prescriptions
Table 4 shows that no direct income foregone was incurred as a result of

entering land into upland grazing prescriptions except on Farm F. Here the
farmer had erected a fence to exclude the corner that was entered into EL1
Field Corner Management, without realising this was not necessary for
compliance with the prescription. Costs for baseline environmental work were
incurred on five farms. The farms had already been using a topper or spot
sprayer to control invasive weeds prior to joining ELS. Although this was a
requirement under the upland options it was something that they were doing
anyway.

Farms C and F did not report any costs for baseline environmental work as
none were carried out. Farm B was a moorland farm where spot spraying is
not required due to the nature of the land. Only bracken required control, and
this was the responsibility of the landowner. Farm F occasionally chopped
weeds down with a scythe but said that this was too minimal a time
requirement to put a realistic annual estimate on the cost.

The limitations typically placed on the use of nitrogen, manure, herbicides
and pesticides under upland grazing options did not create any change in the
management on most farms. Farm G was the only one to have applied a
greater quantity of nitrogen than that allowed prior to joining ELS. The farmer
managed not to reduce stocking or forage output by increasing the application
of nitrogen elsewhere on land that was not under ELS upland grazing
prescriptions.

Option EL3 required farmers not to supplementary feed any livestock kept
in that field although no farmers encountered changes to accommodate this. It
might be that farmers have continued to supplementary feed despite
prescription limitation because they in-winter their livestock or have access to
land not entered into ELS which they used as supplementary feeding area.

Stocking rate changes
Only three farms were prepared to disclose sufficient data on stocking

rates to allow a gross margin to be calculated. Farm A had reduced cow
numbers but increased their sheep flock. This gave a net financial gain as
sheep have been producing a better return than store cattle. Farm E had
decreased cow numbers but maintained sheep numbers – a loss in income that
was more than covered by the ELS payment. Farm F, which did not keep any
cattle, had reduced sheep numbers but again the ELS payment more than
compensated for this.

Most farmers said that the reduction in stocking was mainly due to
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decoupling and in some cases impending retirement. The introduction of the
Single Payment Scheme (SPS) and ELS was concurrent. Decoupling subsidy
much reduces the financial impact of stocking rate reduction. Cross-
compliance conditions have added to and reinforced existing baseline
standards of environmental care. This fits comfortably with the relatively
undemanding requirements of the basic and self-selected environmental
management prescriptions in ELS. The reduction in stocking as a response to
decoupling fits well with ex ante evaluation (ADAS, 2002) and subsequent
analysis of costings on upland beef and sheep farms with and without the
benefit of production-linked direct payments (Jones, 2007). Indeed the
decrease in income foregone and the beneficial impact on the profitability of
agri-environment scheme participation (unless payment rates were to be
revised downwards) was one of the principal conclusions in the study,
previously referred to, by Jones (2006).

Conclusions
The seven farms in this study all made a profit from ELS participation on

any measure of income foregone and costs incurred (i.e. even including
notional costs and the income foregone and costs associated with changes that
they had undertaken before ELS entry). The standard assumptions on which
payment levels have been justified presume that payments will compensate for
income foregone and costs incurred and no more. Clearly therefore the farmers
in the study had income foregone and costs that were below the anticipated
level. There are at least three possible explanations for this. First, the Defra
assumptions may have exaggerated the income foregone and costs incurred?
Secondly, the farmers who have volunteered to join the scheme have
unexpectedly low income foregone and costs from applying scheme
prescriptions? Thirdly that the individual year basis of assessment shows
lower income foregone and costs than might be expected over the longer
period that Defra have to used to assess the income foregone and costs on a
normalised basis?

The analysis has not specifically compared Defra assumptions with actual
results. It is not possible therefore to confirm specifically the cause of the
variance between actual and expected income foregone. In any event to
demonstrate a variance with the conditions on seven farms in Teesdale would
not necessarily indicate that the Defra assumptions for the whole of England
were inappropriate. The only targeting geographically within ELS is for the
few prescriptions that are restricted to the uplands i.e. they are restricted to the
LFA. However with a closely targeted standard payment scheme it is
inevitable that some farmers, in some conditions, will be able to achieve a
profit by having income foregone and costs lower than those anticipated. In
fact the study by Jones (2006) made it perfectly clear how heterogeneous the
on-farm conditions are likely to be. However it is significant that all seven of
the farms, including a large one, chosen at random from the ELS participants
in Teesdale all achieved a profit from payments not designed to achieve this.
The self-select nature of the choice of prescriptions and the voluntary nature of
scheme participation makes it reasonably likely that farmers in the scheme will
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be able to profit from participation. Looking at the prescriptions individually
allowed a closer examination of the circumstances under which a profit can be
made.

It generally seemed to be possible to apply the prescriptions for the
management of boundary features without incurring much, if any, additional
cost and no loss of production. Grazing management prescriptions generally
require lower than normal stocking rates and consequent reduction in income.
However on the case study farms they either had stocking levels allowing
them to qualify, were selective about which land to manage in this way or ELS
entry coincided with stock reductions prompted by the decoupling of direct
payments. Stock reductions could thus be achieved with a reduction in market
returns but no reduction in subsidy.

The examination of income foregone by including elements that would not
be included in a strict evaluation based exclusively on direct cash cost and
revenue changes, provided the opportunity to see more clearly what lead to the
ability to profit. For example, we are able to see where income foregone and
costs incurred were lower because farms had higher environmental
management than basic baseline standards, cost structures which were biased
towards fixed or notional costs, and also incentives leading to reduced
stocking rates. One can see from this that each factor can contribute to
explaining why income foregone or costs are lower than expected on
individual farms. However even including the total amount of each of these
factors, the income foregone and costs incurred are lower than expected.

Having answered the basic question as to whether farms can profit from
what is not designed to be a profit-making scheme, there is scope for more
work and analysis to look at other farm types in other areas to see how widely
the findings are replicated and perhaps to compare in detail where the
differences lie between the Defra assumptions and what can be identified from
actual case based evidence. However supposing it is possible to establish that
it is not just a few farmers in Teesdale that can profit from ELS participation,
but in fact most farmers, it then raises the question as to whether this is a bad
thing? Clearly it is not the intention as there is no scope to build a profit
margin into payments in compliance with Regulation 1698/2005. However if
there is no scope for farmers to profit from agri-environment scheme
participation then they are likely to be deterred from doing so. It restricts the
profit making incentive to those whose circumstances dictate very little or no
cost or change to existing management. What is needed is some research to
compare the circumstances of participants and non-participants to see the
extent to which the latter are exceptional and have a greater ability to profit
from receiving the payments.

There are obvious dilemmas associated with broad based and relatively
untargeted agri-environment schemes based on standard payments. In the view
of the authors there is nothing wrong with farmers making a profit by
participation in ELS. What really should be challenged is the appropriateness
of setting standard payments at a level where no profit is intended. Building in
profit to the payments methodology might attract more farmers to achieve an
intended profit and not one made only because their income foregone or costs
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are lower than expected.
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Francesco Di Iacovo

Social farming (SF) is a traditional as well as an innovative activity for farmers. It involves
the use of resources from agriculture for rehabilitation and social inclusion. The term SF has
recently entered the scene of rural development in the EU, embracing a wide constellation of
different practices that are emerging in the territories; experiences that, in many cases, were
born as bottom-up actions and have ‘grown in the shade’ for a long time. SF activities involve
a large number of target groups, both in urban and rural areas (youngsters, elders, disabled
people, migrant, prisoners, added people). SF is also connected to a large number of issues
related to rural development like the organisation of local services, the evolution of farmers’
attitudes in the relationships with local communities and their reputation, the re-organisation
of local economy and the introduction of new elements of solidarity and reciprocity. The paper
presents some first results of the SoFar project funded by the VI EU Research Framework
(http//:sofar.unipi.it) and rooted in seven EU countries. The aim of the project is to support
EU agricultural policies on multifunctional agriculture and to support local pathways of rural
development.

Key words: Social Farming, multifunctional agriculture, social inclusion, social services,
rural areas.

Social farming: some features

A tentative definition

In Europe social farming (SF) is an emerging topic for farms and farmers
as well as for different stakeholders. SF is an innovative use of agriculture
quite often introduced from the bottom by new and old farmers. SF includes
all activities that use agricultural resources, both from plants and animals, in
order to promote (or to generate) therapy, rehabilitation, social inclusion,
education and social services in rural areas. However, it is strictly related to
farm activities where (small) groups of people can stay and work together with
family farmers as well as social practitioners. The definition of social farming
is not yet agreed around Europe. Still today there are different ways to label it
(farming for health, green care, social farming) and to use agriculture for
social purposes. SF is a new as well as a traditional concept. It originates from
the traditional rural self-help networks present in rural areas before
modernisation of agriculture and the rise of the public welfare system.
Nowadays the concept has been deeply reformed in an innovative and still-
changing way. In order to build a life sustaining web (Barnes, 2007) it is
important to accompany the formal and more professional social services by a
large network of more informal relationships. Moreover, informal networks

1. This paper was originally presented at the conference Rural Futures: Dreams, Dilemmas, Dangers in Plymouth,
UK, April 2008, and is reprinted by kind permission of the Rural Futures Unit, University of Plymouth. It is extracted
from the Academic Peer Reviewed Papers section of the Conference Proceedings, ISBN 978-1-84102-185-0.
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should be able to improve the capability of the local context to include and
increase the opportunities of weaker people.

The significance of social farming
SF has a wide impact on many aspects of agriculture as well as rural life.

From an economic point of view, SF is related to a specific aspect of
multifunctional agriculture. In that respect, it can be indicated as a positive
externality of agriculture on social capital (building new relationships among
different categories of people like farmers, local communities, users,
consumers). From a technical point of view, SF has the possibility to cope with
nature and to use its own powerful resources. For agricultural practice, SF
gives a wider view due to the opportunity to enter other sectors (like
education, health, social sector). So it will enlarge the number and types of
stakeholders: both the young generation and wider society have the
opportunity to change their perception about farming; farmers have the
opportunity to build new networks and circuits that can be helpful to qualify
their offer, especially with respect of ethical consumers; farmers may change
their own entrepreneurial attitude towards the idea of corporate social
responsibility. From a social point of view, SF follows a multidisciplinary
approach and may offer new linkages and bridges among sectors. It has a
strong political impact too. People involved in SF are often strongly motivated
and active. They struggle to participate in a bottom up process in order to build
policy networks and to discuss the topic in front of a wider public. SF may
have a wide impact on many aspects of agriculture and on its links with the
society, due to: the benefits for ‘users’;2 the opportunity to innovate activities:
in agriculture, health care, education, social sector; the opportunity to strength
urban-rural relationships; the economic impact on farms and rural areas
toward diversification, reputation and responsibility of enterprises; and the
opportunity to cope with social capital, to improve social services in rural
areas, to promote healthy and alive rural communities.

Social farming across Europe
The phenomenon of SF is present in various parts of Europe (Hassink,

2006 and Table 1). At the same time the practice is quite often unknown and
not yet well recognised. The situation is quite different country by country
when the number, the types and the targets addressed are considered. SF
increased its relevance everywhere in EU in the 1970s as the consequence of a
change in social structures (like in Italy where institutes for people with
mental disabilities were closed down or in Germany with the establishment of
sheltered workshops), to the rise of innovative movements (like the
anthroposophic and youth movements in many EU countries), or the
organisation of religious communities (Ireland and the Netherlands). The
process has grown to a recognizable representation of the agricultural practice
in the different countries. The process of development was mainly stimulated

2. The reported effects of SF include: physical effects (skills, physical health, employment, day/night rhythm); mental
effects (self-esteem, self-value, responsibility, awareness, enthusiasm); social effects (social skills, social interaction,
community integration).
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from the communities and individuals rather than policy driven. Nowadays in
Europe an rapidly increasing number of experiences and projects is recorded
(Table 1).

Table 1: Social farming in Europe

Country Number % of total farms
Netherlands 700 0.7
Italy 450 0.01
Germany 170 0.03
Flanders 260 0.4
Ireland 90 0.08
Slovenia 20 <0.01
France >1200 >0.02
Source: Jan Hassink SoFar project 2007

Similarities and diversities of social farming in Europe
The common elements of SF in the European countries are related to

features such as: the presence of animal production and or horticulture; farms
are quite often organic and labour intensive, able to offer different products;
there is a high capability to work on landscape management, and to preserve
biodiversity; farms are normally well open to public and they are organised for
direct selling. Due to the specific field of activity the people involved have a
high capability to act in local and wide networks and there is typically a strong
commitment and motivation of highly engaged persons involved in the
projects. In general, the target groups are comparable in all countries and
consist of a wide range of disabled people (mental, physical, psychiatric),
addicts (drugs, alcohol), children, youngsters, re-socializing ex-prisoners, long
run unemployed, terminal patients, burn-outs and older people.

Despite the similarities, there is a large diversity between countries in
terminology, users and their position (clients, employees), financing
structures, sectors involved and project holders (Table 2). In most countries
the use of agriculture involves the health sector with public structures
(sheltered workshops, geriatric hospitals, hospitals for people with mental
disorders) or social cooperatives 3(in the Italian case) where agriculture
represents a tool for rehabilitation and therapy. Private farmers can be directly
involved in organising services. They are normally recognized by the
agricultural sector that can provide compensations for the farmers’ extra work
(in Belgium 40€/day) and/or financial aids for specific investment (with the
Rural Development Programme 2007/13). In the case of the Netherlands
farmers provide services directly for the health sector in agreement with the
agricultural sector. In this case users (normally with mental and psychiatric

3. In Italy this type of ‘Social Cooperative’ includes at least 30% of people with disabilities in their organisation.
They operate within the agricultural sector partly to facilitate socio-therapeutical activities, but mainly to ensure work
inclusion of disabled people.
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disabilities, addressed as ‘clients’) can decide to use public vouchers (60€/day)
in recognised structures, like accredited social farms. In many countries
(France, Belgium, Italy) the labour sector can fund agricultural projects and
the social economy in order to promote work inclusion of the medium/long-
term unemployed. In Italy the Minister of Justice organises farms which
involve prisoners in agriculture. Aside from the previous cases there are
educational farms (for instance in France and Norway) that provide services
for different target groups, like youngsters with difficulties in following school
programmes.

Table 2: The organisation of social farming in Europe

Source: Sofar project)

Regulatory system and process of change
The regulatory system also varies between countries. It drives SF along

different pathways (Table 3). Each model has a distinct impact on the balance
between agriculture and services and the accompanying competences
(specialisation/multifunctionality). Besides that, each system has a particular
effect on the evolution of practices. Where SF ‘has an economic value’, the
role of institutions, quality control and professional training become important.
Here the risk is of losing some specific value of agricultural activities. In other

Sector involved Health Health/
agriculture

Agriculture Labour Justice

Public D,SL,Irl,A, I I

Third sector I Fr, B, I

Private NL I, B, N

Charity

Public
payments

Public
projects
(employment)

Public
compensations
(agriculture)

Products
market (ethic and

direct selling)

Public structures
(D,SL)

Social Coop A (I)
Farms (NL)

Associations
(I, Ir, Fr)

Social Coop B
(I)

Public funds
(care sector)

Farms (B)

Farms (I)

Figure 1: The regulatory system of social farming in Europe
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situations the attitude of farmers is more influential (philanthropy, voluntary
based activities with public compensation, Corporate Social Responsibility)
and involves a diverse organisation of local relationships.

A dynamic process accompanies the organisation of SF across Europe as
well as relationships at local, regional, national level (Figure 1). Four different
stages can be distinguished, each differing in development as well as the
awareness of different public sectors (agriculture and care/health sector), and
as a consequence affecting the regulatory systems adopted at local/regional/
country level as indicated.

 Pioneering situation: little previous experience; voluntary action based
on very strong motivation; the public recognise and care for public
institutes (for their work, not necessary for SF); private farms act on
their own projects; farmers enter in the system from their own
commitment; no awareness from the local society.

 Multifunctional agriculture: increasing experience; the interest coming
from agriculture; there are local practices (private and public); no
awareness from the care sector that funds public structure; strong
commitment from the assisted farmers.

 SF as a recognized system: large interest; social or health public
institutes recognise SF as relevant both from private and public
structures.

 SF as a responsible model: there is a large number of practices, strongly
rooted on the ground and in the local society.
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Public sector

-
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+-

pioneering

Awareness about
multifunctional agriculture

SF a recognized
system outside

agriculture

SF a reputational/responsible
system

Figure 2: The evolution of social farming in Europe

(Source Sofar project)
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As a consequence of the different steps in any country also SF networks
may be different. In the Netherlands, Norway and Flanders, there are national/
regional centres already structured. In Germany, Italy, France we register
mainly local networks. In other countries SF is still related to isolated projects.

Strengths and Challenges
During the ‘SoFar’ project, practitioners were asked to debate a SWOT

analysis on SF. As indicated in Table 4 the potential of SF is mostly related to
the reconnection of professional knowledge with informal networks aided by
the use of nature.

The ‘products’ of SF are health and social services, both for urban and
rural populations, although it is important to note the lack of scientific
evidence about the effects of the use of agriculture and nature in this way.
Moreover, social farming can also be involved in redesigning the welfare
system in rural areas (Di Iacovo 2003a, 2003b). Here urgent questions are
emerging after fiscal crises about how to provide services to local inhabitants
(elders, young families, children, immigrants, etc). In that respect family farms
can differentiate their activities and became more involved in the organisation
of the local welfare mix as well as in economic activities. In more remote

STRENGTHS OPPORTUNITIES

Practices & Relations: high potential; tailored-
made practices; comparatively cheap; small
groups, social dimension, familiar character,
large offer

Territorial Dimension: Integration at territorial
level among society and economy; Increased
sensitiveness and awareness, new ties, atten-
tion from consumers, effects on landscape;

Entrepreneurial Dimension: innovation & diver-
sification”; involving youths in agriculture.

Care users: strong benefits, support from families

Local System increasing sensitivity and de-
mand from society, positive reputation,
newcomers in agriculture

Policies & Institutions: new juridical frame-
work; wider recognition and support, mul-
tifunctional agriculture

Practices: shift from medical to social model
(citizenships instead of patient), commu-
nity integration (care by the community)

Networks: broadening relations and net-
works.

Marketing: enhanced reputation/image
WEAKNESSES THREATS

Rules and laws: juridical framework; still limited
diffusion and consolidation; gap between de-
mand and offer, dependence from public sup-
port, lack of recognition and evidences, strong
heterogeneity

Start-up: Difficulties to start-up; distances
(physical and figurative); not easy inter-
cultural/professional integration; confusion of
roles and competences,

Local system: Prejudices for disabilities; Lack of
transports,

Policies & Institutions: bureaucracy; stan-
dardization, loss of original value-systems;
no institutional change, lack of interest

Actors: Competition among actors; develop-
ment of opportunistic behaviours; market
oriented welfare systems; hospitals in the
countryside

Practices: incidents

Table 3: SWOT analysis for social farming in EU

Source: SoFar National and EU platforms meeting
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areas SF can improve and integrate the social network ensuring proximity (in
food catering and temporary night assistance) and diversifying services (like
transport, provision for schoolchildren, recreational activities for elders, etc.).
Perhaps in rural areas social services are more strictly connected to the
organisation of the local economy. They act on social capital and on
relationships especially when informal networks are re-established. Both of
the former are relevant for regenerating, in a contemporary way, intangible
resources (such as culture, identity, landscape) normally used by the rural
knowledge economy.

Conclusions
Farmers are continually being asked to justify their position to consumers

and local communities, given that those communities are facing their own
reorganisation under wider economic and social pressure (Shortall, 2004,
Shucksmith, 2004). There is a need, though not without difficulty, to reconnect
in a coherent way both individual and collective strategies in order to face
emerging tensions in rural areas. In this respect SF can be considered as a
point of convergence in rethinking the organisation of local life, repositioning
multifunctional agriculture to social resources with the aim to organise
innovative services able to satisfy new and old local needs. SF is strictly
connected to the idea of innovative tradition, with the organisation of new
networks among sectors, competences and places (healthy cities reconnected
with countryside). It is able to link actors inside fragmented communities and
to offer specific win-win solutions (among private and public, users and
enterprises, producers and consumers), better suitable for rural context.
The improvement of SF in rural areas raises methodological issues, stressing
the idea of a generative change through practices, the establishment of policy
networks and the organisation of new decisional arenas able to reshape local
habits and to create a performing environment for citizenship. From a political
point of view the question becomes how to integrate a mix of instruments
(incentives, animation, networking, education, communication, advice, co-
management and co-planning) able to promote a radical change in the vision,
planning and management of social services, to stimulate participation of
project holders (Di Iacovo, 2007). SF focuses on a development pathway as
pattern of change in livelihood strategies. From this perspective also, research
activities should be able to integrate technical and social fields in order to
promote collective learning and to define innovative practices capable of
promoting social change.
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SIZE AND NON-SIZE EFFECTS ON THE PROFITABILITY
OF FARMS IN ENGLISH LESS FAVOURED AREAS

Jeremy Franks

Farms from English Less Favoured Areas (LFA) are separated into size quartiles (measured
by grazing livestock units (GLU)/farm) and ranked within these size quartiles by Farm
Business Income (FBI)/farm to show size and non-size effects respectively. FBI increases with
farm size but some small farms are highly profitable and large farms loss making, showing
size is not an insurmountable barrier to or guarantee of business profitability. There is more
variability in performance amongst smaller farms, showing they have better non-scale
opportunities for improving performance than larger farms. Business growth by increasing
herd/flock size leads to an initial fall in profits because revenues fall faster than costs,
suggesting growth trajectories need to either (i) expand GLUs quickly or (ii) increase value
added per GLU. Benchmarking clubs are considered better than comparative analysis against
industry standards because they reveal more process-type details and afford better insights to
developing diversification activities: where diversified income streams cannot be developed
the future of small upland hill farms appears bleak.

Key words:
English hill farms, business viability, diversification, comparative analysis, benchmarking
clubs, unique business signatures.

Introduction
In England some 2.2 million ha of land is classified as Less Favoured

Areas (LFA), 1.8 million of which is in agricultural production (this is
approximately 17% of the total agricultural land in England (DEFRA 2008f).
About 70% of LFA land is classified as Seriously Disadvantaged Area (SDA),
the remainder as Disadvantaged Area (DA) (DEFRA 2008c)1. As it is
generally recognised that these large upland areas are nationally and
internationally important for biodiversity, are of significant landscape,
archaeological, recreational, heritage, and natural resource value, and
contribute to cultural diversity, the economics of upland farming has important
implications for the economic, social and environmental sustainability in these
areas (Midmore and Moore-Colyer 2005; IEEP/LUC/GHK 2004). Without
some form of agricultural activity these areas may lose this valuable
biodiversity and upland landscape which society values, but farming these
areas is difficult because generally poor climate, soil and terrain reduce
productivity, and many farm businesses are located at some distance from
large urban markets (IEEP/LUC/GHK 2004). In view of this, national
governments and the European Union have implemented successive policies to
support LFA farms (Wathern et al. 1986; DEFRA 2008e) - support that is
justified on the basis of the supply of public goods and maintenance of social
and cultural capital in the uplands (Midmore et al. 2001; IEEP/LUC/GHK

1. The majority of common land in England is located in the Uplands, there are 1,400 designated common land sites,
representing some 305,000ha of land (DEFRA 2008f).
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2004; Midmore and Moore-Colyer 2005; Harvey 1994).2

For example, in the UK the Hill Livestock Compensatory Allowance was
introduced in 1975 as a coupled, headage based scheme, which was replaced
by the Hill Farming Allowance (HFA) in 2001 (DEFRA 2006). But farm
incomes within LFAs have been on a consistent decline since 2003/04. In that
year, Farm Business Income (FBI)3 was £17,500/farm but by 2006/07 it had
fallen 32% to £10,786/farm. Provisional FBI estimates for 2007/08 are £5,900/
farm (DEFRA 2008a: their table 2.5). These findings are supported by farm
survey data for hill farm livestock enterprises. Analysis by the English Beef
and Lamb Executive (EBLEX) estimates average net margin per cow
(excluding non-cash costs) for LFA suckler herds in 2005/06 was minus
£170.09, and minus £70.69 for the top third herds (EBLEX 2006); there was
only a marginal improvement in 2006/07 to minus £151.43 and minus £67.62
respectively (EBLEX 2007). In these calculations “net margin” excludes non-
cash costs such as payments for family labour, rental value for owned land and
interest on working capital, so even the best farmers, on average, fail to make
a reasonable living. Following such a decline in profitability it will be a
struggle for many farmers to identify further income raising or cost saving
measures (Franks 2006).

Profitability is a key factor underpinning and driving farm structure and
structural change (Lobley and Potter 2004). Because many of the social,
environmental and economic consequences are linked to farming structure
(Midmore et al. 2001; Potter and Lobley 2004; Lobley et al. 2005; Burton et
al. 2006; Buckwell 1989; Potter 1990; Midmore and Moore-Colyer 2005;
Lobley and Potter 2004; IEEP/LUC/GHK 2004), analysis of farm business
income is an important part of policy analysis4. This paper presents a relatively
simple but highly effective method for identifying opportunities for, and
barriers to profitability and business growth which are related to farm size.
The following section introduces the data and analytical methodology used.
Research findings are then presented. The discussion identifies size and non-
size effects on farm profitability. This is followed by a concluding section.

2. For example; “The need for the continued presence of hill farming activities to maintain the upland environment is
largely recognized and accepted by both environmentalists and farmers alike” (IEEP/LUC/GHK 2004: Executive
Summary, page 3). And, “The main economic rational for public support for hill farming is to ensure the provision of
public goods that would otherwise be under provided. The continuation of hill farming, in one shape or another,
appears critical to maintaining and enhancing the environmental quality of the uplands” (IEEP/LUC/GHK 2004: p
80).

3. Farm Business Income (FBI) is defined to represent the return to all unpaid manual labour and management
(farmer, spouse, farmer’s family and others with an entrepreneurial interest in the farm business) and to all their capi-
tal invested in the farm business including land and farm buildings. This is now DEFRA’s preferred measure of farm
income (DEFRA 2007).

4. This focus excludes any contribution to the farm household income from off-farm income, allowing the focus of
this study to be on the development of agricultural business profitability. It is acknowledged that off-farm incomes
can be used to support farming activities and household, and hence can be expected to influence the rate of farm re-
structuring (Damianos and Skuras 1996; Meert et al. 2005; Caraveli 2000; Bateman and Ray 1994)

5. Size and scale are often used interchangeably in the literature, strictly speaking, a change in scale implies a propor-
tionally equal increase in all inputs, whereas a change in size may involve an increase in only a single input.
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Methodology
Data from sheep and cattle upland farms are taken from the Farm Business

Survey (FBS)6. These livestock farms are classified as LFA farms because
50% or more of their total area is in the LFA. Of the sample, 68% of the 246
farms come from the EU North region, 21% from the EU West and the
remaining 11% from the EU East. The sample framework is randomised and
stratified using ten robust farm types and seven government office regions,
considers part- and full-time farms only, and surveys a total of 1,850 farm
businesses. Within each stratum, sampling is with uniform probability: farm
size is not explicitly included in the current design (DEFRA 2008d). Farms are
retained in the sample for several years with about 10% of the sample replaced
each year – largely through natural wastage. All sampled farms have financial
year-ends between 31 December and 5 April 2007.

The data have been raised to represent the total population by assigning
each farm a weighting factor based on the ratio of sampled farms to those in
the underlying population (as reflected in the June Agricultural Census) within
each stratum. Further details of the methodology and sample are reported in
Franks et al. (2008), where 29 tables present data analysed by EU region, farm
type, size (ranked by Standard Labour Units) and performance quartile (Farm
Business Income (FBI)/farm). The data reported here are presented differently;
farms are separated into size quartiles by GLU/farm and ranked within the
quartiles into four sub-groups by FBI/farm. This arrangement allows
variations between quartiles to be attributed to size and variations within
quartiles to non-size factors, such as management, enterprise mix etc.
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Figure 1. Trend and distribution of Farm Business Income, indicating the
position of best and poorest performers in the smallest and largest quartile.
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Research findings
The trend line in Figure 1 indicates the variation in FBI with farm size.

FBI increases with farm size but at a decreasing rate, there is a wide dispersion
about the trend line, and farms of all sizes report negative FBIs. That some
small farms outperform larger ones suggests that size per se is no absolute
barrier to profitability. On average, FBI/farm becomes positive at just over 40
GLUs, but as FBI makes no allowance for unpaid family labour and
managerial input, an average farm needs to be considerably larger than this to

generate a reasonable living. The two groups of observations highlighted are
the best and worst performing farms in the smallest quartile; an issue returned
to later.

Figures 2 and 3 are presented to clearly illustrate the method used to
categorise farms. Figure 2 shows that GLU/farm varies widely between size
quartiles (Q1 (smallest), Q2, Q3 and Q4 (largest))7. Although this size effect is
a direct artefact of the data generation. However, it also shows a similar GLU/
farm between sub-groups within the same size quartile, showing that any
within quartiles size effect has been largely eliminated. It draws attention to
two items of particular importance: (i) there appears to be little difference in
size measured as GLU/farm between the best performing sub-group and the
quartile average farm in Q1, Q2 and Q3, but in Q4 the best farms are
somewhat larger than their quartile average, and (ii) that the largest farms
have, on average, four times as many GLUs as the smallest.

Figure 3 shows the variation in FBI/farm within and between size
quartiles. The only discernable size effect (variation between size quartiles) is
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the poor performance of the second smallest quartile, but there are clearly
defined non-size effects (variation between sub-groups within the same size
quartile). This is again a direct artefact of the way the data are arranged. Farms
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and ranked by FBI/farm within size quartiles.
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in the smallest size quartile (Q1) recorded the highest and lowest FBI/GLU.
The poorest performing farms in each quartile all reported negative incomes,
though as size increases the losses reduce, as does the gap between worst and
best performers. Figure 3 shows that smaller farms can out-perform larger
farms in terms of FBI/GLU.

Figure 4 shows the variation in Farm Business Output/GLU (FBO/GLU)
between and within size categories. FBO/GLU falls with size quartile showing
a clear but diminishing size effect; the smallest farms reported nearly £1,000/
GLU, about 35% more than farms in the largest size quartile. There are clear
non-size effects which reduce with size quartile: the best smallest farms report
the largest FBO/GLU and the poorest smallest farms the worst, but within size
quartile variation decreases with size quartile (data values for these and other
income and cost streams are presented in the Appendix, Tables A and B).

FBO comprises four principle revenue streams; output from agriculture,
Single Payment Scheme (SPS), diversification income and agri-environment
payments. The size and non-size effects on these income streams are shown in
Figures 5 to 8 and 10. Figure 5 shows no economies of size in ‘output from

agriculture’, but pronounced non-size effects which (again) weaken as size
increases only to become a little more prominent among farms in the largest
quartile. Again, the largest variation occurs in the smallest size quartile; the
best outperform - and the worst underperform - all other sub-groups. The non-
size effect is similar to, if a little less pronounced, than for FBO/GLU (Figure
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Figure 6. Variation in Single Payment Scheme per GLU between size quar-
tiles and, ranked by FBI/farm, within size quartiles.

8. The moorland line was established in 1992 and updated in 2007. Land within the moorland line is mainly SDA but
it does include some DA.
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4). The other three components of FBO are analysed in turn below, but it is
worth stating that Agriculture Output is the largest component of FBO and
therefore good performance in this income earning dimension appears to be an
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important discriminator of business success.
Figure 6 shows diminishing size effects in SFP/GLU, with the smallest

farms having the largest SFP/GLU. It also shows clear non-size effects, which
(again) weaken with size. In three size quartiles the best performing farms
report the highest SFP/GLU (Q1.4, Q2.4 and Q4.4). The size and weakening
non-size effects can be explained by the structure of the English SFP scheme.
A dynamic hybrid system is in place; payments are based on a weighted
average of the farm’s historic payments and regional average payments based
on the type of land farmed: the weights for the historic proportion of the
payment decline in steps to zero in 2012. There are three land-type categories
each attracting a different payment rate. The first €5,000 of these payments is
exempt from EU (but not National) modulation. Therefore, higher payments/

farm probably reflect a favourable combination of higher historic entitlements,
a larger farm area, more farmland in higher paying land-classes (LFA non-
moorland rather than moorland)8, and the relative importance of the size
exemption.

Figure 7 shows the importance of diversified output; where it is important,
it makes a very significant contribution. There are clear diminishing size
effects and evidence of non-size effects especially among the best performers
of the three smaller size quartiles (Q1.4, Q2.4 and Q3.4).

Figure 8 shows the importance to farm incomes of ‘agri-environment
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Figure 9. Variation in farm area between size quartiles and, ranked by FBI/
farm, within size quartiles

9. HFA payments can be enhanced by 10% or 20% by meeting one or two of three additional husbandry criteria.
Further details can be found in DEFRA (2006). The data set analysed here does not contain details of which farmers
benefited from these enhancements.
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payments (excluding HFA)’. There are clear size effects, these payments are
more important to smaller farmers. Like other revenue streams, the non-size
effects of agri-environment payments weaken as size increases (though to a
lesser extent than for other income streams). There are some interesting issues
here, which probably reflect a combination of land area farmed, and the
opportunity to participate in, and the decision to enrol into an agri-
environment programme. Figure 9 shows the average utilisable agricultural
area and adjusted utilisable area for each size quartile and performance sub-
group. Within each size quartile farms have similar GLU/farm (Figure 2),
though land area clearly is more variable: agri-environment payments are
likely to be more closely related to land area than GLU and the best

performing sub-groups farm larger areas of farmland; larger farms have been
observed to be more likely to enrol in agri-environmental schemes (Wilson
1997; Wilson et al. 2006; Seibert et al. 2006; Brotherton 1991).

The HFA/GLU payments are shows in Figure 10. Once again, there are
size and non-size effects, both of which (again) reduce with size. These
observations can largely be explained by the structure of the HFA payments
and land farmed (Figure 9). HFA payments are based on farmed area, are
capped and digressive, and offer additional payments for compliance with
specified (additional) grazing and cropping requirements. The standard rates
per farm in 2006 were £30.82, £16.66 and £11.66 per ha for the first 350 ha of
SDA, DA and Common Land/Moorland respectively (DEFRA 2006). On land
more than 350 but less than 700 ha, payment rates are halved and land over
700 ha attracts no payment9. Given farms within each size category have
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Figure 10. Variation in Hill Farm Allowance (HFA) per GLU between size
quartiles, ranked by FBI/farm, within size quartiles.
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similar GLU (Figure 2), farms with smaller areas of farm land (Figure 9) will
therefore receive a higher payment/GLU than farms with larger areas, at least
up to 350ha because the half rate capping structure brings proportionally less
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Figure 11. Variation in Total Costs per GLU between size quartiles and,
ranked by FBI/farm, within size quartiles.
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benefit to larger farms (such an arrangement is clearly a disincentive to expand
through land acquisition). But the average farm size by land area for any size
category was below 350 ha (Figure 9). As a result of this payment scheme,
better performing smaller farms gain most as they farm larger areas of farm
land than poorer performing small farms (Figure 9). But as quartile size
increases the percentage difference in farmed area between better and poorer
performing sub-groups within the same quartile falls, resulting in diminishing

benefits with farm size quartile.
Figure 11 shows clear size and non-size effects of total cost per GLU.

Farms in the smallest size quartile incur nearly £800/GLU, those in the largest
about £530/GLU (a 33% difference). The non-size effects become more
pronounced as size quartile increases; the poorest performing sub-groups
always have the highest or second highest total costs/GLU in their size
quartile. Farms in the best performing sub-group of the smallest quartile
(Q1.4) spend the average for their quartile, but this is much more than any sub
-group in the larger size quartiles (with the exception of the poorest performers
in quartile 2 (Q2.1)).

Figure 12 shows livestock variable costs rather than total variable costs as
these represent a substantial proportion of all variable costs, and both costs
have a very similar pattern between and within size quartiles. There is little
difference in average expenditure per GLU between quartiles indicating no
size effects. As size increases, better performers tend to spend less per GLU
than others within the same size sub-groups; this effect becomes more
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pronounced with size.
Text books suggest economies of size are more likely to be observed in

fixed than variable costs. Figure 13 confirms this, presenting evidence of
pronounced cost economies of size. There are also non-size effects, with better
farms within any sub-group tending to spend less on fixed costs/GLU. Within
the smallest size quartile there is no clear trend but the best performers (Q1.4)
spend considerably less than the poorest (Q1.1) and less than their size quartile
average, but somewhat more than farms in the largest size quartile.

FBI makes no deductions for unpaid family manual labour and
management. Imputed deductions (calculated by the FBS) for family manual
labour and management are shown in Figure 14; there is a pronounced size
and diminishing non-size effects. The £1,500 or so FBO/GLU earned by the
best smallest farmers is sufficient to cover variable, fixed and imputed family
labour costs, leaving about £300/GLU; however, they have only some 30 or so
GLUs with which to scale-up this return to give the farm’s reported profit.

Discussion
The use of traditional farm-type assets has a significant impact on the

viability of smaller upland farms (Lobley and Potter 2004; Lobley et al. 2005),
and this has consequences for the social and environmental sustainability of
these regions (Midmore et al. 2001; Midmore and Moore-Colyer 2005). The
research findings show that, on average, larger farms generate higher FBI/farm
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size quartiles and, ranked by FBI/farm, within size quartiles.

10. Though this analysis is of the whole farm business, it is similar to conclusions reached in many analyses of
individual farm enterprises (Franks et al. 2002; Inputs Task Force 2001)
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than smaller farms, but some smaller farms outperform larger ones (Figures 1,
2 and 3). This suggests size has an important effect but does not totally
dominate profitability10 and that smallness in itself is not an impenetrable
barrier to achieving top ranking performance nor is large size a guarantee of
profitability. The discussion shows how successful small farms use their
agricultural-type resources to compete with larger ones, and assesses, within
the confines of the available data, which of two farm business growth
trajectories, expansion of flock/herds or developing more value added
products from available farming assets, offers the most likely way of
enhancing a farm’s long-term viability.

Size and non-size effects and business growth.

The best sub-group of farms in the smallest size quartile (Q1.4) generate
more revenue/GLU from (i) agricultural activities, (ii) Single Payment Scheme
and (iii) HFA than any other sub-group, and their diversification income is
matched only by other small farms in Q1.3: on the face of it a remarkable
achievement. To do this they incur higher total costs than larger farms, but still
spend less than the average for their size quartile. They spend about the same
as larger farms on livestock variable costs/GLU but more than their size
quartile average. As a result, they incur considerably higher fixed costs than
almost all larger farms but spend less than similarly sized farms. It is by
achieving high revenue/GLU and controlling rather than bearing hard down on
variable and fixed costs where the best smaller farms show particularly
expertise.

The analysis reveals four patterns in the research findings,
(1) size and non-size effects in income streams, both of which diminish with

size. For example Figure 4, Farm Business Output (FBO), Figure 8, ‘agri
-environment payments (excluding HFA)’, Figure 6, SPS, Figure 7,
diversification income and Figure 10, HFA;

(2) size and non-size effects that increase with size. For example, Figure 11
and Figure 12, total and fixed costs respectively;

(3) size effects, but no non-size effects. For example, Figure 14, unpaid
farmer and spouse labour; and

(4) no size effects but non-size effects which reduce with size. For example
Figure 5, Output from Agriculture (OFA) and Figure 12, Livestock VCs.

From the perspective of smaller farms, there are two key observations.
Firstly, the initial effect of increasing the size of a smaller farm is to gain in
variable and fixed cost economies (total costs fall by £136/GLU) but this is
more than off-set by a loss of income/GLU of £254/GLU (see Appendix Table
A). Secondly, the range in sub-group performance within size quartile tends to
reduce with size, this shows that there are more non-size opportunities for
increasing profitability among smaller farms; (for example, there is a £410/
GLU difference in Output from Agriculture between Q1.1 and Q1.4 but this is
only £114/GLU between Q4.1 and Q4.4, see Appendix Table B). Both factors
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reduce the attractiveness of expansion by small increases in GLU because
doing so means the farm falls foul of this “adverse treadmill” whilst at the
same time having fewer opportunities to add value.

Expansion by enlarging a herd/flock inevitably means more land will be

required, which must be released either by a reduction in the number of
smaller farms or by breaking up larger estates. But the larger estates are those
least likely to be split-up because they are likely to be the most profitable. This
suggests that for many farms, expansion to increase business viability must be
by increasing business turnover without increasing GLUs, i.e. by developing
any available non-scale opportunities. To this end, income earned from
diversification activities and support payments make especially important
contributions: it appears that successful smaller farms have developed their
diversification activities into their “unique farm signature” with which they
have successfully differentiated their business.

Diversification as a survival strategy
The importance of diversified income is shown once again in Figure 15.

As a farm increases in size the proportion of total revenue derived from
traditional farming activities increases from 42% to about 60%. In contrast, the
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Figure 15. Variation in the proportion of output from agriculture to total farm
business output between size quartiles and, ranked by FBI/farm, within size

quartiles.

11. Imports provide stiff competition to home-grown livestock products; the UK is a net importers of beef - 414,000
tonnes in 2006, 49% of UK production (Meat and Livestock Commission 2007: their Figure 1 page 5) and of sheep
meat - 46,100 tonnes in 2006, 14% of UK production (Meat and Livestock Commission 2007: their Figure 5 page 22).

12. Details on household type, culture and education are not available from the available survey data.
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poorer performers in the three smallest size quartiles are most reliant on
traditional farm activities: better performers generate a larger proportion of
revenue from support payments (SFP, HFA and agri-environment) and
diversification. Size can generate sufficient economics of scale to overcome
the lower revenue/GLU on large farms, but over-reliance on producing basic
commodities such as beef and lamb, which can be produced more cheaply and
efficiently elsewhere11, is clearly not an adequate basis for maintaining a
viable small hill farm business. Few small upland farms can generate
sufficient profit purely from traditional farming activities.

Smallest quartile (Q1)

Poorest sub-group
(Q1.1)

Best sub-group
(Q1.4)

Farm Diversified income (£/GLU) 11 232

Farm type

Total Cattle LU/farm 11.7 4.1

Total sheep LU/farm 17.3 26.6

Total LU/farm 29.2 31.5

Farm Size

Total Adjusted Agricultural Area
(ha)

50.3 100.8

Farm Tenure

Area owner occupied (ha) 49.3 128.0

Area tenanted (ha) 6.5 0.0

Percentage owned (%) 88.4 100.0

Farm Indebtedness

Total Assets/farm (£) 381,551 619,619

Total Debts/farm (£) 31,698 4,981

Total Net Worth/farm (£) 349,853 614,638

Farm Business Income/farm -9,066 21,898

Table 1. Comparison between best and poorest performers in smallest size
quartile.
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This analysis therefore confirms others showing the importance of
diversification income to support the farm business (Bateman and Ray 1994;
Potter and Lobley 2004; Meert et al. 2005). Several studies have identified
barriers to diversification as farm type, farm size, tenure, indebtedness,
household type, culture and education (Centre for Rural Research 2002). Table
1 presents selected data from the best (Q1.4) and poorest sub-groups (Q1.1) of
smallest size quartile to investigate four of these potential barriers (Figure 1
indicates where these farms are located in the overall distribution)12. The best
performing farms have fewer sheep but similar overall GLU. Sheep need less
labour to look after, and have been more profitable over the most recent years,
and certainly since the introduction of the Single Payment Scheme (Franks et
al. 2008: p 9, their Figure 4). The best performing farms also farm more land.
They also own all their farm land. They own more assets and have fewer
liabilities, resulting in a higher net worth. These factors may contribute to their
greater ability and willingness to invest in possibly risky diversification
opportunities.

Hill farms have the lowest proportion of diversified activities of any farm
type (DEFRA 2008b: their table 9, page 9). This probably reflects their
comparative disadvantage in resource base and location. The survey does not
record the opportunities available to farmers who have not diversified (as is
typical of such surveys), so it is not possible to speculate how many non-
diversified farms have unused or under-used resources available to them to use
to establish diversification enterprises should they wish to do so.

Improving performance of existing enterprises

The EBLEX enterprise data and this analysis highlight the wide range in
enterprise performance among upland farms. This might imply scope to
increase the profitability of farms by improving the worst performers, and
benchmarking and demonstration farms have been suggested as an appropriate
tool to help disseminate best practices to achieve this aim (Policy Commission
on the Future of Farming and Food 2002)13. But benchmarking assumes that
best practice is constant and that it can be bodily transferred from one farming
context to another. This is over-simplistic because a good business is self-
learning and flexible as this allows it to address needs and issues as they
occur; best practice is not a particular set of techniques or methods, but the
ability to do whatever is most appropriate at any given time. This makes
replication difficult and transferability problematic, especially in a weather
dependent, seasonal industry, characterised by location specific,
heterogeneous businesses which typically face different sets of opportunities

13. Comparative analysis compares individual farm performance against industry standards, benchmarking is an
activity which identifies the processes which underpin differences revealed in comparative analysis to show how
things are done and which typically provides helpful (if not complete) information from which the financial outcome
of adopting similar techniques/approaches can be calculated (Ronan and Cleary 2000).

14. Some of this information (but not all) would have been gathered by Defra’s Special Studies of Farm Enterprise
surveys but these are no longer commissioned: their loss is severely felt but they were expensive surveys to
commission.
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and constraints. These factors focus attention on some of the most important
details of farming. However,

 The survey provides little information about these important details. For
example, there is no information about breeds, autumn feeding to
maximise flushing, ram and sheep ratios and feeding routines, use of
scanning, managing the feeding plane as lambing approaches,
shepherding routines and practices, vaccinations, grassland management,
growth monitoring, marketing strategy, and replacement strategy to
name but a few of the many variables that will determine outputs, values
and costs of a sheep enterprise14.

 Key farm management activities include hiring and firing, lending and
borrowing, buying and selling and planning and allocation; detailed
information on hiring and firing, and planning and allocation is rarely
reported in any farm survey.

 Time series data also adds to the value of an analysis, but ‘equivalent’
data is only available for 2005/6 (Fogerty and Robbins 2007) and
although that has been analysed in a similar way to the 2006/07 report
(Franks et al. 2008), these reports do not use an identical methodology,
nor is the data reported from an identical sample of farms.

 Timeliness of data is particularly important, but both reports appeared
more than a year after the surveyed farms’ financial year end.

 This analysis has ranked farms within size quartiles using FBI as the
performance measure, clearly this includes diversification income. So
whilst the more profitable farms may identify best business management
practices, they may not be those which use best practices on traditional
agricultural enterprises15.

So, for conceptual as well as operational reasons, benchmarking using this
data set is unlikely to provide the necessary detailed information to inform
operational changes on the farm. Rather, its value is to indicate broader
strategic changes, such as the relative importance of different sources of
income.

A way forward: developing a ‘unique business signature’

Rather than comparing against industry standards, farmers can form
benchmarking groups to compare results and exchange information on the
practical farming details often not reported in surveys of farm business
performance. This can help overcome poor timeliness and help ensure farmers
compare like-with-like (Franks and Haverty 2005). Such groups also reveal
details of management attitudes, such as how the best farmers treat their work-
life balance, which surveys rarely report. They can also help identify why such

15. Nor does it describe and comment on the proportion of the household income earned from
traditional farm enterprises, the diversified use of traditional farm-type resources and off-farm
income.
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-and-such a practice works, why might a practice improve performance on my
farm, what are the down-sides of implementing such a change – even for a
good idea, can the practice be incorporated as a small scale experiment, how
long will it take for the changes to become acceptable to staff and beneficial to
the farming system? Such discussions help farmers to manage by judgement
and method rather than by numbers and formulae; an important benefit for
resource and constraint varying businesses.

Given the importance of diversification among smaller farmers in
particular, it is most probable than benchmarking groups would discuss
alternative uses of traditional agricultural-type assets. Such co-operation may
help develop the networks that are becoming more important for some types of
diversification. For example, joint marketing arrangements need a certain
critical mass to ensure continuity of supplies for some markets and to fully
capture available marketing economies of size. A bed and breakfast enterprise
for tourists would benefit from other farmers providing distinctive local
events, activities, and locally produced and prepared fare. Perhaps counter-
intuitively, the success of developing a ‘unique business signature’ will
increasingly depend on neighbours developing together a ‘complimentary
collective business signature’ which reinforces and supports each another’s
‘unique business signature’.

Future support policies and business survival

The conclusions arrived at are based on financial performance two years
after a major policy change, the introduction of the Single Payment Scheme.
But farmers and markets are still reacting and adjusting to this policy change.
This paper is not able to predict the distributional changes resulting from the
Single Payment Scheme- which largely depend on each farm’s historic
entitlements, farmed area and the area in each Regional Area Payment land-
category. Moreover, there have also been changes to the HFA since April
2007 (DEFRA and Natural England 2008: paragraph 4.5, pages 33 and 34).
From January 2008 land in Disadvantaged Areas is no longer entitled to
receive the HFA (because such land attracts a higher Single Payment Scheme
rate (DEFRA 2008e)). Additional changes to HFA payments are planned.
Though HFA payments will continue to be paid until 2009, from 2010 these
payments will become fully integrated into Environmental Stewardship
through an Uplands Entry Level Stewardship tier – details are still awaited. It
is likely these changes, alongside impacts of World Trade Organisation
agreements and bans (or lifting of bans) on trade in livestock products, will
alter the relative profitability of small and larger farms. Farmers need to be
aware that the conclusions derived from this study may not apply once these
policy changes have been introduced.

Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated a relatively straightforward but effective

method for identifying opportunities and barriers to farm profitability due to
farm size. The analysis has revealed characteristics of successful farms of
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different size, and considered alternative expansion trajectories. It has focused
attention on the use of traditional farming-type assets.

The analysis confirms the competitive advantage generally enjoyed by
larger farms. But the data show a wide spread in performance: the poorest
performing sub-group in each size quartile recorded a negative FBI/farm and
some small farms are among the highest earners, and can be the most efficient
and effective utilisers of resources. This suggests that size is beneficial but not
in itself sufficient or essential to underpin a successful, profitable business and
that smallness is not an absolute barrier to developing a profitable, successful
business.

Larger farms farm larger land areas and benefit mainly through savings in
fixed costs which outweigh poorer revenues per GLU. Successful smaller
farms focus on generating high revenues whilst controlling rather than bearing
down hard on costs; the importance of diversification income is clear in that
better performing farms in the three smallest size quartiles are particularly
dependent on income from such ventures: this is clearly a part of their business
many have already developed as their ‘unique business signature’. The survey
does not reveal whether similar resources and opportunities are available to
farmers who have not diversified: so key questions such as, ‘do such farmers
have similar opportunities?’ and if they do, ‘are they unable or unwilling to
fully exploit them?’ cannot be addressed. Where this source of income cannot
be developed, the future of small upland farms in particular appears bleak
indeed.

A principal source of revenue for English hill farmers is government
support: SPS and HFA – together 30% of total revenue - and agri-environment
payments. The main economic rational for such payments is for the provision
of public goods and ecosystem services that would otherwise be
underprovided or destroyed. Each of these payment schemes will change over
the coming years. The dynamic adjustments to the English SPS are by now
well known, and will continue until 2012, with farmer’s historic element
gradually replaced by regional average payments. HFA payments will be
substantially reformed in 2010 to become an upland level of Environmental
Stewardships Entry Level. At the time of writing details of how this scheme
will work have not been finalised, but the data presented here suggest that the
continuation of the HFA revenue stream in some form will be critical to hill
farms large and small. But this paper has not focused on the important
distributional impacts of such changes – that important issue must await final
scheme details and be the subject of other studies.
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Figure 2. Variation in total GLU/farm between size quartiles and ranked by
FBI/farm within size quartiles

7. Farms in the smallest quartile (Q1) were smaller than 44 GLU/farm, Q2 farms were between 44 and 69, Q3 be-
tween 69 and 107 and Q4 larger than 107 GLU/farm.
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Partial decoupling earmarked for cotton in the context of the 2003 CAP reform has
introduced a risk-free option to the crop mix of cotton farming systems. Portfolio analysis is
implemented using a mathematical programming model in order to determine the risk optimal
farm plan under the new CAP conditions. Results in Greek representative cotton farms
suggest that cotton production will dramatically decrease, replaced mainly by alfalfa and
maize rotation, and to a lesser extent by non-harvested cotton and cereals.
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1. Introduction
Traditionally, cotton growing has been a prominent farming activity in

Greece, providing the primary input to a major domestic processing industry
(cotton ginners). The acreage cultivated with cotton almost doubled during the
1980s, reaching 240 000 ha in 1991, from only 120 000 ha in 1981 (year of
Greek admission to the EU) and kept expanding during the 1990s, reaching
430 000 ha in 1996. Within the EU, Greece has thus become the largest cotton
producer, accounting for about 70 percent of total cotton production.

Cotton profitability is largely affected by the decisions that were taken
during the last reform of the CAP, including the adoption of Regulation
1782/2003, which introduces decoupled payments replacing subsidies related
to land or quantity of agricultural production. The Greek government,
conscious that the cotton gross margin net of subsidies is negative for the great
majority of producers, opted for partial decoupling (65%) according to
Regulation 864/2004, with the rest of the quantity dependant payments
obtained during the reference period 2000-2002 to be transformed into a
subsidy per hectare1. Total decoupling is chosen for other agricultural products
that are traditionally produced in the region, like durum wheat, maize and
tobacco while sugar-beet price decreases by 36% after the sugar Common
Market Organization (CMO). Gross margin hereafter net of subsidies modifies
the risk and return conditions within which farmers operate, as subsidy buffer
notwithstanding, yield and price variability are directly transmitted to gross
margins.

The decoupled payment keeps farm income at the previous CAP levels
until 2013 while the cotton specific area payment is intended to support cotton
cultivation and guarantee supply to the downstream activities. As a matter of
fact, producers may receive an area payment if the crop reaches the open
capsule stage. This involves minimal input and no harvesting operation, so

1. According to the new regime, the coupled payment for the first 300,000 hectares is €594.00 per hectare, while for
the remaining 70,000 hectares it is €342.85 per hectare
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corresponds to a shift from current intensive cotton production system to the
semi-abandonment of cotton production. This is a risk free activity to consider
for the new cropping plan that gives rise to a version of the well known Tobin
separation theorem. In fact, up to a certain level of risk-return, the optimal
risky portfolio can be determined without any knowledge of the farmer’s
utility curve. In order to study that, the mean-variance modeling framework
has been chosen instead of the expected-utility one. Thus, the frontier of
efficient solutions is calculated for cotton growers, and their risk attitude is
determined for the 2002 production plan. The analysis was then expanded, by
including the new CAP provisions (decoupled payment, risk-free alternative,
environmental terms etc) that alter the feasible alternative cropping plans.

Relevant studies evaluating the CAP 2003 reform include welfare analysis
based on partial equilibrium approach (Karagiannis, 2004) and bottom-up
sector modeling (Rozakis and Tsiboukas, 2006). Neither of them considers
alterations to risk and return environment and subsequent reactions by farmers.
A recent work that takes this dimension into account (Kotakou and Katranidis,
2008) is operating in the expected-utility framework thus ignoring the risk-free
activity emanated by the partial decoupling option.

Portfolio analysis has been used extensively in farm management
(Hardaker et al., 2004), in order to define the optimal production plan, for
example, the allocation of land to arable crops (Brink and McCarl, 1978) or to
aid the design of feeding rations in animal nutrition (Torres-Rojo, 2001). More
recently, it was used to discount cereal crop producers’ behavior in England
and Ireland, in the context of the new CAP decoupled payments (Roche and
McQuinn, 2003, 2004). The conclusion was that decoupling will only
marginally lead farmers to abandon cultivation (maximum percentage 24% in
Ireland and none for England), and for the rest of the cultivated land, to
production choices which involve higher risk.

A similar investigation is undertaken in this paper, for selected
representative cotton producing farms in Thessaly, the region in which the
bulk of Greek cotton production is located; Statistical data indicate that 36%
of the farms in Thessaly cultivate cotton, taking up more than 150 000 ha,
almost 40% of the total cotton acreage in the country. The farms used in the
analysis appear in the Greek Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN)2

database of the year 2002 for the region of Thessaly. Cluster analysis provided
eight homogeneous farm groups from which representative farms were
selected. Data required for the analysis came from the FADN database as well
as from personal interviews with farmers.

Extending the stylized wheat and barley system analysed by Roche and
McQuinn (2004), detailed farm models, including up to 10 variables and more
than 10 constraints, determine the feasible area for representative cotton
farmers in Thessaly. On the other hand, the risk free activity emanates from
the partial decoupling option exercised by the Greek government that leads to

2. FADN is an EU database with micro-economic accountancy data from a sample of agricultural holdings, collected
every year from national surveys. Only ‘commercial’ farms are included in the surveys. A farm is considered com-
mercial if it exceeds a minimum economic size. This size limit is country specific due to the different farm structures
in each Member State. For Greece only farms greater than 2 ESU (Economic Size Unit) are included in the survey.
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semi-abandoned cotton, instead of the idle land entitled for the decoupled
payment in the case of England and Ireland.

As results show, conventional cotton production is giving way to feedstock
crops (alfalfa and maize), while in some cases, semi-abandoned cotton
production is undertaken. Thus, the quantity of cotton delivered to the ginning
industry may be dramatically decreased, as is confirmed by provisional
statistical data after the CAP reform, jeopardizing the whole chain (Ministry of
Rural Development and Food, 2007). Similar phenomena have been detected
in Spain in the post CAP reform period (Arriaza and Gomez-Limon, 2007).

Portfolio analysis is briefly presented in the next section, specified for
arable farming using mathematical programming. The third section contains a
sample description of cotton growing farms in Thessaly. In the fourth section
results of mean-variance optimisation are presented and analysed, followed by
discussion and conclusions.

2. Portfolio analysis and mathematical programming

2.1. Portfolio analysis for crop mix selection
The crop mix selection process starts by determining available options in

commodity as well as production factor markets. Then decision making units
calculate the expected return and its variance of alternative cropping plans
subject to resource, market and agronomic constraints. These alternative plans
can be plotted on the mean-variance graph forming the E-V curve. Pareto
efficient portfolios in mean-variance terms are located in the AC part of the
curve (Figure 1). The precise location and shape of the curve is determined by
data used for the expected gross margin, variance and covariance values, and,
last but not least, by constraints that shape the feasible area of production
plans. Preferences and risk attitude determine the efficient frontier point
selection by farmers, so that even if two farmers have identical expectations
and potential, thus facing the same E-V curve, they will probably select
different portfolios because of different risk attitudes (Lumby, 2000).

Standard Deviation

Expected Efficiency

B
C

A

D

Figure 1. Portfolio efficiency frontier
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If a zero risk option is available among alternative plans (which yield low
profits, such as Central Bank bonds) then the line segment that starts from
point D (certain value of the risk free option) and is tangent to the curve (point
B), replaces part of the efficient frontier, namely the segment AB. Portfolios
on the segment DB represent a combination of portfolio B plus variable
proportion of the risk free investment that increases when approaching the
vertical axis. These portfolios dominate over corresponding points of curve
segment AB as for each one there is another on DB that yields higher expected
return for the same variance (risk). The typical risk free choice in agriculture is
land leasing (Blank, 2001). In presence of a market for land rent, the rental
amount represents the risk free yield of land. Consequently some farmers will
lease part of their agricultural land, and cultivate the rest according to the crop
mix (portfolio) B. In the case of decoupling, the flat fee seems to represent a
risk-free option since idle land enjoys a fixed gross margin (decoupled
payment minus minimal variable expenses to keep land in acceptable
condition). The Tobin separation theorem (Lumby, 2000, pp.214-215) holds
for farmers that opt for a cropping plan on the DB segment, stating that
portfolio selected is independent to their preferences as it is determined by risk
-free yield and the position of E-V curve. The remaining farmers will
exhaustively use arable land, selecting a cropping plan that is located on the
BC segment, depending on their risk attitude.

2.2. Constructing the mathematical programming model
In the short run, total in-farm operations gross margin is typically the

objective to be maximised (equation 1). Decision variables xi refer to
cultivated area by crop i and coefficients gmi to gross margin of crop i per ha.
It has to be noted that inflow or outflow items such as casual labour can be
explicitly included for decision variables multiplied by the corresponding
coefficient (assuming perfectly elastic hourly wages). A constant term
(decheq) denotes the decoupled subsidies enjoyed by the farm after the 2003
CAP reform (this amount is fixed for the period 2006-2013 based on historical
data on subsidies received by the farm during the 2000-2002 cultivation
period).

Subject to linear constraints that denote feasible production plans so that:

I The production system is not altered (including for example, total
useful land and water resources, irrigation type and system, family
labour availability).

II Total variable expenses remain unchanged at the farm level. This
constraint limits the farm budget at the base year level. It was
introduced because interviews revealed that most of the farmers
were in the process of paying back bank loans.

 
i

ii inmgrosstotxgm arg__decheq+ (1)
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III Fixed and quasi-fixed farm capital is given.

IV New CAP provision: Cross compliance obligation in order to
receive the single payment (crop – rotation with legumes in 20%
of the eligible land)

V New CAP provision: Actual farm land must be greater than or
equal to eligible land.

No matter what the purpose of the crop planning model (three main
purposes according to Brink and McCarl (1978): to plan acreages, to budget
returns to investment and/or to predict land allocation to crops accurately),
introducing risk consideration into the analysis may help to predict farm
behaviour. In the context of the mean-variance model, activity plans that are
implemented have to minimise risk, in other words, the variance of total gross
margin, at the same time keeping the expected total gross margin at a desired
level. Total variance is represented in equation 2. The mean-variance is a
quadratic model that is parametrically solved for different levels of total gross
margin thus plotting the efficient frontier.

An alternative specification of the E-V model that explicits the risk
aversion coefficient is the E-σ model. Assuming that the farmer has an
expected utility function E(U) = E – r s (s stands for standard deviation), once
the efficient E-s (that coincides to E-V) frontier is known, then the knowledge
of the risk aversion parameter r leads to the identification of the optimal plan.
As Hazell and Norton suggest (1986, p. 93), imputing values of r by solving
farm models for their efficient set of plans and selecting the value that leads to
the closest fit between the actual and predicted farm plans. The measure used
in this exercise is the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of the solution values
from the actual mix of cropping activities grown by the sampled farmers in the
year of the survey. Following Elamin and Rogers (1992), the single farm plan,
identified by r is risk optimal while other plans, though risk efficient, are not
risk optimal.

3. Case study: Cotton producing farms in Thessaly

3.1 Farm typology
The Greek FADN database of the year 2002 includes 544 farms in

Thessaly (representing 79.477 farms in the region), from which we selected
the 324 that cultivate more than 0.1 hectares of cotton and represent a total of
24.098 cotton farms in Thessaly. Cluster analysis was implemented to produce
a farm typology of representative farms with the use of eighteen FADN

3. Covariance on the second part of the equation (2) equals the product of variances multiplied by the correlation
coefficient.
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variables (Table 1) that satisfy the criteria of technological and profit
homogeneity introduced by Day (1963). Cluster analysis is a widely used
grouping method for creating farm and behavioral typologies as a means either
to facilitate policy analysis via mathematical programming or econometric
models (e.g. Buysse et al, 2007; Gómez-Limón & Riesgo, 2004; Hennesy,
2000), or to identify different marketing strategies and explaining farmer’s
behaviour. (e.g. McLeay et al, 1996; Tsourgiannis et al, 2006 ; Eboli and
Turri, 1988).

The number of variables used, as well as the large number of farms,
imposed factor analysis, in order to produce a smaller variable (factor) set that
would be used for clustering. The Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity as well as the
measure of sampling adequacy (MSA) values for each variable (Table 1) show
that there is sufficient intercorrelation among them to justify the use of Farctor
Analysis (Hair et al, 2006, p. 114-115).

Factor Loadings

# Variable MSA Cotton Tobacco
Durum-
Wheat

Sugar
Beet

Maize

1 Total Labor Used (AWU) .704 .764

2 Total Farm Land (ha) .859 .759

3 Land Irrigated (ha) .958 .883

4 Land Rent (ha) .887 .683

5 Economic Size (ESU) .968 .764

6 Cotton (ha) .885 .962

7 Durum Wheat (ha) .639 .963

8 Maize (ha) .529 .991

9 Sugar Beet (ha) .636 .968

10 Tobacco (ha) .658 .966

11 Cotton Gross Revenue (€) .822 .961

12
Durum Wheat Gross Revenue
(€)

.781
.960

13 Maize Gross Revenue (€) .546 .989

14 Sugar Beet Gross Revenue (€) .662 .970

15 Tobacco Gross Revenue (€) .558 .970

16 Total Subsidies Received (€) .832 .931

17 Farm Income (€) .796 .732

18 Farm Gross Revenue (€) .823 .897

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Sig. 0.00

Cotton Tobacco
Durum-
Wheat

Sugar
Beet

Maize

Initial Eigenvalues

Total 7.612 2.722 2.192 2.087 1.446

% of Vari-
ance

42.290 15.120 12.179 11.594 8.032

Cumulative
%

42.290 57.410 69.589 81.183 89.215

Table 1. Variables used in Factor Analysis and results.
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The method used for factor analysis was Principal Component Analysis,
which resulted in five factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, explaining 89%
of total variance. Varimax rotation revealed that each factor corresponded to a
different cropping activity (cotton, sugar beet, maize, tobacco and durum
wheat) by showing a strong linear relationship between cultivated land and
gross revenue. Table 1 presents the factor loadings for each variable used.

The five factors were then used as variables in hierarchical cluster analysis,
which was based on squared Euclidean distance to measure intervals among
cases and on Ward’s method for aggregation. K-means cluster analysis was
also performed as a supplement to the Ward’s method and the Kruskal-Wallis
nonparametric test was used to identify differences between clusters, as the
assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity, required for ANOVA and
discriminant analysis, were violated. Solutions containing five to ten clusters
were examined but those with more than eight clusters resulted in groups with
only one farm in both clustering methods. Single farm groups were also
produced via the K-Means analysis in the seven cluster solution, while the five
cluster solution failed the Kruskal-Wallis test. All the above clustering results
were excluded and finally an eight cluster solution was chosen as it proved to
be more easily interpretable than the six cluster solution. The eight groups of
farms derived from cluster analysis are presented in Table 2.

Supplementary data were collected by personal interviews with the farmers
(Petsakos, 2006) in order to estimate variable cost per crop.4 These
supplementary data included detailed information about the value and quantity
of agricultural inputs, subsidies per crop, land entitlements for the single
payment regime, as well as farm specific information about required human
and machinery labor per hectare for each crop and field operation.

Clusters
Number
of Farms

Farms represen-
ted in Thessaly

Main Crops
Farm

Size (ha)
Economic
Size (ESU)

Total
Labour
(AWU)

1 11 809 Cotton, D. Wheat 32.11 43.69 0.82

2 21 843 Cotton, S. Beet 28.26 28 0,36

3 17 665
Cotton, Maize
(large farms)

19.26 21.5 0,26

4 111 6540
Cotton, various
(large farms)

12.9 20.23 0.12

5 16 744 D.Wheat, Cotton 30.89 24.55 0.31

6 38 2211
Cotton, Maize
(small farms)

11.5 19.45 0.52

7 10 460 Cotton, Tobacco 8.93 17.97 1.83

8 100 11826
Cotton, various
(small farms)

6.99 11.93 0.12

Table 2. Groups of cotton producing farms in Thessaly.

4. Variable cost per crop could not be calculated by the FADN data, as it only contains expenses aggregated per field
operation (tillage, irrigation, harvesting etc.).
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3.2. Farm level model building
According to the methodology presented in section 2.2, decision variables

xi used in the MP model refer to crops (activities) that already exist in the farm
sample. These crops are cotton, durum and soft wheat, alfalfa, maize, sugar
beet, tomatoes, peppers and Virginia tobacco. Variable expenses were
calculated separately by farm and activity (crop), depending on the irrigation
system and the horsepower of available equipment. Gross margin is calculated
given both previous and current CAP regime, assuming full decoupling for all
crops (Ministry of Rural Development and Food, 2005), except for cotton and
durum wheat, for which there is a subsidy per hectare of €546.505 and €40.00
respectively.

In order to satisfy cross-compliance obligation (new CAP), the common
vetch intercropped activity6 was added, as well as the "idle land" activity so
that the model calculates at the optimum the farm land that is not cultivated,
but is maintained with the minimal required care in order to receive the
decoupled payment7. Finally, a variable that concerns the non-harvested cotton
was included, as the partial decoupling of cotton always renders a higher gross
margin than leaving land idle, even if the cotton is not sold. This kind of
cotton cultivation (with low input requirements that amount to €300 per
hectare) results in decreased gross margin compared to conventional cotton,
but obviously is not subject to risk, neither is the output, since it is not
harvested, nor is the price, because it is not sold (average gross margin about
€290 per ha, the same for all the producers and null variance).

An additional set of farm specific constraints for cotton, tobacco, sugar
beet, industrial tomatoes and peppers was also included for the analysis. More
specifically, both cotton and tobacco area for the previous CAP regime are
constrained to the cultivated areas observed in the base year. For cotton, this
reflects national policy to attenuate co-responsibility charges for exceeding a
maximum guaranteed national quantity, while for tobacco it simulates the farm
specific quotas that were active during the same period. Sugar beet, tomatoes
and pepper were considered only for the farms that cultivated these crops in
the base year. The reason for the constraint in sugar beet is none other than the
contract character of this particular crop and the ability of the corresponding
manufacturing industries to absorb the whole production in a given time
period. For tomatoes and pepper, the restriction is due to the estimate for
weakness of disposal of additional production.

3.3. Implementation of the Expected Return – Standard Deviation model on
cotton producing farms

For the application of the mean-variance model, the median farm regarding
crop areas from each cluster was selected. It should be noted that base year

5. The mean of total subsidies as described by the new cotton regime
6. We use this term to explain a short rotation scheme of common vetch (legume crop) with cotton or maize which
takes place during the same cropping season: Vetch is sown in winter (November-December) and remains in the field
until it is removed by tillage operation in spring (March-April) that also prepares the field for the subsequent sowing
of cotton or maize.
7. Any payment entitlement must be accompanied by an eligible hectare, in order for the farmer to receive the pay-
ment.
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(2002), ante reform cotton prices to the producers enjoyed a subsidy level of
roughly twice the world market price. In contrast, the current prices of cotton
represent the mere commercial value (new CAP) and so its gross revenue is
considerably decreased. Thus, cotton gross margin after the reform is limited
to one quarter of what was received before the revision of CAP (433.6 vs.
1611.4 €/ha), while for durum wheat it has decreased by 68% (Table 3). This
reduction is compensated for by the decoupled payment, which amounts on
average to 60% of net revenue (except for farm 7 which cultivates tobacco and
receives a single payment almost twice as its net revenue). Gross margin for
wheat (durum and soft), and maize includes the subsidy for the year 2002,
which according to data provided by the prefecture of Thessaly, was €155.60/
hectare and €554.20/hectare correspondingly. An additional subsidy was
calculated especially for durum wheat, depending on the location of each
farm.8 The two last lines of table 3 present the ratio of standard deviation to
gross margin, which is more than doubled for cotton and durum wheat. These
high rates of output variance impose the adoption of model of decision-making
that takes risk into consideration. On the other hand, the presence of a risk free
option imposes the use of mean-variance analysis. The E-s model takes into
account that the feasible region is delineated by the constraints (I-V) of the
farm model in paragraph 2.2. It can show to what degree decoupling subsidies
from production will lead the producers to shift to idle land or to cultivate
alternative crops.

Gross margin 2002 Gross margin 2006

Cotton Average 1611.4 433.6

Maximum 1796.9 619.6

Minimum 1305.0 127.7

Std deviation / Gross margin 9.6% 35.8%

D. Wheat Average 539.5 170.9

Maximum 635.5 214.4

Minimum 441.2 80.3

Std deviation / Gross margin 13.5% 28.3%

Single payment /
Net revenue

Average 60.4%

Maximum 181% (farm 7)

Minimum 45% (farm 2)

Table 3. Gross margins and risk dependent on CAP (€/ha).

8. This additional subsidy is €192.80/hectare for Karditsa, €305.70/hectare for
Larisa, €336.90/hectare for Magnesia and €245.60/hectare for Trikala.
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The variance of a portfolio equals the weighed sum of its individual
element returns moderated by the correlation factor (from relationship 2,
known that cov(x,y)=ρ(x,y)σxσy). For perfect cross-correlation, the two
investments portfolio, one with higher return and risk and another with lower
return but also less risk, offers reduction of risk proportional to the return
decrease. When the correlation factor is decreased, tending to zero, a larger
share of the second investment in the portfolio leads to higher reduction of
variance than return reduction. When the correlation coefficient becomes
negative any portfolio can make a negative contribution to risk (Lumby, 2000,
ch. 9).

In the case of arable crops in Thessaly, correlation factors are presented in
Table 4. They were specified from historical data that were assumed common
to all farmers (time-series for prices and yields for the decade 1992-2001
adjusted for each one of the selected farms). When extreme values are
observed in the yield of certain products in some farms, yield distribution was
modified suitably, so that these values constitute the extreme (maximum or
minimum) of the distribution. Product prices were deflated, using year 2000 as
base. Strong positive correlation is observed between sugar beet versus cotton,
tobacco and alfalfa while the others are weakly positive or negative, and no
correlation is observed between cotton and wheat, sugar beet and soft wheat,
or alfalfa and durum wheat.

4. Results and impact of the new CAP on cotton producers
Complete E-s model results, under pre and post 2003 CAP conditions, are

presented in figure 2, featuring efficient frontiers for each farm. Two frontiers
are generated for post-2003 CAP; the first does not include the risk-free option
(semi-abandoned cotton) as variable, but the second one does. Post-2003 CAP
frontiers dominate pre-2003 CAP ones for low risk levels in all farms, whereas
the inverse is true for farms 1, 4, 5, 6 and 8 for high risk activity plans. It has
to be noted that optimal activity plans, corresponding to maximum levels of
total gross margin (risk aversion coefficient equal to zero), consist of cotton
and wheat in pre-2003 conditions, but corn and alfalfa under the new CAP
(table 5).

Cotton Tobacco
Soft

Wheat
Durum
wheat

Maize
Sugar
beet

Alfalfa Tomatoes Pepper

Cotton

Tobacco 0,85

Soft Wheat 0,073 0,69

Durum
wheat

0,064 0,60 0,69

Maize -0,57 0,69 0,62 0,63

Sugar beets 0,81 0,95 0,068 0,60 0,62

Alfalfa -0,183 0,92 -0,157 0,058 0,63 0,87

Tomatoes 0,41 0,60 0,36 0,31 0,42 0,51 0,59

Pepper 0,69 0,84 0,50 0,32 0,47 0,86 0,76 0,62

Table 4. Gross margin correlation coefficients.
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Under the new CAP, due to decoupling, gross margins of cotton and wheat
are decreased giving lower value than alfalfa gross margin. Corn gross margin
comes just below alfalfa assuming prices maintain 2002 levels. For instance,
farm 1 cultivated in 2002 with cotton and durum wheat could introduce corn to
mitigate risk levels (table 5). In order to drastically limit risk exposure, gross
margin has to be decreased by 25% (figure 2 – farm 1). In the case of new
CAP, we observe that the efficient solutions frontier is less steep than before,
meaning that if the farmer accepts a moderate gross margin decrease (for
instance 10%) risk is almost removed. An activity plan that includes alfalfa
and corn maximises gross margin, while in order to further reduce risk subsidy
cotton is introduced to the crop mix (table 5). Farm 6 is the exception to the
above statement, as the main source of its income is tomatoes and pepper (not
affected by the 2003 CAP reform), that amount for almost 61% of its gross
margin.

Risk aversion coefficients r corresponding to the 2002 activity plan vary
between zero (risk neutral behaviour) and 4.9 Detailed ranges of risk aversion
coefficients for the sample farm are presented in table 5. Previous studies
mentioned by Hazell and Norton (1986), have shown an average risk aversion
coefficient of 1.5 for Mexican irrigated agriculture (Hazell et al., 1983), 3.28
for small farms in north Brazil (Goodwin et al., 1980), 2.0 for groundnut
producers (Nieuweoudt et al., 1976), and 0.25 for US cornbelt farmers in
Indiana (Brink and McCarl, 1978). More recently Elamin and Rogers (1992)
estimated between 1.5 and 2.54 for dry-land agriculture in Sudan, where the
larger and mechanized farms proved to be more risk averse. Risk aversion
coefficient ranges defined by the basic year model are used in the objective
function of the new CAP farm models. Resulting cropping activities are also
presented in table 5. In most farms, cotton is cultivated but not harvested,
alfalfa and maize are the main crops replacing cotton, durum wheat varies in a
range comparable to pre-reform levels, whereas sugar-beet disappears. When
results (table 5) are extrapolated by the relative weight of representative farms
(table 2) there is a 50% decrease of cotton cultivated area. However, we
observe a dramatic fall of quantity delivered, since only 13% of cotton
cultivated area is harvested. Aggregate surfaces by crop are presented in the
lower part of table 5.

Concerning alfalfa, one should be cautious as market prices change if all
farmers switch from cotton and wheat to alfalfa, and secondly corn, in the
farms under consideration. This does not hold for corn so much, as its market
price is largely linked to the world price. These changes will eventually alter
efficient E-s frontiers, since expected returns and the variance-covariance
matrix will be affected. This topic is beyond the scope of the present work and
merits further study and work with partial equilibrium models. In the context
of this study, in order to take into account the risk of alfalfa price collapse, we
may assume that farmers intuitively discount such possibilities, by choosing
activity plans in the efficient frontier with risk aversion at the maximum value

9. Assuming that income is normally distributed, then for r=2.8, the expression E- rσ identifies the 1% income frac-
tile that is the value of income which, for a given distribution will be exceeded the 99% of the time.
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of the range. These plans should be less risky than the optimal ones, thus
suggesting a crop mix composed of cotton, wheat, and corn, significantly
reducing the alfalfa area.
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Figure 2. Efficient activity plans
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Figure 2. Efficient activity plans
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Conclusions
The current government support for European agriculture (decoupling

subsidies from production) modifies the risk environment of arable cropping
systems. The fact that alternative activities are offered to the farmer that
purport no risk at all such as ‘idle land’, or in the case of Greek cotton growers
‘non harvested cotton’, justifies the use of portfolio theory as a tool for
analysing farmers’ behaviour.

New CAP impacts on typical cotton growers in Thessaly, Greece, are
expected to influence crop mix to a large extent, changing the map of arable
cropping due to the dramatic decrease in cotton cultivation, in many cases a
monoculture in the region for over ten years. CAP impacts are however
limited in terms of farm gross margin, as decoupling payment compensates for
abolished subsidies previously associated with production. For this reason it is
assumed that attitudes toward risk will not change, and the risk aversion
exhibited in 2002 would presumably hold today. Thus, risk aversion
coefficients estimated for the base year 2002 in eight representative cotton
growing farms in Thessaly are used to determine risk optimal plans for the
new CAP conditions. The relaxation of the above assumption by taking into
account the wealth effect, that could better approximate the reactions of the
farmers in the new context, is beyond the scope of the present paper. More
detailed information at the farm level is necessary in order to combine the
expected utility with the mean-variance framework that can be the focus of a
subsequent study.

There is evidence, illustrated by the representative farm models presented
in this paper, that farmers, taking into account new CAP conditions, will
replace previously cotton cultivated area by corn and alfalfa up to the point
where market prices assure satisfactory income, then by wheat to a lesser
extent, while a significant percentage of ‘non harvested cotton’ will cover the
rest of irrigated land. The above estimates are valid in the short term. One
would expect similar reactions from other cotton producers in the country
since cotton farms modelled represent a wide range of cropping systems, from
highly specialised to fairly diversified.
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REFEREED PAPER

A COMPARISON OF NEW AND PREVIOUSLY
PREFERRED MEASURES OF FARM INCOME

Jeremy Franks

Survey data is used to compare DEFRA’s new preferred measures of farm income, Farm
Business Income (FBI), Farm Corporate Income (FCI) and Farm Investment Income (FII),
with their previously preferred measures, Net Farm Income (NFI) and Management and
Investment Income (MII). For most (but not all) farms, FBI is larger than NFI and FCI
smaller. FBI is a more useful measure of farm-business competitiveness than NFI whilst FCI
is a more appropriate measure to use to compare profitability with companies along the food
supply chain. FII is generally larger than MII and is a more useful measure of return to all
capital employed. The discussion considers the use of these farm income measures, and then
speculates on some possible new income measures.

Key words: farm incomes, business performance, benchmarking.

Introduction
Following a consultation exercise, DEFRA decided to redefine the

methodology it uses to record farm incomes (DEFRA 2007b). Its new
preferred headline measure of farm income, Farm Business Income (FBI),
replaces Net Farm Income (NFI) which becomes a secondary measure. It has
also introduced Farm Corporate Income (FCI) and Farm Investment Income
(FII) (which is now preferred to Management and Investment Income (MII)),
and Tenant’s Investment Income (TII). Occupiers Income (OI) will no longer
be routinely reported. There has been no change in the methodology used to
report cash flow measures.

This paper introduces FBI, FCI and FII. It compares them with NFI and
MII, to show (1) the consequences of the change for recording the average
prosperity of farm businesses and (2) any income distribution effects. The
benefits and disadvantages of the change are then discussed, followed by
speculation on measures of farm income which may usefully be developed for
future use.

Definitions and uses
Table 1 shows the derivation of former preferred income measures, OI,

NFI and MII, and the newer measures FBI, FCI, FII and TII.1 Net Farm
Income (NFI) is defined as “the reward to the farmer and spouse for their own
manual and managerial labour and interest on tenant-type capital invested in
the farm, whether borrowed or not” (MAFF 1978)2. It is firmly based on the
assumption that farming is a separate activity to land (and building)
ownership, in that the farm is treated as tenanted by the deduction of rents for

1. DEFRA publishes a large number of farm business income measures but “largely for reasons of continuity has
given prominence to NFI” (DEFRA 2006: p 14).
2. Tenant-type capital comprises livestock, machinery, crops in store, stocks of consumables, work in progress, or-
chards, other permanent crops, glasshouses, cash and other assets needed to run the business. It does not include land
and buildings.
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owner-occupied land and other landlord-type assets. NFI was not designed
therefore as a measure of profitability, though it is often used as an index of
profitability. Its principal merit is as a consistent like-for-like measure for
comparing farm-to-farm performance.

Several important but gradual changes in the agricultural sector have
reduced the usefulness of NFI as even a proxy measure of profitability and for
its use in comparing farm performance. These changes include changes in
sources of farm-income, a gradual but long-term change in tenure
arrangements, an increase in overall sector debt, with a higher proportion of
farms in debt, and an increasingly important weakness in its conceptual basis -
caused by the rising proportion of management undertaken by people other
than the farmer and spouse3. Each is considered in turn.

A change common to all new measures is the decision to include income
from all diversified activities. The situation is well explained by
documentation submitted with the notification of the review of farm income
measures: “Separable diversified non-agricultural turnover/output/revenue and
costs were excluded from the old measures of farm income. This is because
these measures were intended to cover agricultural production and a limited
range of diversified non-agricultural activities. However, in practice it was not
possible to exclude all the costs of the excluded diversified non-agricultural
activities, and since the output from them was excluded there was a tendency
to underestimate income” (DEFRA 2006: p. 33). It is therefore likely the main
consequence of this change is that reported farm incomes will increase ceteris
paribus, as previously excluded sources of income are likely to be larger than
previously disallowed costs.

Trends in land tenure and the increase in owner-occupation mean that the
rational for continuing to conceptually separate owner-occupier from tenant
costs has been eroded, making it increasingly difficult to justify subtracting
imputed rental charges for owner-occupied land. Moreover, new tenancy
arrangements have also blurred the traditional distinction between tenants and
owner-occupiers. For example, a recent report stated “the growth of farming
another’s land through the use of contracts or share farming arrangements
appear to be on the increase. Significantly more changes have been
accomplished through the use of unconventional forms of tenure than
FBTs” (RICS 2008: p. 6). Clearly, dividing the costs of maintaining landlord-
type assets between parties has become more difficult, providing a pragmatic
reason for changing the methodology used to calculate farm incomes.

Moreover, NFI assumes that farms are debt free, so no paid interest is
deducted or interest dividend received credited. However levels of debt are
continuing to rise, having increased from £10.3 billion in 2003 to £11.4 billion
in 2006 (provisional figure) increasing the interest paid from £450 million to
£581 million, with a further estimated increase to £680 million in 2007
(DEFRA 2007a). These expenditures make it increasingly difficult to justify
ignoring such a large and very real cost at the farm level.

NFI also suffers from a conceptual problem. As stated above, it assumes
3. An additional justification for making these changes is to more closely align the farm-based measure with the ag-
gregate measure of income Total Income from Farming (DEFRA 2007c).
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the farmer and spouse are the sole proprietors, but now apparently one in four
full-time farms have other partner(s) besides the principal farmer and spouse –
with an average work input of one full-time equivalent (DEFRA 2006: p. 29).4

To report the return to the farmer and spouse, a notional value for work of
these other partners in the business must be deducted, but NFI estimated only
a value for their manual and not their managerial input, so it represents more
than the return to only “farmer and spouse”.

Management and Investment income represents ‘the return to the farmer
and spouse and employed management for management and interest on tenant-
type capital invested in the farm’. It is derived by adding back to NFI any paid
managerial costs and deducting an imputed value for farmer and spouse’s own
manual labour. It therefore also assumes that farms are tenanted and that all
tenant-type assets are owned by the farmer (i.e. that there are no borrowing or
interest payments) and so suffers from some of the same shortcomings as NFI.

The principal new measure of farm income is FBI. FBI is defined as “the
return to all unpaid manual labour and management (farmer, spouse, farmer’s
family and others with an entrepreneurial interest in the farm business) and to
all their capital [i.e. net worth] invested in the farm business including land
and farm buildings”. FBI makes no notional deductions. It records only rent
actually paid and all interest payments received and charged, and includes
income from all diversified activities. As such, it better summarises the
competitive position of the farm vis-à-vis other farms than NFI.5 As it does not
deduct a value for labour it avoids the problem of estimating appropriate
values which may under- or over-value actual private drawings. This means,
however, that FBI must not be used to represent farm profit in the sense this
word is used in corporate businesses.

Moreover, as FBI makes no deduction for family, farmer or spouse manual
and managerial labour, it should not be used to compare farm income with
incorporated business income, which is the typical business form for firms
supplying goods to farming and buying farm produce. Incorporated firms
deduct payments for all manual labour and managerial contributions by
business employees and owners, allowing net profits to represent the return to
capital, risk and entrepreneurship. However, around 95% of farm businesses
are sole traders or partnerships for whom accounting conventions are different
(DEFRA 2006). But because the distribution of the farm-gate and retail price
mark-up between actors in the food supply chain has become increasingly
politically charged, a need has developed for a measure of farm income that
could be used in like-for-like comparisons with incorporated firms. Therefore
a new (secondary) income measure, Farm Corporate Income (FCI), has been
introduced to meet this requirement. FCI subtracts from FBI an imputed value
for all unpaid manual and managerial labour6 to represent the financial return
on shareholder’s capital invested in the farm business.

4. Information contained in documentation explaining and justifying the recent review of farm income measures.
5. “The term Farm Business Income rather than Net Profit gives an indication of the measure’s farm management
accounting rather than financial accounting origins… it is intuitively recognisable to uses as a measure of farm in-
come” (DEFRA 2007c: p 4).
6. That of the farmer and spouse, family and others with an entrepreneurial interest in the farm business.
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Farm income is not equivalent to wage income. To use a farm income
measure for such a comparison it would needs to be decomposable into returns
to labour, capital and land. FCI can be divided by net worth to give a
percentage return on (owned) capital employed. Adding net interest payment
back to FCI gives FII. This represents the return to all capital invested in the
business so when divided by total assets gives the percentage return on all
capital employed. Although MII reports a return to management and tenant-
type capital, it has often been used to calculate a rate of return to farming. FII
ought to replace MII for such calculations.

Deducting from FII landlord-type ownership charges and a notional rent
for owner occupied land results in TII, which when divided by tenant’s assets
gives the percentage return on tenant-type capital. The focus of these new
measures of return to different bundles of capital (net worth, all capital
employed and tenant-type capital) is a major benefit of the new income
measures.

Comparison of new and old preferred measures of farm income
This section presents several comparisons of the new and old farm income

measures using data from a survey of upland farms (see Appendix A for
details of the data-set used). It focuses on the most important measures, NFI,
MII, FBI, FCI and FII.7 Measures of central tendency and spread are presented
and compared. Further distributional impacts are demonstrated by correlation
statistics, histograms and scatter plots.

Table 2 shows these income measures for the “average” LFA farm in
2006/07. FBI at £10,786 records the largest value of all previously and newly
preferred income measures. After deducting a value for all unpaid manual and
managerial labour, FCI shows an income of minus £8,800, adding back (net)
interest [previously deducted as a cost] raises FII to minus £7,143. NFI, at
£6,111, is less than FBI but larger than FCI. The range in reported incomes is
widened by MII, which is the lowest at minus £10,602. Clearly, the choice of
income measure to represent performance has important implications for
reporting farm business prosperity. This is further demonstrated by DEFRA’s
calculation of FBI for each year since 2003/04; in that year FBI/farm was
£6,300 larger than NFI/farm. In the following three years it was £7,700,
£9,200 and £10,900 greater (DEFRA 2007c: p. 2).

Table 2 also shows another key change, the reporting of farm income by
four cost centres: agriculture, agri-environment (including Hill Farm
Allowance (HFA)), diversification income and the Single Payment Scheme
payment (SPS): which represent 54.5%, 14.4%, 4.1% and 17% of total farm
revenues respectively. At the moment many fixed costs in particular are
allocated to cost centres using standard coefficients; it is intended to move
towards a more individualised allocation, as far as it is possible or sensible to
do so, in the near future.

Table 3 compares measures of central tendency and spread. Unlike Table
2, these data are not raised to the population level. The FBI mean of £17,788 is
considerably above that of NFI (£11,052), reflecting the additional revenue

7. Tenant’s Investment Income was not reported in the data set used for compiling this paper.
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Figure 1 Histograms comparing the distribution of new and old farm income
measures.
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recorded, and the net impact of excluding notional charges and adding net
interest payments and landlord-type charges. Clearly the additional income
and fewer costs outweigh the extra net interest payments and landlord-type
charges. FCI is recorded at minus £4,406, and FII at minus £2,182 can be
compared with the previous measure of return, MII, which is minus £6,638.
Therefore, for this sample of farms, the new preferred headline measure of
farm income, FBI, is £6,736 higher on average than NFI, and FII is £4,456
higher than MII.

Figure 1 compares the distribution of new and previously preferred income
measures. Compared to NFI/farm, FBI/farm has shifted the distribution to the
right whilst FCI/farm has moved it to the left. FII/farm appears to be larger
than MII/farm, a shift which reflects more changes at the extremes of the
distribution than at its centre.

The change in ranking of individual farms can be indicated by the
Spearman correlation between the new and old measures and the Kendall
tau_b test (Table 4). A correlation coefficient of +1 would indicate that the
measures were the same or equally different on all farms. All the Spearman
and Kendall tau_b correlations were significant at the 0.01 level. The
Spearman correlation coefficients were all high, for example 0.9067 between
FBI and FCI. However, this is smaller than the correlation coefficient of
0.9470 between NFI and MII, suggesting the new preferred measures contain
more “information” than the previous preferred measures. FBI has a
correlation coefficient of 0.7639 with NFI and FCI has a correlation
coefficient of 0.8331 with MII: both lower than the new and old measure
comparisons, and suggestive of the importance of the definitional changes to a
reasonably large minority of farms.8

Figure 2 plots new and old farm income measures to focus more closely on
the inter-farm distributional consequences of the change in headline farm
income measures. The headline farm income of all those farms below the 45
degree line will be higher when using the new (FBI/FCI/FII) rather than the
old (NFI/MII) measures. Relatively few farms in the top graphs are above the
45 degree line but those that are tend to be clustered towards the low end of

Mean Median Standard Minimum Lower Upper Maximum

Deviation Quartile Quartile

New measures F B I 17,788 14,112 27,298 -37,831 3,448 26,999 212,436

F C I -4,406 -4,406 26,452 -79,519 -16,584 -16,584 164,286

F I I -2,182 -5,014 26,260 -78,541 -14,476 5,303 162,934

Old measures N F I 11,052 8,885 23,148 -64,446 -1,165 20,657 145,330

M I I -6,638 -7,681 23,774 -95,546 -17,701 2,028 152,130

Table 3 Descriptive statistics for new and old farm measures of farm income.

8. Kendall’s tau_b test results are presented in Table 4 to give support the findings of high correlation between new
and new and old preferred income measures
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the NFI distribution. The reported relationship shows that NFI is on average
65% of FBI. Relative few farms are below the 45 degree line in the middle
graph, showing that NFI is larger than FCI for almost all farms. The bottom
graph in Figure 5 shows most farms are below the 45 degree line, indicating
FII is larger than MII. Therefore, the comparisons presented in Figure 2
confirm the findings presented in Figure 1.

But any difference is perhaps better illustrated by examining the scatter-
plots in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Figure 3 shows that most farms (162, 66%) record
a positive difference (i.e. FBI is larger than NFI) and there appears no
particular relationship with farm size. Figure 4 plots the difference between
FCI and NFI with farm size, this time most farms (224, 91%) are “below” the
X-axis indicating FCI is generally smaller than NFI, but again there is little
relationship with farm size. In Figure 5 most farms (165, 67%) show a positive
difference between FII and MII.

Figure 6 compares the newly preferred measures with each other, and the
two previously preferred measures with each other. FCI differs a little more
from FBI than MII does from NFI (R2 values of 0.8222 and 0.8967
respectively), suggesting the two newly preferred series convey slightly more
information.

Pearson’s correlation coefficients

FCI FII NFI MII

Farm Business Income (FBI) 0.9067 0.8953 0.7639 0.7034

Farm Corporate Income (FCI) 0.9843 0.7959 0.8331

Farm Investment Income (FII) 0.8184 0.8512

Net Farm Income (NFI) 0.9470

Management and Investment Income (MII)
All are significant at the 0.01 level

Kendall’s tau_b test results

FCI FII NFI MII

Farm Business Income (FBI) 0.67 0.642 0.615 0.531

Farm Corporate Income (FCI) 0.891 0.598 0.690

Farm Investment Income (FII) 0.632 0.73

Net Farm Income (NFI) 0.632

Management and Investment Income (MII)

All are significant at the 0.01 level

Table 4 Spearman correlation coefficients and Kendall’s tau_b test results
between farm income measures.
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Figure 2. Comparisons between new and previously preferred measures of
farm income.
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Figure 3. Graph showing the difference between Farm Business Income and
Net Farm Income with farm size (GLUs).
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There is a similar degree of difference between FII and FBI (R2 values of
0.8015), but very little difference between FII and FCI (R2 of 0.9688). Whilst
conceptually both FCI and FII are important, this comparison suggests the two
measures add little additional information to one another. This raises the
question as to their value, and potential use: does the inclusion of two such
similar measures indicate DEFRA has become more focused on inter-farm
income distribution for example?

Discussions
The principal purpose of this paper is to bring to the attention the change

in methodology used for reporting farm incomes and to consider some of the
consequences of this change. Farm income measures are politically charged,
they are regularly used to demonstrate that farmers are doing well or poorly,
that current policy is successful or inadequate. In recent years, farm incomes
statistics tend to strengthen the case for government support and consequently
those who argue for stronger support are prepared to take them at face value.
So what is clearly important is how these measures are used; that is what
questions they will be used to answer.

The case for changing methodology, to accommodate the various long-
term changes in the financial structure of farming discussed above, is clear.
The substantial growth in diversified activity - which needs to be recorded on
a consistent basis and included in farm income, land ownership and tenure
arrangements, increase in debt and interest payments, and conceptual
incomparability due to data issues have had a net effect of reducing the
usefulness of NFI. NFI is a measure with a firm agriculture base. It was
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Figure 5. Graph showing the difference between Farm Investment Income
and Management and Investment Income with farm size (GLUs).
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founded on the notion that “since agriculture has no requirement to own land,
the tenant component of owner-occupied farms is conceptually separated from
landlord functions in its calculation.” (DEFRA 2006: p 28). The principal
impact of the new methodology is to move away from this notion and towards
more appropriate measures of competitiveness and profitability.

The data presented above show that FII is greater than MII for most farms.
However, it reflects the returns to all assets but no management, whereas MII
represents the return to all management inputs but only tenant’s assets. The
majority of the value of agricultural assets are landlord type, so FII would
need to be larger than MII to represent “similar” performance levels. Clearly,
it is strictly inappropriate to compare FII with MII, they measure different
things.

There are, therefore, substantial conceptual gains from these
methodological changes but they do, nevertheless, retain some problems.
Including non-agricultural sources of income might mislead with regard to the
health of core agricultural activities at a time when food production per se is
of particular interest (Chatham House 2008a; Chatham House 2008b). To
avoid moving away from recording and publishing the cost of food
production, published results must continue to be presented by the four cost
centres set-out in Table 1 despite the difficulties encountered allocating fixed
costs between enterprises. The difficulties are readily acknowledged by
DEFRA and more work is continuing to make allocations more consistent and
accurate.

Whilst FBI has removed the need to impute a value for manual and
managerial family and farmer and spouse labour, both FCI and FII still require
such imputed values (based on earnings for undertaking similar activities in
alternative employment). As the basis of these calculations remain unchanged,
they suffer from the same weaknesses as previously, namely the imputed
deductions may bear no reflection on farmer’s real opportunity cost or to their
actual private drawings (RABDF 2005). It is not apparent that any other
alternative methodology could feasibly be used.

New measures of farm income: Household Income

An important justification for public support of agriculture is the relative
low incomes of farm verses non-farming families. The inclusion of all
diversified income and placing costs on an as-paid basis produces a more
accurate measure of farm performance and this can more accurately identify
the less well-off farm. Therefore these new measures may be used to identify
and target farms in the most straightened circumstances and to raise their farm
incomes above a threshold: arguing that farms achieving returns above the
threshold had chosen that particular lifestyle and so need no additional
support.

Any change towards such a threshold policy would presumably require
whole household income to be included - because understanding household
income is certainly necessary to understand the competitiveness and viability
of farms. Moves towards targeting threshold incomes might be unpopular
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among the wider farming community though some clearly would benefit.
There would be more opposition to a fully inclusive household income
measures, implying as it does that non-agricultural activities would be
expected to be used to subsidise the farm businesses. Targeting would shift
attention to farm size because farm incomes tend to be lower on smaller farms.
However, the evidence presented above does not suggest that these
definitional changes have systematically biased reported farm-income with
respect to farm size.

New measures of farm income: Rural Economy Interaction Index

The inclusion of all off-farm diversified income would reinforce the
increasing importance agriculture policy places on the rural economy-farm
business linkages. This linkage would benefit from a measure (or index) that
illustrates this interdependence. The more widespread use of computers in
farm and rural business accounts makes recording the total income and total
expenditure conducted with “local” businesses, expressed as a proportion of
total revenue and costs, feasible. Such a Rural-Agricultural Business Index
(RABI) measure would be particularly informative for summarising the
relationship between a thriving rural economy and a prosperous farming
sector.

New measures of farm income: Farm and Environment Business Income

CAP support payments are increasingly focused on supporting the
production of environmental goods (e.g. landscape and biodiversity) and
reducing environmental bads (e.g. pollution). For example, payments are
gradually being transferred from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, to support environmental-
based payments etc, and Single Payment Scheme (SPS) increasingly linked to
land-use cross-compliance constraints. New measure, based on these new farm
income measures, for example a Farm and Environment Business Income
(FEBI) measure and a Farm and Environment Corporate Income (FECI)
measure, would link financial and environmental performance.

There has been recent interest in developing such measures (Webster 1999;
Buckwell 2005; EFTEC 2004). Such a measure would require judgements on;

 what environmental effects (changes in environmental flows and capital)
should be studied and recorded,

 how the empirical results should be measured and presented,
 where there are gaps in data that are likely to be of importance, they

need to be closed, and
 conceptual and methodological development in the financial valuation of

environmental stocks and flows.

Though none of these are inconsiderable tasks, much of the data that might
be needed is already collected for large areas of England. For example, a
condition of receiving SPS in England is that the land the payment is attached
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to has been recorded on the Rural Land Register. Field identity numbers, size
and less favoured area status are recorded along with land use and changes in
field boundaries. This has resulted in a digital record of farmland use and field
patterns across England. Further data is available from each farm’s Soil
Protection Review (a cross-compliance condition of receiving the SPS). Farms
enrolled in the Entry Level tier of the Environmental Stewardship Scheme
(ESS) 9need to submit a Farm Environmental Record – which include (i) maps
of environmental features (hedges, ponds, ditches, trees etc), (ii) a Scheme
Option Map - which shows the location and type of scheme options they
intend to introduce and/or maintain, and (iii) a Soil Management Plan. Other
popular ESS options include nutrient management plans and manure
management plans, which require detailed records to be kept, as does the
Nitrogen Vulnerable Area land designation, which has recently be extended to
cover 70% of English farm land. Farmers within NVZs must record all
manurial applications.

Therefore many of the data-systems needed to record levels and changes in
environmental stocks and flows are in place, they could readily be developed
and expanded where there are weaknesses in data collection. For example,
there are currently plans for the ESS to be refocused towards combating green
house gas production on farms, for example, by recording the farm’s carbon
footprint - perhaps by using a carbon calculator similar to the one developed
by the Countryside and Landowners Association (Country Land and Business
Association 2008). Where data gaps remain, for example recording mineral
flows and balances, other systems could be developed, perhaps modelled on
the Dutch Mineral Accounting System (Hanegraaf and den Boer 2003).

Integrating financial and environmental stocks and flows could be done by
compiling physical measures rather than by estimating financial values of the
environmental impacts of farming – which involves many additional
conceptual and methodological problems. Such problems should not be
allowed to hold-back measuring and recording environmental stocks and
flows, which is now eminently feasible and a necessary first step to fully
integrate environmental and financial measures of farm income.

Conclusions
The strongest argument for the change in preferred farm income headline

definition is based on the impact of gradual changes:

 in farm business income earning activities,
 increasing debt burden in farming,
 ownership structure and tenancy arrangements, and
 in the labour and managerial input of family, farmer and spouse and

other partners and directors (needed to achieve definitional coherency).

The analysis has used data from Less Favoured Area farms to show that

9. Farmers who have been accepted onto the Higher Level of the ESS need to submit a Farm Environmental Plan,
upon which up to 180 types of environmental feature must be recorded. Though fewer farmers have enrolled for this
tier, it shows that systems are in place to enlarge the range of environmental features recorded.
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for most, but not every farm, the change in preferred farm income measure
from NFI to FBI will return a higher reported income, and so reflect a stronger
basis to farm business performance. This change may hamper efforts of the
industry to attract additional compensation and support arrangements.
However, FBI must not be allowed to represent farm profit, which is better
proxied by FCI which is the more appropriate measure to use to compare
profitability and return on owned assets with other firms in the food supply
chain. And as these data show FCI to typically be less than FBI, farming
should welcome these new measures whilst vigilantly policing their use.

These changes, and including all diversified income in the new preferred
income measures, focuses on the competitiveness of farms. As such, there is a
strong argument that other household income – because these might be used to
support the farm business – should also be included, as this may help explain
their continued existence. But compiling such a measure of farm family
household income is likely to be unpopular among the farming community
with its implication that off-farm income should be used to subsidise the farm
business. One important advantage of including all household income into an
income measure is to better record linkages between the rural economy and
farm businesses. This would add important additional information to the
debate over the relationship between farm businesses in the rural economy,
which is becoming a more important justification for agricultural support
payments.

One change that might be considered for future reforms to farm income
measures, which has become more desirable with the switch in CAP support
payments towards environmental conservation and protection, is the inclusion
of environmental impacts with financial measures. Many building blocks are
already in place to collect the necessary data but additional research would be
needed to overcome valuation problems. Revisions to the ESS afford an
opportunity to progress this suggestion.

Is there any evidence to suggest that this new methodology for reporting
farm business incomes might herald a change in the way support payments are
targeted? If so, then more research - using the entire Farm Business Survey
sample – is needed to establish if FBI, FCI and FII are biased up or down with
farm size; how they vary from year to year and between farm types; and at
different stages in the farm business or national business cycles; and what are
the implications for amending the existing relief for small farms, for example
waving EU modulation on the first €5,000 of SPS.
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Appendix A. Data used for the comparisons
This paper uses data from sheep and cattle upland farms recorded in the

Farm Business Survey (FBS). These livestock farms are classified as Less
Favoured Area (LFA) farms because 50% or more of their total area is in the
LFA. Of the sample, 68% of the 246 farms come from the EU North region,
21% from the EU West and the remainder from the EU East. The sample
framework is randomised and stratified using ten robust farm types and seven
government office regions, considers part- and full-time farms only, and
surveys a total of 1,850 farm businesses. Within each stratum, sampling is
with uniform probability: farm size is not explicitly included in the current
design (DEFRA 2008). Farms are retained in the sample for several years with
about 10% of the sample replaced each year – largely through natural wastage.
All sampled farms have financial year-ends between 31 December and 5 April
2007.
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A number of policy instruments, including input taxes and regulations, can be used to deal
with nitrate pollution. However, in practice command and control (CAC) measures such as
input regulations and management practices, as outlined in Action Programmes under the EU
Nitrates Directive, rather than economic instruments, are commonly used to deal with nitrate
pollution from agricultural sources. This paper tests the hypotheses that the objectives of the
Nitrates Directive, in terms of organic and inorganic N application rates, would be (a) more
effectively and (b) more equitably achieved by regulation, than by a tax. The analysis is
undertaken for a sample of dairy farms in the southwest of Ireland. The results support the
hypotheses tested.
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1. Introduction
Pollution of waters by nitrates is a serious problem throughout the EU,

including in Ireland, and agriculture is one of the main contributors to the
problem. Nitrate emissions from agriculture are diffuse in nature and are very
difficult to monitor. For this reason taxes or quotas on emissions, the standard
economic approaches to pollution control problems cannot be applied and
regulators are instead forced to rely on ‘second-best’ policies where controls
are targeted at inputs seen as responsible for raising emission levels, rather
than the actual emissions themselves (Kampas and White 2000a; Hanley
1997). This is known as a command and control (CAC) approach and is the
approach adopted by the European Union (EU) in the form of the Nitrates
Directive.

Environmental policies, such as the Nitrates Directive impose production
constraints on some farms and can result in reductions in farm income.
Research undertaken by Lally and Riordan (2001; 2002) and by Hennessy et
al. (2005), estimates the impact on farm incomes of restrictions on organic
nitrogen use on Irish dairy farms. Lally and Riordan (2001) also estimated the
impact on farm incomes of a tax on inorganic nitrogen. However, there is a
shortage of studies evaluating the effects of different policy instruments on
individual farming systems in Ireland. The aims of this study are: (i) to reduce
this deficit by undertaking an empirical estimation of the impact on Irish dairy
farms of restrictions on both organic and inorganic nitrogen use as outlined in
the Irish Action Programme, and of a tax on inorganic nitrogen; and (ii) to test
the hypotheses that the limits on applications of nitrogenous materials on
farms in Ireland would be achieved (a) more effectively and (b) more
equitably by regulation than by taxation. The measure of effectiveness will be
the compliance cost of the control regime to farmers and to public
administration while the measure of equity will be proportionality between the
likely cost of the measure to individual farmers and the size of their likely
contribution to the problem in the absence of a control regime.
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The paper begins by providing a background to the study and outlining
details of the Irish Action Programme under the Nitrates Directive. This is
followed by details of the methodology. The first part of the results section
outlines the impact on farm incomes of restrictions on organic and inorganic
nitrogen use as outlined in the Action Programme, while the second section
estimates the rate of ad valorem tax on nitrogen in manufactured fertilisers
required to move the profit maximising level of applications below the limit in
the Action Programme. This is followed by a discussion of the results and the
paper concludes by commenting on the effectiveness and equity of regulations
versus taxation in terms of achieving the objectives of the Nitrates Directive.

2. Background
Agricultural nitrate emissions from land receiving both mineral ‘inorganic’

fertiliser and livestock ‘organic’ manure are very difficult to observe or cannot
be observed at a reasonable cost. “This is due to the diffuse source of the
pollutant, the complexity of its transportation pathways through the
hydrological system and its role in modern agricultural production. In
combination these attributes make emission taxes or quotas, the standard
economic approaches to pollution control, prohibitively expensive to
administer” (Kampas and White 2000a). However, according to Kampas and
White (2002) “biophysical models may provide sufficient information to set a
cost-effective emission tax”. Biophysical models have been combined with
economic analysis in a number of studies and have been used to evaluate
different types of policy instruments for dealing with nitrate pollution (e.g.
Johnson et al. 1991; Mitz et al. 1998; Kampas and White 2000a; Albiac and
Martínez 2004; Martínez and Albiac 2006; and Hanley et al. 2006). Four of
these studies have shown that an emission tax is more efficient than an input
tax but these studies fail to take into account transaction or administrative
costs. Kampas and White (2000b; 2002; 2004) found that in the absence of
transaction costs a uniform emission tax minimizes abatement costs but when
transaction costs are added to abatement costs it is efficient to “pursue input-
based policies” to regulate nitrate emissions. Controls must be targeted at the
processes/inputs that result in emissions, rather than actual emissions (Hanley
1997).

Two policy instruments that can be used to deal with diffuse pollution and
with nitrate pollution in particular are input taxes and input regulations.
Griffen and Bromley (1982) found that within a theoretical framework an
input tax is equivalent in terms of its cost efficiency to a single tax on point
source emissions, with the two policies only differing in terms of the point of
monitoring. In the case of an input tax inputs rather than emissions are
monitored. Input regulations, like input taxes can also achieve the desired
environmental target at least cost. However, in order to apply input taxes or
input regulations knowledge of the non-point pollution production function is
required. Without it emissions cannot be related to input use and policy
benefits cannot be ascertained.

Non-point pollution functions are likely to differ between farms thus
farmers should be charged according to the actual pollution production
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function for their farm. However, in reality it would be impractical to apply a
pollution production function related tax. In addition, it would tend to levy
different charges for the same input. This too would be impractical in the
absence of market separation as farmers who face low or zero charges could
resell the input to those facing higher charges. If then polluters cannot be
charged differently according to their non-point pollution function the least-
cost objective cannot be attained. Helfand and House (1995) considered more
practical but imperfect measures for curtailing non-point source pollution
(identical input taxes for all pollution sources, identical reductions in inputs
contributing to pollution on a percentage basis for all sources, identical
taxation of single inputs, identical restriction on single inputs) and found that
uniform instruments do not lead to large losses in welfare relative to the least
cost solution.

Economists usually concentrate on the relative cost-efficiency of policy
instruments, but other criteria also exist: for example, the level of uncertainty
regarding policy outcome; the equitable distribution of costs; political
acceptability; and co-ordination with existing policy in the wider sphere
(either agricultural or environmental). No policy option is likely to be
preferred simultaneously on all of these grounds, thus “policy choice is also
implicitly a choice among competing criteria” (Hanley 1997).

In practice, command and control (CAC) measures such as input
regulations and management practices rather than economic instruments are
commonly used to deal with nitrate pollution from agricultural sources
(Parsche and Radulescu 2004; O’Shea 2002). The EU has adopted a CAC
approach, in the form of the Nitrates Directive, to deal with the problem of
nitrate pollution. Considering the criteria, other than cost-efficiency, on which
instruments are rated, gives some insight into why the EU chose a CAC
approach rather than imposing a tax on nitrogen inputs. Imposing an input tax
on nitrogen would prove very difficult for the EU as the level of taxes required
to achieve the objective of the Nitrates Directive in terms of organic and
inorganic nitrogen application rates would vary significantly across countries
and even between producers within each country. Also there is no direct link
between an input tax and the level of nitrate emissions which means that there
is a high level of uncertainty regarding policy outcome. Additionally and
importantly the tax only targets the quantity of fertilizer purchased.
Furthermore, a tax on nitrogen inputs would have little or no impact on other
risk factors that may cause pollution of waters by nitrates, particularly the time
when fertilizer, slurry and animals go on the land.

The main objective of the Nitrates Directive is to reduce nitrate
concentrations to below an acceptable level of 50mg/litre. A number of studies
have been undertaken to compare different instruments in terms of achieving
such ambient levels, for example, Hanley et al. (2006); Albiac and Martinez
(2004); and Kampas and White (2000b). These studies have used biophysical
economic models which are quite complex and include highly developed
nitrate leaching and hydrological models and are undertaken on a geographical
or water catchment area level. There are few examples in the literature of
studies undertaken at farm level to compare different instruments in terms of
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achieving reductions in nitrogen use. Martínez and Albiac (2006) analyze the
cost efficiency of several policy instruments to curb nitrogen pollution in an
area of Spain, Wu and Babcock (2001) analyze the relative efficiency of
uniform taxes and standards on agricultural chemical use in the presence of
spatial heterogeneity in the Oklahoma high plains and Whittaker et al. (2003)
compare an economic incentive policy (an input tax) for reduction of
agricultural fertilizer application with a CAC policy in the Colombia plateau.

Studies at farm level have tended to concentrate on evaluating the impact
of a particular type of instrument used to reduce nitrogen applications.
Berntsen et al. (2003) use the whole farm model FASSET to evaluate the
environmental and economic consequences of implementing different nitrogen
taxes. Hennessy et al. (2005) determine the effect of different implementation
strategies of the restrictions on organic nitrogen use as outlined in the Nitrates
Directive (whole farm or field by field) on the overall farm system and farm
profitability of case study Irish dairy farms. Picazo-Tadeo and Reig-Martínez
(2006) evaluate the impact on Spanish citrus farmers’ income of a mandatory
reduction in nitrogen application rates and Rigby and Young (1996) evaluate
the impact on a group of English dairy farmers of restrictions on organic
nitrogen and phosphorus applications. Berentsen and Giesen (1995) estimate
the impact on a dairy farm of a levy on N losses above 150 kg/ha and Lally
and Riordan (2002) evaluate the impact on Irish dairy farm incomes of
restrictions on organic nitrogen use.

A small number of studies have evaluated different types of policy
instruments at farm level. Berentsen and Giesen (1994) evaluate the impact of
different policies, including restrictions on nitrogen use and a levy on nitrogen
inputs, to reduce nitrogen applications on Dutch dairy farms. Lally and
Riordan (2001) estimate the impact on Irish dairy farm incomes of restrictions
on nitrogen use and of a 10 per cent tax on nitrogen inputs and Picazo-Tadeo
and Reig-Martínez (2007) assess the impact on Spanish citrus farmers’ income
of two policies aimed at reducing consumption of inorganic nitrogen – levies
on purchased nitrogen and nitrogen use permits for farms.

According to Baldock et al. (2002) and Picazo-Tadeo and Reig-Martínez
(2007) there is a shortage of detailed empirical studies evaluating the effects of
different policy instruments on individual farming systems which is making it
difficult to integrate environmental concerns into European agricultural
policies. One of the aims of this study is to reduce this deficit by undertaking
an empirical estimation of the impact on Irish dairy farms of different policy
instruments.

This study adds to the literature on the impact of the Nitrates Directive on
Irish dairy farm incomes. Previous studies by Hennessy et al. (2005) and Lally
and Riordan (2001; 2002) were undertaken prior to the finalization and
implementation of the Irish Action Plan under the Nitrates Directive. This
study estimates the impact on Irish dairy farm incomes of restrictions on both
organic and inorganic nitrogen as specified in the Action Plan which
commenced in January 2006. In addition, this study builds on these previous
studies by estimating the level of tax on inorganic nitrogen required in order to
achieve the objectives of the plan, and tests the hypotheses that the objectives
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of the Nitrates Directive, in terms of organic and inorganic N application rates,
would be more effectively and more equitably achieved by regulation, than by
a tax.

3. Irish Action Plan Under the Nitrates Directive
Ireland’s first National Action Programme commenced on a phased basis

on 1st January 2006, and will run for a period of four years.“The primary aims
of the action programme are to reduce water pollution/eutrophication caused
or induced by nitrates and phosphates from agricultural sources and to prevent
further such pollution/ eutrophication. In addition, a specific objective is to
increase the efficiency of nitrogen use in agriculture using 2006 as a base
year” (DAF 2005). To this end the first National Action Programme specifies
the following:

1). The amount of livestock manure applied in any year to land on a holding,
together with that deposited on land by livestock, cannot exceed an amount
containing 170 kg nitrogen per hectare

2). The amount of inorganic N that farmers can apply is estimated based on:

a) a farm’s stocking rate as expressed in terms of their expected emission
of nitrogen in urine and faeces per hectare per year

b) the prescribed nitrogen availability (%) rates from managed livestock
manure applied in the year of application and

c) the length of the winter housing period on the farm, the length of the
winter period varies depending on the area of the country (details in
Annex I ). For a farm located in Zone B in 2007 with a stocking rate of
170 kg/ha the amount of inorganic nitrogen it can apply is calculated as
follows: 226 –((170/52) x 18 x 0.30) = 226 – 18 = 208.

3). Farmers undertake farm practices, such as spreading of slurry and manure,
in such a manner as to prevent water pollution by fertilisers, and keep records
in relation to production activities, fertiliser application rates and farm
practices.

4. Methodology
Positive mathematical programming (PMP) is used in this study. PMP is

based on the principle of linear programming. Linear programming models are
often used for whole farm planning and there are many examples of the use of
linear programming models in the literature, particularly in studies concerned
with the estimation of the economic impact of environmental regulations, for
example, Berentsen et al. (1992); Berentsen and Giesen (1994); Berentsen and
Giesen (1995); and Rigby and Young (1996).

While linear programming models are very useful and have advantages,
especially for the type of study being undertaken here, they also have
disadvantages. Linear programming models should calibrate against a base
year or an average over several years in order to be useful for policy analysis.
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However, in general, the optimal solutions tend to be overly specialised and do
not conform to the number and level of realised activities observed on the
farms under investigation. In addition analyses based on such results that
deviate substantially from observed production quantities are not very useful
for policy making and are unlikely to be accepted by elected decision-makers.

A methodology to calibrate linear programming models, known as Positive
Mathematical Programming (PMP) was developed by Howitt in the late
1970’s, and has been employed in a series of policy oriented modeling
exercises since then. It was used in studies by House (1987), Kasnakoglu and
Bauer (1989), Bauer and Kasnakoglu (1990) and Horner et al. (1992). PMP
allows exact calibration of a model solution to observed quantities, and
constrains the simulation behaviour of the models less severely than
previously employed approaches. These two properties have led to a
significant interest and a continuing implementation of this approach in the
area of agricultural sector modeling and it has been used by Arfini (1996) and
Röhm and Dabbert (2003).

The idea of PMP originated from the observation that unit costs recorded
in farm accounts do not reflect the true cost of production. Farmers production
decisions are based on the costs recorded in farm accounts and other
unobserved costs which may be due to technology, environment, risk etc..
“The observed levels of outputs, therefore, are the result of a complex decision
based, in large part, on a cost function known to (or perceived by) the
entrepreneur but difficult to observe directly. Furthermore, as the cost function
is the dual to the production function, the recovery of the former is a perfect
substitute for a detailed specification of the latter” (Paris 1997).

PMP methodology consists of two stages – calibration and prediction. The
calibration stage involves estimating or recovering a cost function, which takes
the place of the hidden unobservable cost function used (either explicitly or
implicitly) by the entrepreneur for making their decisions. This stage of the
PMP methodology calibrates the model in such a way that it is capable of
reproducing the base-period results. The prediction stage of PMP uses the
calibrated model to generate responses in the endogenous variables induced by
variations of some relevant parameters.

PMP models are more useful for policy analysis than linear programming
models but also have some limitations. One limitation is that activities whose
initial observed value is zero during the reference period are not included in
the models. The means that the models do not allow farms to switch to such
activities e.g. renting land, when faced with policy changes, such as
restrictions on nitrogen use.

5. Farm models
Positive mathematical programming (PMP) models are estimated for the

case study farms. The PMP models are based on linear programming and
calibrate the base period results on the case study farms. The models are then
used to predict the impact on farm incomes of: (i) restrictions on organic and
inorganic nitrogen; and (ii) a tax on inorganic nitrogen.

PMP models are based on an objective function which is optimised subject
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to a number of constraints. Farmers are assumed to be profit maximizers and
consequently the objective function in the PMP models is the maximization of
total gross margin subject to a number of constraints. Overhead costs are
deducted from gross margin to estimate farm income.

A number of production activities are included in the objective function.
The number of livestock activities included in the farm models varies between
three and five depending on the farms. Dairy is the main activity while all
farms also have an additional and separate cattle activity. The cattle activity is
determined according to age category and according to male or female animals
in some cases. Feed production (grass and silage) and the purchase of
fertilizers and concentrates are included as separate activities in the objective
function. The feed production activities are a piecewise linear combination,
representing the effect of nitrogen on grass and silage production at different
levels of application. The costs of grass and silage production at different
nitrogen application rates are included in the objective function. The amount
of nitrogen used on farm and the amount of concentrates purchased are
determined within the model and so the costs are included in the objective
function.

Farmers are limited in their production levels by a number of constraints
and these are included in the farm models. The two most important constraints
are land availability and the milk quota. Land availability places a physical
limit on the amount of land available for grass and silage production, which
largely determines the number of animals that can be maintained on farm. For
the case study farms all land is owned and no land is rented in or out.
Therefore renting of land is not included in the base period PMP models. This
means that the models do not allow farms to achieve compliance with the
restrictions on nitrogen use by increasing their land area through renting.

Irish dairy farms are limited in their production levels by the milk quota.
The milk quota on each of the case study farms is equal to the level of
observed milk production, the quota is owned and there is no renting or
leasing of quota. As renting or leasing of quota is not included in the base
period PMP models, farms cannot engage in this activity in responding to
policy changes.

The following additional constraints are included in the model. A herd
replacement balance constraint is included. It is assumed that cows will be in
the milking herd for five years, requiring that 20 per cent of the cows are
replaced annually. When faced with restrictions on organic and inorganic use
farmers may reduce the number of livestock on the farm in order to comply
with the restrictions. This replacement constraint ensures that the minimum
number of calves required for the replacement of the dairy herd is maintained
on farm.

In Ireland most or all of the grass and silage fed to animals is produced on
farm. Therefore a grass supply balance constraint is also included in the
model. This ensures that the amount of grass and silage produced is sufficient
to feed the number of animals on the farm.

There is little or no hired labour on the farms being considered in this
study and therefore a labour constraint is included in the farm models. This
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ensures that the labour requirements of the activities on the farm do not exceed
the amount of labour available.

A number of feed requirements are included in the model to ensure that the
minimum feed requirements are satisfied and to ensure that the maximum feed
allowances are not exceeded. Two other constraints are included to: (i) link the
level of grass and silage production and the amount of fertilizer purchased;
and (ii) link the level of animal production and the amount of concentrates
purchased.

6. Study Area and Farms
A number of case study farms are considered in this study. The case study

farms are specialist dairy farms located in the southern part of Ireland, namely
counties Cork, Limerick, Kerry, Waterford and Tipperary where dairy
production is most intensive.

Two independent techniques were used for data collection. First, data was
obtained from the National Farm Survey (NFS) conducted by Teagasc1 in
1996. The NFS is collected annually as part of the Farm Accountancy Data
Network requirements of the European Union (FADN 2005). The sample is
weighted to be representative of farming nationally across Ireland. Interviews
are conducted with farmers on site by a team of trained NFS recorders.
Second, a sample of specialist dairy farms from the 1996 NFS were analysed
and a number of case study farms were selected for analysis. NFS economic
and structural data was used to calibrate the PMP farm models to the base
period results, and these calibrated models were then used to estimate the
impact on farm incomes of restrictions on nitrogen use and of a tax on
inorganic nitrogen.

7. Results
The objective of this paper is to test the hypotheses that the limits on

applications of nitrogenous materials on farms in Ireland as specified in the
National Action Programme under the Nitrates Directive would be achieved
(a) more effectively and (b) more equitably by regulation than by taxation. In
order to do so, the impact on dairy farm incomes of restrictions on organic and
inorganic nitrogen use is estimated, as is the level of tax on inorganic nitrogen
required in order to achieve the objectives of the plan. The results are outlined
below.

Restrictions on organic and inorganic nitrogen use
Under the National Action Programme farmers are allowed to apply a

maximum of 170 kg organic nitrogen/ha. Farmers applying this rate are
allowed to apply a maximum of 208 kg inorganic N/ha. Of the eight farms
considered in this study, four exceeded these limits on the application of both
organic and inorganic nitrogen, and one exceeded the limit on inorganic

1. Weights used are based on the sample number of farms and the population number of farms (from the Census of
Agriculture) in each farm system and farm size category. The sample number of observations by size/system is simply
divided by the population number of observations by size/system to get the weights that make the sample representa-
tive of the actual farming population. The method is based on the EU FADN typology – see Commission Decision
78/463.
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nitrogen. The remaining three farms are within these limits (Table 1). This is
not surprising given that 90 per cent of farms in Ireland already operate within
the limit of 170 kg organic nitrogen/ha (DAF 2005).

In order to estimate the impact on farm incomes of restrictions on nitrogen
application rates as specified in the Action Programme the farm models for
farms A to D were run with a restriction on the use of organic and inorganic
nitrogen of 170 kg/ha and 208 kg/ha respectively and the farm model for farm
E was run with a restriction on the use of inorganic nitrogen use. All five
farms experience a reduction in farm income, ranging from 1 per cent to 15
per cent (Table 2). The reduction in farm income is most pronounced for the
farms which are most intensive in terms of milk production and where the
highest levels of nitrogen were applied, farms C and D. In contrast, farm E,
already within the limit on organic nitrogen use, experiences an insignificant
drop in farm income of 0.2 per cent.

Farm Organic nitrogen
(kg/ha)

Inorganic nitrogen
(kg/ha)

A 189 261
B 180 302
C 197 344
D 214 249
E 170 250
F 144 154
G 152 198
H 150 161

Table 1 Baseline application rates of organic and inorganic nitrogen on the
selected farms*

* Nitrogenous applications on Farms A-D were in excess of the limits in the Action Programme with respect to both
organic and inorganic nitrogen application rates. Farm E was above the limit for inorganic nitrogen use only and the
remaining three farms were within the limits.

Farm Organic Nitrogen (kg/
ha)

Inorganic Nitrogen
(kg/ha)

Change in farm in-
come (%)

A 170 190 -3
B 165 208 -1

C 170 161 -9

D 169 89 -15

E 162 208 -0.2

Table 2. Nitrogen application rates and percentage changes in farm income
under the Nitrates Directive Action Programme
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A tax on inorganic nitrogen
A tax on inorganic nitrogen could be imposed as an ad valorem tax, or as a

value added tax (VAT) as suggested by Scott (2005), or it could be imposed as
a specific tax per unit of nitrogen purchased. Demand for inorganic nitrogen is
very inelastic and therefore the imposition of VAT at a rate of 13.5 per cent or
21.5 per cent would have very little impact on demand and would not achieve
the objectives of the Nitrates Directive. Similarly a specific tax per unit of
nitrogen would have to be very substantial to achieve the required reduction in
nitrogen use. The objective of this part of the study is to estimate the rate of ad
valorem tax on nitrogen in manufactured fertilisers required to move the profit
maximising level of applications below the limit in the Action Programme. To
this end the farm models for farms A to E, that is those with applications in
excess of limits in the Action Programme, were run with an ad valorem tax on
inorganic nitrogen. It was found that the level of taxation required to
incentivise compliance differed between the five farms. The lowest tax
required was 4 per cent for farm E which was already in compliance with the
restriction on organic nitrogen, and resulted in a 1 per cent reduction in farm
income. The highest tax required was 266 per cent for farm D, resulting in a
26 per cent reduction in farm income. The results for all five farms, Table 3,
show that a tax on inorganic nitrogen imposes a much larger compliance cost
on farmers than does regulation of nitrogen use.

For three of the five farms, achieving compliance with nitrogen application
rates using a tax on inorganic nitrogen is five times more expensive for them
than imposing regulations on nitrogen use. For the remaining two farms, their
compliance costs are over one and half times what they would be with
regulations on nitrogen use.

Given that the level of taxation required to incentivise compliance differed
between farms, individualised tax rates should ideally be imposed on each
farm that would otherwise tend to exceed the limit on nitrogen application
rates permitted under the Action Programme. No tax would be imposed on
farms already in compliance with the directive. However, this would be
administratively expensive and ineffective for the reasons outlined in the
background section. Therefore, in practice a uniform ad valorem tax on sales

Farm Tax rate required to
achieve compliance

(%)

Organic Nitro-
gen (kg/ha)

Inorganic Ni-
trogen
(kg/ha)

Change in
farm income

(%)
A 49 163 143 -15

B 48 163 200 - 6

C 145 169 162 -14

D 266 170 80 -26

E 4 159 199 - 1

Table 3. Nitrogen application rates and percentage changes in farm income
with a tax on inorganic nitrogen
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of nitrogenous fertiliser, approaching 266 per cent would have to be imposed
and borne by all farms.

The farm models for all eight farms were run with a uniform tax of 266 per
cent to estimate the cost to them of complying with this measure. The results,
outlined in Table 4, show that the compliance cost is very significant for all
farms, ranging from a 20 per cent to a 38 per cent reduction in farm income. A
266 per cent tax has a very significant effect on the quantity of inorganic
fertiliser applied by all farms, especially farm A, and farms F to H, the farms
already in compliance with the restrictions on nitrogen use.

The results show that a uniform tax on inorganic nitrogen is inequitable.
Farms F to H, which are already in compliance with the restrictions on
nitrogen application rates are severely penalised. The cost imposed on these
farms in terms of reductions in farm income of 20 per cent to 29 per cent is not
that much lower than the costs imposed on farms A to E where rates of
applications were above the Action Programme limits.

8. Conclusions
The results reported in the previous section show that a tax on inorganic

nitrogen imposes a much larger compliance cost on the case study farms than
does regulation of nitrogen application rates and is consistent with the findings
of Picazo-Tadeo and Reig-Martínez (2007). However, when comparing the
two policy instruments it is important to consider not just the compliance cost
imposed on farmers, but also the administrative cost of the regimes (Kampas
and White 2000a; 2000b; 2002; 2004; Segerson and Walker 2002).

Enforcement of the regulations on nitrogen use in the Action Programme
consists of two elements – restrictions on stocking density and on application
rates of inorganic nitrogen along with enforcement of the Code of Good
Agricultural Practice. The administrative costs of imposing the restriction on
the use of organic nitrogen should not be particularly large. Data on livestock

Farm Organic Nitrogen
(kg/ha)

Inorganic Nitrogen
(kg/ha)

Change in farm
income (%)

A 133 17 -32

B 160 147 -23

C 166 142 -38

D 170 80 -26

E 118 24 -31

F 97 16 -29

G 115 20 -21

H 150 5 -20

Table 4. Results from case study farms of imposing a 266 per cent ad valorem
tax on sales of nitrogen fertiliser
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numbers on all farms in the country are already recorded as part of the Cattle
Movement Monitoring System (CMMS) and these are related to records of
farm areas for the making of direct payment to farms.

Enforcement of the Code of Good Agricultural Practice, adopted as part of
the Nitrates Directive Action Programme, involves farmers being required to
keep records of their nitrogen fertiliser purchases and dates and times of
applications of both chemical and organic nitrogen for inspection by farm
inspectors. This should not add much to the record keeping burden as farmers
are already required to keep similar records for other purposes. Enforcement
takes the form of spot checks as it would be impractical to monitor each
farm’s management practices. This system of spot checks is already used
under the system of cross compliance. Farm inspectors carry out spot checks
on farms to ensure that they are complying with requirements for receipt of the
single farm payment. While every farm cannot be visited, visits of the
inspectors to a number of farms, with the accompanying risk of fines, can raise
the overall standard of compliance. Publicity for the Action Programme and
the Code of Good Agricultural Practice will also encourage a climate of
adherence to its rules.

One of the advantages of a tax on fertiliser cited in the literature is that the
administrative cost of the regime is lower than that of a regulatory measure.
However, this may not be true for the control of nitrate emissions from
agriculture. Before a tax could be implemented further research would be
required in order to estimate the appropriate tax rate. The results of this
research indicate that a tax rate approaching 266 per cent may be required
though this result is based on a very small sample of dairy farms. Ongoing
research and analysis would be required to ensure that the tax is set at the
appropriate level. The appropriate level could change over time for a number
of reasons, including changes in output and fertiliser price levels, and changes
in farming practices and structures. A reduction in the price of nitrogen may
encourage increased use, and therefore a higher tax may be required.
Similarly, if output prices fall farmers may use less nitrogen and a lower tax
may be required.

A tax on nitrogen could be imposed as an ad valorem tax, as applied to the
case study farms. The Revenue Commissioners would be involved in the
administration of such a tax. Collection of the tax alone would not
automatically ensure compliance with restrictions on organic and inorganic
nitrogen use. Farms would still be required to keep records of their nitrogen
fertiliser purchases and dates and times of applications of both chemical and
organic nitrogen and data on livestock numbers on farms recorded as part of
the Cattle Movement Monitoring System (CMMS) would still have to be
checked to ensure compliance with the restriction on organic nitrogen use. In
order to achieve the overall objectives of the Nitrates Directive, a tax on
inorganic nitrogen would have to be accompanied by monitoring of farming
practices. As a result achieving the objectives of the Directive through a tax on
inorganic nitrogen would still involve the same monitoring costs as the CAC
approach. Adding to this the costs incurred by the Revenue Commissioners in
administering the tax, it appears that the overall administrative cost of a tax on
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sales of inorganic nitrogen could well be greater than that of the regulatory
measure.

A tax on inorganic nitrogen would be inequitable and would most likely be
politically unacceptable unless accompanied by some form of rebate system.
However a rebate system for an ad valorem tax as considered in this study or
for a value added tax on inorganic nitrogen as suggested by Scott (2005)
would impose further administrative costs on the public authorities tending to
make a tax on nitrogen more administratively expensive than a regulatory
measure. Also, a rebate would reduce the incentive for farmers to change their
behaviour and their use of nitrogen.

It is suggested that the findings from the case studies reported here would
largely reflect the differing impacts on dairy farms in Ireland of the CAC and
taxation methods to limit applications of nitrogenous fertilisers due to the care
taken in the selection of the case study farms. This conclusion is also
supported by similarity between findings of the case study work of Lally and
Riordan (2001) and results from a larger sample analysed by Hennessy et al.
(2005).

The overall conclusion from this study is that the limits on applications of
nitrogenous material on farms in Ireland would be achieved more effectively
and more equitably by regulation than by a uniform tax on nitrogen fertilizer.

The results of this study contribute, with additional evidence, to the
discussion on the choice of appropriate instruments for nitrogen abatement
from agricultural sources, and particularly to the efficiency and equity of a
uniform tax on nitrogen inputs and restrictions on nitrogen use. The final
conclusion is that the choice of CAC measures rather than taxation instruments
for the control of nitrate emissions from agriculture is an application of the
Polluter Pays Principle that takes account of technological conditions in the
industry2.

2. The importance of the technological conditions in an industry for the design of instruments to control its emissions
was a general conclusion suggested by Gerry Boyle.
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Introduction
Long Clawson Dairy was established in 1911 by 11 local farmers to make

Stilton Cheese, they were unhappy with the returns they were getting for their
milk and thought they could do better. As a result Clawson was created, with
the business operating as a Co-operative and its members/famers owning
shares in the business. It has not all been easy going, for many years especially
in the post war years the business made losses and looking back through the
board minutes there were discussions about the potential dissolution of the
business. However, the business survived and has gone from strength to
strength, there are now over 60 supplying farmers and its customers include
the majority of the multiple retailers and a significant export business. Over
the years the business has entered new markets including liquid milk doorstep
rounds and speciality cheese (e.g. cheese with fruit or herbs), and when
appropriate exited markets such as liquid milk in the 1980’s as the business
became unprofitable due to increasing distribution costs as the majority of the
milk started to be purchased with the weekly shop from the national retailers.
The business operates from four sites in the east midlands, employing over
450 staff with a turnover £38m in 2007.

The Co-operative pays a milk price based upon a basket of local milk
prices, this ensures that it pays a competitive milk price each month. At the
end of the year, once the accounts have been finalised, the profits are split
between re-investment into the dairy and a bonus paid to the farmer members.
The split of payments depends upon the investment requirements for the
following year, which in turn aims to deliver the milk price the following year.
Thus the business and farmers work together to deliver a total return for the
milk.

In recent years costs have spiralled upwards at an alarming rate, and the
consumer has become more price conscious and increasingly aware of where
their food comes from. This may sound all bad news, however Clawson is well
prepared to deal with such issues and take advantage of consumer trends to
assist in the company’s growth plans. The business has seen the input costs of
particularly milk and energy increase between 20 and 40%, given these are the
two largest costs in the business this could be a problem if no action was
taken. Although the magnitude of such rises was more than expected Clawson
had seen the potential problems arising and put plans in place. It was obvious
from the outset that any such plans could not be delivered without working
with both our customers and suppliers. To give you a taste of these plans I will
explain a few, namely;

1. This paper was originally presented at The Oxford Farming Conference, January 2009, and is reprinted by kind
permission of the author and the Conference Secretariat.
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 Reduce wastage and improve milk utilisation
 Improve selling price without reducing volume
 Composition and seasonality of milk supply

Milk Utilisation
As with any business you regularly analyse your costs and look to make

savings through buying efficiencies, or in a manufacturing business improving
your process to reduce wastage. It has been well published in the press that the
cost of milk has soared over the previous 18 months. For a cheese business
where the majority of its cost is milk this is a major issue, such rises were
sufficient to bankrupt the business if nothing was done.

Milk consists of around 12.5% solid matter and the rest is water and other
soluble items. During the cheese making process the solids (fat and protein)
are bound together as cheese curd and the liquid fraction is referred to as
whey, hence the term ‘curds and whey’. For every 10 litres of milk you
process you generate around 9 litres of whey, and to make 1 tonne of cheese
takes around 10,000 litres of milk. Thus cheese factories generate significant
quantities of whey. Initially whey was seen as a waste product and disposed of
as effluent or to animal feed, typically for pig feed. Several cheese companies
over the years have invested in processing technologies to further process this
whey to produce products which have a value. Clawson was proactive in this
area and in 2000 installed membrane technology to filter out the protein in the
whey and sell the product as concentrate whey protein. The protein content of
raw whey is typically around 6%, once this has been removed you are still left
with a large volume of liquid waste. To recover all the value Clawson invested
in further membrane technology to recover a product called whey permeate,
mainly milk sugars (lactose) and minerals, and to further process the by
product from this to collect the water which is used in the boilers to generate
steam. Thus recovering every last piece of value from the milk, and
significantly reducing our waste. In addition, the water generated now
accounts for around 40% of our total water use, again saving the cost of fresh
mains water.

Improved Selling Price
The increase in raw material costs has not just affected Clawson, it has

affected the majority of food manufacturers, the food price inflation we have
seen recently has been as high as 30%. As a result consumers are becoming
increasingly sensitive to both wastage and the price of the products they
purchase. Working with the national multiples we have reviewed sales and
sales trends by product, the analysis showed a need to reduce piece size e.g.
reduce from 250g piece to 175g piece. This reduction in piece size would both
reduce the potential for wastage for the consumer and reduce the piece price. It
may sound easy reducing the piece size, however this posed significant
technical problems with wastage both in terms of cut optimisation and
crumbling of the cheese. Over a period of around 18 months Clawson has
worked diligently with a number of equipment manufacturers to encompass
new technology into the cutting process. Although not yet complete Clawson
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aims to offer smaller pieces at a higher price per kg which recovers the cost
increases, but which gives the consumer a lower piece price and reduced
wastage.

Composition and Seasonality of Milk Supply
As discussed earlier milk consists of fat, protein and mainly water, when

making cheese it is the protein that ‘twists up’ and binds the fat into the cheese
curd. There is an ideal ratio of fat to protein. If there is insufficient protein to
bind the amount of fat present then the fat is lost in the whey.

We work with our farmers to look at ways of improving the fat and protein
within the milk that the dairy receives, there are two main ways in which fat
and protein can be improved, namely;

 Alteration to the cows diet
 The type of cow used or breeding

The dairy has worked with feed providers and consultants to establish trial
groups of farmers. These groups of farmers have been used to review various
feeding regimes impact on both fat and protein. Certain breeds of cow have
been found to produce increased levels of fat and protein, however the specific
type of fat and protein does vary. The dairy has been running trials with

Figure 1. The fat consists of globules which during the cheese making process
are trapped in the protein strings
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individual farms to make cheese from specific types of milk and mixes of milk
to establish if there are any constraints on the breed of cow. Although all these
trails are still ongoing it has become evident that feeding can produce short
term gains, but longer term larger gains are possible through breeding.
However, there are limits on the gains through breeding for example 100%
Channel Island Milk (Guernsey and Jersey) does not produce a good quality
Stilton cheese.

In addition to the milk composition there is also the issue of seasonality as
the natural cycle for a cow is to give birth in the spring and produce milk when
there is plenty of lush grass available. The consumption of cheese, particularly
Stilton, is significantly influenced by Christmas demand which requires milk
at an ‘unnatural’ time of year, as shown below in Figure 2;

The further complication is that a cow does not merely turn on and off
milk and has no regard to working within a 12 month calendar.

Working with our farmers Clawson has developed a payment mechanism
that pays additional premiums for when the dairy requires the milk, this is
designed to offset the additional feed costs that are incurred in feeding the cow
rather than letting it graze in the fields. Within the past few years and months
we have all seen the cost of animal feed rise and as a result Clawson has
started to see a trend towards reducing feed costs. This has resulted in
additional milk being produced in the spring, we are monitoring the situation
carefully and reviewing our payment schemes as it appears the previous
incentives for autumn milk production may no longer be applicable.

Figure 2. The natural seasonality of milk production against Stilton
production demand (source Clawson data)
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Looking Forward
Milk availability

Following the reduction in subsidies from the European Union the amount
of dairy products being sold into intervention has been drastically reduced, as
a result the large stockpiles of skimmed milk powder and butter no longer
exist. These stockpiles used to effectively smooth the world prices by
supplying demand as soon as it arose. The price for the products would
naturally increase as demand outstripped supply, products would then be sold
from the stockpiles which would re-balance the supply/demand equation and
thus the price would reduce. We are now in a different situation where as the
world demand for dairy products rise or supply falls this has a direct and quick
impact on price. Milk can effectively be diverted from low margin products to
higher margin products as happened in 2007 when skimmed milk powder
prices increased by over 40% (see figure 3). This has a direct impact on the
price that Clawson has to pay for milk, if Clawson pays an insufficient price
its farmers will choose to sell their milk elsewhere.

Milk supply in the UK over the previous 4 years has been falling at circa
1.5 – 2.1 % per annum (see figure 4), as a result of farmers ceasing milk
production mainly due to farm profitability, a lack of succession (family
members to run the farm), and the change in policy regarding subsidies.
Following the mid term review of the Common Agricultural Policy there were
intervention price cuts in July 2004, 2005 and 2006 for butter and SMP; and in
July 2007 for butter only. Looking forward over the next 5 to 10 years it is
quite possible that in the autumn, when milk production is at it’s lowest (see
figure 2) there will be a shortage of milk. As a business Clawson has actively
recruited additional farmers to ensure it has sufficient milk both for now and
the future

Figure 3. World Skimmed Milk Powder price (source MDC datum)
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Provenance

The recent trend in food provenance, or more precisely the geographical
origin of what we eat, and the methods used to produce it, has assumed
increasing importance, partly as a result of a series of food scares and partly
through the growing media focus on food-related matters. It has also tied into
the wider trend for ‘premiumisation’ across both the in-home and eating out
markets or to put it in the language of the major multiple retailers the ‘finest’
or ‘taste the difference’ ranges. However, the rules surrounding claims of
provenance can be complex, and with statements of origin or logos certifying
adherence to quality assurance schemes jostling for space on pack with other
information regarding issues such as nutritional content, there may be a risk of
the consumer being presented with too much information (source Mintel Food
Provenance, UK, March 2008). Which ever way you analyse provenance
Clawson being a farmer owned co-operative and sourcing its milk from local
farmers is well placed to seize this opportunity, through branding and other
marketing activities. We have launched a brand named after our founding
chairman, named Thomas Hoe Stevenson. The brand is targeted at traditional
products and aimed at the premium end of the market, using wording and
images to link to the heritage of the company and products, typical imagery is
shown in figure 5.

However, for many years the majority of Stilton has been sold as retailer
branded products. Many of the retailers brands can be strengthened by co-
branding these products, hence gaining the strength of both brands. This
provides the provenance and history that the retailer brands can lack, together
with the market presence and consumer acceptance that new brand cannot
easily replicate. Examples of co-branding are shown in figure 6.

Milk Production ('000 ltrs)
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Figure 6. Retailer and Supplier co-branding.

Figure 5. Thomas Hoe Stevenson brand imagery.
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Recession

The biggest immediate market challenge facing Clawson is the current
impending recession, and looking at current projections the effects of this
could be felt for many years. If you segment products into value, standard and
premium you can analyse movements and trends in the market both current
and historical sales. Our analysis has shown that during a period of lower
consumer spending there tends to be a down trade from standard products to
value products, however the premium product sales have traditionally held
firm. We have observed consumers down trading during the week and
‘treating’ themselves at the weekend. The significant change that has taken
place in the past few years is the significant growth of the premium products
market share, as a result it is likely that this segment will suffer greater than it
has previously. For Clawson this is a significant problem as the majority of
our products are either premium or standard range and the ethos and culture of
the company has been to focus on the ‘best of the best’. Following our review
of the market and ourselves, we have had to redefine what quality means to us
and the consumer. We are now actively developing a range of value products
to balance our portfolio of standard and premium products. These value
products are being value engineered to reduce the cost of ingredients and
manufacture, but achieve a price/value equation that matches a consumer
demand. To achieve the development of these value products it is essential to
work with raw material suppliers and customers to target areas where costs
can be engineered out of the supply chain, not only in terms of raw materials
but also packaging, transport and other supply chain costs.

Conclusions
Although Clawson is a relatively small dairy Co-operative based near

Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire it is increasingly being affected by the
‘Global Economy’ in particular;

 Input costs – volatility and price of particularly milk and fuel
 Sales – the economic climate combined with changing consumer

demand and preferences

Being a Co-operative has helped Clawson work with both customers and
suppliers to improve the supply chain and deliver consumer targeted product
offerings. It is this ability to adapt that will see Clawson change and develop to
take advantage of the changes, rather than entrench and suffer. Although for
many years we have been focussed on premium products delivering the ‘best
of the best’, the business has now challenged itself to produce ‘value’ products
to complement the existing premium portfolio. With the ever increasing costs
both on farm and in the dairy it is essential now more then ever before that
every last ounce of value is squeezed from the supply chain, thus our projects
on milk usage and seasonality will be further developed.

Our export business currently accounts for around 18% of our business and
is growing strongly, again our ethos has been to work together. We work with
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agents and distributors from the relevant countries rather than using an
expatriate shipped into to that area from the UK. Although it maybe possible
to extract a higher margin without the additional cost of an agent, we have
found that the benefits of market knowledge and the way in which business is
conducted brings a significant benefit. Any weakening of the pound should
provide a further boost for UK exports, and we intend to take full advantage
where possible.

As a result of many years of working closely together Clawson is a well
invested business with the ability not only to move quickly to seize short term
consumer trends, but also make those difficult decisions for the long term
future of the business.

About the author

Martin Taylor (martin.taylor@clawson.co.uk) is the Chief Executive of
Clawson, a farmer owned dairy co-operative which processes around 50
million litres of milk per annum, from 60 farms. Clawson manufactures Stilton
and other award winning cheeses supplied to Tesco, Asda, Morrison,
Sainsbury, Marks and Spencer and wholesale and export customers, both own
label and branded products.
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CONFERENCE PAPER

PROFIT FROM WELFARE

Mark Hayward

Based on considerable experience in production of welfare-friendly pork, this paper considers
the arguments for enhanced-welfare intensive livestock systems. Such systems are not only
beneficial from an ethical point of view, but , particularly if marketing is effective, can also be
highly profitable investments.

Key words
Animal welfare; outdoor pigs; free range; eggs; poultry

Background
Dingley Dell Pork is a family owned outdoor pig business near

Woodbridge in Suffolk. Dingley Dell Pork is run by Mark and Paul Hayward.
They farm 650 sows outdoors with both rearing and finishing also outdoors.
The farm is a member of the RSPCA’s Freedom Food scheme.

In the early 1990s Mark and Paul Hayward took the decision to stop
keeping indoor pigs and to move outdoors. All decisions on the style of
production were to be based on animal welfare and improving taste. In the late
1990s, due to poor pig returns, the Haywards decided to launch their Dingley
Dell brand. By working with processors and manufacturers, supply chains
were set up to provide Dingley Dell to different markets. Today Dingley Dell
supplies pork and pork products to caterers, butchers and supermarkets on
both a regional and national basis.

Profit from welfare.
Let’s look first at the basic facts of who we are and what we do:

Question 1. What are we as livestock farmers doing?
We are part of supply chain providing a meal. It could be at home, or in a
restaurant or pub.

Question 2. What do we want the consumer to do?
Simply, really enjoy their meal and come back again.

Question 3. How can we enhance the enjoyment of their meal?
We can produce the best possible eating quality of our pork or pork product,
from farm to factory to plate. We can use the best tasting breeds, we can work
with the right supply chains. We can produce the best possible taste. This is
always going to be our main concern.

We can make the consumers feel good about themselves by feeding them
Welfare Friendly meat. Not just ‘pork’ on the menu – Dingley Dell Pork.

We can further this feel-good experience by providing a story or
provenance. This could be ‘local’ or ‘regional’ or ‘low food miles’.
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If we achieve all three of the above we can turn the meal into the best
possible eating experience for our consumer, who will in turn come back to
our products. Welfare alone cannot achieve all of this but it is an integral part
of the experience.

Let’s examine these issues more closely.

Taste. If it doesn’t taste good or we can’t repeat that good meal every time
we lose. We need to maintain the best tasting pork; we need the right breeding
programme, nutrition and environment. Sometimes the influence of
provenance and welfare will enhance our sense of taste. It will create an
expectation because the food is welfare friendly or local the consumer will
expect it to taste better. Taste is still paramount. Generally welfare-friendly or
local meat sits at a price point above the standard commodity, therefore as
farmers we must deliver on taste as well as welfare or provenance. If we are
going to deliver a premium product we must ensure that it is premium on
every possible level.

Welfare. Why do people buy in to animal welfare? Why do they buy welfare-
enhanced or free range eggs and chicken? Because it makes them feel good;
they care how their food is raised, it’s ethical, and they don’t support the
battery and broiler systems. The terms ‘free range’ and ‘welfare-enhanced’ are
positive statements, the term ‘battery’ very much a negative. It’s very easy
with poultry to understand the difference between eggs from ‘free range hens’
and ‘caged birds’ and generally from a point of sale view it is clear because
the product is well labelled. So how does this apply to pork? There are no
negative terms like ‘battery’ or ‘caged’, it’s just ‘pork’, so we need to
accentuate the positive of the pork in the packet to capitalise on the large
number of consumers who are clearly prepared to buy free range chickens or
eggs, and who therefore must be the targets for welfare friendly pork. We need
either strong, recognisable branding of selected farms (or groups of farms) and
their values, or we need a clearly visible term for our pork … or both. In terms
of welfare and what is out there already in the market place, this is where
Freedom Food accreditation comes into its own. An endorsement for the UK’s
leading animal welfare charity has got to be an imperative. There cannot be
many people in the UK who do not know the RSPCA brand name and its
values.

Provenance. It is not enough to label the pork according to the country it was
produced in; it needs to be identifiable by region, or county or better still by a
farm or group of farms. By using the brand ‘Dingley Dell’ we are able to
attach our values and ethics to the product. The Dingley Dell approach to
animal welfare can be encapsulated on the packaging, point of sale material or
via our website.

To summarise, we know from the ever-growing consumption of free range
eggs and poultry that there is a substantial market for welfare-conscious
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consumers and we have to tap into this with all of the unique selling points at
our disposal. The current market for enhanced-welfare poultry is 10% to 12%
of total production (800 million birds in the UK). The current market for free
range/enhanced-welfare eggs is 90% of all eggs sold in a shell. Our potential
market for free range/enhanced-welfare pork is considerable and, as yet,
relatively untapped.

Price
Price is crucial to our success. In order to really profit from welfare, price

at the retail point will govern what percentage of the market is available to the
welfare producer. With Dingley Dell, we wish to take our product to as many
people as possible, and to as diverse a market as possible. We want our
consumers to eat Dingley Dell pork when they are out having a meal and when
they have bought the meat from a retailer for their Sunday roast. The market
for meat goes from organic at one end to the basic product at the other and
there is a large area of ‘middle ground’ for local/regional/welfare products
here.

Connecting to the consumer
This is the buzz-word in agriculture, and in my opinion there has never

been a more appropriate time to achieve this. The media is saturated with
issues surrounding food, celebrity chefs abound on TV and the way we
perceive and value our food is rapidly changing. The passion we, as farmers,
hold for what we do must be translated through to what is sold. The more
farmer owned products with welfare/provenance stories taken through to the
end point, the better for our industry. We must encourage chefs, butchers and
the public to engage with us, understand what we do and share our passion.
We must invite our end markets and supply chains onto our farms to enthuse
them about our production methods and our willingness to produce what the
consumer wants. We must seek to understand the consumer and react to the
changing environment. We must change with the times.

Acknowledgement
Figures about welfare-friendly eggs and poultry are courtesy of Freedom
Foods.

About the author
Mark Hayward is an outdoor pork producer from Suffolk. In partnership with
his brother, Paul, they farm 700 outdoor sows, producing 15,000 finished pigs
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animals are born, reared and grown outdoors. The pigs are marketed under the
Dingley Dell brand which can be found in butcher’s shops, supermarkets and
via the catering trade. The brand also extends into a range of prepacked pork
sausages and sliced ham.
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THE 2008 MIDDLETON MEMORIAL LECTURE*

NEW WAYS TO COMMUNICATE: THE DEVELOPMENT
OF WEB 2.0 AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Heather Gorringe

Heather Gorringe reports on the results of her 2007 Nuffield Scholarship studying ‘The
Development of the Web and Social Media’ Her message is : “Your children, your customers,
your suppliers, your advocates and your enemies are already there – they are online now.
Find out why you need to embrace the generation of the Web”

Key words Internet, Web 2.0, viral marketing, social media

My Disclaimer:
I am not a techy, or a geek.
I don’t know how your computer works.
I don’t know how to sort out your hard drive, or hook up your Blackberry.
But I do know this:
You don’t need to know any of those things to benefit from my report.
You just need an open mind.

Background
In 2007 I was awarded a Nuffield Farming Scholarship. Nuffield

Scholarships enable enthusiastic individuals, who are 45 years old or under, to
explore topics of their choice in agriculture, land management, horticulture or
the food chain. They do this by helping the Scholar to:

 achieve personal development through study and travel
 stand back from their day-to-day occupation and study a topic of real

interest to them
 access the world's best in food and farming
 deliver benefits to UK farmers and growers, and to the industry as a

whole

Funded by the agriculture and food industry, charities with agricultural
objectives and past Scholars themselves, the Nuffield Farming Scholarship
Trust awards around 20 new Scholarships each. The aim of my Nuffield study
tour was to take a look at some of the people and companies using the most
recent internet developments and see if what they are using could be utilised
successfully by farmers and rural businesses just like me. I wanted to connect
in real life with bloggers and podcasters, and people using Facebook and
Twitter, and understand why and how they were using these tools.

I ended up studying a communication revolution that is changing the world
we live in day by day. The tools used today may change tomorrow, but they

* This paper was presented at the UK National Farm Management Conference, Oxford, November 2008, and is
printed by kind permission of the Conference organisers.
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are enabling more and more efficient ways of communication by allowing
people to share ideas and information and to collaborate with others of like
mind without formality and without government, corporate, or mass media
intervention or influence.

This is not about whether you have a computer – in fact in India mobile
communication will leapfrog the need for conventional broadband access. This
is about whether you are web savvy, and online. Looking over the precipice to
Web 2.0 and Web 3.0….in those time honoured lyrics of the Randy Bachman
song…

“B-, b-, b-, baby, you just ain't seen na-, na-, nothin yet.”

For the farmer or the business person to say he is not online is the
equivalent of him saying he cannot drive and does not have access to a
telephone. How many farmers and business people do you know who cannot
drive and do not have a telephone?

Having no formal qualifications (unless you are happy to accept an art A-
level and a design diploma) my path was pretty much laid out for me. I was
expected to work for my father’s drainage contracting business, which I did
for several years. However, having two brothers 16½ years older than me, I
found it difficult to forge a role within the company that would deliver self-
fulfilment along with value to the family business.

So whilst I cut my teeth driving a drainage machine, I was always looking
for an escape route. I wanted to build my own business just like my Dad had in
his time. I was out to prove something! (In hindsight I cannot say what for
sure!)

After a hesitant start Wiggly Wigglers came to life supplying one of the
UK’s first ever worm composting kits, to recycle kitchen waste. I soon learnt
that to survive I needed to create a market, not just fill one, and to do that I
needed to create my own stories and interest.

The population of my village, Blakemere, is 63, with no major towns
nearby, so the internet was the obvious route for my business. It now accounts
for well over 50% of our sales. I found it reasonably easy to connect with the
consumer as I was one, and ‘she’ was pretty similar to me.

‘She’, like me, did not particularly trust farmers and had virtually no
positive views on agriculture. Despite growing up in the countryside and
working on farms first as a contractor and later with our own sheep, my views
on general farming were pretty negative, and gleaned through disease or
subsidy reports in the national press.

Having married a farmer, our main marital issue was the argument
between organic and conventional, which we aired on a regular basis (and still
do). As we all know, with open discussion comes understanding which can
then lead to collaboration and improvements and changes from both sides.

So it was then that I came to my ‘Eureka’ moment

In June 2005 I found out about podcasts. A podcast is an internet radio
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show that you can subscribe to. Subscribing means that the radio show lands
regularly on whatever device you listen to it on, without any more effort
needed, and so obviously potentially it had longevity and a global reach.

In September 2005 Wiggly Wigglers dived in and produced a podcast. It
was one of the first ever gardening and farming podcasts in the world and
needed no licence and very little spend.

It was from this moment that I took a peek out from my Wiggly World and
caught a glimpse of the possibilities for the next generation of internet (the so
called Web 2.0). I wanted to find out what it really offered.

My Study Tour : the Virtual Journey and the Real One
I travelled up the Pacific Coast Highway in California humming “Let’s go,

let’s go to San Francisco…” and feeling rather like Thelma or Louise…
I tried my own internet experiments en route including:

 I set up my own blog.
 I asked on my own and other people’s podcasts for folks to meet and

places to go to that were relevant to my study.
 I joined various online communities and set up my own Facebook group.

The full results of these experiments will be available in my Study
Report ??ref???.

Since returning home I have been asked many times to talk about my
Nuffield Study – “Web 2.0”. Sadly the reactions I get are:

“But Heather this is all very well – I use the internet for Google and eBay but
I don’t need ‘social media’!”

I say, ‘Social Media’ and I look out at blank faces… ”Blogging,
podcasting, Facebook” I plead…

At this point most farmers have completely switched off.

 I haven’t got time…
 It’s for the kids…
 It’s not safe…
 It’s nothing to do with me…
 How do you make money from that then?

Whilst it’s true that fewer than half the farmers in the UK have internet
access – and in remote areas things are even worse in terms of take-up and
access - this just serves to prove how behind we are compared to our urban
counterparts.

In 2007, 15 million households in Great Britain (61%) had Internet access.
This is an increase of 36% since 2002.

Of those with access, by 2007 some 84% had a broadband connection, up
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from 69 per cent in 2006.

Internet World Stats reported that, as at 31st May, 2008, the estimated number
of internet users in the world was 1,412 Million. That means over 20% of the
world population using the web.

The online individual now has a global voice and whether you like it or
whether you don’t, they have the tools to spread news – good or bad - about
your company, or your sector or you.

Your children, your customers, your suppliers, your advocates and your
enemies are already there, they are online now. They can share information
and recommendations at the press of a key. This is word of mouth marketing –
but on a global scale.

We already know about the power of word-of-mouth marketing:
For example my Gran was born in 1888. She ran the bakery and drove a

horse and cart around the villages to deliver bread. It was unusual for a
woman to do this at that time and my Gran’s bread was freshly baked early
every morning in Preston on Wye using local ingredients. It tasted good. She
grew the business by delivering regularly and folks would wait for her to
arrive and tell their neighbours that Flo’s bread was delicious, and that the van
came at 10am.

Direct recommendation – classic word-of mouth marketing.
But then along came advertising. Over the years instead of going for the

best bread, with the best taste, we listened to advertisements. For the next 100
years our decisions to purchase were dominated by the media and adverts. If
you were my Gran you were unlikely to grow your business significantly
unless you had a very big advertising budget like Hovis or Homepride. Brands
were built by throwing money at media channels to get the brand inside the
consumer’s mind.

Looking at how individuals are using the internet now, some of that power
is shifting. Consumers are exposing problems from suppliers and retailers and
sharing those online. On a positive note they are sharing good news, reviewing
products and sharing their experience.

A new transparency is here…
“I remember landing under sniper fire,” Hilary Clinton said in a major

foreign policy speech at George Washington University on March 17.
Unfortunately for her someone had photographed it, and someone else had
filmed it and were only too pleased to publish these online, and the truth was
out. She did not land under sniper fire…

What if you do have something to hide?

I met a farmer during my Nuffield Study year whom I quizzed about his
intensive chicken enterprise. I asked him if he could justify it. He replied that
he couldn’t really, but that his father had started it when margins had not been
squeezed to the extent they were now.

I asked him if he was comfortable with how the chickens were kept and
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dealt with, and he admitted he was not.
I asked him if he ate his own chicken and he explained that most certainly

he did not, he sourced the chicken for his family from the free range farm 6
miles away.

A one to one conversation as per the above is perplexing and in some ways
sad, and I have no doubt that the farmer would not give that particular
interview to Radio 4. However these days everyone is a potential journalist.
You only had to look at the news when the floods hit the Midlands to see that
most clips came from the ‘citizen journalists’ on the ground. I saw the clip of
Saddam Hussein being executed on YouTube and it was filmed by a bystander
in the room.

I myself could so easily have featured that chicken farmer on my podcast,
and by now it would have had 100,000 downloads. Other “journalists” could
have rebroadcast and republished it throughout the world. We all know that
one dissatisfied person will tell fourteen others and so I’ve no doubt this story
could spread to literally millions of people within hours.

I travelled out to a remote island off the coast of Washington State to meet
a farmer called Neal Foley, aka Podchef. Despite the isolation, Podchef is
connected globally and getting his views and opinions to reach a global
audience. He makes a videocast and a podcast from his farm and attacks issues
head on. From grass fed beef through antibiotics, Podchef has a voice and
influence. This would have been impossible just 3 years ago. RSS – Really
Simple Syndication - means that he can choose which news he receives and
subscribe to it under one web page. He is more up to date with detailed
information on UK agriculture than most farmers I know who live here.

The bigger picture
The story is not basically the internet, it is the story of connection. It’s not

the tools: they will come and go. It is the fact that people of like mind can
communicate around the world. Whether it’s the Wiggly Groupies on
Facebook, the Stitch and Pitch ladies in NYC, or farmers sharing best practice,
the point is never before have we had the ability to create our own content and
share it globally.

Now farmers and rural business can talk direct with the general public and
present their message, untampered, to their potential customers and advocates
wherever they may be. As I have found out in my own marriage (mind you, -
I’m not saying he’s right!) with open discussion comes understanding, which
can then lead to collaboration and improvements, and changes from both sides.

Grasp this revolution with both hands.

About the author
Heather Gorringe (heather@wigglywigglers.co.uk) is married to Phil

Gorringe and they are based on Lower Blakemere Farm in Herefordshire.
They farm 485 ha (1200 acres) of which 400ha is arable. The main crops are
cereal and grass for seed plus vining peas. Also they have 150 single-suckler
cows.
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Heather founded Wiggly Wigglers – an eco-gardening company with a
£2.5m turnover, selling bird seed, feeders, composters, plants, flowers, turf,
tools and worms. Lower Blakemere Farm now supplies all of the bird food and
most Wiggly products are sourced locally, mostly from other farmers. The
company sells direct to around 100,000 individual customers all over the UK
and over half of their sales are online. Wiggly Wigglers
(www.wigglywigglers.co.uk) produced one of the world’s first gardening and
farming podcasts and now has thousands of weekly listeners from all over the
world. The company won the Global Dell Business Award in 2008 the Dell
Small Business Excellence Award, won The Food and Farming Industry
Award for Business Development of the Year in 2007, and was the Farmers
Weekly Alternative Enterprise award winner in 2006 (see
www.wigglywigglers.co.uk/life/awards).

Heather is a Nuffield Scholar (2007) studying ‘The Development of the
Web and Social Media’, and completed the Institute of Agricultural
Management Leadership Course in 2008. You can read more about her study
tour at http://heathergorringe.typepad.com.
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A DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL
RETURNS FROM BIOMASS CROPS IN IRELAND

D. Clancy, J. Breen, A.M. Butler, F. Thorne, M. Wallace

The economic case for the production of biomass crops can only be established through a
comprehensive analysis of the potential costs and returns of these crops. Using data from
Ireland, this paper provides a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) investment analysis for two of the
most common biomass crops, willow and miscanthus. We find that miscanthus consistently
generates investment returns greater than willow. Sensitivity analysis is used to examine the
effects on the estimates of variation in key physical and financial parameters. The superseded
enterprise, establishment grant level, yield level, price level, and length of production lifespan
are shown to significantly influence the returns generated by investments in willow and
miscanthus. Due to the level of risk involved in growing biomass, widespread adoption in
Ireland is only likely when the economic merits of these crops have been proven over an
extended period.

Keywords: Willow, Miscanthus, Discounted Cash Flow, Sensitivity Analysis

1. Introduction:
There has been a recent surge of interest in the potential of biomass as an

alternative to fossil fuels within the EU. Rising oil and gas prices, concerns
about the security of imported energy supplies and Kyoto targets to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions have been the principal drivers of government
policy to increase the use of biomass in energy and heat production
(Department of Communications, Marine and Natural Resources, 2007).

As in other countries, the Irish Government has enacted measures to
incentivise the production of biomass crops (Department of Communications,
Marine and Natural Resources, 2007). Farmers who diversify into biomass
crops can receive establishment grants to offset part of the initial setup costs
and they are also currently eligible for an energy crop subsidy of €45 per
hectare. In addition, under the recent CAP reforms, EU agricultural subsidy
payments are substantially de-coupled from production. This allows farmers a
greater freedom to switch to alternative enterprises, such as biomass crop
production, without reducing the value of their existing single farm payment
entitlements. Consequently, farmers may have an important diversification
opportunity which merits careful financial analysis.

From the view point of an individual farmer such analysis is not
straightforward. There are important risks associated with adopting an
enterprise that does not yet have a proven track record. For example, there are
important questions about future demand/prices and the direction of
government policy affecting biomass crops over the longer term. There is also
uncertainty about potential yields since available data are based on small
samples of experimental trials that have been running over a limited number of
years. This makes it difficult to establish how yields are influenced by
production factors and the extent of variability from site to site and over time.
These risks associated with biomass crops are accentuated by their lengthy
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production horizon compared with traditional enterprises. Consequently, it
may not be surprising that farmers are sceptical about the prospect of biomass
crops as a viable alternative agricultural enterprise. A recent survey of Irish
farmers (Connolly et al. 2006) found that only 8 percent of respondents were
willing to consider/investigate the production of biomass crops. This study
seeks to address some of the information deficit about the economics of
biomass crops in Ireland.

Short Rotation Coppice consists of densely planted, high-yielding varieties
of willow (or poplar), which is a perennial woody crop. Miscanthus on the
other hand is a tall perennial woody grass of East Asia origin. Although
willow and miscanthus can be grown in a wide variety of soils, site selection is
important to the yield levels the plantations will achieve. Deep heavy soils will
produce the best yields for willow, while deep, water retentive limestone soils
result in the highest yields for miscanthus. However, due to the fact that
willow and miscanthus are sown and harvested in late winter and early spring
respectively, the site must facilitate the use of heavy machinery necessary for
planting and harvesting the crops. Willow is stick (whole stem) harvested
using grass forage equipment with an adapted header. Miscanthus can be
harvested with many different machines including a sugar cane harvester, a
self propelled precision chop maize harvester and a rotary mower.

The following section of the paper describes the method of analysis and
the assumptions employed. Section 3 details the results of the analysis. Finally
section 4 summarises the research findings and draws conclusions from the
results.

2. Data and Methods

2.1 A Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

This paper employs the well established Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)
method to evaluate willow and miscanthus as investment projects. The
analysis computes investment returns from the production of biomass as an
alternative farm enterprise. It also evaluates the effects of variation in key
parameters on the performance of each investment. The paper abstracts from
issues of scale of investment in biomass by conducting the evaluations in per
hectare terms.

The results of the DCF are presented in terms of both the Net Present
Value (NPV) and the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of each investment. The
NPV values an investment as the sum of the project’s net cash flows
discounted at the businesses’ opportunity cost of capital. The investment
project is deemed to be ‘worthwhile’ if it generates a positive NPV.

The IRR is the discount rate that results in a project generating a NPV of
zero over its economic life. This is a useful measure of the percentage return
from an investment and both the NPV and IRR calculations complement one
another in providing a comprehensive assessment of the financial merits of
alternative investment projects.

Lewandowski et al. (2000) note that the opportunity cost of land has been
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omitted in some studies when calculating investment returns. In order to
address this issue, the opportunity cost of land is accounted through the
inclusion of foregone returns from a superseded activity. In the baseline
calculations this superseded activity is assumed to be the market rental value
for the land used to produce the biomass crop. Approximately 80% of
Ireland’s agricultural area is grassland (Department of Communications,
Marine and Natural Resources, 2007); therefore the average rental value of
grazing land is deemed to be the appropriate measure and is used in this
analysis. As part of a sensitivity analysis, results are also presented for
alternative superseded enterprises such as spring barley, winter wheat and
store to finished beef. Thus the results presented in subsequent sections
comprise the estimated investment returns from a decision to switch a hectare
of land from a conventional enterprise to a biomass crop such as willow or
miscanthus.

The DCF approach to calculate the returns from perennial biomass crops
such as willow and miscanthus has been used by Goor et al. (2000), Heaton et
al. (1999), Toivonen and Tahvanainen (1998), Rosenqvist and Dawson
(2005a) and Styles et al. (2008). These papers used sensitivity analysis to
evaluate the effects of variation in key parameters such as yield level, discount
rate, price per tonne and harvest cycle. Heaton et al. (1999) and Toivonen and
Tahvanainen (1998) used an annual margin calculated from the crops NPV for
comparison with another enterprise. This allowed for an examination of how
the crop performed relative to an existing agricultural enterprise and what
subsidies would be necessary for the biomass crop to achieve parity. Styles et
al. (2008) constructed life-cycle cost assessments for the production of willow
and miscanthus in Ireland. The gross margins of these crops for alternative
harvest and supply strategies were compared with projections of those from
conventional agricultural systems using the NPV approach.

Heaton et al. (1999) stated that the influence of the discount rate is greater
for biomass crops (willow) than for conventional agricultural systems (e.g.
sheep production). This is due to differences in the cash-flow profiles. With
biomass crops the profits come later in the investment horizon and so are
decreased by discounting. Toivonen and Tahvanainen (1998) stated that the
required interest from investment in agriculture is usually in the 3-5% range
and assumed a 5% discount rate in their analysis. Goor et al. (2000), Niskanen
(1999) and Styles et al. (2008) also assumed a 5% discount rate when
examining the economics of biomass crops. Niskanen (1999) argued that the
potential to compare results with other profitability studies which use the NPV
criteria was an additional benefit from applying a conventional discount rate.
Therefore, a 5% discount rate is also applied in this analysis similar to that
used in the literature.

2.2. Cost and Return Estimation of Different Crops

The DCF method is capable of comparing investments with different cash
flow profiles such as annual versus perennial crops. It can easily accommodate
the different harvesting schedules of willow and miscanthus, allowing for the
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timing of cash flows from year to year over the project life. The capital
invested in biomass comprises the start up costs of the willow or miscanthus
enterprise in the initial period, less the establishment grant less the average
working capital released from the superseded enterprise. The cash margin
foregone from the superseded enterprise is deducted annually from the net
margin of the biomass crop. It is assumed that productivity of the biomass
crops and any superseded enterprise remains constant throughout the project
lifespan. Furthermore, by applying sensitivity analysis it is possible to show
the economic outcome on a per hectare basis of varying establishment grant
levels, yields, prices per tonne and production life spans.

2.3 Data and Assumptions

This section details the assumptions made relating to respective costs and
revenues from willow, miscanthus and the superseded enterprises. Figures for
willow and miscanthus were compiled from a review of the relevant literature
and in consultation with the Teagasc Energy Systems Specialist. Table 1
outlines the cost and revenue assumptions for willow and miscanthus. Table 2
details the gross margins and average working capital released from the
superseded enterprises. At the end of the economic life of each biomass crop

the cashflow schedules include the estimated costs of crop removal. This
comprises the expected costs associated with ‘grubbing out’ the roots of the
biomass crops and restoring the land to its original state prior to establishment.

The grazing land rental value was calculated as the average paid per
hectare by farmers engaged in this activity in the Irish National Farm Survey

Willow Miscanthus
Maximum Production

Period
16 Years 16 Years

Number of Harvest
Cycles

7 Harvest Cycles 15 Harvest Cycles

Yield Level1 7t/DM/ha 1st Harvest
10t/DM/ha Every Harvest

Thereafter

6t/DM/ha 1st Harvest
10t/DM/ha Every Harvest

Thereafter
Establishment Grant €1450 (75% payable in

year 1, 25% in year 2)
€1450 (75% payable in year

1, 25% in year 2)
Harvest Strategy Stick harvested, naturally

dried, stored outdoors then
chipped

Baled harvest, naturally
dried, stored outdoors

Moisture Content 25% 20%

Crop Removal €562/ha €225/ha

Price per Tonne2 €55 €60

1. All willow yield levels are expressed in annual terms unless otherwise stated.
2. Assumed price levels for willow and miscanthus based on August 2008 market prices.

Table 1. Model cost and revenue assumptions for willow and miscanthus
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(NFS) from 2005-2007. It was assumed that any rental value less than €20 per
hectare was a nominal value and so was excluded from the analysis. To avoid
problems of allocation of fixed costs associated with owned machinery,
calculations assume contractor charges for all field operations. All machinery
and labour costs are therefore assumed to be variable costs. Due to a number
of factors, such as policy constraints and the pioneer nature of the crops in
Ireland, it is likely that willow and miscanthus will only be introduced to a
small proportion of adopting farms overall land base. Thus the superseded
enterprise is being reduced and not eliminated. In this context the reduction in
fixed costs (e.g. labour) from reducing a conventional enterprise is likely to be
quite small.

The contractor prices were obtained from survey data reported in
Management Data for Farm Planning 2006/2007 (Teagasc 2007) and inflated
using FAPRI-Ireland input cost and price projections until 2009. Obtaining
long range forecasts of costs and prices are a formidable task in any farm
investment appraisal. In this analysis estimates of input costs assume normal
input levels under average production conditions as estimated by enterprise
specialists. Average levels of technical efficiency, based on National Farm
Survey data, are assumed for the superseded enterprises. Prices for all inputs
and the outputs of superseded activities are conservative estimates based on
medium term FAPRI projections. The resulting normalised margins for the
biomass crops and the superseded enterprises are held constant over the
economic life of each project. The level of the establishment grant for biomass
crops is the current rate available under the National Bioenergy Scheme (2006
-2009).

Net Present
Value *

Internal Rate of
Return

Payback Period
(Years)

Willow -€757 -1.68% N/A

Miscanthus €886 10.31% 9

* Discount rate is 5%.

Table 3. Baseline investment performance in per hectare terms

Table 2. Gross margin and working capital released per hectare for the
superseded enterprises

1. Gross margin for production enterprises assume average levels of technical efficiency
2 Working capital released is the average capital tied up in stock and variable inputs for each
enterprise.

Grazing Land
Rental Value

Spring Barley Winter Wheat Store to
Finished Beef

Gross Margin1 €236 €260 €435 €210

Working capi-
tal released2

- €291 €487 €928
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3. Results:

3.1. Baseline results

Table 3 presents some of the key economic findings under the crop
costings and economic assumptions that have been outlined above.

The IRR for miscanthus (10.31%) is significantly higher than that of
willow (-1.68%). Under the baseline assumptions miscanthus generates a
positive NPV (€886) suggesting that it would be a financially worthwhile
alternative enterprise. Under the same rationale, the negative NPV for willow
(-€757) suggests that this investment should not be made. The payback period
is the point at which an investment has recouped its costs and begins to
generate a positive return (Ingersoll and Ross 1992). In this analysis it was
calculated as the year in which the sum of discounted cashflows becomes
positive, which also allows for the incorporation of interest payments in the
analysis. The payback period for willow is longer than the project lifespan of
16 years while for miscanthus it takes 9 years to recoup the costs. The
discounted cash flows for willow and miscanthus are presented in Appendices
1 and 2.

In the following sections, sensitivity analysis is conducted in order to
examine the effects of variation in key parameters on the IRR’s generated
from investments in willow and miscanthus.

Figure 1. Impact of Land Rental Values on the Internal Rate of Return per
Hectare
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3.2 Influence of the opportunity cost of land and alternative superseded
enterprises

The effect of variation in the opportunity cost of land (rental value for
land) on the returns available from willow and miscanthus is shown in Figure
1. The minimum and maximum grazing land rental values from the NFS in the
period 2005 – 2007 was used in the estimation of the range of values for the
analysis.

The opportunity cost of land in terms of the potential land rental values
receivable by the farmer have a significant effect on the decision to invest in
willow and miscanthus production. At the baseline land rental value of €236
per hectare willow (-1.68%) generates a negative return while miscanthus
(10.31%) generates a positive return. The results show that farmers who could
let their land for more than €250 per hectare would be better off doing so than
adopting willow production. Any land rental value less than €400 would make
miscanthus a more attractive investment than letting the land.

An alternative way of viewing the opportunity costs of growing biomass
crops is in terms of the foregone returns from conventional enterprises that

might be replaced by biomass. Three conventional enterprises (spring barley,
winter wheat and a store to finished beef) are considered as being superseded
by willow or miscanthus (Table 4). In contrast to the baseline assumption in
which the alternative was to let the land, the ceasing of an existing production
enterprise results in working capital being released from the activity, reducing
the net set-up cost for the investment in biomass.

Net Present
Value *

Internal Rate of
Return

Payback Period
(Years)

Superseded:
Spring Barley

Willow -€719 -2.68% N/A

Miscanthus €924 11.25% 8

Superseded:
Winter Wheat

Willow -€2338 -20.27% N/A

Miscanthus -€694 -1.86% N/A

Superseded:
Store to Finished
Beef

Willow €436 10.93% 8

Miscanthus €2080 22.93% 6

*Discount rate 5%.

Table 4: Investment performance in per hectare terms with alternative as-
sumptions about the superseded activity
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Miscanthus (11.25%) generates a positive IRR when spring barley is the
superseded enterprise, while the return from willow (-2.68%) is still negative.
However the negative NPV coupled with the low IRR for willow suggest that
this investment may not be worthwhile. The payback period for willow and
miscanthus is the same as under the baseline assumptions.

Superseding a winter wheat enterprise with either willow or miscanthus
(-1.86%) would generate a negative IRR for the investing farmer. The
opportunity cost from the higher margin winter wheat activity outweighs the
returns available from willow and miscanthus production. The payback period
for willow and miscanthus is longer than the project lifespan of 16 years.

A farmer who superseded a store to finished beef enterprise in order to
invest in a willow (10.93%) or miscanthus (22.93%) production project would
generate a positive return on this investment. The payback period is reached in
8 years for willow and 3 years earlier for miscanthus (year 6) than if a grazing
land rental enterprise was superseded. The larger returns generated by a farmer
switching from a store to finish beef enterprise to willow or miscanthus is a
result of a combination of a lower superseded gross margin and a greater
working capital released.

3.3 Influence of an establishment grant

A scenario in which no establishment grant is offered was examined in
order to assess its impact on the IRR from producing willow and miscanthus
(Fig. 2). This was compared with the baseline assumption of an establishment
grant being offered.

The removal of the establishment grant has a considerable effect on the

Figure 2. Impact of Alternative Establishment Grant Levels on the Internal
Rate of Return per Hectare
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IRR achievable from willow (-8.08%) and miscanthus (2.67%). This is to be
expected as the majority of the costs associated with these crops are accrued in
the years before the first harvest. Without an establishment grant the IRR from
willow is negative, although it remains positive for miscanthus. Even when the
establishment grant is removed the level of returns from miscanthus are
greater than those of willow with the establishment grant. The payback period
for willow is longer than the project lifespan of 16 years and is delayed by 4
years to year 13 for miscanthus when no establishment grant is offered.

3.4 Influence of yield level

In order to assess the effect that yield level variation has on the investment
return of both crops, a low and high yield level scenario (Table 5) were

Willow Miscanthus

Low Yield Level 5t/DM/ha 1st Harvest
8t/DM/ha Every Harvest

Thereafter

4t/DM/ha 1st Harvest
8t/DM/ha Every Harvest

Thereafter
High Yield Level 9t/DM/ha 1st Harvest

12t/DM/ha Every Harvest
Thereafter

8t/DM/ha 1st Harvest
12t/DM/ha Every Harvest

Thereafter

Table 5: Low and high yield level scenarios for willow and miscanthus

Figure 3. Impact of Yield Level Variation on the Internal Rate of Return per
Hectare
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compared with the baseline yield level (Fig. 3).
The high and low yield levels for willow and miscanthus were compiled in

consultation with the Teagasc Crops Research Centre and from a review of the
literature (Rosenqvist and Dawson, 2005a; Heaton et al., 1999; Toivonen and
Tahvanainen, 1998).

Figure 3 shows that, as expected, yield levels have a significant impact in
determining the IRR from willow and miscanthus production. The yield levels
for these crops have a high variability due to a number of factors such as;
meteorological conditions (particularly sunshine and rainfall); location (soil
fertility, latitude and sheltering); and harvesting conditions (harvesting losses
for miscanthus are typically 10-30% but could be worse under poor
conditions) (Finnan, 2008). Both willow (-16.40%) and miscanthus (-1.34%)
generate a negative IRR under the low yield scenario suggesting that the
investment is susceptible to risk from yield level variation. The payback
period is longer than the production lifespan of 16 years for both willow and
miscanthus when low yield levels are experienced. Under the high yield
scenario the IRR of both willow (9.71%) and miscanthus (19.00%) are
significantly higher than under the baseline yield levels. The IRR for willow
under the high yield scenario is still lower than that of miscanthus under the
baseline scenario. The payback period for willow and miscanthus under the
high yield scenario are years 10 and 7 respectively.

Figure 4. Impact of Price per Tonne Variation on the Internal Rate of Return
per Hectare
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3.5 Influence of price per tonne

The effect that the price per tonne has on the economic viability of willow
and miscanthus was examined by varying the price received per tonne (Figure
4).

The price per tonne offered has a large effect on the level of returns
attainable from willow and miscanthus production. For example, an increase
in price from the baseline level to the highest price scenario increased the
IRR’s of willow and miscanthus by 28.13% and 23.76% respectively. The
payback period was reduced to 6 years in the case of willow and 5 years in the
case of miscanthus. Under the lowest price scenario the payback period for
willow is longer than the project lifespan of 16 years, while it is 14 years for
miscanthus. Willow generates a negative IRR under the lowest price scenario
as well as at the baseline level. Although miscanthus (1.40%) still manages to
generate a positive IRR at this price level, the low level of this return is
unlikely to incentivise farmers to switch enterprises.

3.6 Influence of production lifespan

The influence that the length of the production lifespan has on the returns
for willow and miscanthus was examined by varying the economic life of both
crops. A 10 – 22 year range of project lifespan was examined for willow and a
10 - 20 year lifespan for miscanthus (Fig. 5). Note that in the case of willow
the IRR is plotted for two year increments in project length as the crop
generates a harvest every other year. It can be assumed that a farmer would
only terminate the enterprise immediately after a harvest.

The general consensus in the literature was for a 22 year life-cycle for

Figure 5. Impact of Production Lifespan on the Internal Rate of Return per
Hectare
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willow (Heaton et al. 1999, Rosenqvist and Dawson 2005a, Toivonen and
Tahvanainen 1998). Furthermore Rosenqvist and Dawson (2005a) stated that
the availability of new and improved planting stock with higher yield potential
and/or reduced disease susceptibility may be an important issue in determining
the economic life of a plantation. However, Lewandowski et al. (2000)
highlighted the fact that most trials are under ten years old and the length of
time a plantation is productive is untested. Therefore they suggest that 15 – 20
years should be the maximum lifespan assumed. In this analysis a conservative
production lifespan of 16 years is assumed as the baseline scenario for both
willow and miscanthus.

Decreasing the length of the production lifespan has a significant impact
on the investment returns achievable from willow and miscanthus. This is to
be expected given the substantial establishment costs for biomass crop
production at the beginning of the projects lifecycle. A 10 year project lifespan
fails to generate a positive IRR for willow (-6.59%), however it does so for
miscanthus (4.41%). One of the conditions of the national bioenergy scheme is
that farmers must produce biomass crops for a minimum of 7 years. If they
cease production before that point, they must pay back any grant money
received. Under the baseline scenario the payback period for willow is longer
than the 16 year project lifespan and is 9 years for miscanthus which suggest
that any farmer entering production of these crops at current market prices
would need to commit to at least a 10-16 year project as the effect on
profitability of the establishment grant being returned would be detrimental to
the investment.

5. Conclusion
Given realistic assumptions miscanthus generates a positive rate of return

on investment and is a potentially worthwhile investment. However, the risks
associated with the extremely long payback periods necessary to recoup
investment costs would be a concern to most investors. Especially in the case
of willow the negative return on investment means that it is unlikely that most
farmers will invest in biomass production while foregoing average returns
from a conventional enterprise. These results concur with those of Rosenqvist
and Dawson (2005b) who found that the economics of growing willow as an
energy crop are marginal and highly dependent on the support for the
conventional crops or enterprises they replace and on the maintenance of high
yield levels.

Miscanthus consistently outperformed willow in terms of investment
performance. Consequently, based on these results miscanthus is most likely
to be the biomass crop of choice given its superior yield potential, annual
production cycle and cash flow profile. Although willow has a greater
maximum production lifespan of 22 years compared with 20 years for
miscanthus, the return on investment for willow (3.23%) is still substantially
lower than that of miscanthus (11.96%). The cost of removing the crop at the
end of the production lifespan is also considerably higher for willow (€562)
than miscanthus (€225). However, similar to Styles et al (2008), it was found
that, after discounting, the cost of crop removal made only a small
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contribution to overall costs.
However, there are management factors that may make willow a more

attractive investment for some farmers. Firstly, willow is in general more
tolerant of colder, wetter conditions and poorer quality land, therefore making
it more suitable than miscanthus for many Irish farmers. It must be stated that
although willow can be grown on poorer land, there is a limit to how ‘poor’
the land can be as it must allow for sowing and harvesting operations to be
carried out from January to April. In this analysis it is assumed that willow and
miscanthus are competing for the same land and so face the same opportunity
costs. However, the fact that willow tolerates poorer soil conditions suggests
that a fairer comparison of the crops might be between willow under a lower
and miscanthus under a higher opportunity cost. Further research is required to
establish the extent of the underlying trade-offs which are unclear at this point
in time.

Given relatively modest rates of return, any value which can be added to
biomass crops by giving them a dual function will greatly enhance its
economic sustainability. Increasing interest is being given to the concept of
disposal of agricultural and municipal wastes on energy crops (Britt et al.
2002). Various municipal waste products that are rich in nutrients and/or water
such as wastewater and sewage sludge could partly or to a full extent replace
the need of conventional fertilisation and enhance growth (Melin et al. 2004).
This would provide an economic benefit to the producers of energy crops with
a reduction in fertiliser costs, a potentially higher yield level and with a gate
fee from the waste provider for disposal of the sludge. Research is currently
being conducted by the Teagasc Crops Research Centre in to the effects of
bioremediation on willow and miscanthus. Upon completion, the data from
this research may be incorporated into the DCF model in order to analyze the
impact of bioremediation on the economics of biomass crops.

Sensitivity analysis indicates that the establishment grant level, yield level,
price level, the length of the production lifespan and land rental values all have
an impact on the IRR achievable from willow and miscanthus production. Of
course, in all cases the opportunity cost in terms of the revenue foregone from
a superseded activity is critically important. It is unlikely for a farmer to find it
attractive to grow a biomass crop by reducing a high margin cereal crop such
as winter wheat. The investment is most attractive when a store to finished
beef enterprise is superseded, with both willow (10.93%) and miscanthus
(22.93%) both generating a positive IRR and having a greatly reduced
payback period under this scenario. Consequently, in the Irish context,
biomass production is likely to be most attractive to lowland beef producers.
The returns from biomass crops are above those from beef production under
average levels of efficiency but in addition the labour requirements are
significantly lower.

Given the high incidence of part time farming especially among beef
producers in Ireland, the reduced labour requirement of willow and miscanthus
may be a particular attraction in terms of greater compatibility with off-farm
work commitments. In other situations the switch to biomass production may
free up time to enable a farmer to take up off-farm employment. This potential
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benefit has not been considered in the calculations within this paper but it
could provide a motivation for some farmers to commence biomass production
even when the investment returns are below those achievable through a
conventional enterprise.

The agronomic and economic characteristics of willow and miscanthus
make them risky alternatives compared to many conventional farm enterprises.
For example, the lack of information regarding the crops suitability to Irish
soil and climate means that yield levels are difficult to predict. The price level
is also highly uncertain as the market for biomass crops in Ireland is still in its
infancy. Although many energy companies offer guaranteed prices for
biomass feedstock, there is still the risk that such companies may go out of
business. This would leave the farmers with a perennial crop but no market.
Any new purchaser of the feedstock could potentially drive the price down, as
farmers have already incurred the substantial establishment costs and the costs
of crop removal are high. Moreover, the lengthy production lifespan and
extremely long payback periods for investments in biomass crops serves to
heighten the level of risk associated with key parameters. Uncertainty about
critical variables such as the annual yield level and the price per tonne make it
difficult to accurately calculate the returns of such investments.

Accordingly, it can be expected that more risk averse farmers are unlikely
to find biomass production an attractive investment prospect during the
pioneer stage of the bioenergy market in Ireland. More widespread adoption is
only likely when the economic merits of these crops have been proven over an
extended period.
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Year Willow Cash Margin
(€)

Superseded Cash
Margin (€)

Overall Cash Margin
(€)

1 (1644) 236 (1880)

2 309 236 73

3 0 236 (236)

4 324 236 88

5 0 236 (236)

6 810 236 575

7 0 236 (236)

8 810 236 575

9 0 236 (236)

10 810 236 575

11 0 236 (236)

12 810 236 575

13 0 236 (236)

14 810 236 575

15 0 236 (236)

16 248 236 12

Appendix 1: Cash Flow of Willow Enterprise under the Baseline
Assumptions
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Short abstract (cover)

Using data from Ireland, this paper provides a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)
investment analysis for two of the most common biomass crops, willow and
miscanthus. It concludes that due to the level of risk involved in growing
biomass, widespread adoption in Ireland is only likely when the economic
merits of these crops have been proven over an extended period.

Year Miscanthus Cash
Margin (€)

Superseded Cash
Margin (€)

Overall Cash Margin
(€)

1 (2363) 236 (2599)

2 535 236 299

3 563 236 327

4 563 236 327

5 563 236 327

6 563 236 327

7 563 236 327

8 563 236 327

9 563 236 327

10 563 236 327

11 563 236 327

12 563 236 327

13 563 236 327

14 563 236 327

15 563 236 327

16 308 236 72

Appendix 2: Cash Flow of Miscanthus Enterprise under the Baseline
Assumptions
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SIGNIFICANCE OF WHEAT GRAIN QUALITY IN THE
ECONOMICS OF THE UK BIOETHANOL INDUSTRY

K. D. Awole, P. S. Kettlewell, S. T. Parsons, M. C. Hare

The purpose of this paper is to quantify the economic impact of variation in alcohol yield from
wheat grain used as the feedstock in the emerging UK bioethanol industry. Analysis of alcohol
yield of 84 Recommended List samples shows that the annual cost saving from high alcohol
yield wheat compared with low alcohol yield wheat could exceed £3 million per annum or £34
per tonne of wheat processed in a plant with a capacity of 100k tonnes of wheat per year.

Key words: bioethanol, wheat grain, feedstock quality, cost of production

Introduction
Bioethanol production is not new technology: it has been used when the

world oil price has been high and when there has been restricted oil supply; for
example, during the first and second world wars (Batchelor et al., 1994). In
recent decades Brazil has become a model in producing biofuel. At least from
the early 1970s until the mid 1990s, Brazil was the only country known for
production of bioethanol (Mol, 2007). The recent escalation of oil price and
increased interest in environmental issues has caused a resurgence of ethanol
production. More and more countries are considering biofuel as a means of
attaining greater energy security in addition to addressing environmental
problems (Peters and Thielmann, 2008). Although the UK is less reliant on
imported fuel than countries such as the USA, the environmental benefits of
biofuels should not be overlooked (Robinson, 2002). The UK is committed to
the Kyoto agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and in the UK an
energy White Paper seeks reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by 60%
before 2050 (Dti, 2003). The transport sector is responsible for about 30% of
the UK’s CO2 emissions (Smith et al., 2006).

Biofuel production in the UK had been exclusively biodiesel until the start
of bioethanol production in 2007 by British Sugar (GCC, 2007). A new
bioethanol plant is also under construction by Ensus (at the time of writing,
March, 2009) with a processing capacity of about 315 kilo tonnes of
bioethanol per year. Another eight wheat grain bioethanol plants are planned
with a total production capacity of about 1.6 million tonnes of bioethanol per
year (NNFCC, 2008). The current bioethanol production in the UK has been
promoted by government policy (blending quota), tax incentives and relatively
high crude oil prices.

The economic feasibility of bioethanol in the UK has been investigated by
several authors (e.g. Batchelor et al., 1994; Bullard et al., 2003; Turley et al.,
2004). The results indicated that the production cost of bioethanol is generally
higher than that of petrol. Studies conducted in China on cassava bioethanol
and in the US on maize bioethanol suggested that the two most important
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factors in the economics of bioethanol production are petrol price and
feedstock costs (Keim and Venkatasubramanian, 1989; Hu et al., 2004). When
petrol is expensive and/or feedstock cost is cheap, bioethanol would be more
viable (Anon, 1988). However, the relationship between these two is not very
clear: while some suggest there is a strong correlation, others claim the
relationship is only by chance.

The bioethanol market is global and highly competitive; so end-product
price is exogenous to firms and encouraging the success of bioethanol
production in the UK should focus on minimizing the cost of production
(Smith et al., 2006). Bullard et al. (2003) suggested that the cost of production
of bioethanol can be reduced, given significant investment in R&D. R&D is
required to increase the alcohol yield (AY) of wheat and to improve the
processing efficiency. It is important to note that increases in AY could result
from purchases of the wheat feedstock. The UK potable alcohol distilleries
have a Recommended List of varieties of wheat for distilling quality. Studies
have shown that there is still high variation between and within these varieties
in alcohol yielding potential (Kindred et al., 2008; Swanston et al., 2005;
2007). Several grain characteristics such as starch and protein concentration,
thousand grain weight (TGW), grain length to width ratio have an association
with alcohol yield and can be used as indicators of high alcohol yielding wheat
(Awole et al., 2008). Although grain starch content is the main raw material of
the grain which will be converted to alcohol, it is difficult to measure starch
content (Smith et al., 2006). So far, among all grain characteristics, protein
concentration and TGW are the best indicators of grain alcohol yielding
potential (Awole et al., 2008; Swanston et al., 2007). More research is being
conducted to identify the best quality criteria for alcohol yielding potential.

Poor quality wheat results in lower strength alcohol, and as a result it not
only yields less alcohol but takes more energy to do so (Bringhurst et al.,
2003). Moreover, poor quality wheat gives a larger proportion of residual
material which again takes more energy for cooling and drying.

The main purpose of this analysis is to examine significance of the
feedstock quality variability in the overall economics of wheat grain
bioethanol production, so as to determine the need for clear feedstock quality
criteria. Although the quality of wheat has an impact on the amount of alcohol
produced and on energy-cost-saving, this analysis is limited to the effect on
variability in alcohol yield. It is difficult to demonstrate the variation in energy
consumption, since the energy data obtained from laboratory analysis is not
representative of the larger scale industrial production of bioethanol.

Cost of production
Economic analysis requires detailed understanding of the ways in which

costs are built, starting from production and proceeding through to marketing.
The overall cost of bioethanol production and transportation, including the
blending cost, should be comparable not only with petrol prices but also with
the ‘free on board’ (fob) price of bioethanol imported from other countries.
The major costs of bioethanol production can be categorized into three main
parts as indicated below.
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Feedstock cost

Feedstock is any biomass resource destined for conversion to energy or
biofuel. Apart from the British sugar plant at Wissington which produces
bioethanol from Sugar beet, all the other planned bioethanol plants in the UK
use wheat as a feedstock. Therefore feedstock in this paper refers to wheat.
Feedstock cost is the price that bioethanol producers must pay for the wheat
delivered to their factory gate. Feedstock accounts for between 55-70% of the
total cost of bioethanol production (Anon, 1983; Schultze et al., 2005), and
therefore feedstock cost is an important factor in the economics of the
industry.

The traditional markets for UK wheat are for animal feed and for milling -
of which the majority is for bread and biscuit making (Hollins et al., 2006) -
and also for brewing and distilling (Smith et al., 2006). Milling wheat and feed
wheat have distinct properties: the main distinctions being grain protein
concentration and potential grain yield per hectare. Feed wheat has been
preferred by the potable alcohol industry and this will be the same for the
biofuel industry because of its lower protein concentration and lower market
price than that of milling wheat.

The price of feedstock is highly volatile depending on market conditions,
expectations concerning future harvests and world stocks. In recent years the
primary commodity price has been rising tremendously. World prices of wheat
and maize increased by 136 and 31 percent respectively between March 2007
and April 2008 (Pfuderer and Castillo, 2008). There has, however, been a
substantial decrease lately. Bioethanol production is very sensitive to wheat
price (Batchelor et al., 1994). The price of feedstock (feed wheat) can be

Figure 1 The trend in UK feed wheat, milling wheat and distilling wheat
consumption from 1994 to 2007. [Data source: HGCA)]
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affected by the supply and demand for human consumption (milling wheat),
supply and demand for livestock feed (feed wheat and other cereal feeds) and
the supply and demand for alcoholic beverages, but it is more sensitive to
supply than demand. Moreover the feedstock costs of bioethanol producers
depend on the size of the order they are able to place and the contractual
agreements made (DfT, 2006a). The historical data show that the demand for
milling, feed and distilling wheat has been increasing during the past 15 years.
The most notable one in the UK is feed wheat consumption (Figure 1). This
indicates the potential competition for wheat in the near future which could
raise the feedstock price.

Energy Cost

Energy used in the production process accounts for the second largest cost,
next to feedstock cost, in the economics of bioethanol production. Schulze et
al. (2005) studied the economics of bioethanol production from four
feedstocks: sugar cane; wheat; maize and sugar beet (in Brazil, central Europe,
US and Germany respectively). They concluded that the energy costs account
for 10-16 percent of the total cost of bioethanol production depending on
location and feedstock type. According to their study, the energy costs of
bioethanol production from wheat in central Europe are approximately 10
percent of the total cost.

Process Thermal energy
use % of total

Meridith (2003)

Electrical energy
use % of total

Meridith (2003)

Thermal energy
use % of total

Schulze (2006)

Grain recovery
and milling

0 1 Not included

Cooking and
Liquefaction

4-6 0 10

Fermentation 1 0 30

Distillation and
dehydration

43-48 0 20

Evaporation and
drying of DDGS

31-36 3-4 40

Utilities 4-6 4-5 Not included

Building 1 0 Not included

Totals 91 9 100

Table 1. Thermal and electrical energy required at different stages of
bioethanol production
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The major processes of bioethanol production from wheat are milling,
cooking, fermentation and distillation. The energy requirement of each sub-
process of wheat-based bioethanol production is indicated in Table 1 using
estimates from two sources.

The most intensive energy-demanding steps are those which involve
heating; these are cooking, distilling and drying the residue to produce dried
distillers grain with solubles (DDGS). Reducing thermal energy required at
these stages will have a significant effect on reducing the cost of energy and
reducing greenhouse gases. Good plant design involving integration of heat-
consuming steps such as distillation and dehydration could reduce the energy
cost (Schulze et al., 2005). A number of commercial simulators such as Aspen
Plus (Brien and Craig, 1996: Wooley et al., 1999; Krishnan et al., 2000) and
Super Pro Designer (Kwiatkowski, 2006) have been used to optimize the
processing efficiency and associated costs.

In addition to the processing efficiency, the quality of feedstock used has a
substantial impact on energy saving. Both good quality and poor quality wheat
require the same amount of energy during cooking, but poor quality wheat
yields lower strength alcohol and high residual matter. Consequently, poor
quality wheat requires more energy for each litre of alcohol produced during
dehydration of the alcohol and drying of DDGS (Bringhurst et al., 2003).
Smith et al. (2006) estimated that the value of high quality grain in UK
bioethanol production could be millions of pounds a year. Therefore, both
quality of the feedstock used and processing efficiency are very important in
the economics of bioethanol production through energy saving.

Investment cost

The third most important cost in the economics of bioethanol production is
the capital cost, accounting for 9-14% of the total cost of production (Schulze
et al., 2005). When taking this cost into consideration, it is important to note
that there are economies of scale. Batchelor et al. (1994) demonstrated that
capital cost per litre is sensitive to scale of production as larger scales could
significantly reduce the capital cost per litre of ethanol produced. It has been
suggested that grants or soft loans could potentially reduce the production
costs of bioethanol. Batchelor et al. (1994) suggested that a grant funding of
about 40% of the capital cost can reduce the production cost by 3.7 p/litre
making it cost only 35.1 p/litre for a plant size of 78 kt wheat per annum. The
experience of Brazil and USA is worth mentioning in respect to government
support towards development of biofuel production. In both countries the
boost in bioethanol production has only been achieved after billions of dollars
of subsidies. USA alone invested about US$11 billion to subsidise bioethanol
production prior to 2001 (WorldWatch Institute, 2007).

The capital cost depends on the asset life of the production plant and the
rate of return expected by the investors. Most of the economic analyses of
wheat-based bioethanol production consider a 15% return rate on capital costs
(Batchelor et al., 1994; Bullard et al., 2003). This figure is higher than normal
energy investment analysis but reflects the rate of financial and technical risks
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involved in the establishment of such huge plants for a new product (Turley
and Ceddia, 2003). Owing to the uncertainty of the life expectancy of any duty
concession for bioethanol, it is difficult to account for the long-term
depreciation of capital asset. It is unlikely that the government could guarantee
a duty concession over a period of 5 years (Turley and Ceddia, 2003). Thus
investors would require a higher rate of return and this makes the cost of
production of bioethanol more expensive.

Revenue
Although bioethanol is the main product of the process and expected to

yield returns, other co-products can be used to offset the production costs. The
potential sources of revenue are discussed below.

Bioethanol

Bioethanol can be used as a petrol additive or it can also substitute for
petrol (Walker, 2005). Bioethanol acts as an oxygenate, increasing the oxygen
content of the fuel which enhances combustion, consequently resulting in
increased efficiency and reduced emissions (Turley et al., 2004). Bioethanol
represented a negligible amount (0.39%) of the total petrol usage in the UK up
to 2006 (BERR, 2007). Tesco has been selling petrol of up to 5% blend at over
185 forecourts in the UK when it has been profitable to do so (Tesco, 2006).
Eighty-five percent ethanol blends (E85) for flexible fuel cars have also been
sold in the UK by Morrisons (Morrisons, 2006). In total, eight million litres of
bioethanol, imported predominantly from Brazil, were sold in March 2006 in
the UK (DfT, 2006b). Predictions show that the UK road transport demand
will increase by 60% from 1990 to 2025 (NNFCC, 2008). This, together with
renewable transport fuel obligation (RTFO) demands of 5% biofuel blending
quota by 2010 imposes a very high demand for bioethanol in the UK.

Although the price of bioethanol has to follow that of petrol, the current
production costs of bioethanol are generally more expensive than its
counterpart. Consequently most countries have supporting policies in the form
of blending quota and tax exemption or reductions to encourage use of
bioethanol. The UK government has had a 20 p/litre of duty reduction for
bioethanol since 2005.

Distillers dried grains with solubles

DDGS is an essential by-product of cereal bioethanol production. Taking
out the starch from the grain through fermentation concentrates all the
remaining nutrients of the grain by a factor of three, making DDGS rich in the
three most expensive nutrients added to livestock diets: fat, protein and
minerals (Jacques, 2003). Thus DDGS is a high value feedstuff for dairy
cattle, beef cattle, pigs, poultry and aquaculture (EUBIA, undated).

Although DDGS can be used for other purposes as well, the current market
for DDGS is in the feed sector. In addition to supplementing the local
livestock cereal feed, DDGS will also play a considerable role in reducing or
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avoiding soyabean meal import to the UK. As the exact inclusion rate of
DDGS in the animal feedstuff is not known, it is difficult to assess the market
size of DDGS (Smith et al., 2006). The UK imported about 1.8 million tonnes
of soybean meal in 2007. DDGS would compete with soya-bean meal in the
feedstuff market if it contained high quality digestible protein. Currently the
common use of DDGS in the feed is a substitute for alternative protein sources
like soya-bean meal but DDGS can also replace energy sources in livestock
feeding stuffs such as cereals (Jacques, 2003).

Even though DDGS is merely a by-product of bioethanol production it
makes a substantial contribution to the economic viability of the industry
(Tucker et al., 2004). According to Batchelor et al. (1994) the cost of
production of bioethanol is sensitive to DDGS price. A study conducted in the
USA showed that an income obtained from maize DDGS returns 40-45% of
the cost of maize from which it is produced (Keim and Venkatasubramanian,
1989).

The simultaneous co-production of DDGS in millions of tonnes each year
will affect the supply and consequently the price. In addition to the supply and
demand there are many factors which could possibly affect the market price of
DDGS and hence bioethanol production. Among these factors, the nutrient
content of the DDGS is very important (Copper, 2007). Therefore, producing
high quality DDGS is vital for commercially successful bioethanol production.
The other factor which could determine the DDGS price is the price of the
other feeds which DDGS is expected to replace. Soya-bean meal price as a
protein source or cereal feed price such as maize, wheat and barley as an
energy source, could compete with DDGS prices. Historically the price of
maize DDGS in the United States generally follows that of maize grain
(Cooper, 2007).

Carbon dioxide

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of the major by-products of bioethanol
production. Approximately 280 kg CO2 per tonne of wheat is produced
through yeast respiration (Smith et al., 2006). CO2 can be collected and sold as
an additional income source. The possible markets for CO2 are: in the
carbonated drinks industry; for greenhouses to enhance productivity; in
refrigeration and packaging industries; or in fire extinguishers (Senn and
Pieper, 2000). However the collection of CO2 is very expensive, therefore it
may not be economical to collect CO2 with the current limited market (Smith
et al., 2006). Although the North British Distillery is the only distillery in the
country which collects, purifies and sells CO2, the CO2 market in the UK is
currently saturated (Watts, 2008). All recent economic studies exclude CO2

income due to lack of markets. However it is possible that in the future
markets could be created for CO2.

Others

In order to reduce the cost of production of bioethanol and obtain a higher
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economic benefit, the alcohol industry should generate value added co-
products. The co-products could establish markets in the feed, food and
fertilizer industry (Pass and Lambart, 2003). Home Grown Cereals Authority
(HGCA) (2007) has been looking into one of the possible co-products,
extraction of arabinoxylans (AX) from wheat bran. Arabinoxylan can be used
in food and pharmaceutical industries. The research revealed that arabinoxylan
could be produced economically in an integrated biorefinery and can enhance
the economics of bioethanol production if there is a market for arabinoxylans.

A novel wheat-based biorefinery which could replace the current dry-
milling process of wheat has been proposed by Arifeen et al. (2007a&b). This
process allows the extraction of different components of the grain (bran,
gluten, and starch) for different end-uses (Arifeen et al., 2007a&b). Such
processing could produce value added co-products such as gluten (Arifeen et
al., 2007a&b). Despite much research to diversify the co-products of
bioethanol production, currently there is no commercially viable co-product
apart from DDGS.

Economic analysis

Supply and demand and price relationship between fuel energy sources

The historical crude oil price data has shown very high escalation in recent
years (Figure 2). Such a huge rise in crude oil prices has created a good
opportunity for bioethanol, as demonstrated by the tremendous increase in
world bioethanol production. Biofuels in general have seen a threefold
increase in the past two decades (Pfuderer and Castillo, 2008). A high crude
oil price has a dual impact on bioethanol production. While high oil price
makes bioethanol more competitive in the market, it also increases the cost of
production of bioethanol due to high energy costs for feedstock production and
processing.

In theory, the supply of petrol will affect demand for bioethanol in the
market. However, for the time being this relationship is set to be relatively
constant as bioethanol has constant demand created by a mandatory blending
quota in the UK. The demand for biofuels is likely to remain the compulsory
blending quota unless bioethanol becomes cheaper than petrol in the market.

The price of feedstock is the major determining factor for the economics of
bioethanol production. As wheat has many other established uses, the price of
wheat for bioethanol will be affected by demand and supply for these other
uses. The most common way of studying such demand and supply interaction
is through historical data. However, wheat bioethanol production and the
market are relatively new phenomena, and therefore the market for both the
feedstock as well as the bioethanol itself is not well developed and the
information needed to obtain a clear understanding of the scenario is not
currently available.
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Cost of production

Several authors have looked into the economics of bioethanol production
and estimated the cost of production p/litre of ethanol (Table 2). The studies
were conducted in different years and conditions, thus showing considerable
variation. The study by Batchelor et al. (1994) is based on a pilot plant which
produces bioethanol from wheat in Sweden. All the expenses and revenues
were determined from the operating company’s actual data. This figure could
be more reliable than other estimates as it is based on real operations rather
than assumptions. Turley et al. (2004) and Walker et al. (2005) determined the
cost of production based on the 1994 data of Batchelor et al., but adjusted to
the current price of wheat and DDGS of the study year. Bullard et al., (2003)
followed a different approach for determining the cost of production. The
feedstock cost was determined as the cost required to grow wheat instead of
the market price of wheat. The capital cost was considered based on different
published sources of EU and North America together with consultations with
several UK bioethanol project developers. The study by BTG (2004) is less
relevant to UK conditions as it is entirely based on other countries’ situations.

Despite the slight variation in the estimated cost of production by different
authors, all concluded that bioethanol production is much more expensive than
its counterpart, petrol production. The Department for Transport (DfT, 2006a)
has studied the size of government concessions required to make bioethanol
competitive with petrol using different scenarios of bioethanol production. It
was suggested that a duty cut of 26-29 p/litre is required to incentivise

Figure 2. The annual average crude oil price in U.S. Dollars per barrel from
1994-2007 [Data source: EIA (05 Dec 2008)]
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bioethanol production from wheat (DfT, 2006a).
The cost of producing ethanol from wheat, updated from Bullard et al.

(2003) for the 2008 average feed wheat price (£136) and recent DDGS price
(£170) is about 48 p/litre. This is by replacing £65/t and £60/t of wheat and
DDGS prices respectively. In this calculation the possible change in energy
cost and capital cost over time is not considered. It is likely that energy
efficiency has improved through time but the energy cost has increased, so the
change in cost may not be significant. With the current duty reduction of 20 p/
litre, wheat bioethanol costs appear cheaper than petrol prices (90 p/litre
including tax at the time of writing). However, the energy content of
bioethanol is not the same as petrol, therefore a litre of petrol can only be

replaced by 1.49 litres of bioethanol (Peters and Thielmann, 2008). This will
still make bioethanol expensive when compared with petrol, and a 20 p duty
concession is not enough to compensate.

US maize ethanol can be competitive with petrol, while Brazilian sugar
cane ethanol is sometimes even cheaper than petrol (Mastny, 2006).
Availability of cheap bioethanol on the international market could be a
constraint for the UK bioethanol industry (Walker et al., 2005). Brazilian
bioethanol can be produced for as low as 10p/litre (Turley and Ceddia, 2003).
Mastny (2006) reported that international trade in biofuels is currently limited
because many countries have set tariffs on biofuels in order to protect
domestic industries and also to ensure domestic subsidies are not spent to
support other countries’ industries. This is likely to change because of

Table 2. Estimated cost of production of wheat grain bioethanol from different
literature

Authors Estimated cost
of production

p/litre

Country Condition of the study

Batchelor
et al. (1994)

38.8 United
Kingdom

The costings are based on a quote from
Chematur engineering AB of Karlskoga,
Sweden
78 000 t of wheat/annum. Wheat price £115/t
DDGS price £110/t AY = 384.6 litre/t

Turley et al.
(2004)

28.6 United
Kingdom

Based on Batchelor et al (1994) and Warren et
al (1994) and adjusted to current feed wheat
and DDGS (soya meal price)

BTG (2004)
as published
on EUBIA
website

41 EU-25 Bioethanol production costs in the EU-25, Bul-
garia and Romania
Wheat price €140/t = £97.4 (currency rate at:
1/12/04)

Walker et al.
(2005)

30 United
Kingdom

Adapted from Batchelor et al 1994 study for

2005 feed wheat and DDGS prices

Bullard
et al. (2003)

31.94 United
Kingdom

AY = 355 litre/t 100 kt/year £66/t of wheat
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mandatory blending quotas, as domestic industries cannot supply full demand.
Countries such as Brazil which produce ethanol in excess of local demand
have the potential to influence the international market significantly.

One of the main reasons to encourage bioethanol or biofuels in general is
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Although there has been a considerable
debate on whether biofuels can reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, there
is a majority consensus that biofuels do reduce GHG compared with petrol,
but the quantity of emission saving depends on location, type of feedstock,
how the crop is grown, and the fate of byproducts (Smith et al., 2006).
Therefore, the cost effectiveness of biofuels as a means to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions must also be considered. A number of authors have investigated
the cost benefit analysis of bioethanol especially in regard to emission savings.
IEA (2004) reported that bioethanol does save greenhouse gas emissions, but
it may not be a cost-effective way of reducing emissions. The CO2 abatement
costs (CO2 abatement cost is the additional cost of production of biofuels than
fossil fuels which should be compensated by reduction in CO2 emission) of
bioethanol from different feedstocks in different countries were compared
(Deconti, 2008). The result indicated that apart from the Brazilian sugar cane
bioethanol, the CO2 abatement costs of all bioethanols are significantly higher
than the shadow price of CO2 (shadow price of CO2 is an estimate of the
damage costs of one additional tonne of carbon emitted into the atmosphere).
Among the bioethanol feedstocks compared, wheat has the highest CO2

abatement cost. In addition to many other reasons such as high biomass
production and favourable climate, the lowest cost of production as well as the
lowest CO2 abatement cost of the Brazilian sugar cane bioethanol can be
explained by long term experience and the R&D invested to improve the
efficiency and productivity of the overall process. More research is justified in
order to reduce the cost of production and greenhouse gas emissions, so as to
make bioethanol comparable with petrol.

Effect of feedstock quality

For the purpose of demonstrating the economic benefit of feedstock
quality, the estimation made by Bullard et al. (2003) was used. This study
estimated the cost of production of bioethanol in the UK and showed the total
annual fixed cost for producing bioethanol from a plant with a processing
capacity of 100 kt, of wheat per year (Table 3). According to Bullard et al.
(2003) the fixed costs include: the capital cost and processing costs required
assuming a discount rate of 15% and an economic plant lifetime of 15 years.
The total income obtained from DDGS sales is also considered as fixed
income and deducted from the total cost of production (i.e. as by-product
credit). In their study the feedstock price was considered as the variable cost.

Batchelor et al. (1994) demonstrated the responsiveness of the cost of
bioethanol production to changes in wheat price, DDGS price and capital cost
while every other cost is held constant. This present paper followed the same
procedure to show the effect of variability in AY on the production cost of
bioethanol.
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The cost of production was calculated by leaving every other cost constant
and by allowing the AY to vary. Instead of the constant AY data (355 litre/t)
used in the Bullard et al. (2003) study, laboratory AY data of 84 samples from
14 varieties grown at 11 sites were used. These samples were part of HGCA
Recommended List samples collected from two successive harvest years (2003
and 2004). The alcohol yield data of these samples were assessed in a
laboratory by reflecting commercial practice of alcohol processing as
described by Brosnan et al. (1999) and was obtained from the Scotch Whisky
Research Institute (SWRI). The samples showed variation in AY up to 50 litre/
t of wheat.

The cost of production of a litre of bioethanol is calculated using: the
alcohol yield data from these 84 samples, capital and processing costs
obtained from Bullard et al. (2003) study and the current feed wheat and
DDGS price £136/t and £170/t respectively (average price of year 2008).

Cost of production = total annual cost / bioethanol produced per year
Total annual cost = feedstock cost + conversion cost – by product credit

Table 3. Breakdown of bioethanol production costs adapted from
Bullard et al. (2003)

Annual cost (£)

Processing
capacity

100 kt 200 kt 300 kt

Feedstock cost 13,600,000 27,200,000 40,800,000

Conversion cost
(Capital )

3,017,500 4,529,800 5,793,600

Energy 1,898,020 3,497,277 5,087,748

Staff 715,824 1,318,973 1,918,808

Maintenance 271,146 499,611 726,821

Admin. & general
over heads

271,146 499,611 726,821

Working capital
interest

677,864 1,249,028 1,817,053

Total annual cost 20,451,500 38794301 56870581

By product income 5,185,000 10,370,000 15,555,000

Net cost 15,266,500 28,424,300 41,315,850

Conversion cost (processing)
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Data sources
 Feedstock cost = average feed wheat price of 2008 (from HGCA)

Although so far there is no bioethanol production from wheat grain in
the UK, we know from the experience of the potable alcohol industry
that there is no price differential being applied for distilling quality.

 Conversion cost = capital, operation & maintenance cost from Bullard et
al. (2003)

 By product credit = DDGS sale income (average price of 2008, Farmers
Weekly)

 Bioethanol yield = variable for this analysis (laboratory measured AY)

The range of cost of production p/litre obtained from this calculation is
indicated in Figure 3. The best quality wheat and the poorest quality wheat
shows great difference in the amount of alcohol produced per year and cost of
production in pence per litre. Only 89,460 tonne of best wheat produces as
much alcohol as 100 kt of poor quality wheat therefore it saves £1,433,465
from feedstock price (10540 t * £136/t). The amount saved from reduced cost
of production of quality wheat is about £1,609,117 per year (40740 kl * 3.9 p/l).
This implies, in total, if the plant uses the best quality wheat to produce 40740
klitres of alcohol per year it would save about £3 million a year. This means it
earns £34 saving for each tonne of wheat processed.

Figure 3. The relationship of the cost of bioethanol production in p/litre with
bioethanol yield litre/t of wheat
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At higher plant capacity the saving would reduce slightly. For example a
plant with a processing capacity of 200 kt and 300 kt wheat will save £5.8
million and £8.6 million per year or £32.8 and £32.2 per tonne of wheat
processed respectively. For plants such as Ensus, with a capacity of 1 million
tonnes of wheat, the benefit would be very large although, the exact figure
cannot be shown here as the authors could not find cost estimation data on
literature for such a large plant size.

This analysis did not include the possible energy saving due to quality of
feedstock. A consideration of the cost reduction from energy saving is
expected to boost this result substantially. This implies that a quality criterion
such as described in the introduction, or a tool which predicts the potential
alcohol yielding capacity of wheat and discriminates poor alcohol yielding and
good alcohol yielding wheat, will save the company millions of pounds per
year.

The sensitivity of cost of production to wheat price and DDGS price was
also calculated using the relatively recent estimate of cost of production (Table
3) in order to check if the relationship described by Batchelor et al. (1994)
remained the same. For example a £20 increase in price of DDGS reduces the
cost of bioethanol production by 1.5 p/litre. This result closely agrees with the
2 p suggested by Batchelor et al. (1994) for the same DDGS price change
(Figure 4). Similarly, £20 increases in wheat price increases the cost of
production by 5 p/litre (Figure 5), which is the same as suggested by Batchelor
et al. (1994). The data confirms the conclusion of Batchelor et al. (1994) that
bioethanol cost of production is very sensitive to the wheat price. Although the
DDGS price also plays a significant role in the bioethanol cost of production,
its effect is not comparable with wheat price.

Figure 4. The relationship between the cost of bioethanol production in p/l
and DDGS price £/t
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Conclusions
In current circumstances, bioethanol is not competitive with petrol even

allowing for government concessions. To improve this situation, every
possible measure will have to be taken in order to make bioethanol perform
better. Emphasis should be on the two major costs of the process: feedstock
cost and energy cost. A better quality wheat being purchased for intake at the
distillery will play a vital role in reducing the overall cost of bioethanol
production, hence improving profitability and business sustainability. The
potential AY can be maximised by producing good distilling wheat together
with efficient processing to extract the available AY from the grain. More
fundamental research will be needed to enhance the potential AY of wheat.
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1. Introduction
Prospects for rural land use face particular challenges and uncertainties.

Recent dramatic increases in commodity prices may be seen to herald a major
break from the general decline that has been the predominant experience of
much of the past fifty years. Oil and other commodity prices have also
recently reached historically high levels, with credible forecasts of further
sustained increases in the future. And yet, in both cases, prices have eased
more recently as the world has moved into what is widely predicted to be a
protracted period of deep global recession. Even so, forecasts for population
growth, continuing income growth, especially in Brazil, Russia, India and
China, albeit at reduced levels, and concerns at the erosion of agricultural
production capacity due to water scarcity and soil erosion, combine to signal
major challenges to future food production capacity. At the same time
compounding the uncertainties, predictions of the likely speed and intensity of
climate change have been revised upwards at the recent conference on climate
in Copenhagen, with the consequence that the political recognition of the
reality of climate change and its potentially stark implications may lead to
radical changes in policies in order to mitigate the impacts and adapt to its
consequences.

The outcomes of these uncertainties will have significant implications for
land uses across the world. These issues are currently the subject of a
considerable volume of study and assessment, but this is unlikely to resolve
the major uncertainties that are faced. It is thus critical to seek to explore the
possible implications of alternative futures.

The objective of this paper is to review prospects for the rural land in Great
Britain in terms of the likely constraints and opportunities over a 20 year time
horizon and to draw out implications for the options and opportunities facing

1. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the RICS ROOTS conference, Clare College, Cambridge, 23-24
March 2009. It derives from work undertaken for the Crown Estate. We are grateful to the Crown Estate for support-
ing the work, but they bear no responsibility for the contents of the report (Hodge et al., 2009) or this paper.
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the management of rural land at the present time. This paper considers the
prospects for future land use management options through four scenarios. We
then consider the implications of these scenarios, focussing especially on
agricultural systems, agri-environment schemes and non-agricultural
businesses. The paper concludes with some more general observations on the
responses for agricultural businesses.

1.1. A general summary of drivers
While the future is uncertain, it is possible to outline the factors that we

anticipate will influence conditions for the management of rural land over the
coming twenty years or so. One way of classifying the various drivers, such as
has been applied in the Foresight Exercise on Land Use Futures2 is to locate
them within two dimensions relating to their importance and their certainty.
Importance relates to their bearing on the issue in question and Certainty to the
degree to which it is possible to predict their future levels. This gives four
‘domains’, illustrated in Figure 1.

 Predetermined Elements: Drivers that are of importance for future
scenarios, but which are effectively predetermined given the present
situation.

 Critical Uncertainties: Drivers which are important but at the same time
uncertain. Clearly these are drivers which should be given careful
attention.

 Scanning Domain: Drivers that appear not to be critical but for which there
is significant uncertainty such that they may become critical in the future.

 Not relevant: Drivers that are well understood and not relevant to the
present focus of attention.

Important

Unimportant

Certain Uncertain

Predetermined
Elements

Not
Relevant

Critical
Uncertainties

Scanning
Domain

Figure 1: Dimensions of Scenarios

Source: Foresight Land Use Futures Project

2. http://www.foresight.gov.uk/OurWork/ActiveProjects/LandUse/LandUse.asp
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From an analysis of the potentially relevant the drivers, we might suggest
the following allocations for some significant variables in Table 1:

Unknown drivers
Beyond the drivers that we can recognise now as being of potential

importance, we also need to recognise the ‘unknown unknowns’. These can be
of major significance but clearly cannot be predicted. An example would be
the case of BSE in the 1980s which was previously unknown but which had
major impacts on livestock producers. It would seem that such surprises might
be more likely in the contexts of climate change, disease risks or international
security. These unknown and unpredictable shocks to the system can have
major consequences and any discussion of the future must recognise their
potential to alter outcomes and hence the limits of what can be analysed at any
particular time.

It is not possible to discuss a significant proportion of these drivers in any
detail, but from amongst them we concentrate on three sets of drivers that we
believe to be of particular significance: commodity prices, agricultural policy
and climate change.

1.2. Commodity prices

Agricultural Commodities
The most fundamental determinant of land use is the price received for

agricultural commodities. There has been a dramatic increase in world prices
in recent years coming after long period of decline that many had assumed
would continue. However, when looked at in a longer term perspective, the
level of prices achieved remained well below that attained in real terms
through the 1970s and 1980s.The OECD (2008) in 2008 projected a return
from the recent high levels to the pattern of decline to 2017 and this has

Predetermined elements:
Global population growth
Ageing population in the UK
Climate change
Developments in information technology
Introduction of flat rate Single Farm
Payment (and erosion of its value)
Water Framework Directive

Critical uncertainties:
Global economic growth and trade
World energy and commodity prices
Exchange rates (and UK entry into Euro)
Trade and agricultural policy liberalisation
Government climate and energy policy
Security concerns
Animal and human health

Not relevant:
Logically, of course, drivers that are ‘not
relevant’ are not, in fact, drivers at all!

Scanning domain:
Growth of rural populations
Site-based conservation policies
Diets and demand for quality food products
and local markets
Markets for SFP entitlements
Requirements to meet WFD standards
Carbon trading opportunities
Developments in energy generation
technology GMOs
‘Reference level’ for environmental quality

Table 1:Allocation of Drivers to the Four Domains
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substantially already taken place. The key question of whether the higher
world commodity prices may signal a break from the past clearly depends on
the reasons for the higher prices and whether they will persist in the longer
term. The issue has been extensively discussed, such as by Banse et al. (2008)
or HM Treasury (2008).

On balance, it seems reasonable to suggest that while we may see some
easing of commodity prices over the coming couple of years, there must be a
strong probability that we will experience a period of relatively higher
commodity prices in the longer term that is different from the experience that
has dominated the past fifty years. But the prospects remain uncertain and
price variability seems likely to continue.

Price of oil
The price of oil is especially difficult to predict, even in the short term. The

Treasury in July 2008 reported independent forecasts for the price of crude oil
for September 2009 that ranged between around $80 and nearly $180 per
barrel (HM Treasury, 2008, p39). However, there was concern there would be
insufficient investment in the supply chain and that there could be a serious oil
‘supply crunch’ taking prices to $200 per barrel by around 2013 (Stevens,
2008). However, in fact the oil price fell below $40 per barrel at the start of
2009, with some forecasting further collapse to $25.In fact it strengthened and
is currently trading around $65. The conclusion must be that we are unable to
forecast prices with any confidence within a very wide range. Again, this price
uncertainty and variability seems likely to continue.

Exchange rates
A final factor with regard to commodity prices concerns the level of

exchange rates. Domestic businesses are concerned with values in terms of £
sterling, agricultural policy prices are set in €, while many global commodities
are traded in US$. Thus the level of the exchange rate also becomes a critical
variable in determining the levels of prices faced by British producers. Again,
it is not possible to project an exchange rate over 20 years, rather we need to
bear in mind that there is a further uncertainty involved.

The implication is that real commodity prices in the longer term beyond
the current recession are likely to be above their historical averages.But clearly
the only aspect in which we can have confidence is the high degree of
uncertainty.

1.3. Agricultural policy
Over the past decades, agricultural returns have been substantially

determined by the operation of agricultural policy. Over time there has been a
steady liberalisation of the way in which the CAP operates, through restraint in
the 1980s, partial decoupling in the 1990s to ‘full decoupling’ in 2005. This
has been advanced a little under the Health Check with some further
decoupling, abolition of set-aside, phasing out of milk quotas and some more
modulation.

Whether or not the Doha Round of trade talks might deliver further reform
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remains unclear, but discussions are now focussing on the CAP beyond
2013.The present CAP may seem unsustainable. The Single Farm Payment
may be argued to lack a credible rationale, either as compensation for past
policy changes or as a payment for environmental management. The balance
of payments towards the older member states contrasts with the requirements
for agricultural modernisation and rural reform in the newer member states.
The EU member states face a multitude of environmental commitments
(Cooper, et al., 2008), set at both global and EU levels, for which there will be
demands on agricultural policy expenditure. In the context of higher
commodity prices, there has been a renewed case made for a return towards a
more productivist approach to agricultural policy. The enlargement of the EU
to 27 members has re-emphasised the significance of agriculture within the EU
economy and the position could be further complicated by the possible
membership of Turkey and ex-Soviet states. There is also a renewed focus on
food security, now coupled with the question of energy security, that merges
into a potential demand for an increased level of domestic production and
reduced imports.

In the medium term at least, it does seem likely that there may be some
further liberalisation associated with the elimination of export subsidies and a
reduction in the level of tariff protection that will leave European farmers
more exposed to the volatilities of world markets. At the same time, the level
of funding available to the CAP, especially for agricultures within northern
European member states, seems likely to decline post 2013.There is however
some degree of support around the idea of ‘public goods for public
money’ (Baldock, 2008). We can thus anticipate that some substantial
elements of agricultural policy will continue. Arguments for this will be
supported by concerns for food and energy security. But of course, the precise
level of the policy in terms of funds available and the extent to which these
benefit agricultural systems and land uses in Great Britain must be uncertain.

The policy seems very likely to continue to include a version of agri-
environment policy based on the provision of public goods or ecosystem
services similar to the approach that has been delivered to date. However, the
orientation may well change so as to give a greater emphasis to mitigating and
adapting to climate change; soil and water conservation in order to protect the
productive capacity of agricultural and rural resources; and to actions to
mitigate and adapt to risks and natural disasters.

Until recently the progress towards the liberalisation of agricultural
policies has seemed secure. At the present time increased border protection or
domestic market support for agricultural commodities, notwithstanding the
failure of the Doha Round, seems unlikely but not impossible.

1.4. The climate change context for the UK3

Climate projections have been published for the UK in June 20094.
Assuming medium Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions levels, projections
indicate a 50% probability of summer temperature rises ranging between 1.5

3. This section draws on Anita Wreford’s contribution to the project for the Crown Estate
4. http://ukclimateprojections.defra.gov.uk/
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to 2.5oC across the country by the 2020s and 2.3 to 2.7oC by the 2050s.Winter
temperature rises are lower, ranging between 1.1 to 1.3oC by the 2020s and 1.7
to 2.2oC by the 2050s.Mean winter precipitation projections indicate a 50%
probability of a 4 to 8% increase by 2020s and 9 to 17% by 2050s.Mean
summer precipitation projections indicate a decline of 3 to 8% by 2020s and of
10 to 22% by the 2050s. Further information is provided by Jenkins, et al.
(2009).

These changes in climate will have implications for agricultural producers
through changes in variability, seasonality, changes in mean precipitation and
water availability, and the emergence of new pathogens and diseases. Some of
the changes may be positive, while others are likely to have negative impacts.
There are various sources of uncertainty in the impacts of climate change on
agriculture. First, these concern the rate and magnitude of climate change
itself. Second, there are uncertainties around the biological response of
agricultural outputs, for example with regard to CO2 fertilisation. Third, there
are uncertainties regarding how society responds or has the capacity to
respond to projected and expected impacts. The main effects can be discussed
in general terms.

The elevated CO2 levels driving the climatic changes will also have an
effect on plant growth. CO2 effects increase with temperature, but decrease
once optimal temperatures are exceeded for a range of processes, especially
plant water use. However temperature and precipitation changes in future
decades will modify, and often limit, direct CO2 effects on plants; increased
temperatures may reduce CO2 effects indirectly, by increasing water demand.
Grasslands can also be sensitive to CO2 and areas in upland Britain which are
already colonised by relatively unpalatable plant species such as bracken, matt
grass and tor grass, may see an increase in these species, which could have
detrimental effects on the nutritional value of extensive grasslands to grazing
animals. A mild warming generally increases grassland productivity, with the
strongest positive responses at higher latitudes.

Thermal stress reduces productivity and is potentially life-threatening to
livestock. Increased heat often results in declines in eating and grazing
activity. High temperatures put a ceiling on milk yield regardless of feed
intake. Cattle in confined feed-lots often show catastrophic losses, with
economic losses from reduced cattle performance exceeding those associated
with cattle death losses by several-fold. With increased heat stress, water
requirements for livestock will increase significantly. Extreme events may also
make the timing of field applications more difficult, thus reducing their
efficiency. Other extreme events such as flooding and windstorms, may also
have serious detrimental effects on agriculture.

Increased climate extremes may promote plant disease and pest outbreaks,
as well as facilitating the spread of animal diseases and pests from low to mid-
latitudes (such as blue-tongue, which mostly affects sheep, and occasionally
goat and deer, which would continue to spread from the tropics to mid-
latitudes). Multiple stresses, such as limited availability of water resources,
loss of biodiversity and air pollution are increasing sensitivity to climate
change and reducing resilience in the agricultural sector.
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2. The Scenarios
We cannot know the outcomes of these uncertainties and challenges.

Rather the aim here is to explore the range of possibilities and their
implications for land use options. We do this through the development of some
simple scenarios. The approach adapts that taken previously by Hodge and
Reader (2006). As explained by Foresight (2002), scenarios are not intended to
predict the future. Rather they offer a framework within which to review the
future on the basis of explicit assumptions about how the various drivers and
their outcomes may develop over a given period of time.

It is possible to relate scenarios to any particular sets of circumstances,
either general or specific. In this context, the focus of our attention is on the
land use options and the challenges and potentials for rural businesses. Thus
our primary focus is on the potential financial returns to rural land and
associated businesses, but we also recognise that these must be set within their
wider social, economic and environmental contexts. We have already noted
the very many possible drivers and potential outcomes. Thus scenario
development involves a mix of rational analysis and subjective judgement in
selecting appropriate approaches on which to concentrate, given the particular
focus of the analysis.

Clearly, in practice these factors are interdependent and interrelated. There
are no simple linear causal relationships between them and so no logical order
in which they may be considered. But some aspects may seem more
‘exogenous’ to our focus than others.

2.1. Approach to the scenarios:
Given large numbers of drivers, all of which may operate at many different

levels in different ways, it is helpful to give some structure to the discussion of
future possibilities. We develop our scenarios on the basis of clusters of
relevant drivers, especially relating to prospects for commodity and energy
markets and changes in agricultural, forestry, water, climate, biodiversity and
international trade polices. The aim in principle is to identify clusters within
which the drivers show a high degree of correlation. It is necessary to keep to
a small number of scenarios in order to keep the analysis tractable and in this
case we develop four scenarios within a 2x2 matrix. We also believe that it is
helpful for discussion if the concepts behind the scenarios are relatively simple
and transparent. This implies that we have to identify two core clusters of
drivers.

The two clusters of drivers adopted here relate first to the financial returns
to land use and second to the state of government policies, primarily towards
the environment and the attitudes amongst voters and consumers, which we
assume in turn influences policies. The scenarios are designed to represent
extreme sets of circumstances as a basis for a structured discussion. However,
in practice we anticipate that the future outcomes are likely to lie somewhere
within the space mapped out by these four scenarios.

Financial returns to land use
The first set of drivers determine the financial returns associated with land
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management, i.e. the prices received for the outputs and paid for the inputs
associated with alternative land uses. A substantial range of drivers have their
major influence on the levels of commodity and energy prices which will
determine the revenues that can be generated from commercial land uses. This
includes factors associated with both demand and supply: the drivers of
population and economic growth that determine aggregate demand for land
use products and the capacity of economic and natural systems to supply them.
Climate change will have impacts on prices both through instability that it
causes in weather patterns and through longer term changes in the production
potentials of different regions. Higher prices may also be associated with
global security or disease risks. The costs of production will be influenced by
raw material costs, the costs of manufactured inputs and the costs of labour.
Input costs are probably more predictable, although again, energy prices will
be a key factor introducing uncertainty as to the price levels faced for a range
of inputs.

These factors will determine the returns to alternative land uses and land
managers’ decisions. The returns thus flow through to other land use sectors,
even where the commodities are not generally traded internationally, including
livestock and biofuels. Market forces will tend to generate some degree of
correlation amongst prices and returns giving greater justification for treating
financial returns as a single cluster of drivers. The level of prices in the UK
will increasingly reflect the levels on world markets. There may of course be
many other types of government intervention and this is the focus of the
second cluster of drivers.

Government environment policies and public attitudes
Within a democracy, we assume that attitudes towards the role of

government and the nature of government policies are interrelated. The focus
here is particularly on the environment, and attitudes towards the environment
will influence both the way in which governments respond to environmental
issues and the actions of consumers with regard to decisions about their food
and energy consumption. We assume that under ‘pro-environmental’ attitudes,
governments will be willing to be more interventionist and be motivated to
adopt more ambitious environmental targets and take actions in order to
achieve them, even if this risks slowing economic growth and imposing costs
on producers, taxpayers and consumers.

Policy towards climate change will be a significant element of any
government’s environmental policies in the future, with the objectives both of
mitigating future climate change and promoting adaptation to the inescapable
levels of climate change that cannot be avoided. But the extent and vigour of
government policies remain to be seen. This cluster of drivers relates
particularly to government’s willingness to impose limits, constraints and
incentives on land managers in order to advance environmental and related
public objectives. We assume that a ‘pro-environment’ government will take
more vigorous actions in order to limit GHG emissions and to promote
adaptation to climate change. This may take the form of tighter regulation,
environmental taxes or trading schemes or greater incentives to change
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behaviour.
A ‘pro-environment’ government would also be expected to maintain an

active agri-environment programme that supports environmentally sensitive
agricultural land uses, either by maintaining them where land might otherwise
be abandoned or by restricting their intensity elsewhere. It may also be
assumed that the general public will have higher expectations for the standards
of land management and that these may be incorporated into stricter conditions
and regulations. We anticipate too that a ‘pro-environment’ government will
generally take a more interventionist approaches towards other areas of policy,
such as spatial planning, in demanding higher standards for new developments
and redistributing economic activity away from congested areas.

Pro-environmental attitudes are also expected to reflect consumer
behaviour in using consumer choices to advance environmental objectives.
This would relate to the selection of products and adoption of behaviours that
cause lower levels of environmental harm. We anticipate that this would be
associated with an increased demand for higher quality food products perhaps
sourced on a local or niche basis, successful operation of assurance schemes,
demand for green energy and demand for products associated with
environmentally related activities, such as outdoor recreation and rural
tourism. A third element of pro-environmental behaviour would be revealed in
terms of support for conservation organisations that own and manage land
with conservation objectives and through contributions to local environmental
funds that can allocate resources for environmental and land management
projects.

These two clusters of drivers combine to produce four scenarios as
illustrated in Figure 2.

2.2.The characteristics and implications of the scenarios
Limitations of scenarios

As we have indicated, in practice the multiple drivers identified as
potential influences are more likely to pull in different directions leading to
more complex but probably less extreme outcomes. There is no necessary
direct correlation between global energy and global food prices. And the
prices received by farmers in the UK are also subject to exchange rates and
government intervention. Similarly there may be circumstances where public
preferences are favourable towards the environment, but where public policy
is not. This would place a greater emphasis on market and voluntary
initiatives.

We may now summarise some of the characteristics and implications of
these four scenarios.

Intensive management
In the ‘intensive management’ scenario financial returns to land are

relatively high implying higher potential farm incomes and agricultural rents.
This assumes that increases in output prices more than counter the increase in
input costs that are likely to be associated with the higher output prices.
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In these circumstances, land managers face an incentive to intensify their
agricultural production, but this is likely to conflict with pro-environmental
attitudes and government policies.

A critical issue will be the way in which government policies are
developed, either treating the impacts of agricultural production as pollution
and hence imposing strict regulations over agricultural practices, or else
treating environmental quality as a public good or ecosystem service implying
that farmers will be paid in order to provide an higher environmental standard.
In practice, and as reflected in current policies, there will be some mix of these
two approaches. In recent years we have seen the introduction of positive
payments for agri-environment schemes but with a rising ‘reference level’ that
defines the standard of environmental management that is required as a ‘duty’
of land management before payments for higher standards can be justified.
This approach will influence, for instance, whether the current cross-
compliance standards are simply incorporated into legal requirements.

The same arguments will apply in the debate about the changes in
agricultural systems required in order to meet the likely reductions demanded
in GHG emissions. If past experience to this is a guide, we may anticipate that
the initial changes will be encouraged by means of voluntary adaptation and
positive incentives but that once the environmental standards come to be
regarded as ‘normal’ the policy approach will become more regulatory. This
suggests initial policy approaches may be introduced through the existing agri-
environment programmes whereby land managers can be subsidised for
introducing innovations and changes to their systems that mitigate GHG
emissions. In the longer term, given that the requirement to reduce emissions
will continue indefinitely, the necessary incentives may be transferred onto
more specific trading schemes or built into legal regulations. Again, some mix
of these would seem most likely.

However, we cannot assume that because government adopts a pro-
environmental policy stance there will be generous environmental payments.
In fact, because of the relative profitability of agricultural production activities
in this scenario, the opportunity cost, or the income foregone from reducing
production intensity or placing land into conservation uses is also relatively
high. This implies that conservation activity could need to be more highly
targeted by government policies on higher priority, more critical areas for
conservation.

The pro-environment consumer attitudes imply that there will be
opportunities to gain a price premium by marketing higher quality and
environmentally friendly products.

Exploited
Under the ‘exploited’ scenario, financial returns to land uses are high, but

without strong pro-environmental attitudes or government policies. We again
assume that the higher level of output prices outweighs any increase in input
costs. This presents farmers with a high degree of market choice as to how to
manage their land with relatively few regulatory constraints or environmental
incentives. Farmers have a strong incentive to intensify their production
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activities without significant countervailing actions by government or
consumers to restrain the impacts on the environment, while the general
philosophy of government is to let the market solve potential supply problems.

The extent of land use conservation activity within the rural environment
in these circumstances would then tend to depend to a great extent on the
security of the conservation measures introduced in previous time periods.
Given that most agri-environment schemes permit landholders to opt out at the
end of a set contract, it is likely that much of this protection will be lost once
farmers perceive the long term nature of higher prices and respond to it.

Weak consumer attitudes and preferences towards the environment also
mean that there are limited opportunities for linking environmental
conservation to market opportunities. The primary incentives facing farmers
will relate to the financial returns available from commodity production. They
may have personal preferences for environmental conservation, and the
relatively high returns would allow some farmers to pursue this approach, but
it will generally not be supported by community pressures or social norms.

Lean and wild
The possibility remains that in a few years’ time we may revert to the

longer term decline in the levels of commodity prices and lower returns to
agricultural land. In these circumstances attention returns to how to minimise
agricultural production costs, how the resources available to farming
businesses may be organised in order to maximise returns, and whether
resources may achieve a higher return in alternative uses. The direction of
change for farm businesses would be likely towards simpler, lower input,
probably larger scale agricultural systems. This would be exacerbated should
inputs costs, especially energy prices, remain relatively high.

The presence of pro-environmental attitudes and government policies may
offer some opportunities. This scenario does offer the prospect of some
environmental advantages, such as reduced emissions of minerals or pesticides
from agricultural production, but the lack of management would also have
detrimental effects in terms of landscape and biodiversity.This would promote
more extensive land uses and, depending on government responses, the
potential for land to be abandoned. In this context, it is the lack of agricultural
management that represents the primary threat to conservation and landscape
values. The lack of management is most likely to arise in the uplands, but
could also affect lowland areas too, especially with regard to problems of
undergrazing.

Thus we may anticipate agri-environment schemes that promote a
continuation of relatively low intensity agricultural systems. With relatively
low returns to agricultural production, the opportunity costs of conservation
activities would be low with the implication that an agri-environment policy
with a given level of funds available could influence land uses across a
relatively large area. We might then envisage ambitious schemes to reorient
large areas of land towards conservation uses.

The pro-environment consumer attitudes will generate some commercial
opportunities for products and farm activities.
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Land would be relatively cheap and there could be opportunities for
managers of particularly efficient farming operations to expand the scale of
their operations, but to a lesser extent than would be the case in the fourth
‘neglected’ scenario.

Neglected
With low financial returns and without any active agri-environmental

policy, land would be commonly unmanaged in ways not seen since the 1930s.
There would inevitably be calls for a resumption of protection for farming, but
perhaps in the context of a long run decline in the political importance
attached to agriculture these may not be politically attractive, in the UK at
least. In these circumstances, without even a lifeline of support for land use
through agri-environment schemes, we may expect substantial extensification
of all types of agricultural system as well as land abandonment.

Agricultural land prices would be low and so there could be some more
positive intervention by private individuals and conservation organisations,
even if this did not represent a general public pro-environmental attitudes, who
may be attracted to acquire land to be managed for environmental values. The
extent of such activity in the absence of strong government environmental
policy clearly depends on attitudes towards the rural environment and the
willingness of individuals to allocate their own resources towards it, either
individually or collectively through non-profit organisations.

What government policies that are directed towards the conservation of the
rural environment would be targeted on critical conservation values are most
threatened by neglect and abandonment. But even here, we may anticipate that
government would tend to adopt a regulatory approach rather than offer
positive payments.

3. The Implications of the scenarios for agricultural businesses.
These scenarios have implications for particular issues that will be crucial

to the development of farm businesses.We here consider the implications for
agricultural systems, agri-environment schemes and non-agricultural
businesses.

3.1. Agricultural systems and returns
The different scenarios are likely to have significant implications for the

types of agricultural systems that are adopted.

Intensive management
Under this scenario, returns to farming are high while at the same time the

government is pursuing a vigorous policy to mitigate and adapt to climate
change. This suggests a more intensive, higher technology approach towards
land uses that achieves the required reductions in GHG emissions without
excessively depressing and perhaps at the same time as increasing production
levels. Thus we may expect more intensive land uses, including the adoption
of biofuels where they are effective in reducing lifecycle carbon emissions. At
the same time, land is valuable and so we may expect high levels of public
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investment in infrastructure to protect coastal land areas.
While much of the focus of the current debate about climate change

mitigation has been on carbon, much of the GHG emissions from food
production arises in the form of N2O and CH4 on which there has been much
less research. The Strategy Unit (2008) report concludes that agriculture is set
to have a more prominent place in GHG abatement strategies in the future.
This will involve detailed changes to agricultural systems.

Higher commodity prices will lead to more intensive agricultural systems.
There will be a premium on achieving the ‘best’ use for all available land
areas as judged from a ‘pro-environmental’ perspective; agriculture will be
‘multifunctional’. The pro-environmental policy environment may enable
smaller businesses to survive but this may not be the case if the high degree of
control over production systems necessitates large, intensive, high technology
systems, especially for livestock production.

It is perhaps tempting to assume that the most environmentally sensitive
forms of agricultural production will tend to be small scale and extensive, but
this is certainly not always the case. Large scale operations can achieve very
high levels of environmental control and economies of scale in the generation
of energy and management of waste. They will also benefit from the
traditional economies of size with regard to agricultural production processes.
The point is illustrated by two recent examples of very large investments in
different types of agricultural production ‘thanet earth’5, a hi-tech greenhouse
complex, is being constructed by Fesca Group Ltd on the Isle of Thanet. £80
million is being invested in a 91 hectare site. Production will use hydroponic
techniques in fully controlled glasshouses. Energy supply will be by a
Combined Heat and Power installation that will provide sufficient electricity
for 50,000 homes and the CO2 will be absorbed by the plants. Robert Wiseman
Dairies6 have recently opened a new dairy on a 21 acre site at Bridgewater,
based on £100 million investment, which will process and pack almost 10% of
the nation’s raw milk. Plastic milk bottles are manufactured on site. There will
be water treatment and effluent plants on site. These sorts of facilities have the
potential to alter the context within which agricultural production and
processing is undertaken much more widely.

New technology will be called upon to deliver this high level of intensity
in an environmentally sensitive way, although a ‘pro-environmental’ policy
may well place limits on the range of technological innovation that is
acceptable. This suggests a vigorous debate on issues such as GMOs or animal
welfare. Similarly, we may anticipate strong demands on consumers to alter
their diets, especially away from the consumption of livestock products. Local
production may no longer be seen as appropriate as large scale production
systems require a national food distribution system.

Exploited
In this scenario, agricultural producers are left relatively free to pursue

activities that can maximise their profits. We anticipate that oil prices and

5. http://www.thanetearth.com/pdf/thanetearth_sept07.pdf
6. http://www.wiseman-dairies.co.uk/pdf/Bridgwater_Formal_Opening_Release_Final.pdf
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prices of inputs that are heavily dependent on oil are higher than at present.
Under this scenario, profit maximisation and technological innovation are
given free reign, even if they compromise environmental quality and longer
term resource conservation. In the face of high input costs there will be
incentives to adopt technology which can increase agricultural production cost
-effectiveness, irrespective of its environmental consequences. This will give
an incentive for changes to be made to production systems which would
economise on fossil fuel inputs and thus reduce carbon emissions. But N2O
and CH4 emissions would be likely to remain relatively high and there would
be little incentive for land managers to introduce systems that can protect or
sequester carbon. In the longer term, this will lead to higher rates of climate
change and higher temperature increases, but this will have greatest impact
beyond 2028.

It seems likely that this will tend to favour large scale farming businesses,
although the higher prices may permit the survival of smaller business
operations where costs may be lower because they are not required to adopt
low environmental impact innovations

The freedom to farm and the potentially high returns may make land an
attractive investment to large financial institutions who can assemble areas and
achieve economies of size in production.

Lean and wild
With lower returns to farming, and lower land prices, targets to mitigate

GHG emissions are likely to be met more by reductions in production levels
and the operation of more extensive agricultural systems. With more extensive
systems there is much less pressure on land and so environmental objectives
can be achieved by reducing production intensity or even by taking land out of
production entirely. It has been suggested that the greatest gains in terms of
CO2e emission reductions are likely to come from taking cropping organic
soils out of production (Laurence Gould and CRED, 2008).Areas of land, such
as peat soils, whose cultivation causes high GHG emissions, will be taken out
of production.Land may be put into forestry in order to sequester carbon or
used for biomass for renewable energy production. The environmental impacts
of agricultural production systems may be reduced through the introduction of
versatile crop rotations including crops with high root biomass and cover
crops.

Farming systems would be expected to minimise on fertiliser and chemical
use in arable systems, using sophisticated information systems to produce
selectively on only the best land and use optimal levels of inputs. Given the
GHG potential of intensive livestock systems and the costs of controlling
emissions, we may expect a switch to livestock production by extensive
grazing systems. There may also be potential for the development of agro-
forestry systems that can hold high levels of carbon in the soil.

There will be serious risk of land abandonment, especially in the uplands,
but agri-environmental policies may be expected to guide land uses either
maintaining traditional upland farming, ecosystems and landscapes, or else
they may facilitate the transfer of land into large scale conservation where
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agricultural production activities are substantially removed and areas are
allowed (or managed) to develop into new landscapes and habitats. This may
be achieved by the accumulation of land areas into a single ownership, or else
by means of very long term agreements with existing landowners.

Neglected
Weak regulation has little impact on agricultural systems and GHG

emissions continue unabated.Again, this will be a cause of more extreme
climate change in the longer term, but beyond the period to 2028. However,
the emissions associated with less intensive systems are lower than they might
otherwise have been. In this context we see a mix of land uses across rural
areas. Farming may be profitable, but only where it is undertaken on high
quality land by well managed and equipped businesses. These will demand
very high management standards and comprehensive collection and
application of information about production conditions at a very detailed scale.
Adjustment to higher energy and input costs will be by means of
extensification, use of fallows, clover leys and avoiding unproductive areas of
land.
We can expect the development of extensive ranching systems in the uplands,
where production takes place at all. Other areas will simply be abandoned. In
time and with the impacts of climate change, this may lead to the development
of different types of habitats and landscape which may come to be appreciated
by the general public so that the loss of the older more intensively farmed
landscapes is no longer regretted.

3.2. Agri-environment schemes
Agri-environment schemes and policies may be expected to develop in a

variety of ways. Under the ‘pro-environment’ scenarios funds are made
available for the implementation of substantial agri-environment programmes,
but the approaches adopted will be quite different.

Intensive management
The pressures for intensive agricultural production threaten the quality of

the rural environment in a variety of ways and the role of agri-environment
policy is primarily to mitigate the impact of intensification. This becomes
more significant if the cross-compliance leverage of Single Farm Payment is
lost, although it seems quite probable in the event of fundamental reform of
the CAP, the cross-compliance requirements would be re-established as
regulations enforced by penalties. Agri-environment schemes are then most
likely to offer payments for extensification and the removal of critical areas of
land from production, such as sensitive habitats, areas adjoining watercourses
or peatlands. There are strong demands for land and the opportunity costs of
conservation are high. We may thus anticipate careful targeting of agri-
environment interventions, especially on locations which have the potential to
secure a range of ecosystem services. They may be made more robust through
the use of longer term conservation measures such as land purchase or
conservation covenants. The cost of the scheme could be relatively high, but it
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is assumed that funds would be found where government policy is favourable
towards agri-environmental policy.

Given the importance of land for social as well as private reasons and a
more interventionist approach, the policy response is to seek to develop
‘intensive conservation’. This will explore the potential for adopting novel
technologies towards conservation, perhaps using ex situ approaches.

There is an argument as to whether higher levels of government
expenditure on agri-environment schemes promote higher voluntary
environmental investments, or whether high government expenditure may
crowd out voluntary expenditure. The view may be taken by land managers
that while government takes on the responsibility for environmental
enhancement and maintenance, private organisations no longer need to; that
the responsibility for environmental stewardship has been taken on by the
government by commoditising then environment, so that private organisations
will only do what they are paid to do.

Exploited
This scenario represents the greatest threat to rural environmental quality.

It would seem unlikely that in this context government would continue to
operate an active and wide-ranging agri-environmental scheme at all.
Voluntary schemes are expensive given the high opportunity costs of land
taken out of agriculture and so regulation could be the primary approach to
protection of the environment. This may be acceptable to a government that is
less committed to the environment. What schemes are implemented will
necessarily be highly targeted given the limited funds that are made available
for agri-environment policy. Schemes are likely to be operated on a more
competitive basis, perhaps along the lines of the use of the Environmental
Benefit Index under the Conservation Reserve Program in the USA. The
policy approach taken is likely to depend on whether government’s lack of
commitment to environment reflects an unwillingness to allocate funds for
environment or a simple lack of concern for environmental values.

Lean and wild
This scenario gives considerable scope for wider-ranging schemes

influencing land management across a substantial proportion of the
agricultural land area. Regulation may be less necessary given the relatively
low threat from pollution and an active agri-environment scheme. There is
likely to be a shift away from a narrow focus on conservation on sites that
happen to carry rare species or habitats towards a wider countryside approach
and efforts to achieve conservation at a larger scale. Efforts would be made to
build the resilience of the countryside against threats associated with climate
change, pollution and low levels of water availability.

A major threat to the environment is associated with the low returns to
farming and the lack of management and abandonment of agricultural land.
This will be most acute in the uplands. Thus the prime focus of agri-
environment schemes will be to support the maintenance of environmentally
friendly farming systems that are not profitable under market trading
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conditions. But support will need to be qualified in order to avoid supporting
environmentally harmful intensification and to meet any World Trade
Organisation rules that are still applied.

Neglected
Again, the threat to the environment is associated with neglect and

abandonment, but given that government has little interest in environmental
conservation, the problems are likely to remain unaddressed. Policy will
depend on the rationale behind the lack of government intervention, as
between lack of willingness to allocate funds or a lack of concern for the
environment. In the case of the former, government could implement a
regulatory approach, but this may only have a limited impact where the
environmental requirement is to increase levels of land management rather
than to prevent certain actions.

As noted in the context of agricultural systems, the shift to very extensive
systems in remoter areas may lead to the development of different types of
landscapes which may, in due course, come to be appreciated by the public.

3.3. Non-agricultural activities
The alternative scenarios will have an impact on the range of opportunities

available to farm businesses to develop income from non-agricultural activities
associated with both the likely characteristics of consumer demand and the
costs facing consumers and so influencing their choices. While not explicitly
defined by the scenarios, there will be a general relationship with levels of
economic growth. Higher income levels will tend to stimulate the demand for
higher quality and added value products that can be sold at a price premium.
This will create opportunities for businesses both to sell value-added products
directly to consumers, whether through farmers’ markets or through the
internet, or to sell such products into the supply chain. Higher incomes may
also be associated with more leisure time and increase the demand for rural
tourism, while, as already being argued at present, higher energy costs with
raise the costs of transport and so make UK tourism more attractive to UK
residents. Of course, high travel costs will tend to reduce the numbers of
overseas visitors coming to the UK, but it is assumed that UK residents would
be more likely to engage in farm-based and rural tourism than overseas
visitors who will be more attracted by internationally recognised sites and
localities.

Intensive management
This scenario involves relatively high commodity prices which we assume

will tend to be associated with relatively high rates of economic growth,
although this need not necessarily be the case. We assume that pro-
environmental policies are likely to levy higher taxes on travel to reflect their
full impact on the environmental. So transport costs generally are likely to be
high. At the same time, pro-environment attitudes will to some degree at least,
and especially in the context of higher rates of economic growth, influence
consumers to purchase more environmentally friendly products. This creates
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opportunities for farm-based recreation enterprises catering for the domestic
market.

It is possible too that farmers will be able to combine the creation and
maintenance of attractive and biodiverse local environments through
participation in agri-environment schemes, with the provision of
complementary tourism opportunities and services.

Exploited
In the context of relatively lax environmental standards, the costs of travel

fail to represent the full environmental costs so that there is less of a boost to
domestic tourism activities. The weaker pro-environmental attitudes on the
part of consumers reduce the premia that are available through the production
of higher quality or environmentally friendly products. This then re-
emphasises the focus of agricultural businesses of the bulk production of
agricultural commodities. The implication is that while there will still be
opportunities for non-agricultural enterprises, they are less likely to be
complementary to and supportive of land management.

Lean and wild
The pro-environmental attitudes of the public mean that there is a demand

for higher quality agricultural products. The lower production intensity of land
use also means that there are fewer potential conflicts between agricultural
production and provision for public access and recreational provision on the
land. And government schemes are likely to be available to support this,
especially in the uplands. Thus we may expect the allocation of land to
recreational and tourist activities to be attractive to a population for whom
international travel is highly taxed.

Neglected
The limited public interest in the rural environment means that, as in the

Exploited scenario, there is relatively little connection between non-
agricultural activities and the management of the land. Agricultural buildings
and land will be potentially available for non-agricultural activities in view of
the extensive nature of agricultural production and the level of demand will
depend on their location relative to towns and cities and the level of economic
activity and incomes.

4. Conclusions
The aim of the scenarios is not to predict particular circumstances, but

rather to explore the range of possibilities. But three more general issues have
emerged from the discussion.

The resilience of agricultural businesses
Farm businesses need to develop their resilience in the face of greater

exposure to the volatilities of world markets and reduced level of support
under agricultural policy. They also face a more uncertain future against the
uncertainties associated with climate change. Farms will need to make efforts
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to build up the resilience of their businesses over time.
We are experiencing a period of substantial dis-integration in terms of the

ways in which agricultural businesses are owned and operated, especially in
terms of the means by which they gain access to land. Farm businesses are not
simply mixed tenure but gain access to land and resources by a wide variety of
arrangements. They can achieve economies of scale by specialising in
particular types of production across several different holdings. Businesses
involve a mix of agricultural and non-agricultural enterprises. This flexibility
and diversification will be increasingly important, and complex. At the same
time, the separation of long-term land occupation from its use and
management threatens to undermine the traditional land occupier’s sense of
environmental stewardship and this is an issue for consideration.

Farming also faces threats arising from climate and environmental change.
Investments will be needed aimed at reducing the risks of natural disasters,
such as flooding, or from environmental stress, such as limits imposed on
water for agricultural uses. Risk assessment should identify threats to
particular types of businesses both directly from climate change and indirectly
from policies that will require then to mitigate GHG emissions. This should be
based on a comprehensive analysis of GHG emissions and stocks. Generally,
we assume that adaptation will be better earlier than later; that there will be
first mover advantages. But there is the issue as to whether Government may
offer higher financial support at some later stage; so there may be a penalty in
acting too early.

Land management, land use and ecosystem services
There will be changing and probably increasing pressures on the social

values and implications of land uses, especially under the Intensive
Management scenario. We have identified a variety of ways in which land use
and management will be called upon in addressing climate and environmental
impacts. Changes in land use and in management have the potential to make a
significant contribution to enhancing water quality, mitigating flood risk,
protection reserves of soil carbon, achieving biodiversity conservation targets.

Land use changes in these contexts have the potential to enhance the
provision of ecosystem services and increase the resilience of ecosystems in a
variety of ways, such as in terms of adapting to climate change and in
enhancing the capacity of biodiversity to withstand shocks especially
associated with climate change. There would seem to be considerable spatial
overlap in terms of the particular areas of land that have the potential to
contribute towards these objectives, implying that there are certain critical
areas where land use change could make a major contribution towards the
provision of a range of ecosystem services. This may be achieved by planting
trees, taking land out of intensive production or extensifying land uses. We
may expect such areas to become the key focus of policy initiatives from
across the range of agencies.

Collective initiatives by businesses
There will be circumstances when businesses can benefit from acting
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collectively rather than individually. There are various issues that might be
addressed in this way, such as in terms of water management, renewable
energy and waste management, collective marketing or biodiversity
management. There could be opportunities for businesses to work together to
develop complementary tourism enterprises within local areas. Thus for
instance there could be opportunities for the co-ordinated development of
tourism enterprises perhaps based on forest recreation or farm-based activities,
alongside farm-based accommodation. The same sorts of argument would
apply too to more conventional farming issues such as machinery sharing or
group selling of commodities. Particular opportunities may be associated with
water supply, anaerobic digestion and a quality mark and marketing.
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In marketing literature, trust is perceived as a pivotal aspect of business transactions.
However, trust is still a concept that needs to be clarified. Therefore, the purpose of this paper
is to measure the importance of trust building elements in establishing a trustful relationship
between trading partners in business transactions, and in the food and beverage sector.
Required data was collected by 151 computer aided, qualitative expert interviews with SME
business leaders in ten different countries. For the evaluation of the trust building elements,
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was applied using a predefined, hierarchical structure.
The analysis of the data demonstrates that the product related elements are the most
important factors in explaining trust creation in business relationships, whereas relationship
aspects and the market environment are of less importance. Results concerning trust creation
in business relationships further indicate that there are some important differences between
cultures and sectors. The estimation of the importance of trust elements in inter-
organizational relationships will be useful for the implementation in b2b e-business
applications simply because it will help to identify the trust building elements that should be
the first considerations when integrating e-commerce applications into business procedures.

Keywords: Trust, analytic hierarchy process, b2b relationships, e-business, supply chain

1. Introduction
The European food and beverage (f&b) sector is characterized by a high

percentage of small and medium sized enterprises (SME) which are organized
within complex networks. More than 300,000 companies in Europe are
involved in the production of food on different levels of the food chain, and
more than 95% are micro or small sized enterprises (Eurostat, 2004). Despite
this structure and high complexity of the f&b sector, the industry has reached a
high level of internal process integration and supply chain-related activities
(European Commission, 2007). In particular, the dominant supermarket chains
are the main drivers for these supply chain management (SCM) activities
(European Commission, 2007). The development of ‘lean supply’ enables
companies to radically reduce costs (especially transaction costs) and
inventory by optimizing inter-organizational flows or materials, information,
and capital. Apart from cost reduction and logistical issues the focus moves
more and more towards quality and security standards. Food supply security
and traceability are important aspects in SCM and in the f&b industry. Aside
from all these advantages of SCM activities, one negative consequence is the
growing dependence of partners on each other. The more lean a supply chain
is, the more likely it is that uncertainties, dynamics, and accidents in one link
of the supply chain affect others (Berg et al., 2008). The efforts to form lean
supply chains therefore increase the risks for the companies as well as for the
whole supply chain. Companies therefore should not only focus on their own
business and its related risks, but also on risks in the other links of the supply
chain (Souther, 2000).
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Tight cooperation and mutual trust between the business partners is an
important success factor to optimize complex value chains when facing these
risks on a supply chain level. In particular, the f&b sector is characterized by a
dynamic change in market conditions. Seasonal upward turns and downward
turns in production and consumption, as well as annual variations of harvests
and prices, create supply and demand dynamics in food supply chains. For
instance, bottlenecks occurred for several products in the market of organic
food in Austria and Germany, which forced companies to change suppliers
(Ameseder et al., 2008b). In general, the globalization in food supply,
bottlenecks, and price pressure forces the companies to dynamically change
their suppliers and set up new b2b (business-to-business) relationships. Trust
is a crucial factor when considering transactions with new suppliers. As
information asymmetry occurs (concerning e.g. food quality), delivery
trustworthiness or monitoring activities exhibit much importance between
buyers and sellers.

The trust challenges from market dynamics require improvements in food
supply chains. E-business adoption provides huge potential especially when
thinking about globalized supply chains and purchases in the international
markets. Supply chain coordination in the f&b industry is heavily dependent
on information and communication technologies (ICT), and e-business
systems as information technology allows system integration (European
Commission, 2007). Although the adoption and application of e-business
offers great potential in terms of cost reduction, quality insurance, and safety
insurance, the f&b industry is rather slow in the adoption process of e-business
compared to other sectors (e.g. the ICT sector itself or the manufacturing
industry like the automotive sector. European Commission, 2007).

Apart from other factors (like company size, technology costs or security
concerns) one of the most critical barriers for e-business adoption and its
implementation in b2b relationships is trust. Since trust in b2b relationships in
the offline environment is essential for cooperation and coordination between
companies, it is likely to be of the same importance in an online environment.
It seems to be evident that an online transaction between companies without
trust would not be possible, just as it would not be possible in ‘traditional’
offline transactions. Recent research on electronic commerce underlined the
importance of trust as one of the key factors for successful electronic
commerce adoption (Fritz and Canavari, 2008; see also Canavari et al., 2008;
Castelfranchi and Falcone, 1998).

While offline trust usually can easily be established between business
partners during face-to-face communication, in an online environment, mutual
trust is more difficult to establish (for a detailed discussion of the pitfalls of
digital and personal communication see Haas, 2004).

Although the topic of trust is of increasing importance among academics,
and even as recent developments in the financial sector highlighted the
importance of trust in b2b relationships, the theory of trust is still inadequate.
Seppänen et al. (2007) stressed the fact that the theoretical and empirical
approaches to measure trust in an inter-organizational context differ a lot in
terms of conceptualization and operationalization. When measuring trust, a
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clear distinction is needed between trustworthiness and mutual trust, as these
are continually viewed as being distinct concepts (e.g. Noteboom et al., 2002).
Within business transactions it is therefore crucial to distinguish between the
trustor and the trustee. Furthermore, some evidence exists that the role and the
nature of trust is affected by the national culture (Dyer and Chu, 2000).

2. Purpose and Method of the study
The study presented here focuses on trust in business transactions from a

buyer’s point of view (trustor) in European food chains. The purpose of this
study is to estimate the importance of trust elements:

 in b2b transactions between companies
 in different countries (cultures).
 in different sectors (grain, meat, fruit and vegetables, olive oil)

Business transaction decisions are the result of an unstructured, fuzzy
reasoning process (Turban, 1988). Influencing factors like risk, gain, trust, or
control are rather complex (see Tan and Thoen, 2002). With regard to the f&b
industry, food quality, food safety, and control opportunities are important
factors that influence decision making in the transaction process with new
suppliers. A typology of trust elements for the early stage of a b2b relationship
was developed and tested for the purpose of this study (Canavari et al., 2008;
Hofstede et al., 2008; Oosterkamp and Hofstede, 2007). The evaluation
process conducted within this study is based on this typology. The first four
levels of trust elements of the hierarchy are shown in table 1.

The typology used is organized hierarchically, with the main trust elements
at the top and the specific trust-building elements at the bottom. These
elements provide the link between the theoretical approach, the
conceptualization, and the dimensions of trust. The typology contains five
levels of trust elements. The first hierarchy level forms the main goal of the
typology: trust from the perspective of a buyer who is in the early stage of
initiating a new purchase relationship. The second level consists of the objects
of trust (product, seller, market environment). The third and fourth levels
contain the dimensions of trust (the fourth level was included for some
dimensions of trust objects, if the number of items allowed clustering). At the
fifth level (not included in the table), the sources of trust contain 63 elements.
Cultural variety is particularly evident at this level (for detailed information
concerning this hierarchy level please refer to Oosterkamp and Hofstede,
2007). The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was applied methodically to
estimate the importance of the trust elements in the typology (i.e. their ability
to build trust).

3. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
The relative importance of the trust-building elements of the typology was

assessed using a specific decision support system, the analytic hierarchy
process (AHP). The AHP is a widely used method for structuring and solving
complex decision problems for scientific and business applications (see
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Ameseder et al., 2008a; Haas and Meixner, 2005; Haas et al., 2003; Meixner
et al., 2001; Meixner and Haas, 2002; Haas et al., 1999). For the valuation of
trust the application of the AHP seems to be promising, as trust is a context
specific topic and it is difficult to be quantified (Seppänen et al., 2007). As
shown in table 1, a number of elements influence the perceived trust of the

buyer in business transactions. By using the AHP, it is possible to capture such
complex decision problems and to assess all inter-dependencies within the
decision hierarchy (Meixner, 2003). To solve these complex decision
problems, the problem is divided into smaller parts, which are incorporated in
a predefined structure (i.e. the decision hierarchy, see table 1). One important
advantage of the AHP for this study is that individual evaluations by the
respondents can be aggregated easily group results for different sectors and
different countries can be obtained by use of specific algorithms provided by
the AHP theory (Meixner et al., 2001).

Objective Objects of trust Dimensions of the objects of trust

Buyer's trust
in transaction

1. Product 1.1 Reputation

1.2 Specification

1.3 Inspection

1.4 Certification

1.5 Price / per-
formance ratio

2. Seller 2.1 Capability

2.2 Relationship
2.2.A Relationship between
Individuals

2.2.B Relationship between
Companies

2.3 Reliability
2.3.A Adequate communication

2.3.B Deliveries

2.3.C Financial situation

2.4 Reputation

3.Market envi-
ronment

3.1 Control
institutions
3.2 Informal
Institutions

3.3 Legal
institutions

Table 1. Typology of trust element s.

Source: Oosterkamp and Hofstede (2007)
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Because most of the criteria in the trust hierarchy have to be compared on
a qualitative scale, the importance of trust elements was estimated using pair-
wise comparisons (each element is compared with all the other elements of a
specific hierarchy level; Saaty, 1995; Meixner and Haas, 2002). For the data
collection Meixner et al. (2001) suggests to use special software for the pair
wise comparison. Due to the fact that the assessment was conducted in ten
countries (including countries with rather large distances), a standard
spreadsheet software was adopted (figure 1). Files therefore could be sent by e
-mail and the evaluation process itself did not require specific software. The
questionnaire is self-explanatory and the respondents obtain the results of their
evaluation immediately after finishing them. For validity reasons, two central
figures were calculated interactively on each level of the evaluation (Saaty,
1995):

 Importance of the trust building elements, i.e. the estimation of the
priorities confirming the eigenvector method suggested by Saaty (1995)
(in order to give immediate feedback to the respondents)

 Consistency ratio (due to the fact that respondents tend to make
inconsistent evaluations for larger hierarchies)

The interactive calculation of these figures is likely to have a positive
effect on the validity of the results; respondents can adapt and modify their
evaluations instantly if the results of the evaluation process do not meet
expectations or the evaluation is inconsistent.

Figure 1. Assessment sheet with pairwise comparisons for the hierarchy level
‘Objects of trust’– example evaluation
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4. The assessment
Data was collected in seven European countries (Austria, Germany, Italy,

Greece, Slovenia, Spain, The Netherlands), as well as in Brazil, Turkey, and
the USA. The relative importance of the trust elements was assessed through
expert interviews – most of them face to face and only several by e-mail and
telephone; all of course with food chain business leaders and business
associations. Between May 2008 and February 2009 the partners of the EU
funded the project ‘E-trust’ and conducted 151 interviews. Respondents were
mainly employees within the purchase department of the companies. In some
cases respondents came from the quality management department, or just from
general management divisions. The main focus of the assessment was the
buying perspective from European SMEs in the f&b industry. However, for
non-European countries, an additional selling perspective was included to
keep the focus on European supply chains. For the selling perspective, the
used typology was adapted, e.g. by replacing the term ‘seller’ through
‘buyer’ (see below). In an initial phase of the assessment the individuals who
were interviewed could choose between the buying perspective and the selling
perspective. The whole assessment sheet was then automatically adapted to the
chosen perspective. The underlying questions for the two perspectives in the
assessment are as follows:

 Buying perspective: “In an early stage of a b2b relationship with a
possible supplier: Which factors are most important for you to develop
trust in this relationship (using a pair wise comparison).”

 Selling perspective: “In an early stage of a b2b relationship with a
possible client: Which factors you think are most important for your
client to develop trust in this relationship (using a pair wise
comparison).”

5. Results
5.1 General results

Figure 2 shows the importance of trust elements for all sectors and all
countries. Within this Figure, the bars representing the first level of evaluation
are illustrated in light grey. The second level and the third level of the
evaluation are illustrated in dark grey. It is important to mention that the
sample varies from 6-22 interviews for each country.

On the first level of evaluation, the ‘product’ is by far the most important
trust element (0.547). The importance of the selling/buying company amounts
to 0.266. The trust factor ‘market environment’ is of least importance at
(0.187).Focusing on the product on the second level of the evaluation, the
‘price/performance’ ratio is the most important trust factor of all five factors
(0.291 absolute and 0.159 relative weight, respectively; in the following only
the relative importance of the trust elements will be stated; it is calculated by
multiplying each hierarchy element with the importance of the relevant
hierarchy element of the upper level). ‘Product specification’, ‘product
inspection’ and ‘product certification’ are of almost the same importance
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(about 0.1). The factor ‘reputation’ is of low importance (0.075). The
‘reliability of the seller’ (0.071) is the most important trust factor concerning
the relational aspects in b2b. In particular, the trust factor ‘deliveries’ is of
high importance (0.031 on the third level of the evaluation).

The second most important trust factor is the ‘competence of a company to
solve problems’ (0.058) followed by the ‘capability of the selling
company’ (0.052; if the interviewed company mainly acts as a seller, the
wording ‘selling company’, ‘reliability of the seller’ etc. was replaced by
‘buying company’, ‘reliability of the buyer’ etc.). ‘Private control institutions’
are the most important trust factor on the market environment level (0.083),
followed by ‘Public legal institutions’.

5.2 Results concerning Cultural Differences
Some basic cultural differences can be described based on the analysis of

the data for each country. As the analysis has indicated, Austrian and German
business leaders are very product oriented, whereby the price/performance

Figure 2. Importance of trust elements (n=151, the value of the subordinates
of 1, 2, and 3 are global weights, i.e. relative importance of a hierarchy ele-

ment with respect to the total hierarchy)
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ratio for German business leaders is even more important than for Austrian
companies. The Netherlands seems to be slightly more product oriented also,
although the differences to the other countries are smaller compared to
Germany and Austria. In total, this pattern may be typical for northern
European countries.

In contradiction to these findings, Brazil, Italy, and Turkey seem to be
much more relationship oriented. Priority emphasis for the hierarchy element
‘seller’ is higher compared to northern European countries. Reliability and
reputation of the seller seem to be factors of high importance. This pattern
cannot be viewed in all southern countries within this sample. The figure
above shows a comparison between the Northern European countries
Germany, Austria and The Netherlands (to the left), and the three mentioned
southern European countries (to the right). These differences are significant
for most of the criteria on a significance level of < 0,01 (** in Figure 3) or <
0,05 (* in Figure 3). This analysis was done by applying ANOVA analysis; as
an example table 2 shows the results for the first level of the hierarchy.

Another interesting result refers to Slovenia. Slovenia is the only country
where the market environment is of very high importance. Due to the new EU-
membership, in recent years Slovenia had to bear many changes in the market
environment, which could be a possible explanation of these Slovenian
findings.

5.3 Results concerning Sector Differences
In total, some differences between the relevant sectors have must be taken

into account. For the sectors grain (n=32) and meat (n=30), the factors related
with ‘product’ are evaluated above average. In the grain sector especially, the
‘price performance ratio’ and the ‘product specification’ are more important
than in other sectors. In the meat sector, ‘product inspection’ is important to

ANOVA

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Product Between Groups .347 1 .347 9.897 .002

Within Groups 2.911 83 .035

Total 3.258 84

Seller Between Groups .658 1 .658 24.022 .000

Within Groups 2.272 83 .027

Total 2.930 84

Market Env. Between Groups .049 1 .049 2.282 .135

Within Groups 1.789 83 .022

Total 1.838 84

Table 2. Variance analysis, hierarchy level ‘Objects of trust’ (n=84)
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generate trust in business transactions.
The biggest share of the overall sample belongs to the sector ‘Fruits and

vegetables’ (n=61). Within this group there is a slight shift away from factor
‘Product’ to factor ‘Market environment’. In particular, the 2nd-level-factor
‘Price/performance’ seems to be of minor importance, compared to other
sectors where the factor ‘Private control institutions’ is more important. This
seems to be a specific characteristic of this sector. In contrast to that, the seller
becomes more important in the supply chain olive oil (n=17). In comparison to
all other sectors, the evaluation results of the interviewees of this supply chain
exhibit the most difference. Here the factor ‘Seller’ is much more important
compared to other supply chains (the priorities for factor 2.2 ‘Relationship
with seller’ is almost doubled!). In contrast to that, ‘Inspection’, ‘Control
institutions’, and ‘Certification’ are much less important; and at this point,
there seems to be a specific characteristic of this supply chain (but might also
be connected to a more or less cultural approach, as within this study because
the supply chain olive oil is mainly relevant in southern countries). However,
the non-representativeness of the overall results generates sole hypotheses;
therefore, these differences should not be over-interpreted; a further empiric
proof of these results seems to be advisable.

6. Discussion and Limitations
By applying the AHP methodology from interviews to operators in the

different sectors and countries, some interesting insights were gained.
However, some important limitations of the general validity of the results have
to be mentioned.

One of the main results is that the product dimension is the most important
factor to explain trust creation in business transactions, followed by
relationship issues with the partner. The market environment is generally of
less importance. The ‘product’ dimension is more important than the ‘seller’
dimension. In any case, the predominance of the ‘product’ dimension on the
‘seller’ dimension does not allow us to claim that human relationships do not
play an important role in business transactions. The relevant weight attached
to the items ‘Reputation’ for the ‘product’ dimension and ‘Reliability of the
seller’ for the ‘Seller’ dimension on the second level of the typology indicate
the high importance of informal relationships, as well as institutional factors
related to product costs and quality.

The culture related and sector related differences described in this paper
are only of descriptive nature; further data analysis is required to prove if
results between cultures and sectors differ significantly (test of hypothesis).
However, the cultural differences come along with the theory. Respondents
from northern countries (highly deal and data oriented such as Germany) are
more concerned with the product, while most southern Europeans (more
relationship and dialogue oriented; see Lewis, 2007 or Gesteland, 2005) are
more concerned with the relationship to the transaction partner. Differences
between the four sectors may be explained on the basis of the following
assumptions: In the fruit and vegetable sector, f&b companies mainly purchase
internationally, so the market environment might be of higher importance. Due
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to the comparable small prices of grain (compared to other sectors), companies
tend to buy in regional or national markets (transport costs are an important
issue), because the price/performance ration seems to be one of the major
issues. The fact that rather sensitive products are purchased and processed in
the meat sector includes that product inspection is of high importance in this
sector; here too food scandals seem to be of specific relevance (like BSE crisis
etc.).

In general, it has to be considered that the sample of interviewed people
and companies is a quite heterogeneous one. The selected companies are
different in respect to position in the supply chain, territorial settlement
(different regions), and size. In particular the most problematic component is
the diversity of experiences and mentality of the individuals interviewed that
can affect the result’s reliability. These elements seem to play an important
role especially when thinking about cultural and historical differences between
countries. Moreover, the function of the individuals interviewed in the
company could influence the results. It is more likely that respondents
involved in job duties concerning products specifications (quality, safety) are
more inclined to attach additional importance to products, rather than the
seller/buyer elements. The influence of the individuals’ personalities, their
function’s in the company, and their professional backgrounds might
significantly influence the findings and should be an issue of future research.

However, even if we consider the restrictions of the findings presented
herein, a general interpretation concerning trust building elements might be
that product related factors seem to be of highest importance, followed by the
seller/buyer characteristics. Therefore, E-business and implementation of ICT
media in b2b relations have to take into account how product related features
may be communicated effectively to potential buyers in order to gain
trustworthiness on one side, and how trustworthiness of sellers, his/her
reputation and reliability may be communicated on the other side. If the
implementation of b2b-tools is to further increase within the f&b supply chain,
in particular, these pre-conditions for trust have to be considered.
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Shorter abstract (cover)
The purpose of this paper is to measure the importance of trust-building elements in
establishing a trustful relationship between trading partners in business transactions, and in
the food and beverage sector. The analysis demonstrates that the product related elements are
the most important factors in explaining trust creation in business relationships, whereas
relationship aspects and the market environment are of less importance. The results will be
useful for implementation in b2b (business-to-business) e-business applications by helping to
identify the trust building elements that should be the first considerations when integrating e-
commerce applications into business procedures.
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1. Introduction
The Water Framework Directive (WFD) (2000/60/EC) was implemented

in legislation in the EU countries in 2003. The main aim of the WFD is to
improve the water quality in all waters in Europe and the target is described as
“good ecological status”, which should be reached in all water bodies by 2015
and no later than 2027.

Implementation of the WFD is based full implementation of the Nitrate
Directive which also aimed at improving water quality. EU reports that the
water quality is slowly improving in many member states, but a number of
countries (e.g. Belgium, Spain and Ireland) have not yet an acceptable
implementation of the Nitrate directive (EEC, 2007). High nitrate
concentration in surface water or groundwater is still found in the Netherlands,
UK, Belgium, France and parts of Germany. So in countries like e.g. Ireland
and UK the implementation of the WFD will co-inside with the
implementation of the Nitrate directive.

The economic analysis is central to several of the analyses required in the
WFD and e.g. the use of “polluter pays” principle is stated clearly. The
analyses consist of three types of economic analyses. Firstly, member states
have to conduct an analysis of the cost of providing water for consumers and
an assessment of whether consumers pay the full cost. Secondly, a cost-
effectiveness analysis is required to ensure that the selected measures achieve
the environmental targets at the lowest cost. The aim of the measures is to
reduce the nutrient loss to the water bodies. Thirdly, cost-benefit analysis is
used to examine whether it will be too costly to reach some targets compared
with the benefits which will be obtained. If this is the case a derogation from
either time or quality standards might be possible. (WATECO, 2003).

1. This paper was originally presented at the 17th International Farm Management Congress, Bloomington, Illinois,
USA, July 2009, and is reprinted by kind permission of the International Farm Management Association. It is
extracted from Volume 1of the Proceedings (Peer Reviewed Papers), ISBN 978-92-990038-8-6 which can be found
on the IFMA website (www.ifmaonline.org).
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The focus of this paper is a short description of important methods used in
the costs analysis preformed prior to the implementation. The paper goes on to
discuss the more detailed planning of measures and costs in Denmark (DK),
the Netherlands (NL) and the United Kingdom (UK), with focus on
consequences for agriculture. The paper concludes with some general findings
and recommendations regarding the implementation process.

2. Implementation of WFD and the economic methods used
The first step in the process is to find the distance from the likely water

quality in 2015 to the target of good ecological status. Good ecological status
is the second highest water quality and it allows only a slight deviation from
natural conditions. The work here has help to ensure that the targets are the
same in all 25 countries included in the EU.

Next step is to find measures and describe their efficiency and costs related
to these. National catalogues of likely measures has been developed and this
will over time be supplemented with local measures. As the WFD includes all
water bodies including, streams, lakes, rivers and coastal waters, the target has
to be fulfilled for them all and not just as an average at the national scale.
When national decision on the implementation is made in 2010, it will be
implemented in 2012 and onwards. In the subsequent sections some key
economic issues are discussed.

2.1 Cost definitions
When calculating costs some minimum standard is often helpful.

Comparisons of cost estimation procedure based on handbooks from UK, DK
and Germany suggest that the calculations will not always include the same
elements and so a comparison is relevant, especially in cross boarder analyses
(RPA, 2005, Interwies et al., 2004 and MVW, 2005).

In the calculation, the direct costs of measures should be included,
although some countries (e.g. UK) focus heavily on the initial investment. As
seen from table 1 administrative costs are included in most analyses and in
some cases the wider economic effects might be included. The trend from
recent analysis in UK and DK seems to be that the annual direct costs (not
welfare economic approach) and an assessment of the administrative costs is
always included. More wider economic effects are often not included.

2.2. Cost effectiveness - single or multiple objectives
Finding the most cost efficient measures when dealing with one parameter

is easy, but when dealing with multiple objectives and measures, trying to
include side effects and overlap between measures, then the measures are
much more difficult to rank.

The Dutch handbook recommends prioritising the measures based on their
cost effectiveness using one indicator (e.g. yearly costs per kg P or
eutrophication unit) (MVW, 2005). A package of measures can be compiled
by selecting the measures required to fulfil the targets starting with the most
cost efficient. They recommend that the interdependence between measures is
noted. In the case of the Rhine they deal firstly with N, then copper and then P.
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Table 1 Summary of cost elements included in different economic analysis

Source : Jacobsen (2007)
Remark: WATECO is a working group which gave the first description of the economic
analyses. The abbreviation stands for WATer and ECOnomics (WATECO, 2003).

When the final package is put together they might find that some
pollutants are reduced more than required.

The Danish analyses also use one single cost-effectiveness indicator based
on the annual costs divided by the annual effects (N or P). The ranking should
be performed both with and without additional effects such as CO2-emissions,
NH3 losses, etc. Based on this calculation, a package of measures can be
compiled and a more thorough analysis of interdependency between measures
and effects on other sectors can be conducted. This double loop-analysis will
take longer to perform.

On the other hand the UK and Germany do not recommend presenting a
single indicator of cost-effectiveness as too much information will be lost in
such a process. Instead, the UK suggests that packages including more
measures are analysed based on an assessment of the effect obtained, the scale,
the certainty, adaptability, practicability and side effects. Also, the monetary
and non monetary costs are included in this analysis. The focus is on pair-wise
comparisons, building on the most cost effective programmes of measures.
How to weigh together the different attributes of each measure in the ranking
is not clear. The Germans suggest that the first cost-effectiveness ranking
should be based on primary effects, postponing the use of secondary effects to
a later stage in order to reduce the complexity. However, a multi-dimensional

Direct costs Included Included
(financial costs)

Included
(budgetary

costs)
Adjustment for subsidies

and taxes
Perhaps
Included

Included Included

Price adjustment
(factor price -> consumer

price)

Not discussed Not included Included

Consumer surplus Not explicitly
included

Discussed but not
included Included

Administrative costs Perhaps Discussed but
Not always

included

Discussed but
often not
included

Associated non-water envi-
ronmental costs and benefits

of measures

Included Included when
possible

Included to
some extent

Wider economic effects in
other sectors (income and

jobs)

Partly discussed Discussed but
often not included

Discussed but
often not
included

Total costs are named Economic costs Economic costs
or Social costs

Welfare
economic

costs

WATCO UK DK
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criteria approach may result in the trade offs not being very explicit especially
when discussed with stakeholders.

The commission states that a single approach to cost-effectiveness analysis
(CEA) is not desirable or expected bearing in mind that many member states
have not developed CEA methodologies. However, it is highlighted that there
is a need for “a harmonized, comparable and transparent approach for the
application of the “exceptions”. Most measures will have decreasing cost
efficiency and a sensitivity analysis on the ranking is to be recommended.

2.3. Transboundary and synergy effects
The same measures will often have an overlapping effect on other

measures. Furthermore there will be some up-stream / down stream effects
which are important to include. These effects come if measures implemented
to deal with reductions in e.g. lake 1 also has an affect on lake 2 etc. It could
also be between administrative regions or countries. Here it is important to
create a common understanding to ensure the most cost effective position of
the measures. It could be that the most cost efficient approach is to place all
measures in one country and then let the other countries pay for the effect that
they gain.

2.4. Disproportional costs
It is stated in the WFD article 4 that disproportional costs may allow for a

derogation from the WFD. The derogation is firstly in relation to the time
(2015 or 2027) and secondly in relation to the water quality. A working group
under the EU commission have tried to clarify this issue (DME, 2008). It has
become clear that this issue is not only an issue of total costs over total
benefits, but also the aspect of “affordability” (Görlach and Libelin, 2007). In
other words, are countries willing to pay what it takes to achieve “Good
Ecological Status”.

As shown there are some challenges in the implementation which are
likely to delay the implementation and reduce the quality of the first River
Management Plans which should be produced in 2010. The paper will now
look closer at the implementation in three member states with focus on
agriculture.

3. The Danish Case
Since 1987 Denmark has implemented a number of plans to improve the

quality of the aquatic environment. The aim has been to deduce the N-leaching
to 50% compared with the 1987 level. This was achieved in 2003 (see Iversen,
Michaelsen, Søndergaard and Jacobsen, 2009; Jacobsen, 2004). The Aquatic
programme III, decided in 2004, was the first step toward achieving the targets
laid down in the WFD. This plan included a 11% reduction in N-leaching and
a 50% reduction in P-surplus compared to the 2003 levels.

In order to fulfil the WFD Denmark has chosen one parameter for each
type of water body. It is the physical conditions for the streams and the
nutrient looses with respect to lakes (P) and nitrogen in coastal waters (N).
The analysis at the national scale was carried out in 2007-2008. The analysis
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consisted of 3 scenarios, where scenario 2 was the most likely target under the
WFD.

The target for streams is a Danish Fauna index (DVFI) = 7 or more. In the
analysis, it is assumed that 40% of all streams will not have to fulfil the “Good
Ecological Status” as they are heavily modified water bodies. The length of
streams which will not achieve the target in 2015 is described in table 2.

The largest part of the costs is related to the improvement of the water
quality for water reaching the coastal waters. The analysis seems to show that
there in 1/3 of all streams is a need for improvements, and that 50% of all
lakes will not meet the target and that a 25-35% reduction in N load to costal
waters is required.

Table 2. Distance to the target in 2015 for streams, lakes and coastal waters
and costs in modified scenario 2 in 2008

Source : Jensen et al., 2009.

Where the national and regional analyses were based on agricultural
measurers entirely, the analysis at the local level showed that some local
measures directed at non-agriculture could be more cost efficient in reducing
the P losses to lakes.

The final calculations are not finished but it is likely that the costs might
exceed €140 million . On top comes costs related to non agricultural measures
of about €50-60 million . The process of fine tuning the proposal will lead to
lower costs as part of the implementation might be postponed until after 2015.

Agricultural Measures
The likely measures implemented are: more wetlands, P-wetlands to

reduce P losses to lakes, more catch crops and buffer strips along all lakes and
streams. A total of 25-70.000 ha will be taken out of agricultural production to
create wetlands and buffer strips. The reduction in agricultural area will be 1-
2% and the reduction in animals around 1-2%. Reduced tillage in the autumn
is another measure which might be included in the final proposal. In the
Spring 2009 the Danish Government will present a plan called Green Growth
which contains the implementation of measures related to both the WFD, the
Habitat Directive, pesticide targets, ammonia and CO2 emissions.

Distance to
target

Yearly costs
(€ Million)

Streams Improvements are
required (km)

10.000 11

Lakes P reduction (tonne P) 33 6

Coastal
waters

N reduction (tonne N) 10-16.000 108

Sum 126
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4. The Dutch Case
The Dutch introduced the MINAS system in 1998, but this has later been

replaced with a system based on fertilizer norms as used e.g. in Denmark
(Jacobsen et al., 2005). The N application is still fairly high with 260-350 kg
N/ha to areas with grass in 2009. The utilisation of N in animal manure is 60%
compared with the 70-75% used in Denmark. The sandy soils, especially, have
a problem with high levels of nitrate in groundwater (over 50 mg NO3/l). The
Netherlands has the highest N and P surplus in EU as well as intensive use of
pesticides. The N-surplus has decreased substantially from 1998 to 2002 but it
is still over 200 kg N/ha in most areas. Regarding phosphorous, 56% of the
total agricultural area is phosphorus saturated soils.

In September 2008 the Dutch government published a report on the
implementation of the WFD (NEAA, 2008). In total, 40% of the area lies
below sea lewel and so a large portion of all water bodies are heavily modified
or artificial. The analysis indicates that 60% of the streams, 70% of the canals,
80-90% of the lakes, 50% of the ditches and 95% of the regional waters do not
have a sufficient water quality according to the WFD scheme. It is estimated
that 75% of the nitrogen and phosphorus loads in the coastal zone in the
Netherlands comes from other countries. This shows how important concerted
action involving several countries is required.

Most measures focus on the creation of 8,000 km nature friendly river
banks and over 1,000 fish passes. It includes improving 168 sewage treatment
plants, 47,000 km manure free zones and changes in the agricultural use of
5,000 ha. The total packages cost €800 million and on top come unspecified
projects (€300 million).

The NEAA report states that nutrient losses are the largest problem, but
only a few measures are related to agriculture. It seems that the measures
proposed will only have a little effect on the nutrient losses to the surface
water. This would indicate that the agricultural sector still has a large roll to
play in forming the WFD policies. It should be noted that the program covers
2007-2027 and in doing so incorporates derogation from the 2015 deadline.
The largest investments are situated in the 2010-2015 period.

The costs are mainly paid by the water authorities (58%) and local
authorities/ municipalities (15%). The cost from 2027 and onwards is €390
million per year. The water price will go up by 13% until 2027, of which 75%
will be paid by households and 25% by businesses. The cost for the
agricultural sector is relative low as there are few agricultural measures. The
effect will be a 16% reduction in P and 24% reduction in N losses to the
regional surface water in 2027 compared to 2000-2005. This is equivalent to
16 million Kg N and 1 million kg P.

However, 40-50% of the regional waters are not expected to meet the
nutrient standards in 2027. The number of water bodies labelled with “Good
Status” will increase from 5% to a maximum of 30-50% in 2027. Finally the
share of national waters achieving “Good status” will increase from 25% to
50% in 2027. In other words, there is still some way to the target in 2027.

As the target is not met, analysis of further agricultural measures show that
mining of P (P-deficit) will only reduce nutrient loads by 1 to 5%, which is
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why it will not improve the ecological quality greatly. It is surprising that zero
P application in the Dutch report has a very minor effect on water quality,
when a lot of the current problems are related to high application over a
number of years. This might be due to the slow reaction of measures related to
P. The current proposal will result in further accumulation of P in the soil in
the Netherlands, although the accumulation will slow down. The improvement
in the water quality in national waters is primarily due to measures taken in
other countries (Belgium, France and Germany).

5. The UK case
The implementation of WFD in the UK will focus on P as the nitrogen has

been dealt with in the Nitrate Directive. The Nitrate Directive is being
implemented now and it is likely to costs around £50 million a year or £12 per
hectare. It is assumed that the Codes of Agricultural Good Practice (COGAP)
will be sufficient to meet the target in 70% of the cases (Defra, 2006). This
practice, contains a lot of recommendations, but the control seems limited
although it is linked to the Single Payment Scheme (Defra; 2009). British
National Farmers Union (NFU) find that there is a problem with more nitrate
vulnerable zones (NVZ), long period were slurry cannot be applied and the
increased slurry storage capacity. Also requirements regarding cover crops on
arable land not drilled to cereals in the autumn are described as a problem by
NFU. Finally, NFU want dairy farmers to apply 250 kg N of organic nitrate
per hectare rather than 170 kg N/ha. (NFU, 2008). It could be noted that
several of these measures listed have been part of the implementation of the
Nitrate Directive in other European countries.

In the autumn 2008 DEFRA released an Impact Assessment on the overall
costs and benefits of implementing the WFD in England and Wales (Defra,
2008). The report distinguishes between two options, where option 1 is aimed
at implementation in 2015, and option 2 is a phased implementation in order to
ensure a cost-effective approach meeting all WFD requirements by 2027. The
measures included in option 1 but not in option 2 rely on exemptions from the
WFD. More detailed assessment of costs and benefits will be ready in
December 2008 and finalized in December 2009.

In the new assessment the annual costs of implementing the WFD over a
43 year period are £2,400 million in option 1, and the benefits are £950 –
£1,700 million. In option 2 the costs are £900 million and the benefits are
£650 – £1,200 million (DEFRA, 2008). It seems likely that the UK will
choose option 2. For agriculture the focus with respect to WFD is on
Phosphates and a 50% reduction in losses is required using Water Protection
Zones. Loss of income could be around £5,000 per farm for cropping farms
(Defra, 2008). Future measures might be required as there is a rising nitrate
trend.

6. Conclusions
The paper has looked at some important aspects of the implementation of

the WFD and the costs involved for countries and farmers, using DK, NL and
UK as examples.
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The findings suggest that all countries find it very difficult to achieve the
goals in 2015 and therefore are considering a phased approach in order to
postpone parts of the implementation, as this will reduce overall costs. NL is
the only country that states that there will still be some distance to the goal in
2027, but it might also be the case for other countries when more detailed
analyses are carried out.

The role and costs for the agricultural sector in the implementation of
WFD is low in NL and moderate in UK and DK. In NL 75% of the nutrient
loss will come from agriculture and yet there is very few measures aimed at
reducing the nutrient losses. In UK the focus with respect to agriculture in on
reducing P, but it seems uncertain whether the use of code of practices will
give the sufficient improvement with respect to nitrogen losses. It seems likely
that measures aimed at N-losses will be included in the British WFD program
at a later stage. In DK the measures such as set a side, catch crops and wet
lands seems likely to meet the target, but history has shown that the
implementation procedure is very important for whether the expected result is
achieved. In DK it is likely that the loss of direct income is partly financed
through a reduction in the Single Payment Scheme.
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SUSTAINABILITY OF FARMING IN EUROPE: IS THERE A
RÔLE FOR CONSERVATION AGRICULTURE?

Amir Kassam

There is increasing concern being expressed about the unsustainable nature of the intensive
farming practices in the UK. While DEFRA accepts the fact that degradation of agricultural
soils and habitats in the UK is due to intensive practices, it has not been able to elaborate the
causes of degradation and an effective strategy to address them. This article presents an
overview of the benefits and global spread of Conservation Agriculture which is a farming
practice that is being increasingly promoted as constituting a set of principles and practices
that can make a significant contribution to sustainability of farming, in Europe as well as
elsewhere.

The Central Issue

Policy Commission on the Future of Farming and Food in the UK

The report of the government-appointed Policy Commission on the Future of
Farming and Food in the UK, under the Chairmanship of Sir Donald Curry,
concluded in 2002 that (DEFRA, 2002):

“Farming and food industry is on an unsustainable course in economic terms.
We believe it is also unsustainable environmentally — without substantial
change… in the last 50 years…Soil organic content has declined and
phosphorus levels in top soils have increased. Agriculture is now the number
one polluter of water in the country. Land use changes have contributed to
increased danger of extreme flood events, affecting thousands of homes.
Beyond any doubt the main cause of this decay has been the rise of modern,
often more intensive, farming techniques. …things are still getting worse…in
soil compaction and erosion, in the loss of certain species. A lot of the
environmental damage in the countryside over the last 50 years has to be laid
at the door of modern farming techniques. …. Much damage by farmers is not
wilful but arises out of ignorance. We believe a major advice effort will be
needed… to help farming meet its new challenges. It will be very important
that advice should also cover environmental issues.”

The Commission formulated a long list of recommendations but offered
not a single recommendation to address the need for a substantial change in
the farming techniques.

UK’s First Food Security Assessment
On 10 August 2009, Mr Hilary Benn, DEFRA Secretary, in launching the

publication of the country’s first Food Security Assessment, said three big
challenges needed to be met (DEFRA 2009a, 2009b). How to:
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 meet the economic and environmental challenges of increased
productivity in the food chain;

 help people eat more healthily and ensure people have access to safe,
affordable food;

 ensure that the way food is produced today doesn’t damage the natural
resources on which future food production depends.

The Assessment resonates well with the sentiments expressed in the Policy
Commission’s report. However, the approach used and the analysis applied in
the Assessment do not address the unsustainable nature of the intensive tillage-
based production systems. Consequently, there is no explicit attempt made to
elaborate on what new advice must be formulated for farmers on what changes
must be made to current production techniques and practices to make farming
more sustainable and environmentally friendly as well as productive and
profitable. In fact, the issue related to the management of soil quality within
production systems has been set aside in the Assessment as a topic requiring
further research, and in the ‘Approach’ document (DEFRA, 2009a) “soil” is
mentioned only once under threats and challenges in terms of soil erosion in
the context of global resource sustainability, and there is nothing in the
recommendation section to address the unsustainable nature of the intensive
production practices. The ‘Analysis’ document (DEFRA, 2009b) mentions
“soil” only once under the section dealing with fertilizer intensity under theme
of Global resource sustainability.

DEFRA’s Vision 2030 -- Safeguarding Our Soils: A Strategy for England
A month later, in September 2009, DEFRA declared the following vision

in its document: “Safeguarding Our Soils: A Strategy for England” (DEFRA,
2009c):

Our vision:

By 2030, all England’s soils will be managed sustainably and degradation
threats tackled successfully. This will improve the quality of England’s soils
and safeguard their ability to provide essential services for future generations.

The document states that “Soils have degraded over the last 200 years due
to intensive agricultural production and industrial pollution. Soils face three
main threats:

 Soil erosion by wind and rain. Erosion affects both the productivity of
soils but also water quality and aquatic ecosystems.

 Compaction of soil reduces agricultural productivity and water
infiltration, and increases flood risk through higher levels of run off.

 Organic matter decline. The loss of soil organic matter reduces soil
quality, affecting the supply of nutrients and making it more difficult for
plants to grow, and increases emissions to the atmosphere.”

It further says: “We will deliver this Strategy primarily through improving
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our evidence base, providing information and guidance to those who are
actively managing our soils, and using regulation and incentives where
necessary to drive further action. However, government alone cannot
safeguard our soil resource for future generations. Farmers and other land
managers, developers, planners and construction companies must all play their
part in managing soils sustainably and protecting soil functions. Consumers
must also be given the information they need to make responsible choices
when buying products such as compost.”

Further more, it states: “As part of the review of CAP cross compliance,
we will introduce a revised Soil Protection Review from January 2010 in order
to improve soil protection and simplify the process for farmers wherever
possible. We will also review the need for future options under Environmental
Stewardship to improve soil protection and examine opportunities for further
targeting of action on key sites.”

It concludes by stating: “DEFRA funds a wide range of research in
partnership with other organisations. Key gaps in our evidence base are
highlighted throughout the strategy. We will work closely with other funders
to coordinate the commissioning of research to fill these gaps and strengthen
our understanding of the pressures on soils and the measures required to
address degradation.”

“We will also continue to promote sharing of best practice in soil
protection at the European level. This Strategy has been informed by key
elements of the EU Thematic Strategy for Soil Protection that was published
in September 2006. In ongoing discussions on the proposed EU Soil
Framework Directive we will continue to argue for a flexible and
proportionate approach which complements existing national action.”

This means that the proposed Directive will require Member States to take
specific measures to address soil threats but it is up to them to decide on risk
acceptability, to define targets and take measures to meet those targets.

The Policy Commission’s review, DEFRA’s First Food Security
Assessment and its Vision 2030 for Safeguarding Our Soils, all state the
symptoms of degrading agricultural soils and habitats, and accept that the
cause is intensive agricultural production and the farming practices that go
along with it. However, they do not elaborate on what is it in the intensive
agriculture production practice that is so destructive of our agricultural soils
and their ecosystem functions? Also, there is an assumption running through
these documents that the solutions to soil degradation lie with the so-called
“best practice in soil protection”. Again, there is no elaboration as to what this
actually means in terms of farming practices.

It is my personal view that the ‘best practice in soil protection approach’
that does not address the fundamental causes of soil degradation in UK
farming is unlikely to lead to any effective solution. The solutions for much of
our agricultural soils are likely to be based on how we can manage the whole
soil-crop-landscape system for ecosystem services (including for food and
water provisioning) without the use of the plough and the harrow as well as
uncontrolled heavy farm traffic.
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This Article
In light of the above, questions must therefore be asked, for example: What

is it in modern intensive farming techniques that continue to be so damaging to
farm land, environmentally and economically as highlighted by the Policy
Commission’s review and by DEFRA? What kind of major advice effort will
be needed to deliver what advice and to whom? What will inform the advice
formulation process?

The cause of much of the degradation mentioned in the Policy
Commission report is the intensive use of tillage practices in production
systems which have little crop diversification, and no provision for managing
plant organic matter to provide a protective soil cover and feed the soil biota
for driving the important soil-based ecosystem processes. Output is maintained
or increased through using tillage, modern varieties and ever increasing
application of agrochemical inputs (with a simultaneous decrease in factor
productivity and increase in pollution). Over time, the intensive soil tillage
damages soil life and biodiversity (including natural enemies of pests), burns
up soil organic matter (which is also a major substrate in the food webs of soil
biota), and destroys soil structure and porosity, causing soil compaction, poor
soil aeration, decrease infiltration and increase runoff, flooding, soil erosion
and contamination of water systems. The loss of soil life and structure leads to
decreasing factor productivities so that increasing the inputs leads to
decreasing marginal output and loss in efficiency and profit, as well as
increase in pollution.

There is now increased awareness that modern tillage-based farming
methods are unsustainable and that there is a need for alternatives. During the
past two decades, there has been growing evidence that the application of
Conservation Agriculture (CA) principles and practices can serve as a good
alternative that can address the unsustainable characteristics of modern tillage
agriculture. CA is sometimes referred to as a win-win agricultural production
system. In the 1940s Edward Faulkner in his revolutionary “Ploughman’s
Folly” stated that ‘no one has ever advanced a scientific reason for ploughing’.
CA has proved itself to be a good bet for a sustainable and productive
agriculture in many countries and wherever CA has been adopted and
practiced properly it has proven beneficial, economically and environmentally.

CA is being increasingly promoted as constituting a set of principles and
practices that can make a contribution to sustainable production intensification
(Pretty, 2008; FAO 2008) because it addresses missing components in the
intensive tillage-based ‘standardised’ seed-fertilizer-pesticide approach to
agricultural production which is the mainstream farming model in Europe.
This article aims to provide an overview of CA, its benefits, global
distribution, and relevance to farming in Europe including the UK. The article
constitutes a personal viewpoint of the author.

Definition and Characteristics of Conservation Agriculture
CA is a concept for resource-saving agricultural crop production that

strives to achieve acceptable profits together with high and sustained
production levels while concurrently conserving the environment. CA is based
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on enhancing natural biological processes above and below the ground.
Interventions such as mechanical soil tillage are reduced to an absolute
minimum, and the use of external inputs such as agrochemicals and nutrients
of mineral or organic origin are applied at an optimum level and in a way and
quantity that does not interfere with, or disrupt, the biological processes.

CA is characterized by three sets of mutually reinforcing practices (see
www.fao.org/ag/ca):

1. Continuous no- or minimal mechanical soil disturbance (i.e., direct
sowing or broadcasting of crop seeds, and direct placing of planting
material in the soil; minimum soil disturbance from cultivation,
harvesting or farm traffic);

2. Permanent organic-matter soil cover, especially by crop residues and
cover crops; and

3. Diversified crop rotations in the case of annual crops or plant
associations in case of perennial crops, including legumes.

These three practices have been quantified as follows:

1. Minimal Soil Disturbance: the disturbed area must be less than 15 cm
wide or 25% of the cropped area (whichever is lower). No periodic
tillage that disturbs a greater area than the aforementioned limits.

2. Soil cover should ideally be above 100%, measured immediately after
the planting operation. Ground cover of less than 30% is not considered
as a CA practice.

3. Crop rotation: Rotation should involve at least 3 different crops.
However, monocropping is permissible as long as no other related
problems occur.

When applied simultaneously these three practices utilize soils for the
production of crops to minimise the excessive mixing of the soil, characteristic
of tillage-based farming. CA maintains crop residues on the soil surface to
minimize damage to the environment, and deploys diverse crop rotations and
associations for enhancing soil and crop health. This produces more biomass
of higher quality, assists integrated insect pest, disease and weed control, and
improves nutrient uptake. As a consequence, CA:

 Provides and maintains an optimum environment in the root-zone to a
maximum possible depth.

 Ensures that water enters the soil so that (a) plants seldom suffer water
stress that will limit the expression of their potential growth; and (b)
residual water passes down to groundwater rather than over the surface
as runoff.

 Favours beneficial biological activity in the soil to (a) maintain and
rebuild soil architecture, (b) compete with potential in situ soil
pathogens, (c) contribute to soil organic matter and various grades of
humus, and (d) contribute to capture, retention, chelation and slow
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release of plant nutrients (see Figure 1).
 Avoids physical or chemical damage to roots that disrupts their effective

functioning or limits their maximum potential for nutrient uptake.

A typology of tillage practices is given in Kassam et al. (2009). CA is a no
-tillage based cropping system, which by synergetic interaction of other
techniques overcomes the known limitations of no-tillage as isolated
technique. It can be complemented by other good agricultural practices for
further improvement of the overall performance of the cropping system. The
CA concept of soil and cropping system management is universally applicable,
but it is not a ready-to-use blue print recipe for sustainable farming. The actual
practices require site specific adaptations and eventually specially designed
mechanical technologies or machinery. Based on the global evidence of
adoption (see more information on this at FAO website: www.fao.org/ag/ca),
it appears that CA can be practiced in all sizes of farms and ecologies
including those in Europe.

Benefits from Conservation Agriculture
The widespread adoption of CA, largely outside Europe, shows it is

capable of producing large and demonstrable savings in machinery, energy
use, and carbon emissions, a rise in soil organic matter content and biotic
activity, less erosion, increased crop-water availability and thus resilience to
drought, improved recharge of aquifers and reduced impact of the apparently
increased volatility in weather associated with climate change. It will cut
production costs, lead to increased profits, more reliable harvests and reduce
risks especially for small landholders (FAO, 2008).

Conventional tillage-based ways of treating soils has resulted in damage to
their inherent productive capacity and their biologically based sustainability as
favourable rooting environments. CA is aimed at self-sustaining improvements
of the overall health of the soil/plant ecosystem, and provides a more benign
and beneficial alternative.

By avoiding tillage, the loss-rate of CO2 from soil to atmosphere is greatly
reduced. Permanent cover of mulch materials both sustains the soil biota,
raises the soils’ retention/release capacity for water and plant nutrients, and
protects the surface from extremes of rainfall and temperature. Rotations limit
pest build-up, favour nutrient-cycling in the soil, and increase levels of soil
organic matter at different depths. In these ways CA improves and sustains
soil health on land already in good condition, can regenerate land in poor
condition, and favours the self-repeating sustainability of soil processes. As
such it furthers the aims of a number of international conventions on, for
example, combating desertification, loss of bio-diversity, and climate-change
effects.

Although much of the CA development to date has been associated with
rainfed arable crops, farmers can apply the same principles to increase the
sustainability of irrigated systems, including those in semi-arid areas. CA
systems can also be tailored for orchard and vine crops with the direct sowing
of field crops, cover crops and pastures beneath or between rows, giving
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permanent cover and improved soil aeration and biodiversity.
Wherever CA has been adopted properly it appears to have had both

agricultural and environmental benefits. Yet CA represents a fundamental
change in production system thinking. It has counterintuitive and often
unrecognised elements that promote soil health, productive capacity and
ecosystem services. The practice of CA thus requires a deeper understanding
of its ecological underpinnings in order to manage its various parts for
sustainable intensification where the aim is to optimise resource use and
protect or enhance ecosystem processes in space and time over the long-term.
It is for these reasons that CA is knowledge intensive.

Global Distribution of CA
The area under CA systems has been growing exponentially, largely due to

the initiative of farmers and their organizations. It is estimated that,
worldwide, there are now over 106 million hectares of arable and permanent
crop lands which are grown without tillage in CA systems (Kassam et al.,
2009). The rate of increase in CA area globally since 1990 has been some 5.3
million hectares per annum, mainly in North and South America, Australia and
New Zealand.

Except in a few countries, Such as USA, Canada, Australia, Brazil,
Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, Kazakhstan, China, Kenya, Tanzania, Lesotho,
Malawi, South Africa, CA approach to sustainable farming has not been
“mainstreamed” in agricultural development programmes or backed by
suitable policies and institutional support. Consequently, the total global area
under CA is still very small (about 7% of total crop land) relative to areas
farmed using tillage.

Currently, South America has the largest area under CA with 49.6 million
hectares (46.6% of total global area under CA) followed by North America
(39.0 million hectares, 37.5%). Australia and New Zealand have 12.2 million
hectares (11.4%), Asia 2.6 million hectares (2.3%), Europe 1.5 million
hectares (1.4%) and Africa 0.5 million hectares (0.4%).

In Europe, ECAF (European Conservation Agriculture Federation --
www.ecaf.org) has been promoting CA since 1999, and adoption is visible in
Spain, France, Germany, Ukraine and Finland, with some farmers at ‘proof of
concept’ stage in the UK, Ireland, Portugal, Switzerland, Slovakia, Hungary
and Italy.

The Role of CA in Farming in Europe
As seen above, CA is being widely practiced outside Europe, including in

areas with similar agro-climatic conditions, particularly in North America
(Baig and Gamache, 2009). There is now a growing conviction amongst many
agricultural development experts that CA has an important role in
transforming agriculture everywhere towards a more sustainable and efficient
system (Goddard et al., 2008; FAO, 2008). However, currently, CA is not
being popularised in the EU generally, and is not being seriously researched.
The lack of knowledge on CA systems and their management, and the absence
of dynamic and effective innovation systems and lack of policy support,
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makes it difficult and socio-economically risky for European farmers to give
up ploughing which is a farming practice rooted in their cultural traditions. In
Finland, Germany and Spain the adoption of CA is being encouraged and
subsidised in order to mitigate soil erosion. In other European countries the
adoption process seems mainly farmer driven motivated by the reduction in
the cost of machinery, fuel and labour. Soil and water conservation concerns
do not appear to be the main drivers in the European farmers’ decision to shift
to CA or not. This adoption trend may grow in the future in response to
increasing energy and input costs.

EU policy on sustainable farming and sustainable production
intensification

CA as a different paradigm to underpin “sustainable production
intensification” recognizes the need for a productive and remunerative
agriculture which at the same time conserves the natural resource base and
environment, and positively contributes to harnessing the environmental
services. Sustainable crop production intensification must not only reduce the
impact of climate change on crop production but also mitigate the factors that
cause climate change by reducing emissions and by contributing to carbon
sequestration in soils. It should enhance biodiversity in crop production
systems above and below the ground, to improve ecosystem services for better
productivity and healthier environment. CA delivers on all of these goals. It
saves on energy use in farming and thus reduces emissions. And, it enhances
biological activity in the soils, resulting in long term yield increase. In fact CA
represents a practical concept to achieve and sustain improved soil health and
better soil-crop-nutrient-water management in agricultural landscapes leading
to ecologically and economically sustainable agriculture.

I believe that the European agricultural development policy can and should
have a clear approach to sustainable farming which is not possible with tillage-
based agriculture; hence all development activities dealing with crop
production intensification in EU states should be assessed for their
compatibility with CA principles. Environmental management custodian
schemes in Europe do not promote the principles and practices of CA. This is
because CA practices do not attract special rewards in the single farm
payments to European farmers. On the contrary, commodity related subsidies
or payment for set-aside land work against the adoption of CA. Thus
environmental costs arising from intensive agriculture in Europe continue to
be externalised and shifted to the society at large. Consequently, the
degradation of soil, biodiversity and environment continues largely unabated.

It is perfectly feasible to meet food security needs in the UK and Europe at
lower economic and environmental costs through CA systems. The
transformation to such systems will require effective political will and
commitment backed by active support from the farming industry, including the
farm machinery sector, which are currently lacking.

EU governments must make a firm and sustained commitment to
encourage and support CA, expressed in policies which are consistent and
mutually reinforcing across the spectrum of government responsibilities and
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sufficiently flexible to accommodate variability in local characteristics.
Facilitation should include tapered financial and logistical support for the
number of years needed for farmers to make the changeover and become
familiar with the functioning of CA. Formal recognition should be given to the
public goods value of environmental benefits generated by adoption of CA.
The research and education system should be permeated with understanding of
well-managed CA as an optimum expression of sustainable productive
agriculture.

The EU proposed Soil Framework Directive, resulting from the Soil
Thematic Strategy, for example, would have facilitated national policies in
support of CA and enhancing the role of soil under CA as a repository of
carbon. Unfortunately it was not adopted and UK was one of the five EU
members who opposed it. However, the new EU Water Framework Directive
includes permissible levels for pollutants in water such as nitrates, phosphates
or pesticides, and only under permanent no-till systems (i.e. CA) can the
erosion and leaching of agrochemicals into surface and subsurface water
bodies be reduced to a level compatible with the new directive.

Within EU there is an increasing concern about the sustainability of
farming and organizations promoting CA in Europe, such as ECAF (European
Conservation Agriculture Federation), have begun to raise awareness of CA at
the practical as well as policy level. CA principles, knowledge, skills and
practices as well as the associated learning and dissemination processes are of
a ‘public goods’ nature and are effective in reducing purchased exogenous
input requirements while enhancing the natural endogenous biotic and
ecological productivity enhancing processes. EU member governments and
European Commission will have to take responsibility of promoting the
transformation of current production systems towards CA systems through the
EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) mechanisms which have been
generally rather effective in managing agricultural change over the past
several decades.

Farm machinery and mechanization
If CA is to spread in Europe, it must be understood that in the context of

sustainable agricultural mechanization it is more than just a technique, such as
no-tillage and direct seeding. It represents a fundamental change in the soil-
crop-landscape system management and in the cropping system design and
management which in turn lead to consequential changes in the required
operations and mechanization solutions. This will involves a major shift in the
current mix of mechanical technologies, some of which will remain but with
only marginal use in future, and there will be the development of completely
new set of mechanical technologies, changes in farm power requirements, and
in land use suitability for sustainable intensification (Baker and Saxton, 2007).

Another aspect which will have to gain increasing importance under CA as
permanent no-till system is the avoidance of soil compaction, particularly in
mechanized farming and in humid climates such as northern Europe. Existing
mechanical technologies to reduce the danger of compaction, such as low
pressure tyres and rubber tracks, tyre pressure adjustment systems and wheel
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track monitoring to warn the driver, will become economically more
feasibility for the CA farmer since the mechanical removal of soil compaction
or surface tracks will not be a standard operation as is in the tillage based
farming. A safer approach to completely avoiding soil compaction in the crop
zone is the controlled traffic farming (Baker and Saxton, 2007) which is
increasingly gaining popularity in Australian CA farms, but also in
mechanized no-till farms in Africa and Central Asia, using satellite based
guidance and eventually auto-steer options. The consequent application of
controlled traffic concepts would eventually lead to completely different
generations of farm machinery, from tractor through seeders to sprayers and
spreaders to harvesters and transport equipment (Theodore Friedrich, personal
communication, 2 October 2009).

Concluding Comments
With increasing awareness of the need for sustainable production

intensification, and of improved understanding of how to achieve it, CA is a
good bet for a sustainable and productive agriculture. Yet the question arises:
if CA is so good, why is it not spreading faster? CA is knowledge intensive
and a complex system to learn and implement. It cannot be reduced to a simple
standard technology thus early adopters face many hurdles before the full
benefits of CA can be reaped. The scaling up of CA practices to achieve
national impact requires a dynamic complement of enabling policies and
institutional support to producers and supply chain service providers. Only
then will it become possible for all stakeholders to transform the prevailing
tillage-based production systems to CA-based systems as a basis for
sustainable production intensification.

The Single Farm Payment scheme under CAP is unlikely to provide the
intellectual and political momentum for such a transformation as its main
purpose has been to increasingly manage the farming sector in Europe in a
similar way to how it manages the education or the health service sectors on
behalf of and for the public. The decisions regarding the farming operations
are less driven by market forces and more by government directives. Given
that there is no effective publicly funded research and extension system
operating in Europe that can serve as the major advice effort needed to
transform European farming towards CA, it is difficult to visualize the
corporate sector addressing this need unilaterally. EU member governments
and EU as a whole will have to realize that there are no market forces that can
bring about the needed changes in the unsustainable farming practices that
currently characterize European (and UK) farming.

The primary restriction to CA adoption is the assumption that soil tillage is
essential for agricultural production. Other restrictions include those of
intellectual, social, technical, environmental and political characteristics. Key
restrictions with mainstreaming CA systems relate to problems with up-scaling
which is largely based on the lack of knowledge, expertise, inputs (especially
equipment and machinery), adequate financial resources and infrastructure,
and poor policy support (Friedrich et al., 2009). As Europe is not currently
generating the knowledge needed for transforming its farming sector towards
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CA, it must perhaps rely on: (a) the evidence and successful experience
outside Europe; and (b) establish a network of publically funded on-farm
operational research in which farmers can be provided with an opportunity and
financial support to experiment with CA practices and adopt them to suit their
socio-economic and agro-ecological conditions. Also, the engagement of the
machinery sector to develop a new set of mechanical technologies for CA
farming will be necessary.

Ultimately, it must be recognised that a behavioural change in all
stakeholders must be encouraged and facilitated if CA practices are to take off
in Europe. This includes the role and competences of the key national
extension, research and education institutions, the government departments,
development agencies and donors that support them, as well as the private
sector that has an important and often unique role to play in innovation
processes and in input supply including equipment and machinery.

CA is knowledge intensive with many new aspects and those who must
promote it or practice it require training. In the case of farmers, an opportunity
to test, learn and adapt is necessary. For extension staff, training is necessary
in alternative mechanization technologies. Similarly, in universities and
research institutions, there is a need to include training and research on CA-
related agronomy and cropping system management at the field and landscape
level, as well on the equipment options for different sources of farm power.

EU governments must make a firm and sustained commitment to
encourage and support CA, expressed in policies which are consistent and
mutually reinforcing across the spectrum of government responsibilities and
sufficiently flexible to accommodate variability in local characteristics.
Facilitation will need to include tapered financial and logistical support for the
number of years needed for farmers to make the changeover and become
familiar with the functioning of CA. Formal recognition should be given to the
public good value of environmental benefits generated by CA. The research
and education system should be permeated with understanding of well-
managed CA as an optimum expression of sustainable productive agriculture.
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STAKELESS FENCING FOR MOUNTAIN PASTURES1

M.O. Monod, P. Faure, L. Moiroux, P. Rameau

This paper describes the development and testing of an effective livestock fence which does
not use stakes or barbed wire, based on an electromagnetic coupling between a wire unrolled
on the ground around the cattle and electronic devices carried by collared animals. The wire,
which is insulated, can be on ground, vegetation, or even buried. It is insensitive to the
presence of water and is no danger to humans. More than 800 days of experiment on 150
cattle of different breeds were carried out in France in mountain pastures between 1999 and
2003. This system could allow for environmental renovation of wild areas and help to more
precise management of grazing in protected zones by bringing more flexibility in fencing.

Keywords: grazing management, virtual fence, herd control, electronic collars.

1. Introduction
Fencing remains a substantial expense today in production agriculture but

its costs extend far beyond economics and include social and environmental
concerns (Anderson 2007). Today environmental expectations defined by
European policies have to be taken into account (Bignal 1998), (Kleijn et al.
2003). These ecological aims imply a precise control of grazing to maintain
biodiversity through improved biotope management (Adler et al. 2001), to
limit soil erosion due to over-grazing (Evans 1997), to conserve the
countryside and to redevelop wild areas and waste lands abandoned by
agriculture (Sutherland 2002). These new constraints demand greater
flexibility in herds management: grazing areas must be changed with the
season in line with protected areas, the density of animals has to be reduced in
the areas of greatest soil erosion (Van den Bos et al. 1990), while stock must
be re-introduced into those areas which are no longer in agricultural use
(Pykälä 2003).

Conventional fences are static tools that are very effective in controlling
animal ingress or egress but fail to offer managers the flexibility they need to
optimize the physiological requirements of the vegetation with the nutritional
needs of foraging animals. Their installation is costly and time and labor
consuming. Moreover, erecting fences may be prohibited in protected zones or
difficult in rocky terrain or scrubland.

Virtual fencing offers the possibility of controlling herd by placing a
visually unseen boundary around animals. Since the first virtual control device
described by Fay (Fay et al. 1989) in 1989, the most part of developed systems
were intended to animal behaviour research (Schlecht et al. 2004). The goal is
to show that virtual fencing can become a powerful tool for sustainable
management of mountain pastures.

1. This paper was originally presented at the 4th European Conference on Precision Livestock Farming and is reprin-
ted by kind permission of the Conference Organisers. It is extracted from the Proceedings: Lokhorst, C and Groot
Koerkamp, P.W.G. (eds) (2009) Precision Livestock Farming ‘09. Wageningen Academic Publishers, Wageningen,
NL, ISBN 978-90-8686-112-5. The Journal will carry a review of this and its sister volume (Precision Agriculture
‘09) in a future issue.
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2. Principle of the virtual fence
The virtual fence presented in this paper was developed with the help of

stockbreeders, rangeland managers and specialists in animal behaviour
(Dobremez et al. 2000), (Freger 1998). The main criteria which were
highlighted in designing a new fencing device are that it should be easy to
manipulate in erecting and taking down, usable on any kind of land (sloping,
rocky, scrubland or dry land), cover large areas, have long autonomy and be
discreet in the landscape.

The principle is the following: an insulated wire is unwound all around the
animals and a generator unit supplies the wire with a low intensity encoded
current in order to create an electromagnetic field around the wire. Electronic
collars powered by batteries are carried by the animals and prevent them from
crossing the wire. The collar detects the presence of the electromagnetic field,
informs the animal with an audio signal and, if need be, applies an electric
stimulus to the animal’s neck.

When flowing, the current produces an electromagnetic field around the
wire. Three zones can be defined, as shown in Figure1, which are delimited by
the increasing intensity of the electromagnetic field: (i) the standby zone
where the collar remains idle, (ii) the warning zone where the animal
approaches the limit and can hear the warning signal and finally, close to the
wire, (iii) the exclusion zone where the animal receives an electrical stimulus.

Unlike an electric fence, it is not the sight of the wire (which can be
obscured by vegetation) but an audible signal which warns the animal of the
presence of the fence. After a training period of approximately half a day, the
animals adapt easily. Because they received several electrical stimuli during
the training interval, then after this period only the audio signal is necessary to
prevent them from crossing the wire.

Electronic
Collar

Generator Unit

Fencing wire

Zone 1 : Exclusion zone
Zone 2 : Warning zone
Zone 3 : Standby zone

Figure 1. Principle of the virtual fence
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3. The generator unit and the wire
The major role of the generator unit is to supply the wire with the current

needed to create the required magnetic field. So current has to be
automatically adjusted in magnitude to compensate for the possible variations
of the wire impedance. In addition, to guarantee the limits of the boundaries of
the different three zones, the magnetic field and therefore the current must be
kept constant. Another requirement is to minimize the energy supply of the
device, in order to provide an adequate running time during summer
grasslands.

The fence, which is considered as a loop, has a length that can vary from
about a hundred metres up to several kilometres. If the current flowing in the
loop has frequency components, the impedance of the wire becomes not
purely resistive. From an electrical point of view, the wire has to be considered
as an inductance L in series with a resistance R. The R value varies in relation
to the length and to the electrical characteristics of the conductor (material,
section) and to the temperature. The inductance L varies with the length too
but also with the geometry of the wire contour. The inductive behaviour of the
fencing wire creates a variable reactive load on the generator unit. This load
increases with the radius of the fence. The whole impedance also depends on
the frequency. The generator unit must minimize the impedance Z until the
load will become purely resistive.

In order to achieve this goal, a set of capacitances is automatically selected
by a micro-controller which looks for the resonance when the wire is
connected (Figure 2(b)). The tuning operation is carried out when first
installing the fence but also at regular time intervals in order to correct
possible changes in the impedance induced by a new arrangement of the wire
(e.g. changes made by the breeder in the grazing perimeter, without switching
off the generator unit).

A schematic representation of the generator unit which includes two micro
-controllers is shown in Figure 2(a). The main one is the supervisor. It
achieves the capacitance tuning to minimize the fence impedance, controls the
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the Generator Unit.(b). Variation of the
impedance of the wire as a function of the capacitance tuning, considering

different lengths of the wire.
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secondary micro-controller and runs a permanent operation diagnosis. The
secondary micro-controller adjusts the current in the wire and keeps it
constant. It also controls the memory where the synthesized signal is stored in
order to encode the current flowing in the fence in a specific way. This coding
reduces external disturbances and makes possible the electronic collars to
identify the fence. A safety procedure warns the user of a break in the wire or
a malfunctioning in the tuning procedure (e.g. wire too long or too short). The
generator unit is battery or solar powered (Figure 4-a).

4. The electronic collars
The magnetic field that is emitted by the fencing wire is intercepted by the

detection device in the collar on the animal’s neck. As it is impossible to get
large detection surfaces in the collar, a solenoid is used in order to increase the
flux. Such a coil has numerous turns and a magnetic core with a high
permeability. Given the weak coupling between the fence and the collar, the
detection device must be tuned to the frequency of the signal emitted in the
fence.

One of the most important constraints for the electronic collar is energy
management. Indeed, in mountain areas the herds pasture for the summer for 6
to 8 months. The collar, which is battery supplied, must have the same running
time.

Careful management of the energy consumption of the collar is therefore
essential. It is for this reason that a standby zone is defined, where the only
first detection module functions. By carrying out an accurate measurement of
the voltage induced in the collar, it is possible to calculate the distance
between the animal and the wire and thus define several zones. A few metres
before the wire the animal comes into the warning zone. The collar wakes up
and begins to control the animal’s behaviour by sending an audio warning
signal. If the animal goes further it enters the exclusion zone. These two
boundaries are adjustable, the typical limit of the action zone being 1m and
that of the warning zone being 3m from the fence. The zones management
program in the collar guarantees the same detection distance for all the
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of the electronic collar. (b). The different
scenarios describing animal's behaviour facing with the virtual fence and

action to be taken (audio signal or electric stimulus)
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animals to within about 10cm on average, which corresponds to a standard
deviation of 4cm.

The collar contains a specific algorithm which needed numerous
observations of animal behaviour during both night-time and daytime when
animals were faced with the fence. Following these observations several
scenarios were identified and have been translated into an algorithmic form
(Figure 3(b)). So, an animal which goes into the warning zone for the first
time will not undergo the same treatment as one which has been there for a
long time. The program builds a history of the animal’s behaviour, compares it
with the typical recorded scenarios and then chooses the appropriate action to
be taken.

The schematic diagram of the electronic collar shown in Figure 3(a)
comprises a receiver which amplifies and filters the weak signal emitted by the
fence. When the level of this signal is strong enough the micro-controller
wakes up. A first analysis is carried out in order to recognize the specific fence
signal. Then the animal-to-wire distance is calculated to identify the zone the
animal is in. According to the animal’s behaviour, stimulus can be activated
either in the warning mode (audio signal) or in the stimulation mode (electric
stimulus).

The collar is equipped with flexible electrodes bent inside of each part of
the strap, so that the electric stimulus is applied on each side of the animal's
neck (see Figure 4-b and Figure 5-a). The intensity of the optimal electric
stimulus was selected after carrying out numerous electric measurements on
cattle. The energy delivered to the animal is similar to that of an electric fence.
It complies with IEC-479-1 safety standards. In particular, the charge time of
the transformer which transmits the stimulus is long enough to save the animal
from receiving too-frequent impulses. In the case of the animal being trapped
in the exclusion zone, an additional security device will stop the electric
impulses. The collar is powered by four 1.5V AAA batteries.

Figure 4. (a) Generator and fencing unit. (b) Electronic collar

(a) (b)
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5. Experiments and results
First measurements and experiments were carried out at Cemagref (farm of

Montoldre, Allier). Then, numerous experiments were carried out in French
natural reserves on more than 145 animals comprising breeds of dairy and beef
cattle for more than 800 days between 1998 and 2003 (see Table I).

The successive technological evolutions of the system (three versions were
developed between 1998 and 2001) do not allow us to present the results in a
detailed form, which were very different according to the versions. The results
presented in this paper only sum up the number of animals and number of days
of experiments carried out in each situation.

We observed that a training period of half a day was necessary in order to
familiarize cattle with the electromagnetic fence. Training was accomplished
by establishing a short loop (20m diameter) inside a conventional fence and
confining the animals to this area. After one or two electric stimuli, the
animals seem to know where the exclusion zone is. In some cases we noted
that several animals were able to learn without any electric stimulus, but only
by observing the behaviour of their companions.

In natural reserves, the fencing wire was unwound on the vegetation and
consequently was not visible everywhere by the animals (see Figure 5-b). In
this situation, we observed that animals test the presence of the wire with the
help of the audio signal but never enter the exclusion zone.

In regions where wild fauna is numerous, the wire has been buried in order
to avoid being broken by free animals such as wild boars, stags or deer.

A six months experiment led in a protected zone of the French reserve Parc
du Livradois-Forez (France) with 12 bovines showed that only one animal lost
its collar in scrub. Situated in a mountainous region the fence was twice struck
by lightning. A security system was added later.

6. Conclusion
Virtual fences incorporate many of the advantages of herding by using

electronic technology to replace manual labour without drawbacks
encountered with conventional fencing, its being static and difficult to move.
The virtual fence we present here is based on the electromagnetic coupling

Location Period Breed
Number of

Animals
Number of Days

Cemagref farm
(Montoldre)

1998-2001 Charolaise 75 180

Parc des Volcans
d'Auvergne

1999
Prime-

Holstein
10 60

Parc des Cévennes 2000-2001
Salers-

Limousine
30 40

Parc du Ballon des
Vosges

2002 Vosgienne 12 220

Parc du Livradois-
Forez

2003 Aubrac 12 180

Table 1. Summary of stakeless fencing experiments on bovines
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between a wire unwound on the ground (the fence) and electronic collars
carried by animals. This system is commercially available since 2008. It can
be expected that virtual fences using GPS (Global Positioning System) will
appear in few years, when the restrictive problems of energy are solved. The
numerous experiments which have been carried out during this project show
this new fencing device could offer breeders and rangeland manager new
possibilities in grazing management to respond to environmental constraints
required by European directive. Biotopes can thus be protected and waste
lands can be returned to pasture in natural areas where traditional fencing is
prohibited or impossible to erect.
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Figure 5. (a) Collared animals (Charolaise breed). (b) The stakeless fence in moun-
tain pastures (Puy de Dome, France). The fencing wire and the boundary between the
grazed and the no-grazed area of the pasture can be seen on the left side of the image
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Most comparisons between organic and conventional dairying available in the literature are
from Europe or North America where the conventional systems are more intensive than
conventional systems in New Zealand. This paper compares the cost of production and
profitability of certified organic and conventional dairy farming over five years of a Massey
University system comparison trial. The results highlight the vulnerability of both pastoral
systems to climatic variability and identify the additional risks of organic dairy systems.
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Introduction
The food industry has been evolving into an array of diverse markets with

consumers increasingly demanding healthy, nutritional and convenient food
products. Organics is one of these markets offering perceived benefits over
undifferentiated commodity goods. Prior to the more rapid expansion of the
last decade the motivation for adopting organic practices was farmer concern
about risk to their health and the environment from current conventional
practices. In the 1990s food scares and the subsequent reaction of policy
makers and consumers, as Haring & Offerman (2005) identify, had a strong
effect on organic farming development. With demand growing at a faster rate
than supply higher prices were achievable. Hallam (2002) states however that
the price premium over conventionally produced foods was also necessary due
to higher production and distribution costs. Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) support for organics through direct payments to farmers to assist them
both through and after conversion to organics has been quite significant in the
EU (Neiberg & Offerman, 2002, Haring, 2003). Haring & Offerman (2005)
report some imbalance in the support for organic farming; organic farmers
received fewer direct payments per hectare and 20-25% lower price support,
but they receive 70% higher payments from agri-environmental and LFA
payments; overall the organic farmers received 20% more CAP payments than
comparable conventional farmers per hectare. Haring & Offerman (2005)
noted that ongoing CAP reform in 2003, with some decoupling of payments
from production, would further benefit organic farming.

The ability of price premia and government support payments to counter

1. This paper was originally presented at the 17th International Farm Management Congress, Bloomington, Illinois,
USA, July 2009, and is reprinted by kind permission of the International Farm Management Association. It is ex-
tracted from Volume 1of the Proceedings (Peer Reviewed Papers), ISBN 978-92-990038-8-6 which can be found on
the IFMA website (www.ifmaonline.org).
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increased costs of production on EU organic farms over the years from 1992 to
2000 was reported by Neiberg & Offerman, (2002). They found that arable
farmers achieved quite significant improvements in profit but dairy farmers on
average achieved similar or slightly better profitability than their conventional
peers. Similarly Jackson and Lampkin (2008) reported that organic dairy farms
had slightly higher net farm income than conventional farms in 2005/06.

In the US there is also government support with some states subsidising
conversions to organic systems. Funding for multidisciplinary organic research
trials has increased in recent years and federal intervention has included
assistance with the costs of certification and market facilitation (Greene,
2002).

The Comparative Productivity and Profitability of Organic Dairy Farms.

How to compare?

As the number of organic farms has been increasing so also has interest in
how they compare against conventional farms. A range of methodologies have
been adopted for this task and a number of measures have been developed
with mixed success. In this section the various approaches and measures are
presented and discussed with respect to their ability to provide useful
comparisons. However as identified by Stanhill (1990) the definitions of
organic agriculture include a plethora of principles, practices and ideologies.
While certification and international audit has narrowed this range,
comparisons across countries should acknowledge the possible impact of
differences in certification requirements on resulting productivity and
profitability. Also reflected in comparisons should be the differences in
government support schemes and price premia that have evolved more
recently; Haring (2003) noted that these differ widely between countries.

Another challenge is the holistic approach of organic agriculture which is
not compatible with the reductionist mode of conventional scientific enquiry.
Stanhill (1990) recommends that comparisons should be made over several
years to include a range of growing conditions. He identifies that comparisons
made on a whole-system scale and over sufficient years to cover the 3-5 year
conversion period impose great difficulties in establishing and maintaining
comparative studies on a scale that would satisfy the requirements of both the
holistic and reductionist approaches.

From an extensive review of research Stanhill (1990) identified three
different methods of evaluating the comparative productivity of organics
agriculture. These included comparative observations, field experiments and
whole–system experiments.

Comparative observations

Comparative observations are generally taken from commercial farms.
These range from anecdotal evidence of organic farmers regarding their
change in yields, to measured yields over a number of years from replicate,
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carefully matched pairs of organic and conventional farms of comparable size,
soil and climate. Jackson and Lampkin (2008) recommend such replicates
should also be of comparable topography, market distance and tenure. Stanhill
(1990) provides further detail on a German trial begun in 1924 in which
biodynamic farms were compared with district averages of conventional
agriculture, and three studies of matched pairs of organic and conventional
farms – a 5-year study in the US cornbelt, a 3 year study of 26 pairs in
Switzerland and a group of 40 pairs in West Germany. Similarly in Australia
there was a 3-year study (1991-93) of ten paired irrigated dairy farms under
biodynamic and conventional management (Burkitt et al, 2007). More
recently, in New Zealand, the ARGOS project was set up in 2005 to compare
12 matched pairs of conventional dairy farms with those converting to
certified organic products (Phillips et al, 2006).

Lampkin & Padel (1994) and Offermann & Nieberg (2000) provide
exhaustive debate on the issues relating to comparing results from (few)
organic and (many) conventional farms. Jackson and Lampkin (2008)
conclude that using clusters of similar conventional farms has the advantage
over paired farm comparisons in that it avoids the documented distorting effect
created by the specific circumstances of individual conventional farms. Their
methodology is similar therefore to that used by the 1924 German trial. A
different approach to comparative observation was taken in New Zealand
(MAFPolicy, 2002) when an “expert” group devised a view of what a steady-
state organic operation would be like (in the absence of a suitable number of
organic farms) and compared that with a conventional model farm.
Unfortunately, as critiqued by Shadbolt et al, 2005, instead of being useful to
the debate on organics, the exercise provides an example of how both
enthusiasm and bias can create misinformation when checked against reality.

Field experiments

Conventional experimental design enables the statistical significance of
differences between experimental treatments to be established. Stanhill (1990)
reports limited use of this approach and states they have ranged from fertiliser
versus manure-only plots in long-term fertility experiments to strict adherence
to the organic “complete system” in a 5-year study of various biodynamic
treatments on plots used for organic agriculture. Extrapolating results from
these experiments to the whole system is a challenge that Stanhill (1990)
identifies as typical to the reductionist approach.

Whole-system experiments

Stanhill (1990) found only two examples of long-term comparison of
commercial size organic and conventional farming systems. The Haughley
experiment in the UK was begun in 1938 and summarised 35 years later. It
compared a virtually completely closed organic farming system with that of
conventional open crop and mixed farming systems. The closed system meant
the organic farm was fertilised with crop residues and animal manures
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produced within the farm and the stock (dairy and poultry) were fed
exclusively with feed produced by the organic farm. The other was a 5-year
comparable systems study in the Netherlands published in 1989.

In a comprehensive evaluation of results from the three methodologies
Stanhill (1990) makes various useful observations. On average, and for a wide
range of crops, yields within 10% of those obtained in conventional
agriculture were achieved by organic agriculture. He found no evidence that
organic cultivation methods had any yield stabilising or weather-proofing
effects nor was there evidence of a transition or conversion effect (long-term
plot experiments showed no yield difference change over periods of up to 7
years). However Kim (2004) and (Pacini et al, 2001) both reported conversion
effects with 5 or more years required to achieve a steady-state when changing
biological and ecological processes and interactions were understood and had
taken effect. Stanhill (1990) reported that the longer period whole system
study provided some evidence that the difference in yields for the organic and
conventional mixed systems increased with time.

Under the comparative observations methodology there was evidence of
modifications in farm practices over time (Stanhill, 1990). This would explain
why the difference measured between yields under strictly controlled field
experiments were greater than those obtained from observation. Comparative
observation methodology therefore captures the experiential learning effect.

The relevance of the results obtained from the whole-system experiment to
the debate on agricultural strategies led Stanhill (1990) to conclude that
despite the difficulties in establishing and maintaining them, long-term studies
should be adopted. He recommends that “they would require long-term
support and a stable and independent sponsorship to facilitate interdisciplinary
participation in the planning, execution, analysis and publication phases of
such a study”.

What to measure?

Some confusion has been created by analysts using spurious or irrelevant
measures for their comparisons between two different systems. Strong views
are held about what is or is not useful, for example Waterfield (2003)
espousing the benefits of using cost per litre rather than some “..meaningless
figure such as per cow or per acre” versus per cow and per hectare results
being usefully compared by Butler (2002) and Jackson & Lampkin (2008).
Relevance is the key to what measure is used and which denominator is the
most useful. As Jackson and Lampkin (2008) state “the objective is to isolate
the effect of the farming system on profits”.

Reliability of data is also an important issue to consider. The saying “cash
is fact, profit is conjecture” has, unfortunately, led to some analysts avoiding
the complexity of calculating profit or fully costing production. To calculate
per unit of input or output measures from cash however provides misleading
results as they do not include non-cash adjustments (output and input
inventory changes, depreciation, family labour) so do not portray the complete
picture of what is happening to returns and costs on each farm (Shadbolt &
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Gardner, 2005).
Cost of production is the sum of both cash and non-cash expenses and

includes both operational costs that occur irrespective of how the business is
funded or owned, and funding costs reflecting business ownership and
financing. For dairy farms it is commonly quoted on a per litre, or on a per
kilogramme of milk or milksolids basis. As farm business analysis has evolved
so also have standardised methods of calculating cost of production, for
example Lampkin (2006) quotes, ‘standard Farm Business Survey methods’,
and the International Farm Comparison Network (IFCN) have an agreed
methodology they use each year to compare cost of production of milk
between 134 typical farms in 44 countries (Hemme et al, 2008). Similarly the
New Zealand DairyBase system described by Shadbolt et al (2007) has set
standards on how to calculate the non-cash adjustments in farm profitability
measures as well as providing standards for calculating liquidity and wealth
creation (change in equity).

However, as with the organic standards, the calculations can differ across
countries so international comparisons, other than those carried out by the
IFCN, need to recognise such differences. For example the Butler (2002)
comparison did not include a value for family labour and the value of cow and
calf sales was not known

Government support systems provide a further complication as they are
sometimes included in the cost of production (by reducing costs) or are
excluded and only considered when assessing the overall viability of the farm.
The IFCN (Hemme et al, 2008) calculate cost of milk production as a net cost,
that is, the total costs of the dairy enterprise (operating costs and funding
costs) less related returns. Related (or by-product) returns include net cow,
young stock and calf income and, where applicable, government payments.
The net cost is then compared against the milk price to see which countries are
able to achieve a margin between net cost of production and price (what the
IFCN term entrepreneur’s profit).

The Farm Business Survey used by Jackson & Lampkin (2008) does not
provide net costs but instead prefers to analyse the outputs (from production
and government support payments) and inputs separately and then to compare
the difference between them. Their cost of production calculation includes
imputed costs for family labour, family equity and, like the IFCN, a rental
value for the land but excludes related outputs such as government support and
forage and other by-products when calculating their “Net Margin over all
Costs”. However this is not a net cost so cannot as easily be compared with the
price paid for milk.

Despite these differences useful comparisons can be made regarding
specific costs of organic versus conventional systems, e.g feed, animal health
and weed control costs.

Profitability measures commonly used in New Zealand are Return on
Assets (RoA) and Return on Equity (RoE). As has been discovered in
discussion with fellow partners of the IFCN, these measures are less
commonly used in countries where land is not readily traded (due to traditional
or institutional constraints) or is difficult to value (there is no land market). If
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there is no likelihood that the assets can be realised then comparing what they
generate with other investment options is a futile exercise. A useful alternative
is return on tenant’s capital (all land is rented and only non-land assets are
included) as calculated by Jackson & Lampkin (2008). Standardised systems
for calculating return on capital, RoA and RoE, such as DairyBase (Shadbolt
et al, 2007), use the same combination of cash and non-cash adjustments for
the cost of production calculation but do not include an imputed rental value
for land. Instead land is included as an asset at its current market value. In
most southern hemisphere countries and in North America, the RoA and RoE
are critical measures of farm business success.

Methodology
In 2001, Massey University set up its Dairy Cattle Research Unit (DCRU)

as a whole system comparison between organic and conventional pastoral
dairy farming. Unlike the whole systems study reported by Stanhill (1990), the
organic farm is not a closed system and can import fertiliser and feed (in the
form of grazing and silage from other organic farms). The DCRU began its
organic conversion period on 1 August 2001, at which time the unit was split
into two similar farms, one conventionally managed and the other organically
managed. Like the Haughley whole systems trial reported by Stanhill (1990),
the aim was to begin with two units of similar size, soil composition, fertility
and herd composition. On 1 August 2003, the organic farm achieved its full
AgriQuality organic certification. Being a systems trial, both farms have been
managed individually according to “best practice”; thus no attempt is made to
do the same thing on one farm as is done on the other farm.

The long-term aim of this research is to better understand organic dairy
farming systems by investigating component interactions in these systems, and
by determining how impacts and interactions change over time as organic
systems mature. Extensive monitoring continues to be carried out on both
farms and an inter-disciplinary approach has enabled the spectrum of soils,
water, pastures and forage, animal production and health, and economics to be
recorded and analysed.

The costs of production and profitability of the two year conversion period
and the first year as a certified organic farm were reported by Shadbolt et al
(2005). As well as detailed annual reports provided to the funding body,
DairyNZ, there has been a range of academic and industry publications on
such topics as mastitis management, weeds, animal production and
environmental impact. The “difficulties in establishing and maintaining
comparative studies on a scale that would satisfy the requirements of both the
holistic and reductionist approaches”, as described by Stanhill (1990), have
been evident yet they provide a useful on-going tension that the inter-
disciplinary team has had to manage. For example, in response to industry
demand, trial experiments have recently been carried out on various fertiliser
options for the organic unit. However, these trials had to be designed in such a
way as to not jeopardise the organic status or credibility of the systems trial.

This paper reports on the comparative economic performance of the
organic and conventional units over the five years that the organic unit has
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been fully certified (03/04 – 07/08). The farm was chosen because of its
research capability, but its small size (41.6ha running 88 cows) has meant
careful interpretation of economic performance is required. Average levels of
production for this farm, at 410 kgMS/cow and 935 kgMS/ha, were above
industry averages for this region. Stanhill (1990) identifies that this
phenomenon is typical with experimental farms and cautions against making
comparisons between them and large-scale commercial units. He also states
that the scale effects have to be specifically allowed for in any comparisons.

The small scale of the farms and the fact that they are university farms,
introduced costs that were not comparable to commercial farms. In the early
years of the trial, all costs were recorded and it soon became obvious that it
was the fixed costs that distorted the results the most. The costs per cow
(animal health, breeding, feed) and per hectare (fertiliser, pasture and forage,
weeds) were useful to compare between the two systems and commercial
farms but once fixed costs were included (e.g. labour, repairs and
maintenance, vehicle costs, administration) the results were less comparable.
The decision was made therefore to provide ‘whole farm’ results from a
combination of the actual per cow and per hectare results from each system
combined with industry averages for fixed costs. Industry averages were also
used to calculate the market value of land each year. The data from the 5 years
since the organic unit achieved full certification were used to compare the two
farm systems; the two systems were also compared with the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) Monitor Farm for this region. The monitor
farm data is based each year on recorded conventional farm data that expert
opinion then uses to create a representative set of a ‘typical’ farm. This
provides a similar comparison to the ‘cluster of similar conventional farms’
approach used by Jackson and Lampkin (2008).

Results & Discussion
Production and returns have been variable particularly for the organic

farm, so it is misleading to extrapolate from the results of any one year’s data
(Table 1). During the first year of certification, which was a very good dairy
season in the Manawatu, the organic system consistently grew slightly less
pasture than did the conventional system and consequently produced less milk
(10% less per cow and 12% less per hectare). However the organic system
outperformed the MAF farm by 28% more per cow and 16% more per hectare.
Production differences continued in the next season (2004-05), which was
characterised by a cool wet spring and early summer followed by a warm and
dry late summer-autumn period, resulting in reduced pasture growth and milk
production levels from the previous season. The 2005-06 season began well
with excellent early spring conditions, but began to deteriorate in October with
more variable conditions, and a prolonged summer dry spell meant an early
dry-off in March for the organic herd, resulting in marked differences in
production between the two herds. The 2006-07 season began badly with a
cold wet winter and spring, but settled in to a good late summer/autumn so
lactation lengths were an improvement on the previous season. Relative to the
previous season, milk production was up for the organic herd and similar for
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the conventional herd. In 2007/08 the climatic challenge was, once again, a
dry summer that extended into autumn to produce extreme drought conditions
throughout the region. This was the only season the conventional system did
not outperform the MAF farm per hectare. The organic system produced less
per hectare than the MAF farm every year from 2004/05.

The inter-disciplinary team was on a steep learning curve during this time
and made a number of modifications to the organic system to enable it to
better cope with the climatic variation without the usual ‘props’ used by
conventional farming. While purchasing in feed and grazing stock off-farm in
times of low pasture growth were agreed strategies for the system (as the aim
was to maintain cows in milk as long as possible each season) the reality was
that both organic feed and grazing were very difficult and expensive to source.
By comparison the conventional system could use nitrogen to boost pasture
growth or purchase a range of feed supplements to fill any shortage.

The modifications included delaying the start of calving in the spring by
two weeks and reducing stocking rate. The aim was to run a stocking rate 10%
lower, but the reduction on average has only been 3%. Most important was the
need to confirm a source of feed for grazing young stock and dry cows and for
grass silage and hay. On the recommendation of an organic advisory group
involved in the project, the farm doubled the area of its “run-off”, the land
dedicated to supporting the “dairy platform”. All feed transferred from the run
-off to the milking platform as silage, hay or as grazing was charged a
commercial rate per kilogramme of dry matter to ensure the system was fully
costed.

Throughout this research we have used the same MAF value per hectare
for land and buildings each year for the two systems when calculating the
return on assets. There are insufficient sales of organic land to determine
whether it sells at the same value as conventionally farmed land or not.
However if we were to value the land based on its production, as is common in
New Zealand, then the asset value would be less. As a result the return on
assets would be higher than that achieved by the conventional farm but the
value of the land and buildings would have dropped by 18%. While the need
to have fewer cooperative shares is justified as they are based on production
level, not type of milk produced, it is debatable whether the value of organic
land is less than conventional. Not only is the land producing milk of higher
value but the potential of the land to produce at the higher levels under
conventional farming is still there.

Over the five years, the average production per cow of the MAF farm is
less than both trial systems (4% less than the organic and 19% less than the
conventional, Table 2). However the MAF farm production per hectare is 11%
higher than the organic system and 8% less than the conventional system. This
comparison against the ‘cluster of conventional farms’ gave a smaller
difference between organic and conventional than the 18% recorded between
the two Massey systems. Similarly the ARGOS farms comparison over the
first four of this five year period noted 23% more milk per hectare from their
conventional farms than their ‘in conversion’ organic farms (Argos, 2007),
and Burkitt et al (2007) measured 36% more milk per hectare under
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conventional management than biodynamic. However the ARGOS farms
began with an 11% difference that progressively increased to a 29% difference
over four years while the Massey systems in the same four years began with a
12% difference that increased to a 19% difference and then, in the fifth year,
dropped back to 13%.

Net livestock income is higher than the monitor farm in both trial systems;
this is most likely due to the greater attention individual cows receive on these
smaller units, a fact borne out by the higher amount spent on animal health in
both units compared to the monitor farm. The average Gross Farm Income of
both the organic and the conventional system exceeds the monitor farm
average by 5% and 6% respectively. The organic system averaged 18% better
milk price as price premiums increased from 10% in the first year to 16% in
the second and then 20% from 2005/06.

However operating expenses on both units also exceed the MAF farm;
they have been 8% higher in the organic system and 3% higher in the
conventional system. Animal health and feed costs are higher on both. The
difference between the two research systems shows both animal health and
weed and pest costs being lower on the organic unit but feed and fertiliser
being consistently higher.

Organic Unit v
Conventional

Unit

Organic
Unit v MAF

Monitor
Farm

Conventional
Unit v MAF

Monitor Farm

Kg MS/cow -16% +4% +19%

Kg MS/ha -18% -11% +8%

Milk Price $/kgMS +18% +18% 0%

Milk Income $/ha -3% -0.1% +3%

Net Stock Income $/ha +19% +61% +26%

Gross Farm Income $/ha -1% +5% +6%

Animal Health $/ha -26% +16% +36%

Feed & Grazing $/ha +11% +34% +17%

Fertiliser $/ha +34% +5% -27%

Weed & Pest $/ha -71%
-79% -38%

Operating Expenses +4% +8% +3%

Operating Profit $/ha -15% -3% 12%

Table 2. The difference in average returns from five years of data between the
organic and conventional units and the MAF Monitor Farm (03/04 – 07/08)
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Now that the run-off area for the organic system has been doubled, it is
hoped that feed costs will be less variable, with limited spot market purchasing
when organic feed is difficult to source and costly to purchase. Fertiliser costs
have been consistently higher in the organic farmlet; it is hoped that current
trials on various products will enable us to manage that cost down over time.

The average operating profit of the conventional unit was $1397/ha
(standard deviation $1438), which was 12% higher than the MAF farm. The
difference in the averages for the MAF farm ($1232/ha, standard deviation
$971) and the organic system ($1192/ha, standard deviation $1509) was small.
However, as illustrated in Figure 1, and expressed by the standard deviations,
the variation in returns was greater in the organic system. The lower variability
in the MAF farm could also reflect the ability of commercial farms to respond
more quickly to changing climatic and market conditions than is possible in a
university managed trial.

The return on assets is calculated each year as operating profit over
opening assets, and the assets are revalued each year. The average RoA over 5
years of both the organic system and the MAF farm was 3.5%, with the
conventional system achieving 4%. The RoA for the organic system was 12%
lower than for the conventional system.

Over the five years as an organic unit, the lower milk yield has meant that
the cost per kg milk solids ($/kgMS) has been 23% greater on average on the
organic system than its conventional counterpart. In comparison with the MAF
farm however, the costs per kgMS are only 13% greater. The conventional
unit produces milk at a cost 8% less than the MAF farm. Again there is greater
variability in costs in the organic system than in the MAF farm and the
conventional system (Figure 2). However, improved management of feed costs

Operating Profit $/ha
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Conventional system Organic system MAF Farm

Figure 1: Operating Profit ($/ha) on the MAF farm and for the organic
and conventional systems at Massey University from 2003/04 to 2007/08
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through the doubling of the ‘run-off’ area for the organic system resulted in a
decrease in the cost of production in 2007/08 despite extreme drought
conditions.

In the ARGOS trial the difference in profitability (operating profit per
hectare) is only available for the first two years. The difference between the
paired farms was 5% less for the converting organic farms in year one with
11% less milk per hectare, and 9% less in year two with 23% milk per hectare.
Published results from subsequent results are incomplete as only cash (farm
working expenses) was reported. The farm working expenses per kilogramme
of milksolids on the converting organic farms were 3% and 1% higher in
2005/06 and 2006/07 than their paired conventional farms. Farm working
expenses were less by 25% and 28% respectively in those years but so also
was milk production so the cash costs per kilogramme of milk produced
increased.

This trial has enabled us to make the comparison between half of the farm
changing to organic production with the other half of the farm still being
conventional. The conventional system was and still does perform above the
MAF monitor farm; it is interesting to note that the organic system, whilst still
in transition in some aspects, has delivered similar profitability to the MAF
farm.

Conclusion
The impact of climatic variability on pasture production increases the

vulnerability of organic systems that cannot utilise the ‘props’ that are
available to conventional systems. Significant modification to the organic
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Figure 2: Cost of production ($/kg milksolids) on the MAF farm and for
the organic and conventional systems at Massey University from

2003/04 to 2007/08
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system has taken place over the seven years since the trial has begun and the
experiential learning of the inter-disciplinary team has been considerable. The
23% higher average cost of production recorded from this trial is consistent
with other trials (Burkitt et al, 2007, Butler,2002, IFCN, 2003) and is the
result of 18% lower production per hectare and higher feed and fertiliser costs.
The ongoing aim of the trial is to find ways to further modify the organic
system so as to contain some of these costs. Until that is achieved the organic
system lags behind the conventional system on profitability. Contrary results
such as those of Neiberg & Offerman (2002) and Jackson and Lampkin
(2008), who reported that organic dairy farms had slightly better returns than
conventional farms, were obtained from countries with both price premia and
government support payments for organic farmers. In New Zealand organic
farmers receive just the price premium for milk.

The method used to compare results is also important. If the methodology
used for this trial had been that used by Jackson & Lampkin (2008), to
compare the organic system with a ‘cluster of conventional farms’ (the MAF
farm), the conclusion would have been that organic dairy farming has a higher
cost of production but a similar profitability to conventional dairy farming.
The more exact comparison used in this trial leads to a different conclusion
and confirms the benefit of long-term studies as espoused by Stanhill (1990).
The robustness of this approach also serves as a cautionary note for
comparative studies using different methodology.
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Using a dynamic, multi product partial equilibrium model, this paper examines the potential
impact of changes to the CAP on farmers’ behaviour. The results highlight how recent policy
changes under the MTR (such as the move towards decoupling) as well as further likely
reforms post 2013, such as an increase in the rate of modulation and the introduction of a
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agricultural activity.
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Introduction
Since the MacSharry reforms of 1992 the EU has moved from a policy of

price support towards measures that are decoupled from production. The most
significant move in this regard was the Mid Term Review (MTR) of the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) in 2003 where member states agreed to
implement a system of payments which were not related to actual production.
Decoupled payments were defined in the Uruguay Round Agreement on
Agriculture (URAA) as payments that are financed by taxpayers rather than
by consumers, are not related to current production, factor use or prices and
for which the eligibility criteria are defined by a fixed historical base
period, whereby actual production is not needed to receive payments.
Decoupled payments were introduced in order to curb over-production and to
reduce the trade-distorting and inefficiency effects of the CAP (Falconer and
Ward, 2000; Swinbank and Daugbjerg, 2006). Under the new system, the
majority of payments to farmers in Ireland will be paid independently of the
volume of production.

While the most significant reform under the MTR was the decoupling of
direct payments, one further important policy change was the move towards
making modulation compulsory for all member states. Modulation refers to the
transfer of payments from the first pillar of the CAP (market measures) to the
second pillar of the CAP (rural development policy). As a result of the MTR,
member states are required to reduce the level of direct payments in excess of
€5,000 to farmers by 3 percent in 2005, 4 percent in 2006 and 5 percent
thereafter and transfer these funds towards the second pillar. Under the second
pillar resources are being targeted towards measures addressing the
multifunctional agenda of farming activity. In particular, the Rural
Development Regulation (RDR) measures aim to “help European farmers take
up their multifunctional role as custodians of the countryside (EC, 2004; p.6).

In addition to providing us with food and other raw materials necessary for
our survival and maintaining economic activity in rural areas (Kelch and
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Normile, 2004), farming activity has environmental (Firbank, 2005; Cocklin et
al, 2006; MacMillan et al. 2004), aesthetic (Vanslembrouck et al., 2005) and
social functions (Gerowitt et al, 2003). The term ‘multifunctionality’ has been
widely used to conceptualise these wider external effects of the agricultural
sector. Furthermore, through cross-compliance obligations, even eligibility for
the main direct payments is now conditional on achieving environmental and
welfare goals.

The MTR of the CAP sets out the budgetary framework until 2013 but the
European Commission has signalled that further reform is likely at the end of
this period. Two of the most likely policy changes in any future CAP include
increases in the rate of modulation and measures designed at promoting a
more equitable distribution of payments across member states. Currently the
rate of modulation is set at 5 per cent of direct payments over €5,000 and
given its limited budget its overall effect is limited. Under the MTR of the
CAP in 2003 the EU upgraded the status of non-agricultural objectives from
‘optional extra’ to ‘intrinsic component’ and presented a broad range of
multifunctional elements as key ingredients of the future direction of
agricultural policy. The increase in the rate of compulsory modulation agreed
in the CAP Health Check and the ensuing resources raised will in part be used
to help fund measures aimed at promoting the multifunctionality aspect of
agricultural activity.

In relation to the distribution of payments, there has been widespread
criticism of the imbalance of payments between farms and across countries.
Decoupled payments are based on previous payment receipts and therefore the
system is still open to the criticism that the largest and most affluent farmers
are the main beneficiaries (Pelkmans, 2006). For example, farmers, all things
being equal, in new member state countries (those who joined the EU in 2004)
receive a lower payment per hectare than those in the EU-15. As Bureau and
Mahé (2008) report, the political legitimacy of these differences in payments
is no longer justifiable as the current distribution of CAP payments across
member states do not contribute to the European Unions cohesion objectives.

Given the significant and wide-ranging effects of farming activity on the
agricultural sector and on society more generally, and the budgetary resources
devoted to agriculture within the EU, it is important that the effect of policy
changes on agricultural activity be assessed. In this regard, using Ireland as a
case study the overall aim of this analysis was to evaluate the potential
changes in the livestock and cereal sectors accruing from changes to the CAP.
More specifically, using a dynamic, multi product partial equilibrium model
this paper examines the potential effect of recent changes to the CAP under the
MTR in 2003 on the livestock and cereal sectors.1 In addition, the potential
effect of two of the most likely avenues for further reform, namely increases in
the rate of modulation and the move towards equalising the level of payments
across member states are also examined. Firstly, this paper provides a

1. It was beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the dairy sector which is the other major agricultural sector in Ire-
land. The dairy sector faces a fundamental policy change in the form of EU milk quota elimination. This complicates
the analysis of the impact of CAP reform on the dairy sector and means that a concise discussion of the impact is not
possible in this paper. For more details on the potential impact of milk quota reform see http://www.tnet.teagasc.ie/
fapri/downloads/pubs2007/outlook2007/FAPRI-IE_2007_Agrregate_Baseline.pdf
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description of the research design which is followed with a discussion of the
empirical results. Finally, this paper concludes with a discussion of its main
findings and their implications for the agricultural sector.

Research Design
The modelling approach used in this analysis was the development of an

econometric, dynamic, multi-product partial equilibrium model
(AGMEMOD). AGMEMOD is funded under the European Commission 6th
Framework and by contributions from the partners’ institutes throughout the
EU. The AGMEMOD Partnership model is an econometric, dynamic, multi-
product partial equilibrium model and involves institutes in the EU15 group of
member states. In advance of the accession of the so-called “new” member
states in May 2004 the AGMEMOD partnership was expanded in 2002 to
include research institutes from 8 of the 10 new EU member states. Based on a
common country model template, country level models have been developed
that reflect the specific situation of the agricultural sectors in individual EU
member state countries. In all country models, agricultural supply and use data
as well as policy data for the years 1973-2005 have been collected for all
countries with the exception of Cyprus, Malta and Luxembourg and the two
newest members, namely Romania and Bulgaria who joined in 2007.
Problems with data availability have meant that these countries have been
excluded from the analysis.

For each commodity modelled, and in each country, agricultural
production as well as supply, demand, trade, stocks and domestic prices are
derived by econometrically estimated equations. Projections of exogenous data
relating to macroeconomic series such as exchange rates and GDP taken from
research institutions within each individual member state have been
incorporated into the model. In addition, projections of world prices from the
Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute (FAPRI) have been
incorporated into the model structure. The national level models have then
been combined into a composite EU model. The final dynamic, multi-market,
multi-country composite model developed allows us to generate projections
for each member state, under the assumption of exogenous world prices (for a
more detailed description of the model structure the reader is referred to
Chantreuil et al., 2005).

In order to analyse the impact of policy reform, data on all of the different
types of direct payments that are and were part of the CAP, were collected for
each member state. This was used to create a database which in a coherent
manner across all the member states incorporated the total budgetary
envelopes, the different types of the EU CAP direct support elements, and
their allocation from the total budgetary envelopes. The degree to which
decoupled payments are expected to impact production decisions is captured
via explicit coefficients that are termed multipliers. Using these multipliers
and the various policy data a set of country specific variables were developed
which calculated the impact of policy instruments on the supply and use of
various agricultural commodities. In particular, in the case of Ireland reaction
prices for beef and sheep meat and an adjusted gross return figure for grains
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were calculated. These variables were then included in the estimated equations
in the model. For example, in the case of beef it is assumed that the incentive
price faced by farmers is the real cattle or beef price plus the beef reaction
price. The reaction price varies according to the degree to which the decoupled
payments of relevance to the beef sector are assumed to have a supply
inducing effect.

Decoupled payments are in the World Trade Organisations (WTO)
‘green box’ of agriculture related subsidies and thus must adhere to the
fundamental requirement that the policy has no, or at most minimal, trade-
distorting effects. There is considerable uncertainty, however, as to whether
these payments are indeed production neutral (see Adams et al., 2001; Colman
and Harvey, 2004; Goodwin and Mishra, 2005; Hennessy and Thorne, 2005;
Howley et al., 2009). The two most extreme viewpoints relating to the
impact of decoupled payments are that firstly they will maintain the same
supply inducing impact of previously coupled payments or secondly they
will have a zero impact on production behaviour. For the purposes of this
paper it is assumed that decoupled payments will have an impact in
between these two values. More precisely, across all country models within
the EU-15 multipliers are given a value of .5 which means decoupled
payments are assumed to have 50 percent of the supply inducing impact of
previously coupled payments. The true impact of decoupled payments may
differ from this point and in any case the actual effect is likely to deviate
across farm systems and regions. That said, it is felt that this serves as a
reasonable approximation of the supply inducing impact of decoupled
payments and enables projections of supply, demand and prices of various
agricultural commodities as far as 2020.

In the following section results from a baseline analysis whereby the
policies implemented under the MTR are projected to remain in place until
2020 are presented. These baseline figures are then compared with the
results of three policy scenarios. The first policy scenario examined the
potential impact of the recent Health Check proposals by the Commission.
Two further policy scenarios examined the effect of two of the most likely
policy changes in any future CAP, namely increases in the rate of modulation
and the introduction of a common flat rate payment per hectare across all
member states.

Results
With decoupling of direct payments and the enlargement of the EU to

incorporate Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC), market signals
will play a more important role in EU agriculture. The following section is
concerned with analysing the effect of these recent changes. In this analysis,
the decoupling decision made by member states in 2005 cannot be changed.
The current mix of historic, static and dynamic regional models and hybrid
models will continue for the complete projection period to 2020. The CAP
budget and national ceilings remain at the levels as set out in Regulation EC
1782/2003. In Ireland all premiums have been fully decoupled from
production since 2005. While in Ireland there are no explicit agricultural
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policies that encourage the production of crops for use in the production of
biofuels (bioethanol and biodiesel) there exists an EU target that 10% of
transport fuels be from renewable sources by 2020 [Directive 2003/30/EC of
the European Parliament and the Council of 8 May 2003 on the promotion of
the use of biofuels or other renewable fuels for transport (OJ L 123, 17.5.2003,
p. 42).]. In this analysis it is assumed that the EU target of 10% biofuel share
of transport fuels will be met by 2020, with these targets transformed to
equivalent tonnages of cereal and oilseed feedstocks (see von Ledebur et al.,
2008). Over the projection period, increased biofuel demand for cereals
contributes to the relatively buoyant price outlook for such commodities.
Biofuel policies in other countries, such as the United States, are reflected in
the world price projections for oilseed and cereal crops (FAPRI, 2007) that are
taken as exogenously determined. The model projections in 2020 are
compared with 2005 as this was the last year in which agricultural supply and
use data were collected for all member states and also the year in which the
move towards decoupled payments in Ireland was fully implemented.

Baseline

Grains

In relation to grains, there are projected price increases in the prices of the
three major grains grown in Ireland, namely soft wheat, barley and oats
between 2005 and 2020 which is largely driven by projected increases in
biofuel demand in the EU. As a result, under the Baseline scenario, the area
devoted to the production of grains in Ireland is projected to increase by 11
percent over the projection period (see table 1). The total production of grains
is projected to increase by 33 percent over the projection period. This increase
is driven by the combination of increases in the yields of the major grains
grown in Ireland (soft wheat, barley and oats) and increased area harvested.
Overall grain feed use is projected to decline from 2,295,000 tonnes to
1,884,000 tonnes between 2005 and 2020 (18% drop). This decline is
attributable to a projected decline in overall meat production, which reduces
the derived demand for grains as an animal feed, and a projected increase in
the price of grains between 2005 and 2020. The significant increase in the
production of grains coupled with falling domestic use results in imports of
grains that decline by 37 percent and exports of grain that are projected to
increase by 97 percent between 2005 and 2020. The overall result being that
Ireland is projected to become a net exporter of grains (49,000 tonnes)

2005 2020

Total
percentage

change

Total grains

Production 1,000 ton 2123 2832 33.4

Area harvested 1,000 ha 281 312 11.2

Domestic Use 1,000 ton 3089 2699 -12.6

Table 1: Baseline analysis: grains
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whereas at the start of the projection period in 2005 Ireland was a net importer
of grains (717,000 tonnes).

Livestock markets

Cattle: Under the Baseline scenario, despite projected increases in nominal
cattle prices the Irish suckler cow herd is projected to decline by 25 percent
between 2005 and 2020 (see table 2). This is a continuation of the trend
evident post decoupling as the Irish suckler cow herd declined by 3 percent
between 2005 and 2007. The Irish Dairy Cow Herd is projected to decline by
13 percent over the projection period. This decrease is due to an increase in
milk yields as the milk quota is fixed at 2008/2009 levels for the Baseline
analysis. Due to the projected declines in the Irish suckler and dairy cow
herds, total cattle ending numbers, cattle slaughter and the calf crop are
projected to decline by 30, 21 and 19 percent respectively over the period
2005-2020. Due to a fall in total cattle slaughter Irish beef production is
projected to decline by 28 percent over the projection period. As a result of
falling indigenous production, exports of beef are projected to decline by 35
percent over the period 2005-2020.

Sheep: Under the Baseline scenario the ending stocks of ewes are projected to
decline by 42 percent over the projection period, despite nominal prices of
lamb that are projected to increase strongly. The most recent data indicate that
between 2005 and 2008 the Irish ewe flock has contracted by almost 22
percent. With lower numbers of lambs produced each year the projected
volume of lamb and other sheep slaughtering is projected to decrease over the
projection period, with slaughtering of sheep in 2020 46 percent lower than in
2005. The reduction in numbers of sheep slaughtered means that sheep meat
production is projected to decline by 40 percent between 2005 and 2020. With
production projected to fall, Irish exports of sheep meat are projected to
decline by approximately 60 percent over the Baseline projection period.

Pork: Under the Baseline scenario, the total number of sows is projected to
decline by 12 percent over the period 2005 to 2020. This decline is largely due
to feed costs and the increased costs of compliance with environmental
regulations which have since the late 1990s caused the Irish sow herd to
contract. The projected decline in sow numbers results in the Irish pig crop
declining by 11 percent. The fall in the number of pigs produced over the
projection period results in the total number of pigs slaughtered contracting by
6 percent over the projection period. The decline in the number of pigs
slaughtered means that Irish pig meat production is projected to decrease by 9
percent over the projection period.

The results presented in this baseline analysis suggest that if policies
enacted under the MTR are to remain in place then there could be significant
changes in the Irish grain and livestock sectors. For example, the number of
suckler cows, ewes and sows are projected to decrease by 18, 42 and 12
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percent respectively over the projection period. The more pronounced decline
in the number of ewes relative to suckler cows is due to the fact that in
addition to the effect of decoupling, the number of ewes has been declining
since the introduction of cross compliance obligations in 1998 designed to
reduce the number of ewes in environmentally sensitive areas. Given that the
CAP has little direct impact on the pig sector the decline in the number of
sows is largely due to increased feed costs and the increased costs of
compliance with environmental regulations which have since the late 1990s
caused the Irish sow herd to contract. The projected decline in the number of
breeding animals (suckler cows, ewes and sows) results in beef, sheep and pig
meat production falling by 28, 40 and 9 percent respectively by 2020 relative
to 2005. In relation to grains, while the move towards decoupled payments
reduces the incentive for farmers to harvest grains, this is not enough to offset
the increased demand for grains driven by a large projected increase in biofuel

demand within the EU. The overall result being that there is a projected
increase in the price of grains which results in an increasing share of land
being devoted to grain production (11% increase).

Scenario analysis

Health Check
As part of the MTR of the CAP in 2003 member states agreed to a review of
the reforms and to introduce modifications for the period 2009-2012.
Proposals for the Health Check were published by the Commission on the 20th

May 2008. The Health Check is not, however, designed to result in major
changes to the CAP but rather it is supposed to “streamline and modernise” its
operation. The main elements of the Health Check include:

2005 2020

Total
percentage

change

Beef and veal

Production 1,000 ton 545.9 393.2 -28.0

Beef cows ending stock 1,000 head 1150 856 25

Domestic Use 1,000 ton 89.9 116.8 29.9

Price Euro/100kg 136.4 171.9 26.0

Sheep meat

Production 1,000 ton 73.3 43.7 -40.3

Ewes ending stock 1,000 head 3208.6 1849.8 -42.3

Domestic use 1,000 ton 18.3 24.3 32.9

Price Euro/100kg 152.6 204.0 33.7

Pig meat

Production 1,000 ton 205.2 186.9 -9

Sows ending stock 1,000 head 174.4 153.3 -12.1

Domestic Use 1,000 ton 150.0 184.0 22.7

Price Euro/100kg 130.9 187.3 45.7

Table 2: Baseline analysis: Livestock and meat products
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 Full decoupling of the Beef Special premium and Slaughter Premium
from 2012 onwards. Member states retain the option to maintain the
partial coupling of payments for the suckler cow, sheep and goat sectors.

 Additional compulsory modulation implemented across member states

 Allowing member states who currently base their payments on historical
entitlements (e.g. Ireland) to move towards a flat rate regional system.

 The gradual phasing out of milk quotas by raising quotas 1 per cent per
annum between 2009 and 2013, followed by their complete elimination
in 2015

 Expanding cross compliance obligations.

In terms of what these reforms might mean for the Irish livestock and
cereal sectors, these changes do not fundamentally alter the nature of the CAP
and so any subsequent impacts on agriculture are likely to be minimal (see
Moss et al., 2008). In the case of Ireland all payments are already fully
decoupled and therefore the requirement to fully decouple the Beef Special
Premium and Slaughter Premium will have little direct impact, save for any
minor changes in trade accruing from different production levels in other
member state countries. In addition, while the Health Check allows member
states currently using a payment system based on historical entitlements to
move towards a flat rate regional system, Ireland has chosen not to do so.
Finally the increase in the rate of modulation would be expected to have some
modest market effects as this reduces the Single Farm Payment (SFP)
available for farmers. Nevertheless the transfer of funds from the first pillar of
the CAP towards the second pillar is still relatively modest under the Health
Check and therefore should not result in any significant changes in agricultural
activity.

Increased modulation rate

As discussed earlier, there is significant pressure to reduce the amount of
payments under the first pillar of the CAP and transfer these towards non-
pillar 1 agricultural funding i.e. rural development measures under the second
pillar. While food security2 was the dominant concern for consumers at the
onset of the CAP, wider external effects of agriculture relating to impacts on
human health and the environment are now just as important to citizens of the
EU (Burrell, 2004). These external effects of agriculture include impacts on:
biological diversity, soil and water quality, landscape and habitats, rural
tourism and the vitality of rural communities (Burrell, 2004; Moreddu et al,
2004; Firbank, 2005; Boel, 2005) and can be thought of as public goods and
often go unrewarded in the market place.
2. Food security is currently a key buzzword in policy circles as a result of two influential reports in the UK (Chatham
House, 2009; Smiths Institute, 2009). In these reports it is outlined that the global food system will come under re-
newed pressure as a result of, among other things, population growth, the nutrition transition, energy, land, water,
labour and climate change.
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The SFP under the first pillar of the CAP does not support the provision of
these public goods as it does not provide any positive incentives for the
protection of the environment or for wider rural development. The effect of
modulation has been limited given the modest transfer of funds from the first
pillar to the second pillar of the CAP. The CAP Health Check agreement will,
by increasing the rate of compulsory modulation, give rise to increased
resources for the second pillar of the CAP that could be used to support rural
development and environmental objectives. This movement of resources from
direct income support to farmers to targeted support for the provision of
environmental goods may characterise the CAP post 2013 (Bureau and Mahé,
2008).

Direct support payments in excess of €5,000 are modulated at the rate of 5
percent under the Baseline analysis. In this scenario the effect of increasing the
rate of modulation in a linear fashion from 5 to 17 percent between 2013 and
2020 on the production of grains and meat products is analysed. Such a policy
scenario would reduce the SFP for farmers and thus it would be expected, a
priori, to have a negative effect on farm production. The impact of this policy
change, as well as the introduction of an EU common flat rate payment per
hectare discussed next, is inferred as the difference between the model’s
projections under the particular scenario and the Baseline run. As can be seen
in table 3 the increase in the rate of modulation results in a projected decline of
8 percent in grain production, 10 percent in beef production and 11 percent in
sheep meat production in 2020 relative to the baseline. This policy scenario is
projected to have little direct impact on the pork sector so as expected this
policy does not result in any significant projected changes in pork production
over the projection period (0.5% drop).

EU Flat rate

The policy of price support evident in the EU agricultural sector prior to
the introduction of decoupled payments established a pattern of transfers that
favoured larger farms (Ackrill, 2008). Furthermore, not only is a
disproportionate amount of payments being accrued by the largest farmers
there is also an inequitable distribution of payments between member states.
One of the central issues in the design of any new CAP is likely to be
measures aimed at addressing this imbalance in payments. For example, in the
explanatory memorandum accompanying the Commission’s Health Check
proposals (CEC, 2008; p. 18) the Commission argues that it is “increasingly
harder to justify the legitimacy of significant individual differences in support
level which are only based on past support.” This fact has led to suggestions
that an EU wide flat rate payment should be introduced instead of the historic
and regional payment models in place currently.

In this policy scenario the effect of a common EU wide flat rate payment
per hectare calculated as the sum of the currently agreed national budgetary
envelopes in 2005 divided by utilisable agricultural area in the EU-27 being
implemented (€247/hectare) is analysed. Such an approach if adopted would
result in a significant fall in the level of support given to Irish farmers with a
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consequent increase in the level of support given to farmers in, for instance,
new member state countries. For example, in the case of Ireland such a policy
if implemented would result in the average per hectare payment falling to a
figure of €247 per hectare from a figure of €311. Consequently, the, a priori,

expectation here would be that this policy scenario would have a negative
effect on agricultural activity in Ireland. As can be seen in table 3, if this
policy were to be implemented in 2013, grain, beef and sheep meat production
is projected to fall by 9%, 10% and 11% by 2020 relative to the baseline.

Discussion
European agricultural policy underwent significant changes under the

MTR of the (CAP) in 2003 where with some exceptions, member states agreed
to implement a system of SFP’s which were decoupled from production. WTO
concerns were central to shaping the 2003 reforms as it was felt decoupled
payments reduce the trade distorting and inefficiency effects of the CAP.
Under this new system, farmers in Ireland are paid a lump-sum cash payment
based on historical payments, whereby actual production is not needed to
receive support. One further significant policy change was making modulation
compulsory for all member states. These reforms sought to address the
problem of overproduction evident in the EU since the 1980s, as well as help
farm activity move to meet wider demands from society with respect to the
environment, food quality and safety and wider rural development. This
analysis has shown how the Irish livestock and cereal sectors is set to undergo
significant changes if current policies remain in place. In particular, the move
towards decoupling of payments reduces the incentive for farmers to produce
with the result that there is a significant projected decline of 18 and 42 percent
respectively in beef and sheep meat production between 2005 and 2020. Pork
production is projected to decline by 9 per cent over the projection period.
Given that the CAP has little direct impact on the pig sector this decline is
largely due to increased feed costs and the increased costs of compliance with
environmental regulations.

It has been reported that the anticipated reduction in livestock numbers as a
result of decoupling may lead to land abandonment (Oglethorpe, 2005;
Kantelhardt 2006). Through cross compliance obligations, however, farmers
are required to keep their land in good agricultural and environmental condition.
In any case, while decoupling is expected to lead to a reduction in livestock
numbers the projected decline should not be significant enough to lead to any

Baseline EU Flat rate Modulation

Grain production 1,000 ha 2832 2576 (-9%) 2608 (-8%)

Beef Production 1,000 ton 394 354 (-10%) 355 (-10%)

Pig meat production 1,000 ton 187 186 (-.5%) 186 (-.5%)

Sheep meat production 1,000 ton 44 39 (-11%) 39 (-11%)

Table 3: Scenario analysis
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drastic changes in land use such as land abandonment. In relation to cereals the
move towards decoupled payments is not enough to offset the increased
demand for grains as a result of a projected increase in biofuel demand within
the EU. The result being that there is a projected 11 percent increase in the
area devoted to the production of grains between 2005 and 2020.

The Health Check agreement on November 2008 led to some changes to
the CAP agreed in 2003. The principal changes were to extend further the set
of direct payments that must be decoupled from production, increase the rate
of compulsory modulation and agree that the current milk production quota
system will end in 2015 and that in advance a series of 5 annual increases in
milk quota will occur. In this paper it is assumed that the milk quota system
remains unchanged over the projection horizon, and the impact of changes to
modulation and direct payments that could arise from future reforms of the
CAP is analysed.

Given that all direct payments in Ireland were already fully decoupled
since 2005 the impact of the Health Check is likely to be relatively minor.
Further more significant reforms are expected to be introduced at the end of
the current financial perspective in 2013. Up until the reforms introduced in
2003 the CAP was synonymous with overproduction and environmental
degradation. The problem with over production has been at least partly solved
by severing the fifty year link between payments and production with the
introduction of decoupled payments. There is considerable uncertainty,
however, as to whether farmers are treating these payments as fully decoupled.
It is frequently argued, for instance, that decoupled payments increase overall
wealth and that this increase in wealth can facilitate on farm investment, the
provision of loans from lenders or even decrease a farmer’s risk aversion
making them more likely to engage in production activities that without these
decoupled payments they may not have made (Bhaskar and Beghin, 2009).
Secondly, the variety of non-market based benefits to farming mean that
decoupled payments could potentially alter the supply of agricultural
commodities by allowing those who enjoy farming irrespective of any
financial reward to continue in farming. Nevertheless, as Howley et al. (2010)
assert, while decoupled payments appear to still have a positive impact on
agricultural production this effect is less than what would be observed if these
payments were still fully coupled.

In relation to environmental degradation the European Community’s Fifth
Environmental Action Programme concluded that “farming practices in many
regions of the community have led to over-exploitation and degradation of the
natural resources on which agriculture itself ultimately depends: soil, water
and air” (European Commission, 1992; p.15). The CAP in recent times has
shifted in part to address these concerns by increasing the resources available
to its second pillar. That said, the amount of funds available under the second
pillar is still modest and consequently its overall effect is limited. It seems
likely that any future formulation of the CAP will shift a much greater
proportion of payments under the first pillar to measures aimed at enhancing
the environment and wider rural economy under the second pillar. As
demonstrated in this paper even a modest increase in modulation to 17 per cent
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by 2020 could significantly reduce the production of grains, beef and sheep
meat. One further scenario examined in this analysis was the move towards a
flat rate payment per hectare across all member states. Even if the overall CAP
budget was held constant such an approach would lead to a significant
redistribution of resources. Generally old member state countries with the
exception of Spain and Portugal benefit disproportionately from the current
system as they enjoy a much higher average payment per hectare than new
member state countries. This paper demonstrated that if a common flat area
payment per hectare across all member states was implemented then the SFP
available to Irish farmers would fall significantly and agricultural production
in the grain and livestock sectors would, in turn, diminish.

Analysing the impact of agricultural policy changes at the farm or market
levels using economic models, such as the AGMEMOD model, provides
important insights into the effects of policies. However, the projections
produced in this paper are conditional in that they depend on data used on the
future evolution of the wider economy (economic growth rates, inflation and
currency exchange rates), on assumptions relating to the wider set of policies
that affect agriculture (WTO, agricultural policy in non-EU countries) and on
the degree to which our assumptions relating to the supply inducing impact of
decoupled direct payments reflect the behaviour of Irish and EU farmers.
Large shocks to the wider marcoeconomy and/or unforeseen changes in
agricultural and other policies will affect agriculture and will ex post be
“missed” by this analysis. Changes in agricultural policy that have been
agreed, such as the ending of the EU milk quota in 2015 if incorporated in our
baseline policy assumptions alter our baseline projections from those
presented here. However, given that such a policy change would also be
incorporated in the various alternative policy scenarios analysed in this paper
such a change is unlikely to significantly alter our analysis

While this paper examined the impact of some potential changes accruing
from a reformulation of the CAP budget there is also increasing demands that
the CAP budget be significantly reduced. This demand centres on the cost of
the CAP to the European tax payer as the CAP accounts for 40 per cent of the
EU budget although agriculture represents only 4.2 percent of employment
and 1.7 percent of GDP (Burrell, 2004). The European Commission has
signalled that the share of the EU budget devoted to CAP will be reduced in
further rounds of the CAP as it looks to focus resources on other issues such as
climate change, global security, energy and the Lisbon Agenda. Furthermore,
there is ever increasing pressure from other agricultural exporters placed on
the EU to reduce what they see as highly protectionist and market-distorting
agricultural policies. While recent World trade negotiations have stalled they
look set to continue in 2010 and will continue to be highly influential in
determining the future direction the CAP. Certainly it seems highly probable
that large tariff cuts will be implemented across supported sectors within the
EU at the conclusion of the next round of WTO negotiations (see Binfield et
al., 2008 for an analysis of the potential impact of WTO reform).
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OF A DAIRY COOPERATIVE IN THE UK
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This study forecasts milk supply of a dairy cooperative in the UK using univariate time series
models. Two seasonally adjusted exponential models, specifically, Holt-Winter’s seasonal
model and seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average model (SARIMA) generated
forecasts with error of less than 3 per cent, implying that such techniques could easily be
applied to businesses having limited historical data characterised by trend and seasonality
components. Results also show that longer series produces better forecasts than a shorter
series. Forecasts for periods of more than a year could be used but with caution, and should
be updated with actual data whenever opportunity arises, because data pattern may change
substantially in response to policy changes and other related factors.

Keywords: Univariate time series models; milk supply forecasting; trends and seasonality in
historical data.

Introduction and background
Entrepreneurs operate not only with limited funds but also with restricted

information. In particular, small and medium businesses often make decisions
under acute shortages of information. Given these constraints, managers
estimate future sales volume to make budgets, predict operating expenses,
cash flows, pricing, advertising outlays, etc. Actual turnover and profitability
depend on the accuracy of these decisions.

In the UK, milk is channelled from farmers to consumers through
cooperatives, processors (private limited companies or plcs) and supermarkets.
The cooperatives are owned by the member farmers and constitute an
important stage in the milk supply chain serving the farmers, acting as
intermediaries between the farmers and processors and/or retailers. On behalf
of the farmers, the cooperatives bargain with the processors, but in general
cooperatives hold weaker market power than the processors (Smith and
Thanassoulis 2008). In this situation cooperatives require accurate estimates of
liquid milk supply from their members in order to bargain for competitive
farm gate prices. The present study aims at improving the prediction of milk
supply using a case study of a dairy cooperative, which characterises a limited
information base. The cooperative has accurate records only of historical data
of monthly milk supply from individual members over the years. The
cooperative managers expressed the view that a one percent improvement in
forecasting error could potentially save around £1M in preparatory expenses,
such as planning for transportation and haulage as well as production plan for
further processing into value added products (e.g., cheese, chocolate milk,
etc.), which emphasises the importance of having an accurate forecasting of
milk supply, even at a single-business level.

The paper proceeds as follows. The next section briefly discusses the milk
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industry in the UK, the dairy cooperative under study, and its existing
forecasting methods. Section 3 provides the methodological framework.
Section 4 discusses the results. The final section concludes and draws practical
implications.

2. Dynamics of the milk industry in UK and the Milk Link Ltd.
The farmers’ cooperative Milk Marque was formed from the Milk

Marketing Board (MMB) after deregulation of the milk market in 1994.
Before the deregulation MMB was responsible for the purchasing of almost all
milk produced in England and Wales and supplying it to the processors. After
deregulation some farmers discontinued their contracts with Milk Marque in
order to sell milk directly to processors, although in 1999, this cooperative still
handled around half of all liquid milk sales. In 2000, Milk Marque was divided
into three regionally based cooperatives: Milk Link, Zenith Milk and Axis
Milk. Zenith and Axis have subsequently merged with the Milk Group and
Scottish Milk to form Dairy Farmers of Britain and First Milk respectively.
These three cooperatives have over time moved from being solely concerned
with the marketing of liquid milk into milk processing as a consequence of the
structural changes in the industry. Traditional milk processors have meanwhile
undergone a process of consolidation with, for example Unigate merging with
Dairy Crest, and Arla Foods merging with Express Dairies (Tiffin 2006).
There are three large public limited companies (plcs) which hold a stronger
bargaining position than cooperatives, partly because they are able to source
milk directly from farmers in the event of impasse with the cooperative or
bidding an extra contract from a supermarket and by paying slightly higher
prices (Smith and Thanassoulis 2008). Thus dairy farmers in the UK supply
milk either to the cooperatives (as members of those cooperatives) or to plcs.
Member farmers have contracts with cooperatives and other farmers have
contracts with either the plcs or cooperatives (we call them non-members in
this study).1 Type of contracts differs widely depending on quantity and
quality of supply, seasonality, duration of contract, proximity of the farm from
a processing point, etc.

Externally, a number of changes in the EU policies have been influencing
the industry directly and indirectly (FAPRI 2007). Between April 2001 and
September 2004 the retail price increased by 8 per cent and the farm gate price
increased by 4 per cent due to dynamic structural changes (Tiffin 2006). Prices
are still rising but supply is falling due to the fact that the UK is losing 5-6 per
cent of farmers every year.2 Specialist dairy farming is also declining at nearly
at nearly the same rate (Colman and Zhuang 2008). Cooperatives are gradually
losing members in the UK. In addition, due to the strong competition with plcs
that exists today, the cooperatives are striving to improve turnover. Accurate

1. These non-member farmers are often called direct farmers because they supply milk directly to the processors,
thereby, bypassing the cooperatives. Cooperatives also purchase milk from these non-member farmers who are not
completely free agents. They are to be contracted well ahead for supplying milk in the following year or afterwards
but they are not shareholders like member farmers. Contract type varies widely but the duration of a non-member
contract is at least a year. In the case of Milk Link members have to deposit 0.5 pence per litre of their supply to the
cooperative to build capital but non-member farmers do not deposit a share.
2. The source of the information is http://www.fwi.co.uk/Articles/2008/06/20/110920/uk-milk-supply-can-recover-
from-current-low.html by Paul Spackman, Arable editor for FWI. Also available in https://statistics.defra.gov.uk/
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sales forecasting is certainly an inexpensive way to improve business
performance (implying farmers could get competitive farm gate prices), since
this leads to improved customer services, reduced lost sales and product
returns, and more efficient production planning and human resources
management. In particular, knowledge of farmers’ supply well in advance
would help a cooperative to contract non-farmers for balancing the required
supply shortfall to meet processors/retailer demand.

Milk Link Ltd is a progressive integrated dairy business and the largest
cheese producer in England, handling over 2 billion litres of milk every year
from members and non-member farmers in the South West region. It started
functioning initially as a milk broker but has moved to a vertically integrated
dairy business, functioning also as a milk processor. At present it owns eight
processing plants that process milk from members as well as balancing supply
shortfalls directly from non-member farmers. Around 25 per cent of the milk
supplied by the member farmers is sold to plcs. Milk Link also purchases milk
from non-members on behalf of plcs. In 2005, it ranked 12th in the Top 20 of
the European dairy cooperatives. However, according to its management, Milk
Link faces a real challenge of not being able to forecast its monthly milk
supply with less than 5 per cent error, with the associated financial risk. Its
current forecasting practice is based on a complex mix of: (a) actual milk
supply per member which, in turn, is based on historic or preceding year’s
supply, (b) an ad-hoc adjustment of presumed productivity increase per
member for the coming year, (c) an adjustment to account for retirement of
farmers and new recruits, and (d) a seasonal adjustment measure to account for
fluctuation owing to calving practices and other unforeseen factors. In
addition, a pro-forma is regularly distributed to members to encourage them to
provide their own forecasts of milk supply, known as “farmer forecasts”. But
many members do not return the forms, and even when sent the forecasts are
often inaccurate (Haye 2006). Milk Link also recruited a consultancy group to
provide milk supply forecasts which are known as “C-forecasts”. We have
looked into the results of “C-forecasts” as well as “farmer’s forecasts” for a 4-
month period, i.e., for the months of May, June, July and August in 2006/7.
The results show that farmer forecasts were more accurate than C-forecasts,
which is somewhat surprising. Monthly variation in farmers’ forecasts was
wide with an extremely good forecast in May and extremely inaccurate
forecast in August. The C-forecast for August 2006 was about 12 per cent
lower than the actual realised production, and the farmers’ forecast for the
same month was 9 per cent lower (Haye 2006).

Given this backdrop, it is imperative that a scientific but simple approach
is needed to provide a long-term forecast of milk supply with minimum error
despite serious data constraints. In this paper we present how time series
models could be used to produce reasonably accurate forecasts from limited
data.

3. Analytical framework
Forecasting is prediction of the likely future value of a variable (or set of

variables). There are various methods of forecasting, which can be classified
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into several different categories and none is free from error. Two broad
categories are discussed below:

1.Univariate time series models

2. Multivariate time series models

In the univariate approach which is often referred to ‘pure time series
analysis’, the relationship of past and current values of a variable from
historical data series is used to forecast its future values (Verbeek 2000).3 On
the other hand, multivariate approach builds structural models based on
interrelationships between variables to use them as the basis for forecasting
and inference; relationships are often derived from well-specified theory,
though this is not always the case. The multivariate approach tries to
accommodate realistic situations but requires a large set of information for the
related variables as well as their future values. Due to data constraints, and to
avoid the complexity of deriving future values for related variables, our
analysis is centred on univariate time series models.

It is often argued that from the predictive point of view, a pure time series
approach often outperforms a structural approach because of the estimation
problems of the latter (Gottman 1981). The history of the concerned variable
in a univariate model provides enough information to predict future values.
Structural models require forecasts for all ‘exogenous’ variables. This could
introduce other sources of forecast error. As in the case of milk supply, a
farmer or producer cooperative is a price taker. EU policies would affect milk
market price as well as farm level management decisions. Appropriate futures
forecasts for milk price, number of cows, etc., require an aggregate model (at
sector, country level, or EU level). For a particular company it would be
unrealistic to forecast all such variables. Also, building a structural model
would be expensive and futures forecasts for exogenous variables are more
likely to be inefficient if attempts are made to forecast all of them with limited
data.

3.1 Milk supply pattern of the Milk Link Ltd.: What the data tells us?
Accuracy of forecasts using historical data depends on the recognition of

data patterns, such as, average, trend and seasonality. We have collected milk
supply data from the Milk Link internal records. Data on monthly milk supply
from members is available from April 2000 and from non-members is
available from April 2002. This gives us 96 monthly records of member
supply and 72 monthly records of non-member supply. The cooperative started
functioning with more than 3,000 member farmers and then gradually declined
below 2,000. Monthly milk supply from member farms during this eight year
period varied from around 80 million litres to more than 156 million litres with
an average of about 118 million litres. The number of members who actively
supplied milk varied from 1,522 to 3,057 farms. Average monthly collection
from non-members is about 46.6 million litres with a maximum of 85.7 and a

3. Time series is a set of observations measured at successive times or over successive periods.
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minimum of 27.2 million litres.
Data on other related variables, e.g., milk price, number of cows per farm,

etc, was available only in shorter series. Figure 1 shows fluctuations of
monthly supply of milk volume since 2000 from members and non-members,
showing a slight downward trend with seasonal fluctuations, and a yearly peak
during the summer months. Milk supply was almost trendless until the 50th

month (May 2004) for the series beginning in April 2000. Since then a
decreasing trend is clear, possibly due to changes in the Common Agricultural
Policies (particularly the 2003 CAP reform), which were gradually translating
into decreasing farm production. Also milk processors were strengthening
their power through consolidation as mentioned earlier, resulting in a loss of
market power for farmers.

Although retail price was rising, farm gate price was rising at a much
lower rate. Other processors were offering higher farm gate prices and,
consequently, Milk Link was losing members. A seasonality pattern has been
visible since the beginning of the series. Peak supply clearly occurred in the
month of May every year until 2005. Additional peaks have been noted in
March since 2006. However, the amplitude of seasonal fluctuation has been
reducing gradually since 2004, possibly due to seasonality incentives
introduced in 2004.

Figure 1: Actual milk supply from member and non-member, April 2000 to
March 2008

X-axis: 1=April 2000, 2=May 2000 and so on
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On the other hand balancing-supply from non-members is rising gradually
with smaller seasonal fluctuations than in members’ supply. Production
incentives are used as an instrument to reduce drop-out of members, but with
limited apparent effect. During the most recent year in the data (April 2007 to
March 2008), total milk supply declined from both members and non-
members: this is consistent with the national trend. In five months from 01
April to 31st August 2008, the UK farmers produced 120 million litres less
milk (2 per cent of total supply) compared to the same period in 2007 (though
a period of extremely unfavourable weather in 2008 will also have had a
strong influence).

The changing pattern in seasonal fluctuation corresponds to the policy of
seasonality payment in the form of differential pricing being introduced in
April 2004 to encourage producers to supply milk more evenly over the year.
The national policy is to change this payment over time depending on
performance. Therefore, for the most accurate forecasting, such seasonality
incentive needs to be explicitly accounted for, possible only if structural
multivariate modelling can be used. As mentioned earlier, time series data of
the related variables and policy changes are not available, and we make the
assumption that the historical monthly supply data would have captured these
seasonality effects.

Although Milk Link collects two distinct types of milk (organic and
conventional (non-organic) milk) from specific locations, disaggregated data is
not available in sufficiently long series to enable separate analysis. Therefore,
we have aggregated milk supply from 6,030 farmer records (which include
4,469 members and 1,561 non-members) under two broad categories only:
members and non-members, and then focussed on member supply for this
analysis. We assume that the cooperative has a target demand for liquid milk
for its processing plants and contracts with plcs and retailers. Once future
supply from members is forecast, then the cooperative would take necessary
steps to contract non-members for balancing supply, so forecasting member
supply is the main priority.

Some suppliers have joined Milk Link at different points of time and some
have left (either retired or joined other milk processors). However the current
situation is that suppliers can only leave Milk Link on the 31st of March and
have to give at least one year’s notice, meaning that for at least a year
(between the 1st of April and the 31st of March) the number of suppliers should
remain relatively stable. Historical data of total milk supply would capture the
pattern of net suppliers in the single variable framework. Removing data from
suppliers who left Milk Link would produce inaccurate forecasts because entry
-exit contributes to the trend as well as seasonality. Some members may be
able to predict the changing policy circumstances and would expand their
production scale to reap market opportunities; other may fail to do so and
instead decide to leave. This behaviour is expected to translate in the supply
pattern over several months or may be over several years.

3.3 Single variable time-series models used
Among single variable time series models, some popularly-used methods
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are:
 simple moving average
 seasonal additive and multiplicative moving averages
 single exponential smoothing
 double exponential
 Holt Winter's Additive
 Holt Winter's Multiplicative and Logarithmic models.

Moving averages are arithmetic means of a given number of past data
points over the time series; variants consider the differences in the number of
periods and weights for each period. Simple moving average, seasonal
additive and multiplicative moving averages are commonly used for
smoothing data and often produce poor out-of-sample forecasts, because the
most recent observations are used to forecast future data points. Single
exponential is a single parameter (average) method that smoothes data giving
greater weight to values of the variable in more recent period, and less weight
to values in earlier periods. Unlike moving average, it takes all previous
periods into account. It can be adjusted for seasonality using a seasonality
index resulting in a two-parameter model; the parameters are average and
seasonality. Double exponential applies the single exponential smoother twice
and could also be adjusted for seasonality as in single exponential model. Holt
–Winters Multiplicative Seasonal is a three parameter (average, trend and
seasonality) exponential smoothing method of forecasting (Chatfield and Yar
1988, Chatfield 2004).

Advanced time series methods of forecasting are based on Auto Regressive
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models (Maddala 2001, Box and
Jenkins 1976, Hamilton 1994). Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) includes a
seasonality component. Box et al. (1994) suggest starting with a multiplicative
SARIMA model with any data that exhibit seasonal patterns, and then
exploring other models if the multiplicative models do not fit the data well
(Stata 2008). Box-Jenkins methods consider different autocorrelation patterns
in the underlying time series to fit the "best" model.

As mentioned earlier, the prime objective of this exercise is to generate a
forecast of members milk supply with minimal error while working with only
a single time-series variable, i.e., milk supply per month. To this end,
alternative models were applied to the time-series data in order to arrive at a
choice that provides a best fit and a reliable forecast of members milk supply.
According to Figure 1, milk supply exhibits considerable seasonality and so
this influence should be included in the models. We have examined this
hypothesis by comparing the results of models with and without seasonality
component.

Details of the models and formulations are provided in the appendix. Holt
Winter's methods are generally applied when a time series contains a global
trend as well as a seasonal component. Holt Winter's multiplicative model
(where smoothed, seasonal and trend components are multiplied together to
give a more dynamic time series) is better adapted for the data pattern that
shows trend as well as rising or falling seasonal component.4 Figure 1 shows a
4.Visit http://www.ipredict.it/ for details.
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pattern like this. In the SARIMA model, there is flexibility to include different
autoregressive and moving average terms and type of seasonal effects (Stata
2008). We have examined alternatives and the best model is chosen based on
statistical fit and forecast performance.
Performance of forecasts is evaluated by Mean Absolute Percent Error
(MAPE), which is defined as follows:

where , Y is the actual value, is the forecast value, t represents time and
the lower the MAPE the better would be the forecast. Out-of-sample forecast
performance was evaluated by leaving up to three years of data out of the
sample. Last five values of the series were finally chosen to report the
performance of out-of-sample forecast. The data series was not very long and
forecast errors were higher when analysis was carried out with a shorter series.

The models implicitly assume that the estimated parameters (average,
trend and seasonality) with usual statistical properties would capture all
systematic changes in the underlying data series and that they will remain the
same in the future.

4. Results and discussions
Table 1 shows a comparison of the models, ranked by MAPE.5 The

moving average seasonal multiplicative model fits the data best, followed by
double exponential adjusted for seasonality, followed by Holt-Winters
seasonal, then by SARIMA model.6 The double exponential method does not
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Rank Technique MAPE Confidence Interval

1 Moving average multiplicative 0.94 0.75-1.12

2 Double exponential seasonality adjusted 1.09 0.93-1.44

3 Holt–Winters seasonal 1.82 1.51-2.13

4 SARIMA model 2.16 1.76-2.52

5 Single exponential seasonality adjusted 2.67 2.30-3.05

6 Single exponential 5.45 4.79-6.10

Table 1. Ranking of Forecasting Techniques (applied to monthly aggregate
milk supply data of 4469 member farms for the period April 2000 to March

2008) by Mean Absolute Percent Error ( per cent)

5. Parameters of all models but multiplicative moving average were chosen based on minimum mean square error
(this is done by using STATA software automatic mode, ref. Stata 2008) and then MAPE was manually computed for
each selected model for the purpose of ranking using the same software.
6. Autoregressive and seasonal terms in the SARIMA model were chosen based on correlogram and AIC (Akaike
Information Criterion) and BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) criteria, where AIC= ln (sum of squared errors) + 2
((1+p+q)/T), and BIC = ln (sum of squared errors) + ln T, ((1+p+q)/T). The best model has the lowest AIC or BIC.
The BIC can be preferred because it has superior large sample properties. Although unbiased, forecasts from an
ARMA model are necessarily inaccurate; the variance of forecast error is an increasing function of forecast step. So
the accuracy of short term forecast is higher than the long term forecast (Enders 2004).
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take seasonality into account: since the data indicates a seasonality pattern, we
adjusted the double exponential forecast with seasonality calculated from the
moving average model, and its resulting performance appears satisfactory in
terms of MAPE.

The models which produced less than 3 per cent prediction error with
historical data were chosen to examine the performance of the out-of-sample
forecast. The estimated forecast and actual data for 5 months beginning April
2008 presented in Table 2 shows that moving average when adjusted for
seasonality though fits the historical data well but out-of-sample forecast error
is higher than the other methods. Generally, the method is used for the purpose
of smoothing the data, not for the purpose of out-of-sample forecast.

SARIMA is an advanced method and it is possible to include different
autoregressive and moving average patterns in this model to make a dynamic
forecast. Although its rank is fourth in terms of MAPE, its out-of-sample
forecasts during the initial months were very good, but after that the forecast
errors increased with time. Models that require initial values to be specified for
recursion like the SARIMA models (as well as models 2-5 as described in the
appendix) may be sensitive to initial conditions. The default starting values in
the STATA software that is used for the analysis are generally good in large
samples for stationary series (Stata 2008). Dynamic forecasts from SARIMA
model are also sensitive to their starting values. We compared alternative
starting points and a value that produced the lowest MAPE and best out-of-
sample forecasts for the first 5 months chosen. We examined the impact of
alternative starting point in Holt Winters’ seasonal model and found that its
forecast is less sensitive to starting point than SARIMA forecasts.

In general, Holt Winters’ Seasonal model produced the most accurate
forecast; its forecast error in initial 3 months was higher than SARIMA
forecasts, but the error was much lower in the following 2 months. Although
the method is usually used for short term forecasts, it may be possible to use it
for a relatively longer term forecast by updating data with fewer out-of-sample
forecasts and then re-run the model to make more forecasts and so on. In Table
2 we note that longer data series produces more accurate forecast than a
shorter series.

The second best result in terms of MAPE of the historical supply data is
‘double exponential adjusted for 3-months moving average seasonality’.
Without the adjustment MAPE was higher, because single or double
exponential addresses trend but not seasonality present in the data. Double
exponential fitted the data better than single exponential. Double exponential
when adjusted for seasonality fitted the historical data better than the Holt-
Winters multiplicative seasonal model but the latter produced better out-of-
sample forecast. This suggests that the cooperative may use Holt-Winters
multiplicative seasonal model for milk supply forecast until it is possible to
build up a database suitable for structural modeling for reliable forecasting.7

While evaluating forecast performance, we noted that Holt-Winters
multiplicative seasonal model was performing better than SARIMA in

7. We also examined single exponential smoothing which is not applicable because it cannot do better than projecting
an unrealistic straight horizontal line.
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forecasting up to two years (24 months). We have only eight years of data.
Overall, MAPE was higher in all models if data series were shortened in the
analysis to allow examination of longer-period out-of-sample performance (as
in forecasts 5-7 in Table 2). Forecasts 1 and 2 are preferable due to lower
errors. With Holt-Winters multiplicative seasonal model we obtained higher
errors in the third year and with SARIMA we had higher errors in the second
year. The last five values of the series were finally chosen to report the
performance of out-of-sample forecast. This is because longer series in the
analysis produced lower overall prediction error (mean square error as well as
MAPE).

Finally, a three-year forecast beginning April 2008 using two models: Holt
-Winters multiplicative seasonal model and ARIMA model are presented in
graphs (Figures 2a and 2b), which show that forecast pattern is close to the
historical pattern of supply. Actual monthly milk supply declined from a
maximum of around 156 million litres in May 2003 to around 74 million litres
in August 2008. Unless the current supply pattern is changed by policy factors,

Apr-08 May-08 Jun-08 Jul-08 Aug-08

Actual output 86,124,154 91,080,254 80,773,180 78,254,393 74,048,833

Holt-Winters' Seasonal (Multiplicative)
Forecast 1 86,946,928 92,436,248 81,975,536 78,327,224 74,020,048

MAPE 0.96 1.49 1.49 0.09 0.04

SARIMA Model

Forecast 2 86,156,392 91,779,136 80,416,520 76,028,800 76,099,304

MAPE 0.04 0.77 0.44 2.84 2.77
Seasonality adjusted double exponential

(seasonality is calculated from 3-months moving average smoothed)
Forecast 3 82,5684,72 85,806,120 79,252,592 79,69,4056 79,73,2240

MAPE 4.13 5.79 1.88 1.84 7.68

3-months moving average seasonal (Multiplicative)
Forecast 4 82,081,739 86,029,626 80,144,262 81,291,736 82,044372

MAPE 4.69 5.55 0.78 3.88 10.80

Holt-Winters' Seasonal (Multiplicative)
Forecast 5 91,060,696 92,947,376 83,316,760 78,793,480 77,881,288

MAPE 5.73 2.05 3.15 0.69 5.18

Seasonality adjusted double exponential
(seasonality is calculated from 3-months moving average smoothed)

Forecast 6 83,465,816 85,763,936 79,428,464 80,589,896 80,439,832

MAPE 3.09 5.84 1.66 2.98 8.63

3-months moving average seasonal (Multiplicative)
Forecast 7 83,352,975 86,063,841 80,095,106 81,664,737 81,914,303

MAPE 3.22 5.51 0.84 4.36 10.62

Table 2. Out-of-sample forecast error for member supply

Note: Forecasts 1-4 are based on monthly data series for 8 years from April 2000 to March 2008 (96 monthly data
points aggregated from all 4469 members); forecasts 5-7 are based on monthly data series for 4 years from April 2004
to March 2008 (48 monthly data points).
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milk supply from members would continue to decline reaching 69 million
litres in March 2011 according to Holt Winters model and about 63 million
litres according to SARIMA model. We recommend the first year forecast as
more reliable with the given data. However, second year forecast generated by
Holt Winters seasonal model could also be used in decision making. Forecasts
beyond the second year should be dealt with caution. In case forecasts for the
third year are necessary, then the data series should be updated with the best
first year forecast to re-run Holt Winters seasonal model and obtain another
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Figure 2. Member Supply Forecasts from April 2008 to March 2011 based on
historical data from April 2000 to March 2008.
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two year forecast so that the new second year forecast is used for the required
third year.

In this analysis, Holt-Winters multiplicative seasonal model appeared to be
the best performing for generating longer term forecasts, but it is difficult to
generalise with the given short data series. Forecast errors became higher as
we further reduce the sampling period to investigate the time horizon of out-of
-sample forecast performance. The question of how long we can forecast
beyond the sampling period could be more precisely investigated when a
longer data series is available.

5. Conclusions and practical implications
The main objective of this paper is to generate a low forecast error in

predicting milk supply of a dairy cooperative with only a single time series
variable, i.e., monthly milk supply of individual farms. Results show that Holt-
Winter’s seasonal, seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average models
(ARIMA/SARIMA) and seasonally adjusted exponential models were able to
generate forecasts with error of less than 3 per cent. The implication is that
individual businesses constrained with limited information can still generate
reliable forecasts if they posses a long time series data of a key variable of the
business. We recommend either Holt-Winters’ Multiplicative Seasonal model
or SARIMA model to forecast supply for the first twelve months. Holt Winters
multiplicative seasonal model can be used for relatively longer forecasts but
up to two years could be more reliable. It may produce better forecasts for the
third year if the estimation of the model is being repeated with updated data by
adding the first year forecasts in the analysis and then forecast for two future
years. The process may be repeated until the desired number of forecasts is
reached. As SARIMA model is more sensitive to initial condition of the data
and STATA is capable to find a good starting value in large samples, the size
of longer horizon of forecast with this model is still undecided. Its short-term
forecast performance is highly satisfactory. Moving average method fits the
data well but its out-of-sample forecasts are not satisfactory. Double
exponential method could be used if the seasonality component is taken care
of.

According to Milk Link, significant savings in expenses could be made
through better forecasting. It is beyond the scope of this study to assess the
level of these savings, and to examine their impact on farm gate prices and
efficiency. However this issue may provide fertile ground for future
investigation.
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APPENDIX:SPECIFICATION OF MODELS

Model 1: Seasonal multiplicative moving average:
Step 1: The method first computed 3-month moving average trend such that1

(1) , Ŷt = ⅓*(Yt-1+Y1+Yt+1),

where Y is the historical series.
Seasonality index (Is) is computed as follows:
First, ratio to moving average (Rt), which is the original data divided by the
moving average in each period (Rt = Yt /Ŷt is computed.

Step 2: Second, the estimated seasonal index (Is) for each season ‘s’ is
computed by first averaging all the ratios for that particular season, and then
normalizing the ratios so that they average to exactly 100 per cent for a season.

Taking example of member farmers in this case, we have data for 8 years
and 12 months in each year (96 observations in total). Thus Yt implies, Y1, Y2,
Y96, 1 indicates April’2000, 2 is May’2000 and so on; Rt implies R1, R2, ….
R96; the series has 8 different R’s for each month, for example, for the month
April we have R1, R13, R25, R37, R49, R61, R73, and R85; Is stands for I1, I2, ….
I12; the unadjusted seasonality index for April is I1= (R1 + R13 + R25 + R37 +
R49 + R61 + R73 + R85)/8, similarly, I2, …I12 were calculated and then all I’s
are normalised such that they add up 1200.

Step 3: The predicted value s obtained as follows:

(2) Ft = Ŷt x is

where s refers to the corresponding season at t.

Step 4: Forecast error is calculated using mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) as follows.

,
size (sample size), the lower the MAPE the better would be the forecast.
Out-of-sample forecast (one step ahead) using this model is obtained such that

(4) Ft+1 = Ŷt x Is+1

here s+1 refer to the corresponding season at period t+1.
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Model 2: Single exponential
Single exponential is a method that smoothes data giving greater weight to
values of the variable in more recent period, and less weight to values in
earlier periods. Unlike moving average, it takes all previous periods into
account. The equation may be expressed as follows.

(5) Ŷt = αYt + (1- α) Ŷt-1

where α is a smoothing parameter between 0 and 1, the larger its value the
greater the weight given to the most recent value of the data series, Y’s and t’s
are as defined above. Hence the exponentially smoothed moving average for
period t is a linear combination of the current value and the previous
exponentially smoothed moving average. In this study α was chosen based on
minimum mean square error (i.e., when Σ(Yt-Ŷt)

2/T is minimum). This model
assumes that the data fluctuates around a reasonably stable mean (consistent
pattern of growth and no seasonality) and this may not apply to data in Figure 1.

, ,
the lower the MAPE the better would be the forecast.
Out-of-sample forecast (one step ahead) using this model is obtained such that

(7) Ft + 1 = Ŷt

Model 3: Single exponential adjusted for seasonality
In this case, the average obtained in equation (5) is adjusted for seasonality
using seasonality index as calculated in step (2) of the moving average method
and equation (2), MAPE is obtained using equation (3) and the forecast is
obtained as in equation (4). The model that takes seasonality into account
should be more appropriate given the data pattern in Figure 1.

Model 4: Double exponential adjusted for seasonality
Double exponential applies the single exponential smoother in equation (5)
twice to consider the trend as well as the series average. Exponential smoother
considers only series average ignoring the trend and may cause the forecast to
be always below (with an increasing trend) or above (with a decreasing trend)
the actual data. Double exponential has the advantage of allowing for trend.
Here also α was chosen based on minimum sum of square error as in Model 2.
Next, seasonality adjusted forecast is obtained and MAPE is calculated as in
Model 3.
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Model 5: Holt–Winters Multiplicative Seasonal
Holt–Winters Multiplicative Seasonal is a three parameter exponential
smoothing method of forecasting like the seasonality adjusted double
exponential. The parameters are: (i) α considers series average, (ii) β considers
trend, and (iii) γ considers seasonality. The general forecast function for the
multiplicative Holt-Winters method is as follows (Chatfield and Yar 1988).

where Ŷt is the component of level, bt is the component of the trend/slope, and
cn-s+p is the seasonal component, with s signifying the seasonal period (e.g. 12
for monthly data as in our case) and is given by:

The function tries to find the optimal values of α, β and γ by minimizing the
squared one-step prediction error (mean square error) and these parameters lie
between 0 and 1. Therefore if a monthly time series is considered as in our
case, the one step ahead forecast is given by:

The seasonality component in models 3 and 4 is not optimally determined
from minimising mean squire error (unlike this model 5) but calculated from
simple moving average.

Model 6: ARIMA/SARIMA model with a constant and time trend
More advanced time series methods of forecasting are based on Auto
Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models (Maddala 2001, Box
and Jenkins 1976). SARIMA includes a seasonality component. These models
assume that the time series has been generated by a probability process with
future values related to past values, as well as to past forecast errors. These
models require time series data to be stationary, which means that the
statistical properties such as mean, variance and autocorrelation of the series
are constant over time. Box-Jenkins methods consider different autocorrelation
patterns in the underlying time series to fit the "best" model. A general
autoregressive moving average model with p autoregressive terms and q
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moving average terms ARMA(p, q) without a structural component is given

We have monthly data with seasonal pattern and so seasonal
autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) would be more
appropriate. These types of models include seasonal component in addition to
above autoregressive and moving average components. The number of
autoregressive, moving average terms and type of seasonal effects to be
included usually depends on the fits and forecasts of the model (Stata 2008).
Box et al. (1994) suggest starting with a multiplicative SARIMA model with
any data that exhibit seasonal patterns and then exploring other models if the
multiplicative models do not fit the data well. Chatfield (2004) suggests that
logarithm of the series makes the seasonal effect additive.

More generally, a (p, d, q) × (P,D,Q)s multiplicative SARIMA model
is given by

(11)

Where, p, d, q are non-seasonal components of autoregressive, differenced and
moving average respectively; P, D, Q are seasonal components of
autoregressive, differenced and moving average respectively; Δ , Δ s are non-
seasonal and seasonal difference operator respectively; Δd means apply the
operator d times and similarly Δs

Dmeans apply the seasonal operator D times;

ρp(L
p) = 1 − ρ1L − ρ2L

2 −· · ·−ρpL
p ;

θq(L
q) = 1+θ1L + θ2L

2 + · · · + θqL
q ;

ρs(L
P) = 1 − ρ1L − ρ2L

2 −· · ·−ρsL
P ;

θs(L
Q) = 1+θ1L + θ2L

2 + · · · + θsL
Q ;

We applied restricted versions of equation (11) on the basis of the
series autocorrelations, partial autocorrelations (Enders 2004), model fit and
forecast performance. The selected model for our member supply is

Our SARIMA forecast of member supply is derived from this model (12).
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1. We have also experimented with other smoothers like 4 months, 6 months, 12 months etc. and fnally this smother
was chosen based on its forecast perfrmancce.
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Agricultural policy has been driven by a succession of visions that have been the political
orthodoxy of their day. Unhappily, the ‘promised land’, when it is reached, or even before,
proves to have serious drawbacks, resulting at least in part from actions taken to deliver the
vision. Eventually these accumulate into ‘nightmares’ that mean new visions have to be
articulated. Sadly some of the nightmares may continue long after the vision has changed.
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Past visions and current nightmares
In 1947 economically weak and facing food shortages the vision for UK

agricultural policy was increased domestic food production. Policy provided a
system of price guarantees and deficiency payments and a variety of subsidies
designed to encourage the modernisation of systems of production.

By the early 1960’s, as the budget cost of price support rose in response to
falling world prices, a nightmare was developing. Government needed to cut
the cost of support, the industry facing higher costs and falling prices faced the
possibility of falling real income. The government’s response was to set
standard quantities that limited the exposure of the Treasury and discussions
with foreign suppliers on how they might limit their exports to us.

This nightmare was dispelled by accession to the European Communities.
The UK had to apply a Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) already agreed
among the six founder members. Its impact on the UK was initially masked by
a surge in world commodity prices. However, when world prices fell, the CAP
ensured that the cost to the UK consumers and the UK economy of imported
food would remain high. Import taxes and levies became part of the ‘Own
Resources’ of the Community. Community preference diverted imports from
lower cost third countries to EU producers. The result was a net transfer of
income to the budget and the farmers of the EEC. This provided a rational case
for producing more at home. The white paper, Food From Our Own Resources
(1976), encouraged expansion. For farmers, it seemed they had woken from
the nightmare of falling prices and declining support to an even more
attractive vision of growth.

In a remarkably short time the nightmares returned. By the early 1980’s it
became clear that the budget cost of removing and exporting EEC surplus was
out of control. Food was being dumped in foreign markets, undermining the
economies of low cost producers and local farm economies. The image of
butter and wheat mountains; milk and wine lakes was a public relations
disaster. Quantitative restraints were imposed in the form of quotas or

1. This lecture - the 2009 Geoff Alderman Memorial Lecture - was given at the UK National Farm Management Con-
ference, Oxford, November 2009, and is printed by kind permission of the Conference organisers.
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limitation on the area of crop that could be planted or milk that could claim
support. These sought to curtail output whilst maintaining internal prices.
They protected the budget but concealed growing economic cost, as resources
remained trapped in uncompetitive activities in farming.

The nightmare of surplus was not the only cause of disturbed nights for
farmers. Rachel Carson had published ‘Silent Spring’ in 1962. By the 1980’s a
growing and potentially devastating critique emerged from lobby groups who
saw farming damaging the countryside, destroying habitat, polluting water,
abusing animal welfare in intensive housed systems of livestock production
and destroying traditional and well-loved rural landscapes. Changes in farming
practice also reduced labour requirements and undermined the social fabric
and economy of many rural villages. New farm buildings, erected without
planning scrutiny, were claimed to have an unfavourable impact on the built
rural environment.

From their status as national heroes who had saved the people from
starvation, the farming community began to be seen as greedy subsidy addicts,
ruthless exploiters of the countryside driven only by a wish to make money.
This totally misleading caricature was exploited by growing, well-organised
and funded lobbies. To secure their goals these organisations sought to
position themselves as spokesmen for the whole community. They claimed to
be unsullied by the pursuit of profit and sought to influence and, to a growing
degree, came to influence agricultural policy. An analysis of the composition
of advisory bodies over the 1980’s and 1990’s demonstrates how successful
they were in claiming status and power as stakeholders in agricultural policy.

The nightmare was deepened by concerns about the safety of food.
Incidences, of food poisoning and diseases related to food, were traced back to
the farm. Outbreaks of food poisoning and the BSE crisis raised questions
about the housing and feeding of intensively reared livestock. A growing
animal welfare lobby sought to regulate livestock production. Health lobbies
added their critique. Our food contained too much fat, too much salt and sugar;
we ate too much, particularly too much meat.

What was attacked was the whole ethos of modern farming – its use of
fertilisers and plant protection chemicals; its breeding policies with their focus
on productivity; the elimination of many traditional varieties that could not
compete.

For some the solution was ‘organic farming’. This vision united anxious
environmentalists and anxious food consumers. It became the darling of the
Media. The myth that conventional food was unhealthy was widely
propagated. For the affluent urban chattering classes organic goods were
presented as a moral choice. Some went further, claiming that the world’s
need for food could be only met at an acceptable environmental cost through
organic farming. To be organic became fashionable. In the media and in
government attention it received coverage vastly out of proportion to its
contribution to the nation’s food supply.

What was clear was that the post war ‘vision’ of expansion had become for
too many people a ‘nightmare’ and new visions were in demand.
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Trade liberalisation
Not all the visions that direct agricultural policy emerge within the

industry itself. One of the most important and challenging visions has been the
wish to establish free trade. Following the devastation caused by protectionism
in the 1930s, the vision of a world trading within an agreed system of most
favoured nation rules was embodied in GATT and later developed into WTO.
This vision was based on the concept of comparative advantage. It has been
reinforced by evidence that economic growth is strongly associated with
growing international trade. The agricultural policies of the US, EU and Japan
became critical obstacles to the success of the overall negotiating process.
Agricultural reform became inevitable as the political and economic costs to
other sectors of the economy resulting from failure to liberalise agriculture
outweighed the risks of confronting farm lobbies. Thus from the 1990’s we
moved into a world of decoupled support, of green, amber and red boxes and a
commitment in WTO to move forward with the liberalisation agenda.

Not all agree. The vision of a world in which goods and services could be
traded freely across frontiers is contested. It has been compromised by
anxieties about impacts on farmers in developed countries, by developing
countries seeking preferential terms to allow their economies to grow more
rapidly, by anxieties about the power of multi-national corporations and about
the process of globalisation. Such doubts have been strengthened by the
fragility of the financial system, demonstrated in the current ‘credit crunch’.
Today, international meetings about trade and economic policy are besieged
by a diversity of pressure groups, many of which seek to achieve changes in
national policies through international agreement. These include
environmentalists and aid agencies. The current DoHA round has as one of its
major objectives making trade fairer for developing countries. Such
negotiations provide a forum for many who are anxious about the process of
globalisation and the power of enterprises beyond the control of either national
governments or international institutions. These groups range from ‘anti-
capitalism’ to those anxious to help the weakest in the world by reducing debt.

For those who have worked for the liberalisation of trade, the nightmare is
not that negotiations have stalled but that the world trading system will slip
backwards into regional and national protectionism. For them today’s
nightmare is the recurrence of mutually destructive trade restrictions. These
include the recreation of barriers to agricultural trade and the substitution of
regional bilateralism for the multilateral approach so painstakingly worked out
in GATT/WTO. History suggests that this would not only make for a world
that is poorer but one in which conflict is more likely.

Present visions and looming nightmares
As past visions generated nightmares a new vision emerged during the

1990’s, a vision of a ‘sustainable’ agriculture. Quite what this meant depended
upon who was talking.

For some it meant an agriculture that could go on for ever, not dependent
on finite resources. It could be argued that this was attained by a farming
system such as that of the bushmen of the Kalahari. However, the
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consequences in terms of consumption, of human comfort and life expectancy
were unacceptable. In the rhetoric of political realism sustainable agriculture
required the maintenance of the current level of consumption and its extension
to a growing world population.

For European farmers and agricultural ministers it meant funding farming
to preserve and protect the traditional family farm, ‘the European Model of
Agriculture’. Less articulated but a necessary implication was that this meant
that farm incomes for all farmers would have to rise in line with incomes
elsewhere.

For the environmental movement it meant a farming system that gave full
weight to the ecological consequences of current and emerging farm practices.
Concepts of biodiversity and systems of organic farming became the
orthodoxy of the day. Good marketers prefaced their products by the preface
‘Bio’ and claimed to offer authentic organic food. Those who farmed
‘conventionally’ were caricatured as ruthless exploiters.

Such plurality of interpretation provided ministers with a political fig leaf.
Crucially it shifted policy away from concerns about the efficiency and
competitiveness of production. It also undermined the system of publicly
funded research, development and technology dissemination built up since the
war. Budgets for research now focussed on supporting government policy not
the agricultural industry. They were pruned and redirected towards health and
the environment.

Policy increasingly embodied a proliferation of detailed regulation of
farming and farm practices to reflect priorities that were indifferent about the
consequences for production. Animal welfare concerns led to tighter
regulations about farming practice and live animal transport. The designation
of protected wild animals has allowed some species to multiply imposing
increasing costs on productive farming. The right to roam creates hazards for
farmers whose animals may frighten or annoy the passer by or where farm
chemicals, distributed to control pests and diseases, are involuntarily ingested
by the casual visitor. The regulation of applied genetics has not only frustrated
its use but made it impractical if not illegal to conduct experiments to discover
its potential.

For farmers this vision embodied a nightmare. Policy moved from
discrimination in support of farming to suspicion, hostility and regulation. For
the wider community too there is a nightmare. NIMBYS of all sorts are now in
driving seats. Institutions such as the Environment Agency and Natural
England give clients direct access to government and much greater power to
determine policy than was enjoyed by farmers at the height of the move to
produce more food.

Today land use and the productive capacity of farming is increasingly
constrained by special interest groups. In the EU, rural development, an
outwardly attractive and progressive notion, has been captured by those who
use it protect obsolete, uncompetitive farming structures. Closer to home it has
been embraced by those who define development as the pursuit of some
ecological nirvana – seldom defined but much praised.

These nightmares emerge from the useful but ill- defined vision of a
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sustainable agriculture. They involve a growing, often hidden economic cost
to the EU as a whole – a cost represented in part by higher food costs, in part
by payments from the Common Budget to farmers, in part by the leverage
impact of these policies on national expenditures in support of ‘Pillar II’
policies and, in a less measurable but potentially large form, from resources
trapped in uses for which there is no market or social justification.

To an onlooker it is a scandal that the reformed CAP, said to make it
responsive to market prices, far from cutting its overall cost has simply
redirected funds to largely to the same people under new labels. The fig leaf is
that these expenditures purchase ‘public goods’. There is no objective way of
deciding what these are, of evaluating them against the costs they impose on
society or of determining who actually benefits. The methodology offers a
carte blanche for pressure groups to offer sophisticated arithmetic that seems
to justify their case. The outcome is a new and growing clientele dependent
upon such policies and continued public payments.

Can we do things better?
Our starting point has to recognise the importance of visions as a means by

which society can overcome the inertia that prevents change. Without
visualising major improvement in the status quo, fears of loss by present
beneficiaries are likely to lead to paralysis.

A second observation is that visions are always appropriated by interest
groups within society. As implementation takes place governments tend to
become dependent upon the people with the ‘in depth’ understanding of what
is needed. Their consent and support is needed both politically and practically.
Once given effect, the vision becomes the property of government and as such
it will be defended. In effect visions that stem from the priorities of interest
groups capture the processes of government. This is dangerous because
discordant voices tend to be marginalised or trivialised. The warnings society
needs to hear are greatly muted.

For some outside the ‘in group’ the new vision can rapidly become a
nightmare. It absorbs more and more resources, public and private, and both
financial and managerial. It tends towards ever more detailed micro-
management and it may be seen as delivering little. Articulate critics begin to
peck at its weaknesses. Some of the unanticipated costs begin to be evident –
for example the impact of field enlargement on wild life or an accelerated
exodus from hill and mountain areas as commercial farming is rendered
unprofitable.

In due time any vision is overtaken by new anxieties. Different groupings
gain the ascendancy and governments at first gradually and then dramatically
shift the direction of policy. For those who benefited from the prevailing
policy this is nightmare time.

A defect of this vision to nightmare policy process is that specific issues so
dominate policy that political and economic balance is lost and avoidable and
unintended real costs emerge. The entrenched power of dominant sectional
interest groups resist change when, for most people, the signs that a change in
direction is required are visible. It seems that government has, for a time,
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become the tool by which parts of a community can enact policies on others
that do not reflect the overall interest of society. This is not rectified by our
two party approach to government. Any party is unlikely to be brave enough
to contest the prevailing vision; all they do is to argue about their capacity to
do it better.

Can we escape from this? A first escape route an economist might offer is
to make all policy subject to a published cost benefit analysis. Such an
analysis would have to include market and non-market variables and discount
for uncertainties about the future. This might be thought to provide a
straightforward answer. It is reassuring that in current policy-making
processes considerable use is made of such analyses.

Unfortunately this does not present a definitive agreed escape route. To
conduct an adequate cost benefit analysis of complex policies is costly.
Impacts in first and subsequent periods may affect differing groups of people,
some of whom we cannot visualize. For major policy shifts impacts stretch
into decades ahead. By then both the economic and social values of society
can be radically different. Further there are areas where the same ‘on the
ground’ change will benefit some and damage others. This cannot be resolved
simply in terms of the numbers of people affected. The depth of the impact
varies greatly. This is especially difficult when some of the values involved
are aesthetic or reflect different visions of society. What is too likely to
emerge is an analysis in which the impacts on the articulate are much more
heavily weighted than of those who remain silent and who may not even be
aware of potential costs or benefits.

This is uncomfortable for policy making. The more detailed the
intervention planned, the deeper the bottomless pit of possible impacts,
interests and effects becomes. An understandable response is to hive this off to
specialist agencies such as the Environment Agency, The Food Standards
Agency, the Rural Payments Agency and Natural England. These are defined
by areas of concern; they become unrivalled experts in their field, custodians
of relevant data, policy planners and administrators. They can intervene with
the force of the law and impose severe penalties if their regulations are
breached.

The result is that policy is planned and applied by institutions with a
relatively narrowly prescribed remit. They naturally become (and may be
expected to be) advocates for their territory within government. For the
officials what is at stake is not only delivering important goals; but jobs, status
and promotion. This is not to doubt either the competence or the integrity of
the people involved; experience suggests this is often outstanding. What it
does question is whether such single mindedness is compatible with the
interest of the public at large. It encourages policy silos and a situation in
which related pressure groups develop a symbiotic relationship with relevant
government agencies. Both seek to extend their influence and forward their
mission.

If nightmares are to be detected and avoided early, then there is a need to
reclaim the making, monitoring and administration of policy to central
government to ensure it is open to question in Parliament. Satisfactory policy
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requires that all the interests that compete for support by government are
considered and balanced.

There is a clear role for specialist agencies that research and represent the
important territories in which they operate. It is important that they should be
in dialogue with all interested pressure groups. In depth understanding must
form an essential element in a modern government, where policy reaches in
detail into multiple areas. Within the framework suggested here the job of such
agencies would be more like that of the governments laboratories –
knowledgeable, independent of commercial or political bias, accessible to
interested parties, contributing enlightenment to a policy debate that always
takes place in an arena where all interests participate.

Shifting the policy process in this direction would make the tendency to
micro-management; beloved by all governments, more difficult and more
costly. This requires acceptance within the community that governments
cannot and should not attempt to put right every fault in economic or social
behaviour by businesses or consumers. Acceptance is needed because the costs
of attempted intervention often exceed the benefits.

This does not mean that issues that give rise to public concern would be
ignored. The most powerful tool in changing behaviour is public opinion. If in
the minds of business decision takers it is clear that a specific course of action
will lose them market share, political support and give competitive benefits to
their rivals, they will respond. Self-regulation can be more potent than
administrative intervention that is only partly effective and involves high cost
to business and the state. An important role of both official agencies and
interest groups is to produce the evidence, including evidence about business
behaviour, that informs public expectations. What results may be a less
organised, less tidy environment but one in which businesses choose to change
because being seen to be out of tune with what the public wants will damage
their ‘bottom line’.

There is a further lesson to be learned from our experience of visions
becoming nightmares. It is that this transition is natural. The appropriate
response is not to seek to justify or blame yesterday’s vision but to replace it
by one appropriate for today. Too often policy stagnates because the people
who devised the old vision and those who benefit from it mount opposition to
change. That should not be our position. We should value past visions as right
for their day but treat them as stepping-stones to an unfolding future. In that
future we must accept our duty to create new visions for today.

Emerging visions and potential nightmares.
Visions for agriculture are changing. Sustainability ‘visions’, have been

about having both food and nature. Newer visions embody a Malthusian
pessimism. At the centre of this are doubts about our ability to live within the
‘global envelope’. Discussion focuses on two broad strands of concern. The
first is ‘food security’. The second is the threat that human activity will itself
destroy much of the capacity of the world to produce food. Heading the list of
concerns in this area is climate change. If we are to recognise potential
nightmares before they arise it is worth decomposing some of the elements
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that make up these generally pessimistic visions.

Food security
Food security is essentially about consumption; the ability of people to

acquire the food they require when it is wanted. Most of us do not have the
means to produce food ourselves. For us food security depends on the ability
to buy what we need – in other words upon our real income. Rich people do
not starve and if the UK economy prospers, maintains its relative power in the
international market, there is no reason to believe that as a country we will
become unable to acquire the food we need, although it may cost more. There
will be people within the UK who do not have enough food but the solution to
their problems lies in social security rather than in producing more food. In
contrast for too many of the world’s population food supply is already
insecure. Some 854 million people are chronically undernourished. Such
people have neither the means to produce nor to buy food. If at a global level
food prices rise, then we shall see more tragic scenes of malnourished and
starving people.

At the global level shortages of food result in higher prices, readily
outpacing the capacity of low income consumers to buy in world markets and
creating great pressure for governments with rising urban populations to steer
their own farming towards exportable rather than subsistence food production.
For most of these countries the agricultural and food industries are the largest
economic sector. Their continued growth in efficiency and competitiveness is
critical for the overall performance of their economies. However, creating
incomes for the rising urban populations of such countries cannot lie entirely
within the realm of agriculture or agricultural policy. This needs both
economic and political progress that release autonomous market forces to
generate higher incomes.

Anxiety about the global envelope fear stems from a belief that if incomes
in poor countries grow, the underlying natural resource base will be incapable
of supplying the volume of food that will be demanded. This creates a
potential nightmare in the form of a vicious circle of economic growth
followed by rising real food prices. In rich and middle-income countries rising
prices may change eating habits as well as requiring a larger share of income
to be spent on food. In poor countries rising prices lead to more malnutrition,
hunger and famine.

Forecasts suggest that world population will reach 9 billion by the mid
twenty-first century and that real income levels will continue to rise. The
nature of the expected population growth deepens concern. Much will take
place in countries where the income elasticity of food is relatively high – what
will be demanded is not just more food but more animal protein. This makes
much higher demands on natural resources than equivalent nutrition from
crops. Much of the population growth stems from increased human survival
rates. This leads to more elderly people whose demands on the resource base
do not lessen but who contribute little to output.

The prospect of food prices rising as a result of economic growth is
reinforced by the belief that more agricultural resources will be used to supply
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fuel. Demand for energy is strongly income elastic and also price inelastic.
Much of the growth in demand will have to be met by sources such as nuclear,
coal, wind, sun and tide. However agriculture is likely to occupy a role. The
impact on food could be disruptive. Shortfalls in any part of the energy supply
system may lead to sudden and substantial surges in demand for bio-fuels. In
volatile energy markets such demand may fluctuate once agricultural resources
and infra structure are diverted to this market, they may only be returned to
food production if food prices rise dramatically.

The demand of rising and more affluent populations for land and water for
housing, leisure and transport will add to the pressure on resources for food.

Faced by growing demand and diminished resources the vision that
emerges is of world agriculture unable to provide sufficient food, fuel and
industrial raw materials to sustain an acceptable standard of living for the
expected population. Increasing the productive capacity of farming becomes
an important policy goal.

This resurrected importance of production clashes with some current
visions driving policy in Europe and North America. That demands food
production to operate within a framework of policies designed to protect
landscapes, habitats, wild animals and parts of the traditional built
environment. As real incomes in these communities continue to grow such
constraints are likely to intensify to combat pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions. Any reduction in domestic output will be plugged by purchases
elsewhere. The impact in terms of food security will be felt by poor people in
low-income countries.

There may be more pressing risks to food security in industrialised
economies. Modern, urban communities acquire their food in shops and
restaurants not as it leaves the farm. The food service and food distribution
industries are much larger than farming and are vital to food supply. Food is
processed, stored, transported, presented in forms ranging from bulk raw
material to ready made meals. The costs of paper and plastic in packaging, of
storage and in distribution outweigh the cost of the raw ingredients.
Businesses thrive on minimising the level of stocks. A breakdown in delivery
can rapidly lead to empty shelves. The fragility of this system is not in the
production of raw material food but in its resilience to economic events
outside the farming sector.

Gloom is inevitable for those who fit curves to current trends. Malthus
writing in 1798 saw growing population leading to poverty, disease and
conflict. His iron law of labour was devised at a time when for most people
there were few recreational opportunities other than procreation. The first
Director General of FAO saw the prospect of a population of six billion as
beyond the capacity of the world food system to supply. In fact the outcome of
investment in new technology led to oversupply and depressed prices. It is,
perhaps, reassuring that the first government economic advisor on agricultural
policy, Joseph, offered a more constructive, if limited solution to forecasts of
famine by proposing the creation of what we would now call buffer stocks. He
had some dream like assistance but the policy he proposed embodied the
critical notion that we did not just accept dire prospects as beyond our control
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but that we used our brains to adjust our behaviour and safeguard our bellies.
We have experienced a huge increase in our ability to utilise our resources

to meet our needs. In the UK had we used the technologies of 1947 to produce
our wheat in 2007 we would have required 5.3million hectares rather than 1.3
million hectares. At the yield per cow of 1947 we would have needed 6.4
million cows to provide the milk produced in 2007 by 1.9 million. At the
outset we did not know where such increases would come from, indeed we
remained anxious about food supplies well into the mid 1950s. What we did
do was to utilise the science we had, embody it in practical technologies that
worked within the current agricultural system and invest in research to deepen
our understanding of every part of this process so that new, more productive
technologies came forward.

There has never been a time at which the potential of science to improve
the human condition has been greater than today. In the biological sciences we
have new understandings of the processes of life, of the relationships between
animal and plant characteristics. In the world of electronics we have capacities
to communicate, to analyse and to control at increasingly refined levels. As
our understanding of the development of human personality grows and we
have greater opportunities to communicate we can better recognise and
respond to the determinants of human behaviour. None of these developments
are without risk but each offers substantial potential to surmount the
difficulties we face.

One of the high cost indulgences of the past two decades has been,
stagnation in the name of the ‘precautionary principle’. It has allowed our fear
of bad outcomes from new science to deny the opportunity to secure those that
are good. This breeds on a nostalgic hostility to development. The Victorians,
for all their faults and mistakes, believed in and encouraged progress. As a
result the lot of the poorest people improved in the nation to a degree that
would have astonished Malthus.

The vision we need if we are to escape the nightmare of food insecurity
must hinge upon a recovery in our belief in our capacity to use science and
technology and to modify our human behaviour in ways that make economic
growth within the global envelope attainable. No new technology is without
risk. We will not avoid this by seeking to shut Pandora’s box. In the 21st

Century agricultural policy must support innovation, sustain scientific capacity
and deliver structural change on the ground. From seeking to preserve the past,
whether of farming systems or environmental assets it must focus on building
the future.

Climate Change.
Had I listened to my teachers in the 1940’s I would now be wearing fur

lined boots, have heavy weight duvets on my bed and a set of snow tyres on
my car. Expectations for 60 years ahead are quite the reverse – Mediterranean
sunshine, a diet of vegetables and wine but little meat and rising prices for
properties sheltered from the sun.

This prospect is based on a large body of scientific work that suggests that
the world’s temperature is rising – and, still more guilt making, that it is rising
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as a result of human activity. Like all long run forecasts it is no more valid
than the assumptions upon which it is based and there are some respectable
scientists, if less favoured by the media, who take a different view. I cannot
judge between them on scientific grounds but like governments I have to take
seriously the possibility that radical and rapid changes in climate are likely and
to adjust policy thinking to take that into account.

The first response of government is to hope it can be stopped. Thus much
of the debate has focused on ‘mitigation’. Two questions emerge. Will it work
and what will it cost?

The assumption that anything done on the scale of the UK will have much
impact on global climate seems fanciful. In the context of rapid economic
growth major industrialising economies such as China and India, it seems like
spitting in the wind. Policies applied across the world, minimally in all the
major developed and industrialising economies might work. Much attention is
therefore focused on international conferences and the search for agreements
such as that achieved, but not fully implemented at Kyoto in 1997. If they
produce joint action then some domestic discomfort will be acceptable.
However, uneven implementation where the UK is strict but others drag their
feet could have the opposite impact. Production could migrate from countries
that take mitigating action and countries where rules were less strictly applied.

This does not mean that we should not seek to minimise our contribution
to climate change. There are some significant ‘win wins’ here. Greater
efficiency in our use of energy of all sorts lowers both contributions to
greenhouse gas emissions and the costs of production. Developing long run
secure non-polluting sources of energy may cost more than the least cost way
of generating short run supplies now but can be sensibly bought as an
insurance against the interruption of imported supplies of oil or gas.

More draconian efforts to reduce emissions, for example, by penalising
users of motor transport, raise financial costs for consumers and industry and
imply high non-market costs on individuals for whom public transport is at
best a very poor substitute. Policies to enforce such high cost strategies can
only be justified if they are part of a global strategy that actually does reduce
the rate of global warming. How likely it is that such a strategy can be made to
work is a matter of political judgement. Past evidence does not give great
grounds for optimism.

What is inescapable is that we have to respond to the climate change that is
already happening. The total cost to the UK will be influenced by how we do
so. This has immediate relevance for farming. We must expect to cope with
more extreme weather events, a different distribution of rainfall and with the
arrival of exotic pests and diseases. In some areas land may be lost to the sea
whilst in others the availability of water seems likely to fall. We can
reasonably anticipate that world commodity prices will tend to strengthen. In
real terms the value of UK farm output will grow.

Some actions are already underway. Government is well aware of the need
for vigilance to recognise, identify and respond to challenges from new pests
and diseases. Crop production will need varieties better able to cope with the
changed climatic profile and the use of machinery that can accurately plant
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and harvest crops at times when weather and soil conditions are appropriate.
Shortages of water, especially in some of the most productive areas of UK
farming already poses questions about the need to store water and adapt
farming methods. The transport of water from the wetter rural west and north
to the drier and more urban south and east is likely to need careful exploration
and potentially substantial investment. The ability of farm buildings to cope
with more extreme storms and sustained high summer temperature must now
influence design and construction.

It is tempting to seek to address such issues as part of agricultural policy as
is currently done via Pillar II of the CAP. However, such an approach is too
narrowly focused. Agriculture has an important role in the process of
adaptation but the problems of industrial restructuring cannot be solved within
single sectors. Nor can adaptive policies reproduce a geographical pattern of
employment that corresponds to the technologies of past generations. In the
21st century economies as a whole will need to develop methods that can
increase their flexibility and lessen the costs of economic change. Critical to
this are education, transport and the more economic diversity within areas of
growth and development.

We started with visions and warned of nightmares. In translating our
vision for policy in the 21st Century into reality farm managers and advisers
must play a central role. They must be expert in communicating with the
industry and government and with the world of science. They are the
interpreters who help put into action ideas for improvement that can be
generated far away from the farm. Their role is both to promote the
development of the industry as the world copes with the challenges of food
security and climate change and yet to be sensitive to the value of our
countryside as a resource for living. We have a vision but we also have a duty
to recognise and help avoid the inevitable nightmares that lie in wait.
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European agricultural and environmental policy has evolved considerably over the last
15 years. In this paper the changes in farm businesses in an Environmentally Sensitive Area in
England are evaluated based on two surveys with the same farmers at the start and end of this
period. The rate of participation in the environmental scheme had increased significantly at a
time when Government led goals in this area had developed and become more output
focussed. A combination of policy, market and animal health status changes had encouraged a
number to leave cattle production, and though remaining with stock and grass they had
decided against any extensive development in the direction of pluriactivity – with or without
Government encouragement. This left the future of this group in some uncertainty given that
two significant forms of financial support, the environmental scheme and the Hill Farm
Allowance, were due to close.

Key words: Agri-environment policy, pluriactivity, hill farming, extensification

Introduction
The Shropshire Hills Environmentally Sensitive Area (SHESA) was

designated in 1994 as part of a UK Government initiative in response to the
EU wide regulation 2078/92, which created 22 similar areas where financial
incentives had been on offer to farmers to farm in a way of benefit to
conservation and the environment. The objectives of ESAs were ‘to maintain
and enhance the landscape, wildlife and historic value of an area by
encouraging beneficial agricultural practices’ (MAFF 1998). More specifically
for the SHESA area these objectives were:

1. To maintain landscape quality and wildlife conservation value of open
moorland and permanent grassland.

2. To enhance the wildlife conservation value and landscape quality of
heather and other semi-natural vegetation.

3. To maintain and enhance landscape quality through management of
characteristic landscape elements.

4. To maintain and enhance archaeological and historic features.

In the 15 years since the inception of the SHESA the original designation
and indeed ESA policy has been superseded by Environmental Stewardship
and the Higher Level Scheme. Agricultural and environmental policy has also
evolved considerably under CAP reforms. In this paper we briefly consider the
changes in policy over this 15 year period, and via two farmer surveys (in

1. This paper was originally presented at the 17th International Farm Management Congress, Bloomington, Illinois,
USA, July 2009, and is reprinted by kind permission of the International Farm Management Association. It is ex-
tracted from Volume 1of the Proceedings (Peer Reviewed Papers), ISBN 978-92-990038-8-6 which can be found on
the IFMA website (www.ifmaonline.org).
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1997 and 2008) and with (Tate 2001) evaluate the changes in farming and
farm business structures in the SHESA over the same period.

Overview of developments in Policy 1990 to date
Since the 1990’s European agricultural policy reform has increasingly

incorporated an environmental perspective, this being integrated into the CAP,
(Communities 2006). This increased environmental emphasis is both well-
established and on-going, with the 1992 CAP reforms already including
provisions for Member States to establish agri-environment schemes in Agri-
environmental Regulation, Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2078/92. Indeed
some Environmentally Sensitive Areas had already been established in the UK
as early as 1987.

The Integration Strategy introduces objectives for water, agro-chemicals,
land use and soil, climate change and air quality, in addition to landscape and
biodiversity. A range of policy instruments are used to implement the strategy
from regulatory measures specified by agricultural and environmental
legislation and directives, to agri-environmental incentive schemes with
voluntary participation (Pearce 2005). Such schemes encourage
environmentally sensitive farming and management practices in agriculture
that go beyond the requirements of legislative controls and are mechanisms to
enforce minimum environmental standards and prevent environmental
degradation beyond agreed reference points (Bromley 1997).

Following Agenda 2000 reform, the Rural Development Regulation
(Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1257/1999) combined several policy
measures, including the adoption of specific agri-environmental incentive
measures. It also led to the introduction of a new Slaughter Premium and via
the England Rural Development Plan 2000-2006 a new Hill Farm Allowance
(HFA) which took the place of Hill Livestock Compensatory Allowances
(HLCA) when the latter were lost in 2000.

2001 saw the first large scale foot and mouth disease outbreak in England
since 1967. All livestock businesses were directly affected, not least with
relation to cash flow problems caused by closed markets if not by actual
infection with the disease or the contiguous cull. Research on this Foot and
Mouth Disease (FMD) outbreak concluded (Scott 2004) that along with these
direct effects there were a number of indirect effects such as the loss of trust in
administrations and the impact on rural tourism that should be noted. The year
2004 saw the 10th anniversary of the SHESA, the point at which the original
applicants would have had the chance to leave the scheme or enrol for a
further 10 year period. Participants who enrolled in1995 would have been
offered a further 10 year extension in 2005 and so on.

A transition from headage-based subsidies and the commencement of the
new Single Farm Payment (SFP) took place in January 2005. This was
followed later that year by the introduction of a new conservation scheme
called Higher Level Stewardship (HLS) which required applicants to offer
conservation improvements to the Government selected from a menu of
potential conservation options in exchange for payments and the closure to
new applicants, but not extensions for existing participants, of all 22 of the UK
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ESA schemes.
The SFP is now paid to farmers who keep their land in Good Agricultural

and Environmental Condition (GAEC), thus the rules oblige farmers to
maintain their land in such a way that food outputs are no longer essential.
Farmers opinions of this approach have been investigated but it has been
shown that production intentions have been largely unaffected by any freeing
up of the subsidy system via the SFP. Payments are now made largely on an
area under management basis rather than the old headage system, and the
composition of these payments has moved from a historic level of payments
approach, based on claims made up to and including 2004, to a flat rate
regional average payment with this applying fully from 2012. The
environmental schemes such as HLS and the ESA programme are to be largely
funded by a top-slice taken from the SFP known as modulation. The year 2007
saw the launch of new incentives under the Rural Development Plan for
England (RDPE) to provide grant aid to groups who wish to modernise their
businesses via some form of diversification or ‘non-farm but on-farm’
business development, adding potential scope to overall farm business
viability.

Participation rates in SHESA, 1994 to date
When the area was designated in 1994, payments to farmers were set

within a range from £12 to £75 per hectare for land in Tiers 1A to Tier 2.
Farmers were obliged to observe written management prescriptions relating to
each ‘Tier’ subscribed for. An example of such a prescription to be observed
by participant farmers, and one of 19 prescriptions applying to the ‘All Land’
Tier 1A was the following:

‘Do not increase your existing application rates of inorganic or organic
manures’ (MAFF 1994).

Performance of the SHESA scheme was kept under review by two UK
government departments, the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food
(MAFF) and the expenditure watchdog, the Audit Commission. The latter
commented in 1997 that ‘the take-up rate of the six ESAs launched in 1994
has been slower than that in previously designated areas (NAO 1997).

Farmers’ rate of participation had grown significantly by 2003 to 71.4 per
cent of an eligible area of 32,900 ha compared with a national average of 64
per cent. The area of ESA land peaked at 653,000 Ha in 2004 but has since
declined nationally to 503,000 Ha in 2008 (Defra 2009). A review of the
whole agri-environment programme in 2003 and the performance monitoring
reports completed by the relevant agencies stated that ‘on average just over
half the PIs (Performance Indicators) had been met on Stage I and Stage II
ESAs....and a quarter on Stage IV ESAs. The report added that the impacts on
wildlife and conservation in each ESA were, in any case, difficult to quantify,
especially for the Stage IV ESAs (Ecoscope 2003).

The ESA prescriptions were applied against a background of subsidy
payments that were to change radically during the course of this research. The
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subsidy system in place in 1996 involved payments per head of livestock for
sheep and cattle with extra payments to designated hill producers, including
those in the SHESA of ‘Hill Livestock Compensatory Allowances’ (HLCAs)
to compensate farmers for the shorter grazing season/longer winter feeding
period in the hill and marginal land areas as designated by the European
Union. There were also headage payments for all sheep both upland and
lowland, beef cattle and suckler cows. Such payments were widely disliked by
conservationists who saw them as inducements to intensify livestock
production. Hence on the one hand the government appeared to be making
payments for furthering conservation objectives in the SHESA, whilst on the
other payments were available that were thought to provide an incentive to
increase the rate of stocking.

The farm business position in SHESA, 1997
In 1996 the SHESA consisted of 38,500 Ha of hill farm land comprising

some 531 registered holdings with 244 participants in the SHESA and an
average holding area of 48.25 ha (ADAS 1996). The land use in 1996 was
predominantly grassland at 73 per cent compared with the average for England
and Wales of 39 per cent and 355 of the 590 holdings in Ministry of
Agriculture Census District 8 or 60% were less than 50 ha in size (MAFF
1996) with the predominant enterprises as cattle and sheep.

The original survey involved the researcher visiting 43 farms within the
SHESA between July 1996 and February 1997, of which 42 met the sampling
criteria for the study. The sample comprised 22 SHESA non-participant and
20 participant farms as a stratified randomised sample and triangulated for the
characteristic of area farmed with the MAFF population of holdings for
Agricultural District number eight within Shropshire for the 1994 Agricultural
Census (MAFF 1994). The sample was drawn from the population of sheep
producers within the geographical area of the SHESA made available to the
researcher by the British Wool Marketing Board.

A number of the results of the earlier survey have already been reported in
the academic literature (Tate 1999) with the objectives of the original survey
being:

1. To evaluate the impact of Tier 1A prescriptions on the farms, and
2. To examine any mismatch between these and the farmers’ business and

personal objectives.

A number of potential effects of the impact of participation in the SHESA
were considered including stocking rates of sheep and cattle, changes in farm
management practices and farmers’ business and personal objectives.

The MAFF Grazing Livestock Units system2 was used to assess the
stocking densities of both the participant and non-participant groups of farms.
This was also the system used by MAFF (the former Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food, the forerunner of Defra) to determine the eligibility of

2. The MAFF Grazing Livestock Units system (MAFF 1997) assesses suckler cows at 1.0 GLU, male cattle aged <2
years at 0.6 GLU, male cattle aged >2 years at 1.0 GLU and female sheep at 0.15 GLU.
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businesses for the whole range of headage subsidies, and so was particularly
relevant to any farm budgeting exercises. The 1997 survey found that
participants stocked at a greater stocking rate than non-participants in the
SHESA. The actual figures showed a slight difference in stocking rates
(P=1.46 GLU Ha-1, NP=1.37 GLU Ha-1). Although this difference was not
statistically significant it was still surprising to find that participants in an
environmental scheme were actually farming more intensively than non-
participants, although both groups were farming below the intensity of 2.0
GLU Ha-1 at which MAFF would commence the reduction of subsidy
payments due to excessive stocking.

The farmers in the survey were asked whether or not they had changed
their farm management practices on admission to the SHESA or since
September 1994, the date when the SHESA commenced. Six participants had
made eight changes to these practices, two of which were to comply with the
Tier 1A objectives of the scheme and seven non-participants had made a total
of 10 changes to their farm management practices since 1994. It was striking
that only two changes had been made by the participant group in order to
comply with the requirements of the SHESA scheme. This suggested that it
was an easy scheme to comply with in order to receive the management
premium.

Both participants and non-participants were asked their views on perceived
disadvantages of participation in the SHESA scheme. All respondents in the
non-participant group mentioned at least one disadvantage from participating
as shown in Table 1, the most common being reduced autonomy. The
significance of this response was highlighted when the sample was asked what

Reason given Participants (n=20) Non-participants (n=22)

Reduced autonomy 4 12

Reduced fertility 4 7

Stocking rate limits 1 6

Reduced capital value 1 2

Reduced income 1 2

Table 1: Perceived Disadvantages of Participation in the SHESA-Participants
and Non-participants

Attractive aspect Participants (n=20) Non-participants (n=22)

Independence and an open-air life 28 35

Working with stock 12 13

Variety of tasks 7 15

Totals 47 63

Table 2: Attractive Aspects of Farm Work and Farm Management
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they found were the attractive aspects of farm work and farm management as
an open question with the interviewer logging the responses as represented in
Table 2. The most popular categories were independence and an open-air life
(63 responses) and the work with livestock (25 responses). None stated that
they recognised any social esteem from farming or the benefits of being in
business or the tax benefits of being self-employed.

The non-participant group perceived participation as potentially onerous
when their responses were compared with the actual experience of the
participant group. These findings were supported by a similar study in the
Pennine Dales ESA (Whitby 1992) which commented that there appeared to
be a gulf in the way that ESA scheme was perceived by participants and non-
participants. The participants were much more positive about the scheme, in
line with the findings of this research in 1997.

The farm business position in the SHESA, 2008
In 1997 the SHESA consisted of 531 registered holdings and the average

holding area of these was 48.25 ha (ADAS 1996). Grassland percentage cover
had declined slightly over the period for the South Shropshire District as a
whole from 73% to 71% (Defra 2008) with the predominant enterprises
remaining as cattle and sheep. The same data source indicated that as at 2007
average farm size had remained almost unchanged at 43.35 Ha.
The objectives of this re-survey were:

1. To contact the original sample of 42 farms surveyed in the 1997
investigation to ascertain changes that have been made in both their farm and
non-farm enterprises over the past 11 years;

2. To relate these changes, where appropriate, to participation or non-
participation in the SHESA or to changes in farm support or other policy
issues over the 11 year period.

A telephone survey was undertaken contacting 40 farmers from the
original sample of 42 farmers in November 2008. Of the 40 contacted 33 were
able and willing to assist with the re-survey, the remaining 7 were accounted
for by four deaths and three farmers retiring and in all cases the land had been
amalgamated into other units with the loss of an identifiable system of
management and stocking regime.

Of the 33 respondents 15 had been participants in the SHESA in 1997 and
18 had been non-participants. Only 8 non-participants remained in 2008, 10
having become participants in the SHESA in the intervening period. When
asked why these changes had come about, the new participants stated that they
had been influenced by the financial incentives on offer, and by reports from
friends and neighbours that the scheme did not greatly affect individual
autonomy, this discounting the initial widespread reservations of 1997. The
remaining 8 non-participants claimed that they wished to remain autonomous
and carry on farming in the way they thought appropriate.

The 1997 participant group were asked about the development of the
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scheme during the intervening 11 years since the last survey. All had been
invited to continue in participation at the 10 year renewal point and all 15 had
proceeded to go ahead with the renewal, none had left the scheme or moved
over to Higher Level Stewardship (HLS). On the issue of diversification of
income there had been no applications to either the England Rural
Development Plan (ERDP) or latterly since 2007 the RDPE, both schemes set
up to encourage ‘on-farm but non-farm’ sources of income. There had been
some development involving pluriactivity, two wives having decided to go out
to work part-time and three farms going into farmhouse bed and breakfast
accommodation. A number of respondents claimed to be aware of
encouragement in the direction of pluriactivity.

On the issue of changes in farming policy the main areas to be reported
were a loss of all cattle enterprises on seven farms including four SHESA
participant and three non-participant holdings, due to the availability of
government schemes, a lack of economies of scale, poor buildings, poor or
uncertain profitability in recent times and a need to improve handling
facilities. Reduced fertiliser inputs were also claimed and a greater reliance on
natural manures in the future due to large increase in inorganic fertiliser prices.

On the issue of stocking rates, these had drifted downwards for both
participants and non-participants, however it was clear that those who had
given up cattle based enterprises had compensated, at least in part, with an
increase in the number of sheep kept.

Table 3 shows that there was still a small positive differential between the
stocking rate of participants and non-participants of 0.10 GLU, not far short of
one ewe per hectare.

Discussion and Conclusion
The loss of some of the survey sample was to be expected since the 1997

survey when the average age of the participants in the SHESA was 58 and that
of the non-participants was 51. Simply by adding 11 years to the sample
declared ages in 1997 those for 2008 become 69 and 62 respectively with a
sizable minority over the age of 80 years.

The increase in SHESA participation was also noted by Defra in their
commissioned monitoring reports increasing to 71.4 per cent of eligible area
(Defra 2004). This appears as a further 10 cases in the re-survey sample and is
largely due to the financial incentives on offer and a change in the perception
of the difficulty in compliance with scheme objectives. As the SHESA was
relatively new in 1997 this appears to be a result of diffusion of knowledge
about the scheme within the farming community. The increase in participation
is a significant change for the SHESA as a whole, but of some concern was

Table 3: Stocking Rates2 for SHESA participants and Non-Participants

Participant sample Non-participant sample
1997 1.46 1.37

2008 1.42 1.32
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that only a quarter of performance indicators were met for the Stage IV ESAs
by 2003 (Ecoscope 2003).

The loss of cattle from seven farms including four participant holdings is
also a significant finding. The SHESA does not specify the need to keep cattle,
yet the environmental benefits of either mixed cattle/sheep grazing or cattle
only systems have been established both in terms of biodiversity and the
invasion of weed grass species. However these are quite small farms, the
majority being less than 50 ha with older individuals in charge who do not feel
happy to continue with cattle. The past 11 years have shown this to be an
unpredictable enterprise entailing hard work, lacking economies of scale and
modern equipment and with government schemes to provide some
compensation for leaving the enterprise, admittedly on the grounds of animal
health. The 2001 outbreak of FMD alone meant the slaughter of 581,802 cattle
in the UK (Defra 2004).

Overall stocking rates have drifted downwards slightly in the case of
participants by 2.7% and 3.6% with non-participants, which is in line with
Defra regional data but of more concern is the lack of migration of holdings
into HLS, a lack of development of pluriactivity and engagement with
schemes encouraging this and generally of confidence in the future. This could
be a reflection of the nature of these holdings in that few can be considered to
be full time farm businesses and thus they are rather marginal to the concerns
of financial viability of those involved. This in itself might be because most
are within the age group involved in winding down their income earning
activities.

The survey participants reported that they had been through a period of
change and development since the last investigation in 1997. Many reflected
that this had been due to changes in Government policy towards agriculture
including what were seen as a more complex world, less suited to small scale
livestock producers and production. Others saw the changes resulting more
from chance events-the operation of markets and the effects of animal
diseases. Either way few felt in any way insulated from change and a number
were cautious of what the future held for hill sheep and beef production in the
light of the future closure of both the environmental scheme and the Hill Farm
Allowance.
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VIEWPOINT

CARBON FOOTPRINTING – OPPORTUNITY OR
THREAT?1

Sam Evans

The question of whether or not you believe in climate change is now
largely irrelevant in farm business decision-making, as Governments
have decided to act. Indeed, the UK has now passed legislation which
introduces the world’s first legally binding framework to tackle the
dangers of climate change. The Climate Change Bill was introduced
into Parliament on 14 November 2007 and became law on 26 November
2008. Two key aims of the act are:

1. to improve carbon management, helping the transition towards a
low-carbon economy in the UK;

2. to demonstrate UK leadership internationally, signalling that we
are committed to taking our share of responsibility for reducing
global emissions in the context of developing negotiations on a
post-2012 global agreement at Copenhagen in December 2009.

Two key provisions of the act are:

1. A legally binding target of at least an 80 percent cut in greenhouse
gas emissions by 2050, to be achieved through action in the UK
and abroad. Also a reduction in emissions of at least 34 percent by
2020. Both these targets are against a 1990 baseline.

2. A carbon budgeting system which caps emissions over five-year
periods, with three budgets set at a time, to help us stay on track
for our 2050 target. The first three carbon budgets will run from
2008-12, 2013-17 and 2018-22, and had to be set by 1 June 2009.
The Government must report to Parliament its policies and
proposals to meet the budgets as soon as possible.

Therefore, the legislation is already in place to enforce reduction of
carbon emissions, and it is now in the industry’s hands to ensure that
this happens.

You will no doubt have seen in the media reports of how livestock
‘passing gas’ are contributing to global warming. There have now been
plenty of headlines saying, ‘Kill a cow. Keep a car’, with the corresponding
article basically stating that livestock farming creates more of a greenhouse
gas problem than transport. Many of the lobbyists responsible for these
statements have their own agendas, of course, often linked to vegetarian
and vegan causes. Nevertheless, the headlines cannot be ignored.

1. A version of this paper was presented at the UK National Farm Management Conference, Oxford, November 2009,
and is printed by kind permission of the Conference organisers
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The science shows that ruminants do produce the potent greenhouse gas
methane in high quantities, although the gas is mainly produced from
eructation from cudding and not from the other end. And, as well as the
methane, there’s also the production from land and fertilisers of nitrous
oxide — another potent greenhouse gas — to be considered, plus all the
other direct carbon inputs from electricity, fuel, and other energy sources.

Better farming, smaller footprint
Kite Consulting became involved in carbon assessments when we were

approached by ASDA/Walmart in 2007 and commissioned to determine the
carbon footprint of milk in conjunction with the processor Arla Foods. Since
then, we have been engaged to help farmers reduce their carbon loading
through better management practices. As a result of this work, the E-CO2

project was formed as a joint venture between Kite Consulting, Advance
Sourcing and CMS UK Services to allow a nationwide approach and
delivery helping the industry to target energy and carbon reduction.

The key messages we found are:

 The sources of a carbon footprint for milk typically are 45 percent
from methane, 30 percent from direct CO2, and 25 percent from N2O
emissions.

 Lower carbon footprints come from better farming practices, and the
more efficient, more profitable farms are likely to have a lower
carbon footprint than less efficient ones.

 UK dairy farms have cut their greenhouse gas emissions by up to 10
percent since 1990 and will hit the Kyoto targets by 2020. The main
reason is that we have produced a similar amount of milk from a smaller
dairy herd because of higher yields, and will continue to do so as
management improves and yields rise.

A positive story
These messages actually are very positive, and few other industries can

match these improvements. They should be used to present a positive image
of the dairy sector.

The results of on-farm assessments clearly indicate a close correlation
between carbon and financial efficiency. The more efficient operators had a
significantly lower cost of production, as well as a lower carbon footprint.
The correlation is not as strong between a higher cost of production and a
higher carbon footprint, but the trend is evident. The figures also show
that the range in carbon footprints between the top 25 percent and bottom
25 percent of farms is more than 40 percent. The potential to make even
more progress is clearly there!

What affects farm carbon footprints?
Lower carbon footprints are closely correlated to high standards of

husbandry which produce higher yields per cow and lower culling and
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replacement rates. This is because of the “fixed cost” of maintaining the
rumen generating the methane.

A lower-yielding cow carries a higher maintenance cost per litre of
milk in terms of methane, whereas the higher-yielding cow spreads its
methane maintenance cost over more litres of milk. In addition, making
efficient use of slurries and manures also lowers the carbon footprint, as
well as reducing fertiliser costs and N2O emissions. Management skills,
husbandry level, farm output (yield per cow) and fertiliser use account for
most of the differences we see on farms.

Findings in the pilot studies subsequently have moved onto the entire
ASDA/Walmart dedicated supply group of 550 farmers. Participating
farmers are sharing their ideas on best practices, are looking at practical
ways to improve yields through better husbandry and lower costs, and are
working to make better use of manures and slurries. We believe that
there is the potential to reduce carbon emissions significantly within the
pool within three years. And, because reducing carbon emissions is linked to
better profitability, we also should be improving profits.

In addition, free energy assessments are being linked now with the
carbon calculator. These help to save even more costs, especially around
the milking plant, and encourage farmers to look positively at reducing their
carbon footprints. This is the ‘carrot’ approach and one which is being
encouraged throughout the UK dairy sector at present. Behind the scenes
lie plans to audit farms and the supply chain with business-to-business
contracts - the ‘stick’ approach. We believe that demonstrating to government
and special interest groups that the industry is acting in a positive and
responsible way will only serve well for us in the future and help to avoid a
legislative approach.

Calculating carbon footprints
PAS 2050 uses Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) to calculate the carbon

footprint of the product produced, for instance milk. Life cycle analysis goes
‘from cradle to grave’, taking into account all inputs and outputs, traced back
to primary source, e.g.:

Milk production: Oil → Fertiliser → Chemicals → Machinery → Crops → 
Fodder → Housing→ Feeds → Cattle → Milk cooling; or

Milk processing: Transport → processing → separation → pasteurisation → 
packing → retailer → consumer. 

The reason agriculture is an easy target for lobbyists is the generation of
emissions from stock and land etc, such as methane and nitrous oxide, which
have a much higher global warming potential than carbon dioxide (see table
overleaf); these two factors alone mean that agriculture has a huge role to
play in reducing emission levels.
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Source Importance

Carbon dioxide,

CO2

Burning fossil fuel

Respiration

Deforestation

Absorbs infrared radiation,

Affects Stratospheric ozone

Methane,

CH4

Rumen fermentation

Land fill, rice paddies

25 x more potent than CO2

Nitrous Oxide,

N2O

Burning biomass

(protein), fuel, fertiliser

298 x more potent than CO2

Intensive
Farm
Model

Conventional
Farm Model Organic

Farm Model

Conventional
Feeds

Carbon
Calculator

‘THE
ENGINE’

CO2, CH4,
N20

Organic
Feeds

Carbon
Footprint
CO2, g equiv/litre milk
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To calculate a business’ carbon footprint correctly, models then need to
take into account all of the inputs on a farming business to allow true
calculation of carbon output:

Following PAS2050 methodology and using life cycle analysis allows
the product of the farm (meat, milk, eggs etc) to have a enterprise-specific
carbon footprint, which then gives the starting point for business analysis as
to how the individual footprint of the enterprise can be reduced. Adopting
PAS2050 allows various models to be used in the industry as they are all
working to the same ‘rules’ and therefore the industry is comparing like-for-
like as opposed to various models that track some and not all emissions
which may give the farming business an artificially high or low carbon
footprint.

Opportunity or threat?
The opportunity or threat argument becomes one of a point of principle.

Currently the issue is being driven by lobbyists or bureaucrats all who have a
vested interest in their approach. This leads to the possibility of the industry
going down one of two paths:

Path one – Path of deintensification

This would result in the process being a whole-farm assessment process
which inevitably means that the answer to reducing carbon footprints will be
to lower stocking levels, resulting in a lowering of emissions due to fewer
stock being held on the holding. This could then mean that in the future the
holding receives carbon credits (which could be tradable) for additional
sequestration. However, this route would also result in us exporting our
livestock industries in effect, resulting in increased imports of meat/product,
although theoretically allowing us to export our carbon problem elsewhere.
This also assumes that world food requirements stay static, whereas we all
know that population growth and in turn the requirement for additional food
stocks will only continue to rise year on year going forward. We found in
experience that it is impossible to complete accurate whole-farm assessments
given the complex nature of the systems involved. Due to this, a whole-farm
approach cannot meet the requirements of PAS2050 or Carbon Trust
certification.

Path two – Path of the realist

I believe that the way forward is to follow the embedded carbon of the
individual product. We have to assume that consumers will continue to
consume, and given the financial wealth in the western world, there seems no
reason as to why this will not continue. This then focuses on individual
enterprise carbon footprinting, allowing the discussion to be held as to how
to reduce the product’s footprint and meet government targets. This moves
the emphasis from potentially being paid not to farm, towards increasing
technical efficiency, which in turn will increase system profitability.
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Through increasing system efficiency, there could still be a role for carbon
trading, and sustainable systems will still have a role in sequestration.

The opportunities are, however, much greater than the threats, as long as
we start the journey and be proactive NOW. The dairy industry has already
beaten the Kyoto targets, and there is no reason as to why this trend will not
continue as system efficiencies continue to be made as well as science
continuing to help move the industry forward. However, representation on
behalf of the industry needs to continue, and this is where, in my view, the
role of the AHDB (EBLEX & Dairy Co) moving forward will become key.
The dairy industry is already leading well with a co-ordinated approach
between Dairy Co, Dairy UK, NFU and other organisations involved with on
farm footprinting. The red meat sector is not there yet and has some catching
up to do; however they have already started the process with the red meat
roadmap.

Finally, in all of these debates it is important to remember that
approximately 73% of the agricultural area of the UK is unsuitable for
growing crops for human consumption. This land resource cannot be used to
produce anything else but grass and rough grazing. Humans cannot eat grass,
and therefore these areas can only be efficiently utilised by ruminants. This
allows those animals to convert a ‘waste’ into edible product as well as
preserve the landscape; provide areas for tourism (the view isn’t there
without livestock creating it!); maintain levels of bio-diversity; and keep jobs
and population in rural communities. The UK livestock Industry also
consumes huge levels of co-product from the food industry which results in
fewer co-products being sent to landfill where it would have produced
methane. To stop this way of farming would in my view be foolish and
catastrophic as it would leave us short of food and turn the countryside into
‘wasteland’. Livestock production can and will also help the UK with carbon
mitigation by locking up carbon in grassland (sequestration) whilst also
bringing food security to the UK.

What you can say
The next time you are quizzed about polluting cows, or see negative

headlines in the press, you now have several positive responses:

 Cows and other ruminants have been on this planet long before man and
are not the cause of climate change that is man’s activity. However,
we can make our contribution to helping the planet.

 Cows produce a wonderful food and help create fantastic landscapes.
Imagine a land devoid of livestock and covered solely with trees and
crops or scrub!

 We have reduced our carbon emissions. Those of us in the UK will hit
our contribution to the Kyoto targets.

 Reducing carbon emissions goes hand in hand with better farming
pract ices such as greater welfare and cow care, which in turn
create additional income streams.

 We have taken the lead in the UK, and we need to share our best
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practice around the world. Doubling India’s average cow yields to
2,454 litres per cow could save the world 36 million cows with methane
emissions equivalent to twice that of the number of cows in the
U.S.!

None of the above needs to cost us. Doing what we have been doing for
generations as farmers, and becoming more efficient as a result, will reduce
emissions. We can be ‘part of the solution, not the problem’. Let’s make it
happen!

About the author

Winner of the 2008 BIAC/Lloyds TSB Young Consultant of the Year
award, and an Associate Partner with Kite Consulting, Sam Evans
(sam.evans@kiteconsulting.com) works with livestock & dairy businesses
who want to improve technical performance and profit levels. His approach
allows businesses to understand their current level of competitiveness in the
industry and then provide innovative and practical down to earth solutions for
increasing income streams further to ensure long term stability and
profitability in a volatile agricultural market. With carbon footprinting moving
up the political agenda, and with agriculture being a major source of
greenhouse gases, Sam is also part of the project team working on ‘The EC02
Project’ which has created Carbon Trust accredited carbon calculators for beef
and dairy farming operations. These models are being used in farm carbon
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EDITORIAL

It is a while since we carried an article on machinery costs, so Paul
Wilson’s discussion of machinery depreciation calculation is welcome. The
focus here is on comparison of the output of different mathematical models, in
order to improve the accuracy of estimation of a very significant cost. Theory
is linked to practice by the provision of tables of remaining values at different
intensities of use.
Since the term ‘farm diversification’ was first coined it has become

increasingly apparent that the skill-set required to make a success of a
customer-focussed enterprise such as tourism or on-farm food processing and
sales is rather different from that required in volume production of agricultural
commodities. In their article, Gerald McElwee and Gary Bosworth use the
results of a large-scale study of farmers to draw conclusions about the business
and strategic skills required, as well as the impact of diversification on the
core agricultural business.
The Oxford Farming Conference always provides much food for thought,

and we here reproduce two papers from this year’s offering. The first, by Matt
Lobley, returns to the fascinating and crucial issue of familial succession
within farming businesses, and its implications for innovation and
development within the agricultural industry. The other draws on Patrick
Wall’s extensive professional experience in discussing risk in food supply in
the context of a globalised market. Sobering reading, though with several
positive notes towards the end.
Finally, a review by Richard Turner of that modern rarity, a new book on

farm management – more specifically, on the management of people within a
farm business environment. Richard’s positive review may make you want to
rush out and buy it, though the high cover price will deter many who would
greatly benefit.

Martyn Warren

Editor
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REFEREED ARTICLE

ESTIMATING TRACTOR DEPRECIATION: THE IMPACT
OF CHOICE OF FUNCTIONAL FORM

Paul Wilson

Using 1223 observations of second-hand tractor prices in the UK, an OLS model of
depreciation, which is cubic in all continuous independent variables, is compared to a Box-
Cox model. The results of the preferred cubic OLS model explain 87% of the variation in
depreciation and indicate that the rate of change in depreciation varies over particular data
ranges of both the year of life and hours worked. Moreover, over a particular data range, the
relationship between depreciation and horsepower is negative, contrasting with previous
findings generated from more restrictive models. Tables of estimated percentage remaining
values are presented for use by farmers and managers.

Keywords: Depreciation, Modelling, Functional Form, Box-Cox, Cubic Linear-Regression,
Tractors.

1. Introduction
Improvements in many agricultural commodity prices in 2007 and 2008

led to an upsurge in demand for agricultural machinery as farmers and
managers sought to re-new their aging machinery fleets. The demand for
tractors is generally acknowledged as a barometer of the demand for
agricultural machinery in general; with economic downturn around the globe,
agriculture and food is one sector that is remaining buoyant (Economist,
2009). Registration of new tractors within the UK was 15,540 in 2007 and

17,104 in 2008, the latter representing a 10% increase on the previous year
(AEA, 2009). The UK market is dominated by three brands accounting for
61.9% of the market as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Tractor registrations by brand in 2007
Units Total Percentage

John Deere 5000 29.3
New Holland 2809 16.4
Massey Ferguson 2766 16.2
Case IH 957 5.6
Class 926 5.4
McCormick 845 4.9
Same Deutz-Fahr 755 4.4
Kubota 667 3.9
Valtra 662 3.9
Fendt 402 2.4
JCB 237 1.4
Landini 210 1.2
Other Brands 853 5.0
Total UK 17,089 100.0
Source: AEA (2008). Data includes Compact Tractors (<= 50 hp) and Agricultural trac-
tors (> 50 hp): Case includes Steyr, MF includes Challenger.
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The market for new and second hand tractors is heavily influenced by
actual and anticipated profitability within the industry and the equilibrium
between demand and supply for second-hand tractors is a determining factor in
establishing the residual, or ‘trade-in’, value of agricultural tractors. Farmers
and managers seeking to invest in new tractors generally make some
assessment of the anticipated future value of their investment in a new tractor
in order to determine the asset’s depreciation over its period of ownership
within the business.
Farmers and managers have traditionally used a variety of methods for

assessing the likely future value of tractors, including the use of ‘standard’
depreciation rates often used in accounting procedures for tax purposes, and
the use of UK industry standards (e.g. Nix pocketbook (various), or the
depreciation rate used within the Farm Business Survey (FBS) (Defra, 2009)).
However, the depreciation of a ‘working’ fixed asset such as a tractor is only
one element of the cost of ownership and farmers and managers must also take
into account running costs, finance charges, service costs and anticipated
repair costs over the life time of ownership. Whilst this paper does not
explicitly address these points, depreciation represents a substantial cost of
ownership and the standard tables (e.g. Nix) or interactive CD computer
packages (Agro-Business Consultants, 2010) available to farmers reinforce the
importance of understanding ownership costs at the outset of making an
investment. Moreover, in seeking to make an informed decision between
buying new or second hand, managers require knowledge of the relative
depreciation costs involved alongside other costs of ownership that may differ
(e.g. repairs) between buying new and second hand. Whilst this research
therefore seeks to examine only one area of tractor ownership cost, it is
arguably an area of great importance and one that has led previous authors to
seek to more fully explain the factors that influence tractor depreciation.
Recent examples of research into UK tractor depreciation include Wilson

and Davis (1999) and Wilson and Tolley (2004) where tables of estimated
remaining values are provided as a function of age, horsepower and hours of
work, with results additionally provided to tailor the anticipated depreciation
according to tractor brand. The tables provided by Wilson and Tolley (2004)
were found to provide a significantly improved estimation of depreciation /
remaining value than could be determined by using either Nix’s pocketbook or
the depreciation rate utilised within the FBS. Hence, in recent years, farmers,
managers and consultants have had access to these publicly available tables for
the UK.
Research into tractor depreciation, and factors influencing the price of

tractors more generally, includes an examination of tractor price-quality
indices (Rayner, 1968; Cooper et al.,1993) for new tractors, whilst studies of
depreciation include: Musser et al., (1986), Reid and Bradford (1983), Perry et
al., (1990), Cross and Perry (1995), Unterschultz and Mumey (1996), Dumler
et al., (2000; 2003), and Wu and Perry (2004) within the US; Williams (1980),
Cunningham and Turner (1988), Wilson and Davis (1998), and Wilson and
Tolley (2004) in the UK; McNeill (1979) and Hansen and Lee (1991) in
Canada; Fenolloas and Guadalajara (2007) in Spain. The importance of
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understanding and predicting depreciation rates in tractors is thus
internationally recognised, and has led several authors to empirically quantify
depreciation rates.
The approach taken in empirical depreciation studies is to undertake

regression analysis which seeks to explain depreciation (e.g. total percentage
depreciation or remaining value) as a function of multiple independent
variables. Whilst different approaches are adopted by various researchers,
there is general consensus that the independent variables of age, hours of work
and power rating of the tractor significantly influence depreciation. Where
data exists on the tractor manufacturer or brand (e.g. Wilson and Tolley 2004;
Fenolloas and Guadalajara, 2007), care and condition of the tractor, additional
features, or regional influences (e.g. Cross and Perry, 1995) these have been
incorporated within the estimation procedure. Data for these studies has been
drawn from either published data sources from intermediaries (e.g. auction
data) in the tractor market (e.g. Fenolloas and Guadalajara, 2007; Perry et al.,
1990), or published trade advertisements (e.g. Wilson and Tolley 2004).
Auction data typically provides a data source that reflects the market value

of the second-hand tractor, although data on farm retirement sales have been
argued to bias prices upwards, reflecting a combination of value from ‘known’
tractors to potential purchasers from retirement sales, when compared to
purchases made in the general market from dealers (Perry et al., 1990).
Published second-hand asking prices from tractor dealers typically include an
element of warranty, have an element of price built in to allow for ‘bartering’
in the sale of the second-hand tractor, and thus typically do not reflect the
residual, or trade-in, value of the tractor received by the vendor when selling
to a dealer; in this case manipulation of the data is required to estimate the
trade-in value prior to estimation of depreciation (Wilson and Tolley, 2004).
Depreciation studies also note the difficulties of using new “list” prices for

tractors as the actual purchase price when new. Typically, the marketing of
new tractors includes offering substantial discounts off the advertised list
price. This marketing technique is well known in the industry, yet for the
purposes of determining a depreciation rate, a methodology for converting the
new list prices to a real new price is required.
Within the literature seeking to explain depreciation rates for capital

goods, the methodological approaches have largely focused upon the use of
ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions and Box-Cox transformations. The
non-linear Box-Cox transformation (e.g. Perry et al., 1990; Cross and Perry,
1995; Unterschultz and Mumey, 1996; Wu and Perry, 2004) allows for the
assumed non-linearity between depreciation and age, commonly known to
exist, by not specifying a functional relationship for this key independent
variable at the outset. By contrast, the use of OLS in depreciation studies
requires transformation of the data on age of the tractor prior to model
estimation; a general approach to this being to take the natural logarithm of
age, or year of life, of the machine (e.g. Wilson and Davis, 1999; Wilson and
Tolley, 2004). The theoretical advantage of the Box-Cox approach, by
allowing the data to determine the functional form has been argued to be
countered by the disadvantage of the difficulty of interpretability of the
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estimated results (Wilson and Tolley, 2004), whilst Wu and Perry (2004)
conclude that the complexity of the Box-Cox model does not provide any
practical advantage with respect to estimating depreciation over two simpler
functional forms. By contrast the advantage of the ease of interpretability from
the OLS modelling approach is accompanied by the restricted nature of
imposing a functional form on the relationship at the outset, and the exact
specification of the OLS model is of crucial importance in this respect.
Comparing OLS and Box-Cox approaches requires a methodology that

overcomes the lack of directly comparable goodness of fit statistics produced
from the two techniques. One accepted approach is the pairwise comparison
method provided by the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) methodology
which compares predicted depreciation from the model results to actual
depreciation (see Dumler et al., 2003; Wilson and Tolley; 2004; Wu and
Perry, 2004). The restrictions imposed by the functional form are argued to be
of importance for other independent variables beyond the age of the tractor;
Perry et al., (1990) specify age, hours and horsepower as non-linear
independent variables. OLS models have, by contrast, generally only sought to
transform the ‘age’ variable prior to estimation, restricting the model to
impose a linear relationship on both hours and horsepower (Wilson and
Tolley, 2004).
Whilst studies have considered the merits of different approaches to

estimating and predicting tractor depreciation, these have often involved
comparison of an empirical approach (e.g. Box-Cox or OLS) against standard
depreciation methods and calculations. Modelling approaches that directly
compare Box-Cox depreciation models with OLS models are few in number,
with empirical analysis largely restricted to US data (e.g. Wu and Perry,
2004). Moreover, OLS models previously estimated do not generally examine
the possibility of non-linear relationships between hours and horsepower
rating in the case of tractors. One exception to this is Wu and Perry’s (2004)
analysis that considers different functional forms against a Box-Cox
specification; this analysis includes double square root and sum-of-years digits
models. Wu and Perry note that the Box-Cox model allows for the change in
depreciation rate to be positive or negative with respect to age, whilst the sum-
of-years digit model also allows for depreciation rates to increase over time.
However, these models do not allow for the possibility of (total cf. rate of)
depreciation to decrease as tractors age, or as other continuous independent
variables (e.g. horsepower) increase.
This paper aims to address the main aspects noted above by presenting

both Box-Cox and OLS depreciation models for UK tractors. Within this
comparison the paper extends previous research by examining the influence of
extra factors found on modern tractors, these being the presence of: cab or axle
suspension, front linkage, and front-end loaders. Moreover, the paper presents
an OLS model whereby the age, hours and horsepower rating are neither
restricted to be linear in relation to depreciation, nor non-increasing (e.g. as
specified by logarithmic functions), but which allows for the possibility of
depreciation decreasing in age, hours or horsepower independently, over
particular data ranges. Whilst this functional specification allows for the
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possibility of capturing non-linear relationships between these variables, the
functional form specified within the preferred model does impose a structure
to the model within which the data are assumed to fit, as is the case with all
parametric models.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The following two

sections respectively present the data used and methodological approaches
adopted. Results of the models are then presented, including results of
comparative testing, together with tables of estimated remaining values to aid
interpretation of the results for practical business use. The following section
then discusses the results, placing these in context of previous research, whilst
the final section provides concluding comments and identifies future areas for
research.

2. Data
Data on second-hand tractors were obtained from the trade magazine

advertisements in Classic Tractor (various) and Farmers Weekly (various)
from January to June 2008 inclusive, and from web-sites of tractor dealers in
the UK during June 2008. The advertised price, age, number of hours worked,
make and model of each tractor was recorded together with data on front-end
loaders, front linkage, and cab or front axle suspension, where present. An age
boundary was imposed, with only tractors registered from 1988 to 2007
inclusive being included in the data set. Private sales data were excluded to
ensure that data were only taken from dealer or trade advertisements. A total
of 1223 usable observations were recorded.
Following the methodology adopted by Wilson and Tolley (2004) in their

assessment of the UK tractor market, a margin of £500 plus 10% of the
advertised price was taken as the margin between the trade-in value of a
second-hand tractor, and the advertised sale price. This margin was then
deducted from the advertised sale price to generate a price for each tractor net
of the used-tractor-dealer-mark-up. List prices for tractors, together with their
advertised horsepower rating when new were obtained from Power Farming
and Farmers Weekly. The list price was then adjusted for inflation using the
price index for agricultural tractors (Defra, 2008) to produce a real-terms list
price for each tractor. The addition of a front-end loader, front linkage, and
cab or axle suspension were assumed to add £6060, £4117 and £2165
respectively to the real-terms price of a tractor when new for tractors where
these features were non standard for the make and model specified.1
Due to the nature of marketing tractors in the UK, considerable discounts

are offered off the retail list price. To overcome this issue the methodology
and results of Wilson and Tolley (2004) were used which accounted for
variation in discount offered by year and for each of the manufacturers of
Case, JCB, John Deere, Ford / New Holland and Massey Ferguson. Discounts
for other makes of tractors were assumed to be represented by the average
discount calculated by Wilson and Tolley’s methodology. Manufacturer
specific discounts are given in Table 2 for 1988-2007.
1. Based upon retail price of these additional features for a 125 horsepower rated tractor. Data obtained from a UK
tractor dealer supplying one of the top three brands of tractors.
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The total depreciation for each tractor was calculated from the difference in
the new price, net of discount and adjusted for inflation (new real price), and
the used price net of the dealer mark up, divided by the new real price and
expressed as a percentage. Binary variables were constructed for six of the
manufacturers,2 together with binary variables to indicate the presence or
absence of a front-end loader, front linkage and cab or front axle suspension.
Table 3 provides summary statistics for the data set, indicating the large range
of variation around the means for each of the variables listed.

Year Discount Rate
Calculated
From Nix

Adjusted
Discount
Rate

Case Ford/NH MF JD JCB Other

1988 18.08 27.47 35.76 17.59 27.75 26.14 30.13 27.47
1989 20.24 29.63 37.92 19.75 29.91 28.3 32.29 29.63
1990 16.16 25.55 33.84 15.67 25.83 24.22 28.21 25.55
1991 15.54 24.93 33.22 15.05 25.21 23.6 27.59 24.93
1992 15.34 24.73 33.02 14.85 25.01 23.4 27.39 24.73
1993 19.95 29.34 37.63 19.46 29.62 28.01 32.00 29.34
1994 24.14 33.53 41.81 23.64 33.8 32.19 36.18 33.53
1995 23.53 32.92 41.21 23.04 33.2 31.59 35.58 32.92
1996 22.98 32.37 40.66 22.49 32.65 31.04 35.03 32.37
1997 23.35 32.74 41.02 22.85 33.01 31.04 35.39 32.74
1998 19.89 29.28 37.57 19.40 29.56 27.95 31.94 29.28
1999 13.72 23.11 31.4 13.23 23.39 21.78 25.77 23.11
2000 19.47 28.86 37.15 18.98 29.14 27.53 31.52 28.86
2001 19.44 28.83 37.12 18.95 29.11 27.55 31.49 28.83
2002 17.95 27.34 35.63 17.46 27.62 26.06 30.00 27.34
2003 18.42 27.81 36.10 17.93 28.09 26.53 30.47 27.81
2004 14.26 23.65 31.94 13.77 23.93 22.37 26.31 23.65
2005 17.03 26.42 34.71 16.54 26.7 25.14 29.08 26.42
2006 15.24 24.63 32.92 14.75 24.91 23.35 27.29 24.63
2007 14.01 23.4 31.69 13.52 23.68 22.12 26.06 23.40

Table 2. Calculated percentage discount rate by manufacturer 1988-2008

New price
(net of discount) £

Used price (net of
dealer markup) £

Total
depreciation

Year of life
(yr)

Hours worked
(HRS)

Horsepower
rating (HP)

Mean 39,086 19,335 50.39 7.13 4,229 131.78
SD 14,063 10,712 19.07 4.77 2,595 42.44
Min 11,492 3,910 1.71 1.00 22 45
Max 152,862 80,275 96.40 20.00 18,200 500

Table 3: Summary statistics of continuous data

3. The year of life is included in preference to the age of a tractor, as a tractor enters its first year of life as soon as it is
purchased from new, whereas it does not become aged one until after its first year of life.

2. Case (207 observations) was set as the base and binary variables were constructed for Ford/New Holland (226),
Massey-Ferguson (164), John Deere (321), JCB (42), Fendt (48) and "other" (215). It is necessary to have k-1 dummy
variables (where k = number of categories of the qualitative variable (e.g. make)) to avoid perfect co linearity in the
estimation of the regression equation.
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3. Methodology
The methodological approach taken was designed to examine the

advantages and disadvantages of using OLS and Box-Cox. The rationale
behind this approach lies in the general ease of interpretation that OLS
estimates can provide, versus the flexibility and thus potential for a better
explanation of the variation within the data, that Box-Cox models may
provide. Consequently, one preferred OLS and one preferred Box-Cox
specifications are presented. The details of these models are given below.

Ordinary Least Squares
Recognising the linear relationship imposed by OLS, the preferred OLS

equation allows for the possibility of year of life, hours and horsepower rating
all to be independently non-increasing, and potentially inflective, in their
relationship with total depreciation. Equation (1) thus specifies a relationship
which is cubic in all continuous independent variables. Equation (1) differs
from previous models (e.g. Wilson and Tolley, 2004) by not specifying the
year of life (or age) as a linear-logarithmic relationship, and additionally not
specifying hours and horsepower as strictly linear. Equation (1) is thus
presented from a theoretical starting point which allows for both non-
increasing relationships as noted above. Binary variables are included for all
non-continuous variables.

Where:
a0, a1, bk and dj (k=1,…9, j=1,…9) are coefficients to be estimated.
Dep the total depreciation
Y1 1 if tractor is in the first year of life, 0 otherwise
yr year of life of tractor
HP the manufacturers rated horsepower of tractor
HRS the number of hours the tractor has worked
F 1 if the tractor is a Fendt (F), 0 otherwise
JCB 1 if the tractor is a JCB, 0 otherwise
JD 1 if the tractor is a John Deere (JD), 0 otherwise
MF 1 if the tractor is a Massey-Ferguson (MF), 0 otherwise
NH 1 if the tractor is a Ford/New Holland (NH), 0 otherwise
O 1 if the tractor is a not a Case, F, JD, MF, NH or JCB, 0 otherwise
SUS 1 if the tractor has cab or front axle suspension, 0 otherwise
FL 1 if the tractor has front linkage, 0 otherwise
L 1 if the tractor has a front-end loader, 0 otherwise
e disturbance term with usual properties
n 1…1223

eLFLSUS
ONHMFJDJCBFHRSHRS

HRSHPHPHPyryryrYDep o

987

654321
3

9
2

8

7
3

6
2

54
3

3
2

211 1
(1)(1)
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Box-Cox
The general specification of the Box-Cox regression is given in equation

(2). Kmenta (1986) provides an accessible description of the Box-Cox
transformation and the functional specifications that can be achieved by
setting q and l to particular values. The flexibility of the Box-Cox specification
lies in the ability to allow the data to determine the values of q and l, to
specify that q and l are equal, or to allow the data to determine one of these
parameters (e.g. l) whilst specifying the value of q. For example, Kmenta
notes that when q =1 and l=0, the equation represents a semilogarithmic
model, and when q =1 and l=1, the equation represents a simple linear model of

w h e r e (Kmenta, 1986, pp519-520).

Where
Y dependent variable
X independent variable
a, b coefficients to be estimated
q and l may be specified or determined by the data
ei disturbance term
n 1…1223

The preferred specification of the Box-Cox model is detailed below
(subscript i removed and notation as specified above unless otherwise stated).
Equation (3) allows the transformation of the year of life, hours and
horsepower variables to be determined rather than specifying these at the
outset as in the OLS model (1). Equation (3)4was estimated to allow and
are to be determined simultaneously, where and

In addition to the estimated parameter results from the two preferred
models, the correlation coefficient and the mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) (see Gençay and Yang, 1996; Dumler et al., 2003; Wilson and
Tolley, 2004) were calculated.5

i
ii e
XY 11

eFLSUSONHMFJDJCBF

HRSHPyr
Y

DEP

87654321

74110
11111

iii eXY *

(2)

1*

(3)

4. Different specifications of the Box-Cox model included the binary variable L, however the parameter estimates
were not significantly different from zero under the Box-Cox specification, and hence this variable was not included
in the final preferred Box-Cox model (3).
5. Absolute percentage error (APE) is calculated here by APE= |(O-P)/O| *100 where O is the observed percentage
depreciation and P is the predicted percentage depreciation.
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4. Results
Table 4 presents the results of the estimated equations (1) and (3). The use

of OLS generally provides an ease of interpretation of the parameter estimates
over other, more complex functional forms (e.g. Box-Cox). However, the OLS
model (1) above was developed from a theoretical starting point which
allowed for the possibility that increases in the year of life, horsepower and
hours worked could each lead to total depreciation (measured in total
percentage depreciation) increasing or decreasing, rather than specifying a
more restricted model which only allowed for the possibility of total
depreciation increasing with age, hours worked and horsepower; this was
achieved by specifying a functional form which was cubic in these three
variables.
The results from equations 1 and 3 cannot be directly interpreted from the

parameter estimates provided in Table 4. However a methodology for
determining the preferred model or equation is required. The normal
“goodness of fit” measure, the R2, is 0.87 for model (1) and indicates that
model explains 87% of the variation in total deprecation. Other measures of
the models performance include the correlation coefficient between observed
and predicted total depreciation of 0.933 and the mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) of 16.091 (i.e. the average error in the estimated total
depreciation against actual total depreciation is 16.091%).
For the Box-Cox model (3) the usual goodness of fit parameter, R2, is not

bounded between 0 and 1 and hence comparability with the model (1) is not
possible on this basis. However, the MAPE does provide a directly
comparable measure of performance with the MAPE for model (3) equalling
16.781. The correlation coefficient between observed and predicted total
depreciation is 0.927. These results indicate that model (3), with a slightly
larger MAPE and slightly lower correlation coefficient, performs marginally
less well than model (1). On the basis of the above model performance
measures there is no evidence to favour the more complex Box-Cox model (3)
over the OLS model (1), and hence the preferred model is determined to be the
OLS model. This finding also correlates with previous research that concludes
there is no additional benefit to be gained by choosing the more complex Box-
Cox model (Wu and Perry, 2004).

On the basis of the results from model (1), figures 1 and 2 respectively
provide example results for the influence of age and hours worked (Figure 1)
and horsepower (Figure 2) on both the total depreciation and change in
depreciation, for a pre-specified tractor. Figure 1 shows that as the tractor
increases in age (year of life) total depreciation increases, but the annual
change in depreciation decreases as would be expected a priori and as found
in previous UK studies (e.g. Wilson and Tolley, 2004). Two example
depreciation scenarios are provided, one for a tractor undertaking 500 hours
work per annum, and the second for a tractor that has undertaken a total of
5000 hours work, irrespective of its age. With respect to the influence of age
on the annual change in depreciation, whilst this decreases across most of the
age range, beyond 19.8 years of life, the annual change in depreciation
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Table 4: Parameter estimates of depreciation models

Model (Eq) OLS (1) Box-Cox
(3)

Parameter Estimate t statis-
tic

Estimate t statistic

Intercept -21.844 -6.65 * -46.925 -4.57 *
Y1 4.102 3.61 * 13.641 4.84 *
Yr 6.037 9.69 * 15.352 5.98 *
yr2 -0.2466 -3.85 * - -
yr3 0.004194 2.11 # - -
HP 0.3422 7.37 * 2.949 4.26 *
HP2 -0.001265 -5.53 * - -
HP3 0.1447E-05 4.47 * - -
HRS 0.004603 7.59 * 1.111 3.48 *
HRS2 -0.2809E-06 -3.07 * - -
HRS3 0.5947E-11 1.44 - -
F -0.709 -0.60 -1.105 -0.70
JCB 2.961 2.47 # 5.399 2.94 *
JD 2.860 4.51 * 4.166 4.10 *
MF 2.947 3.98 * 3.957 3.46 *
NH 5.793 8.64 * 7.823 5.17 *
O 7.064 10.25 * 9.065 5.43 *
SUS 1.192 1.94 ~ 1.593 1.92 ~
FL 1.762 2.95 * 2.342 2.68 *
L 1.463 2.01 # - -
R2 0.870
Log-
likelihood

-4091.89 -4134.47

1.0667 24.74 *
0.2802 7.08 *

Simga-sq 84.2034 3.06 *
R 0.9329 0.9265
MAPE 16.091 16.781
Eq = equation number noted above. * indicates significance at the 99% level; # indicates
significance at 95% level; ~ indicates significance at 90% level. r = correlation coefficient
between observed and predicted total depreciation. MAPE = mean absolute percentage error.
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increases; note however that this is at the upper boundary of the estimated data
set. As hours worked increases, total depreciation increases, as can be
observed for the tractor undertaking 500 hours work per year, beyond the 10
year point in comparison to the tractor undertaking 5000 hours of work in
total. Results from the model indicate that the change in depreciation
decreases as hours worked increases6

Figure 2 shows the total and marginal depreciation for a Case tractor sold
at seven years of age, but where the influence of different horsepower ratings
is captured. As horsepower increases from 50 to 227.35 HP, total depreciation
increases, whilst from 227.35 HP to 369.10 HP total depreciation decreases,
only to increase again beyond 369.10 HP. This finding is more clearly
demonstrated by the curve indicating the change in depreciation as the HP of
tractors change, with a negative rate of depreciation between the 227.35 and
369.10 HP points. Whilst the result above provides some interesting findings
with respect to the points at which the change in the rate of depreciation
occurs, it is important to note that the domain of data within this study is
restricted in terms power ratings of tractors to those typically found in the UK
market; thus it is not appropriate to draw strong conclusions about the
relationship between total depreciation and horsepower for tractors over 500
horsepower as such high-horsepower tractors are not common within the UK
market, and hence they are no common in the data set used in this study.
The remaining variables within equation (1) in Table 4 are easily

interpreted under ceteris paribus conditions. A tractor in its first year of life
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Figure 1: Total and Marginal Depreciation for a 150 HP Case Tractor under
two hours worked scenarios

6. This applies up to a high number of hours worked (approx. 15,700), and thereafter change in depreciations in-
creases with hours worked
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increases the total depreciation by 4.1% above other factors in the model,
whilst tractors of the makes JCB, John Deere, Massey Ferguson, New
Holland / Ford, and “other” makes have total deprecation that are respectively
2.96%, 2.86%, 2.95%, 5.80%, 7.06% greater than for Case, with each estimate
being statistically significant, whilst Fendt tractors indicate a total deprecation
percentage of 0.71% less than Case tractors, although this estimate is not
statistically significant. In relation to the additional features of the tractors in
the data set, the presence of cab or axle suspension, front linkages, and a front-
end loader increase respective total depreciation by 1.19%, 1.76% and 1.46%,
with significant parameter estimates observed for each feature.
To aid interpretation and usage of the results by farmers and consultants,

Tables 5 – 7 respectively provide remaining value estimates as a percentage of
the real price for Case tractors of differing horsepower capacity, over 15 years
of age, undertaking 500, 750, and 1000 hours work per annum, respectively.
For tractors undertaking 500 hours work per annum (Table 5), remaining value
estimates range from 94.4% of real new price for a one-year old 50
horsepower Case tractor that has undertaken 500 hours work, to 14.2% for a
15 year old 500 horsepower Case tractor that has undertaken 7500 hours work;
for tractors undertaking 750 and 1000 hours work per annum, the estimated
remaining value ranges are 93.3% to 10.7% and 92.3 to 9.5% respectively
(Tables 6 and 7). Variations to these Tables according to different
manufacturers or additional features can be made by adjusting the tables as
noted in the footnote to each table. The caveat to interpretation of the
influence of different makes of tractors is that the variation in depreciation
(and hence remaining values) according to manufacturer is directly reliant
upon the estimated discounts shown in Table 2. These estimated discounts are
reliant upon dealer discount information for a single year of interest from
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Years under with 3500 hours of work undertaken for different Horsepower
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previous research (Wilson and Tolley, 2004), and the consequent precision of
these estimates is open to question and readers should thus use this data with
appropriate caution. As noted in section 1, other cost influences also need
to be taken into account in determining the choice of an investment in a
tractor; however, it is argued that the tables provided above offer a valuable
addition to current industry standards available in published and electronic
form. The tables of results have been designed for use by a farmer, manager
or consultant or to be incorporated into industry standard tables or computer
packages to enhance user knowledge of the impact of hours worked and
horsepower ratings in addition to age of tractor.

5. Discussion
In order to place the above results in context it is necessary to evaluate the

results against previous studies. One direct method for comparability is to use
previous results to estimate predicted depreciation of the data set used in this
study. The most recent UK study into tractor depreciation is Wilson and
Tolley (2004) who generated an OLS model with an R2 of 0.842, a correlation
coefficient of 0.918, and a MAPE of 12.37.7 Taking Wilson and Tolley’s
parameter estimates and predicting depreciation on the current data set
provides a correlation coefficient of 0.911 and a MAPE of 26.25; this
compares with a correlation coefficient of 0.933 and a MAPE of 16.09 from
the preferred model presented above.
The performance of previous models can be assessed by their respective

MAPE measures that quantify their predictive capability against the data from
which the models were estimated. Dumler et al., (2003) present results of
different estimation models in the US (using 1986-1995 data) and note that the
MAPE ranges from 31.4 for the Cross and Perry (1995) Box-Cox model to
82.9 for the general depreciation system method.8 Dumler et al. compare a
number of models and conclude that the Cross and Perry Box-Cox model is
the most appropriate to use in estimating depreciation / remaining values of
farm tractors. One interesting further observation of Dumler et al. is the
variation in MAPE across groups of tractors of different age, power rating and
intensity of use. Wu and Perry (2004) present MAPE values for tractors
respectively ranging from 22.8 to 30.9 (23.0 to 30.4) for their double square
root (Box-Cox) specification, with the sum-of-year digits model only
marginally poorer in its predictive ability; Wu and Perry conclude that the
double square root and sum-of-year digits models are the most practical for
applied work, with the Box-Cox model adding “little additional accuracy” (p.
491).
Fenolloas and Guadalajara (2007), in their study of Spanish tractors,

estimated a linear-logarithmic model over 12,570 observations, recording an
R2 of 0.898 and a typical error of estimation of 18.46%. When compared
against these previous studies, the estimated MAPE, R2 value and correlation
coefficient generated from the preferred model (1) above, is argued to provide

7. MAPE estimated over tractors up to 10 years of age in Wilson and Tolley’s study.
8. This method allows for most of the depreciation to be accounted in the earliest years of a tractor's life for tax pur-
poses, typically via a diminishing balance method (e.g. 25% per annum).
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at least a comparable predictive model to those in the US and Spain, and an
advancement on previous UK studies.
The preferred model (1) explains 87% of the variation in total depreciation

and over the full range of data presents a MAPE of 16.09. Building upon
Dumler et al.’s analysis, examining the MAPE from the preferred model (1)
across different tractor ages and horsepower ratings demonstrates that the
MAPE ranges from 24.61 for tractors from 1 to 5 years of life inclusive, to
6.47 for tractors of 16-20 years of life inclusive. The MAPE for horsepower
ratings range from 13.30 for 150-199 horsepower rated tractors, to 36.39 for
tractors of 200 horsepower and above.9 Hence the model performs better for
tractors as they age, and for tractors that are less than 200 horsepower
capacity. With an R2 of 0.87, the preferred model leaves 13% of the variation
in total depreciation unexplained. However, the analysis above indicates that
the preferred model is at least comparable with other predictive models of
tractor depreciation, and over low to mid horsepower ranges, and for tractors
beyond the first few years of life, the error of estimation is considerably lower
than demonstrated for the complete data set. With respect to practical usage by
farmers and consultants, it is over this combination of age and horsepower
ratings where the majority of second-hand tractor transactions, and thus
determinants of remaining value, are likely to take place.

6. Conclusion
The increasing cost of investing in capital goods for agricultural

production means there is an increasing need for managers to predict the
future value of their investment in these capital items. The above paper has
presented two alternative methods of estimating depreciation, extending
previous research and taking into account the brand of tractor and the presence
or absence of key additional features typically found on contemporary tractors
in the UK. The specification of a functional form that is cubic in all continuous
independent variables allowed for the possibility of years of life, horsepower
and hours worked each to be non-linear and non-increasing in their
relationship with total depreciation. The results indicate that the model
estimated by OLS is preferred to the Box-Cox model. Tables of remaining
values provide farmers and managers with easily interpretable results for
practical business use.
However, the buoyancy of UK machinery market is linked to both external

(e.g. exchange rate; manufacturing costs) and internal (e.g. profitability of
agriculture) influences that lead to changes in the demand, and hence value, of
second hand machinery and tractors. Hence whilst this study has provided an
indication of the influence of some of the key factors affecting depreciation
and remaining values for tractors, it must be borne in mind that results derived
from previous market observations are unlikely to accurately predict future
price movements in a dynamic market.
The preferred model explains 87% of the variation in total depreciation;

9. The MAPE for tractors of year of life categories are: 1-5 years of life (24.61); 6-10 years of life (9.65); 11-15 years
of life (7.45); 16-20 years of life (6.47). The MAPE for horsepower groupings are: 45-99 horsepower (15.18); 100-
149 horsepower (15.73); 150-199 horsepower (13.30); 200 horsepower and above (36.39).
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whilst this provides an improvement on the explanatory power of previous UK
studies, and is at least comparable to results from the US and Spain, 13% of
the variation in depreciation remains unexplained. In order to explain a greater
percentage of the variation in depreciation, it will be necessary to obtain more
detailed information on the discount offered by manufactures for different
brands of tractors for each year. Moreover, more information on the
differential between advertised second hand prices and residual values
provided to vendors, together with variables that capture the condition of the
second-hand tractor would also enhance future studies. These aspects are
known to have a substantial impact on depreciation, but which have thus far
proved difficult to quantify within a large dataset typically required for
empirical studies. Nonetheless, in order to achieve an enhanced explanation of
depreciation, future research into this area will need to address these issues.
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Diversification, in its many forms, contributes an increasing proportion of income to farm
businesses. With many interpretations of what constitutes diversified activity, this study uses
findings from an empirical study of 3,000 farms to establish a typology of diversification
based on the role of the farmer and the impact of new activity on the core agricultural
business. Using this typology, the paper’s key contribution is to establish essential business
skills and strategic capabilities required by farmers to diversify successfully. These vary
according to both the farmer and the farm holding, depending on the age, experience, skills
and family situation of the farmer as well as ‘external factors’ relating to natural, spatial and
economic influences.
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1. Introduction
Traditional farming, especially small farms and those in marginal areas, is

barely viable; farms have consolidated and farm workers have left to better
jobs in the cities, so the agricultural landscape is at risk of losing the classic
figure of the farmer. One solution that has been offered for this social problem
is that farmers diversify, that they set up businesses which can augment their
farm income and allow them to continue to live on the land. It is this ‘solution’
of farmers becoming entrepreneurial that provides the focus for this paper.
Farmers need to compete effectively and efficiently by utilising

commercial strategies to ensure business survival. The European Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP), for example, is increasingly geared towards
benefiting consumers and taxpayers with the 2013 reforms expected to further
reduce subsidies. The changing emphasis of policy away from production
payments encourages EU farmers to produce what the markets want, helping
to raise their market awareness. It also provides the opportunity for farmers to
diversify without foregoing subsidy directly related to conventional
production.
The UK Rural White Paper (DETR, 2000) set out a vision for agriculture

that is ‘competitive and responsive to market signals’ while at the same time
‘following practices which conserve and enhance the landscape and wildlife.’
This approach forces farmers to enhance existing business skills and develop
new business strategies in order to be competitive. Alongside the reduction of
direct subsidies and protectionism for agriculture, the Rural Development
Programme for England (RDPE) (Defra, 2007a) offers funding to support
farmers with diversification plans, helping them to access the necessary
resources. Furthermore, Business Link has recently created additional pages
on their website (Business Link, 2009) focused directly towards farmers,
recognising that they do not all have the range of transferable skills needed to
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ensure survival.
In this paper, we begin by clarifying our definition of diversification,

which is itself a somewhat inconsistent concept. From this starting point, the
combination of attributes required by diversifying farmers is considered, with
specific reference to strategic planning and entrepreneurial skills. Survey data
are used to evaluate differences in attitudes and skills among farmers engaged
in different forms of diversified activity. Farmers’ personal attributes are
examined alongside the external factors of farm size, location and ownership
structure in an attempt to understand and predict the key issues influencing
both the likelihood and potential success of diversification. The unit of
analysis in this paper is the individual farmer and his or her motivations,
aspirations and skills are viewed in the context of the farm holding and
business.
This analysis leads us to a typology of farmers’ diversification approaches

based on farmers having different levels of involvement in new business
ventures that are more or less associated with traditional agricultural activities.
From such a typology, we can begin to understand the implications of different
activity in relation to the landscape, the local economy, the farm holding and
the farm business as a sustainable entity.
The direction and success of diversification will depend to a large extent

on the skills of farmers and their ability to employ those skills in optimising
the use of available resources. In order to reach the most insightful
conclusions, the analysis is deepened to explore forms of business planning
among farmers with different types of farm in terms of size, land use,
ownership, employment and business organisation. The age and educational
background of farmers is also analysed to identify whether this affects their
business approach in terms of planning and advice seeking. The conclusions
will then inform policy-makers, farmers and their advisers of the internal and
external attributes that are required for different forms of diversification and,
through the derived typology, we will also set out certain implications
associated with different diversification paths.

2. Defining Farm Diversification
Around 50 per cent of farms in the UK supplement traditional incomes

through farm diversification of some form (Defra, 2008) and the subject of
farm diversification has attracted much attention among rural researchers for
some considerable time (Heady, 1952, Johnson, 1967, McInerney et al 1989,
McNally 2001, McElwee, 2006). However the focus on farm diversification
from a management and entrepreneurship perspective is relatively recent.
Further data from Defra (2008) shows an increase in the proportion of
farmers’ income derived from diversified activities since 2006. This increase
was particularly evident through diversification into the food processing, retail
and tourism sectors but not recreation or property rental. Such data
demonstrates the importance of understanding the different skills required for
diversified business activity and the relative success of each type of
diversification among different farmers.
Reform of the CAP has meant that farmers need to take on new and
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multiple roles, shifting some of their effort and resources away from food
production towards acting as environmental and countryside managers and as
rural entrepreneurs (Atterton and Ward, 2007). In a report on barriers to farm
diversification (Defra, 2007b, p.2) it is noted that ‘many in the industry regard
farm diversification as an adjunct to the core business of farming’ and they
fear that ‘government regards diversification as an alternative to creating the
environment in which efficient agriculture is viable’. In attempting to provide
a functional definition of farm diversification, this duality should be addressed
so as not to alienate the farming community with top-down policy but to
provide the widest opportunities for those farmers who are seeking alternative
sources of income.
One such definition is provided by Ilbery (1992, p.102) where farm

diversification is ‘the development of non-traditional (alternative) enterprises
on the farm.’ In this sense it can encompass new activities that are both
agricultural and non-agricultural in nature. For McNally (2001), however,
farm diversification is ‘the development of non-food production enterprise on
the holding’, a definition which excludes new crops and new farming
techniques and will exclude farmers diversifying within the definitional
bounds of agriculture. In the widest sense, farm diversification could be
interpreted in relation to increasing farm incomes rather than farm activities.
Defined as ‘the generation by farm households of income from on-farm and/or
off-farm sources in addition to the income obtained from primary
agriculture’ (Ilbery and Bowler 1998, p.75), diversification can include off-
farm employment, investments and state benefits or subsidies. From these
three interpretations alone, it is apparent that a more consistent definition is
required.
Defra use the following definition: ‘any activity, excluding mainstream

agriculture and external employment by members of the farm family, which
makes use of farm assets to generate additional income’ (Defra, 2007b, p.3).
By referring to ‘the farm family’, there is an assumption that the principal
farmer does not have to participate in diversified activity. This definition also
excludes new methods that relate to the business of “mainstream agriculture”
and excludes all new employment or business activity that does not make use
of farm assets. It also excludes diversification into agricultural consultancy,
haulage or outside catering as they do not employ the tangible assets of the
farm. Farmers’ contacts may provide haulage work, their professional
expertise could lead to a consultancy business and the identity attached to the
farm might support outside catering business so arguably these should be
included in a broad definition of farm diversification. We should also raise the
question of whether a move from one form of “mainstream agriculture” into a
different form of “mainstream agriculture” or “para-agricultural” activity
(Rattin, 2000) constitutes diversification. These are all issues that will be
addressed through the course of this paper.
Rather than seeking to define diversification in relation to observed

practices, we should base a definition on the rationales for diversification in
order to explore the outcomes for the farmer and for the farm business.
Woods (2005, p.55) explains that ‘farm diversification seeks to reduce the
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dependency of farm households on agricultural production so that farms
remain viable as an economic and social unit even as production is decreased’.
The key aspect of this definition is the central objective of retaining the
viability of farms as economic and social units. Diversification is not the
straight substitution of less profitable agricultural activity with more profitable
alternatives but it is the exploitation of income-generating opportunities that
can support the income of the farm household and in turn, the viability of the
agricultural business.
The purpose of starting with this broad definition is to ensure that we

develop an inclusive typology to inform subsequent analysis. An open ended
questionnaire is expected to draw a wide range of responses as to what farmers
define as diversification and while we will seek to identify the more
entrepreneurial features of diversification, it is wrong to narrow the potential
scope of the study at this stage.

3. Who Diversifies?
In this section we summarise the findings from a survey of 3,000 farms

across the East Midlands and Yorkshire and Humber government office areas
in the UK which generated 609 usable returns a return of 20% , which is
comparable to similar response rates from voluntary questionnaires. The data
confirmed that farmers with larger holdings are more likely to be involved in
diversification activities with 65% of the largest quintile currently involved in
diversified activities. For smaller categories around 45-48% of farmers were
involved in diversified activities and this dropped to 41% for the very smallest
quintile of farms. Larger farms were also more likely to host two or more
diversified activities.
The survey also confirmed previous findings relating to the type of farms

involved in diversification with 54% of arable compared to 41% of livestock
and 45% of mixed farmers indicating that they are currently involved in
diversified activities. In terms of business organisation, sole traders are least
likely to diversify, with only 40% currently involved compared to
approximately 50% for both family businesses and partnerships. Further
analysis shows that these tend to be the smaller farms, confirming that scale is
an important factor.
Looking at the farmers themselves, of those over the age of 55, only 44%

were actively engaged in diversified activities compared to 54% of younger
farmers, (Chi square test: p < 0.016; n=594) indicating the significance of age
as a determining factor. The same data showed that those who had been
farming for longer were most likely to use property development as a means of
diversifying, an activity which would reduce the size of the agricultural
holding and often create little additional work for the farmer or farm business.
By contrast, younger farmers were more likely to develop tourism or new farm-
related activities. Each of these points confirms evidence from a survey of non
-agricultural rural businesses (Bosworth, 2009) which suggests that older
business owners are less growth oriented.
In terms of education 26.5% of the respondents indicated that they had no

formal qualifications and over 80% had no other occupation before farming.
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Having a degree or professional qualification was strongly associated with
diversification as 30% of diversifiers have one or the other compared to just
20% of non-diversifiers. The data also showed that farmers who had
previously worked outside of agriculture were more likely to diversify.

4. Generating a Typology of Diversification
From the literature and survey data, we have identified certain

characteristics associated with diversification. The statistics suggest that a
younger farmer, working in a partnership or family business with a larger
arable farm and with a university degree and some form of non-agricultural
work experience would be the most likely candidate for diversification. These
features have significant implications for policy as we can identify certain
resources in terms of skills and land or capital assets that are important
influences. It is these features that are considered to be the most useful means
of categorising activity as this can enable policy to focus on identifying
potential diversifiers and enabling more farmers to achieve diversification.
Figure 1 illustrates our typology of diversification activities based on the

activity of the farmer and the impact that the activity has on the core farm
business. In each case, the implication for the farm is apparent whereas other
typologies have not had the same practical, purposive approach.
While previous work has attempted to categorise farm diversification, the

purpose of this classification is less descriptive but more specifically to enable
an assessment of the associated business skills and entrepreneurial qualities.
For example, McInerney et al, (1989) analysed 7,000 farms and derived 5
diversification categories, namely: services; contracting; miscellaneous;
speciality products; and processing and sales. While we can detect some
activities that are more closely related to agriculture, there is little distinction
between the business characteristics of other forms of diversification.
Slee, (1987) promotes four categories of alternative enterprises on

farmland as: Tourism and recreation; adding value to conventional products;
unconventional agricultural enterprises; and the use of ancillary buildings and
resources. This is a useful description of the business opportunities available
on a farm but off-farm activity is excluded and the skills required by the
farmer and the intensity of activity and its impact on the farm business may
still be very different.
One clear distinction that exists in terms of the definition of farm

diversification is whether the farmer’s income, the farmer’s activity or the
employment of other farm resources is being diversified. In part this will
depend upon the pressures or opportunities faced by the farmer in question. In
a developed economy, demand no longer exists for increasing levels of food
production and as the ability to supply food increases, so the proportion of
spend on food is decreasing. This leaves farmers facing an income problem
but equally, the growing wealth of consumers provides opportunities for
farmers to exploit emerging markets that can satisfy demand for luxury or
niche product but these forms of diversification often require different skills to
those associated with conventional agriculture and it is these skills that are the
focus of the remainder of this paper.
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5. Entrepreneurial Skills and Strategic Planning
Farm diversification is seen by some as a survival strategy, especially

since abandoning farming is seldom considered as a viable solution to
problems of low income. This leads to calls for policy to offer both financial
support and a ‘serious effort to provide farmers with access to expert
information and with opportunities to improve essential skills’ (Meert et al.
2005, p.96).
This study of entrepreneurial characteristics among farmers is of particular

importance with rural economies undergoing a period of re-structuring.
Recent decades have seen a shift from an economy based on production to one
based increasingly on consumption (Woods 2005; Slee, 2005). Agricultural
policy has traditionally been production-led, so diversifying farmers will be
those who recognise that they need additional skills.
The literature would suggest (McElwee and Robson, 2005; McElwee,

2006) that there are three types of skills that farmers have, and it is the
enterprise skills depicted in Table 1 that make the diversified farmer more
likely to be successful. As Carter, (1999) recognises, the core competencies of
a small firm often lie in the entrepreneurial and managerial skills of the
business owner and there is a clear difference between production and
technical efficiency and entrepreneurial skill.
Smilor, (1997) and Kilby, (1971) see entrepreneurial skills as referring to

those activities, or practical know-how needed to establish and successfully
run a business enterprise. These may comprise such areas as finance,
accounting, marketing or production. Others want to make a distinction
between managerial and entrepreneurial skills. For example, Chen et al. (1998,
p. 296) write that many business school courses, ‘focus on commonly
identified management skills, but often ignores entrepreneurial skills such as
innovation and risk-taking’. Yet Timmons (1999, p. 27), says
‘Entrepreneurship is a way of thinking, reasoning and acting that is
opportunity obsessed’. Surely this is much more than merely managing? In
this context then it is useful to analyse the theoretical relevance and nature of
the entrepreneurial skills concept in the context of farming (see Jack and
Anderson, 1999, p. 119).

According to some studies, conventional farmers are not as entrepreneurial

Technical & Profes-
sional
Farming skills

Information Technology
Marketing and Selling
Accountancy
Finance
People Management

Cooperation and Net-
working

Strategic Awareness
Opportunity Recognition
Entrepreneurial Qualities
and Values
Self-efficacy
Need for achievement
Personal control
Alertness

Table 1 Farmers’ Skills
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as non-farm business owners, or other farmers involved in business
diversification (Carter, 2001; Vesala and Peura, 2003). Conversely, it has also
been emphasised that entrepreneurial behaviour is quite possible to identify
among conventional farmers (Salamon, 1992). Pyysiainen et al, (2006)
suggest that entrepreneurial tasks are considered to be somewhat different in
conventional farming than in a diversified business. This does lend some
support for our argument that different kinds of entrepreneurial skills are
needed in diversified business particularly when the economic pressures upon
the farm sector are becoming more acute.
The core of this difference seems to be in the area of understanding the

market. Functional skills such as salesmanship and marketing, as well as meta-
task-level skill of gaining access to resources are necessary for a successful
enterprise. These skills are directly connected with social resources, social ties
or networks (clients, customers, employees, sales promoters and so forth).
Hence, the questions of - not only social skills - but of skills implied by the
perspective of social embeddedness (Jack and Anderson, 2002; Granovetter,
2000) and of social capital (Markman and Baron, 2003) and human capital
(McElwee, 2008) are most relevant in this connection.
As well as person-skills, business owners require distinct strategic

capabilities. Strategies facilitate the development of new business models
which allow the business to create value and remain financially viable.
Accordingly, strategies for change are numerous and include: growth by
expansion of land use, growth of animal and crop production or moves into
external business (McElwee, 2006). However, without some form of either
formal or informal planning, these strategies are not systematic. Formal
business planning can enable farmers to identify the opportunities open to
them, recognise the commitment that is required in resource terms,
demonstrate to others the viability of the idea and identify the milestones
necessary to reach the desired outcome. Although the production of a business
plan is not always related to subsequent business performance, formal business
planning has the advantage of legitimising the business activity of a nascent
entrepreneur (Honig and Karlsson, 2004).
To ensure success in any of these business survival opportunities

necessitates following specific strategies. These can be grouped as follows:
competition through either quality or price (Porter, 1985); product and service
innovation (Storey et al, 1987); market niche domination (Birley and
Westhead, 1990) and ‘entrepreneurial alertness’ (Kirzner, 1979).
In essence, the concept of entrepreneurial alertness distinguishes between

the decisions, which alert-and non-alert actors take in differing circumstances.
Non-alert individuals are defined by Gaglio and Katz as individuals who, ‘fail
to identify or create entrepreneurial decisions because they misjudge their
market environment and…behaviour demanded by the moment’ (2001, p.98).
By contrast, alert individuals, ‘emphasise objective accuracy (italics added)
apprehend the changing environment cues and realise that the appropriate
behaviour at that moment requires reassessment of the situation and
environment’ (ibid.p. 98). It is only the concept of objective accuracy that is
problematic in this definition. The notion that entrepreneurs do make objective
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decisions routinely, assumes a level of rational decision-making has been
effectively discredited.
To understand ‘Personal Characteristics, the phenomena of

‘entrepreneurial alertness’ and ‘motivation’ to diversify is complex. As these
phenomena involve psychological underpinnings such as ‘perception’ and
‘cognition’ and the personal beliefs/value systems on the part of the actors
involved, they are difficult phenomena to investigate. All of the other
phenomena lend themselves to relatively easy data collection techniques. The
only similarly difficult phenomenon to quantify in the Business Segment is
that of ‘growth intention’, whereas in the Business Activities and Processes
segment it is ‘Strategic Awareness’.
It might be argued that small farmers are not entrepreneurial, using the

above definitions, for two main reasons, both of which need to be the subject
of further extensive research. First of all many farmers have not had a history
of entrepreneurial activity having occupied an economic stratum, which has
hitherto not necessitated competitive activity i.e. Under CAP the market has
been artificially constrained. Some sectors of the farming industry are of
course competitive exhibiting inter-firm rivalry, however producers are often
unable to influence prices, therefore they do not exist in a state of true
competition. Secondly, they are unlikely, certainly in the case of small farms,
to have leadership and managerial capability, formalised through structured
employment hierarchies.
In economic theories of entrepreneurship three dimensions seem to be

prominent. The first of these is risk-taking. The assumption is that an
entrepreneur takes calculated economic risk, but also maximises profit by
being aware of the state of uncertainty caused by the possibility of failure. The
second dimension is growth orientation, i.e. the aim of maximising profits by
expansion of business activities and growing the firm i.e. entrepreneurs are not
satisfied with simply earning their own living, but are expected to aim for
growth. The final dimension is innovativeness, i.e. searching, developing and
trying new products, markets, methods and so on. Implicit in all of these
dimensions there is an expectation that a ‘proper’ entrepreneur is engaged in
active, dynamic and competitive economic striving, in a continuing pursuit of
opportunity (Stanford and Curran, 1976; Carland et al. 1984; Stevenson and
Jarillo, 1991; Vesala, 1996).
The emphasis on the demand for active striving, and success in it, is

evident also in the psychological literature on entrepreneurship (see Brockhaus
and Horwitz, 1986; Wärneryd, 1988; Stevenson and Jarillo, 1991). A number
of models can be considered. Personal control is the central idea in the concept
of locus of control, coming from Rotter’s social learning theory (1966). When
applied to the study of entrepreneurship, this theory asserts that belief in
internal control is characteristic of entrepreneurs. Essential in the
psychological orientation proposed by this concept is the entrepreneur’s belief
in his/her chances to personally affect or control the conditions and the
outcomes of his/her pursuit. Secondly, borrowing from the social learning
theory of Bandura, (1986), the concept of self-efficacy has been suggested to
be relevant in describing the role of entrepreneur. Self-efficacy refers to a
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person’s belief in his/her capability of performing those actions and activities
that are needed for achieving the desired outcomes and goals (Boyd and
Vozikis, 1994). In addition to personal control and self-efficacy also optimism
can be considered in social learning terms as an essential element in the
psychological orientation connected with the role of entrepreneur. Belief in
one’s success is a psychological requirement for persistence in pursuit in
general, and it has also been included in descriptions of entrepreneurial
motivation.
The dimensions presented above do not cover all of those strategic and

psychological elements that have been connected with the entrepreneur’s role
in the research literature nor have controversial aspects in interpreting these
dimensions been discussed. However, it may be that they represent the core of
the discussions concerning the nature of the entrepreneurial role. It seems
reasonable to believe that also the actors in the field do recognise these as
relevant dimensions for viewing and characterizing oneself as an entrepreneur.

Effective diversification does not specifically depend on the farm’s
external environment and the threats and opportunities, which that
environment offers; to diversify farmers need to be externally aware and have
the capability and capacity to diversify. Diversification should improve the
economic viability of the farm businesses and reduce dependence on the
production of subsidised primary agricultural commodities. Different strategic
orientations in farming may require different skills. The segmentation
framework will seek to determine what these skills are. In this way a gap
analysis of the core skills which farmers possess and the skills and support that
they need in order to become more entrepreneurially successful, is necessary.

A cautionary note may be added at this point. The above arguments
suggest that diversification is normative. However, it may well be the case that
for some farmers, it is high specialisation, which may be the most appropriate
strategy. An initial position would be that there might well be similar
constraints, pressures and barriers placed on farmers who wish to embrace this
business strategy as there are for those who engage in a diversification
strategy. Additionally, farmers may well engage in a diversified activity
without a strategy at all.

6. Investigating the Proposed Typology
Having set out the typology of farm diversification above, the analysis that

follows explores farmers’ characteristics and their strategic planning
approaches in each category. This is based on new statistical analysis of the
postal survey responses1. The questionnaire was compiled using a variety of
open and closed questions with the survey being completed in September
2008. The questionnaire began with details about the farmer and his/her farm
followed by questions of the nature of the core business and any diversified
activities. For questions on farmers’ attitudes towards business and marketing
plans, networks and professional associations and other sources of advice and
support a seven point Likert scale was used.
Through the analysis of the entrepreneurial aspects of each type of

1. A copy of the questionnaire can be obtained from the author.
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diversification activity, we then suggest ways in which greater support might
be provided to farmers, particularly during the critical decision-making
periods. In any business, it is essential to assess a range of criteria that will
determine the potential for success and with the ongoing development of this
evidence base, farmers and their advisors will be better placed to assess the
skills and planning requirements alongside the other resource and market
implications concerning diversification.
In this study, 295 of the 603 (49.8%) respondents indicated that they were

involved in diversified activity with a further 6% considering it. This sample
of 295 active ‘diversifiers’ enables analysis of the characteristics that are
associated with each type of diversification identified in Section 4 above.
Some 95% of the respondents were male with the youngest farmer in our

sample aged 23 and the oldest aged 90. The mean age was 55 which is
comparable with the national average in the UK (CRR, 2002) and most of the
respondents (87%) have been responsible for running a farm for over ten
years. Those farming for longer were most likely to use property development
as a means of diversifying, while younger farmers were more likely to develop
tourism or new farm-related activities.
Perhaps related to youth and education, those farmers who have business

and/or marketing plans for their farms are more likely to be involved in
diversified activities. Some 57% of farmers with business plans for their farm
are currently involved in diversified activity compared to just 39% of those
without such plans (Chi square test: p < 0.000; n=603). With formal, written
plans, the same relationship is found; those that take a more business-like
approach to their farm are most likely to have undertaken diversified activities.
The data also illustrate that formal business plans were more commonly

used by farmers diversifying off-farm or into activities not directly linked to
the core farm business. Those developing property on the farm and pursuing
farm-related diversification, including equestrian activities, were least likely to
use formal business plans. Another example of how diversification is
associated with business modernisation is illustrated by respondents’ views of
the Internet. Using a 7 point Likert scale, those diversifying gave a mean score
of 3.3 for the value of the Internet to their business compared to 3.7 for non-
diversifiers (chi square test: p < 0.06, n = 603).
Similar Likert scale responses were collected to assess the value of

different business relationships. While the majority showed few differences, it
was noticeable that support groups were found to be less valuable for
diversifiers. There are two possible interpretations of this which require further
exploration but we could infer that diversification helps farmers to be less
reliant on support or that the support available is not suitably tailored to the
needs of diversifiers. Given the attention placed on diversification in the rural
economy, this is an issue that merits attention.
Having set out some general findings from the study, the following section

investigates differences between the ‘types’ of diversifiers as set out in the
typology with a focus on their different strategic and skills needs.
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Reduce the Farm Holding
Rather than a re-allocation of resources, this category is typified by the

disposal of assets. Lobley and Potter, (2004) describe these farmers as “capital
consumers” who withdraw assets from the farm, usually towards retirement,
but who want to remain on the farm. This form of diversification reduces the
size of the agricultural holding and often creates little additional work for the
farmer. As such, this type of diversification does not stimulate latent
entrepreneurship or strategic activity by the farmer. The sources of income and
uses of land assets are diversified but the activity of the farmer, and therefore
the associated skills requirements are not changed.

Property Management – Managerial Role
Approximately 16% of farmers who had diversified stated that this was

their main form of diversification. They tended to be older farmers but there
was a noticeable lack of property development among livestock farmers. In
contrast the above category, these farmers retain an active role in the
management of property developments and therefore require new skills to be
successful.
A high proportion of land and property resources provide farmers with the

opportunity to employ property resources for the development of commercial
and residential properties or tourism and recreational facilities. In each case,
these would not be considered to be a part of the core agricultural business as
they signify a shift away from farming rather than a change in the intensity or
practices involved. Over 75% of farmers in this category had a business plan
for their farm, demonstrating the need for greater strategic thought and
preparation compared to diversification activities that are more closely aligned
to conventional agricultural business.

Diversifying into new business activities
This category includes non-agricultural work carried out on the farm by

the farmer, a member of the farm household or a direct employee of the farm.
Time or resources are shifted away from traditional agricultural activity into
more profitable alternatives. This lends weight to concerns that farm
diversification is viewed ‘as an adjunct to the core business of farming’ and
that “government regards diversification as an alternative to creating the
environment in which efficient agriculture in viable” (Defra, 2007, p. 2).
From the survey data, this type of activity occurred more frequently among

the 35-55 age group and most commonly among farmers who had always been
in farming or had gone into farming straight from being a student. There is no
clear relationship between the ownership or the core agricultural production of
the farm and the likelihood of the farmer to engage in new business activities.
This group of farmers had the second highest incidence of business

planning, but also the highest incidence of formal, written business plans.
This may be associated with the requirements of funding bodies supporting
diversification but it also demonstrates the perceived need for a plan that can
be followed over time to guide the development of the new business. With
property development, the unwritten plan covers a single big decision with the
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future management viewed as a more stable issue.

Diversifying the farm business
As a broad category this includes the two subcategories of ‘adding value to

conventional farm products’ and introducing ‘unconventional farm
products’ (Slee, 1987) but may also include services provided to other farmers
such as agricultural consultancy or animal transportation, certain aspects of
farm-based recreation, including equestrian activities, or direct sales. The
physical activity may therefore not take place on the farm holding but there is
a clear link to agriculture in terms of skills and networks employed.
One of the ‘unconventional’ products described by Slee, (1987) might

include environmental or landscape goods. Since the end of productivity-
driven agricultural policy, there has been a shift towards sustainable
environmental objectives which now sees farmers being subsidised to reverse
some of these changes (Harvey, 1997). The creation of wildlife habitats or
other natural features in return for compensatory income could be seen as a
form of diversification on the grounds that it is the employment of farm
resources (i.e. land and management of that land) to earn an income that is not
related to food production. From our survey, a variety of other activities from
building a website to rearing chickens were cited as forms of farm
diversification. In the broadest sense, each of these falls under this category as
they are enhancing the core farm business through the introduction of new
activities.
In the survey data, farm-related diversification, including equestrian

activities, was most popular among managers and tenants rather than farm-
owners and was also more common among those who had a degree or
professional qualification. As a result, diversified farmers under 35 in the
survey were more likely to have developed new ideas related to the core
agricultural business rather than engaging in activities from other parts of this
typology. Despite the prevalence of younger and more educated farmers in this
category, fewer farmers pursuing ‘farm-related’ diversification had business
plans. This suggests that these farmers are using intuition and experience and
they are able to test their business ideas alongside their core business without
taking a big risk at an early stage
These forms of diversification also help to reinforce the role of agriculture

in the contemporary rural economy. Diversified business activity can be built
around farming and this builds valuable links between farming and the local
economy. It also valorises skills learned through agriculture and enables the
farmer to combine these with other skills to develop innovative businesses in
the rural economy.

Diversification of income
This is a fairly self-explanatory category describing individual members of

the farm household taking alternative employment or making investments that
are un-related to the farm in an attempt to augment their income. This can be
done without impacting upon the farm business if it is seasonal employment or
financial investments that require no major commitment of resources that
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would otherwise be invested in the farm. Even small-scale diversification in
this category, however, requires additional skills and planning to ensure that
the activities are both compatible and profitable.
In many cases, these forms of diversified income sources are sought to

support the traditional farm activity such as one farmer who operates a tree
surgery business in the winter months. The two activities dovetail around the
changing seasons and the additional income ensures that the farm is
sustainable. Off-farm activities can also have positive impact for the farmer
who learns new skills and develops new social networks. In terms of
agricultural policy, however, it demonstrates that some farms are unable to
provide a sufficient income and if the off-farm employment is forced, we need
to focus on the types of farmers that are affected and identify solutions that
can provide a more sustainable future for the farm holding.
In our survey data, only 12 of the 349 farmers who had pursued

diversification referred to off-farm employment, suggesting that many of them
did not recognise this as diversification.

8. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper identifies a number of key concepts which have been used to

understand the farmer: personal characteristics, the characteristics of the farm
enterprise and farm business activities and processes. We have identified a
number of phenomena which may have a bearing on the farmer’s ability to
think strategically as evidenced by the use of strategic plans which are either
loosely structured or formalised. The research has not considered personality
traits or characteristics although developing more detailed and more robust
considerations and characterisations of farmers is likely to generate greater
insight into our understanding of how they perceive the world.
As Beaver and Ross have argued ‘the management of small firms is

unique. It bears little or no resemblance to management processes found in
large organisations’ (2000, p. 25). While this is not a comparison of the
management of small firms to the management of the farm enterprise, it may
be suggested that more detailed investigation is required because its
characteristics are unusual. Farms may have been owned or managed within
the same family for generations. Historically the motivators for farmers have
often not been overtly financial: owning a farm and being solely responsible
for the health of their own endeavour has been a major determinant of personal
success. It has been suggested that the CAP reform will benefit farmers by
allowing them for the first time to take responsibility for their businesses and
theoretically, have more freedom to farm as they wish (European Commission,
2003). However, it is also widely argued that while farmers who have spent
years relying on CAP subsidies have the ability to detect changes in national
policy, they may well have subsequently lost the ability to critically look into
their own individual farm businesses in order to monitor and anticipate the
downstream effects of reform. Instead, a less pejorative interpretation may be
that farmers have to adapt from being semi-reliant on quasi non-market forces
to being attentive to market forces. The primary motivator for many farmers
now is one of business and personal survival.
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To conceive farmers as a homogeneous group is a mistake and hinders
policy development. Whilst Beaver and Ross may be correct to suggest that in
smaller enterprises management is a personalised process which is
characterised by the prejudices and attitudes of the owner owner/manager and
that the ‘nature of managed activity depends on the characteristics of the
person fulfilling the role’ (Beaver and Ross, 2000, p.26) it is perhaps more
difficult to accept the thesis that expansion or contraction is dependent upon
the needs and personality of the owner owner/manager at least in the small
farms sector. In short the barriers preventing farmers needing to act and think
strategically are multi-faceted; some of these have been explored here.
This segmentation framework developed in this paper is deduced from

work by Atherton and Lyon, (2001) researching SMEs. It classifies farmers by
their personal characteristics, the characteristics of the farm enterprise,
activities and processes undertaken by the farmer and specific needs of the
farm enterprise. This paper has outlined a segmentation framework and criteria
from this framework are chosen to identify different types of farmers. It might
be suggested that different strategic orientations in farming may require
different skills. In this way a gap analysis of the core skills which farmers have
and the skills and support, which they need in order to become more
entrepreneurially successful, is provided. Clearly, for farmers to be successful,
they need to have both strategic awareness and the capacity and capability to
develop.
This paper has shown that this sector is a complex area. A framework has

been provided which can be used as a basis for further empirical research. It
indicates that farming is a heterogeneous sector operating in a complex and
multi-faceted environment. The segmentation framework is not a model, as it
does not have a predictive function.
Skills such as business opportunity recognition and strategic planning are

major requirements for farmers. Through this, farmers are able to find ways
and strategies to create a profitable business. Co-operation and networking
skills, innovative abilities and risk-taking are important requirements to realise
business opportunities. Business monitoring and reflection, team-working and
leadership are necessary for farmers to develop and improve their business.
As Burgess (2008) has implied the rural economy has tended to be
marginalised as far as enterprise support is concerned. Support for rural
entrepreneurs does need to become more mainstream as these entrepreneurs,
as Winter and Lobley (2009) assert, play an critical part in the UK economy.
If farmers are expected to respond to the restructuring of productionist

agriculture by diversifying into alternative enterprises and exploiting novel
opportunities and markets (see, e.g. Phillipson et al., 2004), it is probable that
the strategies called for in these new ventures would resemble closely those
discussed above and in addition meta-level skills related to market orientation
and social networking.
The results indicate that different kinds of entrepreneurial tasks – and

consequently skills – are relevant in conventional farming and in business
diversification. In order to decide whether we should recommend that an
enterprising farmer ought to develop his or her entrepreneurial skills, we might
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benefit from the use of a proposed, holistic approach, in which the variety of
entrepreneurial tasks are related to the situational factors and attitudes of the
farmer/entrepreneur.
As argued elsewhere Pyysiäinen et al, (2006) by following this strategy we

might be better able to discern the various alternatives in developing the
entrepreneurial skills in the context of farming, and also to understand the
choices which the farmer needs to make. Defining and stipulating which skills
are necessary for farmers to effectively compete and survive is necessarily
important as farmers the pressures on the farm enterprise increase.
Future research will seek to determine what the skills are which farmers

need according to both farmers themselves and those who have a stake in the
farm enterprise. Thus far, the paper suggests that farm entrepreneurship is a
special case in the entrepreneurship discipline. The paper generates many
additional questions,. These questions include: the effects of the changes in the
CAP; the debates surrounding specialisation versus diversification; the barriers
and opportunities which face farmers and how those barriers may be ranked
and determine how farmers use networks. The longer-term goal is to attempt
to map the skills and competencies of farmers with a view to informing policy.
Throughout developed economies a series of major trends affect farm-

businesses and the lives of farmers: New technological developments
characterise agricultural production. There is a growing demand for not only
changes in food production techniques, but also in non-agricultural functions
and services in response to climate change, a reduction in oil-based energy
resources and a universal food crisis. These shifts in production, strong
emerging new markets which represent both severe pressures and open new
opportunities for farmers, requires adaptation strategies, increased innovation,
and entrepreneurship.
Increased farm diversification is a necessary development requiring farm

and rural business support schemes and policy not just in the UK but firmly
integrated into the upcoming reforms to the CAP. As such, a major challenge
for the agricultural sector is to enable farmers to develop their entrepreneurial
skills. This requires economic support and a greater emphasis on education
and training.
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Introduction
Farming remains almost exclusively an inherited occupation and one in

which the transfer of business control and ownership to the next generation is
arguably one of the most critical stages in the development of the business. As
with many family businesses, one of the prime objectives of family farms is to
pass on control of a sound and often improved business to the next generation
(Gasson and Errington, 1993). This may involve the transfer of the ‘home
farm’ to a successor (or multiple successors) or it may involve the transfer of
the necessary capital to establish a new farm business. Thus, it is possible to
distinguish between succession to the farm and succession to the occupation of
farming. In addition to succeeding to the farm and/or occupation, the successor
also benefits from the transfer of skills and, frequently less tangible assets such
as a detailed knowledge of the home farm, its micro climate and
idiosyncrasies. Succession then, is the process of transferring managerial
control and other intangible assets such as site (farm) specific knowledge.
The mirror image of succession is retirement. Just as succession is a

process rather than a single event, retirement from farming “can be seen ... not
as an individual act but an extended sequence of transitions” (Rosenblatt and
Anderson, 1981). The self-employed generally face a greater range of
opportunities in terms of the balance between their time devoted to work and
time devoted to other activities and in the case of farming, in particular, the
term ‘retirement’ can cover a wide range of situations. At one extreme, it can
refer to the process of selling up and leaving farming altogether, frequently
though, it may involve withdrawal from some of the more arduous tasks
alongside a continuing day-to-day involvement in the business. For some, full
retirement is achieved by selling up, moving away from the farm and no
longer relying on a farm to produce retirement income. For others, a pathway
of semi-retirement with retirement income to some extent dependent on farm
income may, after a series of transitions, eventually lead to full retirement and
a move out of the farmhouse or even off the farm entirely. Finally, inheritance
denotes the legal transfer of ownership of business assets (including land and
quota). Whilst conceptually separate, these processes are obviously linked and
1.This paper was originally presented at The Oxford Farming Conference, January 2010, and is reprinted by kind
permission of the author and the Conference Secretariat.
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the timing and smoothness of the process can have considerable implications
for the farm business as well as the individuals involved in that business.
The twin processes of succession and retirement can be a time of

considerable financial and emotional stress on farm households (Burton and
Walford, 2005) and there is much evidence of the impacts on the successor
and the business when the principal farmer (usually a male) cannot bring
himself to fully let go of the ‘reins’ (Errington and Lobley 2002; Potter and
Lobley 1992). Succession and the ‘failure’ of succession can have a powerful
influence on the development trajectory of a farm. Symes for instance, found
that farms lacking a successor were less likely to be managed intensively, and
that “the production cycle declines closer to a subsistence mode in old age
than at any other point in the life cycle” (Symes 1973). On the other hand, the
identification of a successor can act as a trigger for business development, and
the existence of a successor can provide a powerful motivation for on-going
investment in the business even into the old age of the retiring farmer (Potter
and Lobley, 1996). Although the full impact of succession may not be
revealed until the successor is incorporated into the business, in many cases,
the anticipation and expectation of succession can influence decision making
long before a potential successor is identified and indicates a desire to succeed.
So when farmers, as they frequently do, point to a toddler playing with a toy
tractor and proudly identify him (and it almost always is a ‘him’) as ‘my
successor’, that may already be influencing thinking and decisions about the
farm, making some business options unthinkable while others become more
attractive. Against this background, this paper considers why intergenerational
succession remains important in contemporary agriculture and compares rates
and patterns of succession in England and several other countries, before
going on to consider some implications of the concentration of agricultural
assets in the hands of relatively few established farming families.

Why is succession important?
In simple terms, intergenerational succession is important because it

represents an integral facet of the family farm. Intergenerational succession
represents the renewal of the family farm and can potentially act as a helpful
corrective in addressing the apparent increasingly aged population of principal
farmers.2 In the UK (and many other countries) families are responsible for
most farms and much farmed land. For example, a recent survey of 255
farmers in six areas of England found that 84% operated ‘established family
farms’ (i.e. those who are at least the 2nd generation of their family to be
farming the same farm or nearby farm), and were responsible for managing
86% of the area covered by the survey (Lobley et al, 2002). Sometimes family
occupancy of the farm or local farmland was extremely lengthy and 31% of
established family farmers could trace their family’s occupancy of the farm to
1900 or earlier (known as Century Farms in the USA). Not surprisingly, many
(61%) had been responsible for their farm for at least 20 years, although a

2.To an extent the frequently quoted figures demonstrating the high average age of British farmers is misleading.
‘Official’ figures are based on the age of the registered holder of the holding. In many cases this will be an older per-
son but the individual responsible for the day to day running of the business will often be much younger.
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significant minority (18%) had assumed responsibility in the last ten years.
Few (8%) were new entrants in the strictest sense that they were the first
generation of their family to farm in the locality and had not previously farmed
elsewhere. Of those assuming control of the farm in the last five years, only
9% were new entrants in this sense. Thus, the main entry route into farming in
England remains intergenerational transfer within a family (ADAS et al 2004;
Lobley et al, 2002). This is not to suggest that intergenerational succession is
or should be the only means of entry in to farming. Far from it, the ‘new
blood’ effect of entrants from outside the agricultural sector has long been
recognised (e.g. Northfield, 1979). Indeed, more recent evidence suggests that
new entrants to organic farming in England are among the most
entrepreneurial and dynamic of farmers (see below).
Decisions made (or sometimes avoided) about the management of family

farms have implications for rural economies, rural communities and the
environment. Farm family businesses face a range of complex drivers for
change. Much attention has focused on global processes of trade liberalisation
and seemingly endless rounds of CAP (Common Agricultural Policy) reform.
However, farm level drivers are also important because it is here that the
effects of other drivers of change are mediated, as well as being a source of
internal farm household drivers. Indeed, a considerable body of evidence (e.g.
Potter and Lobley 1996; Gasson and Errington 1993; Bryden et al 1992)
suggests that family events and processes such as births, marriage, ageing,
succession and retirement can influence reaction to changes in the external
environment and can trigger restructuring in agricultural businesses.
Clearly, succession is, or should be, of importance to policy makers given

evidence that the process has a considerable influence on farmer behaviour
and responsiveness to particular policy measures. In addition, the facilitation
of the timely transfer of the farm business is an explicit objective of many
policy initiatives (although admittedly, other than the Fresh Start experiment
there are few examples of this approach in the UK) and it is therefore
important that policy-makers understand the processes of intergenerational
transfer in their respective countries. For farm advisers, a fuller understanding
of the process of succession is important because at the very time when the
new generation is seeking to improve productivity or business viability
through investment, the older generation may be engaged in disinvestment to
provide for their retirement. This is particularly likely where no separate
pension provision has been made and the farm business itself is expected to
provide retirement funds. Thus, advisors need to consider how to maintain a
viable business for the next generation while minimising the financial and
emotional stress increasingly associated with the pursuit of this goal.

Impacts of succession on the farm business
In an earlier paper, Potter and Lobley (1996) identified three principal

effects associated with succession and retirement. The first is the ‘succession
effect’ which refers to the impact of the expectation of succession on the farm
business. Evidence suggests that farms may be developed over a long period in
order to provide a business capable of supporting two generations or to yield
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sufficient capital to establish successors on separate holdings. The succession
effect can operate from close to the time of the birth of the first ‘potential
successor’ although it is more likely to be felt when a successor indicates their
intention to follow the occupation of farming:
“… once married and with children of my own, my ambitions became stronger
to provide a good standard of living and improve the value of the farm. Once
both sons definitely wanted to come home then expansion and improvement
plans came to fruition”.
“Because I’m in partnership with two sons we’re in full swing, we are

going forward. If I was on my own things would be very different. I wouldn’t
have bought the new farm for a start”. (Quoted in Potter and Lobley 1996)
Farms with a successor present are much more likely to have a history of

significant capital investment and expansion than farms lacking a successor.
Sometimes this is closely linked to the ‘successor effect’, the impact of the
successor themselves as they gradually (or sometimes rapidly) assume
managerial control. Successors often return from a period of agricultural
training with new ideas and an innovative approach to the business. The extent
of their impact will be influenced by how rapidly they ascend the ‘succession
ladder’ (see Errington and Lobley, 2002) although Potter and Lobley (1996)
report that over 9% of all capital investment, 6% of all land purchase and 8%
of all major enterprise change in a sample of 504 farms across Britain over a
thirty year period took place within a year of the successor’s return to full time
work on the farm.
Finally, the ‘retirement effect’ can be identified towards the end of a

farmer’s career and is most pronounced where succession has been ruled out.
In these cases farm operators frequently disengage or even withdraw from
agriculture, down-sizing to reduce work load, letting or selling land and
frequently farming remaining land less intensively. In some instances, these
farmers can be regarded as ‘capital consumers’ (Lobley and Potter, 2004),
progressively liquidating farm assets to provide an income as part of a gradual
process of leaving farming.

The rate and pattern of succession: some international comparisons
This section draws on published and unpublished data from the

FARMTRANSFERS project which is an international research collaboration
initiated by Professor Andrew Errington of The University of Plymouth and
John R. Baker of Iowa State University. The project is based on a survey
questionnaire© originally developed by Professor Errington and subsequently
replicated in a number of different countries (see Table 1) using the
questionnaire© to provide a standard set of data to be added to the
FARMTRANSFERS database. FARMTRANSFERS is currently directed by
John Baker, Ian Whitehead (University of Plymouth) and Matt Lobley. To
date over 15,600 farmers have completed a FARMTRANSFERS questionnaire.

The FARMTRANSFERS questionnaire collects a range of information on
plans for succession and retirement, information sources used, expected
retirement income sources and detailed information on the delegation of
decision-making responsibility between the principal farmer and his/
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Table 1. FARMTRANSFERS surveys 1991-2009

1991 England 1993 France
1997 Canada (Ontario & Quebec) 1997 England
2000 Iowa 2001 Japan
2001 Virginia 2003 Germany
2003 Poland 2003 Switzerland
2004 California (Humboldt county) 2003 Austria
2004 Australia 2005 Pennsylvania & New Jersey
2005 North Carolina 2006 Wisconsin
2006 Iowa 2009 Romania

her successor(s).3 In terms of the rate of succession, as Figure 1 illustrates, the
situation in England compares quite favourably to that in France, Canada and
several US states. Indeed, only Germany has a higher rate of succession than
England (compared to the 1997 sample), while Iowa, Virginia, North Carolina
and France have markedly lower rates of succession. The very low numbers of
daughters/daughters-in-law identified as successors is readily apparent in
Figure 1 and is arguably an issue of international concern.
In part, the ability to identify and secure a familial successor depends on

the age of the principal farmer. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the mean age

3. Further information on these aspects of the project are available from the author.

Figure 1.Identification of a successor: some International

comparisons

Source. FARMTRANSFERS database
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of farmers in the English samples is broadly comparable with those elsewhere,
although respondents in France and Quebec were noticeably younger.
In Figure 2, the association between the age of the principal farmer and the

likelihood of having secured a successor becomes clear. With the exception of
Austria and Australia, younger farmers are associated with very low rates of
expected succession. In England, France, Canada and Switzerland, the
expectation of succession increases noticeably with age, so that by the time
that farmers are in their 60s over 60% of respondents in these countries have
secured a successor. Succession rates in the US, however, tend to remain low.
However, identifying a successor is only a starting point in the process of

intergenerational business transfer. The way in which the successor is brought
into the business and prepared for management and leadership will have
implications for their ability to run the business effectively once the transfer of
management has occurred. Gasson and Errington (1993) characterised the
successor who has worked with their parents for a long time but has been
given few managerial responsibilities as the “farmer’s boy” and argued that it
is a typical problem in farm succession. The “problem” is that the farmer’s
boy has little opportunity to develop the managerial skills needed to operate
the family business and is essentially a hired worker, kept in place by the
promise that the eventual reward will be ownership of the family farm. Other
routes to succession may involve running a separate enterprise, or even a
separate holding, or working in another business before coming back to the
farm.

Using data from the FARMTRANSFERS database it is possible to identify
what it is successors are doing and how much delegated responsibility they
have. This information has been used in Table 2 to indicate the frequency of
the “farmer’s boy” problem in different countries (and US States). It can be
seen that, along with Austria, Germany and North Carolina, in England a
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Figure 2: The association between identification of a successor and age of
principal farmer

Source: FARMTRANSFERS database.
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significant proportion of successors can be categorised as “farmer’s boys”.
Although large numbers of successors in England operate separate enterprises,
few run separate stand-by farms and they are the least likely to be involved in
a ‘professional detour’ (i.e. working in another sector to gain business
experience). Uchiyama et al., (2008) undertook a similar approach but
restricted their analysis to successors aged 35 and over (on the grounds that it
might not be unreasonable for younger successors to be in a farmer’s boy
role). In a comparison of Japan, Canada, USA and England, they found that
“England stands out because of its much higher proportion of “farmer’s boy”
successors. One out of six successors who are 35 years old or older, and one
out of five full-time farming successors who are 35 years old or over, are
classified as “farmer’s boy”” (Uchiyama et al., 2008 p.42-43). The “farmer’s
boy” problem may arise for various reasons, including cultural and social
norms (see Salamon, 1992). Moreover, the expectation that the family farm
will essentially provide a pension for the older generation can significantly
delay delegation of decision making responsibility, particularly where the
older farmer does not want “to entrust his/her ‘pension’ to a younger family
member.” (Uchiyama et al., 2008 p.43).

Recent evidence of the level of intergenerational succession in England
Although the international comparisons discussed above are valuable,

there are a number of limitations to the data set, not least of which is the fact
that the last national FARMTRANSFERS survey took place in 1997! The
period since then has seen the popularisation of the notion that British farming
is facing a crisis in succession (particularly following the 2001/02 Foot and
Mouth Disease outbreak, the latest round of CAP reforms, and a period of low
incomes). Nevertheless, most evidence points to relatively high rates of
succession and hints at the ongoing persistence and tenacity of family farmers.
For example, a survey of 255 farmers conducted by Lobley and colleagues in
the wake of FMD (Lobley et al., 2002) found that a total of 33% of
respondents had identified a successor to take over their business. This figure,
however, varied considerably according to the age of the respondent with 45%
of those aged 55-65 reporting a successor and 60% of those aged 65 or over.
These figures are comparable with earlier surveys of succession on English
farms (see for example, Errington and Tranter, 1991) and with the data from
FARMTRANSFERS presented in Figure 1. In total, 83% of the sample
expected to still be farming in five years time, while most of those who
expected to leave had identified a successor. These results suggest that the
bulk of the agricultural area of England will remain in the hands of established
farming families. Indeed, only 5% of the farmers interviewed expected to
leave farming in the near future without a successor.
Since the 2001/02 survey the 2003 CAP reforms have ushered in the most

radical change to agricultural policy in England for decades. Again, this has
promoted talk of a ‘crisis’ in farming and a lack of successors. In 2005 Lobley
and colleagues returned to a sub-sample of respondents to the 2001/02 survey
and found that 56% now reported having a successor and that this rose to 80%
for those aged 65 and over (Lobley et al., 2005a). The increase in the rate of
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expected succession partly reflects the ageing of the respondents (as we have
seen, rates of succession increase with farmer age), although as rates of
anticipated succession have risen for all age groups it also seems to indicate a
strengthening of commitment on the part of the farmers themselves to remain
on the land. To what degree this sentiment is shared by their children and
potential successors is less clear. One contributor to a stakeholder discussion
group was forthright in his assessment:

“I can’t help feeling that the current generation of people who are
working on the farms will sort of go. I’m 55 and that great flush of people
who were really enthusiastic …about agriculture...And my sons aren’t,
I’ve got three sons under eighteen and they aren’t really interested, they
see the farm as somewhere to get a bit of pocket money from but they don’t
see it as a way of life”.

Research in Scotland and in Cumbria suggests that a lack of
intergenerational successors is such a threat that it may lead to a collapse in
the traditional system of family farming (Burton et al. 2005, Burton, 2002).
Farmers have been voicing similar views for many years and yet the evidence
suggests that rates of succession are not dissimilar now to those in the late
1980s and early 1990s. Indeed, research conducted for Defra on Entry to and
Exit from Farming (ADAS et al., 2004) suggests that there is a strong demand
from various types of new entrant to English agriculture, including
intergenerational successors but also those from a non-farming background.

England Ontario Quebec Iowa North
Carolina

Penn-
NJ

Austria Germany

n= 221 164 244 86 433 298 165 175

Mean age of
‘successor’

32 30 26 31 36 35 26 25

Farmer’s boy 32.3 8.8 7.7 9.3 37.2 3.7 36.4 29.1

Partnership 3.7 7.0 3.9 4.7 3.0 1.7 6.7 5.1

Separate enterprise:
High autonomy
Low autonomy

21.7
22.4

19.9
9.1

20.3
25.5

5.8
5.8

2.1
10.2

9.1
19.1

6.1
12.1

24.6
19.4

Other:

Runs own farm 6.8 9.9 5.9 19.8 7.9 30.2 0.0 0.6

In FT education 2.9 15.1 22.2 9.3 2.8 12.1 3.6 6.3

Other
‘professional
detour’

10.2 30.2 14.5 45.3 37.0 24.2 35.2 14.9

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Table 2: Occupation of identified successors aged 16 or over

Source: FARMTRANSFERS database.
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Moreover, it is suggested that “the overall picture of the entry and exit
situation of UK farming is one of relative stability where the typical pattern is
a complex and gradual process of intergenerational transfer of the family
business…” (ADAS et al., 2004 p. 54).
More recently, evidence from a large survey of farmers in South West

England4 suggests that rates of succession on farms operated by principal
farmers in their 60s are only marginally lower than the rates recorded by the
English FARMTRANSFERS surveys in the 1990s (see Figures 3 and 1). In
total, 90% of those reporting that it was “too early” to know if they had a
successor hoped that they would secure a successor. It is somewhat worrying,
however, that 14.6% of respondents in their mid-60s stated that it was “too
early” to be sure if they had a successor or not! Most (87%) of the successors
were male, although in the 30% of cases of multiple successors the likelihood
of having a female successor increased significantly.
Such aggregate figures can obscure spatial differences in the rate of

succession. For instance, it is often assumed that farmers in the hills and
uplands find it particularly difficult to attract a successor. Data from the same
south west survey shows that, although farmers in the Less Favoured Areas
(LFAs) of the south west are less likely to have identified a successor
compared to their lowland counterparts, the difference is marginal (see Figure
4). Of course, the south west uplands are very different to other upland areas
in Britain so these figures should not be taken as a general indication of the
state of intergenerational succession in the uplands.
Clearly, despite widespread evidence that large proportions of farmers do

secure successors, many farmers do not and, when succession ‘fails’, concerns
are often raised about the implications for the sustainability of family farming
(e.g. Burton et al., 2005 and Burton, 2002). However, it has long been
recognised that ‘too much’ family succession itself could pose a threat to the
future and that there are

“dangers in agriculture becoming a closed shop and that it would not be
desirable if entry to farming were restricted solely to a privileged class of
inheritors or to those few with large sums of capital to buy themselves
in” (Northfield 1979 p.177).

The dangers of the “closed shop” approach are principally assumed to be
lower levels of innovation, less business dynamism and poorer motivation to
respond to new and emerging challenges (Caskie et al., 2002. Policy
Commission of the Future of Food and Farming, 2002).
It is commonly agreed that the challenges facing contemporary agriculture

require a wider range of skills than the practical farming skills which may
have sufficed for previous generations. Farmers are being encouraged to
embrace new technology, develop their own brands, produce food products
rather than just bulk commodities, and to market directly to purchasers and
end users. Although the new entrant sector of UK agriculture is relatively
poorly understood there is some evidence to suggest that new entrants possess
4. In late 2006 Lobley, Butler and Winter undertook a postal survey of 1852 farmers in South West England.
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many of these skills and, moreover, that they are more likely to do so than
other farmers. A comparison of the socio-economic impact of organic and non
-organic farmers (Lobley et al., 2005b) discovered that organic farmers were
less likely to have succeeded to their farm. More significantly, they were much
more likely to be younger, highly educated and to be involved in various types
of direct sales initiatives and other business enterprises linked to the farm.

Source: Centre for Rural Policy Research, unpublished data.

Figure 3: Rates of succession in South West England, 2006
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Figure 4: Rates of Succession in the South West Uplands and Lowlands, 2006

Source: Centre for Rural Policy Research, unpublished data.
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Many brought skills from previous careers in business, advertising, media and
sales and were operating innovative and dynamic businesses which frequently
generated higher sales revenue (per hectare) than other farms.

Conclusions
Intergenerational succession remains the main entry route into farming in

England. A relatively small number of established farming families continue
to pass down, through the generations, their land holdings and the occupation
of farming. Despite assumptions that British farming faces a succession crisis,
comparisons with other countries indicate that the rate of succession in
England compares favourably to several other countries and is much higher
than that in several US States. Moreover, that rates of succession remain
relatively unchanged (despite the problems associated with BSE, the crisis of
FMD and the challenges and uncertainty surrounding the more recent reforms
to the CAP) is testament to the tenacity and persistence of farm families. That
said, evidence is patchy, being confined to certain parts of the country, or
dated, such as Errington’s 1997 survey (see Gasson et al, 1998).
In addition to succeeding to managerial control of the business and

eventually inheriting business assets (including an often highly valuable home)
successors receive a transfer of detailed local agricultural and environmental
knowledge. Again, these are highly valuable, if less tangible, assets. The
repeated transfer of farms in a given locality down several generations of the
same families results in farming families that are deeply socially embedded in
their communities. These are precisely the characteristics that the earliest
writers advocating the family farm model valued and wished to maintain and
promote. Indeed, there is much to be valued and cherished in all of this and the
evidence reviewed here suggests that, despite some reports, English farming
does not, at present, face a crisis of succession. At the same time, while ‘crisis’
may be too strong a word there are nevertheless important questions to be
tackled regarding succession.
For instance, how can the ‘farmer’s boy’ problem be addressed? High rates

of succession alone cannot secure the future of British agriculture if adult
successors are kept at arms length from business planning and decision-
making until they are middle aged. As we have seen, rates of succession are
much lower in the US but equally, the farmer’s boy phenomenon is much less
common there as well. It may not be a coincidence that initiatives to facilitate
intergenerational transfer of farm family businesses are quite common in
America.
Finally, does the data presented here suggest that the “closed shop” which

concerned Northfield 30 years ago is today a barrier to development and
innovation in the farm sector? Most new farmers are familial successors and
yet there are certainly some reasons to believe that genuinely new entrants (i.e.
those with no previous farming background) bring with them a set of attitudes
and skills which equip them to run dynamic farm businesses which meet the
needs of contemporary demands. While it is true that they may not possess
detailed and practical farming knowledge, and as a result may employ a farm
manager (thus creating employment opportunities for the sons and daughters
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of farmers), they do possess many of the business and people skills that are
likely to be associated with future farming success. The succession question,
therefore, is not just how do we ensure ongoing high rates of familial
succession but also, how do we achieve a better balance between the
undoubted valuable contribution of established farming families and the
benefits of the ‘new blood’ effect of new entrants?
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FOOD SAFETYAND SUPPLY: PRESENTAND FUTURE
CHALLENGES

Patrick Wall

Facing the fact that farming now operates in a global marketplace, this paper considers
the issues arising, with particular emphasis on the sources and management of risk in the food
chain.

Key words Food safety, food chain, globalization, policy

With increasing liberalisation of trade and freer movement of goods, when
it comes to trade in food, we are truly living in a global village. Increasing
travel by citizens for tourism, business and emigration, combined with
innovative marketing, has created a demand for a broad range of diets in many
countries necessitating the importation of foods and ingredients as citizens
wish to experience the tastes of far off cultures in their home countries, or
wish for the taste of home in their new countries of residence.
Economies of scale and cheaper labour costs are giving some countries a

competitive advantage in the global food market and many countries now find
it more economic to import most of their food. However, free trade has to be
safe trade emphasising the need for equivalent standards for all those players
trading in the global market place. The longer the food chain, and the more
players in the food chain, the more opportunities for things to go wrong or for
criminal adulteration to occur with resulting adverse health consequences for
consumers. One country’s problem can rapidly become another’s as
contaminated product and ingredients can rapidly be disseminated. No country
can afford to be complacent as they are only as secure as the standards of the
weakest supplier from whom they import product, and a substandard domestic
producer can put a nation’s citizens at risk and jeopardise a country’s
reputation as a food exporter or as a tourist destination.
Furthermore a chronology of trade disrupting animal diseases from Foot

and Mouth disease to Avian flu has demonstrated that no country can claim to
be immune to food scares. A contaminant can be imported as an ingredient for
animal feed or human food, as has been seen with the BSE agent, Sudan 1 and
Dioxin, and subsequently appear in home produced product. In this Global
Village there is no room for arrogance; food control agencies, and industry
stakeholders must work, and respond, together, and stigmatisation of one
country will only serve to fuel consumer anxiety
There are many food safety and supply chain associated challenges that

have to be addressed and managed appropriately. These include:

1. This paper was originally presented at The Oxford Farming Conference, January 2010, and is reprinted by kind
permission of the author and the Conference Secretariat.
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Meeting global demand for food
Reducing global hunger
International trade
Tourism and travel
Climate change – potable water for irrigation, new pests etc
Ensuring sustainability of production systems
Industrialisation of food industry
Intensification of farming
Securing income for farmers
The evolution of the Common Agriculture policy post 2013
Increasing sensitivity of laboratory analysis
Balancing Benefits against Risks
Consumer anxiety
Obesity
Food handler training: “Your health is their hands”
Competition between food and energy crops
Risk associated with new technologies eg Nano
Bioterrorism

Often the final product presented to the consumer can contain ingredients
from several countries, and many manufacturers, making traceability and
recall extremely difficult. For example a simple chicken Kiev can have
ingredients from over 15 countries.

Globalisation of Trade
“The World on your Plate”

Herb ButterHerb Butter::

ButterButter
garlic pureegarlic puree
garlic saltgarlic salt
lemonlemon
parsleyparsley
pepperpepper
waterwater

Chicken BreastChicken Breast:Chicken

Batter:Batter: Flour
Water

Bread CrumbBread Crumb:: Bread crumb
Rape-seed oil

-- New ZealandNew Zealand
-- China, SpainChina, Spain
-- China, SpainChina, Spain
-- USAUSA
-- France, UKFrance, UK
-- IndonesiaIndonesia
-- IrelandIreland

-- Thailand, BrazilThailand, Brazil
UK, France etc.UK, France etc.
-- Belgium, FranceBelgium, France
-- IrelandIreland

-- ScotlandScotland
-- EU, AustraliaEU, Australia
Eastern EuropeEastern Europe

Chicken Kiev

Food Safety Authority of Ireland

Figure 1: illustration of multinational sourcing of one food product
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One ingredient can contaminate a range of products as happened with Chili
powder adulterated with Sudan 1 which precipitated major recalls and
consumer anxiety in the UK and further afield in February and March in 2005.
The recall spread to several continents, and international food maker Heinz
recalled product sold in China. The analytical chemists are continuously
improving the limits of detection and deciding what action to take at levels of
parts per billion, or parts per trillion can be difficult. This is a major issue for
risk managers but it is also a huge challenge for risk communicators operating,
in a sound-byte dominated media, trying to explain to the public that “a
genotoxic carcinogen is in their food but at levels ‘unlikely’ to do them any
harm!”
If food can travel rapidly throughout the world it is nothing to the speed at

which information, or misinformation, can travel with global news channels,
satellite TV, the internet, and SMS. Good news, or more likely bad news, can
be transmitted almost instantaneously. Electronic bulletins like ‘Google
Alerts’ keep food safety professionals, and journalists also, abreast of the latest
developments throughout the world with emerging news, often complete with
video clips, being portrayed. Mobile phones with cameras, YouTube, Twitter,
etc, have created new media channels and ‘citizen journalists’ ensure that no
story can stay quiet for long.
Regularly the media is ahead of the risk managers and surveillance

scientists in highlighting a problem, and many public health bodies monitor
the global media as part of their early warning systems. Public perception is
often informed by sensational news coverage and items are placed higher on
the agenda of the policy makers as a result of the intensity of the media

17 New B
SE Case

s

Carcinogen in
Baby Food

Political response in proportion toPolitical response in proportion to
media interest rather than riskmedia interest rather than risk

Role of the media?Role of the media?Evidence Based Policy?Evidence Based Policy?
Figure 2: response to risk
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coverage of an issue.
Public concern should rightly provide input into public policy but to derive

meaningful policies via this route the public requires accurate information
presented in an understandable format. Herein lie the challenges for the policy
makers to (1) effectively engage the public and (2) communicate risk in a two
way dialogue.
The tendency toward panic reactions in response to catastrophic risks is

something that should concern those involved in both industry and public
health. The economic losses caused by overreaction, or misplaced reaction,
can be huge, as can the loss of human life. For food companies it takes a lot of
money to build a brand but it can be destroyed overnight by a food scare or by
being associated with human illness.
A risk management response in proportion to the media coverage of the

issue, rather than to the actual risk to human health, is not the ideal. Policy-
makers and regulators are not consistent in how they address risk along the
food chain and in society at large. Society does not treat equivalent risks with
the same degree of intervention. For example, deaths from road traffic
accidents are not regarded in the same way as deaths from food poisoning and
do not precipitate the same degree of media coverage and reactionary risk
management.
Those charged with overseeing food safety have to juggle many issues

including public, health, science, consumer confidence, trade and politics.
Effective communicating of risk is an essential component of their work if all
these issues are to be aligned.

Public HealthPublic Health

ScienceScience
Consumer ConfidenceConsumer Confidence

PoliticsPolitics

TradeTrade

Food SafetyFood Safety

Figure 3: The food safety ‘juggling act’
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In most jurisdictions policing of the food chain could be improved, as
equal risks along the food chain do not receive the same amount of attention
from the national inspectorate. Inspection frequency and intensity varies
across the food chain, ranging from some businesses having a permanent
presence of inspectors to others being inspected annually or even less
frequently. Some of this discrepancy results from legal requirements; however
it behoves countries to look at how they deploy the resources of their national
inspectorates to deliver the most benefit in terms of consumer protection and
protection of the food industry. Just like requesting a food business to
undertake a HACCP analysis of their process, the regulatory agencies should
undertake a risk categorization of food and feed businesses along the entire
food chain.

Businesses should be categorized on the basis of:
Hazards associated with their raw ingredients;
Hazards associated with the process;
Hazard associated with their finished products;
Food Safety Controls and management capabilities;
Consequences of a major non compliance.

The frequency and intensity of official food safety inspections and audits
should be governed by the risk category of the premises. Some food
businesses are victims of their own success and outgrow their management
capabilities and plant facilities to pose a public health risk whereas, at the
opposite end of the spectrum, others introduce standards in excess of the legal
requirements and subject themselves to third party audits. There is a move by
the competent authorities from inspecting premises to auditing food safety
management systems. The later satisfies the authorities that the food business
has procedures in place to produce safe food on an ongoing basis whereas the
former just gives a snapshot of how things are on the day of the visit. This
move needs to be accelerated to ensure the activities of the national
inspectorates are adding maximum value. One good systems audit can be
much more effective than numerous inspections. The food chain is only as
secure as its weakest link and there should be no gaps in the continuum of
supervision from animal feed mills to the point of sale to consumers.
Attempting to recall ingredients, or product, from the global supply chain

highlights that the concepts of the food chain from farm to fork being a simple
straight line (Figure 4), and the idea that it might be possible to put the name
of the farm of origin on processed products, are naïve in the extreme. The
modern food chain is more like maze than a straight line, with global sourcing
of agrochemicals, pharmaceuticals minerals vitamins and animal feed at farm
level.
Further along the chain many foods contain multiple ingredients, often

from many countries and even continents. Regularly there is co-mingling of
products from several processors in the finished food, and in addition
flavourings, additives and spices are routinely sourced from a global market
place. Furthermore not all processors have the same standards, and not all
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Figure 4: the ‘straight line’ illusion in the food chain

FARM TO FORK ?

The Food ChainThe Food Chain

Figure 5: The food chain ‘maze’

FARM TO FORK

The Food ChainThe Food Chain

Agro-chemicals
Pharmaceuticals
`Minerals
Vitamins
Animal Feed

Mixed Standards
Official controls?
Traceability?
Global threats

Multi-ingredients
Co-mingling
Additives
Flavourings
Spices/herbs
Global sourcing
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countries have the same controls or enforcement capabilities. Recalls, when
ingredients are contaminated, whether they are spices or larger components in
processed products, are extremely difficult and costly. An inability to
distinguish uncontaminated from contaminated food in the supply chain and
market place often leads to the recall and destruction of large quantities of
perfectly safe food, and compounds consumer anxiety.
We truly live in a global village: the health of citizens, and company

brands, in one country is often dependent on the controls in operation in
another, so harmonisation and consistency are the name of the game. The
problems we face in the modern food chain are similar in all jurisdictions and
require global solutions with similar standards across the board and both good
communication and collaboration between all national and international
agencies.
All industry stakeholders need to step up to the plate, as prevention is

better than crisis management: “Ask not what the regulators can do for you but
what you can do for yourselves”.
While one third of the world is starving, another third is suffering from

obesity and diet-related disease. What constitutes a balanced diet is well
documented, but UK farmers need to defend their output which is both healthy
and wholesome, but can become vilified as meat and dairy come under attack.
Given the range of obesogenic products on display in every supermarket that
have escaped the spotlight one would have to say that the meat and dairy
sector could do a better job of positioning their output in the eyes of the
consumer.
With 1.1 billion people in the world hungry, reducing global hunger is a

major challenge to be faced by global citizens. The world population of 6.5
billion in 2009 is set to grow to over 9 billion in 2050, increasing by the
population of Germany each year. India and China have growing affluent
middle and upper classes seeking a more western diet and premium foods so
the demand for food will grow.
This forecast of increased demand for food rings hollow for many farmers

who are currently producing product for close to the cost of production but “it
all comes to those who wait” and the agrifood sector may be the spearhead of
economic recovery as it is producing something that is essential for life. The
volatility associated with world market commodity prices is not something
that European farmers find easy to cope with, making market support
measures of some sort necessary by the EU to maintain some balance in the
supply demand equation. The next phase of the EU Common Agriculture
Policy is crucial for all EU Farmers not only those in the UK. The current
uncertainty of how things will pan out is curtailing long term investments in
the primary sector as even the most optimist risk takers need some idea of the
likely rewards. Fortune favours the brave and primary producers are not short
of courage.
More strategic alliances are necessary throughout the supply chain and an

equitable distribution of margin is not an unreasonable aspiration if
sustainability is to be achieved and issues like carbon footprints,
environmental protection and animal welfare are to be addressed. The
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multiples have been great agents of change in the supply chain and have
driven efficiencies and high standards into every sector but while they make a
virtue out of fair trade coffee, and fair trade bananas, what about fair trade
milk and fair trade beef?
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Nuthall P. L. (2010) Farm Business Management: The Human Factor. First
Edition. C.A.B. International: pp 216. ISBN 13 978 1 84593 598 6 (hardback),
£75.00.

Richard Turner

Theme
This publication addresses the human factor within the context of farm

business management; it focuses on the farmer/farm manager and on
understanding the underlying reasons for his/her performance and behaviour.

Summary
The purpose of this book is well defined by the author in the Introduction,

‘to outline the human components of what makes a person, and why a
manager acts in particular ways’ (Chapter 1; pp. 1). To support this objective
the author identifies the components that define management ability, and then
moves on to consider the origins of managerial ability, the importance of
management style, intelligence and experience, and how an understanding of
these and other factors may lead to a determination of how management
ability might be improved. Decision processes, the skills required by a
manager, and the importance of avoiding bias and coping with stress are
comprehensively dealt with before moving on to objectives and how these
might be shaped, and importantly, how managerial ability may be improved
during the working life of the manager. The text uses case study farmers
throughout to illustrate the author’s findings, which are based on logical
analysis, in order to portray and reinforce the complexity of the reality. At
appropriate points he uses the device of introducing two professional
consultants, “Bruce” and “Prof”, to give their views.

Review of the contents
The author draws on his experience and knowledge to claim to be able to

determine, by analysis and logic, the human components that constitute a
manager and his behaviour, and from this to synthesise a programme of
managerial improvement which can be implemented by the manager alone, or
with aid of a consultant(s). Critical to this theme is the assumption that
improvement of a manager’s performance, at whatever level, is possible. This
is a concept that is already recognised and accepted by many practicing
professionals and progressive farm managers: Chapter 8; pp. 186, in particular
provides evidence of the value of continuing professional development.
The author is to be applauded for attempting to address a subject of such

complexity. The academically rigorous approach displayed does not lose sight
of practical reality whilst giving reason to what experienced management
consultants and trainers have intuitively applied in the past. This book will no
doubt be of value to these groups, but whether or not it will appeal to all
farmers/managers other than those who are familiar with the statistical
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element, or at least are not put off by it, is open to question.
The inclusion of tests and questionnaires provides useful material and food

for thought for the reader as do, for example, the considered importance of
managerial and personal attributes and entrepreneurial skills as expressed by
farmers and consultants (Tables 5.5, 5.9 and 5.7, Chapter 5; pages 103, 108
and 106). The stated lack of psychometric tests suitable for rural businesses,
referred to in Chapter 2; pp.17, constitutes an interesting observation since
many would consider that such fundamental tests would hold good across all
types of business activities, including agriculture.
While some readers might question the use of simple illustrations, such as

those employed in Chapter 4; pp. 83, and Chapter 7; pp. 167, they do serve to
ground the reader and, for young aspiring farm managers, should prove a
useful transitional exemplar in the progression from their technologically rich
experience to the higher elements of management.
The human context within which farmers and managers work is given full

recognition, particularly in Chapter 6 on bias and stress and Chapter 7, in
relation to objectives and the values held by the farmer and his/her family.

Reflections on the use of case studies and the underlying assumption that
it is possible to improve management skills (Chapter 1; p. 1)
It is likely the author gave serious consideration to the possibility of

developing the case study approach to encompass (i) the identification of
farmers who have deficiencies in some areas of their management expertise,
(ii) identification of appropriate consultation/training, and (iii) the evaluation
of improvements achieved from this training. Perhaps this could be the basis
of a future book, since its inclusion here might have risked over extending a
nicely judged, compact volume. But such an extension may not only have
reinforced the basic assumption of the book, it might have underlined the
value of continuing professional development, which is referred to on a
number of occasions in the text. Whether such development is best achieved
through informal learning (Chapter 8; pp. 183), by more formal learning, or by
a combination of the two is a matter for consideration by the participant - as is
recognition of individual’s preferred learning style (Chapter 2; pp.42-47).
This book has achieved what the author sought. The insights and guidance

it contains, based as they are on sound study and analysis, recommend this
book to all aspiring to become better farmers and managers, and for those,
such as students, consultants and trainers, wishing to better understand farm
managers.
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